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Foreword 

In a previous volume, Early Domillicalls (Classics of Western 
Spirituality, 1982), I expressed a hope that the two outstanding thir
teenth-century Dominican doctors of the church, St. Albert the 
Great and St. Thomas Aquinas, would find their own place among 
the Classics of Western Spirituality. This present volume is the ful
filment of that hope. 

Neither of the two is a "spiritual writer" in the sense to which 
we have become accustomed, but both are, in different ways, sig
nificant for the history and understanding of Christian piety. Both 
represent instances, recognized and canonized by the church, of a 
type that has not always enjoyed a good press in devout circles: both 
are unambiguously Christian intellectuals. Albert, we may say, is 
almost the apotheosis of curiosity, while Thomas stands for fearless 
lucidity. In their different ways both were men who kept their eyes 
open and were not afraid to look at what they saw, though in the 
case of Thomas the eyes of the mind were paramount. 

It is obviously not possible in a single volume to do justice to 
the range of interests of either of the two saints. From the volumi
nous works of Albert I have selected only one, his commentary on 
the Mystical Theology of the elusive Greek writer of about A.D. 500 
who hid behind the name of Dionysius the Areopagite. In my in
troduction I have tried to situate Albert in the Western Dionysian 
tradition. He is significant as a theologian who resisted both the ob
scurantism of twelfth-century negative theology and the devotion
alist reading of Dionysius, which eventually led to The Cloud of 
Ullkllowillg and St. John of the Cross. Even he was unable to recap
ture the full breadth of the authentic Dionysian vision, but he did 
manage to retrieve a fair amount of it, in spite of the obstacles posed 
by inadequate Latin translations and a somewhat misleading tradi
tion of interpretation. And his appreciation of Dionysius is some
thing that he passed on to his German Dominican disciples and 
followers, not the least of whom is Meister Eckhart. One of the 
many exciting scholarly projects currently going on is the rediscov
ery of the German Dominican tradition, of which Albert is un-
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FOREWORD 

doubtedly the progenitor, and which has a characteristic stamp of 
its own, distinct from the Thomist tradition with which the Do
minicans are normally and naturally identified. 

The writings I have chosen from the corpus of Thomas' works 
are more immediately related to some of the standard topics of spir
ituality. In particular I have presented a substantial dossier on 
prayer, ranging from near the beginning of Thomas' career to near 
its end. Thomas more or less created the scholastic treatise on prayer 
and achieved a clarity on the subject that it is hard to find elsewhere 
except in his disciples. It is fascinating to watch as he gradually 
achieves this clarity. The subject of contemplation and the contem
plative life seems not to have interested him nearly so much, and his 
treatise on it in the SlImllla Theologiae is, in some respects, disap
pointing; but it is still instructive to see what he has to say and to 
note what he does not say. Finally, I have selected a variety of texts 
illustrating Thomas' views on religious life, many of them shaped 
by the controversial needs of his own time and, as a result, perhaps 
surprisingly, all the more pertinent to the controversies (including 
some "undeclared controversies") of our own time. 

I have made no attempt to prm'ide a general introduction to the 
thought of either writer as a whole. Since Albert is the less well
known, I have tried to give some idea at least of the temper of his 
thought. In the case of Thomas there are excellent books available 
to help us understand his philosophy and his theology, so I have 
contented myself with a few remarks on the texts actually included 
in this volume. 

Since the language of thirteenth-century theology is not always 
easy for the modern reader, I have not been shy of supplying notes. 
No doubt everyone will find some places where my notes are un
wanted and others where a note is looked for in vain; such is the lot 
of commentators and those who read them. But I have done my best 
to anticipate puzzles and, insofar as I could, to shed light on them. 

Unfortunately there is still a great deal of obscurity surround
ing the lives of both saints. I have therefore thought it best to offer 
a fairly long biography of each of them and to indicate at every step 
the evidence on which I have based myself. Anyone who wants to 
can of course ignore the documentation, which is cited extensively 
in the notes, but it should be borne in mind that much of what I say 
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FOREWORD 

is controversial and that we are still a long way from having a "stan
dard" biography of either Albert or Thomas. The main outlines are 
tolerably secure, but the details have to be fought for. I have tried 
always to find such solid evidence as is available and then, ruthlessly 
at times, eliminate even those fantasies that have been hallowed by 
generations of historians. It would have been unworthy of our two 
subjects to do otherwise. How far I have succeeded in reaching the 
truth about their lives, time will perhaps tell; I hope that at least I 
have taken a small step forward. 

Both Albert and Thomas make frequent references to earlier 
sources, and I have tried to identify these sources as precisely as pos
sible, a task in which I have naturally been much helped by the work 
of earlier editors. Biblical references are cited in accordance with the 
Latin text of the traditional Vulgate, which was the bible used by 
our two writers, and biblical texts are translated afresh from the 
Vulgate in the light of contemporary commentaries and the specific 
purposes for which they were quoted by Albert or Thomas. 

It remains to thank the many people who have helped me dur
ing the many years that have gone to the gestation and the making 
of this book. I must especially mention the late Osmund Lewry, 
O.P., who read through the typescript ofthe section devoted to St. 
Albert with meticulous care, even though he was already a very sick 
man; his comments were invaluable to me. I must also express my 
gratitude to Ulrich Horst, O.P., for sending me material on Albert 
that I was unable to find either in Rome or in Oxford. My treatment 
of St. Thomas has benefited from the kindness of several of my con
freres. Various members of the Leonine Commission-and they are 
the real experts-have helped me in sundry ways, and Louis Ba
taillon, O.P., in particular has been most generous in sharing his 
learning with me. Albert Patfoort, O. P., in a series of lengthy con
versations, sparked off several profitable trains of thought and put 
me straight on a number of points. Leonard Boyle O.P. helped and 
encouraged me in a variety of ways and, in the final stages of the 
composition of the book, he kindly read through the typescript and 
commented on it, as well as generously agreeing to write the Pref
ace. No English Dominican can approach St Thomas without being 
conscious of Herbert McCabe O.P., who has made himself, for gen
erations of students, the interpreter par excellence of Thomas' 
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thought. Not least I must thank the Paulist Press and the editors of 
this series for their patience and indulgence, and also the friends, 
colleagues and students, who have allowed me to tryout on them 
all or parts of the typescript in successive phases of its evolution, and 
particularly Marcus Hodges O.P., Michael Doyle O.P. and last, 
but far from least, Brian Davies O.P. 
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Preface 

By any measure, this is a remarkable volume. It is not simply a 
translation, with commentary, of passages from Albert the Great 
and Thomas Aquinas on prayer, the contemplative life, the ideal of 
the theologian, the religious life or mystical theology. It is really two 
books in one. For there is also, and with much originality, an un
ravelling of the tangled sources of the life of Albert and a pruning, 
at times ruthless, of some traditional accounts of that of Thomas. 

The selection of passages for translation is adroit. The trans
lations are deft and the annotations scholarly. As an introduction (0 

the lives and spiritual teaching of two of the greatest Dominican au
thors of the Middle Ages, Father Tugwell's work here is easily the 
most clear-headed and stimulating in English, or indeed in any lan
guage. 
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ALBERT THE GREAT 





Introduction 

I. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF ALBERTI 

When Albert died in 1280 he was already something of a leg
end. Even in his own lifetime, contrary to all normal academic eti
quette, he was being treated as an "authority" in the schools, on a 
par with the ancients;' and a Dominican preacher in Paris could re
fer with evident proprietary satisfaction to "our philosopher, bishop 
Albert. '" Albert's friend, fellow-Dominican and pupil, Ulrich of 
Strasbourg, describes him as "so godlike (divinus) in every branch of 
knowledge that he can aptly be called the wonder and the miracle 
of our time."· Unfortunately, though, there is still a great deal of 
uncertainty about the biographical details of this remarkable man. 

At the time of his death he was more than eighty years old; that 
is solidly attested. S So he was born toward the end of the twelfth 
century. He called himself "Albert of Lauingen,"· but this might 
mean either that he was born in Lauingen, a small town on the Dan
ube not far from Ulm, or that Lauingen was his family name. The 
medieval biographers mostly assume the former interpretation,7 and 
they have in general been followed by modern writers; Scheeben 
found confirmation of Albert's childhood in Lauingen in a text in De 
Anima/ibus 7.1.6.65, where Albert comments on the habits of fish 
that he had observed "in my estate on the Danube, .. s but this can 
equally well, if not better, be understood not of the family home, 
but of the episcopal residence where Albert lived as bishop of Re
gensburg.9 There do not appear to be any explicit childhood remi
niscences in Albert's works which unambiguously indicate where he 
grew up. 10 

Recently the possibility that Lauingen should be taken as a fam
ily name has received more attention. II Albert's brother Henry, also 
a Dominican, was known as Henry of Lauingen, 12 and there is some 
evidence that the Lauingen family had Austrian connections as well 
as those closer to the place from which the family name derived." 
This makes it possible that we should look much further afield for 
Albert's birthplace. I. But in the absence of any more conclusive evi-
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ALBERT: INTRODUCTION 

dence, it is best to retain the traditional belief that he was born in 
Lauingen. 

Medieval sources say that Albert came of knightly stock," 
which in the usage of the period would mean that his family did not 
belong to the nobility. 16 But they were presumably quite well off, 
since as a young man Albert and his friends used to go out into the 
fields with retrievers and catch birds with the help of half-tamed 
falcons. 17 And if, as seems likely, another personal reminiscence re
fers back to Albert's youth, it also suggests a background of leisure 
and prosperity: Albert tells us that he and his companions some
times stood around for hours watching eagles fighting with swans; 
when eventually the eagle won and brought the defeated swan back 
to earth, a servant would run and pick up the swan, scaring off the 
eagle in the process. 18 

According to several medieval biographers Albert became a 
Dominican at the age of about sixteen, 19 which is impossible if he 
was over eighty in 1280, unless he was one of the first people to join 
the Order, in which case we should expect this fact to have been 
noticed and commented on. Johannes Meyer simply says that he 
was a "young man" when he became a Dominican,20 and this tallies 
with Bacon's comment that he entered the Order as "a boy," allow
ing for Bacon's intentions as a debunker. 21 

The earliest sources give us no precise information about when 
or where Albert became a Dominican, though they leave it to be 
inferred that it was in Germany.22 Thereafter there is a double tra
dition, which is something of an embarrassment to Albert's biog
raphers. The anonymous Cologne legenda, whose date is 
controversial but which precedes Peter of Prussia (c. 1485), says that 
Albert was received into the Order by Jordan of Saxony while he 
was a student in Italy," and it is clear that the source of this report 
is an autobiographical account in the Vitae Frotrum of how an un
named student in Padua was converted by Jordan's preaching and, 
after various doubts and delays, sought and received the Dominican 
habit from Jordan. 24 A fairly early German manuscript of the Vitae 
Frotrtlm (Leipzig 818) identifies this Paduan student as Albert. The 
Cologne legenda goes on to tell how, after a few years, Albert was 
sent to Cologne to be the priory lector there. H On the other hand 
there was also a Cologne tradition that it was in Cologne itself that 
Albert joined the Order.2• Peter of Prussia is plainly aware of both 
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ALBERT: INTRODUCTION 

traditions and is conscious of being controversial in arguing for 
Padua, on the evidence of the Vitae Fratrum and of Albert's own 
writings. 27 He goes on to suggest that Jordan, having received Al
bert in Padua, sent him on more or less immediately to Cologne. 28 

Peter's interpretation of the evidence did not convince everybody. 
Johannes Molitoris, more or less Peter's contemporary, stated very 
precisely that Albert entered the Order in Cologne under the second 
prior, Leo,'9 who succeeded Jordan's friend Henry in 1229.'0 Ru
dolph of Nijmegen tried to reconcile all the evidence on the as
sumption that Albert was received by Jordan in Padua and was then 
sent to Cologne as lector under the priorship of Leo, 3J which is only 
a chronologically more precise version of what we find in the anon
ymous Cologne legenda. The main difficulty with Rudolph's theory 
is that there seems to have been a relatively early tradition that it 
was not in Cologne but in Hildesheim that Albert began his career 
as a lector." Probably the theory that he was first a lector in Cologne 
was intended to reconcile the evident fact that Cologne was his home 
convent with the belief that he joined the Order in Padua. 31 

That Albert visited Italy as a young man is certain. He tells us 
that he was in Venice when he was young and went to see a "pic
ture" of a king's head that had been found in a freshly carved piece 
of marble: "All of us who were there knew it had been painted by 
nature." Evidently the young Albert had a reputation among his as
sociates as a natural philosopher, because they asked him why the 
"forehead" was distorted and he duly gave them a physical expla
nation. l4 

That he studied in Padua is also very likely. We know that he 
was in Padua at some stage in his life," and it is surely significant 
that in his list of cities he singles out for comment "Padua, in which 
a studium of letters has long flourished" and "Paris, the city of phi
losophers. "'6 There is no reason, then, why the identification of Al
bert as the hero of the story in the Vitae Fratrum should not be 
correct. And since it is improbable that there was anything like a 
formal university faculty of Arts in Padua when Albert was 
young," Bacon's charge that he had never received a proper training 
in philosophy would be to some extent substantiated, if it was in 
Padua that he studied.'· It would be true that he had not graduated 
in any recognized faculty, and Bacon was certainly right in pointing 
out that at this time the arts and philosophy were not being taught 
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ALBERT: INTRODUCTION 

within the Order. But this does not mean that Albert had not re
ceived quite a good education from some school, presumably one 
run privately by some Master. As we have seen, he is already treated 
as a scientific "expert" by his friends in Venice, and also it must have 
been before his entry into the Order that he acquired his familiarity 
with some of the writings of Aristotle. '9 

So we may take it as true, then, that Albert was a student in 
Padua, in which case it was probably there that he succumbed to 
the preaching of Jordan, who was famous for his ability to "lure" 
students into the Order"" But far too little is known of the early 
development of the teaching of arts and sciences in Padua for us to 
be able to base any dating of Albert's moves on it'" We have only 
one reasonably secure date. Albert several times mentions that he 
was in Lombardy during a severe earthquake," and this has con
vincingly been identified as the one that caused considerable damage 
and was felt throughout northern Italy at Christmas 1222'" 

We can assume, then, that Albert was in Lombardy by the end 
of 1222, but this does not necessarily mean that he was in Padua. 
According to the Vitae Fratrum his uncle was with him when he 
made the acquaintance of the Dominicans and prevented him from 
joining the Order impetuously without time for reflection. It is pos
sible that this uncle was living in Italy in the service of the German 
emperor" and that Albert was with him there for some time before 
he became a Dominican. 

It has come to be commonly asserted that it was in 1223 that 
Albert received the habit in Padua, but this assertion seems to rest 
solely on one of the letters of Jordan of Saxony, which Scheeben is 
quite right to dismiss as irrelevant.4

' The letter in question describes 
how successful Jordan has been in recruiting students in Padua, in
cluding the sons of "two great German counts, "46 and Albert has 
been assumed to be one of the latter. But, as we saw earlier, Albert 
was not, so far as we know, the son of a great German count. The 
dating of almost all of Jordan'S letters is conjectural, and Scheeben 
quite properly points out that Jordan was in Padua on several dif
ferent occasions'" 

Peter of Prussia cautiously abstains from attempting to date Al
bert's reception of the habit, but his reconstruction of what hap
pened is well-argued and is probably correct: Albert was received 
into the Order in Padua, but was sent, more or less immediately, to 
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Cologne, in accordance with Jordan's known practice of sending 
new recruits back to their own countries"· And if Molitoris' evi
dence is sound (and it may well come from some document in Co
logne), Albert's actual arrival in Cologne must be dated to late 1229 
or early 1230, in which case it was presumably in 1229 that he heard 
Jordan preaching and yielded to his charm"" This is the only date 
directly proposed by our sources, and there does not seem to be any 
warrant for rejecting it. Albert was then in his thirties when he be
came a Dominican, and that is within the conventional meaning of 
"young man" (iuvellis).'o 

Our next date is supplied by the well-attested tradition noted 
above, that Albert's first appointment as lector was in Hildesheim. 
The Dominican priory in that city was founded in 1233," so Albert 
cannot have been an official lector before that date." As a relatively 
mature recruit, it is quite likely that he opted to make his vows with
out a probationary period or without a full year anyway," and we 
may guess, though we cannot know, that he began his theological 
studies as soon as he arrived in Cologne. By 1235 the Dominican 
constitutions contained a law that nobody could be appointed a 
"public doctor" without first doing four years of formal study, but 
we do not know when this rule was introduced. 54 Certainly at least 
one year of formal study was envisaged in the 1220 constitutions." 
It is, I suggest, not unlikely that Albert spent his first year in Co
logne as a student and then, in view of his maturity and talents, was 
given some teaching to do while he completed his own studies. It is 
well-attested that he lectured on the Sentences twice in Cologne,'· 
and this appears to refer to the period before his graduation in 
Paris." It could well be that he lectured on them as a kind of ap
prentice lector, on the analogy of a bachelor of the Sentences, before 
he was formally appointed lector of Hildesheim. 

In 1233 at the earliest, then, Albert was officially appointed a 
lector and sent to Hildesheim where, if we may trust a late report, 
he put his knowledge of natural philosophy to good effect by ridding 
the priory refectory of flies. 58 Thereafter he was lector in Vriburgo, 
at Regensburg ("for two years") and at Strasbourg, from where he 
was sent to Paris.'" III Vriburgo could mean either Freiburg-im
Breisgau, where the Dominicans accepted a site in 1233 and began 
to establish themselves in about 1235,60 or Freiberg in Saxony, 
where the Dominican priory was founded in 1236."' In either case 
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Albert would almost certainly have been the priory lector required 
by the constitutions as part of the founding community in any new 
house'" It has generally been assumed that it was to Freiburg-im
Breisgau that Albert was sent.· J but there is nothing to prevent the 
alternative interpretation. which is favored by Weisheipl .... and in
deed there is some evidence to support it. In 1240. Albert tells us. 
he was in Saxony and "saw a comet near the north pole. "., which 
squares with his being the lector of Freiberg in Saxony at the time. 
Also we know that at some stage in his life he visited the mines in 
Freiberg and Goslar." going far out of his way to do so. because of 
his interest in mineralogy.·7 and this could well refer to his journey 
from Hildesheim to Freiberg and to expeditions made from Frei
berg. 

On the basis of these considerations. it is tempting to infer that 
Albert remained in Hildesheim and Freiberg for some years. and 
then spent his two years in Regensburg in 1240-42 or 1241-43 and 
moved to Strasbourg in 1242 or 1243 and Paris in 1243 or 1244. The 
difficulty with this chronology is that it does not seem to allow 
enough time for Albert to have achieved all the writing that we know 
he did in Paris before 1246. We know that he was working on book 
II of his commentary on the Sentences in 1246.·' and before that he 
had already commented on books I and III. and before that he had 
already completed a fairly substantial Summa de Crta/uris."· If he 
only arrived in Paris in 1243. it is difficult to see how he could have 
accomplished so much. particularly as he had first to absorb the Ar
istotelian learning. which is much in evidence even in the Summa de 
Crta/uris. So we cannot rule out the possibility that Albert visited 
Saxony for some reason that we do not know in 1240. and that he 
was lector in Freiberg rather earlier. If we assume that he went there 
as a member of the founding community. he could have been lector 
there in 1236-37. in Rcgensburg in 1237-39 and in Strasbourg in 
1239-40. in which case he could have been in Paris as early as 
1240.70 

At some period during this first phase of his teaching career 
Albert composed his earliest known work. De NO/lira Boni.71 which 
reflects a familiarity with those works of Aristotle that had been 
available in Latin for some time. as well as the standard classical and 
theological authorities (Cicero. Seneca. Augustine. the Glossa Or
dinaria); there is no sign of any of the new material that was causing 
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such excitement in Paris (new and more complete translations of Ar
istotle and the works of Arab and Jewish philosophers). 

From the tasks he was given it appears that Albert was held in 
some esteem by his brethren and that he was expected to contribute 
to the development of his rapidly expanding province. 72 According 
to Scheeben, Albert enjoyed other, even more impressive signs of 
his brethren's confidence in him: they elected him diffinitor to a Pro
vincial Chapter during this period, and probably also sent him as 
diffinitor to the General Chapter in Bologna in 1238, where he se
cured half the votes in the election of the new Master of the Order. 73 

But the sole authority for all this is a statement by Galvano della 
Fiamma,74 whose fantastic improvements upon historical facts are 
notorious. Most scholars properly discount the whole alleged epi
sode." 

The real honor paid to Albert by the Order was the decision 
that he should lecture on the Sentences in Paris with a view to be
coming a Master in Theology. At this time Paris was the only in
ternational study-house that the Dominicans had, and even to be 
sent there as an ordinary student was no mean privilege, seeing that 
each province was only allowed to send three students there a year.76 
But the chances of becoming a Master were even more restricted. 
The Order possessed two chairs of theology in Paris and, although 
we are in the dark about many of the details concerning the early 
Dominican Masters, it seems probable that the Order had so far 
done little to exploit these chairs systematically for the benefit of the 
provinces at large. No clear procedure was yet established for pro
viding friars to hold the chairs, and Guerric of St. Quentin and God
frey of B1eneau had apparently been left in possession of them for 
quite some time. 77 

In 1246 the General Chapter initiated a move to extend the pos
sibilities of study at the highest level by creating four new interna
tional study-houses (studia generalia), one each in the provinces of 
Provence, Lombardy, England and Germany. 78 It is tempting to 
wonder whether sending Albert to Paris was not already part of a 
plan to open up the academic resources of the Order more effec
tively. The decision to send him there was presumably made by the 
Master of the Order. If it was in 1241 or 1242 that the decision was 
made, it can be seen as one of a series of moves characteristic of the 
generalate of John of Wildeshausen. In the late 1240s it is noticeable 
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that there is a rapid turnover of Dominican Masters in Paris,7. and 
sending Albert from Germany, then a few years later the lector of 
Montpellier, Elie Brunet,'o and finally Thomas Aquinas of the Ro
man province in 1251,"' indicates at least a rudimentary policy of 
not allowing the two Parisian chairs to be totally dominated by the 
Parisian brethren. And a concern about the supply of lectors is also 
evident in the ruling of the 1245 General Chapter that all priors who 
could be usefully employed as lectors must stop being priors.·' 

When Albert arrived in Paris, perhaps in 1241 or 1242 and cer
tainly not later than 1243, the renowned scripture scholar, Hugh of 
St. Cher, was provincial of Paris, a position he held until he was 
made a cardinal in May 1244."' He was succeeded by Peter of 
Rheims, who himself became a bishop in 1245, and then Humbert 
of Romans became provincial.·· The two Dominican Masters were 
still Guerric and Godfrey, though we do not know whose bachelor 
Albert became. Guerric probably died either toward the end of 1244 
or at the beginning of 1245."' By 1247 Godfrey was in the pope's 
entourage. H. 

In Paris Albert encountered a whole new intellectual world. By 
now almost the whole Aristotelian corpus was available in Latin and 
was being avidly studied, in spite of considerable uneasiness on the 
part of the ecclesiastical authorities. But it was largely through the 
Arabs that Aristotle had been brought back to the West, and their 
Aristotle was part of an essentially Neoplatonist package. He 
brought with him the pseudo-Aristotelian Libtr de Causis, derived 
from the Elemm/s of Tbtology by Proclus, one of the last great pagan 
Neoplatonists, and he was accompanied by the works of the Arab 
commentators, especially Avicenna and, slightly later, Averroes. 
And in addition to this wealth of supposedly Aristotelian learning, 
which was often in fact more Platonist than Peripatetic, a veiled Pla
tonism was also exercising a considerable influence through the 
writings of "Dionysius the Areopagite," which had begun to enjoy 
a new vogue in the twelfth century. 

Albert eagerly absorbed all this new intellectual nourishment. 
In his earliest Parisian writing, the Summa de CTta/uris, finished (in
sofar as it was finished) by about 1244 at the latest, he is already 
confidently handling most of the available works of Aristotle, and 
he shows himself well-acquainted with a range of Islamic philoso-
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phers. And, as we shall see, he was not afraid to tackle some of the 
more controversial topics being debated in the schools. 

After lecturing on the Sentences, Albert became a Master in 
Theology in 1245, perhaps taking over the chair that had been va
cant since the death of Guerric. He taught for a further three years 
as Regent Master and then, in 1248, he was sent back to Germany 
to preside over the new studium genera Ie in Cologne.·7 

While he was still a Master in Paris an aristocratic young Nea
politan had been sent to join the Dominican community in St. 
Jacques by the Master of the Order, to put him beyond reach of his 
family, whose ambitions for him were devastated by his decision to 
become a Dominican and who had resorted to all possible means to 
divert him from his chosen path. This young man, Thomas d'A
quino by name, arrived in Paris in 1246, and he seems to have at
tached himself to Master Albert. He copied down in his own hand 
the lectures that Albert was giving on the Celestial Hierarchy of Dion
ysius, and his copy served as the original on the basis of which the 
university stationers proceeded to publish the work. When Albert 
was sent to Cologne, young Thomas went with him and continued 
to record the lectures on the rest of the Dionysian corpus." 

Thomas was a reserved, quiet young man, whom the brethren 
nicknamed "Dumb Ox"; but bit by bit his talents emerged, and Al
bert is said to have commented one day, "We call him a dumb ox, 
but the time will come when he will make such a bellowing in his 
teaching that it will sound in the whole world ...... 

Among Albert's other students at this time were his devoted 
admirer, Ulrich of Strasbourg,90 and BI. Ambrose Sansedoni.91 

From now on Albert was an increasingly public figure and the 
relative abundance of documentation makes it easier to keep track of 
him. The "lector of Cologne" was called upon to intervene and ad
vise in a variety of local affairs and in 1252 he was appointed, to
gether with Hugh of St. Cher (at this time papal legate in Germany), 
to negotiate a settlement in the long-standing dispute between the 
archbishop of Cologne and the citizenry. 92 In the course of his life 
he was frequently to be asked to undertake similar diplomatic mis
sions.93 

In 1254 he was elected provincial of the German Dominicans 
at the Provincial Chapter of Worms .... He had apparently already 
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been appointed vicar of the province. presumably either by the Gen
eral Chapter or by the recently elected Master of the Order. Hum
bert of Romans;' and in this capacity he presided over the 
Provincial Chapter. The German provincial had responsibility for 
a dauntingly large territory. By now there were thirty-six priories 
and perhaps almost as many monasteries of nuns scattered over an 
area including Switzerland. Austria. Belgium and the Netherlands 
in addition to the whole of Germany. and the province spilled over 
into parts of what is now France and Yugoslavia. There was also a 
missionary hous~ attached to the province in Riga. Latvia.96 The 
provincial was supposed to visitate all the houses in his charge;' and 
the very chapter at which Albert was elected insisted that the breth
ren must observe the traditional practice of travelling everywhere 
on foot. barring very exceptional circumstances.91I The General 
Chapter of 1255 was clearly determined not to make life any easier 
for provincials and forbade them to have private bedrooms (as a lec
tor Albert would have got used to having his own room);9 and it 
also warned people not to travel to chapters except on foot and called 
for a stricter observance of the ban on carrying money when on a 
journey.'oo The German Provincial Chapter of 1257 fired three 
priors for travelling on horseback. '0' According to Peter of Prussia. 
Albert fully conformed to the Order's constitutional requirements. 
covering the length and breadth of his enormous province on foot. 
begging his bread as he went .• 02 We cannot be certain that Albert 
visited every single house in person. but the extent of his travels can 
be seen from the widely separated places mentioned in his writings 
in connection with his observations of natural phenomena. from 
Latvia to France. from the Alps to the English Channel. .OJ It seems 
likely that a great many of these observations were made in the 
course of Albert's travels as provincial. He also had to attend Pro
vincial Chapters at Regensburg (1255) and Erfurt (1256).' .... and the 
General Chapter in Paris in 1256. '0' 

Our sources do not give us a very personal or intimate picture 
of Albert as provincial. Three new priories came into existence dur
ing his term of office. but it is not known that he was personally 
involved in any of them. He also received the vows of the first nuns 
in the recently established monastery near Soest. the famous "Par
adisus. "."" The excerpts quoted from Provincial Chapters during his 
provincial ate show him insisting on such traditional observances as 
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poverty and silence, and on a careful screening of preachers before 
they are allowed to preach in public. 107 He was clearly a conscien
tious superior, but we may wonder how far his heart was in this kind 
of work. As we have seen, his long journeys on visitation gave new 
scope to his unbounded curiosity about the world around him, and 
his responsibilities as provincial did not make him abandon his writ
ing. It was while he was provincial that he wrote his important De 
Anima. lo, 

In 1256 Albert got caught up, in a small way, in the conflict 
between the seculars and the mendicants, which had at one stage 
looked like crippling the work of the mendicants entirely. 109 Early 
in the year the Parisian secular Master, William of St. Amour, the 
friars' most virulent opponent, had produced a particularly inflam
matory pamphlet, De Pericu/is, and this had been delated to the 
pope, thus bringing to a crisis the long and bitter dispute in which 
the heads of the two main mendicant Orders, Humbert of Romans 
and John of Parma, and the leading mendicant theologians in Paris, 
including St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Bonaventure, had been in
volved. All was now set for a decisive condemnation of William. In 
September the pope, Alexander IV, appointed a commission of car
dinals to examine De Pericu/is. All that remained was the formal 
judgment. And at this stage, rather mysteriously, Albert turns up 
at the papal court in Anagni. One early source implies that he had 
gone there on his own initiative, which seems an unlikely thing for 
a conscientious provincial to have done. I \0 The other major sources 
claim that he had been sent for by the pope precisely in view of the 
condemnation of William, III but this seems rather implausible too. 
The mendicant theologians had had ample opportunity to present 
their case, and the matter was now in the hands of the pope's com
mission of cardinals, which included two distinguished Parisian the
ologians, Eudes of Chateauroux and the Dominican Hugh of St. 
Cher; it is not at all clear why they should need any further theo
logical advice from Germany. 112 So why send for Albert? 

It is most unlikely that Albert, with the responsibility for his 
province on his shoulders, went to Italy without being summoned. 
So the suggestion is tempting that maybe he was sent for in con
nection with some quite different affair. '" Anyway, however he 
came to be there, there is no doubt that he was consulted about the 
condemnation of De Pericu/is and his reaction is revealing. He 
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tracked down a copy of the book, paid to have the use of it, and 
managed to get it transcribed overnight, with the help of several 
scribes, and then studied it in the twenty-four hours before the con
sistory met. ". 

Apart from assisting at the condemnation of William of St. 
Amour, we know that Albert gave a public refutation, at the papal 
court, of the Averroist doctrine of the non-individual nature of the 
agent intellect, which he later wrote up as a book, De Vnilale IlIlel
lee/US.'" It is tempting to suppose that this was the real purpose for 
which he had been summoned to Anagni. In 1255 the Arts faculty 
in Paris had issued new regulations, in which the study of the books 
of Aristotle played an important part. "6 It is quite conceivable that 
Alexander IV was disquieted by this. Already William of Auvergne 
(tI249) had felt obliged to argue against the "Aristotelian" and Is
lamic doctrine of the non-individual soul. '17 If the pope wanted to 
consult someone about how he should react to the new Arts syllabus 
in Paris, Albert would by this time be well-established as the leading 
ecclesiastical authority on Aristotelianism, and so he would be an 
obvious person to send for. And the fact that Alexander IV made 
no move to censure the Parisian syllabus might reflect Albert's con
viction that the philosophers have to be met on their own ground 
with "arguments and syllogisms," not just with dogmatic cen
sures. 1I8 

How long Albert remained at the papal court we do not know, 
but there is no reason to suppose that he remained in Italy until the 
General Chapter due to meet in Florence at Pentecost 1257, "9 be
cause this was a diffinitors' Chapter and did not involve provin
cials. 120 We may reasonably suppose that, as a dutiful provincial, 
Albert returned home to his province, though it seems he took time 
to see the sights of Rome on the way.'" 

The General Chapter of 1257 absolved Albert from the chore 
of his office, but he appears nevertheless to have been at the sub
sequent Provincial Chapter in Augsburg, and our sources give the 
impression that he presided at it. 122 Conceivably the news of his ab
solution from office had not yet reached Germany. '" We do not 
know when the Provincial Chapter was held, but Albert was cer
tainly in Augsburg at the end of August. He preached a series of 
sermons during the octave of the feast of St. Augustine in various 
churches, including that of the Dominican nuns, of whom he was 
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evidently fond since he later remembered them in his will . ,2< In his 
sermon on 30 August, which was preached in the Dominican 
church, he refers to his recent trip to Italy, mentioning his sight
seeing in Rome and the reflections it prompted (how much better 
the ancient Romans were than we are today, saving only that we 
have the faith and they did not). In another public sermon on Sun
day he reported how he had confessed to the pope that he was ov
erawed by him, to which the pope replied, "I am earth, I am dust, 
I am nothing. ,,'" 

By March 1258 at the latest Albert was back in Cologne in his 
old job of lector (Regent of the studium generale). 'M And as usual 
we find him being called upon to advise and arbitrate and act as wit
ness to various transactions. At least once the pope used him as his 
agent. 127 Clearly people trusted his judgment and his impartiality. 

In June 1259 he was appointed by the Master of the Order, 
Humbert of Romans, to a special commission at the General Chap
ter of Valenciennes, whose brief was to draw up a plan for the or
ganization of studies throughout the Order. It is clear from the 
membership of the commission that Humbert wanted Dominican 
studies to be modelled on the pattern of the University of Paris: 
apart from Albert, the other members of the commission were Bon
homme, Florent de Hesdin, Thomas Aquinas and Peter of Taren
taise, who were all Parisian Masters. As a result of their work, the 
Order for the first time officially adopted a policy of providing a full 
program of studies, at least for the brighter students, including the 
arts (and therefore philosophy) as well as theology. This was a mo
mentous innovation and represented a triumph for Albert, who had 
been insisting for years on the importance of philosophy. Other 
points of interest are that all the brethren are expected to attend the 
classes given by the lectors, including priors and other lectors who 
are free; study of a fairly formal kind is evidently envisaged as a full 
part of Dominican observance, not just as something that the friars 
pass through as part of their formation. Also lectors in the more im
portant studia are to have a bachelor, just like the Masters in the 
universities. WI 

Albert had secured for his Order an educational program after 
his own heart, but his personal work as an educator was rudely in
terrupted early in 1260. On 5 January Alexander IV appointed him 
bishop of Regcnsburg, and at the same time wrote to the canons of 
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Regensburg telling them to accept Albert as their pastor;I2' their 
own candidate had refused the bishopric. 130 A rumor of what was 
going on reached the ears of Humbert, who promptly sent an im
passioned letter to Albert, pleading with him to refuse the papal in
junction. This famous document, which incidentally reveals what 
an important man Albert was in Dominican eyes, is worth quoting 
in full: 

Brother Humbert, useless servant of the friars of the Or
der of Preachers, to his dearest brother in Christ, Albert, 
lector of Cologne, eternal salvation in heaven and may he 
shine in the world with the splendour of his merits and 
example. 

A rumour has just reached me, in a letter from the 
Roman curia, and it has pierced my heart to the quick and 
would have shattered me completely if it had not been 
counteracted by the holy and firm confidence that I have 
in you in all good. We have been given to understand that 
they are saying in the curia that a decision has been made 
that you are to be raised to some episcopal rank. 

It is not difficult to believe that the curia might have 
made such a decision, but no one who knows you would 
ever think it possible that you might be inclined to consent 
to such a decision. How could anyone believe that at the 
end of your life you would be willing to blot your own 
glory like this and that of the Order which you have made 
so glorious? Dearest, dearest brother! If you yield like this, 
no one in our Order or in any other kind of poor religion 
will ever resist again the temptation to pass over to a po
sition of rank; they will all cite your example as an excuse. 
If people in the world hear of this, they will all misunder
stand you and everyone else who has made profession in a 
religion like ours, thinking that we do not love poverty but 
only put up with it for as long as we cannot escape from 
it. 

Please do not let yourself be moved by any advice or 
entreaties from our lords in the curia; such things quickly 
and easily become a matter of ridicule and mockery there. 
And do not be defeated by any annoyances you have re-
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ceived in the Order-the Order loves and respects every
one, but it specially boasts of you in the Lord. Even if you 
had suffered far worse annoyances than you ever have or 
ever will, annoyances which would have defeated anyone 
else, you are quite sensible enough to know that your own 
gigantic shoulders can support them cheerfully, as is 
proper. Do not let yourself be turned aside by any papal 
precepts; in cases like this such precepts are reckoned to be 
mere words, not meant sincerely, and they have never 
been known finally to constrain anyone who seriously 
wanted to resist them, and this kind of holy disobedience 
for a time usually enhances rather than damages people's 
reputations. 

Consider what has happened to people who have al
lowed themselves to be drawn into this kind of thing. 
What do people say of them? What do they achieve? What 
is their position? How do they end up? Turn over in your 
heart the enormous difficulties and perpleXities involved in 
ruling the churches in Germany and how difficult it is 
there to avoid offending either God or man. And how will 
your soul endure being tangled up all day long in worldly 
business and living with the continual risk of sin, when it 
has such a love for the scriptures and for purity of con
science? If it is a harvest of souls that they want from you, 
bear in mind what a countless harvest of souls will be ut
terly lost if you change your status like this-all those souls 
which you undoubtedly gain not only in Germany but al
most everywhere in the world by your reputation and ex
ample and writing. And it is far from certain what sort of 
harvest you might gain as a bishop. Dearest brother, you 
see our whole Order rescued from the greatest tribulations 
and enjoying anew the greatest consolation; what will it be 
like if you plunge it into even deeper distress by any act of 
yours? 

I would rather hear of my favourite son being laid out 
on a bier than of his being exalted on a bishop's throne, if 
this would mean that I did not lose my hope of firmness 
in such matters and that everyone would not have to de
part from this world in sorrow. I kneel before you in my 
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heart, I adjure you by the humility of the undefiled Virgin 
and her Son, do not abandon your position of humility. 
What the enemy's pride and cunning has perhaps obtained 
for the harm and upset of many people, I hope it will re
bound on his own head, to your and our double glory and 
honour. Write me something to comfort me and all my and 
your brethren, to deliver us from our fear. Pray for us. 
The grace of Jesus Christ be with you. Amen. "' 

The question of whether Dominicans should become bishops 
or not had been bothersome from the beginning. St. Dominic was 
known to have refused several bishoprics, '" and this was inter
preted as a gesture of humility and refusal' of grandeur, though in 
fact it is probably better seen as the expression of a concern to pre
vent the preaching ministry becoming confused with or being lim
ited by other kinds of responsibility or authority . • JJ The story that 
Dominic specifically rejected the idea of his friars becoming bishops 
is almost certainly apocrypha).'H From quite early on there were 
Dominican bishops whose reputation remained high in the Order, 
like Guala, bishop of Brescia; Constantine, bishop of Orvieto; and 
Humbert's own predecessors as provincial of Paris, Peter of Rheims 
and Cardinal Hugh of St. Cher. What complicated the issue was 
that ecclesiastical preferment provided the obvious way out for peo
ple who had entered the Order, maybe with enthusiasm, but who 
then found its discipline and austerity irksome; according to Jordan 
of Saxony it is not surprising if they turn out not to be very edifying 
bishops. '" From Jordan onward successive Masters of the Order 
and successive General Chapters tried to shut off this possibility of 
escaping from the Order by seeking promotion in the church. In 
1260 the constitutional position was that no Dominican could accept 
a bishopric without permission from his provincial or from the Mas
ter of the Order, unless he was "constrained by such a command 
that it would be mortal sin to disobey it"; the penalty for becoming 
a bishop contrary to this ruling was expulsion from the Order. Il. 
But Humbert was almost certainly exaggerating when he suggested 
that everyone, inside and outside the Order, would be scandalized 
if Albert became a bishop. The almost exactly contemporary Vitae 
Fratrllm certainly reports Jordan's explanation of why friars make 
bad bishops, but Hugh of St. Cher is mentioned several times with-
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out embarrassment as having become a cardinal,137 and in his 
slightly earlier Chronicle Gerald de Frachet gives the impression of 
being rather proud of the Dominican bishops and cardinals. ". 
Thomas of Cantimpre only heard about Albert becoming a bishop 
when he had already written about three quarters of his De Apibus
up to II 49.5 he refers to magister Albertlls, but in II 51.11 he adds 
postea Ratisponellsis episcoplls-but Albert's elevation seems in no way 
to shock him, and he continues to cite him as an edifying example 
(for example, in II 57.50). In the 1270s Stephen Salagnac regards 
the Dominican bishops as one of the glories of the Order, though he 
also notes with approval the friars who refused such honors. "9 

Albert must have pondered deeply the ambiguities of his situ
ation. On 1 March he is still functioning as "lector of Cologne,"I40 
and by then he must have had both the papal letter and that from 
Humbert for several weeks. In the end, as Bernard Gui tells us, "he 
accepted the bishopric of Regensburg under constraint. "141 "Under 
constraint" echoes the very language of the constitutions, and it is 
more than likely that Gui is correctly indicating Albert's verdict, 
that the pope's command was such that it could not be disobeyed 
without mortal sin. Humbert could dismiss such papal precepts 
lightly, but then he was far more familiar with the curia than Albert 
was, and he had witnessed the devastating volte-face ofinnocent IV 
who turned against the friars at the end of his life, becoming a figure 
of malevolent myth in some Dominican circles. Thomas of Can
tim pre tells us with evident glee that he was struck down as soon as 
he signed the Bull that effectively hamstrung the work of the men
dicants and never left his bed again, and when he died soon after
ward his soul was seen by a convenient visionary being handed over 
to Francis and Dominic for judgment. 14' Humbert could be cynical 
about popes and their curias, but Albert, as we have seen, was ov
erawed by the papal majesty and edified by the papal humility. 
After two months or so of reflection he evidently came to the con
clusion that the pope's behest must be obeyed. On 29 March he qui
etly entered Regensburg and spent the night in the Dominican 
priory, and the following day, which was Maundy Thursday, he 
formally took possession of his see. 14) When and where he received 
episcopal consecration is not known. 

It was no easy task that had been assigned to Albert. His pred
ecessor had been induced to resign the previous October, after a 
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spate of very serious accusations, and was saved from being cen
sured only by meekly retiring into obscurity. He had incurred enor
mous debts and, according to Alexander IV, his diocese was in a 
thoroughly bad way, materially and spiritually. Albert was ap
pointed in the hope that his sound judgment and eloquent doctrine 
would set the diocese back on its feet. ,« 

According to the Dominican constitutions even friars who were 
exempt from the Order's jurisdiction, such as those who were bish
ops, were expected to abide by the Order's discipline in fasting and 
in their style of dress. , .. Whatever Humbert's fears may have been, 
Albert did not find much opportunity for self-indulgence, even ifhe 
was looking for it. When he took possession of his episcopal resi
dence there was "not a drop to drink in the cellar nor a single grain 
of wheat and not even an egg to eat. "146 As for his style of dress, all 
we know is that his footwear amused the populace, who gave him a 
nickname that Weisheipl pleasantly translates "Boots the bishop. "'.7 

The medieval biographers mainly give us an edifying picture 
of Albert's humble and spiritual way of life as a bishop,"· but To
lomeo of Lucca is probably nearer the truth when he suggests that 
Albert found himself in a "pit" of secular affairs most unlike the 
tranquillity he had enjoyed in Cologne. , •• On the very day of his 
enthronement he was approached by the emissaries of an abbey 
wanting the renewal of an exemption from tithes, "0 and he cannot 
have paid off the debts of his diocese, which apparently he did, '" 
without devoting at least some of his attention to financial matters. 
It may be true that he entrusted the secular business of his diocese 
to "reliable people in whom there was no greed,"'" but it is not the 
work of a day establishing a good staff to handle all the business of 
a diocese. 

Apart from restoring the finances of his see, Albert was ex
pected by the pope to improve its spiritual condition. He must have 
travelled around a certain amount to acquire his nickname, so he 
presumably visitated the parishes of his diocese, '" and he at least 
made arrangements for the visitation of the monasteries in his ter
ritory, though it is not clear whether he visitated them himself. ". 
In September 1260 he attended a meeting of the bishops of the prov
ince of Salzburg, which took certain steps to bolster up church dis
cipline and prevent financial abuses. '" 
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As always, Albert found time to pursue his studies as a natu
ralist and to do some writing. During his short episcopacy he ap
parently wrote a commentary on Euclid'" and more or less 
completed his massive De AnimalibllS. '" In the Middle Ages an au
tograph copy (or so it was supposed) of his commentary on Luke was 
preserved in the Dominican priory of Regensburg, which was be
lieved to have been written while Albert was bishop of the city, ". 
but this is probably not quite accurate. ". 

In the spring of 1261 Albert set off once again for the papal 
curia, evidently with the intention of resigning his see.'60 He 
reached Viterbo after the pope's death on 25 May, but he seems 
not to have returned to Germany. A document of 23 December 
shows that his vicars were still running the diocese in his ab
sence.'·' But although Urban IV was elected on 29 August, it 
was not until the following spring that Albert's resignation was 
accepted. ,., 

It was no doubt while he was at a loose end in Italy that 
Albert went travelling. In some place, which he describes as Cam
pania iuxta Graeciam, he was delighted to discover a translation of 
Aristotle's De Motu Animalium. ,.] Presumably the place in ques
tion was in southern Campania, near the Greek-speaking com
munity in Calabria. 

What happened after Albert's resignation is not entirely clear 
from the sources, which, in any case, have a rather garbled ac
count of the whole episode of Albert's episcopacy. He appears 
to have retained a pension from his diocese, , ... and he probably 
stayed on in the papal court. , .. In October 1262 the papal court 
moved to Orvieto, and by this time Thomas Aquinas was prob
ably already in residence there in the Dominican convent, '66 so 
presumably Albert enjoyed renewing his acquaintance with his 
talented pupil. 

In his regained leisure Albert continued to work on various 
writings. He probably completed the De AnimalibllS, if he had not 
already done so, '6' and a book based on his new-found translation 
of De Motu Animalium. ,68 He was also perhaps working on some 
New Testament commentaries. Ifthere is any substance to the story 
that the commentary on Luke was written during Albert's time as 
bishop of Rcgensburg, it could be that he did some work on it during 
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his stay at the papal court at the time of his resignation. His com
ment on Luke 22:26 reflects the tone of a man still sore from the 
trials of office: 

In the early church not much attention was paid to power, 
but people took note of humility and examples of char
ity .... Nothing is less burdensome than to govern your 
subjects in humility and meekness, so long as the times 
permit it. But when the number of wicked people obliges 
a prelate of the church to proceed with severity and grim 
discipline, then it becomes intolerable for him, as it did for 
Moses, unless you enjoy pomp so much that you are will
ing to put up with or even encourage the wicked, as the 
prelates of our time do, who are representatives of Sar
danapolus rather than of Jesus Christ. '6. 

The commentary on Luke was apparently not completed until later, 
and it was preceded by that on Matthew, 170 so Albert was presum
ably writing that too while he was in the papal entourage. 

From February 1263 until the death of Urban IV on 2 October 
1264 Albert, now nearly seventy if not already in his seventies, was 
the pope's special envoy in Germany. His initial mandate was to 
organize support for the pope's plans for a new crusade to liberate 
the holy places, and he was given full power to recruit assistant 
preachers, to raise money, to grant dispensations to people willing 
to become crusaders.'" Urban was clearly deeply committed to his 
rather unrealistic hope that a crusade could be mounted, and he re
lied on Dominicans for help in propagating the idea. '" Albert seems 
also to have become the pope's troubleshooter in a more general way 
in Germany. We find him engaged in a variety of tasks, including 
being vicar general of the archdiocese of Cologne, presumably be
cause relations between the archbishop and the city were making it 
impossible for the diocese to function normally. '" The extent to 
which Albert's probity and impartiality were trusted is indicated by 
the readiness of the bishop of Augsburg and Count Ludwig von Ot
tingen to give him the decisive voice in settling a long-standing dis
pute between them. 17+ 

Albert was certainly in Germany by early May 1263, and he 
celebrated the feast of the Ascension (10 May) with his beloved 00-
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mini can nuns in Augsburg, to whom he granted an indulgence. But, 
considering his age, he seems to have travelled around with impres
sive speed and energy (though presumably no longer always on 
foot). '" He was in Polling on 5 May, Augsburg on 10 May, Don
auwiirth on 13 May, Wiirzburg on 27 May, Frankfurt on 5 

J "6 une .... 
With the death of Urban IV Albert's papal commission auto

matically lapsed. On 4 December 1264 Albert, no longer styling 
himself "Preacher of the Crusade," is named as one of the arbitrators 
in a dispute in Wiirzburg, and since one of the witnesses is a Do
minican called Henry it has been suggested that Albert had settled 
in Wiirzburg because his brother, Henry, was living there. 177 But 
another document from Wiirzburg from December 1265 is wit
nessed by no less than two Dominicans called Henry, neither of 
whom is Henry of Lauingen, so it would be rash to assume that the 
Henry of 1264 was Albert's brother.'" It is not until 1274 that we 
have any sure evidence that Henry of Lauingen was at WiirLburg. "9 
But whether or not his brother was there, it does seem likely that 
Albert did settle at Wiirzburg with the Dominicans. We hear of him 
there several times between 4 December 1264 and 23 December 
1265, and we do not hear of him anywhere else. "" For 1266 we have 
no documentation, but in the spring of 1267 we find him at Wiirz
burg again,'" so the presumption is that he had been living there 
continuously since 1264, working as always at his writing and re
sponding to the calls of those who needed the help of his prudence 
and authority. It was almost certainly in Wiirzburg that he com
pleted his commentary on Luke. '" 

In 1267 the energetic old man set off on another round of trav
els. On 6 May he granted an indulgence to those who visited the 
Dominican church of Regensburg on certain days, but we cannot be 
sure that he went to Regensburg in person. On 14 July he was at the 
Cistercian nuns' monastery of Burtscheid, near Aachen. In August 
and September he was in Cologne, and on 29 April 1268 he conse
crated the Dominican church in Esslingen. After that he seems to 
have settled for a while in Strasbourg, '" where his friend and dis
ciple Ulrich of Strasbourg was the Dominican lector."· 

As a retired bishop, Albert was not subject to the jurisdiction 
of the Dominicans, and we have seen that the medieval biographers' 
claim that when he resigned his bishopric he returned immediately 
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to the discipline of the Order and to his teaching in Cologne'·' is 
untrue. But there are two, unfortunately rather enigmatic, letters 
from the Master of the Order that seem to indicate Albert was and 
was known to be willing to undertake work for the Order. One of 
them thanks Albert for what he has done for the Order in Stras
bourg in terms which imply that he has been teaching there. The 
other shows that he had been asked to go to Paris to teach and had 
expressed a willingness to do so in principle "if only he had a lector" 
(this condition is mysterious to us); instead he is now asked to go 
and lecture in Cologne, where the clergy are apparently clamoring 
for his presence. The language of these letters makes it clear that 
Albert is being addressed not as a subject, but as a bishop willing to 
do the Order any favor that is within his power. I •• Since we know 
that Albert was in or around Strasbourg in 1268-69 and that he was 
certainly back in Cologne in 1270, these letters can safely be dated 
to this period, and it was presumably in 1269 that he was asked to 
go to Paris, no doubt to replace Peter ofTarentaise, who had vacated 
his chair of theology in that year to become provincial of Paris. ,.7 

So Albert, in spite of his pension and his independence of the 
Order's jurisdiction, is still very much a Dominican, and in some of 
his letters he refers to himself as "of the Order of Preachers," not 
just as "ex-bishop of Regensburg";'·· and his will leaves us in no 
doubt about the genuine bonds of mutual affection that linked him 
with his brethren. , •• He had the good of the Order at heart and was 
still willing to do what he could to foster it, and in accordance with 
his own special gifts that meant in particular a readiness to go on 
being a teacher. 

So in 1269 or 1270 Albert returns at last to his beloved convent 
of Cologne, to spend his remaining years as the grand old man of 
the studium. But he was by no means left in peace. Right through 
to August 1279 he is still being called upon to do all sorts of episcopal 
odd jobs and to lend his wisdom and authority to sundry transac
tions and negotiations, and at least sometimes these motley tasks in
volved travelling quite a distance from Cologne. 190 When Ulrich of 
Strasbourg was provincial (1272_77)'9' he leaned heavily on Albert's 
support. 192 

On 7 May 1274 the second Council of Lyons opened and it 
seems reasonably certain that Albert was there. 193 According to Pe
ter of Prussia he spoke on behalf of Rudolf of Hapsburg'S candidacy 
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for the kingship of the Romans, I ... and this is not implausible. Ru
dolf was certainly a considerable benefactor of the Dominicans later 
on,19' and it looks as if the Dominicans, including Ulrich of Stras
bourg, had supported his candidacy before he became king. 19• 

The facts about Albert's declining years are difficult to disen
tangle from the legends. In January 1279 he declared in his will that 
he was in good health, 197 and as late as 18 August he was still capable 
(or was regarded as being capable) of doing routine ecclesiastical 
business. 19' On the other hand, fears that he was going senile arc 
ascribed to the brethren as early as 1274.199 

In the canonization process of St. Thomas we are told, on the 
authority of Albert of Brescia, that Albert learned miraculously of 
the death of Thomas in 1274 and suddenly burst into tears. '00 We 
learn from Bartholomew of Capua, on the other hand, that when 
Albert "heard or' Thomas' death (with no suggestion of a miracle) 
he wept so much and so often that the brethren were afraid that he 
was "light-headed" because of his old age. '01 Bartholomew's source 
is Ugo of Lucca, whom he calls "provincial of Tuscany," but Ugo 
stopped being provincial in 1304"" and Bartholomew was giving his 
evidence on 8 August 1319,21>' so it is not unreasonable to doubt the 
accuracy of some of the details of his story. Ugo was apparently a 
student of Albert's in Cologne at some time, but not necessarily in 
1274; it is not until 1277, as we shall see, that his presence in Co
logne is most securely attested. Bnt if Albert was still teaching in 
1277, he can hardly have been senile in 1274. 

The source of Albert of Brescia's story can only be conjectured, 
but it looks as if the Italian Albert had been a student of the German 
Albert, and it is probably a Cologne story that he is reporting. In 
that case it is not absurd to believe that there was a tradition in Co
logne that Albert was deeply upset to hear of the death of Thomas 
(which is not difficult to accept), and that Albert of Brescia, in ac
cordance with his own taste for miraculous revelations, added a su
pernatural spice to what was originally a fairly ordinary human 
occurrence. If some of the brethren found Albert's reaction exces
sive, which is not impossible, that docs not suffice to prove that Al
bert was in fact light-headed because of old age. After all, he was 
probably far more aware than most of his students were of the im
portance of the philosophical and theological enterprise in which he 
and Thomas had been engaged, and in the ordinary course of events 
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it should have been the younger man, not the older, to carryon the 
struggle for it. 

Bartholomew of Capua also informs us, still on the authority of 
Ugo of Lucca, that a rumor reached Albert in Cologne that Thomas' 
writings were being impugned in Paris, and Albert determined to 
go to Paris to defend them. The brethren were afraid that he was 
too old for such a journey, and in particular they were worried that 
he might tarnish his reputation if he should turn out to be failing in 
his memory and intellect. But Albert would not be dissuaded; he 
went to Paris, summoned the university (studium gel/erale) and deliv
ered a rousing defense of Thomas. Ugo apparently accompanied 
him. Then the old man went back to Cologne and had all the works 
of Thomas read to him and declared that "Thomas had completed 
everyone's work until the end of the world and that it was useless 
for anyone to work thereafter.""'" 

This much loved story of Thomas' venerable master going to 
Paris to defend his works has been severely criticized,'o, but it is 
unlikely that Bartholomew, who is normally a reliable witness, sim
ply made it up or that Ugo had fabricated it out of nothing. On the 
other hand, it is odd that the fairly numerous Parisian accounts that 
survive of the events of 1277 contain no mention of any visit by Al
bert, nor does the Cologne tradition (apart from the evidence of Ugo 
as mediated by Bartholomew) preserve any memory of Albert un
dertaking such a momentous journey. 

What makes the story historically attractive is that an interven
tion by Albert could help to explain what actually happened in 
1277. The stage was all set for a formal censure of Thomas in Paris, 
and it was only prevented by a direct veto from some of the cardinals 
meeting in conclave to elect a new pope. The bishop of Paris, Ste
phen Tempier, had to content himself with a condemnation of a list 
of mostly Thomistic propositions taken from the writings of Giles 
of Rome. As early as 1277 Godfrey of Fontaines was able to use Al
bert's barely finished Summa Tbeologiae precisely in support of Giles' 
condemned theses. '06 Either a copy of Albert's Summa had found its 
way remarkably quickly to Paris, or specially tailored excerpts had 
been made available for use in the controversy over Thomas' doc
trines. 

It seems likely that the Master of the Order, John of Vercelli, 
who was in Paris at this time, had taken steps to thwart Tempier's 
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moves against Thomas. And it is surely not improbable that he had 
solicited the support of Albert. It may be difficult to believe that 
Albert actually went to Paris in person-Bartholomew of Capua 
may have misunderstood Ugo's story or remembered it in an exag
gerated form. But he may well have sent some extracts from his 
Summa that he thought would be useful. And it is quite conceivable 
that he summoned his own studium generale in Cologne to listen to 
an address based on the text, "What praise is it to the living to be 
praised by the dead?" applying "living" to Thomas and "dead," 
surely, to himself and not, as Bartholomew says, to "the others." If 
this is the story brought back by Ugo, it could have grown in Bar
tholomew's mind during the intervening fifteen years into the much 
more dramatic tale of the old man actually going to Paris and sum
moning a meeting of the Parisian studium generale (the university). 

It is also obviously possible that Albert then set himself to a 
study of the writings of Thomas (which he may well not have read 
exhaustively before). But it is highly unlikely that he declared that 
Thomas had pur all future theologians out of business for the rest of 
time. 207 

If Ugo's testimony is to be trusted thus far, then Albert was 
still teaching in 1277. But according to Tolomeo of Lucca, Albert's 
memory, at least in matters of learning, failed badly about three 
years before his death, "as an example to others. "'08 More vaguely 
Henry of Herford reports that "at last, broken by all his work and 
by old age, his mind began to wander"; as an illustration of this he 
tells us how one day the archbishop of Cologne went to visit Albert 
and when he knocked on the door Albert replied from within, "Al
bert is not here. "'09 Tolomeo's source is probably Ugo or some other 
Italian student of Albert's, while Herford is drawing on a German 
tradition. Their agreement makes it reasonable to conclude that 
there is a basis of truth in the allegation that Albert became a bit 
absent-minded in his last years. The "three years" specified by To
lomeo suggest that the story brought home by Ugo (or whoever it 
was) was that Albert's memory actually failed while Ugo (or 
whoever) was there as his student; and the comment "as an example 
to others" implies that this failure of memory was fairly sudden and 
public. And this must be what underlies the tradition, first found 
in Luis of Valladolid, that Albert actually had to abandon a lecture 
in mid-eourse and then never lectured again. "" Maybe it was not 
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literally in mid-lecture that Albert failed, but it is not difficult to 
believe that he had to abandon a projected lecture course and, since 
the old man seems to have been a living legend, word would no 
doubt have got round and been exaggerated. 

There seems to be no reason, then, why we should not accept 
that Albert taught until 1277, then had to give up because of his 
failing memory, and that in the period immediately before his death 
his mind began to wander a bit. 

The more elaborate stories that some of the sources relate can 
without hesitation be regarded as legendary accretions. 211 

On 15 November 1280 Albert died in the Dominican convent 
in Cologne. He was beatified in 1622 and canonized as a doctor of 
the church in 1931. In 1941 he was officially made the patron saint 
of natural scientists. 

* 

Albert's career shows that he was a competent administrator 
and a conscientious religious and ecclesiastical superior. The num
ber of occasions on which people had recourse to his arbitration in
dicates his reputation for integrity and fairness, and his fearlessness 
in dealing with people is illustrated by a story he himself told in one 
of his sermons: 

A thief was caught once and I interceded for him with an 
important judge. The judge refused to listen to me, so I 
said to him, "What are you talking about? You are a 
greater thief than he is. He stole three pence, but you have 
stolen a thousand marks." When he heard this he had the 
man freed, and he blushed.212 

If this is how Albert talked, it is a wonder that he did not make more 
enemies. But it looks as if all sorts of people felt confident in his 
honesty and in his practical wisdom, and so he kept on being asked 
to resolve tedious disputes and seems not to have refused his services 
when they were wanted. 

But his life's work and his great joy was in study and teaching, 
whether in the classroom or by writing. 
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That enjoyment is best which is happiest. And the hap
piest is one which cannot be touched by guilt or pain. And 
that is the enjoyment which people have in their hearts 
with wisdom, because no sin ever approaches wisdom. I 
have often spent the whole night like this, never suspecting 
that even two hours of the night had passed. 2Il 

Of Albert's devotion to study there can be no doubt. The 
breadth of his reading and the volume of his writings, composed in 
the course of a life busy with other duties, make it easy to believe 
that he did indeed often sit up all night. Since he travelled on foot 
he could not, like John Wesley, read while he rode, but he could 
make use of his travels in other ways. Great reader that he was, he 
was also an inveterate looker at things and he clearly liked talking to 
the people he met about everything under the sun in the hope of 
gleaning bits of information. His works reveal observations made all 
over the place and give us charming glimpses of him chatting to el
derly fishermen about the noise made by fish when they mate"· or 
to veteran hunters and falconers. '" He liked his friends to tell him 
about curiosities they had encountered. One of his colleagues in Co
logne, whom he describes as curiosus experimenlalor, delighted him 
with his report of a peculiar magnet possessed by the emperor Fred
erick. 2

'6 And he must have had a reputation for appreciating such 
things, because while he was teaching in Paris he was given a pearl 
full of images of snakes.217 He apparently once possessed (perhaps 
before he joined the Order) a horse that suffered from a cold in the 
nose, and after he returned to Cologne in 1257 he seems to have kept 
a snake that got drunk one day and went flopping round the cloister; 
he also had a puppy with one white eye and one black eye. 2IM 

Nothing seems to have eluded Albert's interest. He studied the 
laying habits of different kinds of flies, 2'. checked out (and found to 
be untrue) a common belief about the nesting of vultures, 220 noticed 
that people's urine goes a different color when they fast ("as we 
sometimes do"};l21 he doggedly offered pieces of metal to any os
triches he met, to see if it was true that they would eat them (he 
found that they refused). m Albert could unhesitatingly endorse Ar
istotle's sentiment: "There are wonders to look at in all the things of 
nature. "221 "The whole world is theology for us, because the heav
ens proclaim the glory of God. "lH 
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Albert was not only an omnivorous student, he was also a ded
icated teacher, and he particularly enjoyed it when he could share 
his intellectual enthusiasms and discoveries with his brethren. Al
though he was patently a very zealous pedagogue, what delighted 
him most was the intellectual companionship that he found in a Do
minican studium. In his writings he generally refers not to his "stu
dents" but to his "companions" (socit). It was his great joy "to seek 
the truth in the pleasure of companionship" (in dulcedine societatis 
quaerere veritatem). '" It was in this context that Albert could venture 
at times to be somewhat outrageous. When he was appointed Regent 
of the new studium generale in Cologne the Dominican constitu
tions still forbade the study of "the books ofthe pagans," except with 
special permission from the Master of the Order or from a General 
Chapter; the brethren were to confine their studies to "theological 
books. "226 But within two or three years Albert was lecturing on 
Aristotle's Ethics, of which a new translation (the first to contain the 
whole work) had recently been completed by Grosseteste. His lec
tures were faithfully recorded by his student, Thomas Aquinas.'" 
When he returned to Cologne in 1258 he apparently lectured on Ar
istotle's works on animals. "" 

As a Regent Master, though, Albert's official responsibility 
was the teaching of theology and, in particular, the exposition of 
scripture,229 and there is no reason whatsoever to believe that he ne
glected this task or that he would have been allowed to retain his 
position as Regent for long if he had neglected it. Nor is there the 
slightest reason to imagine that Albert was reluctant to devote his 
attention to the word of God. "Anyone who lacks the consolation of 
the Spirit falters spiritually through thirst and hunger; the body 
needs food if it is to stand firm in the battle, and it is the same with 
the spirit: unless it is fed with the word of God and with God's 
charm (dulcedo), it will inevitably abandon its work, power will fall 
from its hands. So we need often to be nourished by the charm of 
the word of God. ""0 At the end of his life Albert was working on 
theological writing and especially on his scriptural commentaries. 2JI 

And this final phase of his writing is the fulfilment of his many years 
of teaching; the vast bulk of his philosophical writings did not orig
inate in lecture courses. m 

Albert's reputation as being chiefly a philosopher'" is not en
tirely fair to him, but it is not difficult to see how it arose. He was 
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firmly persuaded of the importance of philosophical studies and in 
response to the persistent demands of his students (his "compan
ions") he undertook the colossal task of "making intelligible to the 
Latins all the parts of philosophy. "". He could see that this was 
needed, and his aim was to produce what would be "useful to stu
dents. ,,'" His project was a far more elaborate and developed ver
sion of the more traditional one undertaken at approximately the 
same time, in about 1250, by his English confrere, Robert Kil
wardby, whose De DrIll Sciellliarmn may well have been composed 
at the request of his superiors to provide an introduction to the 
whole range of philosophy and the arts for Dominican students. ". 
But although much of his life was devoted to expounding Peripatetic 
thought, Albert was not prepared to be cowed by the authority of 
"the philosopher": "If you believe that Aristotle was a man, then no 
doubt he could make mistakes like the rest of us. "'" Albert was no 
uncritical partisan: "You cannot be a complete philosopher without 
knowing both philosophies, Aristotle's and Plato's. "2lH And he 
seems to have been rather annoyed when people regarded him as 
necessarily adhering to the Aristotelianism he was concerned, for 
pedagogical reasons, to expound. 219 

The gigantic exposition of Peripatetic philosophy was the larg
est, but it was not the only work written for the sake of others. At 
some time in the mid-1270s Albert replied seriously, if perhaps 
somewhat speedily, to a letter from Giles of Lessines in Paris, who 
asked him-addressing him as "true en lightener of minds"-to com
ment on fifteen propositions ascribed to some university Masters 
supposed to be among the best philosophers and clearly related to 
the thirteen propositions condemned by the bishop of Paris in De
cember 1270.'40 

The Smlllna Tbeologiae was also written in response to the re
quest "of the brethren and many others. "2+, More specifically it was 
written for the sake of lectors who have only limited access to 
books,'" evidently lectors working outside the main study
houses. ,., 

Albert's output was enormous, even though the authenticity of 
some of the writings ascribed to him is still in dispute. The current 
critical edition is envisaged as running to thirty-nine volumes of cer
tainly genuine works. Unfortunately there is still much uncertainty 
about the exact chronology of all these works. The Summa de Crea-
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tl/ris must have been completed by about 1244. The commentary on 
the Sentences was well under way by 1246, but was not completed 
until after Albert's return to Cologne, in about 1249. The Dionysian 
commentaries were also begun in Paris, but the lectures on most of 
the Dionysian works were delivered in Cologne, the whole corpus 
being finished in 1250. The exposition of Aristotle, complete with 
extra treatises to fill the gaps left by the philosopher's own works 
and not excluding the pseudo-Aristotelian Liber de Cal/sis, occupied 
Albert from about 1250 until about 1270. The scriptural commen
taries, which may have been revised more than once, probably date 
between about 1262 and 1274 or even later. The Sl/mma The%giae 
was certainly not completed until after the Council of Lyons in 
1274, to which Albert refers.' .... Albert also wrote some devotional 
verse, but it is not known how much or when he wrote it.245 

The popular De Adhaermdo Deo is certainly not by Albert, in 
spite of its traditional ascription to him,246 and the two treatises on 
the Mass have recently been subjected to a close scrutiny resulting 
in the conclusion that they are probably not genuine. 247 The treatise 
on prayer, which was attributed by its editor to Albert, is also not 
at all likely to be by him.248 

Albert was evidently prepared to give unstintingly of his time 
and energy for the sake of his brethren and others, as St. Dominic 
had done before him. All the same, a certain tetchiness does from 
time to time appear in his writings. In 1271 he, like St. Thomas and 
Kilwardby, received from the Master of the Order, John of Vercelli, 
a list of forty-three questions with a request that he comment on 
them.249 Apparently the trouble had started i.n Venice. Someone, 
presumably one of the lectors there, was propounding ideas that 
were found disturbing. Baxiano of Lodi, also a lector there, had 
written to Thomas asking for an urgent response and shortly after
ward the students too had written to Thomas, adding a few extra 
perplexities. Thomas replied courteously and c1early,250 but plainly 
the situation was not eased and the Master of the Order became in
volved and decided to seek the opinion of three of the Order's lead
ing theologians. Thomas dropped all he was doing-and does not 
disguise from the Master the inconveniences caused to him, and he 
hints fairly clearly that he considers that he has gone beyond the call 
of duty in taking all this trouble. He also complains that he has re
ceived the list of questions with no indication of the contexts in 
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which they were raised . But, once again, he responds patiently and 
generously. He insists that most of the questions are not properly 
doctrinal at all, and he warns that dogmatic interventions in philo
sophical disputes can easily lead [0 a fiasco. Wherever possible he 
tries [0 find a benign interpretation of the matters raised, even 
though it is clear that some of the questions arouse little interest in 
him.'" 

Kilwardby, in his response, also seems concerned [0 provide a 
serious answer, and on one mathematical question he expatiates at 
considerable length. He seems [0 have found it quite an interesting 
task responding [0 the Master's letter. '" 

Albert, by contrast, intimates that he is replying only because 
of his affection for John of Vercelli; he is nearly blind from old age 
and would rather be attending to his prayers, he says, than replying 
[0 "the questions of an undisciplined mind."'" He actually deals 
with the questions at greater length than Thomas does, but clearly 
he is getting more and more annoyed as he goes on. He makes no 
attempt to sympathize with what the propounder of the disputed 
theses might have been trying [0 get at, and he generally gives the 
impression that only someone who was philosophically illiterate 
would ever have raised such questions. From question 15 onward 
his comments become positively rude. "This question is not much 
good" (15), "this comes from some silly fancy" (17), "utterly silly" 
(19), "this is ridiculous" (25), "only a madman would say this" (26). 
To the question whether the names of the saints will be written up 
in the sky for all to see, Thomas says calmly that he doubts it, bur 
it is a harmless idea, and Kilwardby even seems quite sympathetic 
to it;"· all Albert has [0 say is that anyone suggesting such a thing 
must be out of his mind. '" Thomas sees nothing wrong, in an ap
propriately academic context, in debating whether the soul of Christ 
came ex traduce; Albert says the question is "fatuous.""· 

Albert may have suffered from failing eyesight in 1271 as he 
claims, but he was far from having abandoned writing. He was still 
as concerned as ever [0 provide books that would be useful [0 his 
brethren. But he had his own ideas about what would be useful and 
did not like wasting his time on fools. 

And he had worse than fools [0 contend with. Every now and 
then he gave vent to his anger at those among his own brethren who 
made light of philosophy, mocking what they could not be bothered 
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to understand,''' who could see no point in his laborious efforts to 
make Peripatetic philosophy intelligible to the Latins. And the op
ponents of philosophy in the Order were not just the people who 
looked back nostalgically to the early days when (or so it was main
tained) the brethren were usually to be found in church saying their 
prayers (like the friar who was believed, according to Humbert, to 
have gone "silly from too much devotion" and expressed profound 
disapprobation of the brethren in Paris who were not generally to 
be found in church)."· There was clearly a "market" for stories 
about friars who lost their faith through too much philosophical 
speculation,259 and Jordan complains about people who sacrificed 
study to "unintelligent devotions;"'60 but the most troublesome 
problem was posed by the attitude of some of the Order's academ
ics . In 1231 a Dominican theologian, preaching a university sermon 
in Paris, criticized people "who have learned the language of the 
Spirit perfectly well, I mean theology, but then they speak it like 
barbarians, corrupting it with philosophy; once people have learned 
metaphysics they never stop talking about points and lines in their 
theology. People like that clothe the king in soiled, tom raiment. "261 

Not long before Albert went to Paris, Richard Fishacre, a Domin
ican Master in Oxford, expressed surprise at people who "so enjoy 
the embrace of the vulgar servant (philosophy) that they pay no at
tention to the mistress (theology)" and who can scarcely be tom 
from secular studies "when they are too old to beget children. ",., 
Even the founder of one of the Dominican chairs in Paris, John of 
St. Giles, had preached that the saints study only those things they 
will have to answer for on the day of judgment, while "we want to 
know how the world and the sun were made and other irrelevant 
things, instead of caring about the things for which we shall be held 
to account." The business of scholars, he declared, is to study the 
scriptures and in particular to study in the book of conscience. ,., 
Even after Humbert's commission on studies had secured a recog
nized place for philosophy in the Dominican curriculum, the tra
ditional ban on secular learning retained its place in the 
constitutions'" and there is evidence of a continuing embarrassment 
about Dominicans studying philosophy,''' in spite of Humbert's 
own explanation of why it should be studied. 2M Even in the devel
opment of the biography of Albert we can detect a certain uneasi
ness about his philosophical interests. '.7 
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Although Albert's wholehearted acceptance of scientific and 
philosophical studies was in the mainstream of the Dominican tra
dition, as it unfolded in subsequent centuries, he must sometimes 
have felt that he was a lone voice crying in an unsympathetic wil
derness. But, even apart from the apostolic need for Dominicans to 
be able to deal competently with the speculative questions with 
which they were faced by their contemporaries-and intellectual in
nocence often raises questions with profound implications for faith, 
which it takes considerable intellectual sophistication to deal with
Albert could not have begun to understand the attitude of people 
who go through their lives in devout unawareness of all the fasci
nating traces of God that can be found in all his works. "The whole 
world is theology for us." In De Anima/ibm 11.2.3.84-85 Albert par
aphrases Aristotle's famous apologia for the study of even the most 
dingy creatures, and his slight adaptation of Aristotle's words 
strongly suggests that he was recreating the philosopher's senti
ments from his own heart. It is difficult, he says, to study the heav
ens, but it is worth it, even if the results are meager, because "the 
lover of anything, when he really loves it a lot, is in anguish and 
strives to comprehend anything he can of what he loves, however 
little. This is what it means to be a lover. His comprehension of that 
little bit is dearer to a lover than the comprehension of anything else 
which he does not love so much, even if he can understand much 
more of it." On the other hand, he goes on, it is worth studying the 
creatures of earth too, even the least attractive of them: "That nature 
which creates the animals, as the cause of all causes, as that which 
gives them shape, when it is known it will be a cause of great delight 
to those naturalists who can understand the true proximate causes 
of their natures, even if he looks at them in some dingy, ignoble an
imal. That is why we ought to look at the forms of animals and re
joice in him who is their artificer who made them, because the 
artistry of the maker is revealed in the way he works. "'6' 

It was as a teacher and writer that Albert made his most notable 
contribution to the church of his time, but he was far from being 
exclusively an academic. He was always a preacher and a priest as 
well. The study of his sermons has only relatively recently been se
riously undertaken, but it seems likely that a considerable number 
of them have survived. '69 Albert appears to have been in demand as 
a preacher in the vernacular as well as in Latin, and it is interesting 
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to see how integrated his philosophy is into his Christian vision. 
Even in sermons addressed to ordinary congregations he establishes 
his points by an entirely harmonious use of philosophical and the
ological authorities. 

Albert gives us a clue to his ideals as a pastor in his comment 
on John 10: I. "The sheepfold is the Christian religion .... It is 
made up of seven things, if it is going to be useful to the sheep. It 
must be soft with bedding to lie down on, clean to rest in and warm, 
it must offer solid protection, it must be provided with food for 
nourishment, it must have spacious accommodation and it must 
have unity so that the flock can congregate there. The softness 
comes through the gentleness of prelates, the cleanliness through 
chastity, the warmth through charity, the solidity through forti
tude, nourishment through instruction in the word of God, spa
ciousness through a generous distribution of material goods and 
unity through unanimity." The gentleness of prelates is contrasted 
with ecclesiastics who are quick to resort to punishments and con
demnations. 270 

The ideal of "unanimity" is spelled out in one of Albert's pub
lished sermons: "The apostle says, 'Rejoice with those who rejoice, 
weep with those who weep, sharing each other's feelings.' He means 
that if you want to be in unity with everyone, you should make your 
heart like your neighbor's heart, so that when he is happy, you are 
happy, and you grieve with him when he is grieving. But some peo
ple are like stones that have so many rough edges that they cannot 
possibly be put together with other stones to make a wall; wherever 
you put them their awkward shape immediately pushes out other 
stones. There is no way they can be joined together. Similarly if my 
heart is in distress and you are happy, your happiness sticks into me 
like an ill-shaped stone, so that our feelings cannot possibly come 
together." Albert goes on to point out that some people are far more 
truly "excommunicated" than the objects of the most formal eccle
siastical censures, because they are separated from their neighbors 
in their hearts, refusing to enter into their joys and griefs. 271 Albert 
was surely speaking from his own experience here. What must it 
have been like for a man who so enjoyed "seeking the truth in the 
pleasure of companionship" to be faced only with a pompous in
quiry, "What has that to do with salvation?" when he was eager to 
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impart some fascinating titbit of zoological lore he had just discov
ered? 

Albert evidently brought to his pastoral work the same blunt
ness that made him so successful as an arbitrator. "I have sometimes 
enjoined a long fast of bread and water on people who never sinned 
mortally, not actually as a penance, but to mortify a root of evil in 
them, because I could see that they were inclined to self-indulg
ence."'" He had a high ideal of freedom and was convinced that 
there could be no human freedom for people who were at the mercy 
of their own comforts. '" But he was not taken in by false austerity. 
Visiting the convents of his Order he noticed that some friars were 
exaggeratedly enthusiastic in their participation in the liturgy or in 
undertaking fasts beyond the norms of the community, and his com
ment on them is brutally frank: "They are aspirants to the infirmary 
and in no time they are clamoring to be cosseted, with their head
aches and their backaches and so on."214 He liked people to enjoy 
their religion and had no objection to them showing it in rather 
rowdy ways of celebrating in church. m 

Of Albert's own piety we know little. He had a great devotion 
to our Lady, that seems certain. "6 Thomas of Cantimpre, who sat 
at Albert's feet for some time, assures us that Albert was so devoted 
to prayer by day and by night that he recited the whole psalter al
.most every day, Z17 which it is difficult to believe; maybe he recited 
the penitential psalms every day. '" It is not difficult to accept the 
story that Albert used to declare that he often obtained by prayer 
the understanding of something that he could not master by 
study.'" What sane Christian intellectual would say otherwise? 

Henry of Herford gives us a charming picture of Albert's last 
years in Cologne, which there is no reason to disbelieve and which 
surely depicts the accumulated habits of a lifetime, adapted to the 
realization of impending death: 

He prayed fervently and freely proclaimed the word of 
God to the people at suitable times and he pleasantly and 
affectionately gave good advice and useful counsel to peo
ple who asked for it. With the charm of his eloquence he 
led the minds of his hearers wherever he wanted. In sum, 
living in Cologne he studied, dictated, wrote, prayed, sang 
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psalms and often wept pleasantly from devotion . Every 
day he visited the place where he would be buried, reciting 
the vigils for himself as ifhe were already dead. In a garden 
or some other secluded place he used frequently every day 
to retire alone to sing some song to the blessed Virgin with 
sighs and tears. He was honored and venerated byevery
body, regulars and seculars, old and young, small and 
great. '"" 

• 
Albert's fame has for long been overshadowed by that of his 

pupil Thomas Aquinas, but, even apart from his role in shaping 
Thomas' intellectual development, he had a distinct and lasting in
fluence on subsequent philosophy and theology. The independence 
and vitality of the German Dominican tradition is only now becom
ing fully apparent, and Albert is at the source of it.'" Hugh Ripelin 
of Strasbourg, within Albert's lifetime and under his influence, 
wrote one of the most successful theological handbooks of the pe
riod, the Compendium The%gicoe Verilalis.282 Other followers of Al
bert include Ulrich of Strasbourg, Dietrich of Freiberg, Meister 
Eckhart, Berthold of Moosburg. The translations of Proclus made 
by William of Moerbeke made the Platonist affinities of Albert's 
"Peripateticism" more obvious,2RJ and the German Dominicans are 
characterized by an avowedly Platonist bias,2" culminating in the 
great commentary on Proclus by Berthold.'" Dietrich of Freiberg 
also continued Albert's scientific interests and made some quite im
portant contributions of his own. '". 

In the fifteenth century "Albertism" came to be recognized in 
some circles as a distinct school, which could at times enter into con
flict with Thomism.287 In his own alma mater of Padua Albert came 
to be very influential in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and in
deed he was held in high esteem in Italy as a whole in this period. ". 
Dominican intellectuals were currently more engaged in a revival of 
Thomism, and it was chiefly lay philosophers who were attracted 
to Albert, but the Dominicans certainly did not forget him. Albert 
retained a prominent position in Dominican bibliographies"Y and 
there was a succession of more or less ample biographies of him, cul
minating in those of Peter of Prussia and Rudolph of Nijmcgen in 
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the late fifteenth century. 290 Early in the sixteenth century Alberto 
di Castello commented that Albert was "a very famous teacher" and 
that "the number of his writings is almost infinite and they arc very 
well-known. "29\ 

II. ALBERT AND THE DIONYSIAN TRADITION 

By the middle of the thirteenth century, when Albert began to 
lecture on the Dionysian writings, "Dionysius the Areopagite" was 
well-cstablished as an important source for Western theologians. 
His books were available to scholars in Paris in large volumes con
taining more than one translation and a rich abundance of glosses 
and commentaries. \ His assumption of the persona of St. Paul's 
Athenian convert went unchallenged,2 with the result that he en
joyed almost apostolic authority. It is not surprising that, after lec
turing on the standard textbook of Latin theology, as he was obliged 
to do as Bachelor of the Sentences, Albert should turn his attention 
to this outstanding monument of Greek theology. 

The first significant appearance of Dionysius in the West oc
curred in 827 when the Byzantine emperor Michael the Stammerer 
presented a copy of the Dionysian corpus to Louis the Pious.' 
"Dionysius" the author was promptly identified with St. Denis of 
France and, on the eve of the latter's feast day, the manuscript was 
solemnly deposited in the abbey of St. Denis, a few miles from 
Paris, where we are told it immediately yielded a good crop of mir
acles. In about 832-35 the abbot of St. Denis, Hilduin, produced 
the first Latin translation. Abbot Hilduin's knowledge of Greek was 
rather inadequate to the task and his translation was decidedly 
opaque.' 

Later in the century Charles the Bald commissioned a new 
translation from an eccentric Irish scholar who had been at his court 
since about 850, John the Scot, generally known by the rather Ho
meric name he gave himself, Eriugena. He completed his version in 
about 862. He also composed a commentary on the Celestial Hier
archy. The discovery of Greek theology made a deep impression on 
him, and he proceeded to translate other works, including the very 
Dionysian Ambigua of St. Maximus. He also wrote a book of his 
own, Periphysfoll. in which he tried to synthesize the Augustinian 
tradition with that of the Greeks. ' 
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In 875 another excellent Greek scholar, Anastasius the Li
brarian, made a translation of the scholia found in many Greek 
manuscripts of the Dionysian works and added a few extra com
ments of his own. The Greek scholia derive from St. Maximus 
and John of Scythopolis and Anastasius was careful to distinguish 
between the two scholiasts, but later copyists were less careful 
and the whole commentary was known to Albert simply as the 
work of Maximus.· 

In the twelfth century there was a revival of interest in both 
Eriugena and Dionysius. Honorius Augustodunensis produced a 
book, Clavis Physicae, which is little more than a precis of Eriugena's 
Periphyseoll,7 and substantial parts of the Periphyseoll were interpo
lated into the Anastasian scholia (which is how they were known to 
Albert).· Hugh of St. Victor wrote a large commentary on the Celes
tial Hierarchy, which enjoyed a considerable success.9 And John of 
Salisbury persuaded his tame translator, John Sarracenus, who had 
probably already composed his own commentary on the Celestial Hi
erarchy, to make a new translation ofthe entire Dionysian corpus, a 
project whose usefulness was greatly enhanced by the abbot of St. 
Denis' success in acquiring new Greek manuscripts for Sarracenus 
to work on. ,. 

The degree to which Eriugenist and Dionysian ideas had pen
etrated, often anonymously, into Western theology by the end of 
the twelfth century can be seen, for instance, in a passage in John 
of Salisbury to which E. Jeauneau has recently drawn our attention: 

As Augustine says in his De Ordille, "God is best known 
by not knowing." ... And elsewhere, "Ignorance of God 
is the truest wisdom. "" 

The first quotation does genuinely come from Augustine, but the 
second is derived from Dionysius by way of Eriugena, and the com
bination of the two texts is also found in Eriugena. 12 As Jeauneau 
comments, "We are here in the presence of a theology more radically 
negative than that of Augustine. The Augustine cited in this passage 
is an Augustine revised and corrected by Dionysius." And the result 
has an unmistakably "Eriugenist flavor." 

The Latin tradition had always, in a mild way, acknowledged 
the transcendence of God and the consequent impossibility of any 
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created mind attaining to full knowledge of him, but both philo
sophically and theologically its tendency was far less insistent on 
this point than that of the Greeks. Marius Victorinus was prepared 
to follow the Neoplatonists in saying that God is above being and, 
as such, above mind and knowable only by not-knowing;" but the 
exigencies of Trinitarian theology obliged him all the same to aban
don the Plotinian strict separation between the utterly transcendent 
One and Being. And so, as R. A. Markus observes, "we find the 
'negative theology' characteristic of the Neoplatonic framework 
receding into the background with Victorinus ..... Augustine, in 
common with a widespread Christian tradition, simply identifies 
God with Being." And Plotinus' confidence that the human mind 
has it in itself to rise to the highest heights had not yet been 
superseded by the later Platonists' belief that the mind is completely 
fallen and can only be united with God by the gracious act of his 
own condescension to US. 16 Nor did the succession of crises that 
sharpened Augustine's doctrine of grace" do anything to make Au
gustine rethink his position on this point; it underlined the help
lessness of the human will rather than the incompetence of the 
mind. There was no serious challenge to the view espoused in the 
Confessions, that the mind can rise to the vision of God, but we are 
morally incapable of sustaining this vision. 18 

In the Christian East the controversy with Arianism forced a 
much more emphatic development of the belief that God dwells in 
"inaccessible light" (1 Tim. 6: (6), beyond the reach of any created 
intellect. Arius' contention that it is impossible for God really to 
have a Son provoked the response that we do not know and cannot 
know enough about God to set such limits to what is possible for 
him. Some of the Arians apparently retorted that we can know God 
as well as he knows himself. The orthodox in return insisted even 
more strongly on the unknowability of God. 19 Some of the Greek 
fathers developed a corresponding spirituality of unknowing, such 
as we find in Gregory of Nyssa and Evagrius Ponticus.'o Where Au
gustine looks forward to a final, beatifying vision of God as he is in 
his own substance," Gregory of Nyssa and Evagrius are inspired 
rather by the lure of the unfathomable and inexhaustible mystery of 
God. 

Fifth-century Platonism, as we find it in Proclus, goes even fur
ther than Plotinus in emphasizing the mysteriousness and e1usive-
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ness of God. To safeguard the utter transcendence of the One a new 
intermediary is postulated between It and the realm of multiple 
beings, namely the Henads, representing the origin of participated 
unity." Of the One itself we cannot strictly say anything, not even 
that It is one.2J But our minds can be directed toward the One by a 
meticulous analysis of all that they can understand and at the end 
they are carried beyond themselves by entrusting themselves to the 
inspiration and act of God, so becoming united with him. Where 
Plotinus attributes this final self-transcending move to love," Pro
c1us attributes it to faith and connects it with religious ritual 
(theurgy), in which God acts upon us to take us beyond the limits 
attainable by philosophy." The theme of God's love for us, which 
had in general only been adumbrated in earlier Platonism, receives 
a remarkable exposition in Proclus. ,. 

Whether or not it is Proclus himself who provided Dionysius 
with the philosophical tool that lent itself so admirably to the ex
position of his deeply Christian worldview, it is clearly Proclus' kind 
of Neoplatonism that he adopted. 21 With its help he evolved a state
ment of Christian truth in which the utter transcendence of God is 
affirmed as strongly as ever, so that no names or concepts strictly 
reach the reality of what he is; but at the same time God can and 
should be named by all names." The structured complexity of cre
ated beings is nothing Icss than the structured and riddling revela
tion of God. All that we find in creatures comes ultimately from 
God and so must, in some higher way, pre-exist in him. The God 
who makes darkness his hiding-place beckons us to himself through 
the alluring but unfulfilling creatures with which he has surrounded 
us. Everything is at once a revealing and a hiding of God; it is both 
like him and unlike him. ,. We are therefore raised to the knowledge 
of God by conjugating affirmative and negative theologies:'o God is 
everything that can be said about anything because nothing exists 
that does not in some way derive from him, but at the same time he 
is not anything that we can see or grasp with our minds. The nega
tions may, in a sense, be more accurate than the affirmations, 1I if 
only because they make a more cautious claim, but they must not 
be misunderstood. To say that God is not whatever it may be is not 
to say that he lacks some characteristic or property, but rather to 
indicate that he transccnds the limits connoted by our normal use of 
words." For instance, we might say that someone who is totally in-
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sensitive to music is "not musical"; in so doing we are indicating sim
ply a lack on the part of that individual. But we might also hesitate 
to say that Mozart was "musical"; the little boy next door may be 
musical, but Mozart-? The word hardly begins to do justice to his 
talent. In the same way, but with more metaphysical rigor, we can 
say that God is "good," but we must also insist that he is not "good" 
in the trivial way that a meal or an opera or even a saint is good. The 
goodness of a saint is only a pale reflection of what God is. There is 
thus a close relationship between Dionysius' negative theology and 
his liking for the prefix hyper: both are ways of intimating that God 
is always more thall whatever we can say about him. JJ 

If God is revealed in his creatures, he is also revealed in his 
words. We have no access to him apart from his self-disclosure and 
should not venture beyond what he has said about himself;" and his 
whole revelation of himself is centered upon Christ," who is his 
Word and the foundation of all his creatures. But this revelation of 
God in Christ involves the whole range of teaching offered to us in 
the bible, whose words share in the riddling quality of the things 
that make up creation. What is said of God in scripture must there
fore be interpreted once again by the conjunction of affirmative and 
negative theology. ,. 

But God is beyond both our affirmations and our negations." 
We are united with him in the darkness of unknowing'· by submit
ting ourselves in faith to the deeds of God, wrought in the Incar
nation and made available to us in the sacred rites of the liturgy. 
Christ is the principle of "theurgy"'9 as well as of "theophany"; in 
him we are acted on by God as well as enlightened. Where earlier 
negative theology had, perhaps, tended to foster a rather narrow 
kind of spirituality, bidding us concentrate on God by leaving be
hind all that is not God, Dionysius' negative theology is more sub
tle, inviting us into a kind of dialectical relationship with the lush 
richness of biblical language, metaphysical speculation and, above 
all, liturgical celebration. Even while passing beyond everything, 
we have to accept everything as being the indispensable vehicle for 
us of God's act and his self-disclosure .... This is particularly evident 
if it is correct, as has been suggested, that Dionysius' Mystical The
ology is a kind of hinge linking the Diville Names (together with the 
lost or perhaps unwritten Theological Olltlillts and Symbolic Theology) 
with the Celestial and Ecclesiastical Hierarchies. 4

' If this interpretation 
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of the Dionysian corpus is correct, as I believe it to be, then the more 
or less speculative endeavor to understand the significance of the 
various ways in which God is talked about comes to its head and its 
apparent bafflement in the Mystical Theology, and then we move on 
by entering into the hierarchical ministration of the acts of God in 
the angelic choirs and then in the rites of the church. The words of 
God (Utheology") are fulfilled and completed in the deeds of God 
(Utheurgy") .• 2 

Unfortunately when Dionysius' writings came to the West the 
full, rich content of his doctrine seems not to have been much ap
preciated, except perhaps by Eriugena himself. The main conse
quence of his arrival and of Eriugena's own works was a greatly 
enhanced sense of the transcendence of God. This can be seen, for 
instance, in some glosses on Boethius emanating from Auxerre, 
where Eriugena's influence was strong.4l Eriugena's insistence on 
the inadequacy of human language to talk about God" was taken to 

heart and its influence was boosted during the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries by a growing interest in grammar and semiotics and, in 
due course, logic." But the need to combine negative theology with 
affirmative theology was much less appreciated, and the link be
tween negative theology and the sacraments was lost sight of en
tirely. 

What remained, then, was a rather isolated conviction that 
none of our words properly apply to God. But without the genuine 
Dionysian complement, that our negations do not properly apply to 
God either, we are left simply with a vacuum, in which it is far from 
clear that we can talk meaningfully about God at all. And the vac
uum can hardly help but be filled with some kind of affirmative the
ology, which will in turn operate without the moderating influence 
of negative theology. 

Thus Abelard, in his discussion of the problem of reconciling 
the unity of the Godhead with the Trinity of Divine Persons, says, 

I do not find it surprising if the nature of the Godhead, 
unique as it is, calls for a unique way of talking. It is only 
fair that something widely removed from all creatures 
should be talked about in a widely different way of speak
ing and that that unique majesty should not be constrained 
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by a common, public form or speech, that what is utterly 
incomprehensible and ineffable should not be subject to 
the same rules as everything else. 

Abelard then quotes Plato (on the authority of Macrobius) as not 
having dared to say what God is, "knowing of him only that he can
not be known by any human being ... •• But this does not commit 
Abelard to any really negative stance on talking about God. When 
we use words about God they are "shifted from their usual mean
ings, "., but the crucial point is that God has reserved it to himself 
to give us knowledge of himself, "and so he has himself manifestly 
disclosed to us what he is ..... A similar position is adopted in the 
Abelardian Semen/iae Parisienses, which again quote Macrobius and 
insist that the philosophers "could not fit any words to God by 
which they could define or demonstrate what God is"; but Christ 
himself has taught us about "the essence of God. ".9 The subtle 
Dionysian attitude both of confidence in and of reserve toward all 
that we say about God, including the words of revelation, has 
turned into a much simpler dissociation between philosophy and 
faith, and between words in their ordinary senses (which cannot do 
justice to God) and words of faith (which apparently can do justice 
to God). 

Gilbert of Poi tiers makes a similar and even more rigid distinc
tion between the theological use of words and their use in other "fac
ulties" or disciplines.'o And he goes much further than Abelard in 
limiting the extent to which the human mind can know God. God 
is not any kind of "something," and so the mind is deprived of the 
help of its usual concepts in trying to understand him. The only way 
we can understand God-and Gilbert maintains that we can un
derstand him-is by stripping away from him all the usual ways in 
which we qualify things, leaving only the bare notion of "Being." 
And this stops far short of any "complete understanding" or "com
prehension" of God, because there is no positive characterization of 
him for us to latch on to." Nevertheless Gilbert evidently felt free 
to develop a highly technical and sophisticated theology. 

As is well known, people like St. Bernard were not at all happy 
with the more speculative theology that was developing in the 
schools. Abelard was denounced by William of St. Thierry to Ber
nard and Bernard forced a public confrontation, resulting in the con-
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demnation of Abelard. One of the points raised against Abelard was 
his contention that the names "Father," "Son" and "Holy Spirit" do 
not strictly apply to God, and William of St. Thierry is clearly im
patient of any subtle distinction between senses of words in such 
matters. 52 Later on similar moves were made against Gilbert of Poi
tiers." It is fairly clear that Abelard's opponents did not understand 
what he was trying to do, and Gilbert seems to have escaped con
demnation chiefly because nobody could keep up with his subtle ex
planations or compete with his patristic erudition. The opposition 
accused both Abelard and Gilbert of being too "philosophical," and 
at least in germ there is probably a valid point there: the separation 
of negative theology from affirmative theology makes possible a very 
technical theological language uncontrolled by either the norms of 
ordinary discourse or the modesty attendant upon negative theol
ogy. 

In Thierry of Chartres there seems to be a more genuinely 
Dionysian or Eriugenist influence, and he does not claim such a rad
ical autonomy for theological language as Gilbert does, but he leaves 
it unclear how any real knowledge of God can be possible. "It is the 
practice of authors, when they speak about God, since God has no 
name, to use many names to speak about him so that they can 
thereby intimate what they think about him. ",. This has an authen
tically Dionysian ring about it. The impossibility of forming ordi
nary sentences about God is stated in a way which anticipates 
Albert: strictly speaking God can be neither a subject nor a predi
cate, so sentences about God can never work in quite the same way 
as ordinary sentences. When we form propositions about him, we 
are using words only in a metaphorical sense (Irans/alive), to "hint" 
at what God is through some image or negation. We hint at what he 
is like, at his "quality which is above all quality and is a quality-less 
quality" and so on. H We apply words to God without their normal 
substance (res), as when we say that the fields are "smiling" without 
meaning that there is a real smile there.'· Since God eludes all our 
categories, he cannot be signified by any word or comprehended by 
any intellect. He is not even to be called a "being," since he is rather 
the "beingness" of all beings, and our words apply properly only to 
beings. That is why we can understand what he is not better than 
what he is"-a sentiment ascribed to Augustine, but it is in fact 
surely more Dionysian and Eriugenist than Augustinian. '" The 
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only real problem in all this is that if all our talk about God is met
aphorical, how can we actually understand any of it? As Albert 
points out, metaphorical language is parasitic on non-metaphorical 
language. '9 

In the mid-twelfth century we find a very extreme statement 
of the autonomy of theological language from Hugh of Rouen: 

Whatever can be said of God as God must be understood 
in his way, not ours . . . . Whatever words and utterances 
are adopted to signify God no longer belong to any of the 
grammarians' parts of speech, but they mean something in 
a divine way, not in the manner of grammarians, rhetori
cians or logicians. God is always what he is and cannot be 
delimited or described or defined, because he is incom
prehensible. 60 

As Evans says, "These are words of proper caution ... but they are 
also, in a sense, a counsel of despair. "61 

In the course of the twelfth century this negative streak in Latin 
theology was reinforced from several directions. Translations were 
being made of some of the Muslim and Jewish philosophers who had 
themselves been influenced by the same kind of Neoplatonism as 
Dionysius. Avicebron, for instance, whose FOils Vilae was translated 
by Gundissalinus, while maintaining that knowledge of the "First 
Essence" is the very goal for which the human race was made, de
clares that we can have no direct knowledge of it, since it is "above 
everything" and "infinite"; the only knowledge we can have of it is 
indirect, through creatures.6

' And we can only know "that" it is, not 
what it is or what sort of thing it is or why it is.·J 

In addition, extra Greek sources were becoming available in 
Latin, including John Damascene's De Fide Orllxidoxa, which begins 
with an emphatic denial of the possibility of any created intellect 
grasping God,'" and Chrysostom's homilies on St. John, which con
tain an equally strong denial that God in himself can be seen by any 
angelic or human mind.·' 

A curious indication of how these various currents could flow 
together is provided by the anonymous De Causis Primis el Steundis,66 
in which Avicenna, Eriugena, Dionysius (known apparently only 
through Eriugena) and Augustine are all exploited, and which con-
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eludes with an unmitigatedly negative declaration that "the princi
ple of principles defeats all thought and understanding and all the 
powers which rank after it, and it is God most glorious. ".7 

Our Avicennist, writing probably around the turn of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, represents somewhat of an aber
ration. More typical is Alan of Lille, in whom an avowedly Dion
ysian-Eriugenist tradition merges with an easily recognizable 
though unacknowledged dependence on Gilbert of Poitiers. His 
Summa "Quol/iom Homi"es," written c.1160, begins with a typically 
Gilbertist denunciation of people who do not understand the special 
nature of theological language, the meaning of whose words is not 
"natural but miraculous. " "Terms taken from the natural order are 
transferred to theology and wonder at their new meanings and seem 
to clamor for their old meanings." Because of a failure to appreciate 
the distinctness of theological discourse, people "who are scarcely 
capable of understanding a pantomime" force their way into "divine 
conversations" and, because they have not first consulted the liberal 
arts (the "queen's doorkeepers") and so lack a proper introduction to 
the "royal way of theology," "sink into various errors, ineffably ru
ined" when they try to ascend to what is ineffable'" 

In the more or less contemporary Regulae Thtologicae Alan spells 
out in considerable detail how words work in theology. His guiding 
principle is taken from Dionysius: affirmations about God are il/
compactoe, whereas negations are true'" By il/compactoe Alan under
stands i,ICompositae: all genuine propositions involve "composition," 
they propose a connection betwccn two properly distinct notions 
("This piano is out of tune": it is not intrinsic to pianos to be out of 
tune, nor is out-of-tuneness confined to pianos). But in the case of 
God no such distinct notions are strictly appropriate because of the 
well-known principle that "whatever is in God is God. "70 So when 
we say that "God is just," we are not making a connection between 
a God who is in principle conceivable without justice and a justice 
which is distinct from the very being of God, so it is only in ap
pearance that we are predicating something of God; our affirmation 
is il/compacta. 7I The second presiding principle is that no name is 
properly applicable to God, not even "Being," though that seems to 
be less improper than most.72 There seems to be an unbridgeable 
gap between the reality of God (to whom in fact "being" belongs 
most properly) and our words (we can only improperly say that 
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"God is")," which leaves us perplexed as to how we can even know 
that "being" does most properly belong to God or indeed what it 
might mean to make such a claim. Alan's explanations are far from 
satisfying. Taking up the doctrine we have already met in Thierry 
he contends that when we apply words to God it is only the "name," 
not the "reality" (res) that is being transferred to him.74 Even in the 
case of an attribute like "justice," the word applies only "causa
tively" to God; what we mean in calling God "just" is that he causes 
justice." So even if this is intended to say something about what 
God actually is (and Alan is explicit that such causative predication 
is intended to refer to God's "substance")," it is not clear that it can 
ever succeed. 

In the Summa "Quoniam Homines" Alan produces a massive bat
tery of authorities, both theological and philosophical, to support a 
radically negative theological position." We cannot really know 
God nor, obviously, can we name him, except negatively, in the 
sense that we can know what God is noc. Even "being" is only as
cribed "equivocally" to God. 78 Our minds (and here Alan is again 
following Gilbert) can only understand things by latching on to their 
properties, and God has no properties. 79 This obviously raises the 
question whether even in heaven we can have any positive knowl
edge of God, and if we cannot, what of the promise that we shall see 
God "face to face"? To this Alan can only say that we shall see and 
understand God differently in the hereafter, but for the moment we 
cannot understand how this is possible. Somehow in heaven our 
"intellect will be changed so that it will not require the help of 
forms. nHO 

At cwo points, then, Alan has to resort to unexplained, mirac
ulous changes: theological language acquires its meaning "miracu
lously" and the beatific vision is possible only because of an 
alteration in our intellect that we cannot hope to understand here 
and now. Because of this, he can on the one hand enunciate a neg
ative theology that is far more confident of itself than Dionysius 
would allow, while at the same time developing an almost aggres
sively positive system of theological propositions, which seems to 
be largely unchecked by the precautions of negative theology. At the 
beginning of his Regulae he gives the impression of revelling in the 
technical and abstruse nature of theological language: it is a F ach
sprache like any other, calculated to confuse the uninitiated. 8

' It is 
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not hard to feel about him as some people felt about Gilbert, that he 
is engaged in verbal sophistry which has little to do with the realities 
of Christian faith and life.·2 Such a response would certainly be un
fair, but it would not be incomprehensible. 

The penetration of Greek theology and, to a lesser extent, Is
lamic philosophy into Western thought resulted, then, chiefly in a 
rather exaggerated negative theology that, precisely because of its 
exaggeration, did not seriously interact (as it does in Dionysius and 
Eriugena) with affirmative theology. The perfectly sound claim that 
it is something to do with what God is, not just a temporary acci
dent, that no created intellect can grasp him as he really is,"' leaves 
a real epistemological problem about how we can aspire to the vision 
of God in heaven. And if all our talk about God rests simply on an 
eqllivocal use of words, it is not clear that we can ever succeed in 
really talking about God at all, in which case all theology, however 
sophisticated it may seem to be, is no more than an empty playing 
with words. 

In the twelfth century this "orientalizing," negative theology 
was by no means unchallenged. As we have seen, an attempt was 
made to secure the condemnation of Gilbert of Poitiers, who was 
famous for his knowledge of the Greek fathers.·· And Hugh of St. 
Victor, for all his interest in Dionysius, protested warmly against 
what he understood to be Eriugena's doctrine that even in heaven 
we see God only indirectly, by way of "theophanies": "Away with 
their fancies with which they try to cloud the light of our minds! 
They must stop coming between us and our God with these images 
of theirs! Nothing can satisfy us except God himself. "., 

The most influential of all the products of twelfth-century the
ology, the Sentences of Peter Lombard,·· seems largely unaffected 
by Greek theology, and it was this text that became the basis for the 
teaching of systematic theology in the universities in the thirteenth 
century. 

It was in the thirteenth century, though, that matters really 
came to a head. According to the very plausible interpretation pro
posed by Contenson, it was not oriental theology as such that pre
cipitated the crisis, but the attempt to apply Aristotelian 
epistemology to the problem left unresolved, as we have seen, by 
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twelfth-century theologians; namely, how it is possible for our 
minds to know God."' 

Early in the thirteenth century David of Dinant ventured on a 
very optimistic appropriation of the Aristotelian doctrine that the 
intellect and its object become identical in the act of understanding; 
the results were rather pantheistic and were condemned in 1210. BB 

In reaction to this condemnation, some theologians moved 
toward the other extreme. Even William of Auvergne, whom we 
shall be meeting again shortly, toyed with the idea that we see God 
only through a "likeness" of him received by our minds (dearly the 
Aristotelian species intelligibilis).89 Alexander of Hales at first opted 
for a frankly Eriugenist position, that God's essence becomes ap
parent to us only in its conjunction with his intellectual creatures, 
just as light becomes visible only because it illuminates the air.90 
Others, including the Dominican Master Guerric of St. Quentin 
maintained that God's essence is seen, but not as essence.9

' Hugh of 
St. Cher's postil on John 1:16 declares bluntly that even in heaven 
we shall not see the essence of God; we shall see him "as glory, as 
goodness, as truth,''''' 

All of this must have seemed very small beer to people looking 
forward to the "full" enjoyment and vision of God promised by Pe
ter Lombard.9

' William of Auvergne for one was not content, in 
spite of his own earlier doctrine, with anything less than "the most 
complete and clear vision of the Creator" (peifeetissima Itlcidissimaque 
visio ereatoris).Y' And William of Auxerre, in his highly popular 
Summa AI/rea, espouses a purely Augustinian theory, basing our 
knowledge of God on his essential presence in the soul: at the mo
ment, even though by grace the veil of sin and the veil of "the letter" 
is removed, our intellect is too weak to apprehend God directly, 
without the "veil of creatures," in spite of his immediate presence in 
us; but in the hereafter this obstacle will be removed.9

' 

In 124196 William of Auvergne, by now bishop of Paris, to
gether with the Masters ofthe University, issued a formal condem
nation of several propositions, of which the first is that "the divine 
essence will not be seen in itself either by any human being or by 
any angel. "91 The ninth proposition is that "whoever has better nat
ural endowments will of necessity have more grace and glory, "9' 
which almost certainly reflects a Neoplatonist doctrine of hierarchy , 
apportioning divine illumination strictly according to ontological 
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status.9<) The other condemned propositions do not directly concern 
us here but, as M. D. Chenu has shown, they all seem to derive from 
an essentially oriental theology. 100 

Exactly who was the author of the condemned propositions is 
not known for certain, but they are presented in some sources as 
emanating from mendicant circles, and it is clear that the Domini
cans were immediately affected. Successive Dominican chapters in
sisted on the books of the brethren being corrected to eliminate the 
condemned doctrines,lO' and the manuscripts of Hugh of St. Cher 
show various attempts to implement this ruling. '02 Guerric of St. 
Quentin, who had previously maintained that God's essence, as 
such, is not known to the blessed, made a sort of public retraction 
by presiding over a new disputation on the subject and pronouncing 
the opposite conclusion. '0' 

The condemnation of 1241 represented a victory for those who 
were disillusioned with the attempt to accommodate the Christian 
hope of the beatific vision to a general, philosophical epistemology. 
The conviction that we can have a real knowledge of God was taken 
to be a primary datum; if philosophical epistemology could not cope 
with it, so much the worse for epistemology. Before the condem
nation William of Auvergne denounced the "Aristotelian" doctrine 
that there can be no true knowledge of individuals on the grounds 
that "this error prevents and altogether denies the glory of human 
souls, which is the most complete and clear vision of the Creator," 
since, in William's view, the Creator is "very individual" (sill gular
issimus).'04 Some years later, probably in the mid-1250s, St. Bon
aventure alludes to the epistemological problem posed by the lack 
of proportion between God and the soul and, instead of trying to 
deal with it, he simply dismisses it, on the grounds that "if propor
tionality were necessary for knowledge, the soul would never reach 
the knowledge of God ... by nature, by grace or by glory. "'0' This 
is tantamount to saying that it must be possible for us to know God, 
even if there is no way that we call know God. 

Before we tum to Albert himself, there is another Dionysian 
tradition that must be noted, which seems to have been entirely un
affected by the epistemological controversies or the condemnation 
of 1241. Where Eriugena and his conscious or unconscious followers 
tended to reinterpret Augustine in the light of Dionysius, this other 
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tradition absorbed Dionysius into an essentially Augustinian tra
dition, according to which we know God precisely by loving him. 106 

In the twelfth century one of the most persistent exponents of this 
doctrine was William of St. Thierry, according to whom: 

As our outward senses are related to bodies and bodily 
things, so our inward sense is related to the things that are 
like it, that is, the things of reason and the things of God 
or spiritual things. The interior sense of the soul is the un
derstanding. But it has a greater and worthier sense and a 
purer understanding than these, namely love. It is by this 
sense that the Creator himself is perceived by his crea
tures, it is by this understanding that he is understood, in
asmuch as God can be perceived or understood by any 
creature. 107 

The absorption of Dionysian negative theology into this perspective 
can be seen in the treatise De Natllra et Dignitate Amoris: 

The natural light of the soul, the power of sight created by 
the author of nature for us to see God with, is charity. 
There are two eyes involved in this power of sight, always 
trembling with a natural eagerness to see that light which 
is God: love and reason. When one of them strives without 
the other, it does not achieve so much, but when they help 
each other, when they become a single eye, they can do 
much .... Each of them has its own kind of burden: one 
of them, reason, can only see God in what he is not, but 
love refuses to rest except in what he is. What can reason 
grasp or discover, for all its endeavours, of which it would 
dare to say, "This is my God"? All it can discover of what 
he is is what he is not .... But love prospers the more be
cause of its failure and grasps the more by means of its ig
norance. Reason seems to progress through what he is not 
to what he is, but love disdains what he is not and rejoices 
to fail in what he is.,08 

William's doctrine of knowledge by love is summed up in his famous 
phrase, "love itself becomes (our) understanding" (amor ipse intelleetllS 
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est), 109 a phrase which must be taken at its face value, as J. M. De
chanet has shown. "0 

In the early thirteenth century Thomas Gallus, a canon of St. 
Victor in Paris who later became abbot of Vercelli, developed the 
theme of knowledge by love in his extensive Dionysian writings, 
which included a paraphrase of the Mystical Theology, brief notes on 
it and finally a substantial commentary on it. "' In his view Dio
nysius' references to union with God have to be taken as indicating 
a special faculty in us that goes beyond the limits of our understand
ing, and this faculty is the "peak of our affectivity," which gives us 
a supra-intellectual "knowledge" of God: 

Our mind has a faculty of understanding (which we may 
call the "theoric intellect"), by which the mind looks at 
what is intelligible. The mind also has a faculty of union, 
which we understand to be the peak of our affections, 
which is properly brought to perfection by the love of 
God, and this extends the nature of the mind through its 
exercise, and by it the mind is joined in contemplations 
(theoriis) which surpass both its nature and its exercises. It 
is by this faculty of union that we have to know the things 
of God, not in the sobriety of our understanding, but plac
ing ourselves above ourselves, united to God with all our 
power. 112 

Gallus wrote his Dionysian paraphrases and commentaries in 
Vercelli, between his arrival there in 1224 and his death in 1246. 
According to the dating established by G. Thery, the paraphrase of 
the Mystical Theology and the large commentary both belong pre
cisely to the period of the Parisian condemnation.'" 

After Gallus' death another distinguished scholar, Peter of 
Spain (later Pope John XXI), wrote a series of commentaries on the 
Dionysian corpus, in which he closely follows Gallus' interpreta
tion. The unknowability of God is strongly affirmed, in spite of the 
condemnation of 1241, and knowledge is even taken to be a hin
drance to the "contemplation of the divine incomprehensibility." 
God is "beyond the notion of being and beyond the understanding 
of any mind, so he is neither knowable by us nor comprehensible." 
But nevertheless there is another kind of knowledge: in this life "the 
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most worthy knowledge of all that could fall under the heading of 
'understanding' is perfect union with God by means of an ecstasy of 
love.""· This kind of union "suspends all intellectual activity. "I" 

After Peter of Spain the doctrine of the "peak of affectivity" is 
maintained by Hugh of Balma, who again insists that at this level 
there is no room for any activity of the intellect. 116 From Gallus and 
Balma this affective and at least unintellectual reading of Dionysius 
passes to its most famous exponent. the author of the Cloud of Un
knowing. "7 

When Albert came to Paris in the 1240s. the issue of "Eastern" 
theology was a live and delicate one in Dominican circles. The at
tempt to provide a viable epistemological account of how we know 
God had apparently reached an impasse and had. in the process. 
brought negative theology into a certain disrepute; the only form of 
negative theology that was quite unaffected was one which posited 
a non-intellectual way of knowing God by love. which by-passed 
rather than settled the epistemological problem. 

Albert. it is quite clear. was not prepared simply to abandon 
the attempt to interpret Christian claims to present or future knowl
edge of God in terms of some coherent epistemology. and it is pre
cisely on the subject of epistemology that he found himself most 
seriously at odds with the Latin tradition. On just the issue that had 
provoked the "anti-oriental" backlash. he aggressively opted for a 
frankly "oriental" view. "" For a full statement of his doctrine of how 
the intellect functions and how it comes to the knowledge of God
and it is evident that his position is Aristotelian with a strong dose 
of Neoplatonism. both Dionysian and Islamic-we have to wait for 
books written after the completion of the Dionysian commentaries. 
But at least in germ the same doctrine is already contained in the 
commentary on the first book of the Sentences"· and in the Dio
nysian commentaries themselves. so there does not seem to have 
been any essential change in his attitude. 

At the beginning of the section of his De allima devoted to the 
intellect Albert announces emphatically that "in settling these ques
tions we utterly abhor what the Latin doctors say." His objection to 
the Latins is that they follow Plato too much and suppose that the 
mind somehow contains within itself all that is needed for knowl
edge. with its own private supply of universals. Albert makes fun 
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of these private universals, which could never be the basis for any 
objective knowledge of reality as it exists outside the soul and which 
would mean that no two individuals could ever be said to have the 
same knowledge. And against the idea of knowledge being somehow 
innate he affirms the Peripatetic doctrine that the mind acquires 
knowledge from things, not from itself. 120 

One of the main points of controversy arising out of this con
cerns the soul's self-knowledge. The Augustinian tradition main
tained that the soul has, in principle, a direct, immediate knowledge 
of itself and all that is in itself, including God. This theory is men
tioned in the commentary on the Mystical Theology, and Albert op
poses it firmly. 121 He insists, with Aristotle, that we acquire 
knowledge of our own minds in the same way that we acquire 
knowledge of anything e1se. 122 What we are is not intrinsically lu
minous to us, it has to become an object of understanding to us. 

On certain crucial points, then, Albert is a loyal Peripatetic. 
But this is far from being the whole of his epistemology, as we see 
in his fascinating treatment of Augustine's recantation of the claim 
that "any truth that is known is inspired by the Holy Spirit": 

Four things are needed in the soul if it is to receive any 
knowledge of truth: the possible intellect, which is ready 
to receive it; secondly the agent intellect, by whose light 
the abstraction occurs of the forms in which the truth or 
the particular truth resides; thirdly the reality (rer) which 
is present as an object either through an image of itself or 
in its own right-this is what the truth is about; and 
fourthly the principles and axioms which are as it were the 
instruments which arrange in due proportion the possible, 
impossible and necessary connections and separations, on 
the basis of which the particular truth is received. Of these 
four the first is purely receptive, the second is simply a 
source of light, the third is what receives light from the 
agent intellect and gives to the possible intellect the light 
of a specific truth, and the fourth is moved as an instru
ment and in turn moves the conceptual connections and 
separations with regard to the matter in which truth is 
known or sought. Some philosophers have concluded that 
these four things suffice for the knowledge of any truth 
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which is subject to our reason. But we must rather say that 
the light of the agent intellect is not sufficient by itself 
without being directed by the light of the uncreated intel
lect. ... This can happen in two ways, depending on 
whether there is simply a twofold light or whether there is 
a threefold light. The light is twofold if the mind is joined 
to the light of the uncreated intellect, and that light is the 
"interior teacher." But sometimes the mind is joined to an 
angelic intellect as well as to the divine .... This is what 
Dionysius calls the leading back of our hierarchy through 
the hierarchy of the angels. Augustine says this happens 
in many ways. And this is what some philosophers call the 
"link-up of intellects," because they too said that nothing 
is seen except by way of the first light. 

So, to return to the question whether a new grace is 
needed, we must say that if any gift freely given by God 
is called "grace," then no knowledge comes about without 
grace. Indeed one philosopher has said that even if we have 
a habitual knowledge of something, that knowledge will 
not become actual unless the mind turns to the light of the 
uncreated intellect. I2J 

Even without identifying all the sources of this remarkable pas
sage, we can see at once that its doctrine is essentially Neoplatonist, 
though Albert himself may have been unaware of this; IN and Albert 
seems to have remained faithful to it throughout his life. '" 

The combination of this Neoplatonist iIIuminationism and the 
Aristotelian denial of any immediate and primitive intellectual self
knowledge gives Albert a philosophical basis for a very rich and pro
found Christian intellectualism, such as we find in several passages 
in the De illlellecill el bllelligibi/i, in which we are surely entitled to 
recognize his own convictions, not just his interpretations of what 
he took to be Peripatetic doctrine: ". 

Our intellect is more closely joined to imagination and the 
senses than it is to the first agent intellect, and so it is dark 
and, with regard to things which are in principle thor
oughly separate from matter, it is like the eye of a bat with 
regard to sunlight. For this reason it has to be imbued with 
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physics first, and then with mathematics, so that once it 
has been strengthened in this way by many lights coming 
from many intelligibles it can rise to the understanding of 
the things of God. And in all these intelligibles, when it 
becomes an effective understanding of any of them, it dis
covers both itself and the agent intellect .... But though 
it is closer to physics and mathematics because of its con
nection to the body, it is really more akin by nature to the 
things of God, and so it discovers more of itself in the in
telligibles which pertain to God than it does in those which 
belong to mathematics and physics. 

Furthermore it seems true to say that, since anything 
which is only potentially a knower actually knows nothing 
at all, the intellect knows nothing at all unless it becomes 
effective. And from this it follows that anyone who does 
not study philosophy knows nothing at all, neither himself 
nor anything other than himself .... As long as the in
tellect remains potential and in no way effective, it is im
possible to know anything other than oneself or oneself or 
even to know that one does not know .... So Hermes re
proached the uneducated in antiquity, saying that such 
people paid no attention to anything human in their lives, 
but spent their days like pigs .... 

The possible intellect is potentially everything that 
can be understood. So it is not actually received except in 
as much as what is potentially understood becomes effec
tively understood, and it is completely obtained and re
ceived when it attains to the effective realisation of all the 
intelligibles which it potentially is. This is how human 
beings take possession of their own intellect. 

Plato accordingly said that the truest definition of 
philosophy is "knowledge of oneself," and Alfarabi said 
that the soul is placed in the body in order to discover and 
know itself, and he claims that Aristotle said this, but I 
have not found where he said it .... The reason for all 
this is that the first image of the light of the first cause to 
be joined to space and time is the human intellect, and so 
it must be a kind of likeness of everything that comes into 
being through the light of the first cause, it must enfold all 
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these things, being a receptacle of some in as much as it is 
an image of the first cause and of others in as much as it is 
joined to space and time; in both it has to take possession 
of itself .... 

This makes it evident that the contemplation of won
derful truths is the highest delight and the most natural 
occupation, in which people's whole human nature, pre
cisely as such, blossoms, particularly in the contemplation 
of the things of God, because it is particularly in these that 
the intellect discovers itself in its proper nature, because 
human beings, precisely as human, are essentially intel
lect .... This reveals how it is by study that the intellect 
takes possession of itself. 

Now let us talk about the understanding which some 
of the oldest philosophers call "assimilative" or "assimilat
ing," and in doing so let us also clarify the soul's perfec
tion, which arises from all the kinds of understanding 
alluded to. "Assimilative understanding" is that in which 
human beings rise to the divine intellect, which is the light 
and cause of everything, insofar as it is possible and lawful 
and in a way which is proportionate to them. This comes 
about when the intellect has become fully actual and has 
taken possession of itself and of the light of the agent in
tellect and, on the basis of the lights received from every
thing and of its self-knowledge, it reaches out in the lights 
belonging to the intelligences and so gradually ascends to 

the simplicity of the divine intellect. From the light of its 
own agent intellect it passes to the light of intelligence and 
from there it reaches out to the intellect of God .... 

Strengthened in that light (of intelligence) the intel
lect rises to the divine light, which has no name and is un
utterable, because it is known by no name of its own, 
becoming known only as it is received. And it is received 
first in intelligence, which is the first effect to be caused, 
and when it is uttered it is uttered with the name of intel
ligence, which is the effect it causes, not with any name of 
its own. So Hermes said that the God of Gods is improp
erly grasped by a name which is not properly his own .... 
So the human intellect is joined to its final goal and its light 
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and united with that light it shares in somewhat of his 
Godhead .... 

Notice that in all these kinds of understanding the 
possible intellect is as it were primary and the foundation. 
The light of the agent intellect is a disposition in it and a 
kind of basis for the understanding of principles, and the 
understanding of principles is the basis for effective un
derstanding, and effective understanding is the basis for 
taking possession of the intellect, because here particularly 
the soul acquires knowledge of itself; and possession of 
one's own intellect is the basis for the assimilative intellect, 
which rises step by step from lower light to higher light up 
to the light of the divine intellect, and there it stops as hav
ing reached its destination. Since everyone naturally de
sires knowledge, the goal of everyone's desire is to come to 
rest in the divine intellect. 127 

There is a similar message in the commentary on the Metaphysics: 

Since all human beings naturally desire knowledge and de
sire is not unlimited, it must be possible to bring this desire 
to an end in some form of knowing. And this can be noth
ing other than the knowledge of that which is the cause and 
light of all beings and all objects of knowledge, and this is 
no other than the divine intellect .... This is why Aver
roes says in his comment on book XI of the Metaphysics of 
Aristotle that the question of the divine intellect is the one 
which all human beings desire to know. 128 

The human intellect becomes aware of itself by understanding other 
things, and by an "analysis" (resolutio) of its own light (once it has 
discovered this through coming to understand things) it comes to the 
"first, pure intellect." "This is what is most pleasant and most de
sirable in contemplation (tbeoria), this is what every being that has 
an intellect naturally desires to have actual knowledge of and to con
template. "129 The "first, pure intellect" is, of course, God. ". 

In these writings Albert is not expressly developing his own 
views, and he objected to people supposing that he endorsed all that 
he said in his expositions of what he took to be Peripatetic philoso-
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phy. But so much of the same doctrine of the intellect recurs in his 
other works, and his comments are sometimes so enthusiastic, that 
it is difficult to believe that he would really insist on disowning it. 

The highest thing that the soul can have while it is in the 
body is at least sometimes to reach the pure intellect in its 
mind. And if, once it is freed from the body, what it some
times fleetingly attains in the body becomes continuous, 
that will be supreme joy and the kingdom of heaven. III 

The intellectual nature of beatitude is affirmed already in the 
early work De ReStlrreetione with the same quotation from Averroes 
that we find in the Metaphysics commentary, 132 and it is reaffirmed 
in the commentary on Dionysius' DivilIC Names, again with the same 
text from A verroes. IJ3 

The hypostatized "intelligence" that is the primllm eausalllm, 
mentioned in the text cited from De Intel/eelll et bltel/igibili, is easily 
identified with suprahuman intellectual beings, that is, the an
gels, ,,. and as we have seen, Albert is quite willing to ascribe an 
important role to the angels in the illumination of the human mind, 
so the passage through the light of "intelligence" to the divine light 
needs little comment, if any, to make it acceptable to him. 

Above all, Albert's illuminationist doctrine of the intellect al
lows him to develop a theory of ho'v we come to know God. In the 
early De Resurreetione he was content to say, like William of Auxerre, 
that God "is in the intellect in his own right, that is, substantially, 
because he is in every essence. So for him to be seen all that is needed 
is the removal of any obstacle that is in the way. And there are two 
such obstacles: the imperfection that goes with this present 
wretchedness and our being turned in another direction. Since both 
of these are removed by beatitude, in beatitude we shall see him as 
he is. "135 

In the commentary on the Divine Names Albert gives us a much 
more precise account of how God is in the soul, and it presupposes 
already the doctrine later expounded in De Intel/eetu et Intel/igibili: 
"God is essentially present in the soul, not as any kind of nature of 
the soul, but as a certain light of the intellect, and this is sufficient 
for him to be known by the intellect; indeed because of his being in 
the soul like this he is known under the appearance of anything that 
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is understood, as the philosophers say about the agent intellect. In 
the same way we know of God 'that' he is by way of our knowledge 
of any creature. "13. 

We know God through his works, then, essentially because he 
is implicitly present in our actual kllowillg of creatures. The divine 
being of God is the principle of all knowledge, because it is the "first 
light"; Il7 our intellect receives him as a "principle," and if we could 
know him perfectly (which we cannot) we should be able to derive 
a knowledge of everything from our knowledge of him.13" All 
knowledge derives from God's own knowing, the light which is the 
causal principle of all knowing; but actual knowledge is received by 
different creatures in different ways, and our human way is labo
rious and circuitous. 13• 

The divine intellect is the "cause and light of all beings,"'·o the 
"intellect which is the mover in all of nature,"'" and for Albert this 
does not just mean some remote Aristotelian deity moving all things 
simply by attracting them, without in any way being concerned for 
them, nor does it mean a remote Platonist principle acting in all 
things, but not deigning to be cognizant ofindividuals or particulars: 
it means the creator God whose knowledge is the source of the whole 
reality of all things in all their particularity. '.2 

God is the source of the existence of all things, and at the same 
time, as the primordial Intellcct, hc is the sourcc of the intelligibility 
of all things, and it is this latter which most interests Albert. ,., Our 
minds approach God by way of the intelligibility of his creatures, 
discovering themselves and the light that is in them in the process. 
Bit by bit, as they exercise their own intellectual powers, they move 
toward an ever simpler, more comprehensive view of things, in 
which the light, which comes from God and enlightens angelic and 
(in a more diffuse and obscure way) human intellects, is appre
hended more clearly. 

The Aristotelian principle that it is only in understanding other 
things that the mind takes possession of itself is, of course, an ad
mirable justification for Albert's own wide-ranging interests. He ev
idently took seriously and found congenial the belief that the 
intellect takes full possession of itself only when it realizes to the full 
its capacity to understand all that can be understood. But this is not 
simply a justification of curiosity; it is an application of the Dio
nysian principle that God, who is not adequately named by any 
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name, must be given all names. Any narrowing of our intellectual 
interests would in fact shut out ways in which we are meant to be 
led to God. Precisely because the light of God is discovered only 
indirectly through the intelligibility of his works theology cannot 
profitably be undertaken as a narrow specialization. The link be
tween negative and affirmative theology is fuily restored in all its 
amplitude. 

Albert's view of how we ascend to the knowledge of God 
leaves no room for any kind of shortcut. Nor does it leave room 
for any kind of specialized faculty for union with God, such as 
Gallus posited. And the idea that there might be some kind of 
non-intellectual knowledge of God receives very short shrift from 
Albert: if we cannot know God by the intellect, "it is clear that 
we cannot know him in any other way."'+! And if we are to know 
God by the intellect, it must be by the whole, ordinary process 
of intellection, beginning with the "possible intellect." (Albert can
not really accommodate the popular distinction between a "higher" 
intellectual power directed toward God and a "lower" power di
rected toward creatures.)'" 

If all intellectual activity depends on an illumination that 
comes from God, it is obvious that there can be no radical division 
between natural knowledge and faith. The proper object of faith 
is the First Truth, which is the source of all knowledge, not just 
knowledge of the truths of faith,'·· so the distinction between faith 
and natural knowledge is a distinction within an essentially co
herent illumination from God: "Without a light to enlighten the 
intellect our possible intellect cannot receive any knowledge; it 
is by this light that the possible intellect becomes an eye to see 
with. This light is natural with regard to our receiving knowledge 
of natural things, it is freely given i.groillilllm) with regard to our 
receiving the objects of belief, and it is glory with regard to our 
receiving what beatifies us. ",.7 And the illumination of faith func
tions in the same way as any other illumination: light enables us 
to see but does not determine what we see, and the light of the 
agent intellect enables us to know but docs not determine any 
particular object of knowledge; in the same way the light of faith 
enables us to believe, but does not of itself specify any object of 
belief. , •• The actual content of faith comes to us, like any other 
kind of knowledge, through the senses'·9-through hearing ser-
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mons, reading the bible and so on. This is why, as Albert says 
in the Mystical Theology, there is need both for the inward teaching 
of God and for an "external teacher. ""0 

The salient characteristic of faith, as distinct from ordinary 
knowledge, is that by it we believe certain things to be true that 
are not susceptible of rational proof,'" though it is important to 
note that they are not susceptible of rational refutation either: if 
they could be refuted, we should have to believe the refutation 
as well as the refuted article of faith, so two contradictories would 
have to be true at the same time, which is impossible. '" Natural 
knowledge is limited in its scope, but it is not, in Albert's view, 
unnatural for the mind to be carried beyond the limit of its own 
resources. The abandonment of intellectual activity recommended 
in the Mystical Theology is interpreted by Albert to mean only the 
abandonment of the intellectual activity which is "connatural" to 
the intellect, 'H that is to say, the activity which is sustained by 
the powers with which the human mind is born. But it is precisely 
the intellect that is carried beyond its innate capacity by the higher 
illumination it receives from God, and this does not involve any 
essential change in its nature. 's< It is, as Albert makes clear in 
his commentary on the Mystical Theology, an intellectllal union with 
God that is our final goal. '" 

The light of faith is not an alternative to, let alone a negation 
of, the mind's natural way of functioning, it is precisely a strength
ening of the mind, enabling it to do better and more surely the 
very thing that it is naturally designed to do. "The bodily vision 
of some creatures, like the bat, is totally shattered by the light 
of the sun, but the vision of other creatures, like human beings, 
is capable to some extent of looking at the sun, but because it 
is weak it cannot do so without the eyes trembling; other crea
tures, like the golden cagle, have their vision so strengthened that 
they can see the sun in the round. In the same way the mental 
vision of people who are held down by earthly affections and 
bodily images is material and is totally rebuffed by the divine 
radiance, but if their vision draws away from these things into 
intellectual speculation then it becomes immaterial, but it is still 
trembling, because it looks upon the things of God from afar, as 
it were, with the principles of reason. But if it is strengthened 
by the light of faith it ceases to tremble. "'56 
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There is a fine passage in the commentary on the D;V;//f Names 
that develops a similar point: 

"This reason" (divine reason) "is the simple truth of what 
exists, which itself exists ... and divine faith is about it" 
(it is the proper object of the faith we have about God). "It 
is pure," by contrast with the truth there is in other sci
ences, inasmuch as some impurity overflows into them 
from the things on which they are based; "it is not erro
neous," as against the truth which is derived from reason
ing, which is often liable to error because of the way things 
shift around. "It is knowledge of all things," in that it 
pours out knowability on all things, which is the situation 
of the first truth. 

Next he defines faith, of which this truth is the object. 
First he gives the definition and comments on it, then he 
explains why he said, "If knowledge unites those who 
know . ... " 

So first he says that "faith is an abiding" and firm "es
tablishment of believers," and this is interpreted in two 
ways: it "establishes" believers "in the truth" through their 
assent to it and it establishes the truth in them, placing it 
in their minds, in the minds, that is, of "believers who 
have a simple knowledge of the truth" in the first truth, 
"in unalterable steadfastness," inasmuch, that is, as some
one remains unalterably in the one faith which also unites 
all the faithful. And the cause of this unchangeable stead
fasmess is indicated next: it is of the nature of knowledge 
to be "unitive," and this is understood in two ways: of the 
object of knowledge, because perfect knowledge makes us 
stand firm in the one, simple "whamess" of something, 
and also of the act of knowing, because at first the act of 
knowing is unsteady and wanders round various ideas, but 
once it gets a probable idea of something it sticks to one 
idea, but is nervous there because it is afraid of its oppo
site; but when it has perfect knowledge and enters into the 
proper and essential cause of something, then it stands 
firmly in one place, and this is the reason why all those 
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who know something are at one in a single knowledge of 
the truth. 1$, 

Neither Dionysius nor Albert would actually want to claim 
that faith gives us "perfect knowledge" in this life, but it is clearly 
implied that faith does give us the same kind of solidity as perfect 
knowledge. Whereas opinion is always unsettled because of its "fear 
of the opposite," both faith and knowledge give us a kind of cer
tainty, and faith has at least some advantages over any other kind of 
knowledge, because of its direct reliance on the "first truth." And 
Albert seems to have no hesitation in treating faith as a kind of 
knowledge: although faith and reason differ in us, "they belong to 
the same genus, namely lIotllro cognoscitivo. "1$. 

Faith, however, cannot be regarded simply as a "given," allow
ing us to rest on our laurels. It shares with the investigation of truth 
the responsibility for bringing our reason to perfection, U. presum
ably by sharing in its own way the task of reason, which is to explore 
reality so that the general principles known by our intellect are ap
plied and we come to a real understanding of things. By faith we 
have access to more material, which we can explore; and theology 
is the exploration of it. l60 In his commentary on St. John, Albert 
says he likes the "ancient" view of faith, found in St. Gregory, 
which differentiates between two facets of faith: "believing is think
ing together with assent" (cogitore cum asStllSIl). As assent, it is simply 
a given, a "changeless foundation"; but as "thinking" it is clearly 
open to all kinds of development. 10' "In faith ... we first assent to 
the first truth for its own sake, then we look for reasons, so that we 
can to some extent understand what we Lelieve. "'0' 

The wonderful humane and intellectual perspective opened out 
to us by faith is indicated by St. Albert in his comment on John 
8:31-2, "Jesus said to the Jews who believed in him, 'If you abide 
in my word, you will truly be my disciples and you will know the 
truth and the truth will set you free.' ": 

"Jesus said to those who believed in him." They were al
ready beginning to be free, in that they had been called to 
faith. "You have been called into freedom, brethren, only 
do not make freedom an occasion for the flesh" (Gal. 5: 13). 
Faith is the beginning of freedom, because it makes people 
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know what freedom there is in grace. Therefore he speaks 
to these believers as to people who already understand 
freedom. "Let people with understanding speak to me, let 
a wise man hear me" (Job 34:34). "If you abide" with per
severance, intelligence and obedience "in my word." With 
perseverance, so that you meditate on it by study; with in
telligence, so that you understand the mystery of the Holy 
Spirit in it; with obedience, so that you fulfill it by prac
ticing it in what you do. On the first of these it says, "Per
severe in discipline; God offers himself to you as to his 
children" (Heb. 12:7), and God's children are free. On the 
intelligibility of the words it says, "Understand what I 
say, for the Lord will give you understanding in every
thing" (2 Tim. 2:7), and "I will give you understanding" 
(Ps. 31 :8). On obedience, "Cursed is anyone who does not 
abide in the words of this law and who does not accom
plish them in practice" (Deut. 27:26), and "If you hear the 
voice of the Lord your God in order to do and to keep all 
his precepts, which are my command to you today, the 
Lord your God will make you higher than all the peoples 
who live on the earth" (Deut. 28: I), than those who live in 
earthly desires, that is, because you will be free and will 
be master of them. See how it is the beginning of true free
dom thus to abide in the Lord's word. 

"You will truly be my disciples." A true disciple is 
one who is truly imbued, without any error, with the 
teachings of his master. And this is how freedom grows. 
As the philosopher says, we call people free if they are 
their own cause. I.J And as it says in book ten of the Ethics, 
a human being is just intellect '64-all the rest that is in us 
is not human but animal. And the intellect is perfected in 
the study of the things of God, not in anything else. "If 
you are outside the instruction of which all have been 
made partakers, then you are bastards and not children" 
(Heb. 12:8), as if to say, "You were not born offree stock, 
but of a bastard, servile stock." "The Lord God opened my 
ear and I do not contradict, I have not gone away" (Is. 
50:5). "In this everyone will know that you are my disci
ples, if you have love for one another" (John 13:35), be-
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cause it is love which makes you hold to my instruction. 
"If anyone loves me, he will keep my word" (John 14:23). 
A true disciple is one who holds to the instruction he re
ceived, just as it was imparted by his master. "Learn from 
me, for I am meek and humble of heart" (Matt. 11 :29). 

"And you will know the truth." This brings true lib
erty to perfection. Knowledge of the truth is the knowl
edge of that by which things truly are what they are, and 
this is no other than the divine art and wisdom which is 
proposed to us in the words of God. It is by God's art and 
wisdom that things truly are what they are. Because of cer
tain other principles things fall from the truth of their 
being, inasmuch as they are material and mutable and in
clined to sag away from what is true. "Sanctify them in 
truth; your word is truth" (John 17: 17). And it says of the 
Word in John 1:14, "Full of grace and truth." "I am the 
way and the truth and the life" (John 14:6). "Truth abides 
and is strong for ever" (3 Esdras 4:38). "Truth pre\'ails over 
everything" (ibid. 3: 12). And so it frees us from thcfutility 
of changeability and is the principle which makes freedom 
itself perfect. 

There follows, "And the truth will set you free." And 
this is the completion of true liberty. "Creation itself will 
be set free from enslavement to corruption into the free
dom of the glory of the children of God" (Rom. 8:21). 
"The Jerusalem which is above is free, and that is our 
mother" (Gal. 4:26). So the word of the Lord, as being the 
truth, frees us from the coercion and constraint of futility. 
As the word of grace, it frees us from enslavement to guilt 
and sin. As the word of almighty God, it frees us from en
slavement to wretchedness. First it gives us the freedom of 
nature, then it gives us the freedom of grace and thirdly it 
gh'es us the freedom of glory. '''' 

If the study of the liberal arts already gives us a certain free
dom, faith leads us into a far greater freedom, because it gives us 
access to the word of God, the study of which, if undertaken per
severingly and obediently, will eventually bring us to the complete 
fulfilment of our intellectual nature and to complete moral freedom. 
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The theological study, which alone is fully satisfying to our minds, 
cannot be isolated from the study of the arts though. At the end of 
his life Albert is still insisting on this. "Theology in itself is the first 
of all sciences, but it comes last in the order of our study and inves
tigation. This is why Alfarabi says that it is in the study of theology 
that the philosophers have ended their lives. "'M 

It is rather surprising, at first sight, that Albert was not pre
pared to regard theology as essentially and simply a speculative sci
ence, for all his intellectualism. Both in the early commentary on 
the Sentences and in the late SlImma The%giae he cites Titus 1: 1-2 
to identify theological truth as being seclllldllm pietaulII, inseparable 
therefore from the practice of the Christian life and the hope of sal
vatinn and everlasting bliss. In the SlImma he concludes that theol
ogy is a practical science, in the commentary on the Sentences that 
it is neither speculative nor practical, it is an "affective science," 
bringing both mind and heart to their proper perfection. If., This 
does not mean that theology is not a genuine science; it is a science, 
an organized body of knowledge with its own proper consistency. 
And even in the commentary on the Sentences it is indubitably cor
rect to say that Albert's view of beatitude is an intellectual one: the 
"truth which beatifies" beatifies precisely by being the truth which 
fully satisfies the intellect. , •• What Albert is concerned to deny is 
surely the tendency we have noticed in the twelfth century for the
ology to become just another specialization which could, in princi
ple, be mastered by anyone who was competent, without its 
engaging and shaping a whole human and Christian life. In calling 
theology an "affective science" Albert is by no means proposing to 
subject theology to the control of that affective piety that was al
ready beginning to define itself against learning and intellectualism. 
On the contrary, he is refusing to conccde that there is any tension 
between piety and theology; he is locating piety in the heart of the 
intellectual discipline of theology. 

In the commentary on the Sentences Albert is still struggling 
to find the best way to express himself and he uses phrases like ill
ttl/eetlls ajJectivlls that suggest an affinity which is certainly not really 
there between his doctrine and that of Gallus. In his later works he 
abandons this kind of terminology almost entirely. 

One of the crucial problems involved in the attempt to deter
mine the nature of thcology was the very \'exc'(/ question of the pre-
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cise nature of faith . The traditional data made it difficult for early 
thirteenth-century scholastics to sec faith precisely as a form of 
knowledge. St. Augustine had insisted on the \'Oluntary nature of 
belief, which suggested that faith had to be located in the will. Faith 
had also to be interpreted as a virtue, and it was generally accepted 
that the object of all \·irtues was some practical good, whereas the 
object of knowledge was always some /rti/h. '.') In accordance with 
this problematic Albert locates faith, in the commentary on the Sen
tences, as not being a kind of scim/ia, because the knowledge (cog
lIi/io) it involves comes more from affection than from reason, "" 
from Im'e in the will rather than from rational proof. Faith is situated 
in "affective" rather than speeulati\'e understanding. '71 Knowledge 
may be the "matter" of faith, but it is affection that actually makes 
it faith and has the dominant role in faith.'" Faith is a kind of virtue, 
rather than a kind of scim/;u.'" If it is objected that faith's object is 
truth and that therefore it belongs to the domain of the speculative 
intellect (and could therefore not be a virtue unless we are prepared 
to say that all speculative achievements count as a \·irtue). Albert 
proposes in reply a distinction between the kind of truth that is the 
goal of speculation and the kind of truth that "beatifies the intellect." 
Speculative truth consists in "the complete account of something" 
and involves a "kind of movement from the thing to the intellect." 
Beatifying truth, by contrast, is outside the mind and is not an "ac
cnunt of something" but a "something" (res). "a light of eternal hap
piness" that is the "goal of an understanding which is moved by love 
for this truth. ""< 

Albert is well aware of the awkwardness of this position. It 
seems to entail that the object of faith is nO! truth as such, but truth 
viewed as good (seclI//{/ul/I ra/;ollem holll), and this was indeed the doc
trine, for example, of Philip the Chancellor and ohhe first Domin
ican Master in Paris, Roland of Cremona. I7S But in Albert's 
judgment this is "no solution," because the truth has to be valued in 
its own right, precisely as truth."· Otherwise it is difficult to sec 
how we can escape saying that we bclie\'e something to be true just 
because we find it attractive (or "helpful," as people say these days), 
which would be a disastrous concession to wishful thinking. But 
then it is hard to see how Albert has nO! already made such a cnnces
sion in declaring that the light of faith "convinces the reason by a 
kind of love in the will. ,,'" 
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In the Dionysian commentaries we find Albert telling a very 
different story. The essentially cognitive nature of faith is affirmed 
there, as we ha\'e seen. He can still allude, without comment, to the 
voluntary quality of faith as a virtue that informs our conscience 
rather than persuading us with arguments, so that we are not con
strained to believe by any rational proofs. 17K But there is no longer 
any question of our being "convinced by love" to go beyond what 
can be demonstrated by the principles of reason. The divine light is 
not a proposition, it is true, but "it is a reality (res) which convinces 
the intellect."" " It convinces the intellect directly, it seems, by its 
sheer actuality. 

On one point, at least, the development of Albert's theory of the 
intellect enabled him tocometoaclearerunderstandingoffaith. In the 
commentary on the Sentences one of his concerns was to insist that 
faith directs us toward a reality outside our own minds, in which our 
hopeofbeatitude is vested, and he contrasts this with the "account of a 
thing" that is the goal of intellectual speculation. But when he turned 
his attention to the subject of the intellect, he acquired, as we have 
seen, a hearty distaste for the "Latin" theory, which made the whole 
intellectual process a purely private, internal affair going on within 
the individual mind. His own view gave the intellect itself more of an 
outward orientation. What makes our understanding an understand
ing of some specific reality is the reality itself which is being under
stood (ipsa res). IMO On this \·iew it is precisely as an intellectual \·irtue 
that faith directs us tosomethingoutsideourown minds, and this isno 
doubt why Albert is now able to say that faith unites all belie\'ers, 
which he was earlier not prepared tosay.'" 

The orientation of the intellect toward that which is outside it
self means that there is no essential contradiction between the "ec
static" structure of its natural workings'H' and the "ecstatic" nature 
of faith, on which the text of Dionysius obliges Albert to comment. 
Exploiting the ambiguity of the word EKC1TUUt>'Hl Dionysius re
marks that many people will suppose the believer to be "beside him
selP' (to have suffered an "ecstasy"), not realizing that he has indeed 
undergone an "ecstasy" (in a good sense) in "stepping out" quite 
properly from error. 'H. Albert, willfully or otherwise, misconstrues 
the sentence and takes ex/oris in a stronger sense than was intended 
here by Dionysius: "The belie\'er has undergone an ecstasy for 
truth, that is, he has been placed outside himself in di\·ine truth . "1M' 
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This is the excesS/IS referred to in MT I, on which Albert comments 
that it means "not holding oneself back within reason's own 
principles"1H6-it does not, as Albert explains at some length, nec
essarily involve excesslls in the sense of rapture or ecstatic trance. 1H7 

The insertion of faith into a more general account of the work
ing of the intellect docs not mean that Albert has lost interest in the 
affective component in our knowledge of God. Even apart from his 
lifelong conviction that knowledge of God is our highest and most 
satisfying joy, he still wishes to ascribe a certain role to our affec
tions in the very process whereby we come to know God; but his 
more developed intellectual theory allows him to state more pre
cisely what this role is. "There is a kind of science which is about 
things beyond the reach of reason, so the knowledge of these things 
has to be received from some higher nature by participating in its 
light .... Although science is the perfection of our understanding, 
yet it is by the perfection of our affecti"ity (affectlls) that we draw 
near to God and participate in his light; this is how our understand
ing is brought to perfection with regard to things which cannot be 
had simply by human reason. "IH. There is no question of affectivity 
taking over the role of the intellect, but if we are to get beyond the 
limits of our own rationality we need a greater share in the divine 
light than is given to us in purely natural knowledge, and there are 
moral presuppositions for such a sharing. Purity of heart is what 
immediately disposes us to receive the vision of God.'·" 

There is also an affective coloring to any genuinely Christian 
knowledge of God. In a famous passage in the Diville Nallles Dio
nysius refers to Hierotheos as "not just learning about the things of 
God, but undergoing them (ovp.iJlJOV /-La-!Jwv ""ACt KaL -rra{)wv TCt 
-!JE'a). "'110 Albert comments on this : " 'Also he was perhaps taught 
the things of God by a diviner inspiration,' diviner than teaching or 
study, that is, 'not only learning' from others 'but also undergoing 
divine things,' being moved in his affection about them, 'and by his 
very sympathy for them,' by his affection for the things of God ... 
'he was made perfect for union with them,' union with the things of 
God in heart and mind, 'and for faith,' that is, for the certain knowl
edge of spiritual things .... This is called a di"iner way because 
thus the things of God are perceived, in a way, experientially, just 
as someone who is suffering from a wound has a more certain knowl
edge of what a wound is than someone who only hears about it or 
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sees it, and someone who tastes wine has a better knowledge of its 
pleasant flavor. "'9' A text like this does not contradict Albert's con
viction that our union with God is fundamentally intellectual,'9' it 
draws out one aspect of what intellectual union with God means: 
the certainty of faith is not like the certainty that a cogent rational 
argument produces, it is much more like the certainty which comes 
from a direct perception of something. What convinces the mind to 
assent to the first truth is not a proposition but a reality, and the 
reality of God cannot properly be apprehended dispassionately. In 
the commentary on the Mystical Theology Albert distinguishes be
tween the ability to form propositions and real knowledge (rea/is 
scion/ia), that is, knowledge which actually touches in some way the 
res, the reality, of God, and this knowledge is "part of beatitude" 
and so cannot be divorced from its affective component. 19] The idea 
that we could have a real knowledge of God that was not, to some 
extent, beatifying is simply incoherent. 

So faith has a necessary affective component precisely because 
it is concerned with the reality of God, not just with words about 
him; 194 but this very insistence on the reality of God means that the 
status of our talk about God has to be examined carefully. If, as sev
eral twelfth-century theologians maintained, the relationship be
tween theological and non-theological use of words is one of 
equivocation, then theology will tell us nothing about the reality of 
God unless we can unscramble the equivocation and determine 
what the words actually mean when they are used theologically. 
And if we can do no more than say that they have "miraculous new 
meanings," then all we shall be able to achieve is the arrangement 
of more or less coherent verbal patterns, without having the remo
test idea what we are actually talking about. If the only kind of bank 
that I am familiar with is the kind that deals in money, and have no 
acquaintance with the other kind "whereon the wild thyme blows" 
(and perhaps try to arrive at some idea of what "wild thyme" is by 
imagining a nightmarish world in which savage clocks chime irreg
ular hours according to some scheme of chronometry untamed by 
arithmetic), then I shall quite strictly not have a notion what the 
bard is talking about, and shall not be any the wiser for being told 
that he is using words in miraculous new senses. Similarly if all the
ologicallanguage is metaphorical, theology will at most be a vaguely 
suggestive expression of people's religious aspirations; it will not 
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have any capacity to tell me anything about what God really is. If 
none of our language properly applies to God and all we can do is 
transfer words to him without the "things" (res) they signify, then 
we can never be sure we are really saying anything about God at all. 
And it is no good appealing to some kind of direct experiential 
knowledge of God, which would render words superfluous, if it is 
true, as Albert believed in common with most of his contemporar
ies, that in this life we never have a direct encounter with God un
mediated by creatures. '0' In Albert's view the res that convinces the 
mind to cleave to the first truth is the divine light itself, but this does 
not in itself present us with any specific object. It would be more 
correct to say that it is like the sheer fact of daylight than that it is 
like direct perception of any particular thing. You cannot argue with 
daylight (though you can draw the curtains and shut your eyes, if 
you want to); it "convinces the mind." But if we acrually want to see 
something, there has to be something there for us to see. The light 
of faith enables us to believe, but it does not of itself give any content 
to belief, and the content comes largely from words (the words of 
the creeds, the words of the bible, and so on). So if faith does in some 
way confront us with the reality of God it must be, in this life, 
largely through the medium of words. And these must, then, be 
words that really do succeed, however inadequately, in putting us 
in touch with God himself. 

Thirteenth-cenrury theologians had learned from Aristotle at 
least one linguistic gambit they could use to escape from the twelfth
century dilemma. Instead of having to decide simply whether the
ological usage was univocal, metaphorical or equivocal, they could 
also consider the possibility that it might be analogical. Barclays and 
Chase Manhattan are both banks in the same sense (univocally). The 
bank where I keep my overdraft and the bank where I keep my wild 
thyme are banks in two quite unrelated senses, apparently con
nected only because of a linguistic accident, so here "bank" is equiv
ocal. As for yon Cassius' lean and hungry look, he may indeed have 
been dieting and he may be pining for his lunch, but his look is 
"hungry" with reference to a different appetite and can properly be 
regarded as metaphorically hungry, a use of language justified by 
the evident similarities between different kinds of appetite. But 
what about that shockingly fine specimen, the Earl of B1andings' 
brother? He has a healthy look, a healthy body and a healthy ap-
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petite. Here, according to medieval Aristotelianism, we have a case 
of analogy. The look and the appetite are certainly not healthy in 
the same way as the body, but they are called healthy with reference 
to the same health that makes us call the body healthy. 196 

This notion of analogy suggests a promising way of upgrading 
theological language. If we say (in the manner of Alan of Lille) that 
words like "good" are applied to God causally (we call God "good" 
because he causes goodness), then it is not clear that they really tell 
us anything about God, though Alan evidently wanted them to do 
so. But in the Platonist perspective of an Augustine or a Dionysius 
any goodness in creatures is not just caused by God, it is a partici
pation of some kind in God's goodness. We certainly cannot say that 
God is good in just the same way thar a sausage is good. Sausages, 
unforrunately, can be bad, so being a sausage is not rhe same as 
being a good sausage, whereas for God to be God and for God to be 
good are exactly the same, in accordance with that most basic of 
medieval theological rules that God is whatever he has. But could it 
not be the case that there is some real common referent involved in 
borh God's goodness and that of rhe sausage, like the common re
ferent involved in the healthy appetite and the healthy body? Albert 
is not prepared to go so far as that. Full-fledged analogy requires thar 
there be something in common, and there is nothing that is strictly 
common to God and creatures; it would never be proper to cite God 
and a creature as two instances of the same thing, even with all the 
refinements introduced by the notion of analogy. But there is a kind 
of halting analogy, afrer all: even if there is, strictly, nothing in com
mon between God and creatures, creatures do, in their various 
ways, "imitate" God. We call a sausage good wirh reference to its 
being a sausage, nor with reference to the divine nature; but a good 
sausage is still, in its own dim way, a reflection of the goodness of 
God. There is something in God that is responsible for there being 
a world in which things like sausages can attain (0 excellence. Crea
tures are obviously unlike God, but they are also, however palely, 
like rhe God who made rhem. Alberr therefore concedes that there 
is an "analogy of imitation" between God and creatures, even if 
there is no full analogy. 197 

On rhis basis we can now take a further step. Of course all our 
language is human language and, as such, is inadequate for talking 
about God. Bur does that mean that we are confined to transferring 
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words to God without the reality which they signify? If in at least 
some cases the link between our talking about creatures and our talk
ing about God is an "analogy of imitation," that suggests that in 
some cases God has a prior claim on certain words. Albert therefore 
makes a distinction between what words mean (the reality they sig
nify) and the way in which we learn how to use them. It is from 
God the Father that all fatherhood is named, according to St. Paul 
(Eph. 3:15), but it is obviously from the fatherhood we encounter 
among creatures that we learn to talk about fathers. So the meaning 
of the word can be said to apply properly to God; what is inadequate 
is its modtls sigl1ijiCUl1di, the way it functions in our human lan
guage. '90 This means, then, that we must distinguish between 
words that properly refer to creatures, which can only be used met
aphorically of God, and words that really do indicate genuine attri
butes of God. And when negative theology bids us negate all that 
we say of God, we must distinguish between different kinds of in
adequacy in our language: in some cases we are not denying that the 
reality indicated by the word belongs to God; we are just reminding 
ourselves that we cannot properly state what it means for it to belong 
to God. 

Instead of a simple declaration, then, that all human language 
is inadequate, Albert gives us a rather more nuanced doctrine: 

Divine names are formed in two ways: (1) from things 
which in reality belong to God first and only secondarily 
to creatures, and these are the names which blessed DiD
nysius calls "mystical," such as "being, n "life," "intellect," 
"wisdom," "goodness." "Mystical" in Greek is the same as 
"secret" in Latin, and a "mystical name" is so called be
cause (owing to the character imparted to words by the 
way they are instituted) it signifies imperfectly and par
tially something that exists in God perfectly and totally, 
and sometimes it suggests that something is an accidental 
property which exists substantially in God and is the di
vine substance. Because of this the divine reality which it 
names remains hidden from us, because we know that the 
reality is higher than the name and that our tongues fall 
short of declaring it .... Affirmations are inadequate be
cause the way that names function in our language (their 
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modus sigllijicalldt) is at odds with the divine reality, partic
ularly in three ways: they present as complex a reality 
which is of infinite simplicity; they present imperfectly 
what is absolutely perfect; and they sometimes present as 
an accident something which is really substance. So An
selm says that "Father" and "Life" and so on actually come 
down to our level from God, but we are more at home with 
"father" meaning a human, fleshly father than we are with 
"Father" meaning God. (2) In the case of symbolic names 
God is designated by transferring some property that be
longs to bodies to a spiritual sense. He is called "stone," 
for instance, because stone is solid and provides a solid ba
sis for building on, so in a spiritual sense God's truth is 
solid and is the foundation for our whole spiritual edi
fice. '99 

So only some names of God are metaphorical, and in their case 
negative theology has the simple task of reminding us that God is 
not really a stone or a lion, that he is not really angry or drunk. But 
some names of God are not metaphorical, they are "mystical" and 
apply primarily to God; in their case negative theology comes in to 

insist that they do really apply to God, and that therefore we cannot 
fully know what they mean. It is particularly with reference to these 
mystical names that the importance of holding together negative and 
affirmative theology is apparent: affirmative theology must not ex
aggerate its competence in talking about the reality of God, but neg
ative theology must not degenerate into pure negation,2oo its aim is 
to clarify how we are talking about God, not simply to stop us talk
ing about God. The mystical names of God are, according to Al
bert, the subject of two books of the Dionysian corpus, the Divine 
Names and the Mystical Theology, corresponding to the two ways in 
which these names can be considered: "They can be viewed in terms 
of the flowing out from the cause of the effects it causes, which par
ticipate in a secondary way in the content of some name, and this is 
how they are dealt with in the Diville Names; or they can be viewed 
in terms of the way in which an analysis of the caused effects traces 
them back to their cause and the meaning of the name, as it exists 
in the cause, is left unknown because of the transcendence of the 
cause, and this is how the names are dealt with in the Mystical The-
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ology. "'01 These are obviously complementary approaches: one em
phasizes that we are talking about God and explores the 
manifestation of God in the intelligible structure of creation, while 
the other emphasizes that we are talking about God and so leads us 
back from creation to the transcendent mystery that lies hidden 
within the whole process of revelation. 

It is, incidentally, interesting to contrast Albert's interpretation 
of the distinction between mystical and symbolic names with that 
of William of Auxerre. According to William, "Mystical theology, 
which is called 'mystical,' that is, 'hidden,' names God by means of 
what it hiddenly perceives about God through some intellectual vi
sion or contemplation, as when it calls God 'sweet,' 'beloved,' and 
so on. In both symbolic and mystical theology God is named by 
means of creatures, but in symbolic theology he is named from ex
ternal creatures, whereas in mystical theology he is named by way 
of inner, hidden and more worthy effects which the soul receives 
above itself from the contemplation of God, and the soul imposes 
such names through the gift of wisdom, to which it belongs espe
cially and properly to know experientially what God is like (qualis 
sit deus). "'0' 

Albert's much more objective understanding of what the mys
tical names signify is patently facilitated by metaphysical consid
erations, but it would be wrong to see it as a purely philosophical 
doctrine. At the beginning of the Divine Names, as in the Celestial 
Hierarchy, Albert points out that the habitus regens in this science is 
faith, and specifically "the faith, as it is passed on to us in sacred 
scripture. "'0) And, following Dionysius, he interprets this strictly. 
"Our intellect might think that, though it has to be guided by the 
practice of sacred scripture in its exposition of the divine names, it 
could legitimately discover something about God by reason beyond 
what is in scripture. Dionysius excludes this and says that we must 
say and think nothing about God except what is passed on to us by 
sacred scripture, so that we reserve to God himself the knowledge 
of himself in anything which is not given to us in scripture. "' .. 
Every science has its own basic principles, and in the case of the
ology its "principles" consist of scripture. '0' And it should not be 
forgotten that in this period any intellectual discipline was inti
mately associated, if not identified, with its "set books," so that the 
very word scientia could be used to refer to such authoritative writ-
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ings. 206 Theo/ogia as a science is inseparable from the%gia as the word 
of God in scripture. In the case of other disciplines it would be a 
sign of intellectual weakness to follow "authority" too uncritically. 
But in theology the "authority" in question is not just human au
thority; it rests on the infallible "reason" of God, and so it is rational 
for us to submit to it unhesitatingly, even if we do not always un
derstand the reason for what is said. 207 It is this submission to scrip
ture that gives theology its special solidity and certainty. 

Intellectual speculation has no right to try to supplement or to 
criticize the data of revelation. But scripture is meant "to enlighten 
our intellect, "208 and this calls for sustained and intelligent study, 
and this is where we may benefit from the tools supplied by philos
ophy and other disciplines. A naive devotion to the mere text of 
scripture will lead only to "childish fancies." It may be true, as St. 
Gregory said, that "sacred scripture is a river in which sheep paddle 
and elephants swim," but this does not justify even the simple faith
ful in resting content with the mere symbols in which the scriptural 
message is often clothed, because even the literal meaning of the text 
should be located, not in the symbols themselves, but in what they 
signify.209 

Mystical theology, then, is located firmly within the enterprise 
of Christian reflection on the word of God, and it is an intellectual 
discipline, even if it requires a mind strengthened by a supernatural 
light so that it can go beyond its natural limits in the "ecstasy" of 
faith. 

Albert's analysis of theological language leads him to a rela
tively optimistic view of our ability to say things that do really apply 
to God, to ascribe the substance, the res, of at least some of our 
words to him, and not just the words without their res. But at the 
same time he is keenly aware of how little we actually know God, 
and he is clearly far from unsympathetic to the "oriental" theology 
that provoked the condemnation of 1241. 

The epistemological problem of how any created intellect can 
know God, which Bonaventure could dismiss so breezily in his 
qt/aestio dispt/tata, was for Albert a very serious question. 

In the De Rest/rreetiolle' 10 Albert makes a valiant, if not very suc
cessful, attempt to deal with the issues involved in the claim that we 
shall see God directly in heaven, a claim which the 1241 condem-
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nation made it necessary to endorse, and in any case Albert seems 
to be persuaded that if we cannot ever attain to a genuine knowledge 
of God then our whole intellectual life (and therefore our whole life) 
will be eternally doomed to frustration. But there are problems. 
Only an infinite act of understanding could cope with an "infinite 
intelligible," and that is what God is; and our intellectual capacity 
is finite and so there seems to be an irremediable disproportion be
tween it and God. We also need to show that there is some proce
dure whereby our minds could know God without either actually 
being God (which would bring us back to the pantheism condemned 
in 1210) or needing some intelligible form of God, which would 
leave us with a knowledge of God by way of something which is not 
God, and that would be merely a "vision in theophanies," such as 
Hugh of St. Victor had reprobated and which some people believed 
to have been condemned as heretical in 1241. 211 To evade the second 
kind of difficulty Albert falls back on an Augustinian notion of im
mediate knowledge of God by virtue of his real presence in the in
tellect, which we cannot see now because of the conditions of life in 
this world (particularly the flesh and sin) and because our attention 
is turned elsewhere, hindrances which will both be removed in the 
hereafter. Our immediate knowledge of God is thus to be under
stood on the model of our immediate knowledge of ourselves, and 
Albert even goes so far as to say "God will present himself to us 
without any medium, just as he sees himself without any medium." 

To deal with the problem of disproportion and with the pa
tristic authorities marshalled against the possibility of any direct vi
sion of God, Albert resorts to distinctions in true scholastic vein. 
Taking up a phrase from I John 3:2 he distinguishes between seeing 
something "as it is" and seeing what something is, the latter meaning 
an exhaustive vision of all that something is. Clearly in this sense we 
cannot see what God is, and in this sense, as Damascene says, God 
is "incomprehensible and boundless, known by none, the sole con
templator of himself." But we can see God "as he is," Albert main
tains, and seeing something "as it is" means "seeing its existence (esse) 
or being (essentia)." This rather underdeveloped distinction seems to 
rely heavily on the analogy of bodily vision: when the long-awaited 
visitors from Alpha Centauri eventually decide to land, we shall no 
doubt see many exotic pieces of equipment "as they are," without 
having the remotest idea what they are. 
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This still leaves the problem of disproportion. The only pos
sibility of coping with something infinite, Albert suggests, is by 
finding some way in which it is finite. There is no chance of our 
intellect being able to delimit what God is, but it can handle God's 
attributes, and in reality any of God's attributes is God, so if our 
minds can reach any of them they will in fact be reaching God's es
sence. This also provides the answer to the problem raised by Chry
sostom:'" if God's essence is simple, then all those who see it must 
be seeing the same thing, yet "one praises it as glory, another as maj
esty, another as holiness and another as wisdom." The answer is 
that "though any attribute, as it exists in God, is the divine essence, 
yet as perceived by the intellect the attributes are distinguished by 
what they connote. And that is why one praises God as glory, an
other as wisdom and another as majesty." What is "connoted" by 
the divine attributes is their derivatives in creation213 (their reality 
in God being what they denote), and if this is the source of their 
distinction it might be felt that Albert has not sufficiently estab
lished that knowledge of God by way of his attributes is any differ
ent from knowledge of him through creatures, and his implied 
suggestion that the attributes of God are somehow "finite," which 
must mean that we can "define" them in a way that is impossible 
with the question "what" God is, surely prompts us to wonder 
whether it is not at the level of their created counterparts that they 
are thus definable, rather than at the level of their existence in God. 
And if these anxieties are legitimate, we may further suspect that 
Albert has not sufficiently distinguished between the vision of God 
that we shall have in heaven and the knowledge of God we can have 
by faith here on earth. 

In his account of the "mechanics" of the vision of God, at this 
stage, Albert is essentially at one with the Augustinian critics of 
"oriental" theology, but in his account of what we shall be able to 
see he stops a long way short of the utterly complete and clear vision 
of God to which William of Auvergne aspired, and he concedes a 
great deal to the Dionysian contention that "complete ignorance is 
the way to know him who is above all that is known": " 'Complete 
ignorance' means 'ignorance of the complete,' that is, ignorance of 
what God is; the most perfect knowledge of God is the vision of him 
together with the recognition that we are powerless to reach 'what' 
he is. He is thus known to be above all knowledge and all mind. And 
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this is what Job says, that all who see him look on him from afar" 
(cf. Job 36:25). ". 

In the commentaries on the Sentences and on Dionysius' Celes
tial Hierarchy we can see that Albert's position has already matured 
considerably. He now repudiates the suggestion that the divine at
tributes might provide a way round the problem of God's infinity: 
God is "infinite in anyone of his attributes." Precisely as infinite he 
cannot be known, except in the sense that we can know that he is 
infinite. But because he is simple and because we are not talking of 
any kind of infinite bulk, knowing God incompletely does not mean 
knowing just a "part" of God (as we might see just the tail of a 
mouse, which would not of itself tell us much about the rest of the 
animal). So there is no radical impossibility about our knowing God 
(who is infinite), even though we cannot know him precisely in his 
infinitY-Qnly God can have that kind of thorough knowledge of 
himself.2IS God, according to a phrase inspired by Damascene, is 
"an infinite ocean of substance," entirely eluding any attempt to say 
what he is. So our minds are rather in the position of people gazing 
out to sea: they are definitely looking at the sea, but at the same time 
they are not looking at anything precisely defined."· 

The question of proportionality was largely sidestepped in De 
ResurrectiOlle by means of the Augustinian doctrine of knowledge by 
presence in the intellect. If God is really there the whole time and 
it is only the nuisance of this present life that prevents us from seeing 
him, then clearly the soul just is, as Augustine claimed, capable of 
God (capax Del).217 Our inability to see him is no more than a tem
porary, if tiresome, fact about us. In the commentary on the Sen
tences Albert becomes less and less happy with this scenario. In 
book I he is still essentially relying on the model of the intellect's 
awareness of itself: "The divine substance is seen by all the blessed; 
as to how it is seen, without wishing to preempt further discussion 
we say that it is seen unmediatedly by conjunction, in such a way 
that God offers himself to our intellect in his own substance, just as 
the intellect does to itself." But there is no longer any hint that this 
immediate vision of God was all along a possibility lurking within 
the soul. The lack of proportion between God and us has to be taken 
seriously, and Albert now maintains that naturally there really is no 
such proportion; it is only "by the help of God" that our minds can 
rise up to become capable of seeing God. 218 
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Once a more active role is ascribed to God in making it possible 
for us to see him, the question of "theophanies" begins to demand 
more attention. The use of this term was integral to the Eriugenist 
interpretation of the Dionysian hierarchical worldview, and had 
been interpreted to involve (a) that God is seen, even by the angels 
and the blessed, only indirectly by way of "images," and (b) that the 
vision of God is accorded to the angels and saints strictly in accord
ance with their position in the hierarchy of being, so that lower 
beings receive only the illumination that passes down to them 
through higher beings and therefore do not actually see God. 219 

Both conclusions were condemned in 1241 and "theophany" became 
a word to be avoided. Bl,lt Albert is now no longer prepared to leave 
the word in the hands of its enemies, whom he accuses of "insulting 
holy books" and "presumption. "220 His own maturing theory of the 
intellect makes possible an interpretation of theophanies that allows 
for a direct vision of God: in intellectual as in bodily vision there has 
to be some kind of light to make things visible (or intelligible), but 
there has also to be a specific visible (or intelligible) object, and it is 
this that determines what in particular is seen (or known). A created 
intellect needs to be reinforced by a light from on high if it is to see 
God, and this light may come either directly from God or through 
the mediation of higher created beings, but the role of intelligible 
object, which determines the content of the act of understanding, is 
God himself, God's own substance.''' So Albert distinguishes be
tween purely symbolic theophanies, which have no place in the bea
tific vision, and theophanies that are perfectly compatible with the 
beatific vision: We may see an object which is truly God in a divine 
light that is not God (that is, a light which flows to us from God 
through created intermediaries, which fortifies the mind to see God 
himself). We may also see an object which is truly God in a divine 
light which is God: "God himself is in all the blessed as a kind of 
light, making them into a likeness of himself through their partici
pation in him. "'" In this way Albert is able to revive the Eriugenist 
doctrine that we see God by participating in God and to allow room 
even in heaven for a process of illumination that respects the struc
tural interdependence of created intellects, without any denial of the 
immediacy of the vision of God. The spiritual solipsism which can, 
even if rather unfairly, be deduced from Plotinian or Augustinian 
doctrine, is thus shown to be unnecessary: the richly coherent cos-
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mos of later Neoplatonism in which all beings are connected with 
each other in multiple ways does not exclude the possibility of direct 
intellectual union between any created mind and God. 

In the commentary on the fourth book of the Sentences Albert 
formally and finally rejects the Augustinian knowledge by presence: 
substantial presence of something in the soul is not a sufficient basis 
for understanding. The mind understands itself in the same way 
that it understands anything else. Albert concedes this, but with an 
unexpected reservation: there is no other way of interpreting un
derstanding, "provided we know what we are saying or understand
ing. But in heaven it will not be like this. There the unbounded light 
of the Godhead, which is God himself, is united with the agent in
tellect and poured out substantially over the whole soul and fills the 
soul, and in this way the soul will be full of God who is its bliss. "'" 
It is by being united directly with God like this that the blessed soul 
will "understand" him, but it seems to be a rather odd kind of un
derstanding, ifit excludes knowing what we are talking about or un
derstanding. In fact Albert seems to be proposing to us a state of 
complete, but rather vague, luminosity, in which nothing in partic
ular is understood. 

In the later Dionysian commentaries Albert moves with much 
greater confidence toward a coherent and surprisingly Eriugenist 
doctrine, in which the notion of theophanies plays an important 
part. It is in terms of theophanies that Albert manages to do justice 
to both sides of the dispute that resulted in the 1241 condemnation, 
showing that it is possible for a created intellect to have a direct vi
sion of God's essence, that such a vision is not ineluctably confined 
to the natural capacity of any given being, and that in spite of the 
simplicity of the divine essence it can truly be seen directly by dif
ferent intellects in different ways. 

Let us look at some texts from the commentary on the Divine 
Names: 

"Seeing" means actually making contact with the thing 
seen .... It also means running your eye over something. 
As Euclid shows, anything that is seen is seen from the 
vantage point of the corner of a triangle, whose apex is in 
the eye and whose base is in the thing seen . ... The thing 
is seen along a line dividing the triangle, and so it is not 
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seen all at once, but by passing from one point to another. 
When we have run our eye over the whole thing, we can 
be said to have seen the whole thing. In this sense God 
cannot be seen by running our mind's eye over all that he 
IS. 

. .. Although God is simple in his substance, he is 
multiple in his attributes, whose principle (ratio) exists 
truly in him without any real plurality. If we saw God by 
surveying his substance with the knowledge of "what" he 
is, then all who see him would see and praise him in the 
same way. But as it is he is seen only in the sense of an 
immediate contact with his substance, in whatever way he 
makes himself present (St obiicit). And since he makes him
self present to one in one light (sec/lnd/lm Imam rationem) and 
to another in another light, one sees what another does not 
see, although they are all seeing his substance, because 
knowledge and goodness and everything that can have a 
ratio [i.e., more or less, everything that can properly be 
predicated of God] is God's substance . 

. . . A created intellect has no proportionate capacity 
to know God by its own natural endowments, but it is 
made proportionate inasmuch as it is helped by enlight
enments or theophanies coming down to it from God; even 
so it is not made capable of seeing "what" God is, but only 
of seeing him by a real contact with his substance, in ac
cordance with whatever way he makes himself present in 
one or another light (s/lb tali vel tali ratione). IN 

The life of glory is a perfection above nature, in which na
ture without grace is incompetent; so since it is not granted 
in accordance with the power of nature, since it increases 
the capacity of nature, though without destroying nature, 
it can come about that a being whose nature is lower can 
be brought to the level of some being of a higher nature or 
even beyond it. II> 

The intellect, making contact with God's substance, 
knows him either in some image, as in this life in which 
we know God in a mirror and enigmatically, or immedi-
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ately, as in heaven. The intellect is not proportionate just 
by its nature to this contact, but it is made proportionate 
by the light of glory coming down to it and strengthening 
it and raising it above its nature; and this is what is meant 
by saying that God is seen by way of theophany and par
ticipation, inasmuch as different intellects are strength
ened in different ways to see God. 226 

Albert's whole scheme presupposes that no created intellect can 
see "what" God is, so that we are all entirely dependent on the var
ious ways in which God strengthens our minds and the various 
lights in which he proposes himself to our thus strengthened minds. 
And Albert's doctrine is quite unambiguous on this point. Even the 
highest angels do not know "what" God is.'" All that is propor
tionate to our understanding is "that" God is (quia es/).228 And even 
this is perhaps going too far: "A created intellect cannot perfectly 
reach God in such a way that no knowledge of him remains outside 
it; it is joined to him as to something transcending its capacity, in
distinctly (SIIb qlladam confllsiolle) because there can be no knowledge 
'what' he is, since he is unlimited, or of 'why' he is, since he has no 
cause, or even a distinct knowledge 'that' he is, since he has no re
mote cause or effect proportionate to him,229 so neither on earth nor 
in heaven can anything be seen of him except an indistinct 'that he 
is' (qllia confllsum), although God himself is seen more or less lumi
nously according to different kinds of vision and different kinds of 
seer. "2){) 

The knowledge "that" God is is apparently "proportionate" to 
our minds, and this calls for a more precise statement of what is 
meant by saying that our minds do not naturally have any "propor
tion" or capacity for the knowledge of God. There was a tradition, 
going back to St. Paul, that some kind of knowledge of God is pos
sible to us by way of his creatures, independent of the gift of faith. 
St. John Damascene specified that the knowledge "that" God is is 
implanted in us by nature, and Albert accepts this. '" Such a claim 
is entirely coherent with Albert's belief that God is present in us as 
a light in our minds, so that he is known, implicitly, in our knowl
edge of anything, as the ground of all intelligibility. But if knowl
edge "that" God is is narural to us, and knowledge "that" God is is 
all we shall have even in heaven, what becomes of the alleged 
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"strengthening" of our intellect by some supernatural influx of 
light? 

In response to a suggestion that our knowledge of God is per
fected in heaven and must therefore move on from knowledge "that" 
to knowledge "what" or "why," Albert replies very firmly, "Our 
knowledge will not be perfected with a different kind of knowledge, 
either knowledge 'what' or knowledge 'why,' but with another way 
of knowing 'that': we shall have an unmediated vision 'that,' where 
now we have only a veiled and enigmatic vision in a mirror. "ZJ2 The 
supernatural reinforcement of our minds does not enable them to do 
something quite different from what they could do naturally; it en
ables them to do more fully what they could already, to some extent, 
do. Albert is fully serious in his concern that the supernatural 
should not be envisaged in any way that jeopardizes the natural. 
However much a created intellect may be enhanced by grace or 
glory, its understanding will always be conditioned by its own na
ture. '" Albert does not believe that some miraculous change will 
overtake our intellectual or perceptual powers in heaven. The text 
in the pseudo-Augustinian De Spirilll e/ Anima, which suggests that 
in heaven our senses will be turned into reason and our reason into 
intellect and our intellect into understanding (illlelligmlia), ,,. is in
terpreted by Albert to mean only that the lower powers turn 10 the 
higher powers and receive a kind of overflow from them so that they 
too can share in their enjoyment; he explicitly denies that they are 
udrawn out of their own natures. tJ2H 

All that our minds are capable of, then, is an indistinct knowl
edge "that" God is, a knowledge which is, to start off with, simply 
implicit in the sheer fact that we can understand anything at all. 
This purely natural and indirect knowledge of God can be enhanced 
in various degrees, for instance, by the light of faith, that res cOlI'uin
cens in/elite/lim, the sheer fact of illumination contained in the fact 
that we find the articles of belief credible. Inasmuch as we are united 
with the light of God, we can come to know the unknown God more 
and more,"· but even in heaven, even with the light of glory, we 
cannot get beyond an indistinct knowledge "that" God is; he re
mains for us an "infinite ocean" of which we know more truly what 
it is not than what it is. m What is new in heaven is that we shall 
meet this brute fact of light directly, instead of meeting it indirectly 
in its reflection in the intelligibility of God's works, whether of grace 
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or of nature. But does this mean, then, that there is nothing for us 
to see except a vague, unbounded luminosity? 

Vistas of infinite and indeterminate light no doubt appeal to 
some people, and if that is all that there is to be known about God, 
the comparative mysticists will have no difficulty in proving that all 
religions are really one and that the systems of doctrine that divide 
them are no more than hopeless attempts to formulate the ineffable. 
There have presumably always been people who prefer their reli
gion to provide uplift and inspiration, without requiring them ac
tually to believe anything in particular. In the Middle Ages 
Eriugena could perhaps be read (inaccurately, to be sure) as rcc
ommending a rather nebulous deity, when he announced that even 
God does not know what he himself is, because he does not have 
any particular "what" to know. This doctrine was duly passed on in 
Honorius Augustoduncnsis.'" Avicenna also denied that God has 
an essence or quiddity. 2)9 

William of Auvergne had little sympathy for any such impre
cise divinity. In his view it is impossible to speak either about God 
or to God unless God is "intelligible and nameable as an individual 
(sillgu/ariler)," unless he can be clearly picked out and distinguished 
from everyone and everything else. Any philosophy that could not 
accommodate this clearly locatable individuality of Gud was auto
matically disqualified. If we cannot identify God as an individual, 
to whom shall we pray, whom shall we worship, how shall we know 
we are not worshipping the wrong God ?HO 

St. Albert is definitely not happy about calling God "individ
ual." Apart from the problem that God is not "an individual" (he is 
three Persons), the term illdividua/ suggests only improperly the real 
uniqueness of God. In principle, wherever there is one individual 
there could conceivably be more than one; even if in fact we have 
only one sun in our sky, there is no absolute reason why we should 
not have half a dozen. To call God "an individual" (sil/gll/aris) sug
gests that he might always turn out to be merely one God among 
several, and "God," according to St. Albert, properly has no plu
ral. HI On this view William of Auvergne's anxiety is somewhat mis
conceived. The problem is not how we identify the right God, so 
that we do not worship the wrong one, but how we make sure we 
do not worship anything which is not God. And if this is the right 
way to formulate the problem, it is not really necessary to "pick out" 
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God, so long as we remember not to worship anything that we can 
pick out. But this still leaves the other side of William's anxiety, 
which was mentioned earlier on, that if we cannot know God as an 
individual, our whole hope of beatitude collapses. Are we really 
looking forward only to an eternity of gazing out into (supernatural) 
space? 

Albert certainly does not accept that God actually is indeter
minate. The contention that God has no qllid est is explicitly repu
diated: God is "a kind of quiddity and essence"; there is something 
"intrinsically intelligible in God, by which he is distinguished from 
others. ",., Although God "is infinite in every way, in his essence, 
in his power and in every other way that is conceivable in him,"'" 
Albert docs not want this to be understood as implying that God is 
fuzzy at the edges: "Though God is not measured or limited by any
thing created, he is measured by himself and so in a way he is finite 
to himself, though not to us ... , .... 

The trouble is that God is "infinite" as far as we are concerned 
and "what" he is is therefore indeterminate in our minds. He is not 
properly to be thought of as an "object" to any created intellect.'" 
All the same, Albert is not prepared to leave us simply with a vast, 
unfocused luminosity to gaze at. In his commentary on Dionysius' 
fifth epistle he formally raises the question: If it is God who enlight
ens us, then how can it also be God who perfects our intellect, since 
the perfection of the intellect requires that it should have some def
inite object to know? And it is not light that provides the mind with 
any definite object; the mind comes to intellectual fulfilment in the 
form of actual understanding because its intellectual light is parti
cularized by the thing understood. 

Albert answers that God brings the intellect to its fulfilment by 
acting in two ways. He enlightens the mind (this picks up the doc
trine formulated in the commentary on the fourth book of the Sen
tences that God unites himself with our agent intellect), but he also 
"brings it to a particular knowledge, inasmuch as he is something 
particular (qlliddam delennillalllm), particularized not by matter, but 
by his nature and the attributes of his nature and inasmuch as there 
are Persons with their own particular properties ... ,.. 

So God is not in any ordinary sense an "object" for the intellect, 
yet he takes the place of the thing known. How are we to understand 
this? In the commentary on the fifth epistle Albert refers us back for 
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the rest of his discussion of the vision of God to the commentary on 
the first epistle, where Dionysius makes the devastating comment, 
"If anyone who sees God understands what he has seen, then he has 
not seen God himself, but only something that is his .... Perfect 
ignorance in the best sense is how we know him who is above all 
that is known." Since understanding and mental vision are essen
tially the same thing, Albert takes Dionysius to be propounding the 
startling paradox that "anyone who sees God does not see God, but 
only something that is his," that is, something that derives from 
him, and he comments accordingly: 

When he says that anyone seeing God does not see him, 
this must be understood in terms of a vision of "what" God 
is or a distinct vision "that" he is, and God is not seen in 
either of these ways; all there is is an indistinct and inad
equate vision "that" he is, and this is true both on earth 
and in heaven, as we have already said. 

When he says, "but only something that is his," this 
must be understood with reference to the starting-point of 
vision, because vision always begins with some effect of 
God's, either one in which the intellect sees, as in a mirror, 
or one by which it sees, as with light. But the intellect is 
fixed on God himself as the goal (terminus) of its vision, be
cause the intellect receives God's effects and plunges itself 
in him and sees God himself .... 

The "perfect ignorance" Dionysius recommends is taken to mean 
that "we know ourselves to be failing completely to comprehend 
God because of his excellence .... And so it is clear that Dionysius 
does not mean that God is not seen in any way, but that he is seen 
precisely in our ignorance of him. "247 

If we put these comments on the epistles together with the pas
sages cited earlier from the Divine Names, it is reasonably clear what 
Albert's doctrine is. God unites himself with our minds as light; he 
also confronts us with himself, indirectly on earth and directly in 
heaven, but our minds cannot really take him in as an "object" be
cause we can only attain to an indistinct knowledge "that" he is. But 
God presents himself to us, obiicit se, almost "objectifies himself' for 
us, "under this or that ratio," as goodness or wisdom or whatever. 
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These are surely the "somethings that are his" that we see and that 
are a way of reaching a real vision of God, which begins with some 
effect of his. It is through God's effects that we have a distinct grasp 
of his attributes (which in him are simply himselO. And in as much 
as it is by participating in God that we know him, it is surely not 
least by discovering the effects of his attributes in ourselves that we 
see him in the light of them. Thus we do have a real and immediate 
vision of God in heaven, but simply as such it provides no specific 
content for our intellect. Inasmuch as God provides the content as 
well as the light for our intellect, it is in terms of his attributes, on 
which we can get some intellectual purchase because of their visi
bility in God's effects. Starting from these effects, we see through 
them to God who is presenting his substance to us (which is not 
really distinct from his attributes) precisely by knowing that we are 
not capable of comprehending what God is. It is quite literally in 
our ignorance, our not-knowing, that we actually see God in him
self, because it is the not-knowing that takes us beyond the intelli
gible effect of God to the reality of the attribute of God that it 
manifests, and so to the essence of God, that sheer presence whose 
very transcendence delights the intellect supremely.'" 

Ifthis interpretation of Albert's doctrine is correct, then the po
sition he has reached by the end of his Dionysian commentaries is, 
as I have suggested, surprisingly Eriugenist. Unlike Eriugena he 
does formally allow for an unmedi~.ted vision of God's essence, but 
as such this unmediated vision is unintelligible to us. What makes it 
intelligible is that God presents himself to us in the light of his at
tributes, which are distinct and intelligible to us because of their 
manifestation in creatures. So what actually gives intelligible shape 
to our vision of God is the vision of God's effects become entirely 
transparent to himself, and this is precisely what Eriugena believed. 
It is God who is seen, but he, as it were, nuances the vision of him
self in different ways for different people, so that it is in terms of 
theophanies that the vision of God becomes, as it were, manageable 
to them. And this is just how Eriugena's twelfth-century follower, 
Honorius Augustodunensis, interprets the "many mansions" of 
John 14:2.249 

It is clear that any theory like this of how we see God requires 
the sort of theory we were looking at earlier of how we talk about 
God. If theophanies are to provide a real, direct vision of God, then 
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it must be possible to ascribe real attributes to God which, in him, 
actually are his substance but which are at the same time real in their 
own right, so that the affirmation of them does genuinely succeed 
in saying something about God, even if, because of the inadequate 
modus signijicandi of all our language, the affirmation needs to be 
capped by a negation. 

We can also see how important the Myslical Theology is in Al
bert's view of the Christian life. There is real continuity between 
the vision of God in heaven and our attempts to develop our faith 
into a theological science on earth. Even in heaven we have only an 
indistinct vision of God's essence, as such, and whatever distinct
ness there is comes from an increasingly perspicuous knowledge of 
how the attributes of God are manifested in his works. Thus there 
has to be a rich affirmative theology, culling signs and riddling dis
closures of God from all his creatures and all his words. But if this 
elaborate and no doubt lengthy process is to debouch into a vision 
of God himself, every light has to be transcended. If it is "tran
scended" without first being affirmed, there will be no revelation, 
no theophany; but equally if it is affirmed without being tran
scended, then we shall stop short of the knowledge of God that is 
possible to us. 

* 

"God is seen precisely in our ignorance of him." This is the ab
rupt conclusion to Albert's commentary on Dionysius' first epistle. 
And it might appear to make God painfully remote. But if this is 
how it strikes us, we need to look carefully at our reaction. There is 
a very proper way to make God remote from us, namely, the re
moving of our comfortable false gods, our idols. Negative theology 
reminds us of just how many things are not God. The patron saint 
of a later and rather different kind of "mystical theology," St. John 
of the Cross, tears away our domesticated deities with almost in
solent ruthlessness. If we feel that St. Albert is "taking away our 
God,""o maybe our "God" was never really worth having anyway. 

But if we are concerned, not with some comfortable godling, 
but with the God who is the maker of all things, visible and invisi
ble, the God who is the Father of immeasurable majesty, the God 
who is the Son in whom all things were made, the God who is the 
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Holy Spirit, the Lord, who spoke through those very uncomfortable 
gentlemen, the prophets, then it is surely not really true that it is 
negative theology, as presented by Dionysius, as interpreted by Al
bert, that makes God "remote." Precisely because God is inacces
sible and incomprehensible, there can be no shortcuts to him, and 
in that sense he is "remote"; nor can there be any specialist faculty 
in us that can by sheer concentration of energy get through to him. 
But what this leaves us with is the incredible abundance of ways in 
which God gives himself to us . If Dionysius and Albert are right, 
we are bumping into God the whole time. It is negative theology, 
properly understood, which validates the apparent paradox that 
God has no name and yet every name is God's name. If there is, 
strictly speaking, no entirely adequate way of talking about God, 
there is also no way of talking about God that is entirely inadequate 
either. And this means that theology can never be allowed to de
generate into an esoteric F achsprache. And it is not only academic 
theology that is prone to the temptation to false expertise; piety too 
has its experts and its jargon. Negative theology dethrones the idols 
with their professional guardians and gives us back the breadth and 
richness of the church, with its innumerable ways of talking and be
having, in which, of course, some of us have competences others 
lack, but the most important thing about all of us is that we are in
competent with reference to God. 

If we take Dionysian negativ~ theology seriously, it frees us 
from the various tyrannies that narrow our religious language and 
practice. Unduly self-confident affirmative theologies take some 
ways of talking and some ways of behaving too seriously, and de
prive all the rest of any significance. But it is surely trivial gods who 
make most of life trivial. The God of St. Albert, who is the source 
of all being and of all intelligibility, of course cannot be seen simply 
as "a being" or as "an intelligible object, ,,'" but this means that we 
do not turn to him by naively turning away from other beings and 
other possible objects of our mental attention; he sheds a light of 
intelligibility and significance upon everythillg and it is in everything 
that we encounter him. This gives us back the whole giddy vocab
ulary of the bible, '" it gives us back a whole world of fascinating 
creatures to study, it gives us back the whole range of sacraments 
and sacramenta Is, '" of liturgics and devotions. Of course it warns 
us not to be duped into supposing that any of these things "is" God, 
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but it also warns us not to be taken in by any simplistic assertion 
that they are not God. In knowing them we are, at least implicitly, 
beginning to know God. 

Precisely because God is incomprehensible, a variety of ways 
of approaching God can be real ways of approaching him. If we for
get this, we cannot help but subvert the lawful freedom of God's 
children. Conversely, no way is entirely adequate. If we forget this, 
then our ways of piety will become impenetrable barriers between 
us and God; as Albert's follower Meister Eckhart warns us, if we 
seek God "with some particular way," we shall find a way and lose 
God.'" If certain particular ways of talking about God come to be 
taken as fully clear and satisfactory accounts of what God is like, 
our very clarity will do much to obscure our apprehension of him. 
The modern dogma, for instance, that "God is a person" can be 
given a perfectly serviceable sense, as long as we do not imagine that 
it tells us what God is in a way that we can understand. If we omit 
the negative corrective, as most of the devotees of this slogan appear 
to do, then not only do we produce some rather bizarre theologies, 
not only do we cut ourselves off from many centuries of Christian 
tradition, but we also trap ourselves in assumptions about the Chris
tian life that may acrually make life rather miserable for us. When 
we pray, according to the ancient definition, we are talking to God. 
If "God is a person," then talking to God must be talking toa person. 
But then very often saying our prayers is not a bit like talking to a 
person in any ordinary sense. '" If God's love for us and our love for 
him have to be interpreted rigorously and relentlessly as "personal" 
love on both sides, this is likely to conjure up all kinds of associa
tions, which will in many cases be frequently disappointed. Why 
not allow ourselves other and more varied ways of talking? Why not, 
just for a treat, see what it is like to call God "Truth" and see what 
light the love of truth can shed on what it means to love God? Nei
ther "person" nor "truth" will alone be enough for us to live off in
definitely, but the more numerous our avenues of approach are, the 
more likely it is that we shall find God infinitely intimate to us and 
supremely enjoyable. 

St. Albert gives us a vastly spacious view of life, but he too was 
drawn to God in his own way. His most famous disciple, St. 
Thomas Aquinas, did not agree with his master on how we shall see 
God in heaven. Even as a child, we are told, young Thomas wanted 
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an answer [0 the question, What is God?"· As an adult theologian 
he ventured [0 assert that in heaven we shall get the answer to this 
question and see what God is (de ipso Dca videtllr 110/1 SO/1I1l1 qllid /1011 
est, sed etialll qllid est). '" H. F. Dondaine suggests that the difference 
in doctrine between the two saints reflects a difference in spiritu
ality: "St. Albert likes to imagine the vision of God as an encounter 
with the Infinite, a being plunged into it or a blind gazing over the 
limitless ocean of substance. But St. Thomas defines the essential 
desire of the spirit as an aspiration [0 see what sOlllethi/lg is; he has 
understood the agony of the great philosophers, dissatisfied with 
only knowing of God 'that' he is. "". 

Dondaine may well be right in supposing that there was a 
difference of spiritual temperament between Thomas and Albert, 
and it is perhaps true that Albert had more of a taste for infinity 
than Thomas did . St. Catherine of Siena certainly liked the idea 
of God as a "boundless ocean. "". But I do not believe that the 
crucial fac[Or lies there. For Thomas the question, What is it? 
may well have been paramount, but Albert-in this perhaps more 
truly Aris[Otelian than Thomas-harps at least as much on the 
further question, Why? May we not perhaps detect a personal 
note in Albert's comment near the beginning of his exposition of 
the Metaphysics? 

God does not put [0 rest our desire for knowledge pre
cisely inasmuch as he is God or as a particular nature 
existing in its own right, but rather inasmuch as he is 
the highest cause of things, whose knowledge causes 
being, because this is how he is the principle and light 
of all that is known, just as an art is the principle and 
light of all artifacts. 26o 

Would it be too far from the truth [0 suggest that the ratio under 
which God especially showed himself [0 Albert was that of being 
the cause of all intelligibility, the ultimate explanation of every
thing? My suspicion is that for Albert beatitude would have [0 

include, even if only as the minutest part of it, the opportunity 
[0 say, "So that's why flies lay their eggs on white walls!"261 
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Notes 

Part I 

I. The major sources for the life of Albert are cited according to these 
editions: Henry of Herford, Liber de Reblls MemorabilibllS (c. 1355), ed. A. 
Potthast (Gottingen, 1859). Luis of Valladolid, Tabula Albmi Magni 
(1414), ASap 20 (1932) pp. 752~1 (there is another ed. of this text in Ca
talogus CodiCllm HagiograpbicorulII Bibl. Regiae Bruxellenris I ii [Brussels, 
1889], pp. 95-105). Legenda Colonitllsis (mid-fifteenth century), ed. P. von 
Loe, Analecta Bollandiana 19 (1900) pp. 272-84. Peter of Prussia, Legmda 
Alberti Magni (c. 1485), cd. with De Adbaerendo Deo (Antwerp, 1621). Ru
dolph of Nijmegen, Legenda Alberti Magni (c. 1488), ed. H. C. Schecben 
(Cologne, 1928). Alberto di Castello, Crt1llica de Magistris Generalibus, in 
Tabula Privilegiortllll (Venice, 1504) (on which see R. Creytens, AFP 30 
[1960] pp. 233, 239-41) (the 1506 ed. of this chronicle is reprinted in E. 
Mart~ne and U. Durand, Veterum Scriptorum . .. Amplisrima Collectio VI 
[Paris, 1729], the passage concerning Albert being in cols. 358~2). The 
main modern studies of Albert's life arc: P. von Loe, "De vita et scriptis 
B. Alberti Magni," Anal<CIa Bollandiana 20 (1901) pp. 273-316 (cited as 
Loe). H. C. Schecben, Albert der Groge: zur Cbronologie seines Lebens, QF 27 
(Vechta, 1931) (cited as Scheeben). F. Callaey, "La vita del B. Alberto 
Magno," ASap 20 (1932) pp. 475-530 (cited as Callaey). There are useful 
articles in various encyclopedias: A. Fries-K. llIing, "Albertus Magnus," 
Die deutscbe Lileratllr des Mittelalten: Vtrfasrerlaikon I (Berlin, 1978), cols. 
124-39. P. Simon, "Albert der Grosse," Tbeologiscbe Realenzyklopiidie II 
(Berlin, 1978), pp. 177-84. W. Kiibel et aI., "Albertus Magnus," Lexikon 
des Millelalten I (Munich/Zurich, 1980), cols. 294-99. Finally there is a 
study of Albert's life by Weisheipl on pp. 13- 51 of J. A. Wcisheipl, cd., 
AlbertllS Magnlls and the Sciences (Toronto, 1980) (this whole book is cited as 
Weisheipl, Albert), and by W. P. Eckert in A. Fries, cd., AlbertllS Magnus: 
AlISgewiihltt Tale (Darmstadt, 1981), pp. VII-XXX (cited as Eckert). 

2. Roger Bacon, OpllS Tertium 9, cd. J. S. Brewer, Opera Quaedam Hac
tmus Inedita (London, 1859), p. 30. On Bacon's attitude to Albert, cf. 
Weisheipl, Albert pp. 53-72. 

3. MS Troyes 1956 f.24\ cited by J. G. Bougerol in Le Scuole degli 
Ordini Mendicallli, Convegni del Centro di Studi sulla Spiritualita Medie
vale XVII (Todi, 1978), p. 266. 

4. Summa de Bono IV tr. 3 ch. 9; sec J. Daguillon, Ulrich de Strasbourg: 
La ''Summa de Bono" Livre I (Paris 1930), p. 30". Quoted in Peler p. 260. 

5. Tolomeo of Lucca, Hist. Ecc!. XXII 19 (L. A. Muratori, Renlm It· 
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alicarum Sciptores XI [Milan 1727], col. 1151). Bernard Gui, MOPH XXII 
p. 125. J. Meyer, QF 12 p. 50, QF 29 p. 40. Luis (p. 755) says that he was 
"about 87" and Peter says that he was exactly 87 (p. 303); the value of this 
more precise figure is uncertain, but it could be correct. 

6. Loe p. 276; Weisheipl, Albert p. 15. J. B. Freed, "St. Albert's 
Brother Henry of Lauingen OP," AFP 48 (1978) p. 63. 

7. Luis p. 752; Meyer, QF 12 p. 49; Peter p. 78; Alberto f. 139'. Also 
some manuscripts of Albert's Metaphysica (cf. Col. XXI i p. XV). Rudolph 
(p. 8) adds that the family name was Bollstadt, but this is almost certainly 
his own conjecture (cf. Scheeben pp. 5-7). 

8. Scheeben, Alber/UI MagnUI (Bonn, 1932), p. 22; cf. Scheeben p. 7 
n. 28; Freed pp. 63-64. 

9. This view has most recently been espoused by Weisheipl, A/bert 
p. 38. Since then it has been attacked by B. Schmidt (Col. XXI i p. XV) 
on two grounds: Albert would not have referred to his episcopal palace of 
Donaustauf as villa mea, since it was not a villa but a CllJlrum; and there are 
reasons for believing that Dt AnimalibUI was completed before Albert be
came a bishop. But if, as Schmidt contends, vii/a has to be translated 
"town," it seems odd that Alben should refer to Lauingen as "my cown!!; 
and it is far from proved that villa cannot refer to an episcopal estate (cf. J. 
F. Niermeyer, Mediae Latini/atis uxicon Minus [Leiden, 1976], p. 1102). 
And, as Schmidt concedes, his arguments for the dating of Dt Anima/ibus 
are not conclusive. It seems certain that the Quaestiones de Animalibus can be 
dated to 1258 (Schmidt, p. XVI), and this work docs refer, once, to "our 
book Dt AnimalibUI" (Col. XII p. 169:58), but the reference is totally vague 
(cf. Col. XII p. XLIV) and could be taken as a sign that the De Animalibus 
was still more of a project than a reality. Little can be inferred with any 
certainty from the fact that a Parisian manuscript contains an earlier draft 
of a single page from the beginning of Dt AnimalibUI; the dating of this man
uscript no later than 1260 is not controversial (cf. Schmidt, p. XVI), but 
there seems to be no reason why someone should not have culled a page 
discarded by Albert from a work that was still in progress. Unless better 
arguments arc proposed against it, it seems to me that Albert's "estate on 
the Danube" can most naturally be taken as referring to his episcopal res
idence, not his birthplace. 

10. Anim. 8.2.6.110 is an explicit but not localized reference to the 
childhood experience of Albert and his friends, so it is not unreasonable to 
take nobis in 8.2.6.111 as referring to the same period-no other group has 
been mentioned to which the plural could refer (Albert does not use the 
plural when he only means himself); and 8.2.6.111 is explicitly located in 
"upper Swabia." 

II. Freed pp. 63-70. 
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12. Freed p. 66. That Henry was Albert's blood brother is proved 
by Albert's will (QF 16 p. 33). 

13. Freed pp. 68-9: a Henry of Lauingen is known in Austria c.1176; 
ibid. p. 64 for a late thirteenth-century Lord Hartmann of Lauingen in 
Augsburg, known as "the Bavarian" (which could in this period refer to 
Austria). Freed argues fairly plausibly that Albert's brother Henry could 
be identical with the Henry of Lauingen who is known as a canon of Frie
sach in Carinthia between 1232 and 1241 (ibid. pp. 66-7). 

14. Freed pp. 63-4, is lured by Scheeben into looking for a place on 
the Danube (cf. note 8), and so wonders why Henry became a canon so far 
from home (ibid . p. 68). But it is not impossible that the family home was 
in Carinthia. Albert gives us presumably first-hand information that the 
peasants in that part of the world lure dormice to hibernate in specially 
prepared places in the woods and then use them for food (Anim. 
22.2 . \.103). The medieval biographers did not necessarily have any evi
dence for Lauingen being Albert's birthplace except their knowledge of his 
name. The fact that a chapel was built in Lauingen in Albert's honor in 
view of his hoped-for canonization in about 1320 (Luis, p. 757) proves only 
that people believed or at least wanted to claim that Albert was born there. 

15. Herford p. 201; Meyer, QF 29 p. 103; Peter p. 78; Alberto f. 
139'. 

16. Freed pp. 64-5. But if Lord Hartmann of Lauingen, anested in 
Augsburg in 1280, is to be connected with Albert's family, then they had 
clearly gone up in the world <as did some other knightly families according 
to Freed, ibid. p. 65). 

17 . Anim. 8.2 .6.110. 
18. Anim. 8.2.4.72. 
19. Herford p. 201; Luis p. 752; Peter p. 78. Peter's story is self-con

tradietory: Albert cannot both have been 87 in 1280 and been received into 
the Order by Jordan at the age of 16. Rudolph (pp. 9-11) clearly saw the 
contradiction and abandoned the claim that Albert joined the Order when 
he was 16. 

20. Meyer,QF 12p. 49. 
21. Bacon, Compendium Studii Philosophiae 5, ed. cit. p. 426. It is not 

clear that Bacon is even intending to make a specific point about Albert; 
he remarks generally that a great many Dominicans enter the Order as 
"boys" under 20 years of age. Although he specifically mentions Albert 
and Thomas, he does not, in so many words, claim to have any knowledge 
of the ages at whieh they became Dominicans. 

22 . Herford p. 201; Luis pp. 752-3. 
23 . Ltg. Col. pp. 272-3 . 
24. MOPH I pp. 187-8. 
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25. Ltg. Col. p. 273. 
26. Meyer QF 29 p. 110; Albeno f. 139'. Both probably depend on 

the lost chronicle of jakob of Soest. 
27. Peter pp. 79-82. 
28. Peter pp. 83-5. 
29. Vincentius justiniani, Comptndiostl Vittle Descriptio . .. B. Alberti, 

with Biblitle Maritle Opus a B. Alberto Magno ... Conscriptum (Cologne, 
1625), pp. 40-1. Apan from justiniani's quotations, the chronicle of 10-
hannes Molitoris is lost. 

30. Seheeben, QF 35 pp. 165~. 
31. Rudolph pp. 1(}"'13 . 
32. Herford p. 201. Peter, p. 90, follows Herford very closely, but 

changes "first" to !loext," to aJlow (or a previous period 3S lector in C0-
logne. Meyer has clearly received a confused tradition that has Alben lec
ture on the Sentences in Cologne and then become a lector "for the first 
time" in Hildesheim (QF 26 p. 156). It is clear that the traditional datum, 
which has to be accommodated, is that Alben was first a lector at Hil
desheim. 

33. justiniani p. II implies that Molitoris maintained that Alben was 
sent to Cologne as a lector under the priorship of Leo, but the text actually 
quoted (pp. 40--41) does not substantiate this. As Seheeben suggests (pp. 
11-12), Molitoris' reference to Alben's assignation to Cologne may well 
concern a later occasion. 

34. Mineralia II 3.1 (B 5 pp. 48-9; AT 82). 
35. Met<ora III 2.12 (B 4 p. 629a; AT 123); Summa tit Creaturis II 10.5 

(B 35 p. 119b). 
36. De Natura Loci 3.2 (Col. Vii pp. 33-34). 
37. Cf. N. G. Siraisi, ArtStlnd Scienc« at Padua (foronto, 1973), esp. 

p.24. 
38. Bacon, Compendium Studii 5, ed. cit. pp. 425-26. 
39. De Natura Boni, written before he went to Paris (cf. P. Simon, 

Col. XXV i pp. V-VI), reveals a knowledge of those texts of Aristotle that 
had been available for some time, including the Metaphysics and some of the 
Naturtllia. The public study of these works was banned in the University 
of Paris in 1210 and 1215 (Chart. I pp. 7(}"'1, 78-9) and the ban was renewed 
in 1231 until such time as a suitably bowdlerised version could be produced 
(ibid. p. 138), but in some other places a more liberal attitude prevailed 
(e.g. Toulouse, see Chart. I p. 131). 

40. MOPH I pp. 108-9, 174. 
41. As Scheeben tries to do (pp. 12-13). 
42 . Metrora III 2.9, 2.20 (B 4 pp. 626, 638; AT 121, 122). 
43. Cf. Caesarius of Heisterbach, Ditllogus Miraculorum X 49; Tolo-
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moo of Lucca, Annal .. 1222 (MGH SS NS VIII [Berlin, 1955], pp. III, 
303); Chronicle of the Villolas, Muratori, RIS XVIII i vol. 2 (Bologna 
193~6), p. 8S. 

44. This is suggested by Scheeben p. 13. 
4S. Scheeben p. II. The historians who give 1223 as the date of Al

bert's entry into the Order all rely on B. M. Reichert, "Das Itinerar des 
7.weiten Dominikanergenerals Jordanis von Sachsen," in S. Ehses, Fest
scbrift zum 1100 jiibrigen Jubiliium des deutscbtn Campo Santo in Rom, Freiburg 
i. Br. 1897, pp. IS4-S, or more recently on B. Altaner, QF 20 p. 70, both 
of whom base themselves on the presumed dating of jordan's letter 20. 

46. MOPH XXIII p. 24. 
47. QF 3S p. 17 n. 20. 
48. Cf. MOPH I p. 108. 
49. Scheeben p. 12; accepted without comment by Freed p. 67. 
50. /U'1JtnIUS was as imprecise a term as "youth" is today, in spite of 

various attempts to define it, but it was readily extended well beyond the 
age of 30. Isidore regards it as continuing to the age of SO (Etymologiae 
I 1.2.S). Thomas of Cantimpre actually regards adolescentia (which comes 
before iuventus in the usual scheme) as lasting up to the age of 3S (De Natura 
Rerum I 80, cd. H. Boese [Berlin 1973], p. 81). 

SI. J. B. Freed, Tbt Friars and German Society in tbt Tbirteentb Century 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1977), p. 140. 

S2. The claim that he was already a lector in 1228 (Loe p. 277) rests 
on the evidence of Leg. Col. and Justiniani (not Molitoris, if Scheeben pp. 
11-12 is correct) and it is to be explained as an attempt to reconcile the 
statement that Albert entered the Order in Cologne under Leo with the 
belief that he entered the Order in Padua. It is of no guaranteed historical 
value. 

53. For the Dominicans' tendency to do without a probationary pe
riod before profession, sec S. Tugwell, AFP 53 (1983) pp. S-S2. M. H. 
Vicaire, AFP S4 (1984) pp. 24-S note 76, denies my contention that before 
1220 the Order made no provision at all for a probationary period, but he 
docs not answer my arguments and his case rests (a) on Prim. Const. I J3 
(on the novice master), which he dates to 1216, and (b) on a papal Bull of 
7 February 1217 (MOPH XXV no. 8I). But the Bull only refers to profes
sion and cannot prove anything about the presence or absence of provision 
for a probationary period before profession. And Vicaire himself acknowl
edges elsewhere that it is not certain that Prim. Const. I J3 antedates 1220 
(Histoire de St Dominique, 2d ed. [Paris, 1982], " p. 48 n. 118), and in any 
case nwitius only means "newcomer" and can apply without the slightest 
difficulty to someone who has already made profession (cf. Tugwell, p. 
2 I). 
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54. Prim. Const. II 30, ed. A. H. Thomas, Dt oUlislt Conslilulits lIan 
de Dominicanen (Louvain, 1965); for the dating cr. ibid. pp. 289-90. During 
Albert's life there were several different editions of the constitutions, 
which are cited here according to their chronological appropriateness: the 
edition made by Raymund of Penafort can be found in AFP 18 (1948) pp. 
29-68, that promulgated by Humbert of Romans in ASOP 3 (1897-8) pp. 
31~O, 98-122, 162-81. "Prim. Consl." refers to the text edited by Thomas. 

55. Prim. Consl. II 3 I. II 20 (also from 1220) allows forthe possibility 
of some people being sent for further study. 

56. Herford p. 201; Peter p. 90. 
57. In the sources the lectures on the Sentences are mentioned before 

the appointment as lector of Hildesheim, and this leads to a rather awk
ward text in Meyer (QF 26 p. 156), whose very awkwardness confirms that 
we are dealing with traditional material. And once Cologne was erected as 
a studium generale it is likely that Albert, as Regent, would not be expected 
to lecture on the Sentences, anymore than a Regent Master would in Paris 
(cf. Weisheipl, Albert, p. 21). 

58. Alberto f. 140' (presumably from Jakob of Socst). 
59. Herford p. 201. 
60. Freed, Tbe Frian and German Sociely, p. 214. J. Steinhart, "Ein 

unbekannter Brief des Konstanzer Bischofs Heinrich von Tanne an die 
Freiburger Dominikaner aus dem Jahre 1237," ZeilIchrift dts Breisgau-Ge
!Chichlwerein 101 (1982) pp. 47~4. 

61. QF 4 p. II. 
62. Prim. Consl. II 23; forthe date, see Tugwell, "Dominic the Foun

der," Dominican Ashram 4 (1985) p. 140. 
63. Cf. the index to Potthast's ed. of Herford; Scheeben, p. 20; H. 

Wilms, Alberl der Grrure(Munich, 1930), p. 27; W. A. Hinnebusch, History 
oJlbe Dominican Order II (New York, 1973), p. 123; and the articles in the 
VerfllIIerlexikon, the Realenzykiopadie and the Laikon dts Millelalltn (cf. 
above, nOle I). 

64. Weishcipl, Alberl, p. 20. 
65. Meleora I 3.5 (B 4 p. 504). The comet appeared at the end of Jan-

uary and was visible for several months (Scheeben pp. 2a-1). 
66. Mineralia III 1.10 (B 5 p. 72). 
67. Ibid. 1.1 (B 5 p. 59). 
68. /I 5<nl. d.6 a. 9 (B 27 p. I 39a). 
69. See R. A. Gauthier, Leonine XLV i pp. 256*-7*. 
70. See Scheeben pp. 2a-21 for a reminder that we do not necessarily 

know all of Albert's moves in these years. 
71. See above, note 39. 
72. There were five houses at the time of the first Provincial Chapter 
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in 1225 and thirty houses by 1241. Cf. Freed, Tht Friars alld Gennan Socitty 
pp.210-5. 

73. Scheeben pp. 21-22. 
74. AFP 10 (1940) p. 354. 
75. Cf. Loe p. 278; Callaey and Weisheipl simply do not mention it. 
76. COllst. II 14 (AFP 18 [1948] p. 66). 
77. A pioneering study of the Dominican Parisian Masters by H. 

Denifle in Arehiv for Literatllr- lind KirehmgllSehiehte dllS MilltialteTS 2 (1886) 
pp. 167-182 indicated the importance of the list of Masters in the Chronicle 
of Gerald de Frachet (MOPH I pp. 334-5). In Revut Thomistt 8 (1925) pp. 
501-521 P. Mandonnet attempted to attach precise dates to Gerald's list, 
and in the process advanced the theory that the two Dominican chairs, at 
least from the time of Albert, were allocated in accordance with the prin
ciple of retaining one chair for the Paris province and one for members of 
the other provinces; this alleged principle of one 'intern' chair and one 'ex
tern' chair has apparently acquired canonical status; according to Weish
eipl, Thomas p. 65, it was laid down by a General Chapter. The dating of 
the Masters was taken further by P. Glorieux in his standard Riptrtoirt dllS 
MaitrllSm Tbiologie dt Paris au XIII'siee/t, Paris 1933-4. Unfortunately both 
Mandonnet and Glorieux resorted to extremely fanciful procedures in or
der to arrive at their dating, and it is highly doubtful whether the alleged 
principle governing the allocation of the two chairs has any validity, at least 
in the time of Albert and Thomas. It is only in the fourteenth century that 
there is clear evidence for a principle of alternating between intern and ex
tern candidates for the two chairs, and even then it is misleading to speak 
of intern and extern chairs. Gui provides dates for the accession of new 
Dominican Masters for a few years at the beginning of the fourteenth cen
tury (MOPH XXII pp. 131-4), which seem to be mostly accurate. We 
learn that in 1301 both Masters were members of the Paris province. In 
1302 a German (Eckhart) became a Master, together with another French
man. In 1303 or 1304 (cf. Memorie Dommiealle NS 10 (1979) pp. 219-220) 
Remigio dei Girolami received the title of Master, but he had already been 
away from Paris for two or more years and never taught there as a Master. 
In 1304 two more members of the Paris province became Masters. There
after there seems to be an alternation between the Paris province and other 
provinces up to 1314. From 1311 onwards the General Chapter assigned 
people to be bachelors of the Sentences in Paris, and it is clear that there 
is a rigorous principle of alternating between the Paris province and other 
provinces at work (MOPH IV pp. 55, 60, 62, 69, 75, 86, 104, 110, 118, 
125 etc.). Alternating intern and extern bachelors did not necessarily lead 
to an alternation between intern and extern Masters, and the 1316 General 
Chapter ruled that the practice of alternating Masters should be dropped, 
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in favour of a system whereby the first to lecture on the Sentences would 
automatically be next in line for a chair (MOPH IV pp. 91-2). The JJ I 7 
Chapter, however, ruled that the principle of alternation was to be re
sumed and retained (MOPH IV p. 102). This did not necessarily mean that 
the chairs as such, though, were to be designated as 'intern' and 'extern'; 
the 13 I 7 Chapter itself decreed that w"""'-r was the next to incept in Paris 
should take over the chair whieh Pierre de la Palu had been holding since 
1314 (MOPH IV p. 104; MOPH XXII p. 133). The 1317 Chapter refers 
to alternation as an 'approved custom' in the Order, but insufficient dates 
have been established to enable us to know when it became customary. At 
any rate any such principle is clearly excluded by the earliest known cap
itular legislation: the 1264 Chapter said that the two chairs must be filled 
'without regard for nationality' (MOPH III p. 125). In principle, the 1220 
Constitutions made the General Chapter responsible for the deployment 
of Dominiean manpower, but in practice it is likely that this responsibility 
devolved upon the Master of the Order and the provincials. The 1264 
Chapter (Ioc. cit.) refers to 'superiors' promoting people to Parisi.n ch.irs, 
and tries to tidy up the situation by deputing the Master of the Order to 
take control of such promotions himself, .nd this thereafter seems to have 
been the normal practice(cf. MOPH III pp. 125, 126, 130, 142, 150, 155, 
161). Alre.dy in 1251 it was clearly the Master of the Order who felt re
sponsible for sending someone to prepore for Mastership in Poris, the 
someone, in the outcome, being Thomas Aquin.s (Tocco, FVST pp. 80-
I, Ferrua p. 48), and it is hard to see who sent Albert to Paris, ifit was not 
the Master of the Order. If we take Gerald's list of Masters os being ar
ranged in chronologie.1 sequence, then Albert was the first to groduate 
after Guerric .nd Godfrey, who succeeded Hugh of St Cher .nd John of 
St Giles. John of St Giles left Paris in 1233 (QE I p. 100), and Hugh was 
certainly provincial of France by March 1237 (M. C. Guigue, Grand Car
tu/aire de I'Abbaye d'Ainay, Lyons 1885 II pp. 134-5) .nd may well have 
been provincial some years earlier, and he was possibly prior of Paris be
fore that (QE I p. 195). 

78 . MOPH III pp. 34-5. Since this was a proposal to change the con
stitutions, it only became law after it h.d passed through two more chap
ters, so it became effective in 1248 (MOPH III p. 41). 

79. In Gerald's list we find, following Albert, Laurence de Foug
ieres, Stephen de Venizy, William of Etampes and John Poind.sne. Ste
phen and John ore .Iready Masters in 1248 (Chart. I p. 210), so if Gerald's 
list is chronological and accurate, this must me.n that Laurence bec.me a 
M.ster in 1245 or 1246, Stephen in 1246 or 1247, and William in 1247 or 
1248. If Stephen w.s, as one manuscript suggests, the .uthor of the prop
ositions condemned in Paris in 1241 (Chart . I p. 171), he must have been 
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at least bachelor of the Sentences by then, but he need not have been a 
Master, and ifhe was censured it wo~ld have been likely to delay his grad
uation as a Master. 

80. Elie was lector of Montpellier in May 1247 (j. Guiraud, Carll/loire 
de Prouil/( [Paris, 1907], II p. 240). By 1253 he and Bonhornme were the 
two Dominican Regent Masters (CharI. I p. 280, referring back to docu
ment no. 219). In Gerald's list Bonhomme is mentioned before Elie, but 
this still leaves several possibilities open. Perhaps the succession was Wil
liam-Bonhomme and Albert-PointlasnL~Elie. Granted the anti-Do
minican statute of February IH2 (CharI. I pp. 226-7), we should 
presumably have heard complaints about it if the Dominicans had had a 
new Master incept between then and 1253, so Elie and Bonhomme were 
surely both already in possession in the academic year 1251-52. Laurence 
de Fougicres, although probably a member of the Paris prO\'ince, went 
from Paris to teach in Toulouse in 1235 (QE I p. 100), so sending him back 
to Paris to graduate as a Master can also he seen as part of a policy of in
creasing the supply of Masters to the prodnees. 

81. Cf. below, p. 211. 
82. MOPH III p. 32. 
83. MOPH XVIII pp. 79-80; Eubel I p. 77. 
84. There has been some confusion about the succession of provin

cials in Paris. Salagnac and Gui both state that Peter of Rhcims was pro
vincial when he was made bishop of Agen in 1245 (MOPH XVIII p. 80, 
MOPH XXII p. 3 I), so the common assertion that Humbert was prO\'in
cial immediately after Hugh cannot be correct. But he must have been pro
vincial in time for the General Chapter of 1246 (MOPH III p. 36:3-5 
cannot refer to Peter, who was a bishop by this time). 

85. According to a story reported by Gerald de Frachet (1\IOPH I 
pp. 274-5), Guerric's death occurred in Paris, while Jean de la Rochelle 
was still there. Jean died in February 1245 (cf. P. Michaud-Quantin, cd., 
Jeall d( 10 Rochelle, TraclalllS de Divisioll( Mlliliplici Polellliartllll tlllilllae [Paris, 
1964], p. 8), but he was apparently already in Lyons, in connection with 
the preparations for the forthcoming council, by Advent 1244, since he is 
known to have preached there for the curia (Schneyer, Repertorilllll III p. 
710, no. 97). So Guerric must hOl'e died in about November 1244, or at 
the very latest before February 1245. Gerald's story implies that Guerric 
was still Regent Master at the time of his death. Godfrey's presence in Paris 
is attested up to January 1247, judging from a sermon in MS Arras 759, 
which appears to be a collection of Parisian sermons (Schneyer, Repertorilllll 
VI p. 104 no. 168), but he was not necessarily still Regent ,"laster. 

86. Kaeppeli, Scriplores II p. 16. 
87. Albert's presence in Paris is attested in May I 24R (Chart. I p. 210); 
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his presence in Cologne is attested in January 1249 (Schoeben pp. 24-5). 
That he was Regent Master for three years in Paris is formally stated by 
Herford p. 201. 1245 as the date of Albert's accession to his chair in Paris 
and 1248 as the date of his return to Cologne seem secure and arc not dis
puted. 

88. P. Simon, Col. XXXVII pp. VI-VlII. Thomas' manuscript of 
Albert's Dionysian lectures is now Naples, Bibl. Naz. I B 54. 

89. Tocco FVST p. 79, Ferrua p. 46. 
90. M. Grabmann, M;tulalurlicbes Gtistesltbtn I (Munich, 1926), p. 

154; H. C. Schecben, "De Alberti Magni discipulis," Albtrlo Magno, All; 
della StI/;malla Albtrt;na Ctltbrata;n Ramo 9-14 Nrw. /93/ (Rome), pp. 207-
8. 

91. M. H. Laurent, ed., Fontes S. Catbarinat Senemis XX, Florence 
1937, pp. 2-3. 

92. LoC, p. 282. It appears that it was in fact Albert who arranged 
the settlement, which Hugh did little more than confirm (Scheeben pp. 
33-4). 

93. For a convenient summary, see Callaey pp. 486-91. 
94. Loe p. 282. 
95. Schecben p. 36. Cf. G. Gieraths, D;t Dom;n;kantr ;n Worms 

(Worms, 1964), pp. 24-6. On vicars of provinces, see G. R. Galbraith, The 
Const;tut;oll oJ the Dom;n;can Ordtr (Manchester, 1925), pp. 149-50. In prin
ciple the prior of the house where the provincial chapter was to be held 
automatically became vicar in the absence of a provincial (Canst. II 3, AFP 
18 [1948) p. 50), but judging from an inchoation made in 1246 this system 
was not found to be ideal [MOPH 1II p. 35:12-21); however the 1247 
Chapter did not approve the inchoation, so no change was made in the con
stitUlions. 

96. Forthe priories, see Freed, Tbt Friars and Gtrman SOC;tty pp. 210-
15. In the case of the nuns it is often difficult to know exactly what their 
relationship was to the Dominicans in this period, but in one way or an
other the German Dominicans probably had responsibility for a great 
many monasteries; see H. Wilms, Dos iiltestt Vtl"U;cbnis dtr tkutschen Do
m;n;kantr;nntnkliister, QF 24 (Leipzig, 1928). 

97. Const. II 3 (AFP 18 [1948) p. 51). 
98. Peter p. 204. 
99. MOPH 1II pp. 37:1-2,76:12-3. 
100. MOPH 1II pp. 76-7. 
10 I. Peter p. 205. 
102. Peter pp. 203-4 (from Leg. Col. p. 274). 
103. Albert's personal observations are conveniently listed in P. 

Hossfeld, Alhertus Magnus au Naturpb;losopb und NaturwisstnschaJtltr (Bonn, 
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1983), pp. 76-93; also "Die eigenen Beobachtungen des Albertus Magnus," 
AFP 53 (1983) pp. 147-74. 

104. Meyer (Scheeben pp. 157-8) gives Regensburg as the place of 
Albert's second provincial chapter and Erfurt as that of the third, and this 
corresponds to the sequence in QF I p. 31. Rudolph (p. 25) gives Augsburg 
second place and puts Regensburg in fourth place, but he is probably de
pendent on Peter (p. 205) and misunderstands the significance of what Pe
ter says (cf. Scheeben, p. 39). The sermons ascribed to Albert at the 
Regensburg chapter indicate that the chapter coincided with the feast of 
the Nativity of Our Lady, 8 September (AFP 34 [1964] pp. 73-4). 

105. Milan (1255) was a diffinitors' chapter, which would not involve 
Albert as provincial, but Paris (1256) was a provincials' chapter (Galbraith, 
p. 255). 

106. For the new priories see Freed, The Friarr and German Society pp. 
210,215. For the Paradisus see QF 24 p. 92. 

107. Scheeben pp. 157-61. 
108. This is indicated by one of the manuscripts; see Col. VII i p. v. 
109. On this controversy see D. L. Douie, The Conflict between the Sec

ularr and the Mendicants at the Univerrity of Paris in the Tbirteentb Century 
(London, 1954); Weisheipl, Thomas pp. 80-92; M. M. Dufeil, Guillaume de 
Saint-Amour etla Pollmique Univerritaire Parisienne 1250-1259 (Paris, 1972) 
and "Signification historique de la querelle des Mendicants: ils sont Ie 
progres au 13e sieele" and "Gulielmus de Sancto Amore, Opera Omnia 
(1252-70)" in A. Zimmermann, ed., Die Auseinanderretzungen an der Pariser 
Ulliverritiit im XIII Jahrhundert (Berlin, 1976), pp. 95-105, 213-19. 

110. Cf. vol. V of the Quaracchi ed. of Bonaventure, p. VIla. 
III. Thomas of Cantimpre, De Apibus II 10.23; Herford, p. 197. 
112. Dufeil pp. 197-282; Dufeil makes it e1ear that neither Bona-

venture nor Thomas was at the papal court at the time of the condemnation 
of William (p. 261). 

113. This is suggested by Dufeil, p. 261. 
114. Herford p. 197. Loe p. 284 confidently asserts that Albert ar

rived in Anagni on 4 October and that the consistory was held on 6 Oc
tober, but none of the sources he lists actually mentions either date. The 
Bull condemning William is dated 5 October (Potthast 16565; Cbart. I pp. 
331-33; BOP I pp. 317-18), so if Herford's report is accurate Albert must 
have arrived on 3 October. 

115. Albert recounts the circumstances in SlImma Theol. II tr. 13 q. 
77.3 (B 33 p. 100b). 

116. Chart. I pp. 277-9. 
117. William of Auvergne, De Univerro Ia IIae ch. II (Paris, 1674), I 

p.819. 
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ll8. De Vllitate Illtellttlus Prol. (Col. XVII i p. I); SlImma Theol. II tr. 
13 q. 77.3 (B 33 p. 750). Cf. Peter pp. 238-9. Albert adopted the same 
position later on in XV Problemata (Col. XVII i p. 34:53-7). If a philosoph
ical opinion were to be condemned simply on dogmatic grounds, it would 
appear that the issue was reducible to a contradiction between philosophy 
and theology, which could lead either to a theory of "two truths" (this is 
alluded to in the passage referred to from Summa Theol., and it is clearly 
what Bishop Tempier was afraid of: cf. Cbort. I p. 543; cf. P. Wilpert, ed., 
Beitriige zlIm Beruftbewllsstsein des millelalter/iehen Memcben [Berlin, 19641, pp. 
149-52) or to a general rejection of philosophy by theologians. This is why 
Albert insists on a philosophical refutation of the Averroists; their tenets 
must be shown to be bad philosophy, not just dogmatically erroneous. 

119. Contrary to what is affirmed by Weisheipl, Albert p. 36. 
120. Galbraith p. 255; we know it was a diffinitors' chapter, for in

stance, from the appointment of a diffinitor at the previous Roman pra
vincial chapter (MOPH XX p. 20). 

121. AFP 34 (1964) p. 59; RTAM 36 (1969) p. ll4. The claim that 
Albert became Master of the Sacred Palace at this time (ug. Col. p. 275) 
derives from Thomas of Cantimpres statement that while Albert was at 
the papal court he expounded St. John's gospel and epistles at the request 
of the pope and cardinals (De Apibus II 10.24). This part of the lk Apibus 
antedates Albert's episcopacy, so there can be no question of any confusion 
between Albert's earlier visit to the papal court and his later stay there in 
1261~3. But Thomas explicitly presents the exposition of St. John as part 
of the refutation of William of St. Amour, not as a course of lectures in the 
papal studium (on which sec R. Creytens, "Le 'Studium Romanac Curiae' 
et Ie Maitre du Saer~ Palais," AFP 12 [19421 pp. 5-83), so there arc no good 
grounds for inferring that Albert stayed on at Anagni for any length of time 
after 5 October. 

122. MOPH III p. 89:1; Meyer (Schccben p. 158); Peter p. 205. 
123. There was no fixed time for the holding of provincial chapters; 

each chapter appointed the time and place for the next one, the only proviso 
being that it had to be later than the General Chapter (COl/st. II 7. AFP 18 
[1948] p. 55). Thus provincial chapters could be held any time from June 
onward (cf. Scheeben, p. 37). But there is something mysterious about 
German provincials. Albert was absolved in 1257. but his successor was 
not elected until 1258; his successor was absolved in 1259 (MOPH III p. 
101: I), but the next provincial was not elected until 1260. He was absolved 
in 1263 (MOPH III p. 121:5), but seems to have taken no notice; he was 
absolved again in 1265 (MOPH III p. I J I: I), and this time a successor was 
elected immediately (QF I p. 13; cf. Arcbiv der deutschen Dominikaner 4 
[1951) p. 83). There was perhaps an ambiguity about the consequences of 
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absolution from office; in 1263 the General Chapter directs that when 
priors are absolved from office a specific time has to be indicated beyond 
which they are not to go on being prior (MOPH III p. 120:25-27), which 
implies that an absolved superior could be regarded as remaining in office 
until his successor took over. In the case of provincials this would mean 
interpreting amolo in Consl. II 3 (A SOP 3 [1897-88] p. 106) as meaning lit
erally "moved away," not just "removed from office" (as the provincial of 
England was absolved and assigned to Germany in 1261, MOPH III p. 
110:32-5). 

124. QF 16 pp. 32-3 (the date must be interpreted as January 1279, 
the year being regarded as beginning at the Annunciation, not on I Janu
ary). 

125. RTAM 36 (1969) pp. 114, 132. Schneyer shows that the only 
possible dates for these sermons are 1257 and 1263 (AFP 34 [1964] p. 67); 
since the report refers to [ralri Alberlo it is clear that Albert was not yet a 
bishop, so 1257 must be the date. 

126. Loe pp. 285-6. 
127. Loe pp. 285-7. 
128. CharI. I pp. 385-6; MOPH III pp. 99-100. The General Chap

ter of 1261, in furtherance of the new policy, called explicitly for the erec
tion of studia for the teaching of logic (MOPH III p. 109:25-9). Cf. L. 
Robles, 'Les Artes Liberales en la primitiva legislaci6n dominicana', in Arls 
Liblraux el philosophie au Moyen Age (Actes du quatrieme Congres Interna
tional de Philosophic M~di~vale), MontreaUParis 1969, pp. 599-616. 

129. Loe pp. 287-8; Potthast 17737-8. 
130. Scheeben p. 54. 
131. Scheeben pp. 154-6. 
132. MOPH XVI pp. 146, 177. 
133. Vicaire, Hisloire I pp. 308-9. 
134. Thomas of Celano, Vila Secunda S. Frallcisci II 148 (Analecla 

Franciscana X pp. 215-6). For a brief critique of this story see Simon Tug
well, Early Dominicans (New Jersey, 1982), p. 43 note 85. 

135. MOPH I pp. 141-2. 
136. MOPH III p. 72; Consl. II 13 (ASOP 3 [1897-8] p. 170). 
137. MOPH I pp. 32, 173. 
138. MOPH I p. 335. 
139. MOPH XXII pp. 37, 118. 
140. Loe p. 288. 
141. MOPH XXII p. 34. 
142 .• Thomas of Cantimpr~, De Apibus II 10.21. 
143. Eeg. Col. pp. 275-6; Loe p. 289; Scheeben p. 57. 
144. BOP I p. 387; C. Bourel de la Ronciere et aI., Les Regislres tfAI-
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aandre IV, Paris 1902-1953, nos. 2327, 2545, 2557, 3012-4, 3058-9 (in 
3058 luleral should be corrected to luleril, as in BOP). Cf. A. Hauck, Kir
cbtngeschichle DeUischlands V I (Berlin/Leipzig, 1953), pp. 20-1. 

145. Consl. II 13 (ASOP 3 [1897-981 p. 170). 
146. The sixteenth-century historian, Lorenz Hochwart (tI570), 

quotes this report from "an ancient codex" in book 3 of his Calalogus Epis
coporum Ralisponensium, ed. A. F. Oefele, Rerum &icarum Scriplora I (Augs
burg, 1763), p. 207. 

147. Loe p. 291; Scheeben p. 63; Weisheipl, Alben p. 38. 
148. Leg. Col. pp. 276-7; Peter pp. 263-6; Rudolph pp. 45-8. 
149. Tolomeo of Lucca, Hisl. Ecel. XXII 19, ed. cit. col. 1151; cf. 

Herford p. 201, Alberto f. 140'. 
150. Loe p. 289; Schecben p. 58. 
151. Scheeben p. 59. 
152. Leg. Col. p. 276. 
153. Cf. Leg. Col. p. 276; Peter p. 264. 
154. Loe pp. 290-1; Scheeben p. 60. 
155. Loe p. 290; Scheeben p. 61. 
156. This dating is suggested by P. Hossfeld at the conclusion of his 

article in AFP 52 (1982) pp. 115-33. P.M.J.E. Tummers still proposes the 
much vaguer dating "between c. 12 35 and c.126O" in his edition of part of 
the text, Alberlus (Magnus) Commmlaar op Euelides Elemmlen der GeomeJrie 
(Nijmegen, 1984), I, pp. 72-3. 

157. Weisheipl, Alberl p. 38. 
158. Leg. Col. p. 276; Peter pp. 264-5; Rudolph pp. 47-8. 
159. Cf. B. Schmidt, Col. XXI i pp. XIV-XVI (and see above, note 

9). 
160. The date is secured by a document dated 1261 indicating that 

the abbot of Oberaltaich gave Albert a sum of money to take to Alexander 
IV which he was unable to deliver owing to the pope's death (Monumenla 
Boica XII [Munich, 17751, p. \01). Albert must have set off before Alex
ander's death was known, and he must have reached Viterbo after 25 May 
1261. 

161. Loe p. 292. 
162. On 25 February 1262 Albert is still referred to as bishop of Re

gensburg (Loe p. 292). On 11 May Urban IV confirmed the election of 
Albert's successor (Loe p. 292; Potthast 18309). 

163. De Princ. MalUS Pro<. 1.2 (Col. XII p. 48:69-71). Forthe date see 
Weisheipl, Alberl p. 574 (correcting ibid. p. 36); there is no reason to sup
pose that Albert made any significant detour in 1256. 

164. Herford p. 201; Alberto f. I4<Y. This is confirmed by Albert's 
will (QF 16 p. 32). Gui's statement that Albert immediately "returned to 
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the Order's poverty" (MOPH XXII p. 34), taken up in the later tradition 
(Meyer in Scheeben p. 156; Leg. Col. p. 277; Peter p. 267; Rudolph p. 50) 
seems not to be based on any precise knowledge of what happened straight 
after Albert's resignation. 

165. Heinrich ofWiirzburg ("the Poet"), in his De statu curiae Romanae 
B79-B2, refers to an outstanding philosopher at the papal court, probably 
with reference to these years: 
Est illic oJiquis qui, si combllsla inceret, 
Invmtor fteret, philosophia, nove; 
Erigeret meliore modo novus editor iIIam 
Villeeret el veleres ar/is bonore viros. 
Grabmann suggested that this is an allusion to Albert ("1st das 'philoso
phische Universalgenie' bei Mag. Heinrich dem Poeten Thomas von 
Aquin?" HistorischesJahrhuch 38 [1917] pp. 315-20). On Heinrich, see F. J. 
Worstbrock, Verjasserlexikon III (Berlin, 19BI), cols. 924-6. Grabmann's 
identification of Heinrich's philosopher as Albert has been accepted by sev
eral scholars: Scheeben p. 70; Weisheipl, Thomas p. 148; H. Stehkiimper, 
"Uber die geschichtliche Grosse Alberts des Grossen," HistorischesJahrbllch 
102 (1982), pp. 73-4. 

166. See below, pp. 218-19. 
167. Cf. AMDU pp. 136-7. 
168. Cf. B. Geyer, Col. XII p. XXIV (except that Geyer dates Al

bert's discovery of the text to 1256, on which see above, note 163). 
169. B 23 p. 682; quoted in this connection by Peter, p. 268 and by 

Scheeben, p. 64. 
170. AMDU pp. 134, 136. 
171. Loc pp. 293-4. 
172. BOP I pp. 421-6. 
173. Loo p. 313; Scheeben p. 74. 
174. Loo p. 296; Scheeben pp. 72-3. 
175. Cf. Scheeben p. 76. 
176. Scheeben pp. 72-7. 
177. Scheeben p. 7B; Weisheipl, Albert p. 40. 
178. Scheeben p. 142. 
179. Freed, AFP 48 (1978) p. 66. 
IBO. Loo pp. 298-9. 
IBI. Scheeben, pp. 142-3. 
IB2. AMDU p. I3B. 
IB3. Loc pp. 299-301. 
IB4. Cf. M. Grabmann, MillelalterlichesGeisteslebell I pp. 159-61. On 

Ulrich see F. J. Lescoe, God as First Principle ill Ulrich of Strasbourg (New 
York, 1979). 
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185. TolomeoofLucca, Hisl. Err!. XXII 19; Herford, pp. 201-2;ug. 
Col. p. 277; Peter pp. 27~I; Alberlo f. 140'. 

186. H. Finke, Ungedrllckle DOl11inikallerhriift des 13 Johrhllnderts (Pad
erborn, 1891), pp. 51-2. 

187. Sec below, p. 225. 
188. LoC, p. 315; Scheeben, pp. 149, 153. He is also referred to as 

"OP" by others: Scheeben pp. 152-3. II may be significant that all these 
documents date from after Alberl's re!Urn to Cologne. 

189. QF 16 pp. 32-3. 
190. Lac pp. 302-9. 
191. QF I p. 13. 
192. Finke pp. 80, 82, 84-5. 
193. Weisheipl, Alhm p. 42, claims that "there is no evidence what

soever" that Alberl was at the council. It is true that Albert's name is not 
found among the bishops who signed some of the conciliar documents (cf. 
P. Frowein, "Der Episkopat auf dem 2 Konzil "on Lyon (1274)," ,Intlllor
illl1l f/islorioe COllciliorll1l1 6 [19HJ pp. 307-31), but as a retirt"<l bishop Al
bert would not have been at the council in a diocesan capacity, so this is 
not surprising. But we do possess a lener of his wrinen in Lyons on 12 
May 1274 (Scheeben pp. 151-2), and ifhe was in Lyons a([his time it was 
surely in order to assist at the council, as Peter claims he did (pp. 279-80). 
Also in SlIl11l11a Theal. II tr. 18 q. 122 a. 2 (B 33 p. 396) Alberl claimsthallhe 
council obliged the Greeks to recognize simple fornication as a mOrlal sin; 
there is nothing in the conciliar decrees to justify this remark, but the letter 
of Girolamo d' Ascoli to the pope in preparation for the council contains the 
comment that the Greeks "do not belie,'e simple fornication to be a mOrlal 
sin" (B. Hoberg, Die Ullioll ZWisChtll dergritcbischtll "lid der laleillischtn Kircht 
allf dem II KOllzil von Lyoll [Bonn, 1964J, p. 230; cf. A. Franchi, /I Concilio 
II di Liolle[Home, 1965J, pp. 171-2). It looks as if Alberl had inside infor
mation about the council, and this reinforces the likelihood that he was 
there himself. 

194. Peter p. 280. 
195. Finke pp. 12~1. 
196. Finke pp. 87-8, plausibly identified by Finke as belonging to 

this period. 
197. QF 16 p. 32. 
198. LoC p. 308. 
199. Cf. FVST p. 382, Ferrua p. 324. 
200. FVST p. 358, Ferrua p. 299. This was adopted into Gui's le

genda (FVST p. 208, Ferrua p. 179), from where it passed to Luis (p. 754) 
and Peter (pp. 277-78). 

201. FVST p. 382, Ferrua p. 324. 
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202. AFP -I (1934) p. 137. 
203. FVST p. 370, Ferrua p. 3 I 3. 
204. FVST pp. 382-3, Ferrua pp. 324-5; the story of Albert's inter

vention in Paris is also mentioned by Galvano, AFP 10 (1940) p. 359. 
205. Scheeben, "Dc Alberti Magni discipulis," pp. 201-7; Weish

cipl, Albert pp. -13-5; Eckert p. XXVII. 
206. On this episode, see bclow pp. 236-38. 
207. In fact Albert appears to be challenging Thomas in SlImma 

Theal. Itr.1 q.3.2 (Co\. XXXIV i p. 12:35-8; cf. ibid. p. XVII). 
208. Tolomeo of Lucca, Hist. Eccl. XXII 19. 
209. Herford p. 2()2. 
210. Luis p. 7H. 
211. Luis pp. 754-5; Peter pp. 300-2; Rudolph pp. 68-9; Alberto ff. 

139, 141 '. They all connect Albert's sudden loss of memory with a promise 
alleged to have been made to him by our Lady at the beginning of his D0-
minican life, but the details arc different in each source. According to Luis 
and Rudolph, Albert was afraid that his faith would be corruptc-d by phi
losophy and our Lady promised that before he died all philosophical "cun
ning" would be taken from him and he would end his days in "childlike 
innocence"j according to Peter and Alberto, he was not very bright as a 
student and asked our Lady for a gift of understanding of philosophy, 
which she gave him, but with the warning that it would be taken away 
before he died. Alberto adds that this was to be a punishment for choosing 
philosophy instead of theology. There is absolutely no reason tu believe 
that Albert was lacking in intellectual ability as a young man; his alleged 
fear that he would be unable to stay in the Order because of his intellectual 
incompetence is no more than a distoncd version of the dream reported in 
MOPH I p. 188 (which docs not mention any intellectual inadequacy). 
The anxiety that philosophy might corrupt faith docs not square with any
thing we know about Albert. And all these stories seem to rest on the as
sumptiun that Albert spcnt his life teaching philusophy, which is untrue. 
The divergences between the different accounts make it clear that this is 
k-gendary and apologetic material being developed according to the whim 
of each writer. The whole lot of it can safcly be disregarded. 

212. RTAM 36(1969)p. 118. 
213. From one of Albert's sermons, AFP H (196-1) p. 56. 
21-1. '\l/i1l1.5.1.2.18. 
215. AI/im. 5.2.2.65; 23.1.9. 
216. Mil/eralia II 2.11 (8 5 p. -lOb). 
2 17. Mil/eralia II 3.1 (8 5 p. 49; AT 83). 
218. Qllaest. tie '\I/i/ll. I 29-lI, VII 17-19 (Co\. XII pp. 99:47-8, 

I 78:JJ-<I, 99:52-4). 
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219. ""im. 5.1.4.31. 
220. ""im. 8.2.4.69. 
221. Qllaest. de ""im. VII 17-19 (Col. X II p. 178: 12-16). 
222. ""im. 23.24.139. 
223. ArislOtie, Part. ""im. 1.5 (645a 16-17); Albert, ""im. 11.2.3.86. 
224. Comm. Mall. 13.35 (Col. XXI i p. 412:35-37). 
225. Politico Epil. (8 8 p. 804, AT 8). Cf. Y. Congar, "III Dllleedill' 

Societatis Qllaerere Veritalem," AMDU pp. 47-57. 
226. COllst. II 14 (AFP 18 [1948] pp. 65-6). This was insisted on at 

the General Chapter of 1249 (MOPH III p. 47:22-4) and reaffirmed in 
1277 (MOPH III p. 190:J2-4) in terms suggesting that some ic-ctors were 
not giving as much time to lecturing on the bible as they were expcctt-d to. 

227. Col. XIV i pp. V-VI. 
228. Col. XII p. XLV. 
229. Cf. Weisheipl, Albert p. 40. 
230. From one of Albert's sermons, RTAM 36 (1969) p. 109. 
231. TheJob commentary is dated to 1272 or 1274 in the manuscripts 

(cf. AMDU p. 139). The SlImma Theol. refers to the Council of Lyons in 
1274 (cf. above, note 193); the authenticity of the work, which had been 
called into question (cf. Col. XXXIV i pp. V-XVI for a discussion of this), 
seems 10 be placed more or less beyond doubt by the fact that Godfrey of 
I'ontaines was already citing it as Albert's as early as 1277 (R. Wiclockx, 
cd., Aegidii Romalli . .. Apologia [Florence, 1985], pp. 40-1). 

232. Weisheipl, Albert p. 40. 
2 3J. Cf. Herford pp. 195-6. 
234. Physico 1 1.1 (Col. IV i p. I). 
235. Politico Epil. (8 8 p. 803). 
236. A. G. Judy, cd., Robert Kilwardhy OP, De Ortll Scielltiarllm (Lon-

don, 1976), pp. xiv-xvii. 
237. Physico VIII 1.14(8 3 p. 55Jb;AT 33b). 
238. Metaphysica 15.15 (Col. XVI i p. 89:85-7). 
239. Politico Epil. (8 8 pp. 803-4); Metaphysica XI 2.1, XIII 2.4 (Col. 

XVI pp. 482:23-9, 599:61-6); De Cal/Sis II 5.24 (810 p. 619; AT 5). 
240. Albert's reply is in Col. XVIIi pp. 31-44. For the date and cir-

cumstances, sec below, pp. 237 with note 359. 
241. SlImma Theol. I I Prol (Col. XXXIV i p. 5). 
242. SlImma Theal. II tr.18 q.I22.4.2 (8 JJ p. 402b). 
243. For a fascinating glimpse of how such lectors worked, sec L. E. 

Boyle. "Notes on the education of the Ira/res (011l1111111es in the Dominican 
Order in the 13th century," in R. Creytens and P. Kiinzle, cds., Xellia Me
,Iii "",i (Rome, 1978), I, pp. 249-67. 

244. For the dating of the SlImma de Creamris sec R.A. Gauthier in 
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Leonine XLVI i pp. 256*-57*; for the Sentences commentary and the 
Dionysian works, see P. Simon, Col. XXXVII pp. VI-VII, XXV. For 
the Aristotelian works, see Weisheipl, Alhert pp. 565-77. For the scriptural 
commentaries, see A. Fries, "Zur Entstehungszeit der Bibelkommentare 
Alberts der Grossen," AMDU pp. 119-39. 

245. See A. Fries, Di, G,danktn dtS hi. Alhertus Magnus aher di, Got
ttSmull" (Fribourg, 1958), pp. 342-4; Fries, "Albertus Magnus prosator," 
AMDU pp. 141-65. 

246. Cf. M. Grabmann, MitulalurlicM G,isttsl,hen I pp. 489-524; C. 
Stroick, Vllpuhlished Theological Writingr oj Johannts Casull,tlSis (Ottawa, 
1964), pp. 3-4. 

247. A. Fries, Dtr Dopptltraktat jih" die Eucharisti, unt" d,m Namtn dts 
Alhertus Magnus, Beitrage NF 25 (Miinster, 1984). 

248. A. Wimmer, ed., Dt Forma Orandi (Regensburg, 1902). Wim
mer edited the work from a manuscript without any ascription and argued 
for Albert's authorship, but the work is elsewhere attributed to Vincent of 
Beauvais (QE I p. 238b). The fact that it follows the writings of Peraldus 
very dosely makes me wonder whether it should not be ascribed to him. 
In any case, there is absolutely no warrant for the ascription to Albert. 

249. D. Callus, "Une oeuvre r~cemment decouverte de S. Albert Ie 
Grand," RSPT 44 (1960) pp. 243-61. The work is edited in Col. XVIIi 
pp.45-64. 

250. On this episode, see J. Destrez, "La leme de St Thomas d'A
quin dite lettre au lecteur de Venise," Mllangts Mandonlltt I (Paris, 1930), 
pp. 103-89; H. F. Dandaine, Leonine XLII pp. 299-301. 

251. Leonine XUI pp. 327, 335:614-9. 
252. On Kilwardby's response, see M. D. Chenu, "Les reponses de 

St Thomas et de Kilwardby ilia consultation de Jean de Verceil (1271)," 
MliangtS Mandonnet I pp. 191-222. The full text is edited by H. F. Dan
daine in AFP 47 (1977) pp. 5-50. For the m.thcmatieal question sec ibid. 
pp.45-50. 

253. Col. XVIIi p. 64:42-49. 
254. Leonine XUI p. 332:429-30; AFP 47 (1977) pp. 34-5. 
255. Col. XVIIi p. 59:9. 
256. Leonine XLII p. 333:447-66; Col. XVIIi p. 60:9. 
257. Politica Epil. (B 8 pp. 803-4); Comm. Dion. Ep. 7 (Col. XXXVII 

p. 504:27-32). 
258. Ed. Berthier I p. 172; cf. MOPH I p. 148. 
259. MOPH I p. 112. 
260. jordan's encydical of 1233 (Tugwell, Early Dominicam p. 123). 
261. M. M. D.vy, Us Sermom Vnivt:rSilairts Parisiens de 1230-1231 

(Paris, 1931), pp. 340-41. "Points .nd lines" were much used in discussions 
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of how wc know God and of the relationship between God and creatures 
(e.g., Albcrt, ON 1.21,2.48, Col. XXXVII p. 11:41-59, pp. 75-6). 

262. Davy p. 84. 
263. Davy p. 279. 
264. Canst. II 14 (ASOP 3 [1897-88] pp. 172-3); Galbraith p. 250. 
265. General Chapters often give the impression of a fcar that phi

losophy is liable to oust theology: c.g., /I·IOPH III pp. 159:33-4, 174:23-
4, 197:3-4, 209:3-5. In 1278 the Roman provincial chapter decrced that 
outsiders were not to be admitted to philosophy lectures (MOPH XX p. 
49). 

266. Ed. Berthier I pp. 435-9, II pp. 42-4. The suggcstion made by 
Stehkampcr, p. 89, that Humbert was attacking Albert in his commentary 
on the Rule, cd. cit. I p. 465, is absurd; Humbert is ridiculing people who 
drop names just to show off. It is clear that Humbert held Albert in high 
esteem. It may well be Albert who is the 'quidam philosophus' referred to 
in his sermon material II 70 (HulIlbtrti quillli gmeralis sacrosancti Ordinis Pre
dicatorllllllllagistri Serl/lOlltS ad dinmos stallls, Hagenau 1508, f. K I') for a 
saying about magistrates being worse thiel'cs than the crooks they sentence 
(cf. above, p. 28). 

267. Cf. above, note 211. 
268. Cf. Aristotle, Part. flnim. 1.5. 
269. Cf. J. B. Schneyer, "Predigten Alberts des Grossen in der Hs. 

Leipzig Univ. Bibl. 683," AFP 34 (1964) pp. 45-106; Schneyer, "Alberts 
des Grossen Augsburger Predigtzyklus uber den hI. Augustinus," RT AM 
36 (1969) pp. 100-147. B. Geyer, Die UI/ivmitiitrpredigten des fllbtrtus Mag-
1II1S (Munich, 1966). P. Hossfeld and E. Nellessen, Die Predigt des hi. 111-
bertllS Magnus zu H01111eJ(Bad Honnef, 1980) (I hOl'e not scen this last w"rk). 
Cf. W. Fauser, Die Werle des ,lIbtrtllS Mag1111S in ihm handschrijtlicben Ubtr
liefen11lg I, Die echten Werke (Munster, 1982), pp. 337-8. 

270. COl/mi. 10. 10.1 (B 24 pp. 396-7), cited to illustrate Albert's own 
practice in Peter pp. 208-9. 

271. RTAM 36 (l969)p. 121. 
272. From one of Albert's sermons, AFP 34 (1964) p. 57. 
273. Cf. Albert's sermon in RTAM 36 (1969) pp. 126-30. 
274. From one of his sermons, AFP 34 (1964) pp. 55-6. 
275. Ibid. p. 55. 
276. Cf. A. Fries, Die Gedankm des hi. fllbtrtlls MagI/liS iiber die Gottes

mllll<r. Fries notes that Albert is one of the mediel'al theologians who wrote 
most copiously about our Lady: Die 1I111er dem Namm des IIlbtrtlis MagllllS 
iiherlieJmen A'lariologiscbel/ SchriJtm, Beitrage XXXVJJl4 (Munster, 1954), 
p. 138. 

277. DtI'pihlls II 57.50. 
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278. Suggested by Scheeben, p. 29. 
279. Peter, p. 86. 
280. Herford, p. 202. 
281. Cf. M. Grabmann, Mimlalttrlicbes Geistesleben II (Munich, 

1936), pp. 324-412; A. de Libera, Introdllction ala Mystique Rhinane (Paris, 
1984). A series of texts and studies is being published in the Corpus Philo
Iophorum Telllonicorum Medii A rei (Hamburg). Cf. also AMDU pp. 89-110. 

282. Cf. Kaeppeli, Scriptores II pp. 260-9. 
283. Cf. Kaeppeli, pp. 122-9. For the Ncoplatonist character of Al

bert's Peripateticism, d. Lescoe p. 91. 
284. Cf. R. Imbach, "Le (neo-)Platonisme medieval, Proclus latin, et 

I'ecole dominicaine allemande," Rt'Illlt de Tbiologie et PhilOSQphie 110 (1978) 
pp.427-48. 

285. Part of the text is published in L. Sturlese, cd., Bertoldo di Moss
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copagite," AMDU pp. 409-39. 

154. Cf. below, nOle 38 to AfT I. 
155. AfT I (Col. XXXVII p. 460:74). 
156. CH 1.1 (B 14 p. 12b). 
157. DN7.36 (Col. XXXVII pp. 363-1). 
158. DN 7.31 (Col. XXXVII p. 360:6-8). On lIalttra cogllorcitiva sec 

DN 4.69 (p. 179): it refers quite generally to any created knowing faculty, 
and is then differentiated into different specific kinds of intellectual capac
ity in angels, human beings, etc. 
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159. DN7.1 (Col. XXXVII p. 337:37-8). 
160. CHI.I(BHp.8,AT36). 
161. COIIIIII. 10. 20.29 (1124 p. 69-1). CIIIII assemio", cogitore comes from 

Augustine, De Proedestillotiolle SOllctOrt/1II 2.5, and is fre'luently '1uoted: 
e.g., Lombard's Gloss on 2 Cor. 3:-1 (pL 192:23C); Lombard, II Set/I. d.26 
4..1, cd. cit. I p. 475; Philip the Chancellor, SIIIIIIIIO de BOliO, cd. N. Wicki 
(Berne, 1985), p. 587; William of Auxerre, SIIIIIIIIO Allreo 1lI 12.3, cd. cit. 
III p. 205. I am not aware of any other attribution of the phrase to Gregory. 

162. 1lI Set/to d.23 a.2 (1128 p. -I07b, AT 240). 
163. Aristotle, Metoph. A 2 (982b25-6). 
16-1. Aristutle, Etb. Nic. X 7 (l178a7). 
165. B 24 pp. 351-3. 
166. SIIIIIIIIO Theol. I Prol. (Col. XXXIV i p. 3:50-4). 
167. I Set/to d.1 aA (B 25 pp. 18-19); SIIIIIIIIO Theol. I 1.2, 1.3.3 (Col. 

XXXIV i pp. 8-9, 13). 
168. Beatifying truth is officieus per illlelleetlllll (De ReSllrrectiolle IV 

1.9.2, Col. XXVI p. 330:36-7). Cf. W. Senner, "Zur Wissenschaftstheorie 
der Theologie im Sentenzenkommentar Alberts de .. Grossen," AJI-IDU pp. 
323--43. 

169. On this whole problem, sec G. Englhardt, Die Elllwickltlllg der 
doglllOtischell Glollh,"spsychologi, ill der lIIilltiolterlichell Scholastik, lIeitrage 
XXX/4-6 (Milnster, 1933). 

170. 1lI Sellt. d.H a.1 (B 28 p. 405a). Cf. M. D. Chenu, "La Psy
chologic de la Foi dans la Thcologie du XIII" siede," Etlldes J'Histoirt Lit
tiroireet Doctrillole dll XIII'siecie II (Ottawa, 1932), pp. 174-91. 

171. I Selll. d.3 a.3 (B Z; p. 95a). 
172. III StilI. d.23 a.1 (B 28 p. -1mb). 
173. 1lI SrllI. d.23 a.2 (B 28 pp. 406-8). 
174. Ibid. p. -I08a. 
175. Philip the Chancellor, cd. cit. p. 589; Roland of Cremona, 

SIIIIIIIIO 1lI 98.13, ed. A. Cortesi (Bergamo, 1962), p. 300. 
176. 1lI Stili. d.H a.2 (B 28 p. 408a). 
177. I Sellt. d.3 a.3 (B 25 p. 95a). 
178. ON 4.62 (Col. XXXVII p. 170:20-6); this is cited in an objec

tion, but Albert docs not criticize it in his response. 
179. MT I (Col. XXXVII p. -155: 15-8). Forthe translation, cf. below 

p. 139 note H. 
180. ON -1.12 (Col. XXXVII p. 121:37--42). 
I R I. Earlier Albert deniL-d that faith unites belie,·crs: De lllcomolioll' 

V 2.2 (Col. XXVI pp. 214-5). We noticed abo\'e Albert's complaint that 
the "Latin" \'iew of the intellect makes it impossible for there to be any 
shared knowledge. 

I ? --, 
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182. In Maitre Eckhart ii Paris, p. 35, Weber speaks of the "structure 
extatique" of the activity of created intellects, with reference to the doc
trine of Meister Eckhart. 

183. lamblichus, De Mysteriis III 25, ed. E. des Places (Paris, 1966), 
p. 133, distinguishes between good and bad senses of e«Tra(1L~, and this 
ambiguity is taken for granted by Dionysius (cf. his Ep. 9.5, PG 3:1112C). 

184. Dionysius, DN 7.4 (PG 3:8720). 
185. DN 7.36 (Col. XXXVII p. 364). 
186. MT I (Col. XXXVII p. 457:60-1). 
187. MT I (Col. XXXVII pp. 462-3). 
188. DN 3.6 (Col. XXXVII pp. 104-5). Albert makes a rather par

tisan comment on this point in one of his sermons: "That we also surpass 
others in study is clear. We see that many young men in the order within 
four or five years overtake prominent masters who have studied for many 
years in Paris. Why is this? Because they learn to understand the scriptures 
by being inspired by the same Spirit who composed them" (AFP 34[1964] 
p.55). 

189. Dion. Ep. 8 (Col. XXXVII p. 515). 
190. Dionysius, DN 2.9 (PG 3:648B). On the ritual connotations of 

this passage see the excellent comments of Rorem, Biblical alld Liturgical 
Symbols, pp. 133-8. 

191. DN 2.76 (Col. XXXVII p. 92). The standard Latin gloss on this 
passage interpreted possum to mean affectum, in line with Eriugena's trans
lation (Vat. lat. 176 f.197'). 

192. MT I (Col. XXXVII pp. 460:74, 463:53-7). 
193. Ibid. p. 458:54-62. 
194. Cf. DN 2.18 (Col. XXXVII p. 56:1-5). 
195. There might be a few exceptions such as St. Paul, but they do 

not talk about it; cf., for example, Rupert of Deutz, De Victoria Verbi Dei 
1.4 (Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Quellen 5 [Weimar, 1970], p. 8). 

196. Aristotle himself does not actually call this kind of situation 
"analogy," though he recognizes that this is one of the ways in which words 
work; cf. J. Owens, The Doctrille of Beillg ill the Amtoteliall Metaphysics (To
ronto, 1951), p. 59. Aristotle discusses it in Metaphysics r 2. 

197. MT I (Col. XXXVII p. 459:24-31). For an identical doctrine in 
the earlier Dominican theologian, Richard Fishacre, see Englhardt p. 480. 
I take this occasion to mention that it would be beyond my competence 
and the scope of this introduction to attempt to define exactly the limits of 
Albert's originality. 

198. MT 5 (Col. XXXVII pp. 473:49-474:6). 
199. I Selll. d.2 a.17 (B 25 p. 73). 
200. Cf. MT 2 (Col. XXXVII p. 466: 79). 
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20 I. DN 1.3 (Col. XXXVII p. 2). 
202. William of Auxerre, Summa Allrea I 4.1.4, cd. cit. pp. 40-1. 
203. CH 1.1 (B 14 p. Sb, AT 36); DN 1.4 (Col. XXXVII p. 2:6S-9). 
204. DN 1.11 (Col. XXXVII pp. 5-6). 
205. DN 2.54 (Col. XXXVII p. SO:35-6). 
206. Cf. L. J. Bataillon, RSPT 67 (l9S3) p. 421. 
207. DN 1.12 (Col. XXXVII p. 6:54-60). 
20S. DN 1.14 (Col. XXXVII p. 7:44-5). 
209. Dion. Ep. 9 (Col. XXXVII p: 534); cf. Gregory, Moralia, Ep. ad 

Leandrum, PL 75:515A, CC 143 (Turnhout, 1979)p. 6. 
210. IV 1.9.1 (Col. XXVI pp. 326-9). 
211. Cf. Bonaventure, II Selll. d.23 a.2 q.3, Quaracchi, vol. 2 p. 

543b. 
212. SecRTAM 19(1952)p. 101. This problem is frequently alluded 

to: e.g., Alexander of Hales, II Sellt. d.S.11 (Quaracchi, voU pp. 7S-9); 
Hugh of St. Cher on John 1:16 (in RTAM 19 p. 120); Guerric (in RSPT 
44 [1960] pp. 238-9). 

213. Cf. I Sent. d.3 a.4 (B 25 p. 95b). 
214. De Resurrectiolle IV 1.9.1 (Col. XXVI p. 329:21-S). 
215. I Sent. d.1 a.15 (B 25 pp. 34-37); Albert tries to explain how we 

can know something infinite in I Sent. d.2 a.4 (B 25 pp. 58-9). 
216. CH 2.7 (B 14 p. 44a); Damascene, De Fide Orthodoxa 9, cd. cit. 

p.49. 
217. Augustine, De Trillilate XIV 8.11; cf. St. Thomas, Summa Theo/. 

1.11 q.1I3 a.lO. 
218. I Sml. d.1 a.15 (B 25 pp. 3~-6). 
219. Cf. CH 3.3 (B 14 p. 8S). 
220. II Senl. dA a.1 (B 27 p. 105); CH 3.3 (B 14 p. 88). 
221. I Senl. d.1 a.15 (B 25 p. 37); II Senl. d.4 a.1 (B 27 p. 105); CH 

8.5 (B 14 p. 237). 
222. CH 4.6 (B 14 p. 118). 
223. IV Sent. d.49 a.5 (B 30 p. 670). This is in part inspired by Av

icenna's idea that after death the soul can be united with the agent intellect 
and so find eternal bliss (De Anima V 6, cd. cit. II pp. 14S-50); cf. Con
tenson, Archives tfHisl. Doct. el Lill. 26 (1960); pp. 59-62. 

224. DN 1.21 (Col. XXXVII pp. 10-11). 
225. DN6.9(CoI. XXXVII p. 332:75-81). 
226. DN 13.27 (Col. XXXVII p. 448:38-47). 
227. DN 7.25 (Col. XXXVII p. 356:84-357:2). 
228. DN 7.25 (Col. XXXVII p. 356:61-6). 
229. Cf. below notes 70-1 on MT I. 
230. Dioll. Ep. 5 (Col. XXXVII p. 495:33-43). 
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231. DN 7.25 (Col. XXXVII p. 357:43-4); cf. Damascene, De Fide 
Orlhodora I, cd. cit. p. 12, and 3, p. 16. 

232. DN 1.24, 27 (Col. XXXVII pp. 12:28-33, 13:53-7). At p. 13:56 
quid must be emended to quia, even though the manuscript reading is def
initely quid; cf. F. J. Catania, " 'Knowable' and 'Namable' in Albert the 
Great's Commentary on the Divine NamtS," in F. J. Kovach and R. W. Sha
han, cds., Alberl lbe Greal, Commemoralive Essays (Norman, 1980), p. 99 
note 10 and p. 107 note 37. 

233. Dioll. Ep. I (Col. XXXVII p. 481:37-48). 
234. De Spirilu el Allima 12 (PL 40:788). This seems to originate in 

Eriugena, Peripbyseoll I p. 56. It is also found in the Sell/enliae AIIIe/mi, cd. 
F. P. Bliemetzrieder, Beitrage XVIIII2-3 (Miinster, 1919), pp. 152-3. 

235. DN 1.38, Dion. Ep. 5 (Col. XXXVII pp. 21 :43~, 497:23-7). Al
ready in Res. 2.4.160 (Col. XXVI p. 344: 16-23), when Albert still accepted 
the ascription of De spirilu tI anima to Augustine, and in I Senl. d.1 a.23 (B 
25 p. 51 b), where he denies Augustine's authorship, a similar interpreta
tion is proposed. On Albert's relationship to De spiro el an., see A. Hiedl, 
"Die pseudo-Augustinische Schrift 'De Spiritu et Anima' in den Friihwcr
ken Alberts des Grossen," in T. W. Kohler, ed., Sapiellliae Proctrum Amore 
(Rome, 1974), pp. 97-121. 

236. MT I (Col. XXXVII p. 463:71-5). 
237. DN 7.15 (Col. XXXVII p. 348:71-3). 
238. Eriugena, Periphyseon II pp. 138-48; Honorius, Clovis Pbysicae 

107, ed. cit. pp. 78-9. 
239. Avicenna, De philosaphia prima tr.8 chA, ed. S. van Riet (Lou

vain/Leiden, 1980), pp. 398-9. 
240. William of Auvergne, De Ulliverso II.II ch.IO, ed. cit. I pp. 853-

4. 
241. MT 3 (Col. XXXVII p. 469:30-46); I Selll. d.2 a.22 (B 25 p. 84). 
242. DN 7.25 (Col. XXXVII p. 356:45-57); DN 1.51 (Col. XXXVII 

p. 32:38-40). 
243. DN7.24 (Col. XXXVII p. 356:12-5). 
244. DN7.25 (Col. XXXVII p. 357:8-32). Cf. F.J. Catania, "Divine 

Infinity in Albert the Great's Commentary on the "Sentences" of Peter 
Lombard," Mediaeval SlUdies Z2 (1960) pp. 27-42. 

245. Dioll. Ep. 1 (Col. XXXVII p. 481:65-70). Ohieclum was a "mod
ern" word when Alben was writing, and its precise connotations in dif
ferent authors need to be studied; in Albert's usage it seems to be closely 
linked to the idea of the natural "object" of our natural powers. See L. De
wan, u 'Obiectum': notes on the in\'cntion of a word ,II ArchivtstfHist. Docl. 
el Uu. 48 (1982) pp. 37-96, especially p. 38. 

246. Dioll. Ep. 5 (Col. XXXVII pp. 495~). 
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247. Dion. Ep. 1 (Col. XXXVII pp. 481-2). 
248. Cf. Dioll. Ep. 5 (Col. XXXVII p. 495:63-4). 
249. PL 172:12468-0. 
250. This was the cry ofthe Egyptian monk trying to pray after being 

confounded by the anti-anthropomorphites: Cassian, CO/if. 10.3. 
251. For William of Auvergne, God is the "first and most noble in

telligible": De Ulli'lJefflJ 1.11 ch.8, ed. cit. I p. 816aG. 
252. Cf. Albert's defense of the poetical language used in scripture: 

Summa Theol. I tr.5 n.2 ad 1 (Col. XXXIV i p. 18: 11-23). 
253. Cf. DeSacramentis 1.1 (Col. XXVI p. 2:7-13, 21-2). 
254. Meister Eckhart, Die deutrchen Werke, cd. J. Quint, I p. 91. 
255. Cf. B. Davies, "What Happens When You Pray?," New Black

frian 61 (1980) pp. 537-42. 
256. Petrus Calo, Vita S. Thomad (FVST p. 19). 
257. Thomas Aquinas, De Veri/aU q.8 a.1 ad.8. Cf. H. F. Dondaine, 

"Cognoscere de Deo 'quid est,' " RT AM 22 (1955) pp. 72-8. 
258. Dondaine, "Cognoscere de Deo 'quid est,' " pp. 77-8. 
259. Catherine of Siena II Dialogo ch. 165, cd. G. Cavallini (Rome, 

1968), p. 493. 
260. Metapb. l.l.5 (Col. XVI p. 7:89-94). 
261. Cf. Anim. 5.1.4.31. 
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NOTE ON THE TRANSLATION 

This rr;mslarion is based on rhe crirical edirion by Paul Simon 
in m/ume XXXVII of rhe Cologne edirion of rhe works of Sr. AI
berr. I hal-e occ:lsional(r I-en cured ro express some doubrs abour rhe 
rcccil-cd re.n, bur only in one case h;II-e / accually adopred an emen
darion inco rhe mmsl.1rion. All such places arc poinred our in rhe 
nares. 

In arrempring co render Alberr inrelligible for English-speaking 
rcaders / hal-c prob:lbly rarher fallcn berll'een rll'o srools. An undu(v 
lireral rmnslarion would yield rhe kind of I-ersion rh:lr is serviceable 
as a "crib," bur which can scarcely be undersrood lI'irhour consranr 
reference co rhe Larin original. On rhe orher h:lnd I did nor lI'anr co 
drifr roo far from rhe words rhar Alberr acrually II'rorc: a paraphrase 
is nor a rranslarion. So / hal-e rried, where ir can be done lI'irhour 
paying roo high a price, ro amid barely anglicized Larin jargon, :lnd 
rhis has meanr;l cerC;lin degree of paraphrase, or ar leasr e1aborarion 
of rhe rexr. Bur rhere are srill some pass;lges where rhe uniniriared 
re;lder is likely co be puzzled, and I hope I hal-e prOl-ided sufficienr 
commentary co deal wirh such el-encualiries. Abo,'e all I hal'e rried
rhough rhe resu/rs are perhaps a bir cumbersome-co amid using 
I:ltinarc jargon rh;lt immedi;ltely suggesrs some corally irrelel-anr 
me;ming in modern English. Thus, although ir would be highly con
I'enienr co render sensibilis "sensible, "/ h3l'e respecred rhe facr thar 
rhe English word has raken on an enrirely different carccrofirs own, 
even rhough rhe a/rernaril'e h;IS been to usc unwieldy phrases like 
"rhe rhings of rhe senses. " 

In addirion co rhe rext of Alberr's commenrary I h;II'e included 
a rmnslarion of Dionysius' Mystical Theology. For rhis I hal'e used 
a Greek texr edired by myself on rhe basis of rhe manuscriprs al-ail
able in Oxford, bur rhe mms/arion was accually m;lde on rhe basis 
of S;lrracenus' Larin I'ersion (which is II'har Alberr used) in rhe light 
of Alberr's comments. Th;lr is co say, I have rried co presenr rhe rexr 
of Dionysius :IS it was read and inrerprercd by Alberr. Where rhe 
Larin I'crsion (or Alberr's reading of ir) is unusually bizarre, I hal-e 
added a narc explaining II'har seems ro be going on. 

To help rhe re:lder I h:ll'e prodded a f.1irly subsranrial com
menmr.\' of my own, in which I hal-e rried co shed light (a) on rhe 
'lrgumenrs used by Alberr, ;md (b) on rhe sources he cires. In rhis 
lacrer r;lsk / hal'e obdously been much helped by Mgr. Simon '5 

narcs, bur / h:ll'e neverrheless pursued all Alberr's explicir cirarions 
for myself, .1Od / hal'c sometimes come co conelusions rhar differ 
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from those of A-Igr. Simon. One of the diFficultics is that Albert 
often cites imprecisely and the texts he has in mind ha\'c in Fact ma
tured in his own use of them, sometimes to the point where they 
bear little resemblance to their originals. 

CHAPTER ONE 

John SarracellllS' prologlle. To Odo, abbot of St. Denis. 

The Symbolic Theology ought to ha\'e come before the 
Mystical Theology, because Sr. Dionysius' own words make 
it clear that this was the work composed after the Divine 
Names. Bur, although I looked for it carefully, I was not 
able to find it in the parts of Greece where I was. Ifby any 
chance you manage to obtain it and the other books I men
tioned to brother William, thanks to your monk who is 
said to have gone to Greece, pleasc let me know.' In the 
mcantime here is my translation of the Mystical Theology. 
Ir is clearly called "mystical" because it is hidden and 
closed; in this kind of theology we rise to the knowledge 
of God by way of abstraction and at the end it remains a 
closed and hidden secret what God is. Ir can also be called 
"mystical theology" because it too is a way in which much 
tcaching about God can be obtained. The word myo, from 
which "mystical" comes, means "close" and also "learn" 
and "teach. n 

• 
"Truly God of Israel, the Savior, you are a hidden God" (Is. 

45:15). From these words we can deduce four things abour this 
tcaching which is entitled Mystical Theology: its nature, its content, 
its audience and its objective. 

Irs nature is alluded to in the word "truly." This is a feature 
common to the whole of sacred scripture; because we do not receive 

I. Sarraccnus says literally. "w me your cleric. II which is probably only :1 furmula of 
politeness; it ccnainly refutes the suggestion that he was actually :1 monk of St. Denis. 
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it on the authority of human arguments, which involve a large ad
mixture of uncertainty and error, but on the authority of divine in
spiration, which cannot contain any falsehood, it rests on 
undoubted truth. So Christ says to the Father, "Your word is truth" 
On. 17: 17). "God is truthful" (Rom. 3:4). "Which God promised, 
who docs not lie" (Tit. 1 :2). "God is not like us, that he should 
change or lie" (Num. 23: 19). "It is impossible that God should lie" 
(Heb. 6: 18). 

The content of this teaching is alluded to in the words "hidden 
God." It is called "mystical," that is, hidden, as the translator says 
in his prologue, because "in this kind of theology we rise to the 
knowledge of God by way of abstraction and at the end it remains 
a closed and hidden secret what God is." And so because the God
head is hidden like this it says, "He dwells in inaccessible light and 
no human being has seen him or can see him" (J Tim. 6: 16). "No 
one has ever seen God" On. 1: 18). On this last text Chrysostom says 
that not even the heavenly beings have ever been able to see him as 
he is. 2 "No human being shall see me and live" (Exod. 33:20). "Each 
one beholds him from afar; see how God in his greatness defeats our 
knowledge" Oob 36:25-26). 

The sort of people to whom this kind of teaching is meant to 
be addressed is alluded to in the word "Israel," which means "very 
straight" and "a man who sees God. ,,' This reveals the twofold per
fection which is required of the student of this science: clarity of 
understanding in order to see God and right behavior in practice, 
which is how we come to such clarity or sharpness of understand
ing. The student should not be a child either in years or in manners, 

Z. cr. ChrysClstum.lfom. 9" 1« GoJptlofJohn 15. t (PC 59:98); Luin text in RTAM t9 
(1952) p.IO!. In I Stnl. d.1 3.15 (11 2S p.H) Albert cbims (0 hnc found this text "in the 
original" (i.e., in the actual translation ufChrysostom. as dininct from a nuril(.'gium of some· 
onc else's citation of the text); in eJJ ".5 (8 '4 p.IIS) a similar text is ascribed to Dam:J.sccnc. 
The actual words ciu.-d bv Alben arc not found in Chr\,sostom or in Damascene, and "he~l\'
cnl>' beings" (cotltJltS tm~/;Q() perhaps suggests an inn~cncc from Eriugcna (cr. Ptripbyston I, 
ed. cil. p.66:H-6). Presumably Alhert originally reccind this text as an unanachetl "au
thority." which he subsequcntly lucatoo in Chrysostom. but whose wording hcdid not bnchcr 
to currect in thc light (If what Chrysoswm actu:Jlly said. 

3. The interpretation of Israel as meaning vir vidtnJ dtum was classic (cf. Lombard's 
comment on Ps. 75:2. PL 191 :706:\). in spite of Jerome's rcfuf:ltion of it (lltbr. QUlltsl. in Gtn. 
32:28. CC vol. 72 p.·H). citl-cl both in the Glos5:l Ordin:aria and in Hugh of SI. Cher's postil 
on Gen. 32:28. Jerume f:l\'ors the interpretation "straight," which he gh'cs in Greek: 
fltDimtToc; {}tau. 
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as the philosopher says in the Ethics· about the student of political 
science. So Bernard also says, "It is presumptuous when impure 
people unworthily undertake holy reading before their flesh has 
been tamed and subjected to the spirit by the practice of discipline 
and before they have cast off and spurned the pomp and the burden 
of the world.'" "To whom will he teach knowledge and whom will 
he make to understand his message? People who are weaned from 
milk and torn away from the breast" (Is. 28:9). "We speak wisdom 
among the perfect ... no one with the resources merely of the hu
man soul can grasp the things of God's Spirit" (I Cor. 2:6,14). "Do 
not give what is holy to dogs" (Mt. 7 :6). 

The objective of this teaching is alluded to in the word "Sav_ 
ior." Its goal is not just that we should acquire knowledge or, as in 
ethics, that we should "become good"· by doing good works, but 
that we should go further and attain to everlasting salvation, where 
we shall encounter openly and without \'eil what is at present left 
hidden from us about God by way of negations. "To know you is 
the consummation of righteousness, and the knowledge of your 
righteousness and truth is the root of immortality" (Wis. 15:3). "I 
have seen the Lord face to face and my soul is saved" (Gen. 32:30). 

After this preamble we must proceed to inquire about the name 
of this science, and ask why it is called "mystical." At the same time 
its aim will become clear to us. 

(I) On the face of it, no science ought to be called "mystical." 
Anything that is known systematically is laid out in the open on the 
basis of its first principles, and once it is out in the open it is not 
hidden. So it would seem that no science, including this one, should 
be called "mystical" or hidden. 

(2) Something which is completely hidden has more right to be 
called "mystical" than something which is at least clear in its starting 
point. But this science, as we shall see in the third chapter, proceeds 
by denying things of God, and it starts with things that are clearly 
perceived by the senses, which it separates from God. But the divine 
Persons, which our author deals with elsewhere, are completely hid-

... Aristotle. Etb. Ni" J. 3 (109532-9), 
5. Bernard, On 1M Canticlt 1.3. 
6. Aristotle, Elh. Ni,. 2.2 (1103b2~H) says that the purpose of cthic:l1 study is nut just 

speculative, it is that "we m:lr become glM)d." 
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den, so it seems that that is the science which should be called "mys
tical," not this one. 

(3) "Mystical" or "hidden" ought to apply particularly to what
ever is furthest removed from our knowledge. But the distinction of 
the Persons in the Trinity is particularly remote from our knowl
edge. As Ambrose says, "It is impossible for me to know the secret 
of the Son's birth; our mind fails, our voice falls silent, and not only 
ours but that of the angels too. ,,' So the teaching which discusses 
the distinction of the Persons appears to be the one which should be 
particularly called "mystical." 

(4) Augustinc says that in some fashion he read in the books of 
Plato everything else contained in the prologue of St. John, but what 
he did not find there was "the Word was made flesh." So it is said 
of him that he could not even have an inkling of the mystery of "the 
Word was made flesh. ". But the less something is amenable to the 
philosophers, the more hidden it must be from human reason. And 
Dionysius deals elsewhere with the mystery of the Incarnation, to
gether with the distinctive properties of the Persons, as he implies 
in the chapter on Peace in the Diville Names," so it is that science 
rather than this which should particularly be called "mystical." 

(5) Although we say that the philosophers had some kind of 
knowledge of the divine Persons by way of attributes appropriated 
to them, they had absolutely no knowledge of their proper attri
butes. III So surely the scienee which has the best claim to be called 
"hidden" and "mystical" is the one which deals with these proper 
attributes. 

7. Ambrosc.lk Fid, 1.1Il.64 (PL 16 [1845],5438). 
8, cr. Augustine. Con!m;onJ 7.9.13-4,7.19.25. Albert docs not pcrh:aps make it as 

clear as he should tint it is AUl,'Uslinc who tJid not h:m: :m inUing of the mystery of the 
Inc:lm:ltion, nut IlJatu, anti that the: wurds :arc AUbrustinc's own. 

9. Dionysius, DN 11.5, though this ::Ictually docs nClt make it clear thaI the divine Per· 
sons and the ("carnaliuo arc discussed in the lost (or perhaps unwritten) work. Tbtological 
OUllina. Bm MT 3 makes it clear that the book did (or was imended to) include such a dis
cussion. 

10. The pmpcr :mributcs uf the: di\'ine Persons (Fatherhood, Sooship. proccssioo) are 
knClwn unly by rC\'cI:uinn; but certain terms that apply s'rictl~' to the (."$Sence of God arc tra~ 
di'HlOally "appropriated" tn p.micular Persons, C\'en thuugh they belong (0 all three: for ex
ample, "puwer" can he ascribt:d to the Father, "wisdom" (c) the Son and "gnodness" to the 
(-Inly Spirit, It is within the competence uf philnsophy tn apply such terms tn God, but since 
they properly helong to all three Persons. they do not (ClUj to any real knnwlrdge of the Trin
ity. Cf. I Smt. d.l a.IM (U 2S pp.lll-4)i 51. Thumas AtJuinas, Summll Thtol. I q.32 a.I, q.19 
:I..7-tt 
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(6) The certainty which any science possesses derives entirely 
from its first principles. So a science which is hidden even in its 
starting point is more to be called "mystical" than one which at least 
starts from something which is out in the open. But this science 
starts from things which are out in the open, because its procedure 
is to start with the objects of the senses and separate them from God. 
But the science of God's names is hidden in its starting point, be
cause it shows how all the things which are manifest to us proceed 
from the hiddenness of the Godhead. So it is that teaching, not this, 
which should be called "mystical." 

(7) That which transcends all beings is obscure to our knowl
edge, in that our knowledge is caused by beings. But in the Divine 
Names Dionysius taught us how to interpret all the divine names by 
way of transcendence. II Therefore that is the science which ought 
to be called "mystical." 

(8) As it says in the second and also in the first chapter of the 
Celestial Hierarchy, sacred scripture depicts the things of God with 
symbols, so that we will be led to the things of God in a way which 
is adapted to us via things which are known to us." So if this science 
is to be called "mystical" because it leads us from the things which 
are manifest to us and leaves us finally in the dark, then symbolic 
theology too should surdy be called "mystical" because it too ends 
in darkness. 

In response to these points we may say that negative ways of 

II. Alben begins his cxpllsitiun of the Div;nr Names \\ ilh a comment on the tm;ntnl;a 
(traosccmJcncc) oflhe n:ames that arc given to GtxJ (CnI.XXXVII p.I), and this intcrprcl:uion 
of Dinnrsius' cxc..'gctic:ll principle is justified CSpc..-Ci3I1y by DN 7.2 (cr. St. Thomas, I Srnl, d.S 
(I." :1 .3). In Alben's \'H:'" bolh DN :md MT dCOlI with GUt.!'s "mystical" names; on the rt'!a
tionship lx:twccn the Irc.llments of them in the two works. sec abon\ pp.77- 78. 

12. The first two cha(ltcrs of CII contain an apologia for the usc of symbolic l:angu:agc 
in scripmre. stressing Ih:1.[ such language c:an both communic:ne the mystery of GueJ to us in 
a way aeJaptl-d to our capacity and at the same time protect the mystery from the profane. It 
alsCl makes dear the link there is betwcen symbolic theolugy and negative Iht.'ology. Ep. 9.1, 
in fact, appears to idcntify symhnlic thl'olog), with mystical th(.'ology, but in his enmmentary 
(CuI. XXXVII pp.535-(i) Albcn points out that mystical theology, in thc sensc appmpriate 
10 thc treatisc of that name, is "matcrially" opaque, in thll it takes aWl)' frum us an)' "mailer" 
which uur minds Qn b'T3SP, whcrc.as symbolic tht.'oIogy is 00(, in that sense, oJ>3que, in that 
il dC:lls pn:ciscly with the "\'cils" that hide Gud (rom uur din:ct \'isioo, but \\hieh arc not 
thcmsc:h'cs uhscure. Su Alben dul..os not want to dcny that symlKtlic tht.."C.togy is "mYSticll," 
unly to insist tillt the mysticli theulugy uf "'1' hls a distinct quality of its own, namel)" that 
it leads us funher and further into the dark, whcreas symlxlJic theology is, in its own way, 
cCincerned \\ ith a kind of divine cundescension to the clarity we naturllly prefer. 
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doing theology begin, as it says in the third chapter, by taking what 
is clear to us and perceptible to our senses and denying it of God. 
They proceed in this way, separating everything from God, so that 
our understanding is left with something unclear, from which all 
that it knows has been taken away and about which it cannot say 
what it is. Affirmative ways of doing theology, on the other hand, 
bring the hiddenness of the Godhead out into the open, inasmuch 
as they indicate how the things that are manifest to us proceed from 
a transcendent cause. For example, when God is called "good" this 
signifies that he is the one from .whom all goodness in creatures is 
derived, and when he is called "Father" this means that he is the one 
"from whom all fatherhood in heaven and on earth is named. "OJ 

SO because this teaching with which we are concerned here 
deals with the kind of separation performed by negations, whereas 
others deal with what we affirm about God, this teaching has more 
right to be called "mystical" than any others, because it leaves us in 
the dark, whereas other sorts of teaching bring us out of the darkness 
into what is manifest to us. 

So we may reply to the points raised above as follows: 
(1) A science which proceeds from our own reason's first prin

ciples lays open the conclusions to which it leads us. But this present 
kind of teaching docs not start from principles like this, it begins 
rather with a kind of divine light, which is not a statement by which 
something is affirmed, it is a kind of reality which convinces the 
understanding" to adhere to it above all else. And so it raises the 
understanding to something which transcends it, and this is why the 
mind is left with something of which it has no clearly defined knowl
edge. This light is analogous to the light by which our bodily vision 
is empowered to see things; the light as such docs not give us specific 
knowledge of any particular visible thing, since it is not the visible 
form of anything in particular. By contrast the light of rational prin
ciples in the mind is more like the specific forms of visible objects, 

11. Eph.3:IS. 
J ... Ra(onf:inrtHJ ;"'(//((/ilm. R. A. Gouthicr. in his intrnducdun ro the Leonine l'llilion 

nrSt. Thumas' Ix Anima (HII. XLV i pp.190*-29J·), insists rhat in mt.-dic\'alulin convinttrt 
RlCans "com'ict" or "refute," not "cnn\'incc," and the Ditliollary of,'ftJit1.'O/ LOlill/rom 8M/ish 
Sourru fase. II (L.ondun. 198 I), certainly docs not list "com'ince" as onc of the ml'-lmings of 
the \'crb. But A. P:tt(u"n. Thomas tf'Aquin, l.n Clis ti'Ullt Tbiologit (Paris, 19M3), pp.114-18, 
argues cogently thoU in St. Thom.3s "com'ince" is sometimes the most n:atur:d inrcrprct:ltion 
of tVlwinrrrt, ancJ ir is hud (f) Sl'C wh.:n else Alhert mc:ms in 1his pre.sc:nl P3Ss.3gC. 
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by which our vision grasps particulars, and so these principles lead 
to the specific knowledge of some definite object. 

(2) Although the reality of the divine Persons is hidden, yet 
there is nothing hidden about the way in which we treat of them, 
because the affirmations made about them in Trinitarian theology, 
such as that the Father begets or that there are three Persons, bring 
our understanding out of the darkness of the Godhead into things 
which are clear, in which some pointer is found which is left in them 
by the first cause." The science under discussion here is called 
"~ystical" with reference to the nature of its method, as has been 
said above. 

This shows us the answer to points 3, 4 and 5 as well. 
(6) A science, like anything else, ought to be designated chiefly 

with reference to its end-product. I. SO this science, which leaves us 
in the dark at the end, has a better right to be called "mystical" than 
the science of the divine names which shows us how to move from 
hidden ness to clarity, particularly as this latter science does not even 
consider its starting point precisely as something hidden, but as 
something which is made manifest by the procession of things from 
it, which resemble it analogously inasmuch as they imitate it. 

(7) The transcendence which is considered in the Diville Names 
is the transcendence of the cause, and so the theology of the divine 
names docs not stay in it as something hidden, it mo\'es from it by 
way of its causality toward effects which are manifest. 

(8) We begin any symbolic theology with things that arc clear 
to us, but the natural direction in this kind of teaching is from what 
is hidden to what is manifest, because what is said metaphorically 
is secondary with respect to what is said properly. A metaphor can
not work except because of some relationship to what is said prop
erly; for instance we cannot know why God is said to be "sleeping" 
without first knowing in what sense he refrains from acting. 17 But 

15. Alhen is not denying that the Trinjt~· is:m incomprehensible mystery to us; his 
point is that the language used in Trinitarian theology is not in itself unfamiliar to us. We 
know \\ hat it means for SOmL"OnC to be a father. and there arc \':arious triadic structures in 
creation that poine to the Trinity of dh inc Persons; these poimers arc genuine traces (t,tSligia) 
of the Trinity stamped on creation by its maker (c(. I Sent . d.l a. J 3- 18, B 25 pp.I02- 14). 

16. Aristmlc,lk .,\"ima 2." (4J6b23-l). 
11. Dionysius comments on Gud's "sleep" in Ep 9.6, and Alhert suggests that the 

scriptural reference is to Psalm 43!23, "Wake, Lord, why do you sleep?"; Alhert's imerpre
touion, that God's "sleeping" means that he appears to he turning a hlind eye to what is going 
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what belongs properly to God is hidden, whereas metaphors are 
taken from what is manifest, so the movement of symbolic theology 
too is from what is hidden to what is manifest. 

We must now proceed to the analysis of the book's structure. 
As the philosopher says in the second book of the Metaphysics, 

we should not try to investigate at the same time both the way in 
which some object is clarified and the object itself. JH We must in
vestigate first how it is to be clarified. So this book falls into two 
parts: the first determines how this kind of teaching proceeds, and 
the second, beginning in chapter four, contains the actual teaching. 

The method involved in this teaching comprises two factors: 
the situation of the person conducting the discussion, and the 
method of the discussion itself. So the first part of the book falls into 
two parts, the first dealing with the situation of the person con
ducting the discussion, the second (in chapter three) dealing with the 
method of the actual discussion. 

There are two facets of the situation of the person conducting 
the discussion: first knowledge and then union with God, because, 
as it says in the Celestial Hierarchy, "hierarchy is knowledge and ac
tion and, as far as possible, likeness to God and union with him. "10 

So this first section is in two parts, the first dealing with how we 
know God, the second (in chapter two) with how we become one 
with him. 

The first subsection is also in two parts, the first dealing with 
the situation of the teacher, the second with the situation of the stu
dent. 

The procedure for someone teaching the things of God is to 
seek by prayer the gift of that truth about the things of God which 
is to be passed on to others, because any theological business has to 
begin with prayer, as it says in the third chapter of the Diville 

(In llOO Of)( lining :myching :lhum it (Jissimuhms) is in line with Ihac n(che !'ic:uw..!ard cumrmnury 
by Peter Lumbard (ilL 191:4HC). Out lJinn)'siu5 t::lkcs the "sleep" In mean .. lsCl the hidden
ness of Wh31 Gfxl keeps In himself and docs not share with his crc:lfurcs, and in his com
mentary (Cnl . XXXVII p.S4S) Alben imcrprcts this 35 the transcendence of God's majesty. 

1M. Aristndc . .IItllIph. Q J (I)')SalJ-f); in the ,\IKJdlc Ages hunk a W:JS alkd "buuk 
(wn," 

19. ell 3.1 (p.H7). 
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Names. 211 So this first section falls into two parts, a prayer and a re
capitulation. 

(I) But surely prayer is not the proper procedure for teaching. 
It is the teacher's role to implant truth in the soul of the student, and 
the only way this can happen is by means of a quite different sort 
of utterance, indicating that something is true or false. 21 But the ut
terance of a prayer does not indicate anything to be true or false, so 
it seems that prayer is not the proper procedure for a teacher to 
adopt. 

(2) Teaching is meant to pass from the teacher to the student. 
But in the case of truth that is won by praying for it the student can 
be in exactly the same position as the teacher, because what is in 
question there is not the relationship between teacher and pupil but 
their respective holiness. So again prayer appears not to be a proper 
procedure for a teacher. 

(3) Against this, though, truth which is higher than our own 
knowledge cannot be received by us unless its own generosity is 
moved and it bestows itself upon us. And the truth which is being 
sought in the present instance is of this kind. Now it is only by 
prayer that God's generosity is moved, so prayer apparently has to 
be the procedure adopted by a teacher in this domain. 

In response to this problem we may say, as Gregory does at the 
beginning of his Maralia, that we arrive at a grasp of the things of 
God more by prayer than by discussion. 22 The reason for this is 
that, since divine truth exceeds our rational powers, we cannot of 
ourselves lay it bare unless it deigns to give itself to us. It is itself the 
inner teacher, without whom the external teacher toils in vain, as 
Augustine says.2J But this does not mean that external teaching is 
superfluous, because it is a kind of tool as it says in the psalm ("My 
tongue is the pen of a scribe," Ps. 44:2), and it makes an impression 
on the hearer's soul by means of utterances signifying truth or false-

10. DN 3.1 (PG 3:6800). 
21. Oralio in utin can mean either "statement" or "prayer"; the definition of it in the 

former sense 3S "signifying something true or false" comes from Bocthius (PL 64:454D). 
22. Thefe is a text very similar to this at the end of St. Bernard, Dr Considtrat;ont 

5.14.32, but no such text has been found at the bt.'ginning of Gregory's Moralia. 
23. Albert is here summing up the essential thesis of Augustine's Dt Magistro in much 

the same way as he had done:1 few years earlier in I Stnt. d.2 a,S (8 25 p.59b). 
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hood. So. because of the two teachers involved. both kinds of ut
terance are necessary: statements (and this concerns the relationship 
between teacher and student) and entreaty. 

This shows us how to answer the points raised above. 

On Mystical Theology. Dionysius, presbyter, to his 
fellow-presbyter Timothy. Chapter One. 

Supersubstantial Trinity. more than divine. more than 
good. inspector of the divine wisdom of the Christians. di
rect us to the more than unknown. more than resplendent 
and highest peak of the mystic Oracles. where the simple. 
separate and changeless mysteries of theology are veiled in 
the darkness of instructed silence which is hiddenl y more 
than resplendent. which makes that which is most excel
lently luminous to shine down in utter obscurity and fills 
minds which have no eyes with more than beautiful bril
liances in what is utterly impalpable and invisible. Let this 
then be my demand in prayer. 

* 

Several questions arise about details of the text which need clar
ifying. 

(I) Splendor is by its nature a kind of manifestation; but "man
ifest" and "unknown" are opposites. So the author appears to be 
contradicting himself when he says "unknown" and "more than re
splendent." 

(2) A thing is simple precisely because it is separate from mat
ter. so the author seems to be wasting words in saying both "simple" 
and "separate." It is also superfluous to add "changeless." since im
mobility goes with both simplicity and immateriality. 

(3) All instruction is given by means of some kind of word. 
whether inner or outer. And when a word is uttered. silence is bro
ken. So the author seems to be harnessing two incompatible terms 
when he says "instructed silence." 

The answer to these points is as follows: 
(I) God is called "more than resplendent" in himself. but hid-
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den with regard to us, because things which are naturally the most 
manifest are related to our understanding as a bat's eye is related to 

sunlight. H Or we can say that God is hidden in himself in the ex
altedness of his nature, but more than resplendent inasmuch as he 
gives himself to us. 

(2) Among lower realities some things are simple from the point 
of view of our way of understanding them, though in their actual 
existence they are composite and dependent on matter; such are the 
essences of things that exist in nature. Realities of this kind are im
mobile and indestructible in themselves, but they are accidentally 
prone to corruption in the subjects in which they inhere." But God 
is both notionally simple and in reality separate from matter, not 
dependent on anything, because he is complete in himself, and he 
does not move or change in any sense, not even accidentally"· 

(3) There is "silence," simply speaking, because we cannot say 
of God "what" he is; but it is, relatively speaking, an "instructed 
silence" inasmuch as we can say "that" he is. 

The introductory greeting needs no comment, because it has 
been expounded elsewhere" and its meaning is obvious, and the sig-

H. Aristotle, Mt/aph. a I (993h9-ll). 
25. Although a poodle, say. is a complex organism, and there cannot be :my pondle in 

existence that is not cumpounded uf a considerable number of pans. the iJtlJ of a puodle is 
simplt..--I do nm ha\'c tn ric.'Cc Iogclhcr the idea of a 1:1il, the idea of fur, and so on, to arrh'c 
at it, nor do I re\'icw :I succession of thuughts when I think "poodle." The ;J(11 of a poodle is 
"separate frum mancr"-I coul..J still think "poodle" en:" if there were no pondles left ali\'c 
:mywhcrc in the world. And when I lake my poodle for a walk. I am not rc.lIly uking "pon
tllcncss" ('K' 3 "'alk. nor dut'S "pnodkocss" suffer when my hehl\'ctl pet expircs. NC\'crtheless, 
inasmuch :IS "poodlcness" unly exists dther in poodles or in people's minds, :IS the \'arious 
puudlcs in the work! go :lbc:HJt their business, "poodlcncss" wo, in :I sense, shifts its location, 
and" hen a poodle dies "poudleness" ceases to exist in that particular p:lrf of thc world. This 
is wh:lt it mcans to say that things like "poodleness" arc "accident:llly" (though nut in thcm
seh'cs) li:lble to mO\'cment and corruption. Alben's point is that it is not supcrfluous for Dia
n)'Sius to list "simple," "separalc" and "immutable" as dislinct itcms. 

26. Unlike "poodlencss," God actually cxists independently of all m:ltcriality, nor is 
there an)' kind of complexity thoU C3n truly bc:lscribc:d to him. E\'en such abstruscdistinctions 
3S that bctwl'Cn his essence :md his existence :Jtc no more than 3 concession to our own in
tellectual cnn\'cnience and du nnt cnrtespclnd to olOY real distinction in God. And there is no 
sense a( 311 in which Gud is liable co ehange ur corruption. 

27. The greeting, "Iliunysius, presbyter, to his fellow-presbyter Timothy," is iden
tical with th:lt 3t the bcginning uf IJN, on which Albert's nnly comment is (hat "presbyter" 
means "bishnp" .:lnd th.:lt they were buth bishops (Col. XXXVII p.l). 
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nific~nce of the title is c1e~r from wh~t has alre~dy been said ~bove, 
so without further ado let us pass on to the preliminary prayer. 

So the author prays, "0 supersubstantial Trinity," Trinity, 
that is, who make all things exist,2M "more than divine," providing, 
that is, for things that do now exist,29 "more than good," in~smuch 
as it directs all things to their goal, '" "inspector of the divine wis
dom" (wisdom about God) "of the Christians" (possessed by Chris
tians), because he alone is perfectly able to contemplate himself; this 
is why Dionysius says "inspector," which suggests a very intimate 
kind of looking." And he says "of the Christians" to distinguish this 
wisdom from the knowledge of God which even philosophers pos
sessed, which was mixed up with a great many errors because of the 
we~kness of human reason. "Direct us," because you alone perfectly 
see yourself, "to the highest peak of the mystic oracles," along the 
w~y by which we come as it were to something hidden by denying 
cvcrything of him, as has been said ~bovc; "to the peak which is 
more than unknown ... , where" (on that peak) "the mysteries of 
theology are veiled," that is, hidden from us, "in the darkness of in
structed silence which is hiddenly more than resplendent." Just as 
the light of the sun is too bright for us ~nd produces a kind of dark
ness in our feeble eyes even though there is no darkness in the sun, 
so "in God there is no d~rkness at all, "" but our eyes are darkened 
by the excess of his radiance, because they are powerless to cope 
with such splendor, and it is by this darkness that the things of God 
arc hidden from us, the "simple mysteries, etc." This peak "makes 
that which is most excellently luminous" (the divine light) "shinc 

28. "Supersubstantial." taken in accordance with Alben's principle that all the dh'inc 
n:arnes arc to be expounded along the Jines of tm;ntntio (OlUM, means th:u Gud is "mure than 
subst:mtial" bcausc he is not just " .. substance." he is the QUSC of all crcatL'tl substance. that 
is, the cause of the t!xistencc of all crdtun .. 'S. cr. his comment un D,\' I.S~ (Cui. XXXVII 
pp.lJ-I). 

29. "Godhc:ld" is interpreted hr Dionysius as mc:ming the pn)\'idcncc which "sees" 
c"crything and "runs around" e\'erything to bring crc:uiun to its fulfilment (itEOnJ'i heing 
dcri\'cd from {h,oafio\. or -6EwpE~lI in the first sense and frum -6EtLV in the sl..'Cond): DN 12.2 
(PG 3:Y69C), :md cf. Eriugena, P~ripbyJron I p.60 (a u:xt incorpor.w .. -d inln the Latin inter
p"),,a1 Glo.,). Sec AIl>cn, I S",,_ d.2 • . " (8 lS p.6S,); DN 12.1 (Col. XXXVII pAm). 

JO. According tn Diunpius, nN ".1- 2, it is the outpnuring uf guod frum the prim:l.ry 
Guud that inspires all heings with the desire to be assimil.:ucd to the Good :I.nd so to come to 
their own perfl..'Ctiun; cf. Alben's commentary on this (Cui. XXXVII p.12Y). 

31 . A typical mcdb'al etymoloyy, linking insptttrix with ;"I;m~ sptOUfI!. Diunysius' 
Greek actu;ally means "inspt.'Ctor" in the sl:nse u("c)\'erscer." 

ll. I John U. 
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down" (into our minds) "in uttcr obscurity," the obscurity of divine 
transcendence, because although the excess of this radiance leaves a 
darkness in us so that we fall short of comprehending God's tran
scendence, nevertheless because in some way we do attain to it by 
abandoning everything, our minds are deified and enlightened. And 
so he goes on: "and fills minds" (our minds and those of the angels) 
"which have no eyes" (no bodily eyes) "with more than beautiful 
brilliances" of divine illuminations in that highest point which is 
"utterly impalpable," because it is known by none of our outward 
senses, and "invisible" to our inner sight. 

Then he recapitulates, "Let this then ... "; the meaning is ob
VIOUS. 

* 

As for you, my friend Timothy, with regard to mystic vi
sions, with a strong contrition abandon the senses and the 
workings of the intelleet and all that is known to the senses 
or the intellect and all that is non-existent or existent and, 
as far as possible, rise up in unknowing to imitate him who 
is above all being and knowledge. It is by an unrestrainable 
and unbound" ecstasy from yourself and from everything 
that you will be carried upward in purity to the supersub
stantial ray of divine darkncss, remO\·ing everything and 
cut loose from c\·erything. 

See that no one who is uninstructed hears these 
things; none of those, I mean, who are shaped within 
beings and imagine that nothing exists supersubstantially 
above beings, who think they can know him who makes 
darkness his hiding place" with their own kind of knowl
edge. If the divine teaching of the mysteries is above them, 
what are we to say of those who are more uninstructed, 
who construct an image of the cause which is above every
thing out of the lowest among beings and claim tbat it has 
nothing higher than these impious and manifold shapes 

33. I h:n enol bL'Cn able CO retain Ihe density llod consistency (If Albert's Latin n)(::.b
ular),. "UnlHlund" here and "cut )uose" OJ few lines un, like "scp:ar:uc" (from materiality) else. 
\\ here. 311 tr:msl:llc forms (If the uti" obroJuttlm, 

J ... PS31m J 1: 12. 
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which they themselves have constructed? Of this cause we 
have both to posit and affirm all that is affirmed of beings, 
and, more properly, to deny it all, because the cause tran
scends everything. And we must not think that the nega
tions contradict the affirmations; seeing that the cause is 
above all negation and all affirmation, we must believe it 
to be all the more above all lack. H 

• 

Next Dionysius deals with the stance of the student, and this 
section falls into two parts, the first indicating what the student's 
stance should be, the second proving it by authority. 

The first part is divided into two: first the author deals with the 
student's stance in receiving teaching, then he deals with the com
munication of it to others. 

The procedure which he teaches Timothy, to whom he is writ
ing and who epitomizes the student, is to "abandon the senses and 
the workings of the intellect" with regard to mystic understanding, 
and to do so with "strong contrition," crushing them, as it were, 
under the divine light, and to abandon "all that is known to the 
senses or the intellect," because none of these things is God. 
"Known to the intellect" here means "comprehended by the intel
lect. ",. Similarly he must abandon "all that is existent" in fact and 
"all that is non-existent," being merely potential, because God is not 
categorized with other things that exist, as if he formed a class with 
them. And thus he should "rise to imitate God who is above all being 
and knowledge," inasmuch as the mind in which the image of God 
is reformed by habitual grace or glory actually imitates God. An
other reading has "rise to be united with God," and this corresponds 

35. If the nl'g3rions were fakeR simply to be contr:uJicling the affirmations, we should 
end up :ascribing to God a lock of something. whcrcls God is actually heyond both affirma
tions and nc .. -gations. The affirmation s:l)'s that Gud docs nut lack whalc''"cr it may be; the 
nL'g:ltinn insists that he docs nut ha\'c it in the limiting way in which we h.n'c our properties. 
Hut neither comes :mywhcrc ncar actually describing God. 

36. In the mure common, weaker sense, Gotl is ol)\'iuusly among the intdJigibi/ia 
(things knuwn by the intellect rather th:m pcrcci,'oo by the senses); so Alben takes Dionysiu5 
to be mc:aning sumclhing SlFUogcr herr: G(xJ is nut lmuny: those things of which the mind 
Cln ha'·c l comprchcnsh·c undc:rs'300ing. 
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to the other translation, which has "rise to unity,"J1 that is, sim
plicity. And in this way he is to be "carried upward to the ray of 
divine darkness, removing everything" (abandoning everything) and 
"going out of himself unrestrainably," that is, not holding himself 
back within reason's own principles. 

Several questions arise out of this. 
(I) Why docs the author instruct his student more carefully 

here than in his other books? 
(2) Without the workings of the intellect nothing can be known. 

So since his aim is to bring his student into some kind of knowledge, 
he ought not to tell him to abandon the workings of the intellect, he 
ought rather to encourage him to take them up energetically. 

(3) In the theological negations which are the concern of this 
science it is necessary to begin with the things of the senses, so he 
ought not to tell his student to abandon the senses. 

(4) Nothing goes outside itself, so in bidding his student to do 
so he is apparently bidding him do something impossible. 

The answers to these points arc as follows: 
(I) In his other books about God the things of God are brought 

to us by way of what is manifest to us, but in this book we have to 
go to God and become united with him. So this is the complete per
fection of the knowledge of God, and therefore it calls for a greater 
perfection in the student. 

(2) Dionysius bids us abandon the workings of the intellect 
which are connatural to us, not those which are in us by virtue of 
the divine light. J. 

(3) He bids us abandon the senses only inasmuch as we have to 

37. Alhert seems ru ha\'c h:ll) :a dcfc..'Clkc text 1)( Sarraccnus. re:uling ad titll ;m;/f1I;onrm 
instl~d of IIiI ,ius un;I;Olmn, The "o(hc..'f nansl"rjnn" is I~' of Eriugcn:a, which has IJIl un;tottm. 

1M. The intdh.-ct. simply with its IIwn rcsnurcc..'S, is nuc :u.J:lpc:cd cu the knuwlc.xlgc uf 
Gnd. hut it is m:ldc c:tp3blc (I(knnwing God by the illuminations which comedown tn it (rum 
G(K1 (DX 1.21, CuI. XXXVII p.ll :2K-35); and this is not unnatural III the intellect, hc..'C3USC 

the intellect PUS5CSSCS an inherent potentiality for such cnlightcnmcnl by Gud (polm/ia obt· 
Jim/iat, ibid. 1.27. p.13:61-J) ;l.Iu.1, as we saw in the Introductiun, all intclk-ctual :tcth'icy in 
fact rl't)uircssnmc such t.-nlighrcnmcnt from nn high (I Sml. d.2 a.S. B 2S pp.SY-flO; /);011. t,. 
S, GIL XXXVII p."%). And howc\'cr much ::.ny crl'au.-d mind is ht~ISh.-d by supernatural 
illumination from GtKl, it still wurks in the way which is natural W it (o;on. t,. I, Cut 
XXXVII pAill). "Far from being radically abolished. uur natural or philosuphical ways uf 
grasping things are hencefurth integratL-d. by means uf their heing subjected to the super
natural light. inlt) the new epistemulogical edifice constitutl'tl by the mystical darkness uf 
faith" (E. II. \Wher. "~IDU p. 4)1). 
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abandon the delight we can have in them; he docs not mean that it 
is wrong for us to go to God by way of the negation of things per
ceived by the senses. 

(4) Nothing goes out of itself in the sense that it could exist out
side itself, but its power can be extended above itself inasmuch as it 
is carried toward an object which is higher than itself, and this is 
what is being recommended here. 

Next (a) he lays down the proper procedure in communicating 
this doctrine to others; after that (b) he replies to a question. 

(a) First he debars philosophers from sharing in this science, 
then idolaters. So first of all he says that Timothy must be careful 
here not to let anyone who is "uninstructed" in the doctrine of God 
"hear" these mystical teachings. He calls "unlearned" those whose 
hearts and minds are "shaped" by "beings," from which we receive 
knowledge, and so they do not believe that anything "exists super
substantially above beings," incommensurably, that is, with beings. 
So even philosophers say that the first mover is proportionate to the 
first thing mO\'ed.'·) What they do believe is that they can know "him 
who makes darkness his hiding place" (God, that is) "with their own 
kind of knowledge," that is, by way of rational principles. In this 
way Augustine is said to have wanted in the conceit of his vain phi
losophy to comprehend with his human reason what the devout 
mind strives to apprehend with the liveliness of faith.·11 

But there are two difficulties: 
(I) On the face of it, those who are not shaped like this by 

beings are already instructed, and as such they do not need tt. be 
instructed, and so it looks as if it is rather the people whose minds 
are shaped by beings who should be offered instruction. 

(2) As the philosopher says, there are many people who have 
knowledge, but act in a way which contradicts their knowledge.·' 
So there is no reason why some people should not be able to know 
the things of God, even though in their emotions they are shaped 
by beings. 

39. Albert is pruh:ahly thinking (If the kind uf discussiun we find in Arisunk. Pbyria 
H.6 :10\1 Dt Catla 2.6, in which the first muvcr and the first mun .. d arc discussed strictly wilh 
reference to each luher. so that liule roum is left fur any rcal transcendence in the first mover. 

40. The source of chis citation is unknown. but cf. Hcm:lrd. Ep. 33M. t (where II similu 
comment is m:u.Jc ahout Ahelard, ntH Auguslinc) . 

.. I. cr. pcrh3ps Aristotle. Elh. Ni(. 7.1 (l145b 12-3), 
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The answer is that we must say that we do not receive the 
things of God by means of rational principles, but experientially, in 
a way, by a kind of "sympathy toward them," as Dionysius says of 
Hierotheus, who learned the things of God "by undergoing the 
things of God. "., But if our emotions are infected by an unlawful 
love of things, we shall not feel the sweetness of God's inspiration, 
and so, because of the lack of experiential knowledge, we may be 
able to form syllogisms and utter propositions, but we shall not have 
that real knowledge which is a part of beatitude. 

So we may respond to the points raised as follows: 
(I) It is not those who are already instructed who are to receive 

instruction, but people who are ready for the divine teaching be
cause their hearts and minds have been purged from errors and 
lusts. 

(2) What the philosopher is saying has to be taken as referring 
to the kind of knowledge which is based on rational principles, not 
on experiential knowledge. 

Next Dionysius excludes idolaters from sharing in this teach
ing. He says that if the "divine teaching" about mystic realities is 
beyond all those who follow reason, it is much more beyond the 
"cven more uninstructed" who only follow the senses and do not 
think that there is anything beyond the realm of the senses, but 
"construct an image" of God on the basis of "the lowest among 
beings." Such people are referred to in Romans as having "changed 
the glory of God into images of birds and serpents" (Rom. 1:23). 
They do not think that God is anything greater than these "impious" 
images which they themselves make. 

(b) Since in defense of this error it might be possible to argue 
that God is the cause of everything and therefore everything must 
be predicated of him, so God is man and ought to be worshipped in 
human images, and similarly he ought to be worshipped in images 
of serpents and other things, Dionysius responds with an 
olllhypopboro4l and says that God is the cause of everything yet in his 

42 . DN 2.9(PG ),/.488). 
43 . A rhetoric11 tt.'chnieal Ccnn; bypopborll is when ~ spc;lkcr raist'S :10 nbtectiun flut 

might he made against the: pnsifj(Kl he is expounding. Ilnlbypopborll is the n.-sfMmsc to it (cf. 
Funun;uianus, Nix/ , 2.27. in C. Halm. RIIt/om l.at;n; Minora (Leipzig, 18631. pp. II7-8; Fur· 
tunatianus' ddinition is quoted hy ~lanianus Capella, Dt Nupliis 5 ,563). Alben interprccs the 
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essence he is abO\'e everything. And so it is true that everything is 
predicated of him as cause, yet much more essentially everything is 
separated from him and he is not anyone of them. And these "ne
gations do not contradict the affirmations," because they do not con
cern the same point; the cause of all has to be situated above both 
negations and affirmations, because the "whatness" of God cannot 
be comprehended by way of either of them. 

But this raises four questions: 
(I) It does not seem possible to predicate everything of God. A 

cause which has nothing in common with what it causes docs not 
share in the predicates which apply to what it causes. We do not say 
that the sun is a human being, but we do say that sun shining on the 
earth is the day, because the form of the sun, namely light, is what 
makes it day ..... But God has nothing in common with any creature, 
generically, specifically or analogously." Therefore things which 
are affirmed of creatures cannot be predicated of God"" 

sC'Jucncc of Diunysius' thought on the assumption Ih.n the cnnclusion of this paragraph is a 
rcspunsc tn OJ tac;, objection raised by the pt.·ople accused of idolatry . 

..... According to Aristotelian physics human heings arc generated "by human beings 
and the sun" (Physics 2.2 (I9"bll); cr. Alhert. Dt RtJurrnt;onr tr.l q.2.IO, Cnl. XXVI 
r.N): 12-15; Dt ,,,,ima 3.1.5, Col. VII i p.I?I: 10-2). The sun, as the primary physical C:lUSC 

of all that happens in the world, is the cause ufhuman heings cuming In hirth, but it dOL'S nut 
share in the prl-uic:ncs which :lpply tu human beings, so it would l.M! p:ncntly silly tn all the 
sun a hum:m being. 

"5. ThL'SC arc .he .hn."C w:lys of )u\'ing something in CUfllmuo Ih;ll ArisunJe Iists,lk 
PilT/ibm Animl1lium 1,5 (MSb27-8). 

~6, This puint is stat(.-d more fully in the cClmnk."Otary un ON 13.22 (Cut XXXVII 
p.+fS:SO-(JH), Twu things hnc somcthing in common in thc scnsc that dlCy belong fO fhe 
same genus: a catcrpillar:lm! :m or3ngut:an h3\'e it in CtKtlfllOn th.n they arc buth :anim:als, Or 
in fhe scnse that they lx:long to the same s£>l"Cies: (\\'() \'iulins ha\'c it in cummun Ihat they arc 
hnth \'iulins, though they lue mllde of different wund, etc. In fhe case uf anlliogy there has to 
he SClmc common term lind, if the analogy is III he II strict one, it has to be II term undcrstlKKi 
uni\'ucally: thus substance and llccidents ha\'e "existence" in common; e\'en though II r(.-d nClse 
3nd :I Red Indi:an exist in different 'U.',,!)'s, they exist in the same StnSt (red noses ha\'c only the 
kind tlf pllr3sitic existence which is pmper to 3ccidents, but thcy could still be included in II 
list uf red objects in the mum un eXllctly the s:ame footing 3S RL-d Indians, whereas red dcans 
and redness could nut he so included without the risk uf ubjectiuns being r3is(.-d). But GlxI is 
nut ufthe samc lind as 3ny creature (no genus includes !.Kith GlxI lind crelltures), nor is he uf 
the s:lme spc..'Cies as any creature, :lOd we h3\'e to 1>e\\,:lre e\'en of saying thllt there is:an an:lJogy 
between GlKi :lnd crc:uures in that hoth GlKi lind crc:ltures "exist." When we say that "Gud 
is there" we arc nnt making the s:a11lC kintl of st:ltement as whcn we say "my pet gorilla is 
there." They :Ire not items in thc world in anything like the same sense, All that Alhert will 
cuncL'1..Ie, as we shall s(''C frum his :lnswcr In this puint, is thar therc is a rc.-duect.l sun of analogy. 
:In "an211'C~' fir imit.uiun," hL't\\'L't-n Gud :Ind CfC3cur(.'S: wll3lc\'L'f il is thaI cntitk'S us to say 
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(2) We do not say that a knife-smith is a knife, even though he 
works by means of the concept of a knife, which he has in himself. 
So it does not look as if we should predicate creatures' names of God, 
even though the idea of all things is in him. 

(3) The proximate causes of things are not always predicated of 
their effects or vice versa. Much less, then, the first and most distant 
cause.'" 

(4) Affirmation and negation contradict each other formally 
when the same thing is both affirmed and denied with regard to a 
single object. And this is the case here. So it seems that the affir
mations and negations involved do contradict each other. 

In answer to this problem we must say that if an effect is to be 
predicated of its cause, there has to be something in common be
tween the cause and the effect. This is why we say that, although 
God has nothing in common, generically, specifically or analo
gously with his creatures (in the sense that there is no single item 
found identically in him and in other things), nevertheless he does 
have something in common with creatures in the form of an imita
tive kind of analogy, in as much as other things imitate him to the 
extent that they are able. Some things imitate him only in being 
formed by his idea, such as things which do not pre-exist in him
for example, asses and stones in their own forms. These are not 
predicated essentially of God, but only causally. Other things imi
tate him as an image or likeness of him, and these pre-exist primarily 
in him, such as wisdom, goodness and so on. These things are pred
icated essentially and causally of him." The situation of the crafts-

that some crca[Urc "is" Of "is good" must be true in a prinr (and, to us, incomprehensible) 
way in God . 

. f7. A sculptor is :I. prnximatc cause of a statue, hut we do not say that a sculptor is a 
statue; and remute causes afC further frum their effects than proximate causes and arc there
fore even less plausibly called by the name of their cffc..'Cts (cf. Albert on DN 5.31. Col. 
XXXVII p.l21). Bur proximate causes do receive names frum thcircffl.'CIS when they uperate 
at least caus:dly by the nansmission of some form from thcmscl\"cs (ibid. 5.32. p.322); the 
example of the sun Olml daylight cited abm"c would he a case in point (001.1 in Latin it is slightly 
more namra) than in English to suggest that we talk of the sun in terms of day: for instance, 
in utin you can say indifferently that the sun is rising or that the day is rising), So the point 
heing made here is that proximate C:luses do not alt::ays sh:lre a common n:lme with their ef
fects; this me:lns th:lt the re:l) ()uestiun is whether there is :lnything in common bctwL'Cn God 
and his effL'Cts. Once this has heen clarified. Albert is ()uitc right 10 say Ihat no specific :lnswer 
is needed to thc point r:lisLxI here . 

.fH. By "essential predication" is me:lnt c1:liming that some attribute genuinely belongs 
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man is different, because he is not the idea of the knife, although he 
has the idea of the knife in himself, whereas God is the idea of every
thing, as well as containing it, because he is whatever he has:4

" 

Therefore God in a certain way is susceptible of having all the names 
of things applied to him, just as we can apply the word "house" to 
the design and plan from which the house made of stone and wood 
is derived, as the philosopher says.''' 

This makes it clear what the answer is to the first three points. 
(4) In answer to the fourth point we must say that we affirm 

things of God only relatively, that is, causally, whereas we deny 
things of God absolutely, that is, with reference to what he is in 
himself. And there is no contradiction between a relative affirmation 
and an absolute negation. It is not contradictory to say that someone 
is white-toothed and not white . 

• 

So the divine Bartholomew says that theology is both plen
tiful and minimal, and the gospel is broad and large and 
then again it is concise; it seems to me that he is noticing 
supernaturally that the good cause of all things is a matter 
of many words and at the same time of short utterance, 
and it is non-rational, having neither reason nor under
standing, because it is placed supersubstantially above all 
things, and it appears unveiledly and truly only to those 
who pass over all that is impure and all that is pure and 
who climb above every ascent of all the holy limits and 
leave behind all divine lights and sounds and hea,·enly 
words and enter into the darkness where he truly is, as the 
Oracles say," who is above all. . 

In \l h.31 sumelhing is in itself: hy "c:l.usal prt.-dic:uinn" is mC3.nt calling A "x" because A causes 
x. 

-I'). Cf. Olhm'c. Intrnductinn. Par( II nnte 7fl. 
jf), Aristotle. MtllIph. Z 7 (IOllhl! ..... ); d. Alhert, J)N ~,62 (CuI. XXXVII p.170:H.f-

6), Whl:TC there is the same phr:lltC "uunc :tnd wund," .3pp:ncntly CIHlnatcd frum two other 
p:ass:agcs in ;\ristutlc (lOllh}!) and 1()}):a IS). 

SI, I~ud. 20:21. 
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* 

Dionysius has shown us the perfection required even of a stu
dent of this science because of the exaltedness and difficulty of its 
subject matter. So now he adduces two authorities to prove its dif
ficulty, one from the apostle Bartholomew, the other from ""loses. 

The first falls into two parts: the citation of the authority and 
then the comment on it. 

So he first says that we have explained that with reference to 
God's essence e\'erything is denied of him because of the height of his 
divine majesty, while at the same time everything is affirmed of him 
causally. "So therefore," because of this, "the divine Bartholomew" 
(theapostle)"says" in the gospel he wrote, which wedonotuse," "that 
theology" (talking about God in general) is "plentiful" because of all 
God's effects and images and "minimal" with regard to what we can 
trul y grasp of God in the conditions of this life. And the gospel in par
ticular, containing the teaching about the Word incarnate, is "broad" 
because of the number of its parables and "large" because of the depth 
of its meaning and its mysteries, "and then again it is concise," that is, 
short, with reference to its purpose, which is to reveal God to us, of 
whom we can grasp little at present. This is why the apostle cites Isa
iah in connection with the gospel, "The Lord will make his word 
shortened upon the earth" (Rom. 9:28)." 

Next Dionysius comments on the authority he has cited. "It 
seems to me" (this expresses humility) "that the dh'ine Bartholomew 
is noticing supernaturally," moved, thatis, by the divine light, "that 
the good cause of all things" (God) "is a matter of many words" in
asmuch as he is talked about with the names of the things he causes, 
"and at the same time of short utterance" (of few words) because 
there is little we can say of him as he is in himself. And he says that 
he is unon~rational," b~causc we cannot reason about hint, Uhaving 
neither reason" (definition)'· "nor understanding"-this is to be 

52. The existence (If an apncryph:ll Guspd of Barthulnmcw is attested by se\'eral 
church fathers (cr. E. J-Jcnncdc. 8(1;,' Ttllamtfll Apocrypha I (Lundon, 19631. ppAHof-S(7). hut 
it is extremely unlikdy that Dinnysius is n::ally 'Iuuting frum it. '-lis alh.'gcd (lunl.:ninn is dc~ 

sign(.xi UI gi\'c added suhst:locc (n his ps/,."ut]unpt\(lus rerslln:!. 
53. IS:liah 10:23. as (nund in the Scpttl3ginc. 
S ... This passage is held wgcthcr by the word ratio, which Alhert takes hert: In mean 

"Jclinitiun." The uoderl,ring Grt.''Ck prub;ahly me,lnS IMI Gud is "\\"nnJk~s" (&~o'Y~). ,",nher 
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taken passi\'e1y, in the sense that he cannot be comprehended by any 
understanding-"because it" (the cause) "is placed above all things" 
(in the exaltedness of its nature) "supersubstantially" (this refers to 
its manner of existing) "and it appears um'eiledly" (as to our way of 
receiving it) "and truly" (as to its objective truth), and this is seen 
only by those who, in their movement toward God, "pass O\'er" 
(transcend) "all that is impure" (material creatures) "and all that is 
pure" (immaterial creatures) "and climb above every ascent of all the 
holy limits." This refers to the angelic "limits" and "limits" means 
the point at which a lower nature touches a higher, the highest point 
of the lower nature touching the lowest point of the higher. Since 
God is above all natures, all these limits have to be transcended if 
we are to come to him. "And lea\'e behind" even "all divine lights 
and sounds and heavenly words," that is, the illuminations which 
God sends us but which are not God, "and enter into the darkness," 
that is, the hidden ness of the Godhead, the darkness being caused 
by our insufficiency, "where God truly is, who is above all, as the 
Oracles say," in the verse ofthe Psalm, "Darkness is under his feet" 
(Ps. 17: 10). 

There are several questions which arise out of this: 
(I) The author seems to be contradicting himself. In the first 

chapter of the Celestial Hierarchy he said that "it is impossible for the 
di\'ine ray to shine on us except veiled in a variety of sacred cover
ings,"" but here he says that it appears unveiledly to those who tran
scend everything. So on the face of it he is contradicting himself. 

(2) To receive divine illuminations unveiledly is to be the first 
recipient of them, but this is not natural to human beings, because 
this is precisely where the human soul differs from the angels, as 
Alexander says. 5" So at least in this life we apparently cannot see the 
things of God unveiledly. 

than "nnn·rational'·; this is how it is taken by A. Louth, p. 173. and P. SC37.z0SU in his trans
latiun,/)iolligi .r\rropagila: Tutu It Optrt (~Iilan. If)S3), pp.407-H. and also hy C. Luibhcid in 
his nanslatinn orthe I'aulist Press Classics nf \Vcstcm Spirituality 1987 volume on Dionysius, 
p. 136. 

55 . ell J.2 (p.72). 
56. This iii a reference to the often qUilted dcfini[jon of the soul in Alfred of Sarcshcl, 

Lh Molu Cordis Pro!. I (l.-d . C. Bacumkcr, Beitragc XXIIIII-2 [.\IOoster, )'}23]. p.2): the soul 
"is the last to receive the illuminations \\ hich come from the first." This work was dcdicatt.-d 
to Alexander :"o:cckham and. as a cunsl't)UCnCc, "as \"cry oftcn .:lscrihcd In him. 
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(3) In the Celestial Hierarchy it says that a lower nature at its 
highest point touches the lowest extremity of a higher nature." So 
it is impossible for it to go beyond its limit. But the angels have a 
higher nature than ours, so it seems to be impossible for us to tran
scend the limits of angels, which is what the text literally says here. 

(4) In the chapter on peace in the DiviJ/e Nallles he said that souls 
must first be united in thcmselves and then, through that intellect 
which is immaterial and simple, come to union with God.'" So it 
seems that we ought not to lea\'e the angels behind (they are the im
material intellects), we ought rather to unite ourselves with them as 
far as possible in order to come to God. 

(;) Divine lights are givcn to us to strengthen our understanding 
so that it can know God. But if you are mO\'ing toward some goal, 
you ought not to abandon what facilitates your ascent toward that 
goal. So apparently we ought not to abandon divine lights in order 
to know God, we ought rather to cleavc to them strongly. 

(6) What is the difference between divine lights and heavenly 
sounds and words? 

The answer to these questions is as follows: 
(J) The contemplation of God can be viewed in two ways. It 

can be viewed (a) with reference to the medium in which we con
template God or the starting point of contemplation, and it is in this 
sense that Dionysius says in the Celestial Hierarchy that we cannot 
sec the divine ray in this life without its covering of signs and effects, 
because "we now see in a glass and enigmatically ... ,y Or (b) contem
plation can be viewed in terms of the goal of contemplation or thc 
object which we seek by contemplation, and this is God himself, 
unveiled. And this is where we arrive ultimately, when we reach the 
level of purely intellectual natures. Rational investigation would be 
futile if it never arrived at intellectual union. And it is in this sense 
that Dionysius speaks here. 

(2) All contemplators of God desire to see the samc thing. So 
from that point of view there is no diversity at all. Diversity arises 

51. Alhen uses this furmula sc\Cr:aJ rimes in his commentary un IJN (e.g., CuI. 
XXXVII p. 129:66. p .1 ] 1: 5(~1 . p. 3S9:64-1), but it docs not appear:ls such in Dionysius. St
Thomas quotes the same principle ;mtl gi\'cS Dionysius. IJ.V 7 as his reference (cf. 1.3, PG 
3:1472(1): I Sfnl . tI .3 tJA a. l ad 4; Summll J btu/. I () _ 783 .2. 

SN. IJX 11 .2 (l'G ) ,94')1) . 
Sy, I Cur. 13:12. 
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in the way in which God is seen, because it is natural for some of 
them to receive God without any veil, whereas for others it is natural 
to receive him under a veil. 

(3) "Transcending" something in contemplation can mean two 
different things. If it refers to our power of contemplation, in that 
sense we cannot transcend or even equal the angels in this life, even 
though we are raised by the di"ine light above the capacity of our 
own nature; if it refers to the object of contemplation, in that sense 
we do transcend even the angels in contemplating, because what we 
are looking for is above everything. This is what it says in the Can
ticle, "Shortly after I had passed on from them, I found him whom 
my soul loves" (Cant. 3:4). 

. (4) We ought not to be united with the angels as if they were 
our object, but we should be united with them through the lights 
which come down to us through them, by which we are raised up 
to the contemplation of God. 

(5) We ought to cleave to the divine lights, that is, the illumi
nations sent us by God, but not as if they were our object; we should 
regard them as the medium in which our object is seen and as 
strengthening our intellect, but our desire docs not stop at them, as 
if they were our highest good. 

(6) There are two ways in which our intellect is raised toward 
God. One is the way of discovery, in which the intellect, as it were, 
rises up of its own accord toward God, and in this sense the di,·ine 
lights guide it on its way, because light brings our faculty of sight 
to perfection and sight is the chief instrument of discovery. The 
other way is when our intellect is raised toward God by means of 
various signs which he sends us, in which we have a kind of expe
rience of him, like the way in which words give us an impression of 
the things which they signify. Signs like this may be directed 
toward our emotions, filling us with a joy which cannot be explained 
or even conceptualized, and this is what Dionysius refers to as 
"sounds." Since our emotions cannot be enunciated, they are ex
pressed by interjections, like the jllbillls mentioned in the commen
tary on Psalm 46:6 ("God goes up with a jllbillls"), "This is an 
unspeakable joy which it is impossible either to contain in silence or 
to express in words. ",<1 Or signs may be addressed to the intellect, 

60, unnharc..l's Sluss un Ps. 46 (PL 191 :"56A). 
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inasmuch as it recei,'es some conception of God, and this is what 
"words" refers to, because words express the concepts of the mind. 
And all this kind of thing has to be transcended, because none of 
them is the object \\'e arc looking for in contemplation. 

* 

It is not simply that the divine Moses is first of all com
manded to be purified himself and then to separate himself 
from those who are not such, and after all this purification 
he hears the many-voiced trumpets and sees many lights 
brilliantly emitting pure and widely-radiating beams. 
Then he separates himself from the crowd and, with select 
priests, reaches the height of the divine ascents. And even 
so he is not with God, he contemplates not God himself
who is im'isiblc-but the place where God is. I think this 
signifies that the most divine objects of sight or intellect 
are certain subordinate principles of things which arc sub
ordinate to him who transcends everything, by means of 
which his presence, which is above all thinking, is shown 
riding above the intellectual heights of his holiest places. 
And then he breaks loose from all that is seen and all that 
sees and enters the darkness of unknowing, the darkness 
which is truly mystical, in which he shuts off all his cog
nitive impressions, and comes to be in that which is en
tirely impalpable and invisible, belonging totally to him 
who is above all, and to no one, neither himself nor anyone 
else, united to him who is utterly unknown by the cessa
tion of all knowledge, for the best;' knowing beyond 
mind by knowing nothing. 

"I. S«ulldmll mt/ius (KClTcl TO KpELTTOV) properly (IUalifics the "cess.ninn of :111 kmm)· 
l"t.lgC" and mt.'4Ins "in a good sense," to prevcnt misunderstanding- there arc nb\'inusJy h3d 
u a~ s of abandoning knuwlcLlgc. The constructiun :mc..l the meaning hnc generally 1H.'Cn 
miss!.") by cnmmcntalUrs and tr:lOsJatnrs here, in spite urlhe parallel passage in f.'p. 9.5 (which 
the Ir:msl:uurs gcocrally gCI right) and the similar discussion in lamblichus. Dt Mymriis J.25 
and lhe comparable usc tlf the cnnCf3scing phnscs KQTe. TO )(t~pov. KaTo. TO KpE.~'TTOV clsc:
where (e.g .. sc\'cr:tl tiou.os in Damascius. IJt Principiis) , The word order, l)nth in the: Grcd. 
:md in the Latin, has tempted mudern schul.;ars, 35 it tempted (\lbcrt. falsely to link Itcu"Jum 
nltlitlI with ullittlI, resulting in the cr3nslatiun "unitf..-d fur the best," \\ hich has to be aduptcd 
if Albert's commentary is 1U make sense. 
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• 
Next Dionysius demonstrates both the difficulty of the subject 

matter and the need for serious preparation on the part of the stu
dent by using the example of Moses (Exod. 19:IOfl). 

This part falls into two sections: first, the story itself, then its 
meaning. 

So he says first that we have stated that anyone wanting to as
cend to the mystery of the divine darkness must be cleansed of 
everything. For "it is not simply" (not without a mystery of great 
significance) "that the divine Moses is first of all commanded to be 
purified himself," both in his emotions, which must be purged of 
all earthly affections, and in his understanding, which must be 
purged of all that is not God. "And then" secondly he is commanded 
"to separate himself from those who are not such" (not pure, that is), 
to ensure that he is not defiled by consorting with them and that he 
docs not share with them the holy things he sees. Thirdly, "after all 
this purification he hears the many-\'oiced trumpets," the multiple 
divine precepts, that is, resounding in his soul. And fourthly "he 
sees many lights" (divine revelations) "emitting beams" (different 
kinds of knowledge), "pure beams" (uncontaminated by material ap
pearances), "widely-radiating" (cO\'ering many objects of knowledge 
which become known through these beams). Fifthly, "he separates 
himself from the crowd" (the people), as it says in Exodus 20:21, 
"The people stood afar off and Moses went toward the darkness, 
where God was." Anyone who contemplates the things of God is 
separated not only from the impure but also from the imperfect. 
Sixthly, "with select priests" (priests chosen by God) "he reaches the 
height of the divine ascents," that is, the highest levels of divine con
templation, as it says in Exodus 24: I, "God spoke to Moses. 'Go up 
to the Lord, you and Aaron. Nadab and Abiu and the seventy elders 
of Israel.' " "And even so he is not with God," that is, he does not 
see God himself, "but" seventhly "he contemplates, not God him
self-who is invisible-but the place where God is," that is, he sees 
him in his most outstanding creatures, in which he is, as it were, 
enthroned. And this comes from Exodus 33:20-21, where the Lord 
says to Moses, "No human being shall see me and live .... Lo, here 
is a place by me, and you shall stand on the rock." 

Next comes Dionysius' commentary on all this. "I think that 
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this" (what has just been described) "signifies that the most dh'ine 
objects of sight or intellect," whatever we see concerning God, that 
is, by the most noble revelations or whatever we come to understand 
by the highest contemplation in this life, are not God, but "certain 
principles" (appearances)·' "of things which are subordinate" to 

God "who transcends everything," and these "principles" are "sub
ordinate," that is, they are lower than God, though they are relevant 
inasmuch as God is in his noblest creatures and effects; through 
them his (God's) most divine "presence, which is above all thinking, 
is shown," for he is present in all his effects and in a special way he 
is present in the effects of grace or glory. "His presence is shown 
riding above the intellectual heights of his holiest places," God's hol
iest places, that is, and these "places" mean the angels who receive 
in their highest powers the presence of God coming upon them 
through its effects of glory, and it is in their light that our soul sees 
the things of God, in that it is enlightened by them about the things 
of God. "And then," when Moses sees these most divine things, "he 
breaks loose from all that is seen" (the visible beams), because they 
are not the object of his contemplation, and from the others who see 
(the priests mentioned above); this is why the others are told, "You 
shall worship from afar, and Moses alone will go up to the Lord" 
(Exod. 24: 1-2). And being thus separated from all "he enters the 
darkness of unknowing," in which God is said to have been, because 
he is unknown to us; and this "darkness is truly mystical" (hidden, 
that is) "in which he shuts off all his cognitive impressions," that is, 
all the natural powers of the soul which know things by receiving 
impressions and which, if they are separated from everything else, 
are filled solely with the divine darkness. And thus, by the adher
ence of his intellect, "he comes to be in that which is entirely im
palpable and im'isible," because what he finds in this way cannot be 
perceived by the senses or comprehended by the intellect, "belong
ing totally to him who is above all" (God), by being completely 
turned toward him, "belonging to no one" (no one other than God), 
"neither himself nor anyone else," because he is turned to nothing 
except God, but being "united for the best" (in the best possible way 

62. "Principles" translates rat;onts ().O'Youc:;); "appe,mlnces" translates sp«;a. The link 
bct\\'l.'cn them is the nminn of "fnrm"-thc r(lIio of something (the principle of its intelligi
bility) is its "form" (sptc;ts). Bur here sptdts seems also tn carry its more hasic meaning, "ap
pear.mec." 
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of being united) "with him who is utterly unknown" (God) "by the 
cessation of all" natural "knowledge." because he docs not turn to 
othcr things which are naturally known. but only to God. who is 
known by no natural knowledge. "by knowing nothing" with any 
natural knowledge. "knowing beyond mind." beyond the nature of 
his own mind; this is made possible by the divine light infused from 
above. by which the mind is raised above itself. 

To clarify all this. we need to discuss three questions: 
(I) Is all such contemplation of God rapture? 
(II) Is it "for the best" that our mind should be united to the 

uttcrly unknown? 
d II) Did Moses see God himself? 

(I) (I) It appears that this kind of contemplation always invoh'cs 
rapture. Whenevcr we are abstracted from our lower powers and 
only the higher power" remains active. that is rapture. But this is 
what happens in this kind of contemplation. because the contem
plator is united with the unknown God for the best by the cessation 
of all knowing. Therefore the contemplation of God appears always 
to involve rapture. 

(2) When our lower nature follows the impetus of our higher 
nature. it is caught up. rapt. into it. And this happens when we are 
contemplating God. because the contemplator. as our text says here. 
becomes totally his who is above el·erything. So rapture appears to 
be always involved in the contemplation of God. 

(3) The darkness of unbounded light appears not to shut off all 
our cognitive impressions. The senses are a capacity for knowledge 
which functions by receiving impressions of forms. as the philoso
pher says ..... but they are not capable of receiving the divine light nor 
can they reach out toward it. because it is immaterial. So they are 
not shut off by its darkness. If they are shut off by going idle them
selves. that is surely always a case of rapture. 

(4) If the contemplator is in no way his own. as Dionysius says. 
then he is abstracted from all that is his. And this includes his nat-

63. According 10 Albert's commentary on Ep. I} (Col. XXXVII p.S37:2S-26) the 
"higher part" of the soul is the intellect. 

"... ArislcKle. Dt ,1";'''0 2. 12 H2·bI7-1J). 
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ural processes. Therefore he is abstracted from his own natural 
processes. And this is plainly false, because the workings of nature, 
such as digestion and the absorption of nourishment, do not cease. 

(5) The soul of anyone contemplating in this life is in some way 
in the body. But the primary powers of the soul are those which 
work in our natural functions, and so if we are abstracted from 
these, the soul will not remain in the body at all, and this is not the 
case. 

(6) What is the difference between the knowledge obtained by 
this kind of contemplation in this life and the comprehension of 
truth in heaven? Since in both cases there is an absorption in the 
divine light, there appears to be no difference at all. 

In response we must say that rapture is not involved in all con
templation of God, and what is said here of contemplation applies 
to all contemplation, not just to rapture, which is the best part of 
contemplation. 

The answers to the points raised are as follows: 
(I) In rapture there is an abstraction from the use of our lower 

powers, because no use at all is being made of them. But in the con
templation of God in general there is no such abstraction from their 
use, because some use of them remains; but there is an abstraction 
in the sense of a relaxation of their intensity, because the soul pays 
no attention to their workings and their action is weakened, because 
when one of our powers is working with particular intensity, an
other power is weakened in its operation, as the philosopher says!' 

(2) In the contemplation of God our lower nature follows the 
impetus of our higher nature in the sense that our higher nature be
comes its object, and it directs itself exclusively toward it as such, 
but not in the sense that it is totally fixed in attendance upon our 
higher nature and separated from its own functioning, which is what 
happens in rapture. 

(3) The unbounded light shuts off some of our cognitive powers 

65. The source of this dictum appears to be Aristotle, DtStnsu 7 (447al4-5);cf. Alben. 
Dt lIomintq.48 a.1 (0 35 pp.429-30);Suptr £,hicll 3.3.171 (Col. XIV p.IS); DtStnsu rl Stnsato 
3.3 (B 9 p.B3); Dr ,\nima 3.1.1 (Col. VII i p.167). Its dC\'dopmcnt in Albert's mind owes 
something to Avcrroes, Comptndium Libri AnsI. dt Somno tl Vigilia (cd. E. L. Shields [Cam
bridge, Mass: 1949J. p.II). The point can be illustrated from Albert's sermons: people can 
be 50 engrossed in their studies that they do not know whether or not they ha\'c e:nen and 
that they look for things that they arc actually holding in their hands; hours can go by without 
their nnticing (AFP 34 [19M) pp.SS-6). 
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directly. namely. the powers of our understanding. which are ca
pable of reaching out ro it. Our other cognitive powers. those of the 
senses. it shuts off by an indirect influence. inasmuch as the higher 
powers move the lower powers and a kind of roken of higher things 
results in the lower powers. 

(4) The contemplator is separated even from his natural pow
ers. not in the sense that they stop functioning. but in the sense that 
he is not doing anything with them. both because the soul pays no 
attention to what they are doing and because they do not act with 
any intensity and so little energy is taken up by them. so that they 
are capable of enduring a long fast just as. at the other end of the 
scale. as the philosopher says. our digestion does its work better 
when we are asleep. when our animal powers are idle. than when 
we are awake. with our senses free . <III 

(5) This shows what the answer is to the fifth point: the soul is 
in the body with reference to the functioning of the natural powers . 

(6) The two kinds of knowledge are different. because in heaven 
God is seen directly. whereas in this life he is contemplated in the 
effects of grace and light which flow from him into the soul. Also in 
heaven the vision of God will free us perfectly from all wretched
ness. and this does not happen here. Finally in heaven we shall know 
God by being in a state of glory. whereas here we know him by 
being in a state of grace. 

(II) (I) On the face of it. it is not "for the best" that the intellect is 
united with the utterly unknown. Any power is destroyed by being 
joined to something which exceeds its capacity. and it is not "for the 
best" ro be united with anything if the result is going to be destruc
tion. So since the "unknown" in question is unknown because of the 
excess of its light. our mind is surely not united with it for the best. 

(2) Our understanding is better united with something known 
than with something unknown. because knowledge is the way in 
which it comes to be united with things. So it is apparently not for 
the best that it is united with the unknown. 

(3) If we know of something "that" it is. it is not utterly un
known. and we do know of God "that" he is. so he is not utterly 
unknown. 

66, Aris(ut:ic. Ik SO","" I HHbJZ-USa2). 
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(4) Nothing enjoys being absorbed. And the best kind of union 
is one which results in enjoyment. So if the contemplative intellect 
is absorbed in the divine light, its union with it appears not to be for 
the best. 

In response we must say that the best kind of union for any
thing is when it is united with its own ultimate perfection and when 
it is united with what is best. But God is what is best and he is the 
ultimate perfection of our intellects, so for our intellect being united 
with him is for the ,'ery best. 

The answers to the points raised are as follows: 
(1) This claim is true with regard to the powers of the senses; 

because they are material and attached to material organs, they are 
destroyed by any object which is too much for them because it ruins 
the sense organ. But, as the philosopher himself says, the case is dif
ferent with regard to the intellect; when the intellect takes to itself 
the most intelligible objects, its ability to grasp lesser objects is en
hanced, not reduced!' So the intellect is strengthened, not ruined, 
by being united to the divine light. Or we can say that even if it 
would be ruined by being united in its natural condition to too bril
liant a light, nevertheless since it is by means of a supernatural con
dition that it is united with this light, it is not ruined, it is made 
perfect. 

(2) The intellect is not profitably united with something which 
is intrinsically unknown, but it is excellent for it to be united with 
what is unknown to us, but in itself supremely knowable, because 
by being united with it it acquires more and more knowledge of it; 
and God is this kind of unknown, as the philosopher says!' 

(3) Inasmuch as knowing "that" is a particular mode of natural 
knowledge identified by the philosophers;" we do not know God in 
this way. The philosopher identifies knowledge "that" as deriving 
either from a remote cause, or from an effect which is convertible 

67. Aristotle, Dc ,l"ima 3.4 (429a29-h4), 
68. The reference is presumably tn Aristotle. Mtlilph. a I «(}93b7-11), which Alben 

uses in a similar context in the commentary nn DN 7.25 (Cui. XXXVII p.356:32 ..... 0). 
6£), In Aristotelian philosophy. full-f1L-dgt.-d knowk...tgc means knowing "why," that is 

ro say. heing able tn gi\'c an explanation of why something is the case, such that the thing 
heing explained can be shown 10 fnllo", n«marily frum the allt:gcd cause. If we can do no 
mure than demonstrate "th:u" something is the case. the result is a sccnnd.d.:lss kind nfknow)
edge, Im()w!lodge "that." 
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with and proportionate to its cause. 711 And we cannot know anything 
of God in either of these ways, and so there is no kind of natural 
knowledge by which he is known, neither knowledge "that" or 
knowledge "why," nor is he known by the senses or by the reason 
or by the understanding. 7I Instead we have a supernatural knowl
edge of him in an indistinct kind of way. 

(4) Anything which is absorbed in such a way as to lose its own 
nature is rendered insensible and docs not rejoice in it, but whatever 
is absorbed by its own perfection becomes perfect by being ab
sorbed and its enjoyment is brought to the full. 

(III) (I) Moses appears to have seen God himself. It is God himself 

, n, t\ristntlc, Pm' ,llltll, 1. 13 (7Ha22- 38). The first \\ ay of :Jrri\'ing at knou ledge "thoU" 
is illustrated hy Alben with the tluestino why a w:l1I dues nut breathe. Tn answer, "Because 
it is not:tn anim:!I," is insufficient, since it dnes nnt isul:nc the crucial faewr. It is true thln 
un!y anirru.ls hreathe, SCI if a wall is not :m ;mirml. it fullows IMl it docs nut hrcadlC; but om 
all animals hreathe. 511 en:" if a \\'311 Wf,!rc an :mirnal it wuuld nut follow that it ducs breathe. 
Fur a real explanation of why a wall dnes not brc:uhc we need tn identify the physiulogical 
conditions which pmducc breathing, whusc presence genuinely explains the presence I)f 
hrt.'.lthing :ami whusc :ahSt.'f1C1: therefnre genuinely explains the :ahsence of bre:nhing (l fOIl 

Anal. 3.6, U 2 p.S"). It should he noticl-d that "Imuwk-dgc" in this context means more than 
shl"Cr Imuwledge of a brute fact, it means being able to give an account of something (cr. Ar· 
istotle, Pasl. Anal, 2.19, )(KlbIO), S(l J. Uames is justified in translating E1fLaTacr6al. "under
standing" (Compltlt " 'orb Qf ArislDllt (Princeton, II)S-I), I p.127). The second W:ly of arridng 
at knnwk't.!ge "dlat" is iIIustr.atl'l1 hy Ariscnde himself: a "cuO\'cnihlc" effect is une which is 
so linh'll In its cause that the presence uf the nne will always mean the presence of the other, 
but the causc will explain the presence uf thc effect, thus gi\'ing us knuwk'llge "why." whereas 
the presencc uf the effl't:t dues not explain the presence of the cause, it merely allows us tu 
infer it. Su, accurding II) Aristotle, the reaStIO why planets do not twinkle is lhal they are too 
duse tn the canh; thus \\ e com demonstrate v:by they do nut twinkle frum their cluseness to 

the l-arth. hut from the facc uftheir nut twinkling we can only demunstrate /bill. nut t::by, they 
arc duse Ie) the e:mh, 

71. Alben is here talking ahout knH\\ kxlge "that" as a precise. if in.:IIJcqu:ue. hrand of 
philusnphical kmm ""tlge. :lnd in the case of Gud all that we ha\'e is :l cunfust't1 :md indcter
min:ne knnwkdge " tha," he is, \\ hich is innate in us, hut falls short e\·cn uf Aris1ntk's dcli. 
nition of knowh.'tIge "thac" (cf. DN 7,2$, Col. XXXVII pp.356-7). Albcn's "prcK,fs" of the 
existence nf Gnd arc f:ar less rigorous and ambitious than those ufThumas (cf, Craemer-Rue
genbcrg pp.52-5) .:Ind rely csscnti.:llly un rrJue/it) ad abmrdum of the claim that Gud dlK-os nut 
exist: (cf. Stlmmll TIxoI. j , 17, CuI. XXXIV i pp.R+-5), The fxt ofGcKl ises5(.'fltially.:l myscery 
of intelligihilicy that we ha\e 10 take for granted and can explore but not comprehend (cf. 
ibid . 3,13,1. pp.-f()...t), As F. J. Catania remarks. "Alben could ha\'e espoused a fideism. And. 
in fact, there arc aSJll'Cts of his positiun that could suppnrt such 3 judgment in the end, nut 
if l\Jhert's pusitHIO is fideistic after all, it is a rKleism which is held uff 3S loog as possihle as 
he returns again and 3g3in 10 those aspc.'Cts (If our ordinary procesSt:s uf knClwing ,hat Sl'Cm to 
he opcn to the sorts of extension that are nl't:ess3ry with the unique ubject. Gnd" (" 'Know
able' and 'Nam.:lhle' " in Km'ach 30d Shahan. p,1(2), 
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who is seen in face-to-face vision, because this is what is promised 
us in heaven by the apostle (I Cor. 13: 12). But this is how ~ loses 
saw God, because it says of him in Exodus 33:11, "The Lord spoke 
to Moses face to face." Otherwise his prayer would have been in 
vain, "Show me your face" (Exod. 33: 13). So he appears to have seen 
God himself. 

(2) How is it possible that one could be contemplating God in 
the noblest kind of contemplation and yet not see God himself, as 
Moses did? And since many things come together in our natural in
tellectual processes-the abstraction of forms from images, their 
union with the possible intellect and the illumination by the agent 
intellect-to which of these is the knowledge involved in such ex
alted contemplation to be assimilated? 

In response we must say that Moses did not see God himself in 
himself, he saw him in his most noble effects, effects of grace and 
of theophanies, the latter being manifested images of the divine 
goodness. 

So we may answer the points raised as follo\\'s: 
(I) "Seeing the face" can mean two different things. If it is taken 

to mean seeing God's face in itself, without any veil, then this is how 
it will be secn in heaven, but it is not how Moses saw it; Moses saw 
God's face in certain signs of God's effects, which Dionysius here 
calls "subordinate principles," and in the passage of scripture re
ferred to they are called God's "back" (Exod. 33:23). So the Lord 
said to him, "You will see my back, but my face you will not be able 
to sec." 

(2) There is a link-up of lights in sense-perception, and there is 
a similar link-up of intellectual lights. 72 Now the things of God can
not be learned from any kind of probable or necessary inferences 
from first principles, and the light of the agent intellect has no other 
tools which it can wield as its own except first principles; so if it is 

72. On rhe link-up of "lights" in\'OJn."tI in bridging: the gap between the \'isiblc uhjt-oct 
am) the sense-organ, cf. Alhert's QUQaliu Dispulilla it Propbtlia Hl. J (L-d. J. P. Turrell. ItSPT 
6S 119M J ) p.27); em Albert's thc.'ury of sense-percept.un, Sl.'C L. Dewan, "51. Alhen. the Sen
sihll'S ;lIuJ SJliriru~1 Being," in \\'cishcipl. A/btrt, pp.291-}ZO. On the intcIlL'Ctu:l1 "link-up" 
cr. I Stn,. d.2 :1..5 (B 2S pp.S9-60). mmsl.ucc.l ahm'c in I~" II ufthc Imruc.luctiun. pp.S6-57. 
Alhert's theory uf huw nur minds rc..'cci\'c light (men on high cnahk-s him tn :I.nswcr the (lb
jL'Ctiun raised al)(l\'c: such illumination dues not h3\"C to he identili ... 'tI \\ ith any of (hc "lights" 
listed in the uhjt."Ctilln. and it is possihle for the mind to be raised to considcrable heights 
withuU( actually attaining 10 the direct \'ision of God, 
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to know the things of God it needs the light of the angels' intellect 
to come to it, which effects a variety of appearances in our souls in 
which the things of God are seen, reflecting the more unified way 
in which these appearances exist in the angels themselves, as was 
explained in the Celestial Hierarchy." The philosopher too says in his 
Divillatioll ill Dreams that because they cannot be arrh'ed at by way 
of any systematic speculation on the basis of first principles; the in
tellect receives them by being united to some higher moving pow
ers." It is much more the case that the soul is fortified to see the 
things of God by having the divine light coming down into it. 
Maybe both procedures are combined." And this light is called the 
"mirror of eternity," in which the prophets saw their visions. But it 
is not God, 7~ it merely comes from God, and it is the equivalent of 
the light of the agent intellect in the case of natural knowledge. 
These are the "declarations" of which Dionysius speaks here, which 
he also calls "divine objects of sight." This makes it clear how it is 
not God himself who is seen even in the most noble forms of con
templation, and this answers our question. 

CHAPTER Two 

How we Inllsl be /Illiled and offer bylllllS 10 Ihe calise of all, who is 
above all. 

To this more than radiant darkness we pray to be brought, 
by not seeing and not knowing, to see and know him who 
is above seeing and knowing, in this very not-seeing and 
not-knowing. For this is truly to see and know him who is 
above substance and to praise him supersubstantially by 
separating from him all beings, as if we were making an 

n . cr. Dinnysius, elliS.) (p.17S), :tOll Albcn's cummcnt. 15.6(8 H p.424). 
'4. This has onlY:1 tenuous conm.'cdon with Aristotle. bUI Dt Ilomin~ q.50 3.1 and a.3. 

q.S I (IS 3S rp .436-7. -HO, +f I) show how Alben dc\'ciopt.'ti his own thl.'Clry no the hasis of 
AristnlJc. Dr D;1). Somn. 1-2 H62b2S~. 463331-b3, 463bI4). 

15. I.e .• hoth angelic iIIumin:uioo and direct di\'inc iIIumin:lt;of1 (as sugsested in I Stnl. 
~ . 1 • . 5. 825 p.t\O,). 

76. On the sJ'«lIlum INltmila/is cr. QD tit l'ropbttia ILl , l'tf . Cil , pp.2.f-K wilh TUrTell's 
cuntmcnts, pp.212-f. 
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image of his very nature, removing the obstacles which get 
in the way of a pure vision of what is hidden and revealing 
the hidden beauty for what it is simply by this removal. 
But, as I think, we must celebrate the removals in a way 
opposite to the affirmations. When we were making affir
mations, we began with the first and moved down through 
the intermediate ones to the most remote, but here we as
cend from the most remote toward those that are more pri
mary and then again through the intermediate ones to the 
topmost ones, removing them all so that we may have an 
unveiled knowledge of that unknowing which is veiled all 
round by all that is knowable in all beings, and sec that 
supersubstantial darkness which is hidden by all the light 
in beings. 

• 

In the previous chapter Dionysius laid down the proper atti
tude of someone practicing this science, whether as a teacher or as 
a student, with regard to the reception of this teaching. Now, be
cause the reception of this teaching leads to that union in which we 
are made one with the things of God, in this chapter he specifics the 
position with regard to union itself, telling us how we have to be 
united with God in our understanding and praise him with our 
voices. This is apparent from the title of the chapter, "How we must 
be united and offer hymns to the cause of all, who is above all." 

The chapter falls into two parts: in the first Dionysius lays 
down the manner in which we are united with God, namely, by way 
of negations; in the second part he indicates the difference between 
theological negations and theological affirmations. 

In the previous chapter, in which he specified the proper way 
of receiving this teaching, he began with a prayer because of the ex
alted nature of the teaching, and here he docs the same: "We pray 
to be brought" (by God) "to this darkness," in which God is, a dark
ness which is obscure to us but is "more than radiant" in itself; and 
we pray that "in this very not-seeing and not-knowing," that is, pre
cisely in the cessation of all our natural forms of knowledge, "by not 
seeing and not knowing" (these being a kind of route by which we 
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pursue our course) we may "see and know him who is above all 
seeing and knowing," namely, God. "Seeing" should be taken as re
ferring to the way in which our understanding simply "sees" first 
principles; "knowing" refers to the way in which we know conclu
sions which follow from first principles. Thus God will be known 
as a principle, when we receive him as the light of our intellect, and 
by means of this divine light we are led to the attributes of God as 
to a kind of conclusion, knowing him to be wise, good and so on. 
And we pray "to praise him" (God) "who' is above substance super
substantially," that is, in a way which transcends all beings, "by 
separating from him all beings, as if we were making an image," 
shaping a representation, "of his very nature, removing" (by re
moving, that is) from our mind's eye "the obstacles which get in the 
way or' (interfere with, damage) "the pure vision or' the God who 
is "hidden," the sort of vision by which we want to see God without 
any reference to any of his effects, thereby "revealing the hidden 
beauty" (of God) for what it is; as if to say that precisely by having 
e\'erything denied of it, the transcendence of the beauty of God is 
represented as by a formed image. Alternatively, as the commen
tator suggests', it is like stone-cutting: when you cut a piece of stone 
and take it away, the surface that was previously hidden by the piece 
you have removed can now be seen to bear certain images of things, 
something that looks like an ear or a lamb or a dog, though of course 
these are only images, not the real things. Similarly when we sep
arate things from God we discover something like the divine nature, 
though it is not the divine nature in itself, only something which 
reveals the divine nature. For instance, by separating from him all 
the non-living, what we are left with is that he is alive, even though 
life, as we use the word, means the coming forth of life and this is 
not the divine nature, though it is a likeness of it which reveals it. 

Next Dionysius indicates the difference between theological 
negations and theological affirmations and says that in affirmative 
theology "we begin with the first" and nobler affirmations "and 

I. This imcrprct:l.1iun comes from the Latin schulia of An:ast:l.sius, dcri\'oo from the 
GrL'1:k (ef. IJG ·H·21~). :mll it is dear that it is what Dium'sius h;ad in mint.!: an C%VrOf/n ... 
ayaAp.a is an image fuund naturally in a piece uf steme or ,,:~MXI (such :IS Alhen himself wit. 
nessed in Venice :l.S a yuung man: Mintrll/;o II l.l. IJ 5 pr. 48-9, AT 82); Sarraccnus' rcn~ 
dering, ipsius IUllurllt illsigllt is thoroughly misleading. 
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move down through the intermediate ones" as far as "the most re
mote." Accordingly he first, in the Outlille;, spoke about the prop
erties of God in himself, then in the Diville Names he dealt with the 
spiritual qualities that flow from God and belong properly to him, 
beginning there too with the most noble, such as "good" and 
"being"; finally he discussed the symbols taken from the realm of 
the senses, in the Symbolic Theology. But in negative theology it is the 
other way round: in denying things of God, we have to begin with 
"the most remote," the lowest things, that is, and, proceeding via 
"those that are more primary," which arc "intermediate,17 "ascend 
to the topmost." For instance, we could begin by saying that God 
is not a stone and that he is not a lion and so on, with reference to 
other things belonging to the realm of the senses, then we could go 
on to say that he is neither living nor life and so on, so that, pro
ceeding in this way, we might "have knowledge ofthat unknowing," 
of that divine transcendence which is unknown to us, "unveiled 
knowledge," without any veil of creatures, knowledge of that "un
knowing which is veiled all round by all that is knowable in all 
beings." In all the things that are known by their forms' the forms 
themselves are images of God's own beauty, and by denying them 
we arrive at that hidden reality which was expressed in them in a 
veiled way. Dionysius returns to the same point in what follows: 
"And see that supersubstantial darkness" of the divine transcend
ence, "which is hidden by all the light" that is "in beings," just as 
the reality of something is hidden in an image which represents it in 
an alien nature. 

To clarify what is said in this chapter we need to raise three 
questions: 

(I) Can we know and see God by not-seeing and not-knowing? 
(II) What about the manner in which he says we are united with 

God? 
(III) What about his statement that the order of negations is the 

opposite of the order of negations? 

2. cr. chapter I note 9. It seems that Alben actually lOok the title, Tbwlogicilt Ilypo. 
Iyposu to mean "lIu.'ulogical hypostases" (cr. [)N 1.6, Col. XXXVII p. 3:63-1). 

3. Tn know an object is to know what it means for it to he what it is (cr. Aristotle, 
Mttapb. Z 6, 1031 h(~7). i.e., (0 know its "form." 
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(I) (I) On the face of it, God cannot be known by not-seeing. 
Everything which serves as a means by which something else is 
known must have something about it permitting what is to be 
known to be inferred from it, as in the case of a syllogism, or at least 
it must provide some sort of access to what is to be known, as the 
infused light of faith gives us access to the articles of the faith. But 
there is nothing of the kind in not-seeing and not-knowing, so they 
cannot be a way of coming to know God. 

(2) Privation is not a way of coming to have something; it is 
rather the other way about! And not-seeing and not-knowing 
means being deprived of seeing and knowing. So they are not a pos
sible way of attaining to the knowledge and vision of God. 

(3) Either the not-seeing by which God is seen posits something 
or it does not posit anything. If it does not posit anything, then no 
kind of knowledge will result from it, because nothing can be in
ferred from pure negatives, since there is no syllogism made up en
tirely of negatives. If it does posit something and denies something 
else, it must be a starting point for or a way to the knowledge of God 
either by virtue of what it denies or by virtue of what it posits. The 
first is impossible for the reasons given. But in the second case, it 
should be identified as leading to the knowledge of God by the af
firmation of vision, not its denial.' 

(4) The noblest way of seeing things is at the furthest remove 
from all denial of vision, just as the most completely white object is 
at the furthest remove from black. But, according to Augustine, the 
noblest kind of \'ision is when we see what is essentially prescnt in 

4. Albeft seems ttl he rather unnl'Ccssarily cnmplic:lling a commonsense obscT\'atinn 
witb :a logical point. The commonsense nbsen'alion is clear: lacking something is not a means 
whereby we .:lccluire sumcthing. The IflSic:.1 poinl is th:n the idea uf"pri":uinn" presupposes 
the idea of pos5cssiun, not \'icc versa, a puim made by Albert in 0.',' 4.169 (Col. XXXVII p. 
Hi: 17-9) in cnnm .. -cciun with Aristotle's definition of pri\':ninn in Mttopb. r 2 (t004a 15-6); 
you do not have to he stupid in order tn he intelligent, hut yuu do have tn be intelligent in 
order In be stupid-snmcthing entirely tle\'uid of intclligcncc. such as a stewed prune, is not 
prnpcrly callt..-d "stupid." 

S. h is a cummnnplacc uf scholastic I"Sic that no syllugism can be fmmt..'tI on the basis 
CHtwu nt..'g<lti\'c prnpositiuns (cr. AIlK:rt. I Prior. /lnal. 2.'. III p. "9R; Petrus Hispanus. T,at· 
talus (Summu/o( l.og;,a/tS) ...... t..'tI. L. ,\1. de Rijk (Assen, 1972); T. Gilby. BI1,bara C(/annl 
(Lundnn, 1949]. pp. 211-2). Thcre is no reason why a useful syllogism should nO( be formed 
out of one positi\'e ami nnc ncgath'e prnpnsition. but Albcn is within his righes in claiming 
that the capacity of such a combination 10 yield informal inn depends on Ihc positi\'e propo
silion. 
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our own soul, and this includes God.· So the way in which we see 
God is at the furthest remove from any non-seeing. 

In response we must say that in the case of God all our natural 
ways of knowing, which are the basis of systematic understanding, 
lapse. I-Ie is not known per se, as first principles are, nor do we know 
"why" he is, because he has no cause, nor do we know "that" he is, 
because he produces no effect which is proportionate to himself. In
stead our minds receive a certain divine light, which is above their 
own nature and raises them above all their natural ways of seeing 
things, and this is how our minds come to see God, though only in 
a blurred and undefined knowledge "that" he is. This is why it is 
said that God is seen by not-seeing: he is seen by the absence of nat
ural seeing. 

The answers to the points raised, then, are as follows: 
(I) A kind of light is received in the soul which causes an ab

sence of seeing in all our natural ways of seeing, and this light docs 
provide a way to a blurred knowledge of God, and in this sense not
seeing does provide a way. 

(2) This is not simply a case of privation, there is a reception of 
a kind of habitual light, which leads to the actuality of some vision 
of God. 

(3) This indicates the answer to the third point too, because we 
are not dealing with pure negation; what is being denied is our nat
ural way of seeing, and what is left is a receiving of a supernatural 
light which is, all the same, best indicated by negations, because we 
find nothing which is known to us which we can properly predicate 
of God because of his transcendent simplicity; genuine predication 
is always based on some kind of complexity'. As Gregory says, we 
"echo the high mysteries of God" by "stammering. "K 

(4) There are two senses in which we can talk about the "noblest 
way" of seeing things. We may be thinking of the noblest medium 
in which to see something, like knowledge "why," and this kind of 

6. Augustine. D~ Grn. ad l.i/. XII cspL'Ci::.lly 10.21 :amI 31.59. Thou this is the passage 
Albert had in mind is 5uggestt..'lI by Kilw:mJhy's idcnliC21 interpret:u;n" of it, Dt Or/u Srim
Iwrum, L"l1. cit. p:ar:a.222: cr. 315U 51. Thom:ls, Summa TbtoI. 1-11 'I_ 112 :a.S. 

7. I'rcdicacicm .a1\\'3yS inmln..'S m:Jking:l conncction hctwl"\!n two distinct nne inns; such 
complexity is foreign en the n:nure of God. 

N. Grl'gory. ,uora/;o s. )6,66 (PL 75:7I5C). 3S reworded by Lombard. I Sml, c..I. I) c ..... 2. 
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seeing is at the furthest remO\'e from not-seeing." And in the case of 
God, this "noblest way" of seeing docs not exist. Or we may be 
thinking of the object of vision, so that the noblest kind of \'ision will 
be the vision of the noblest object. In this sense there is such a thing 
as the noblest kind of \'ision in connection with God. III But because 
of the transcendence of its object it carries with it the highest degree 
of non-vision, as the philosopher says. II 

It should also be appreciated that what Augustine is saying is 
open to objection, because more is required for the knowledge of 
something than that it should be in our possible intellect: the pos
sible intellect has to be shaped by its form and so become actual, 
just as matter actually becomes something through the form, not the 
essence, of the thing that acts upon it, even if it is something present 
in it." This is why the philosopher says that the intellect under
stands itself in the same way as it understands other things. Il 

(II) (I) Creatures do not obviously interfere with our seeing of 
God. Nothing is at the same time both a support and an obstacle, 
and creatures, carrying in themselves as they do the trace and image 
of God, help us toward the knowledge of God. Therefore they arc 
not an obstacle. 

(2) Building up a complex understanding of something and ana
lyzing something into its elements both proceed in the same way, 
because the process from first to last passes by the same intermediate 

9. The manuscript (ext appears In he cnrrupt here. I re.lIl non-t'isiont (ur 1.';1;011(: the 
Unrgnc( t..'lIilinn rcads f:uio"t [ki, 

10, Since this p:lssagc is remarkahly nbscurc and I am not entirely confident that I have 
umlcrstnud it corrt.'Ctiy, J give the Latin text: /robilisrimus moJ'lJ 'f.'idmJ; at Jupliciltr: t~1 tX parlt 
mtd,;, sicut i" srimlia propur quid, (I islt modus tnllXimr "malUS at u <non> 'l:uirmr, tIS;C non CSl 
modus "ohilisrimus Jit,i,u« t'uionu; t'tl rx paru obit"i, ut JiroluT no/1ilissimul modus ,:isiMU, ~r 'Iuum 
nobilissimum oMtclUm viJrmll!, tI sic lSI nohilinimus modus 'it'inat 1.:isionis. Knmdt.'tIgc "why" is 
the "ouhlest" fnrm of \'isiun, in the first sense indic3ted here; in Aristotle's \'iew it is the nnly 
full.fledgl'tl form nfknnwledgc(/'ru/. '\1111/.1.2, 7Ib9-16). 

II. The reference is presum3bJy tn Aristntle, Iltttopb. a 1 (W3b9-II). 
12. Cf. DN7.24 (Cnl. XXXVII p. 355:59-75). ,'I:uter is nnt acted upnn simply by the 

prl's,:nce of sumcthing-chc presence uf m}' ruhlK!r duck in the b;llh w;lter h3S on effl'Ct no 
the \\'3ter, whcrc;ls the c1;1hor.ate hut w:Uer system tlues ha\'e an dfl."Ct un the water, f..'\·cn 
though it may nnt actually IK! in the water; in Aristutcli:1O terms the hening system cum
munic:ues a furm uf he:1l UI the w3ter, and this is hl'C3use it itself possesses such a form. 

13. Ariswtlc, IJt ,\nimo 3..1 (429b5-9), naturally withuul B}'w:ller's emcndatiun in b9 
of ~ afn'oJl to lit'afn'Dv; cf. AJhcrt,IJt A"imo 3.2.15 (Col. VII i p. 1fJ'J). 
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terms as the process from last to first. But the way from the first 
cause to its effects, into which it pours itself out, is a way of building 
up a complex understanding and it proceeds by way of affirmations, 
because we affirm everything of it causally. Similarly then it will be 
by way of affirmations that we return to it to be united with it, not 
by way of negations. 

(3) Nothing can be concluded from negations, except in the 
context of some general affirmation. For instance we can say, "It is 
an animal, and it is not rational, therefore it is irrational," and so on. 
But God does not share a common category with anything else. 
Therefore nothing can be deduced about him by way of negations. 

In response we must say: 
(I) There are rwo different ways of considering a creature. If 

we take it precisely under the rubric of "trace of God," leading us 
to God, then it helps us to know God qua cause; but if we take crea
tures precisely as what comes forth from God with all the variety 
that means in terms of essence, species, genus and principle---like 
being, which is common to substance and to accidents-then in this 
way they do interfere with our knowledge of God in his own nature, 
and it is that kind of knowledge which Dionysius calls "pure vision," 
because it is without reference to the effects caused by God. 

(2) When we are building up a complex understanding out of 
the essential elements of something, then both the synthesis and the 
analysis proceed affirmatively; for instance, this is how we build up 
our picture by predicating "substance" and then moving on to 
"body" and "animal" and so on until we reach individuals, and we 
move back through the same predicates when we are working our 
way up to more and more general ways of describing things. This 
is because there is no difference of essential being involved. But 
when we build up our complex picture by moving from some cause 
which is separate in its essential being to the effects produced by that 
cause, this is indeed also done affirmatively, because this is how the 
cause is revealed qua cause, and as such it can be designated by its 
effects, but in the reverse movement from the effects to the cause 
what we are seeking is the very essence of the cause and, since this 
is separate from all the caused effects, we have to proceed by way 
of negations. 

(3) There is nothing in common between God and creatures, 
they share no common species or genus, no common factor to justify 
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strict analogy; all there is is the kind of sharing involved in imitation: 
the effects imitate their cause as far as they can. And this docs not 
really mean that there is anything genuinely in common between 
them. And so we have no real way of saying anything about God. 
but we talk about him as best we can. 

(III) (I) It is not clear that we must necessarily start with the lowest 
things in our negations. The intermediates and the highest things 
are separated from what God is in himself just as much as the lowest 
things. so it makes no difference where we start. 

(2) Whatever has everything separated from it is not anything 
at all. So if everything is denied of God. which is what Dionysius 
is saying here. then he is nothing at all. and in that case he will not 
exist. And that is what "the fool has said in his heart ..... 

(3) When we deny something of anything. it is because of some 
contrariety or dissimilarity. and these presuppose that there is some 
common ground." But there is no common ground between God 
and creatures; if there were. he would be analyzable into a genus 
and his distinguishing specific characteristics. and so would not be 
simple. It seems to follow from this that nothing can be denied of 
him. whether it be elevated or lowly. 

The answer to these points is as follows: 
(I) When we deny something of anything. it is because there is 

a certain gap between them. and so it is natural to begin by denying 
of God the lowest kinds of thing. which are the furthest removed 
from him; theological affirmations on the other hand are based on 
the outflow from the cause into what it causes. and since it is the 
primary effects which influence lower things and not the other way 
round. it is natural to move in this case from higher things to lower. 

(2) What follows from the separation of all things from God is 
that he is not one thing among others. as if he were on the same level 
as other things; but this is not to deny that he is above everything 
and that everything imitates him. 

H. p .. lm IU. 
IS. We can deny that "white" is "black" because both while and black arc colors, but 

they arc opJX,site culors ("contrariety"). We can deny that Jones is energetic, blocausc he re
sembles other hum:J.n beings enough in other ways to make it reasonable to suppose that he 
might have lx.oen energetic ("dissimilarity"). Where there is no common ground at all, dcni:lll 
is mc;mingless; we arc l1O( often tempted to deny Ilut dw: color pink is smelly, 
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(3) The answer to the third point is already clear from what has 
been said; although there is no common ground between God and 
other things, such as there is between other things, nevertheless 
there is some common ground in the sense that things imitate him. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Cataphatic alld apophatic theologies. 

In the Theological Olltlilles, then, we celebrate particularly 
the items belonging to affirmative theology, how the di
vine and good nature is called "single" and how it is called 
"threefold," what the Fatherhood is taken in itself and 
what the Sonship, and what the theology of the Spirit in
tends to show; how from the immaterial and simple good 
there sprouted lights of goodness which remain in the 
heart, and how they have remained inseparable from their 
stability in it and in themselves and in each other in their 
coeternal burgeoning; how the supersubstantial Jesus was 
made substance with the true properties of human nature, 
and all the other things revcaled in the Oracles which are 
celebrated in the Theological Olltlilles. In the Diville Names 
we celebrate how he is called "good," "being," "life" and 
"wisdom" and "power" and all the other things which 
form part of intellectual God-naming. In the Symbolic The
ology we celebrate the designations of God taken over from 
the things of the senses and applied to the things of God, 
what God's "forms" are, and his "shapes" and "parts" and 
Uinstrumcnts," his "places" and "ornaments," his "anger," 
"sadness" and "madness, " his "drunkenness" and "carous
ing," his "oaths" and "curses," his "sleep" and his "waking 
up," and all the other holy compounded images which are 
part of symbolic God-shaping . 

• 

In this chapter Dionysius proposes to establish the proper way 
oftreating our subject, as wc have already seen from our analysis of 
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the book as a whole. And since the subject is treated by way of ne
gations, his principal objective is to establish the procedure involved 
in negative theology. And since the procedure of negative theology 
is learned from that of affirmative theology, he begins with an ac
count of affirmative theology. This is clear from the title, "Cata
phatic and apophatic theologies. n 

This chapter accordingly falls into two parts, the first dealing 
with the procedure of affirmative theology, the second with that of 
negative theology. 

The first part falls into two sections. In the first, Dionysius lays 
down the procedure of affirmative theology; in the second he en
courages Timothy to ponder this procedure. 

The first section has three subdivisions, in line with the au
thor's three books on theological affirmations; he first mentions 
those dealt with in the TheologicalOlltlilles, then those dealt with in 
the Diville Names, and finally those dealt with in the Symbolic Theol
ogy. 

Before we actually look at the text, there is a question about 
whether these three books cover the ground sufficiently. 

(I) The task of theology with regard to affirmations about God 
does not appear to be sufficiently communicated in these three 
books. In addition to the proper attributes of the Persons, there are 
certain attributes which are appropriated to them, and no teaching 
about this is contained in the three books, so it looks as if they are 
insufficient. 

(2) In none of these books does the author deal with God's will, 
foreknowledge or predestination, yet all of these belong to the the
ologian's task and demand particular treatment, as the Master says 
in the Sentences. I So these three books, it seems, are inadequate on 
their own. 

(3) In addition to the eternal processions of the Persons, there 
are certain temporal processions, and there is nothing about these in 
any of the three books; so they are, on the face of it, incomplete. 

(4) Dionysius wrote other books too, such as the Ecclesiastical 
Hierarchy, in which he teaches us how to approach the things of God 
by way of symbols, and similarly his book on Thillgs Visible alld 111-

I. Peter Lombard, I Smt. d.H c.l. 
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visible, and these are not listed here. So his account seems to be in
complete. 

In response we must say that the task of theology being de
scribed here is not that of manifesting God in any of his effects or 
gifts, but that of manifesting him in himself, and the affirmative as
pect of this task is sufficiently contained in the three books listed, 
because there are only three ways of talking about God: metaphor
ically, and this is what the Symbolic Theology is about; or literally (a) 
with reference to the properties which belong to the Persons, and 
this is what the Theological Olltlilles is about; or (b) with reference to 
the properties of the divine nature, and this is what the Diville Names 
is about. This analysis of the different ways of designating God 
comes from Ambrose.' 

So we ean answer the points raised as follows: 
(J) Terms which are appropriated to the Persons are in them

selves common and belong to the di\'ine nature; they are terms like 
ugoodncss," "wisdom 1t and "power 1" and they arc discussed in the 
Diville Names. 

(2) Predestination and foreknowledge differ from knowledge 
and wisdom only in being antecedent, which is what the prefix sig
nifies. For this reason they are included in the discussion of God's 
wisdom in the Diville Na,;,es. The specific nuance which they add 
calls for some special conclusions, but these belong more to the dis
cussion of creatures than to the treatment of God in himself. Simi
larly what needs to be said about God's will is indicated by the 
discussion of his goodness, which is the disposition of his will. ) As 
it says at the end of the Diville Names, other words which are used 
to the same effect must be taken in accordance with the same rules 
of interpretation" 

(3) The temporal processions are a manifestation of the eternal 
processions, and so both are explained together; the temporal 
processions are contained in the interpretation of the divine names, 

2. Amhrnsl!. Ix FUk II Pml. 2 (PL 16 [tK·H): 559D-S6OC), taken up by L)mb:mJ. I 
Stnt. 1.1.12 c.I, on which lit'C AllJcrf5 cumment, n 25 (lp. 5(»6-7. 

3. Alhen's contention is dlat prL-c.lcstimninn is pan of divine (urcknowk-dgc (cr. I Stm. 
dAn 3.1. II 26 pp. 30+-5), and that forcknnwk'dgc is not, in this context, signific::antly differem 
from knowledge, which Dionysiu5 discusses in DN7 .2. The specific nuance :uJdcd by "(on-" 
is rde\'ant In a (Iuite differenl area nflhL'C"''S.\'. Simil:arty Gud's will is I:lkcn 10 be sufftdcntly 
discussed in I.>i()nysius· cre:ument (If goudness in /),\' ... 

... Dionysius, JJN 1J.6(PG l:fJHIC). 
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in the guise of effects, where Dionysius talks about the divine 
processions into creatures.' 

(4) In these other books God is not revealed in himself, but in 
some of his effects, such as sacramental grace (in the Ecclesiastical Hi
erarchy) or visible creatures (in the other book). 

So Dionysius begins by saying, "In the Theological Olltlilles, 
then," (the book he wrote about the divine Persons) "we celebrate 
particularly," or according to the other translation, "we celebrated 
particularly," "the items belonging to affirmative theology," that is, 
the affirmations about God which belong properly to the Persons, 
namely, "how the divine and good nature is called 'single.' " 

There are several objections to this: 
• (I) Hilary says that in God there is neither singleness nor alone
ncss.6 

(2) Single individuals are distinguished from others by their ac
cidents,' but in God there are no accidents, therefore he is not sin
gle. 

(3) Single individuals are individuated by matter," but God is 
utterly immaterial, therefore he is not single. 

(4) Single individuals presuppose some common nature which 
is individuated in them," but God is not an individual member of 

S. cr. Dionysius, DN 2.11, with Alben's commentary (Col. XXXVII pp. 96-I(K). 
6. Hilary. Dt Trinilalt 7.38 (PL IO:21IB), as cited and exploited by u)mbaru, I Slnr. 

d.ll c.S. 
7. The doctrine that individuals arc distinguisht:d only by their accidents goes back to 

Oncthiu5. Dt Trinilillt I (cd. I-I. F. Stcwan and E. K. Rand, Locb classics (1918], p.6:2+-6), 
who probably gO( it from Porphyry. Isagogt, cd. Busse 7.22-5 (text in Amlottlts Lalinus I 6-
71Bruges and Paris, 1966], pp. 13-14), In the later Middle Ages it was defended by William 
of Champeau" (cf. Abelard, Hisl. Cal. 2. PL 178: 119A8), but it was attacked by Abelard. 
GI0S10t ruptr Porpbyrium, ed. B. Geyer. 8cirrage XXIII [Milnsrer. 1919]. p. 13; larer on it was 
anacked by William of Au\'ergne,lk UnivtrfO 1.11 ch.II, ed. cit. I p.819aD, and by Thomas, 
in Mtlaph. Comm. 1626 (,\Iarieni ed.). Elsewhere Albert seems to concede only that accidcnts 
are one way in which indh'iduals differ from one anorher(Mtiaph. 10.2.9. Col. XVI p.455:78-
9). I am indebt(."tJ to Osmund Lewry, O.P., for the reference to Porphyry. 

8. This is the standard ml"tJie\':11 Aristorelian docrrinc. thar m:1tter is the principle of 
indh'iduation (cf. A\'erroes, Dt Somno tl Vigilia. ed. cit. p. 103; Thom:1s, in Mtlaph. Comm. 
1496): whether or not the principlc is gcnuinely Aristotelian is disputed: cf. J. Owens p.2+4. 

9. To S:1Y th:1t something is ":1n indh'idu:1I" norm:1l1y implies th:1t ir is "an individual 
X" (an indi\'idual C:1t, te:1cup or whate\,er), which me:1ns that there is more to X than is con
tained in rhc indh'idual. My f:1\'orire oc'Cr mug, howc\'er splendid. does nor exhaust the whole 
notion of beer mugs. If God were an individu:11 in this sense, he would be only :1 pard:11 in
st:1ntiarion of what ir means to be God. 
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any class, because otherwise there would be something more pri
mary and more simple than God. Therefore God is not single. 

In response we must say that what Hilary was dcnying in God 
is thattherc is only one divine Person, but Dionysius is talking about 
the singleness of the divine essence; and e\'en that is not strictly "sin
gle" in the same way that single individuals arc found in lower 
beings. It is called "single" in the sense that it is not in fact nor could 
it in principle be multiplied, as individuals generally can be. H' 

This makes it clear what the answer is to all the points raised. 
So, to return to the text, Dionysius is talking about "how the 

dh'ine naturc is called 'singlc' "(unique, not multiplied, in the three 
Persons), "and how it is called 'threefold' " (in the Trinity of Per
sons), "what the Fatherhood is, taken in itself, and what the Son
ship" and how it is revcaled in the temporal procession, and "what 
the theology of the Spirit intends 10 show", that is, what is meant 
by talking about "Holy Spirit" in God, and "how lights of goodness" 
(the Son and the Holy Spirit) "sprouted from the simple and im
material good" while nevertheless "remaining in the heart," which 
is clearly contrary to the way lower beings work, because when 
something sprouts, it does not remain in thc sourcc from which it 
has sprouted. 

There are several difficulties about this: 
(I) "Good" is a name belonging to the divine essence, and the 

essence neither generates nor is generated, so it does not look as if 
there is anything "sprouting" from the good. 

(2) What does "heart" mean? 
(3) The image of light is inappropriate, because light is not a 

substance, whereas the Persons are substances existing in their own 
right, so they are nOl well signified by "lights." 

In response: 

10. :"lormally c\'cn unit1uC indi\·idu.:I.ls arc not necessarily unique, but God is ncccs· 
sarily unique, the word "Gnd" properly has nn plural (I Scm. d.2 3.22. B 25 pp.K3-f). For a 
modern tliscussinn (If prnblcms ahum ailing Gnd an "intJi,·idual." SL'C B. D:l\·ics. Tbi"iing 
Ilbmll God (London_ IWlS), pp.II8-2H. ,\Ihen's argumcm here hecomes much dearer if we 
emend the text by deleting I(d at p.46C):4S; this would yield: "E\'cn thoU is not strictly 'single' 
in the same way that single indh'iduals arc found in lower beings, 1K.'C3usc if is nur in fact nor 
cookJ it in principle he multiplioo. as indi\'idu21s C2n he." The last cJ:msc wouklthus hl'COmt: 

the c:<planatiun uf why Gud is not an individual. rather th2n IIf why he is so called in spite 
of the difficulties. One grcat ad\':1ntage of this emendation is that it gh'es US:1 text which really 
dues answer points (2H4). 
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(1) "Good" is being used here for the divine nature as it is in the 
Father, in whom it is the principle of generation, because the Father 
begets in virtue of the divine nature, even though taken in itself the 
divine nature is not relative and is not confined to anyone of the 
Persons; but taken with reference to the act of begetting, it is pe
culiar to the Father and has to be called "relative," just as the power 
of begetting docs. J J So to the objection that "good" is a name be
longing to the divine essence, we may say that this is true, but be
cause it signifies the essence concretely in the divine Person, it can 
be taken over because of this connection to stand for the Person, as 
the word "God" is in "God from God. "Il 

(2) The coming forth of feelings and thoughts from the heart is 
an immaterial procession, and so, to symbolize the immateriality of 
the divine begetting, the divine nature is compared to a heart, in
asmuch as it is in the Father as the principle from which the Son and 
the I loly Spirit proceed. And because they proceed from the Father 
as Persons, yet remain in his essence, they are said to "remain in the 
heart. n 

(3) The word "lights" is not being used to display the perfection 
of the divine Persons, but to show that their procession is a proces
sion of form:" just as light comes from light, so God comes from 
God. 

Dionysius goes on, "and how they have remained inseparable 
from their stability in it" (the heart), in that they remain in one es
sence, "and in themselves," in that each Person remains in himself, 
"and in each other," in that the Son is in the Father and the Father 
is in the Son, even though one Person proceeds from another "in a 

J J. The essential point is that, though all three divine Persuns arc Gud (and so the 
di\'ine nature is common to them all). nc\'cnhclcss it is 'Iua Goo that the F:uhcr bt..-gcts the 
Sun, so in a sense we ha\'c to say chat the divine n:uurc is the principle of dh'inc generation 
(cr. I Sent. d.S. 825 pp.17J-'II). 

12. The phrase from the Niccnc Creed justifies the claim that we an say that "God 
hlogetS Gud," not just that "the Father begets the Son." The dh'inc essence docs nO[ subsist 
on its own, somehuw, indcpcndcndy of the divine Persons, and the Father is not some kind 
u( cumpound uf di\'inc essence and Fatherhood. In him the divine nature is the Father and 
he is che nature. 

13. 'rhe processiun of the Son and the Huly Spirit frum the Father is a "formal proces
sion," because it inml\'es the tr:msmission of "form": what cumes from God in this way is 
Gutl . There arc Ill)\'iously lither \\'ays in whtch fHlC thing can come from anO(her, which do 
not inmkc :my such ~ssing un of form: if I wrirc a book, the buok is not hUm.1n, cnn if 1 
am. 
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cocternal burgeoning," because the generation of the Son docs not 
precede the Son, nor does the breathing-out precede the Spirit, be
cause there is no question here of any movement from potency to 
act,l. and also "how the supersubstantial Jesus" (supersubstantial 
with reference to his Godhead) "was made substance," dwelling in 
"the true properties of human nature," that is, a genuine body and 
a genuine soul, "and all the other things revealed in the Oracles" (the 
canonical scriptures) "which are celebrated" by us "in the Theological 
Olltlilles ... 

But surely it is not part of the business of that book to explain 
about the Incarnation of the Word. Conclusions and explanations 
which rest on different principles belong to different areas of in
struction. Even if one and the same conclusion is demonstrated on 
the basis of different principles, that conclusion belongs to different 
sciences; thus for instance the sphericity of the earth is demonstrated 
on different grounds by physicists and by astronomers. But the In
carnation of the Word involves different principles from the dis
tinctions between the Persons; the latter is explained in terms of 
their eternal relationships, but the Incarnation involves certain tem
poral deeds performed by God. So they do not belong to the same 
area of doctrine. 

In response we may say that since the Incarnation of the Word 
belongs exclusively to the Son, it is appropriate to deal with it at the 
same time as the other features which are proper to the different Per
sons. The theological explanation of it relies on the same general 
principles, namely, the eternal relationships which distinguish be
tween the Persons, beeause it is by one and the same Sonship that 
the Son is eternally the Son of the Father and that, from a certain 
point in time, he is the Son of his mother, and it is as the same Person 
that he is identified both in his Godhead and in his humanity." 

14. This is Albert's cumment on "coclema''': the generation of the Son :md the spir
:Ilion of the Spirit arc not pmccsses, which could be measured in time; it makes no sense ru 
think of:l time when the Son W:lS bring grnmllrd but W3S not yet :actually generated (:lOt.! so 
was only putentially the St"Ml, the Son "in the making"), 

IS. The Sun of ~ 13ry and dM.: Son of God arc une and (he s:amc rerson aoo noc and 
the same Son. When we rC:ld in (Iur papers that M3lJcl and Ebenezer T wiggins h3\'e h:uJ a 
son, we do not infer that there must be two sons, unc son of .\Iabcland onc son of Ebcncttr; 
no more arc there two sons in Jesus. one son of God :lnd one son of ~t3r\". If there were two 
distinct fili:ltiuns inmln.-d, there wllulLl he two distinct persons in Jcsu~ (which is the Ncs. 
tori:ln heresy). Cf. III Srnl. dA :l.S (8 2H p.M). 
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Even if certain further special principles are brought in to explain 
the Incarnation, this does not matter, since the same science can per
fectly well contain conclusions which have different specific prin
ciples. 

Dionysius goes on to say that "in the Diville Names" he has ex
plained how God is called "good" and "all the other things which 
form part of intellectual God-naming," that is, names whose mean
ing does not express anything to do with the senses. 

Then he says that "in the Symbolic Theology" he has explained 
the designations of God which are "taken over from the things of the 
senses and applied" to God, such as "God's 'forms' and 'shapes';" 
"form" and "shape" refer to the same thing, but from a different 
point of view, referring respectively inward and outward-form is 
not here being used in the sense of "substantial form. ",. And so on 
in the same vein with regard to everything else which is said sym
bolically about God. 

* 

And I think you have recognized how this last is more ver
bose than the previous two. The Theological Ollllilles and 
the exposition of the Diville Names ought to be less wordy 
than the Symbolic Theology, because the higher we turn our 
regard, the more our talking about intelligibles contracts 
in our sight, just as now, as we enter the darkness which 

16. Alocrt's rather CTH>cic Cf)mmc:O[ eHllhe distinctiun bcIWL't.'fl "{firm" Imd "shapc" is 
c13.bor,ucd in the cnmmcnu,ry on DN 1."3 (CuI. XXXVII p.25:N-9) and much more fully in 
IJt I'ratJicamtnlU S.H (II I p.25I). "Suhsuntial form" determines wh:u something is. "form" 
3S:1 kind of quality. which is what Albert supposes Dionysiu5 10 be referring In here, is closely 
cunnc.'Cu.'d with substantial form (hence its "inward" orient:niun): it is shape considcrl.."ti pre· 
ciscly as the shape uf:l p:micular kind uf thing. Suhst:mti:al furm means that something is a 
tigt:r. 'Inis other surt uf fl)fm mc30S th:n it has 11K shoptof:a tiger, it defines the outer limits or 
this particul:ar lump of flesh:1s tu\'ing the cuntours pnlflCr en a tigl.."f. "Shapc" Cfrguro) refers 
tn the S3me phenomenun, hut \\ ith 3n "uun\ ard" reference: the tiger is shapL-d in such a way 
that it is weU.adaptcd to make certain kinds of mm'cments, its claws :1re nU{ merely the right 
shape for:1 tiger's c1:aws. they arc also excellent for clawing with. Another w:ly of I(K)king at 
it is tu say that you might be interestl..'li in a nose prl..'Ciscly as 3 human nose, p:lrt of:1 human 
budy ((his would he :an imcrcst in "rnrm"), Of you might be interestl.-d in it :as a curious gl.")OO 
metrical stupe (this wuuld he an interest in "shape''), 
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is above mind, we shall find not bre\'ity of speech but com
plete irrationality and foolishness." 

• 

Dionysius next bids Timothy consider how the more lowly 
names arc "more verbose" than the previously mentioned names, 
because in the Theological 0111 lilies and the Diville Nallles he was "less 
wordy" than in the Symbolic Theology. The reason for this is that the 
higher we extend our reach, "the more our talking about intelligibles 
contracts" and shortens "in our sight." And so in this teaching, in 
which we reach out, as far as we can, to the very transcendence of 
the dil'ine nature, we do not even find few words to affirm about it, 
but we find there nothing but "complete irrationality and foolish
ness" because our intellect, seeing nothing identifiable in God's na
ture, cannot express it in any affirmations, but only in negations, 
and therefore this science comes to its fulfilment solely with nega
tions. 

• 

There our speech, descending from the heights to the low
est limits, expanded into multiplicity in proportion to its 
descent, but now that it is going upward from lower things 
to the heights, it contracts in proportion to its ascent and, 
lIfter the end of the whole ascent, it will be totally voiceless 
and totally united with the ineffable. But why, you ask, 
when we begin positing our divine affirmations altogether 
with the most primary, do we start our separation of things 
from God with the last and lowest? Because when we were 

17. Alben h:J.s heen misk-d hy S:J.rr:lCCnlls· tr:msbtiun: he takes rm"Dna CDIUptrlihus in. 
Itlligibi/ium cOII/ruhunlur lO nlt..-an "uur (:lIking "hour intelligibles cuntl"lCIS in nur sight," but 
the Gn.-ck shuws that it mu§( he inccl'Kli..'1.l tn mI.':!." "our t31king ((mtracts ht:c:l.usc uf tiM: sro
uptic "jew (we h:l\'c) o( intelligibleli" (at :l higher level (If :lbstr:lctinn mure significance is 
p:l.cked intu (c\\'cr words) , .\ls(I "irratinnality and f(Mllishncss" (i"Ulionllbili/altm tI impruJmo 
liam) is infelicitous fur aXo'Yia~ Kat avoT]aCav ("ahsence IIf \\ urds. ahsence of undcrs(3mJ. 
ing"). 
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affirming what is above all affirmation we had to posit one 
presiding affirmation'· on the basis of what is most kin to 
it, but now that we are negating what is beyond all nega
tion we must begin with things that are most distant from 
it. Is God not more truly life and goodness than he is air 
or stone? Is it not more the case that he is not carousing or 
madness than that he is neither spoken nor understood? 

• 

Next Dionysius lays down the procedure for negative theology 
as opposed to affirmative theology. And first he says what the pro
cedure is, then he raises and answers a question. 

So first he says that in his treatment of affirmations he began 
with "the heights" and the more he descended, the more he "ex
panded his speech," following "the proportions" of reality: the fur
ther things are from what is primary, the more numerous they are'· 
and their properties are better known to us than those of the first 
things. But in negative theology, which is our present concern, we 
go "upward from lower things to the heights," separating e\'erything 
from God. And so, as we ascend, our "speech contracts" (becomes 
shorter) because there is little there that we comprehend. And at the 
end, when we have separated everything from God, our whole 
speech will be '\'oiceless" because it will be "united" with him who 
is "ineffable," namely God. And that is why this science more than 
any other is called "mystical," because it ends in a darkness, about 
which, since everything has been taken away, we cannot properly 
affirm anything. 

Then he asks why we have to begin affirmative theology with 
higher things and do negative theology the other way round. And 

tit I presume that this is what Sarraccnus mc.ant by sttptrpru;t;t'llm affin"atiomm; if su, 
it is not a bad rendering ofTi}vtnrofiETLKi}V KQTnq.acn.v. But cr. below, note 20. 

19. This t.'chncs Nl'oplatnnist ontology: from the inconcei\'able simplicity of the One 
we descend into c\'er greater multiplicity the further we go, The compact richness of higher 
Ic\'ds of reality can he imagt..-d at lower Ic\'c!s only by the prc.n'ision of a far greater number 
nfbcings carrying various more Of less fragmentary and pale representations of the glory that 
is nn high. 
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he gives the answer as follows. Affirmation rests on appropriate
ness, so when we want to state something about God, who is "above 
all affirmation," when we want to "posit one presiding affirmation," 
since we cannot affirm anything of him as he is in himself, but can 
onlv name him with some name taken from what he causes, as the 
phiiosopher says, '" and this will be something subordinate to him, 
we have to begin with those things which are closest to him. But 
negation rests on separation or unlikeness, and therefore it is "things 
that are most distant from" him that should first be separated from 
him. God is "more truly life and goodness than he is air or stone," 
so it is the former names that should be gil'en to him first. But "it is 
more the case that he is not carousing and madness than that he is 
neither spoken nor understood," that is, drunkenness and madness 
arc further removed from him than utterability or intelligibility, 
which are closer to him; so it is things like drunkenness and madness 
which are the first to be denied of him. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

He who is the pre-emi,/ellt calise of all that the senses perceive is I/ot 
ol/ythil/g perceptible by the senses. 

So we say that the cause of all which is above all is not 
without substance or life or reason or mind. Neither is it 
a body nor is it a shape or form, nor does it possess any 
quality or size or weight. Neither is it in any place, nor is 
it seen, nor can it be touched by the senses. It is not per-

ZO, The reference is pmh:lbly to the pscuUu-Aristnlcli:m l.ibtr Jr Cawis, proptlsitiun 
5(6) (cd. A. Pattin. 'fijJschrip 1,'OOr Philosoph;r 28 (1966) p.147), which Alhert cites in I Stnt. 
d.! 3.16(B 25 p.72). It is pussible th:!t Alhen intends his cummcnt th3t n3mcs afC taken from 
slIn\c effect which is "subordinate" (ftlpponilur) In Gnd to explain why Diunysius (Snraccnus) 
1 .. 11.5 uf 3n lIffirmlllio Juptrpmi,it·o; if SU, this J311er phr:lsc could he troansl:Itl."tJ "supcr-3ffirma. 
li\"c": Gnd is beyond 3ffirmatinns, any 3ffirm:uions we make arc h,lS(.'d un effects which arc 
"pbced (P(J!>itl.'tl) heneath" him. so making them of God we have to makc them in a special 
Woly. Olffirming (pusiting) them "ahnn:" thOlt tn which they urdinOlrily refer. But I think it is 
metre likely th:u thc juxcapusiti(Jn of suprrpotirit'lI and supponirur is accidcmal. Supponilur must 
in any case hc taken til mean "placlxl heneath"; when this \'erh is used tn mean "stand in for." 
it rl't)uircs more than a simple dath'e to acc(Jmpany it. so we should expect pro St suppollilur. 
nnt sib; supf'OII;'ur. if that wl:rc what Alben meant. 
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ceivcd or perceivable by the senses, nor does it admit of 
any disarray or disturbance from being troubled by any of 
the things which affect matter. Neither is it powerless, nor 
is it subject to the chances which go with the things of the 
senses, nor is it in need of light. Neither does it admit of 
change or corruption or division or deprivation, it has no 
passibility or flux, it neither possesses nor is anything else 
that belongs to the realm of the senses. 

* 

Here Dionysius actually begins his treatment of the subject, in 
which he intends to separate everything from God. It falls into two 
parts: first he separates the things of the senses from him, then (in 
chapter five) the things of the mind. This is the analysis suggested 
by the titles of the chapters. 

Another, more technical, analysis is also possible: Dionysius 
first lays down what God is not without, and then shows what God 
is not (beginning with "Neither is it a body"). 

So first of all he says that, since it is in this way that we 
have to go into the divine darkness, "we say"-<>r, according to 
the other translation, "let us say"'-because he is here beginning 
his treatment of the subject-that God, who is "the cause of all" 
and "above all, is not without substance or life or reason or mind," 
although none of these things can be affirmed of him. He is not 
without them, since they proceed formally from him.' 

Alternatively, if we prefer the first analysis of the text, he 
is here separating from God various conditions which characterize 
things of the senses: it is characteristic of accidents to be without 
substance, and of inanimate beings to be without life, and similar 
comments can obviously be made about the other items listed. 

Next, if we follow the second analysis of the text, Dionysius 
separates from God all that God is not, beginning with the things 
of the senses, because they are the furthest from God, and then the 

I. The "o(her transl;ui(Ht" is. as usual. tholt of Eriugcn3. 
2. In Ihe asc of "fornul pruccssHm" (d. d\3ptcr ), ntKC I) the suurcc of the form in 

the n.'CipicnI has In l>c (in some sense) the same form in the source. Thcrcfurc anything that 
proceeds "fclrmafly" (mm God must (in some sense) be in God. 
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things of the mind and spiritual things; this is in accordance with 
the techniques Dionysius has been teaching us. 

So he says first that God is "not a body" nor is he "shape or 
form." "Form" can be taken here in two senses. It could mean the 
kind of form that matter has,' in which case it refers to something 
different from "shape," and it is found only in the things of the 
senses. Or it could mean the kind of "form" which belongs to the 
fourth kind of quality,. in which case "form" and "shape" refer to 

the same thing, though from different points of vicw, because 
"shape" refers outward, since it indicates the outline limiting some
thing's size, whereas "form" refers inward, since it makes the thing 
it inheres in into a particular kind of being.' Artificial forms are 
"shapes. " 

"Neither is he in any place" as if he were contained in a place 
in the same way that material objects are contained in a place; 
he is everywhere as the one who contains all place. "Nor is he 
seen" by any bodily sight "nor can he be touched by the senses," 
because he has no tactile quality. Dionysius means us to under
stand by these two senses all the other sensual means of per
ception; one of the two he mentions is the most spiritual of all 
the senses, the other is the most material. "He is not perceived" 
(in fact) "or perceivable" (potentially) "by the senses, nor does he 
admit of any disarray," as imperfect beings do, such as deformed 
creatures, nor docs he, the cause of all, admit of any "disturbance 
from being troubled by any of the things which affect matter," 
as if he could be weakened in his activities by having anything 
happen to him. "Neither is he powerless, subject to the chances 
which go with the things of the senses," in the way that matter 
is rendered powcrless when it is separated from its form by the 
action of bodily things" 

Or we could say that Dionysius began by separating from 

3. The "form of matter" means the kind of furm which yields slime specific kim..! IIf 
matter (e.g .• puny or wood), and this is (Iuite independent of any shape that may he imposed 
un such matter. 

of . cr, Aristude, Co/ego 11(10311-2). 
S. cr. chapter J note Iii. 
6, Alberc's commem shows that he t;tkcs (asihw smsibilibus 10 mean "chances brought 

ahout by sensibilia," but the phr3sc should prob:1bly be taken to mcan "the chances that 3ffl'Ct 

s(IIslbilia. " 
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God all bodily things and their various conditions, then he sep
arated from him all the things of the senses. Now he is going to 
separate from him the defects to which beings of sense are prone, 
beginning with defects in their emotions, whether caused by in
nate passions (so "disarray" must go' ) or by things inflicted from 
outside (so "disturbance" is taken away); and since it is impossible 
that anything should be inflicted on him, Dionysius goes on that 
he is "not subject to chances" nor is he "powerless." "Chance" 
applies to beings devoid of intelligence, whereas "fortune" applies 
only to rational beings." "Nor is he in need of light," bodily light, 
that is; this eliminates any defectiveness in his capacity to know. 
Sight is the noblest of the senses, and it is light which brings it 
to its fulfilment. 

After this Dionysius separates from God all bodily defects in 
general: "neither does he admit of change" (such as occurs in the ac
cidents of things) "or corruption" (in his substance) "or division" 
(which would break him up into pieces) "or deprivation" (either in 
the sense of matter losing its form or in the sense oflosing his natural 
state); "he has no passibility" in face of anything external, which 
would lea\'e him open to being affected by any outside force, "or 
flux," either in the sense of any contrary components of his inter
acting on each other or in the sense of any kind of movement or 
change from one situation to another. 

Finally Dionysius sums it all up: "He neither possesses nor is 
anything that belongs to the realm of the senses." He has none of 
the conditions or defects which go with the senses, nor is he any of 
the things which the senses perceive. 

7. I hnc ht."Cn un:ablc co think "f:l single English wurd tn cm'er i"orJinalio in )MMh of 
AIlX!rt's c(Jmmcms, In his first intcrprctatiun it means hudily discmJcr (misrtlaet.'<.I or mis
sh!lpcn limbs :and so on); here it means disunlcr in nnc's :lppctitt.'S and emotions. 

H. This distinctiu" cumes from Aristotle. Physics 2.6 (l97a3~h22); cr, Alben's com
ment, II Pbys. 2.17 (CuI. IV pp. 123-5), "Fortune" is taken to indicate something that con
trihutes to the kind of weal Of wue which nnly intelligent beings c:an :Ippn..'ci:ttc; it is therefure 
ol much narrower term (hOln "chOlnte." The birth uf a frc.'3k is "ch:lncc," and no doubt hOls sume 
physic:l1 cxpl:Hl:lticm, c."·cn thuugh it is cumr.lry to the nurmal \mrkings of n;!lure. But if I 
cuunc."uusly help :tn uld l:tdy :lcruss the street and she "h:lppcns" to l>c:l milliun:aircss louking 
fur sumc."une tn le:lve her nil wells to, (hOlt is my gexKl "((lnune" and strictly spc:lking has nn 
n:uural cause whatsue"er" Gramc.-d this distinctiun. then clcarl\" it is "chance," not "(ortune." 
which helongs in this prescnt climin:uiun o( smsibi/iu (rum Ge~. since "(onunc" is :l kind of 
ctlumry cuusin uf inltlligihi!ia. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

He who is the pre-emillellt cause of all that the milld ullderstallds is 
110t allY of the objects of our ullderstalldillg. 

Ascending further, we say that he is neither soul nor 
mind, nor does he possess fantasy or opinion or reason 
or intellect, neither is he reason or intellect. Neither is 
he spoken of or understood. He is neither number nor 
order, greatness or smallness or equality, likeness or un
likeness. He neither stands still nor moves, nor is he 
silent. Neither does he have power, nor is he power or 
light. Neither does he live, nor is he life or substance 
or eternity or time. He cannot be touched by our un
derstanding, nor is there knowledge of him or truth. He 
is neither kingdom nor wisdom, nor is he one or unity, 
Godhead or goodness. Nor is he Spirit in such a way 
that we could see him,1 nor is he Sonship or Fatherhood. 
Nor is he any of the things which are known to us or 
to any other being, nor is he anything non-existent or 
existent. Neither do beings know the Cause as it really 
is, nor does it know beings qua beings. It has no ex
planation or name or knowledge or darkness or light or 
error or truth. Neither is there any affirmation or ne
gation of it whatsoever, but when we make affirmations 
or negations of things which come after it we neither 
affirm nor deny it in itself, since the perfect and unitive 
cause of all is above all affirmation, and the transcend
ence of what is simply free of all things and above them 
all is beyond all negation.' 

I. Why Sarraccnus translates d6iVO', as f.:;d~amus is far from clear. Since Albert ducs 
nut comment on this phrase, we do not know what he made of it. The Grt.'ck mC:Jns "he is 
nut spirit in any sense that we could understand." 

2. There is some ambiguity :I.bout how Dionysius' string of nouns should be inter· 
prCll.'t.I syntacdcally. and since Alben's commentary is far from cxh:msti\'c it is nut always 
ck-ar how he construed some pans of this chapter. 
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• 
In this chapter Dionysius means to separate from God all that 

the understanding apprehends, such as life, substance and so on. 
But surely these things should not be separated from him: 
(I) As Anselm says, God is designated with the names of every

thing of which it is true, simply speaking, to say that it is better that 
it should exist than that it should not.' But life, wisdom and so on 
are of that kind. So they should be used to name God, in which case 
they ought not to be denied of him. 

(2) An attribute which properly belongs to something names 
that thing and is predicated of that thing more truly than it is of 
anything else to which it does not properly belong. And, as Jerome 
says, being belongs properly only to God.' Therefore talk of "es
sence" or saying that "he is" applies more truly to God than to crea
tures; so since we do not deny these things of creatures, they should 
be even less denied of the creator. 

(3) A property that belongs to something in its own right be
longs to that thing more truly than to other things with only a de
rivative claim to it. But all these things belong to creatures only 
derivatively, because it is from God that they have life, substance, 
and so on. But they belong to God in his own right. So they are more 
truly ascribed to God than to creatures, so the same conclusion fol
lows. 

(4) Anything that has being has it either necessarily or possibly, 
and whatever has it necessarily has a better claim to it than anything 
which has it possibly! Now Avicenna demonstrates that God alone 
is necessary being, while everything else possesses only possible 
being.· Therefore being is more truly ascribed to God than to any-

1. Alben discusses Anselm's "rule for n:lming Gud" in I Stnl . d.2 01. 17 (IS 25 pr. 72-
of) :md CII2 .' (IJ '4 p. oJ]), and it is cle:!r that the pamgc he has in mind is A nselm,l'rrulogion 
5.11- 12 (pL ISH:22'IC. 2301A) . 

... cr, Lumbard. I Stili . d.H c. I, citing Jerome. F.p. 15.4. 
5. The distinction bclwL'Cn "nt.-ccss:ary" ;mtl "possible" heings is an ArislO1c1ian ctlm· 

monplOlcc. which is often misundcrs(KKI . "NL"Ccssary beings" one those that h,n 'c nn principle 
of dL'C3Y within thcmsch'cs, so they cannot cease to cxiS{ or undergo any m:ajnr :llteratiu" 
bt.ouse of :my n:ltur:tl C:1U5C; "possible beings" :Ire pmduccd by :lOll so can he ruinl-c..l or t..Ic~ 
struycd by nacur:al causes. Cf. PattcrsHR IIrnwn, "Sf. Thomas' &)(Ionc of ncrcssu y heing." 
in J\. Kenny, (:d., I\quinas (umdun. 1970), pp. 157- 14. 

6. ,hiccnna. Dt Pbi!osopbia Prima 1.~1. On ""kenna's rather un~Aristucciian notinn 
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thing else, and the same principle applies to all these names. So once 
again the same conclusion follows. 

(5) It might be argued that the reality to which these names re
fer exists more truly in God, but our use of the names depends on 
the way in which such things come to our knowledge, so that in this 
sense the names apply more truly to creatures, of which we do have 
some understanding, and are more truly separated from God, the 
knowledge of whom defeats our comprehension. But the fact that 
from our point of view something does or does not apply does not 
justify the conclusion that it absolutely does or does not apply be
cause, as the philosopher says, the things that are naturally the most 
manifest of all are, from our point of view, unknown. 7 So it does not 
follow from the fact that these names, as we use them, belong more 
truly to creatures that they ought absolutely to be denied of God." 

(6) It is fallacious to argue, "The heavens do not ha\'e the same 
consistency as the elements, therefore they ha\'e no consistency,"" 
or "Human beings are not animals in the same way as asses, there
fore they are not animals." So there appears to be a similar fallacy 
in saying that God is not wisdom in the same sense in which there 
is wisdom among us, therefore he is not wisdom in any sense. 

In response we must say with Anselm'" that the realities sig-

of possible and necessary beings, SL"C G. Verbeke's introduction to S. \'an Rice's c,..,jitinn of 
this work (LIU\"ainlLcidcn, 1977) I pp. 42·-62· . 

7. Aristotle, .l/tloph. a I (9'}Jb9-1 I), 
H. The argument is this: we cannot infer an) thing .. t:lll about what things arc in them

selves from the" ay they appear to us; therefore we ha\'c no right to say th:n tcoos dcri\'t.'lI 
from nur ()\\ n lowly experience do not apply perfectly well to some higher reality. 

9. The f311acinusncss of the :lrgumcnt is uln iOUSt hur some comment is perhaps m.:cdcd 
on what the argument is abuU[ , In DN 13 . 15 (Col. XXXVII p. 441) Alben gi\'cs lm afb'Umcnt 
against the (onlintliltlS (which I ha\'c somewhat uncasily translatL"tI"consistcncy") of thc hca\'
cns: if the hea\'ens "held IUgcthcr" therc could not be the uncoordinated mo\,cmcnt \\ hieh \\ C 

pcrcch'c in thc hcannl), hodics. By contrast thc elcmcnts do "hold togethcr" (not, ob\'iously, 
in the scnse that the \\hole srock of firc, air, canh and water is all in one placc, but in the 
scnse that an)' gi\'en dollop of any of the elcments is continuous). Albcn rcjects the suggestion 
that c\'cn fire is "discontinuous," though it cenainly looks as if it might he no more than an 
aggrL-galc of separate bits (D( GlIIsis Propr. f.'1tm. 1.2.11, Col. V ii pp. HO-HI). N'c\'cnheless 
thc sky docs form a continuous ~KI)', according to Albcrt (ibid. p. HI :7-H); at Icast cach hca\,· 
cnl)' sphcre is an undi\'idL-d \\ hole (Dt Catla 2. 3.H, Col. Vip. 158: 15-7). It would IlC odd to 
say that the sky is "hitty." 

10. I cannot find any place \\ hcre Anselm actually says this; Alhcrt appcars to ha,·c 
in mind his own discussion of Anselm's "rulc" in I &nI. d.2 01.17 (B 25 p. 73), and cf. C112.7 
(II 14 p. 43). I-lis interpretation of .\nselm finds somc justific.3.tion in tcxts like Proslogian 17 
and 24 (ilL 158:23611, 239CD). 
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nified by names like this are not foreign to God, they are more truly 
present in him than they are in the creatures into which they de
scend from him. In creatures they are a kind of image of the primary 
life and wisdom and so on. But the way in which we use these words 
to mean something is more truly applicable to creatures, and it is in 
this sense that they are foreign to God, because we attach names to 

things in accordance with the conception we have of things in our 
mind. As Damascene says, words announce our understanding." 
But our knowledge derives from things and so the meaning of our 
words follows the nature of the things from which our knowledge 
is taken, with all the complexity and temporality and other limiting 
factors which that involves. And so in this way they do not apply 
to God at all. This is why he says" that although all fatherhood de
rives from the Father in heaven," nevertheless the word "father" is 
more familiar to us as meaning our kind of fatherhood. 

Or we can say that even the reality these names refer to does 
not justify their application to God. In any predication you have to 
have a subject and something of which it is the subject, something, 
that is, that is in it and can be taken with it in some sense, and also 
there has to be the sort of relationship between them that makes one 
of them a proper subject and the other a proper predicate; you can
not predicate absolutely anything of absolutely anything. But God 
is utterly simple, and so in him it is not true that one thing is in 
another or that one thing is the subject of another, therefore the ac
tual reality of God transcends any possibility of there being subjects 
and predicates. This means that no proposition can truly and prop
erly be formed about God, as the commentator shows on Metaphysics 
XI;'· when we talk about God we use borrowed words and both 
subject and predicate refer to the same reality and the distinction 
between them is not a real one, but only one which we make in our 
understanding on the basis of God's relationship to things outside 
himself. 

This makes it clear, then, that both from the point of view of 
the way in which we name things and from the point of view of the 

J I. Dt FiJt OrlhoJaro (Buryundiu's "crsinn), cd. cit. p. 131. 
12. "He" is :tpp.1rcndy ,\nsdm, bUi AUx:n is rhinking IIf his own rcnc.'CtinJ1S un An

selm; cr. I Stili, d.l a.17 (0 25 p. 73). 
Il. Ep/l. l,ll. 
t4. Cf. A\'crrucs, Mtloph. II (12) comm. J9 (last halO. 
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reality of God nothing can properly be predicated of him, and for 
this reason it is more true to separate everything from him. This is 
why it says in the Celestial Hierarchy that in theology negations are 
true, while affirmations are ill-adapted." 

The answer to the first four points raised above should now be 
clear. 

(5) Sometimes things as we know them are contrasted with 
things as they are in their own nature, when what does not really 
come first comes first for us and from our point of view. In such a 
case what we know of something is only what it is relative to some
thing else, and we cannot deduce what it is in itself. But if we take 
"knowledge" in its general sense, as including all that we know, both 
a priori and a posteriori, then unconditional inferences can be made 
from the way things are as known by us. If something is not known 
to us and cannot be known by us in any way at all, then there is no 
way in which we can give it a significant name. ,. 

(6) The heavens do possess some kind of consistency and hu
man beings do have some kind of animal nature, but it cannot prop
erly be said of God that he has anything or that he is anything or 
that anything is in him, because all such phrases signify some sort 
of differentiation and complexity" and this is quite foreign to God. 
So the case is not the same. 

15. Diunysius, ell 2.3 (p. 79), Alan of Lillc (SQ119, ed. cit. p. 140) takes incompdllat 
to me'ln that there is no rcal composilia, which fits /\Jbert's own doctrinc, but Alben actually 
interprets Diunysius' phnlse as meaning only that :lffirnulions "ne not straightforwardly 
'rue" (8 14 p. ~6, .nd d. DN 7.30, Col. XXXVII p. 1S9:~6-9). 

16. In response to the skeptical attack on nl"g3ti\'c theology (cr. nute 8 aoo\'c) Alben 
makes :I distinction: if all we h;n-c is knowledge a posteriori (based on arguing from cffL"Cts to 
causes), then indeed we canll(){ claim to know anything about the causes in question as they 
arc in themselves. If I sec II beam of light, I an infer that there is SORlC sort of light.producer 
:l.round. but without:l. different kind of e\'idence I cannot lno,,' whether Ihere is a lighthouse 
there or a cude or a police search·pany or what. But in theology we arc no{ confined to a 
posteriori inferences; there is an imerplay betwccn inferences from cre:uures to the erC<Jtur 
and inferences from what the cre:ltor must be. if he is to eaum as the creator (cf. the moves 
made by Albert in I Stnt. d.) a.). B 2S pp. 9+-5). h is, in faet. only in the context ofthis kind 
of interplay between different kinds of thcologicalargumcnt th2t negati\'e theology can fune· 
tion. An exeessl\'dy slo:eptial or ndical ncgati\'e theology defeats itself as well :IS knocking 
out affirmllti,'e theology. 

17. We c:tn only say things like "My COlt has whiskers" or "l\-Iy IUrtoise is green" or 
"There are signs of native wit in that fellow" bCC:luse in each case we c:m both distinguish 
betwl..'Cn the two (or more) elements inmlved and make some conm:ction be{ween them. and 
this is not possible with Cud. in whom there is no such complexity. Cod simply is whatever 
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So Dionysius bcgins by saying, "Ascending furthcr" from thc 
things of thc scnscs to thc things of thc mind "we say that hc" (God) 
"is neither soul nor mind," referring rcspectively to the lower part 
of the soul, \·icwcd as that which makcs a body alivc, and to thc 
higher part which is the cye of thc soul, taking I1If11S (mind) as coming 
from l1Ieliri (measure). ,. Or "soul" can be rcferred to human beings 
and "mind" to the angels. ,. "Nor docs he possess phantasy." The 
commentator here distinguishes between two kinds of phantasy, "of 
which neither can be ascribcd to God. One is the sort which comes 
first, arising in our sensory apparatus from something naturally per
ceptible by the senses, and this is properly called an image expressed 
in the senses. The other is thc sort which follows from this image 
and is shaped by it, and this is the phantasy proper which is com
monly given the precise name of interior sense. The first is always 
attached to the body, the second to the soul. And although the first 
is in thc senscs it docs not perceive itself, but the second both per
ceives itself and is the receivcr of the first. "'" This appears to mean 
that thc first sort of phantasy is the common sense and the second is 
what wc usually call imagination," which the philosopher defines 

mly properly be said about him. so that there is no f(MNTl for any rt."al distinction hCfwl'Cn 
suhjlocc and prl .... ic:uc. Thcrcfurc any argument (such as thu prup~-d in puint 6) hued un 
the way we mayor may nU( att3ch prl-dic:ltcs In other suhjects is ineluctably irrele\'ant. 

IH. Various ctymulngics of mms wcre current (cf. JJN 1.31, Cui. XXXVII p. 16: 62-
5; 51. Thofll3S. J Sml. d.l q.5), The aJJcgt:d connection with mtliri is dcri\'t.'l1 (mm Burgun. 
diu'5 "crsinn of Damascene, Ix FUll OrlhoJaxa 36.6, which Alhen cites in Dt I/omint '1.732.2 
(II 15 p. 6(~),). 

19. The :angels arc calk'll "minds" in Dinnysius. [),V 4.1 (PG 1:693C), on which St.'C.: 

Alhen's commcntar.\.· (011. XXXVII p. J25:69-7(). 
20. This is (Juoted murc ur less \'erbatim fnlm thc intcrpul.:uc.:d Gl()~~ (un which sec 

Dund.:Jinc, l.t Corpus Dion:fsim pp. H.J-9); it cumes in fact fmm Eriugena, Ptriphysron II, L'lI. 
cit. p. JOS. 

ZI. In che abscnct: uf cum·c.'t1iL"nt mudem l'tlui"alems I rul\'C simply angliciu'll the 
mcdicntl jargun hcrc. In ehe older tcnninulugy phanlar;a (uriginally "appearancc") was USl'tl 

en mean "scnsc" (capacity for sensc-perccption); cf. lJern.:Jrdus Sih·cstris. Cosmogrllpbia. Micr. 
13.13, l-d. P. Dnmllc (Leiden. 197M), p. 149. Eriuge03 distinguishcs hetwcen the physic31 
f(:ccpe.un uf an image: and the consciuus rc.'gistcring uf ie. the lauer heing the "phantasy" 
prupcr. which Eriugen3 says is rightly and pruperly calk'll thc "cxtcrnal sensc" (but in the 
GllIss, at least 35 fuuntl in Vat. lat. 176 f.HI'· :lOd in Alhert. this has tUfnl-d intn "interinr 
5(.'JlSC"!). Alhen's ;JCCtMJOI uf scnsc-pcrccpticHl (no which SI."C N. 1-1. SlL'nc.·d. "Alben nn the 
psychulugy nf sensc perccptiun" in Wcishcipl. "Ibm pp. 26J-90) c.lcpmtls CHl Aristutle, fur 
",hum "phantasy" \\'3S 3 puwer of the suul; the com'enlional translatiun was "im.:Jginatinn." 
First thc sensc-urgan fl.'Cei\·cs thc "pcrceptible spc.'Cics" from the pcrcci\'cd ubjl.'i:t; the \'ariuus 
sensc:-imprc.:ssiuns n..'Cei\·cU by the diffcrc..'llt nrg.:Jns arc put mgcthc.-r intu a compelsi.c sensc-
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as "a movement taking place because of actual sense-perception. "" 
The commentator himself implies this definition. And it is true that 
neither can be ascribed to God, but it is not true that the common 
sense is unaware of itself, because its proper function is to see itself 
sec and to put together and distinguish between sense-objeets.2J If 
we wish to save what the commentator says, we must say that phan
tasy is named after seeing, as the philosopher says," and so the first 
kind of phantasy must refer to external vision and the second to the 
inner powers of sense, such as the common sense and imagination; 
then there will be no problem in what he says. 

"Nor does he have opinion," opinion being a matter of accept
ing something merely on the basis of symptoms, with the fear there
fore that the opposite might be true." "Nor does he have reason," 
which tracks external symptoms down to essential inner principles, 
"or intellect," which gets no further than the limits of rational 
thought, namely, understanding what something is and grasping 
first principles.'6 He neither has nor is any of these things. Neither 
can he be "spoken of or understood": we have no well-defined un
derstanding "what" he is or "that" he is, only a blurred knowledge 

impression hy the "common sense," which then passes it on ((I "imaginatiun." where it be· 
comes a menial image (hat L'.In be stnrcd away. 

22, Aristodc, Dt ,lnima 3. 3 (429:11 _2), 
23. In Eriuglona's tl!nninnlngy the first kind of "ph:mtasy" is simply.he physical re· 

ccplinn fir an image by the sense-organ. so of course it is nO( self-conscious. Alben's difficulty 
arises frum his imcrprct.:ltinn of it (() mean the "common sense." \Vhen I sec a hedbug, I knnw 
Ih .. l I am seeing OJ Ix:dhug. but this knowledge is not the result (If any kind of inference; it is 
:lctw.lly part of my St..'Cing the bedhug thn I should he conscious (If sl"Cing 3. hcc.lbug. But 
clearly it is not with my eyes Ih:ll I SL'C myself sl'Cing a hc.-dbug, so it must be th:lnl...s (0 the 
"commun sense" th:lt sense. pcrception is awarc uf itself (cc. Albert. Dt //omittt (1 .36 a. l. n 3S 
PI'. 3 JI)-JU). It is alsu the joh of the "common sensc" to make distinctions :l.Od connections 
hetween sense· impressions. judging that my perccption of whitencss and my pcrcepticKl of 
s\\ eemess are huch due to noe anti the same UbjL'Ct (a sugar cuhe. ma~ he), hut that nc\'erthcJcss 
whiteness and sweetness arc not the same thing (ihkl . cl.35 :1 . 1, pp. 306-10). 

H. Cf. Aristutle. J)t .-t"imll 3.3 (4293 I-f) (~vracria cumes from ~6o(, light. \\ hkh 
is the sine (lua non for seeing); cf. Albert, J)t A"imll 3.1.9 (CuI. VII i p. 176:31-6). 

25. Arguing from symptoms or clues rather than frum C2UseS k;ads only tn pruhablc. 
nUl cen:lin, cunclusiuns (d. Alhert. Top;(a 1. t.2, 11 2 pp. N 1-2). The definition uf opinion 
seems (() cume frum :\ \'kenna, lk Anima 5. I, L-c.I. \ an met (Lou\,ainlLcidcn J 968) II p. 79; cf. 
also Gundissalinus, Dt Anima 10, cd. cit . p. flS. 

26. The proper ohjects of understanding (intellect) arc (a) func..lamcntal principles 
(\\ hich annot be :lrguLxI for. they ha\ e tn be presupposed in all arguments) and (t.) the actual 
"whatness" of things. ThL'SC are the "limits" of r:uion:al thought (or its "terms"), hec:ause rca· 
soning has to b':yin frum (a) ami, \\ ith an~' luck. it leads to the kmm ledge of (h). 
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"that" he is. "I Ie is neither number nor order": order follows from 
number, because until there is number there cannot be any before 
and after. Nor is he "greatness," spiritual greatness, that is, and all 
the other terms which follow have to be understood in the same way 
in line with the explanation given in the Diville Names. 27 "Nor is he 
silence" (this refers to his name of "peace") "or light" (intellectual 
·Iight), nor can he be "touched by our understanding," by an under
standing, that is, that would enfold the outer limits of something. 
As Augustine says, to touch God with one's mind is great bliss,2M 
but there "touching" means merely reaching the edge of him. "Nor 
is there knowledge of him" (enabling us to form conclusions about 
him) "or truth," in the sense in which "truth" is contrasted with 
falsehood with reference to the facts, truth being an "equivalence 
between reality and our understanding. ""J And so on. The meaning 
is clear. 

"Or to any other being": the angels, that is. 
"Nor is he anything non-cxistent": anything merely potential. 
"As it really is": that is to say, with a clearly defined knowledge 

"that" or with knowledge "what" it is. 
"Nor does it know beings qua beings": in such a way that God's 

knowledge, like ours, would be caused by beings.)O 
"It has no explanation": which would make it possible for us to 

reason about it. 
"Or darkness": darkness on God's side, that is. 
"Or error": that is, going astray in knowledge because of a 

wrong application of basic principles. 
"Or truth": as opposed to appearance, so it does not mean the 

same as "truth" a few lines back. 

27. Diunysiu5, DN I) de3)s wilh greatness. sm:lllncss, equality, likeness, unlikeness. 
st:tnding and rtlm-iog. 

2ft Augustine. Stnn. 117.1.S (Pl 38:663). 
29. This famous definition of (rmh \\'3S ascribed to all kinds of pl:uplc in the ~Iiddlc 

Ages (cf. nule to St. Thumas, fk l/~riltll( q.t :l.I, u..'CKlinc XXII i p. 6: 186); it seems In derive 
frum the Arab (lili1osophcrs: d. ,\verrues, Dtstruct;o tWtruc/;onum, trans. S. \'an den Ucrgh 
(Lundon, 1954), p. 60, \\ here it is citt:d as a commonplace. This wurk (If "\'errnes' caonot be 
Alben's aC1U3) source, since it ,,:IS not rranslatt.'tI into Latin umil the (ullowing century. cr. 
L. Ibur. IJit PbilfJS'()pbit tks Nobtrl Grmtlt:sft. Biscbofs 'f,'OJI /i,,(oln (filS), Ikitriige XVIIII.f-6 
(,\IUoslcr, 1(1 7), p. 203 nCltc ). 

30. God's km)\\ h,.:dgc, unlikc ours, is crc:uh'c knowledgc: things ;arc what thcy arc be
c;ausc hc knows thcm. whercas wc knnw fhings becausc Ihey arc \\ h;at they arc. Cf. I StilI. 

d.J6 3.1 (1126 pp. 211- 8), d.JH •. J (pp.ZH<l-1). 
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"Or negation": no strictly accurate negation, because any ne
gation rests on some affirmation, so where there is no true affir
mation there will not be any true negation either, although when we 
are dealing with God negation is truer than affirmation. But in neg
ative and affirmative theology "we neither affirm nor deny" God 
himself, but only "things which come after" him, for instance, when 
we say that God is wisdom or that he is not wisdom; the word "wis
dom" designates our kind of wisdom, and that is not God's wisdom. 
So it is clear that the perfection and unity of the first cause is "above 
all affirmation," because all excellences are in him, but in him they 
are really identical, while any affirmation implies that there is some 
linking up of separate things. And the "transcendence" of him who 
is above all transcends all negation. The names which are denied of 
him are denied because of his transcendence, not because he lacks 
anything, which is why we deny things of creatures. And so his 
transcendence defeats all negation. And so neither negations nor af
firmations arrive at any sufficient praise of him, to whom belong 
power and infinite splendor and eternity, forever and ever. Amen. 



THOMAS AQUINAS 





Introduction 

I. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF THOMAS AQUINAS' 

Thomas was born into a large. aristocratic family' in 1226.' ten 
years after the establishment of the Order of Preachers.· five years 
after the death of St. Dominic. It was the year in which the first 
signs appeared of the conflict between popc and cmperor that was 
to dominate thc next quartcr of thc ccntury.' Some of Thomas' 
anccstors had borne thc titlc "Count d·Aquino .... but this titlc had 
been lost scveral gcnerations back and his father was known simply 
as "Lord Landulph d'Aquino'" and is described in the necrology of 
Monte Cassino as a "knight.'" The family's main residence. whcrc 
Thomas almost ccrtainly first saw the light of day. was the castle of 
Roccasccca" in the kingdom of Naples. ruled at this time by the 
flamboyant and ambitious King Frederick II. who had been 
crowned emperor by Honorius III in 1220. Thomas' fathcr. Lan
dulph. was one of Fredcrick's barons'" and in 1220 hc had been ap
pointed judgc for the district round Naplcs. the Terra di Lavoro." 
At Icast two and probably more of Thomas' brothers served at dif
fercnt times in thc impcrial army." Politically the most important 
member of the family was a cousin of Landulph·s. also called 
Thomas d·Aquino. whose staunch and adventurous support for 
Fredcrick was rewarded early in 1221. when hc was named Count 
of Accrra. ". 

Thomas' mother. Theodora. came of noble Neapolitan stock." 
and thcre was a family tradition that before Thomas was born. and 
indeed before she realized shc was pregnant. a local hermit visited 
her at Roccasccca and prophesied that she would givc birth to a son 
called Thomas. who would be unrivalled in holiness and knowledge 
and that. in spite of his family's intention that he should be a monk 
at Monte Cassino. he would join the Dominicans. This story was 
told by Theodora hcrself to hcr granddaughter. Catherine. who told 
it to Thomas' biographer. William of Tocco.'· It is not inconceiva
blc that something of the kind took place. but therc are reasons for 
suspecting that Thcodora may have "cdited" the story to somc ex-
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tent;" in particular it is difficult to believe that it was actually proph
esied that Thomas would be a Dominican. ,. 

A family friend was responsible for the memory of an incident 
in Thomas' infancy which, in the light of his later tastes, could be 
seen as significant: Theodora had gone to Naples to the baths, but 
when baby Thomas was about to be given his bath, he seized a piece 
of paper and would not keep quiet if it was taken away from him. 
His mother found that the Hail Mary was written on it, and she had 
to let it go into the bath with the determined child. " Ever after, ac
cording to Tocco, the only way to stop young Thomas crying was 
to give him a piece of paper with something written on it." His taste 
for books apparently antedated his ability to read! 

On 18 March 1227 Honorius III died and the next day St. 
Dominic's friend Cardinal Ugolino became pope as Gregory IX.'· 
He immediately intimated his intention of taking a firm line with 
Frederick II'" and on \0 October he formally excommunicated 
him.2I Open hostilities soon broke out, and papal and imperial ar
mies faced each other in the kingdom of Naples." Landulph d'A
quino showed himself a loyal supporter of the emperor. 23 

In 1230 negotiations between Frederick and Gregory IX, in 
which the Dominican, Guala, shortly to become bishop of Brescia, 
was the chief papal negotiator," resulted in a peace treaty agreed on 
23 July.25 Whether Landulph was directly involved or not, we do 
not know. Ui 

During the period of hostilities the monastery of Monte Cas
sino suffered its fair share oftrouble," but in 1231 all was calm again 
and Thomas, at the age of five, was entrusted to the monks there 
for his education. 2H It was normal practice for upper-class families 
to present their younger boys as oblates to monasteries with which 
they were connected, and the connection between the d'Aquinos 
and Monte Cassino was an ancient, if not always a happy, one.'" 
Thomas' parents, we are told, hoped that he would one day become 
abbot of Monte Cassino.)() 

At Monte Cassino Thomas started his education in earnest, ac
quiring the fundamental literary culture needed for any further 
studies. 3I According to the family tradition culled by Tocco, the 
young Thomas already displayed the taste for solitude and silence, 
which marked his later years, and he is said to have been notably 
pious at his prayers. Most significantly, Tocco was told that even at 
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this tender age Thomas was chiefly interested in God." Petrus Calo 
specifies that he often used to ask his teacher, "What is God?"" 

In the course of 1239 Monte Cassino fell victim to renewed hos
tilities between the emperor and the pope. Frederick was excom
municated again on 24 March and proceeded to turn the monastery 
into a fortress. More and more monks were expelled until in July 
only eight were left there." It was probably during these months 
that Thomas was sent home to his family, with a recommendation 
from the monks that he should go to study at the University of Na
ples." At thirteen, Thomas would probably have been only slightly 
younger than most of his fellow freshmen. ,. 

At Naples Thomas began to study philosophy, especially logic 
and natural science, under a certain Master Martin, about whom 
nothing seems to be known, and Master Peter of Ireland, 17 some of 
whose works have come to light in the course of this century. It 
seems that Peter was particularly interested in Aristotelian philos
ophy and that he formed part of a sort of Aristotelian movement 
associated with the court of Frederick II, one of whose most signif
icant achievements was the introduction ofthe works of Averroes to 
the Latins. The university of Naples, therefore, provided a mark
edly Peripatetic (Aristotelian-Averroist) milieu.'" It was no doubt 
partly because of his early studies in Naples that Thomas had a 
much sharper awareness than Albert did of the differences between 
Aristotelianism and Platonism. 

While he was a student at Naples, Thomas got to know the Do
minicans, whose priory had been founded there in 1231.)0 In par
ticular hc was befriended by John of S. Giuliano, who encouraged 
him to join the Order!" We have no direct evidence as to what at
tracted Thomas to the Dominicans, but it seems reasonable to sup
pose that it was their commitment to study and preaching. Later on, 
in his writings, Thomas shows himself keen to resist the common 
assumption that religious life means essentially "contemplative 
life, "., and he gives the highest rating to forms of religious life in 
which a contemplative life debouches into teaching and preaching.·2 

He would surely have been responsive to the plea made by Jordan 
of Saxony in an Ash Wednesday sermon: we are called to bring forth 
fruits worthy of repentance; people say they want to bring forth 
fruit, but "I won't enter religion, because I should be shut in and 
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would not bring forth any fruit." Now, says Jordan, this excuse is 
out of order "because here they can study and preach. "., 

Exactly when Thomas received the Dominican habit is not 
known. It was generally believed later on that he had entered the 
Order very young." Tolomeo of Lucca says that he was sixteen,.' 
and this may well be right. Although theoretically the Dominicans, 
like most other religious, did not accept novices below the age of 
eighteen,.· it is clear that this rule was not being observed in the 
Roman province, to which Naples belonged, any more than it was 
elsewhere'" Thomas himself, in due course, defended the practice 
of receiving children into religious life, the only caveat being that 
they cannot validly make profession before puberty (i.e., four
teen)"" So we may conclude that Thomas probably became a Do
minican in 1242 or 1243. He received the habit from Thomas Agni 
of Lentini.·o 

In spite of papal pressure, the Dominicans at this time did not 
require a full year before profession. The constitutions established 
a probationary period of six months, with the proviso that this could 
be waived in the case of enthusiastic recruits who wished to make 
profession immediately,''' and in fact there is evidence from pre
cisely this period that the Dominicans preferred their novices to 
make profession at once." But at whatever stage they made their 
profession, the novices were regarded as forming a separate group 
for a full year, having their own chapter and receiving instruction 
from their novice master." 

We know nothing of whether Thomas waited for six months 
before making profession, but, at least if he joined the Order in 
1242, he may well have spent a full year in Naples. Then began one 
of those dramas which sometimes occurred when well-born young 
men became Dominicans against the wishes of their families. " The 
brethren in Naples were aware that Thomas' family was opposed to 
his entry into the Order,'· and they were suspicious of his mother's 
persistent attempts to visit him." The d'Aquinos were quite pow
erful enough to get him turned into a monk in spite of any Domin
ican profession he might have made.'· It was therefore decided to 
send the young man away, in the hope that he would be safer from 
the molestation of his parents. He was accordingly despatched to the 
convent of Santa Sabina in Rome." 

The d'Aquinos did not give up. Theodora, it seems, followed 
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her son to Rome and renewed her efforts to gain access to him." 
And the new pope, Innocent IV, was apparently persuaded to lend 
his support. The papal court was in Rome between 16 October 1243 
and 7 June 1244"} and it was presumably there that Thomas was 
summoned to be lured out of the Dominicans with the offer of high 
ecclesiastical preferment. <I" But Thomas was unimpressed. lie 
wanted to be a Dominican. 

At this stage the Master of the Order, John of Wildeshausen, 
probably took matters into his own hands and decided that Thomas 
had better go to Paris, to the studium generale there.'" So Thomas 
set off with four other friars. <I, But he was not destined to reach 
Paris. His mother arranged to have him intercepted. She sent a mes
sage to her sons who were encamped with Frederick II and his army 
at Acquapendente, bidding them capture Thomas and bring him to 

her.'" Frederick was based at Acquapendente during March and 
April 1244,''' which gives us a secure date at last. Thomas' brothers 
probably obtained the emperor's support, or at least his conniv
ance,'" and set a watch along the various roads that might be taken 
by the travelling friars. In due course they found Thomas, resting 
with his companions by a spring (it should be remembered that the 
friars had to walk everywhere, so their journey would be tiring). 
The rest of the party was allowed to go on its way,"<1 but Thomas 
was taken to the family castle at Montesangiovanni, near Frosinone, 
and then, probably, on to Roccasecca.'" It looks as if Thomas' 
mother, Theodora, was waiting for him at Montesangiovanni and 
tried to persuade him to put off the Dominican habit; having failed 
in her attempt, she seems not to ha\'e known what to do next, so 
"she had him kept securely guarded at Montesangiovanni and Roc
casecca until the return of her sons. "<1M This must mean that she was 
waiting until her sons returned from their military service before 
attempting anything more with Thomas; presumably the stubborn 
friar was left to cool his heels at Montesangiovanni for a time and 
then brought home to Roccasecca. 

Although Thomas' freedom of movement was restricted, he 
was not kept in idleness; in fact, apart from his enforced separation 
from his Order, he seems to have been allowed to live precisely the 
kind of life that suited him. Before being parwd from his compan
ions he managed to ask them to make sure that he received a breviary 
and a bible, and these were speedily brought to him.'" According 
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to Tocco he read through the bible in its entirety and also studied 
the Sentences of Peter Lombard. 70 And he made himself useful: he 
acted as tutor to his sisters and persuaded one of them, Marotta, to 
become a Benedictine nun at St Mary's, Capua, where in 1254 she 
became abbess. 7' And he is said to have written a treatise on logic, 
De Fal/aciis, though the authenticity of this writing is not certain. 72 

Meanwhile the brethren had taken steps to secure Thomas' re
lease. They lodged a complaint with Innocent IV against the 
emperor" and the emperor, evidently not wishing to add yet an
other item to the pope's list of grievances against him, arrested the 
guilty parties. But the Order decided not to press charges, for fear 
of causing scandal. 74 So poor Thomas remained in captivity, though 
the brethren were able to visit him, especially John of S. Giuliano, 
and they ensured that he had a wearable Dominican habit. 75 

When Thomas' brothers came home, the pressure on him was 
increased. They resorted to a tactic of which it is unlikely his mother 
approved: they sent to his room an attractive girl, seductively got 
up, no doubt in the hope that a good dose of fornication would bring 
young Thomas to his senses and make him less idealistic. 76 Instead 
young Thomas, feeling his sensuality aroused, seized a burning log 
from the fire and drove the lady from his room with it and then used 
its hot tip to draw the sign of the cross on the wall. Falling to the 
ground, he implored from God the gift of chastity. In response, we 
are told, his loins were tightly bound by two angels, so tightly that 
he came to with a cry. 77 The dramatic conclusion to this episode is 
not particularly well-attested and may have become more dramatic 
and more supernatural in the narrator's imagination. But Thomas' 
virginity was famous,78 and one of his confessors remarked that he 
never mentioned suffering even from carnal thoughts. 79 And one of 
his students circulated the report that Thomas always shunned the 
company of women. 80 So, with or without the intervention of the 
angels, it is probably true that the would-be seduction of the young 
friar did have a profound effect on his personality, even if not the 
one that had been intended. 

How long Thomas was held in captivity by his family is not 
entirely certain. Estimates in the sources range between about one 
year and three years. T acco, who seems to be our most reliable in
formant, says that he was held for "about two years" and this is 
probably correct.8' If he was kidnapped in March or April 1244, 
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kept first at Montesangiovanni and then brought to Roccasecca and 
able to study the whole of the bible and the Sentences, while his 
mother waited for her other sons to come home, more than a few 
months must be allowed. The would-be seduction must have oc
curred in the winter, if Thomas had a fire in his room, so it is rea
sonable to date it to the winter of 1245-46. 

After the failure of the attempted seduction, things were evi
dently at an impasse. And now Theodora seems to have taken the 
lead. She arranged for Thomas to escape through the window, like 
St. Paul, by climbing down a rope to where his Dominican brethren 
(who had been alerted to what was going to happen) were waiting 
to receive him. H2 

So, probably in the early months of 1246, Thomas was free 
again and restored to his brethren, who found him "as well-educated 
as if he had been spending a long time in the schools. "., 

What happened next does not appear clearly from the sources. 
He was probably taken first to Naples," but plans were soon made 
to send him elsewhere to pursue his studies. What was remembered 
in the fourteenth century was that he was sent to Cologne, and that 
there he studied under Albert the Great.·s It looks as if the whole 
tradition of Thomas' student days in the Order derives from the 
story of Albert as told in Cologne.'· But in 1246 Albert was in Paris, 
not in Cologne, and there was as yet no studium generale in Co
logne. So why should Thomas have been sent to Cologne before 
1248?"' 

It must have been the Master of the Order who decided what 
to do with Thomas," and Tocco mentions casually that he took 
Thomas first to Paris and then on to Cologne.·o Earlier sources allow 
us to flesh out this part of the story. Gerald de Frachet, entirely ig
noring Thomas' studies in Cologne, says that Thomas was sent to 
Paris, where he became a Master in Theology,O() and it is probably 
significant that, after Thomas' death, the University of Paris, and 
the Arts faculty in particular, claims that it first educated and fos
tered him. OJ But it is Thomas of Cantimprc who seems to be the 
best-informed. According to him, Thomas was first sent to Paris. 
While he was there, his family made one last attempt to dislodge him 
from the Order by getting the pope to send for him and offer him 
the abbacy of Monte Cassino. When Thomas refused to leave the 
Dominicans, the pope offered to let him be abbot of Monte Cassino 
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while remaining a Dominican, but Thomas was still unmoved. Slip
ping unobtrusively away from the papal court, he went to Cologne 
and studied there under Albert."' 

Thomas of Cantimpre dates this whole sequence to a time be
fore Albert went to Paris, which is patently incorrect, but otherwise 
he appears to have the story right. 

Tocco knows that Thomas attended Albert's lectures on Dio
nysius' Diville Names in Cologne,"J and we have the best possible 
proof that he did so in the form of a transcript of these lectures writ
ten in Thomas' own hand."4 What Tocco did not know was that Al
bert began his lecture course on Dionysius in Paris, probably in 
1247-48, and these lectures too were transcribed by Thomas.''' The 
Cologne tradition, not surprisingly, carried no memories of Thomas 
as a student of Albert's in Paris, but there is no doubt that he was 
Albert's student there for at least a year. And there is nothing to 
prevent us believing that he was sent straight to Paris in 1246. Tocco 
is probably right that it was after, not before, his captivity that he 
set off for Paris in the company of the Master of the Order;"· and in 
1246 the Master of the Order had to go to Paris for the General 
Chapter."? 

There is also some reason to believe that, during this period in 
Paris, Thomas attended lectures in the Arts faculty on Aristotle's 
Ethics and De Allimo.o, 

In 1245, at the first Council of Lyons, Frederick II was sol
emnly excommunicated and deposed, and his subjects were freed 
from all bonds of allegiance to him; anyone who obeyed or sup
ported him thereafter would be automatically excommunicated 
too. W At what stage the d' Aquinos transferred their loyalty from the 
emperor to the pope we do not know, but Tolomeo says that they 
were banished from the kingdom of Naples, UN> and Thomas' brother 
Reginald was put to death by Frederick U>I and seems to have been 
considered by his family to have been a martyr because of his fi
delity to the church. UJ2 It is not unlikely that they solicited some 
favor from Innocent IV in return. 

In 1248 the papal court was still at Lyons, UlJ and there is noth
ing inherently implausible in Cantimpre's story that Thomas visited 
the pope in between Paris and Cologne. And the abbacy of "-1onte 
Cassino was in fact vacant in 1248. "'4 And since the monastery was 
still depopulated, UIS the abbot was not really required to be a monk, 
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so a Dominican abbot would not be totally incongruous. At the very 
least, thcn, wc can say that CantimprC's account might wcll be true. 

It was no doubt to remain with Albert that Thomas went to 
Cologne. And he was certainly there from 1248, as he continued to 
copy Albert's lectures on Dionysius, which were completed in 1250 
and represent a good two years' worth of lecturing. "'. Thomas also 
attended and wrote out Albert's lectures on the Ethics, which can 
hardly have been finished before 1251. "" 

From Cologne we ha\'e two much-loved stories about the dis
covery of Thomas' talents. Thomas was habitually so taciturn, we 
are told, that he was known to everyone as "the dumb ox," and it 
was assumed that he was not very bright. One of his fellow students, 
trying to be helpful, offered to go over Albert's lectures with him; 
Thomas meekly accepted the proffered help. But the would-be 
helper soon ran into difficulties and Thomas ended up explaining 
the lecture to him. The student was so impressed that he went to 
the student master and said, "This Neapolitan Thomas is frightfully 
clever! Today he went over the lecture with me so thoroughly that 
I understood it better from him than I did from the Master." Next 
day, when the exercise was repeated, the student master secretly 
listened in and was likewise impressed and went and told Albert 
what a gifted student he had. "" 

Round about the same time, one of the students discO\'ered 
some notes Thomas had taken on a difficult question that Albert had 
been disputing, and he took the notes to show Albert. Albert, as a 
result, decided to give Thomas what was c\'idently his first expe
rience of taking an active part in a disputation. The studcnt master 
was told to put a tricky question to Thomas in preparation for the 
disputation. Thomas tried to get out of it, in all humility, but was 
not allowed to escape; so he betook himself to prayer. When the time 
came, he responded to Albert's questions so authoritatively that Al
bert commented that he appeared to have taken the place of the Mas
ter rather than of a student, "determining" the question rather than 
"responding." After trying in vain to out-argue Thomas, Albert de
clared, "We call him the dumb ox, but one day he will emit such a 
bellowing in his teaching that it will be heard throughout the 
world."III" 

It is incredible that Albert should not ha\'c discovered Thomas' 
talents long before they went to Cologne. It was Thomas who had 
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written up his lectures on Dionysius' Celestial Hierarchy for publi
cation, '"' and Albert must have appreciated that Thomas had at 
least a rare talent for note-taking and editing. But it is quite possible 
that Albert's students in Cologne did not know of Thomas' abilities, 
even if they knew he was, as it were, the class "secretary." And it 
is easy (0 imagine their surprise when they began (0 realize that he 
could explain things better than Albert could. 

It is also probable that Albert, even ifhe was aware of Thomas' 
unusual ability to pass on the teaching he had received, had not yet 
had the occasion to try him out in a disputation. Under the Domin
ican constitutions, the students held their own sessions with their 
student master to discuss "difficulties and questions,"'" and in uni
versity disputations only bachelors and senior students played an 
active role,''' so it was probably in Cologne that Albert first dis
covered that Thomas instinctive! y took on the role of the Master 
rather than that of the student in such a situation, and that he had 
c\'cry right to do so and was too humble to pretend to a stupidity he 
did not possess. III 

So even if Albert himself already had some notion of Thomas' 
calibre before they left Paris, there is no need to jettison either of 
these two anecdotes from Cologne. 

We also possibly have a little work written by Thomas during 
his time in Cologne, De Pril/cipiis Natl/rae. Tolomco dates it to the 
period before Thomas' inception as a Master,' H and its modern ed
itors fa\'or an early datc for it.'IS Since it is closely connected with 
the beginning of Aristotle's Physics and seems to be indebted to Al
bert's commentary on that work, ". can we not attribute it to 
Thomas' time as a student in Cologne, which is probably when Al
bert was writing his commentary?'17 It could be an instance of how 
Thomas helped his fellow students to understand thcir professor. 

Thomas' stay in Cologne came to an end when he was sent back 
to Paris to begin thc process of becoming a Master in Theology. The 
Master of the Order, John of Wildes hausen, had asked Albert to rec
ommend someone suitable and Albert proposed Thomas. Hugh of 
St. Cher endorsed Albert's proposal and the Master accordingly 
sent Thomas to Paris. ,IN But when did this occur? 

We know that Thomas received his license to teach in 1256 be
fore 3 March,"Y and shortly afterward he incepted formally as a 
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Master. "I) He was barely thirty years old, or perhaps still slightly 
under thirty '21 at the time, five years below the official minimum 
age for becoming a Master in Theology. '" 

According to Tolomeo, Thomas was twcnty-five when he ar
rivcd in Paris,123 which brings us to 1251. And on other grounds this 
seems the most plausible date. An earlier date would make it im
possible for Thomas to have attended all the lectures we know he 
did attend in Cologne. John of Wildeshausen died early in NO\'em
ber 1252, ". so that gives us a firm limit in the other direction. But 
in February 1252 the faculty of Theology in Paris issued a deliber
ately anti-Dominican rule that no religious Order could possess 
more than one chair of theology "'-the Dominicans being the only 
Order in fact to possess two chairs. In the circumstances, it would 
have been sheer madness to send Thomas to Paris in 1252 to become 
a Master, since he was far too young to satisfy the regulations. ". In 
1251, on the other hand, in spite of some anti-mendicant rumbles, 127 

the situation did not look all that threatening, so the only consid
eration in John of Wildes hausen's mind had to be to find a candidate 
of sufficient intellectual ability. 

University rules required that before becoming a Master all 
candidates had to do at least some lecturing on the bible and on the 
Sentences, "" and at least five years of theological study were re
quired before anyone could start lecturing on the Sentences. I2Y 

Thomas had satisfied the second requirement already, if indeed he 
had been studying with Albert in Paris and Cologne from 1246 to 
IHI. So his first task when he arrived in Paris in 1251 was to give 
introductory lectures on the bible, as cllrsor bibliclls. He chose to lec
ture on Isaiah, and his lectures survive, written up and edited by 
Thomas as a literal commentary on the text. Ill) It is in connection 
with this commentary that we first encounter Thomas' lifelong com
panion, Reginald of Piperno, III who later became his permanent of
ficial socius. '" 

In 1252 or 1253, after lecturing on the literal sense of Isaiah 
and, perhaps, Jeremiah, IlJ Thomas became bachelor of the Sen
tences and started his full-scale course of lectures on Peter Lom
bard's standard textbook of theology, writing them up for 
publication as he went. Tocco remarks on the freshness of his ap
proach to his task: confident in his own judgment, he did not hesi
tate to propound new opinions and support them with new 
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arguments, raising ncw topics and, abO\'c all, looking for a ncw clar
ity in his exposition. 'J4 It is unlikely that Tocco actually had any 
direct information about the impression Thomas made on his first 
students in Paris, and it took Thomas longer than Tocco implies to 
find his own intellectual way, but from thc outset it is clear that 
Thomas is going to go his own way, politely but firmly, bringing 
his great gift of lucidity to bear on theological problems and, even 
in his earliest years as a teacher, exploring ways of making things 
clearer by reformulating questions, asking new questions, involving 
a wider range of arguments, and in particular trying to make full usc 
of the resources of philosophy in dealing with theological problems. 

Apart from his lectures on the Sentences, Thomas also wrote 
the short philosophical work De Ellie el EssCIIlia during these years 
before he graduated as a Master. '" Its precise date is not known, 
but linguistic arguments have been proposed, suggesting that it is 
contemporary with the last half of the commentary on book I of the 
Sentences, '.1. and it is quite likcly that it was a spin-offfrom the un
a\'uidable discussion of "essence" and "existence" in Thomas' com
ments on the doctrine of the Trinity and, particularly, on the nature 
of the angels, both of which fall within the scope of book I of the 
Sentences. De Ellie el EsseJllia, according to an early tradition, was 
written by Thomas for his "brethren and companions,"'J7 and it is 
certainly not a formal, scholastic product. Not surprisingly, it dif
fers on some points from Thomas' later doctrine, and it is very de
pendent on A"icenna and William of Auvergne. '" All the same, it 
announces some of Thomas' distinctive views, and especially it al
ready reveals his desire to upgrade "existence": the real mystery of 
things is not what they are, but Ihal they are, ami it is their sheer 
existence which leads us to talk about God. Here wc can recognize 
both one of the major differences between Thomas and Albert and 
one of Thomas' most basic and pervasive cOOl'ictions. Albert was 
fascinated by all the details of whol things are and rejoiced to find 
traces of God in all the intricacies of his handiwork; Thomas was 
profoundly uninterested in the world around him, except inasmuch 
as it contained books and people. Although it is probably true to say 
that Thomas never meant the argument in De Ellie el EssCIIlia 4 to be 
a "proof of the existence of God," and he certainly never uses it 
when he is formally presenting such proofs, it is still one of the ways 
and perhaps it is the most direct way in which the human mind is 
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led to talk about God. "'J For Thomas, it is not really the marvelous 
complexity and ingenuity of things that alerts the mind to the reality 
of God, it is rather the metaphysical implications of very simple ob
servations about things, beginning with the primary fact of their 
being there at all. And the immediate connection in Thomas' mind 
between existence and God is implicit in much of his theology, be
cause it underlies his deep conviction that there can never be any 
separation between God and his creatures. The idea that God some
how "withdraws" in order to give his creatures space to be could 
never begin to make sense til Thomas; if God withdrew then being 
is the last thing any creature could achieve. The freedom and inner 
consistency of creatures is not something that has to be defended 
against divine interference; it is precisely the gift that is made by the 
dh'ine presence. The fact that things exist and act in their own right 
is the most telling indication that God is existing and acting in them. 
Without this fundamental conviction, Thomas would ne,'er have 
de"cioped his doctrines of creation and providence and grace. 

While Thomas was studying and lecturing in Paris, the Do
minican Order was passing through the worst crisis in its history. 
There had, from the beginning, been some opposition to the new 
mendicant Orders; their way oflife was on many points quite unlike 
what was expected of religious and they had, not surprisingly, been 
viewed with suspicion. ''''' Their increasingly effective public min
istry cut across the traditional structures of pastoral responsibility, 
which antagonized some (though by no means all) of the clergy. HI 

And their powerful presence in the universities threatened the pres
tige and corporate identity of the secular J'vlasters. ,.2 Also the friars 
represented a new internationalism in the church, with their direct 
dependence on the pope and their considerable independence of the 
bishops, and the popes had not failed to take advantage of them as 
troubleshooters, who could be seen as meddling in things that were 
not their business by people accustomed to a less centralized view 
of the church. I.' They had accordingly had to defend their right to 
be what they were, in particular the legitimacy of their living in 
towns among people rather than in secluded monastic strongholds, 
and their right to live off alms and to preach and teach rather than 
cngaging in manuallaoor and aiming at financial self-sufficiency. 

The legitimacy of the mendicants' way of life had been debated 
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in the Uni,'ersity of Paris before Thomas' time. For instance, Jean 
Pointlasne, who was one of the Dominican Masters at the end of the 
1240s, , .... conducted a disputation on manual labor. ,., But previ
ously the opposition to the friars had lacked a leader and was spon
taneous rather than orchestrated. From 1251-52 the situation 
changed. A virulent enemy of the friars, William of Saint-Amour, 
emerged to become the focus for a far more deliberate attack on 
them, in which their very right to exist was challenged and a coor
dinated attempt was made to destroy the whole basis of their work. 
William himself published a succession of tracts in which the friars 
were depicted in lurid terms as harbingers of the Antichrist, cul
minating in his book "On the Dangers of These Last Times. " ... 

In 1252, as we have seen, the faculty of Theology adopted a 
measure designed at least to curb the power of the friars in the uni
versity. But this was only the beginning. Led by William of Saint
Amour, the secular Masters put pressure on the pope to withdraw 
his support from the friars and drastically to curtail their rights, and 
on 21 November 1254 Innocent IV issued a Bull, Elsi ollilllartllll, in 
which the freedom of the friars to preach and hear confessions was 
severely restricted. ,.7 But within a few weeks Innocent was dead
struck down by divine judgment, as the friars were inclined to 
say"'-and his successor, elected with extraordinary promptness, 
a known supporter of the friars, Alexander IV, immediately cas
sated Elsi OllilllOrtllll and restored the friars to their former posi
tion. , •• This goaded some of the seculars, in particular William of 
Saint-Amour, to increase their denunciations. 

At the Dominican General Chapter of 1254, held at Buda in 
Hungary, Humbert of Romans was elected Master uf the Order. ISO 

He brought his considerable diplomatic skills to bear on the des
perate situation, urging the brethren not to provoke confrontations, 
trying to arrive at a compromise with the University of Paris, at
tempting to forge an alliance with the Franciscans. IS' 

By early 1256 it is clear that the mendicants are not going to be 
defeated. One of the immediate results of the changing situation is 
that the chancellor of the university, Aymery de Vcr, apparently on 
his own initiative, gave Thomas Aquinas the license to teach, which 
was the first step toward becoming a ,"laster. In doing so he was 
probably anticipating a demand from the pope that Thomas should 
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be licensed. '" Although Thomas was well below the regular age, he 
was instructed to prepare for his inception as a Master. 

One of the most popular stories about Thomas concerned this 
turning point in his life. Conscious of his youthfulness and, no 
doubt, of the opposition he faced among the secular Masters, he was 
unable to decide what to talk about in the inaugural lecture that was 
an essential part of the process of becoming a Master. As usual, he 
turned to prayer and a venerable friar appeared to him and told him 
to take as his text Psalm 103: 13, "Watering the mountains from 
above, the earth will be filled with the fruit of your works. "'H And 
that is exactly what he did. Basing himself on this text, he devoted 
his inaugural lecture to elaborating a splendid account of the voca
tion of a theologian. A text of this lecture is included in this volume. 
By the end of the century the Dominican tradition in Paris had iden
tified the ",'enerable friar" who appeared to him as St. Dominic 
himself. ,,. 

In spite of the pope's support and that of the chancellor, 
Thomas was not received without complaint into the ranks of the 
Masters. Some of them were trying to stop people from attending 
the lectures of the friars and in particular they tried to pre,'ent any
one from attending Thomas' inauguration. '" Even after Thomas' 
inception the enemies of the mendieants refused to acknowledge 
either him or Bonaventure as members of the magisterial body, and 
it was not until August 1257 that this refusal was, however grudg
ingly, withdrawn. ". 

Soon after he became a Master, and maybe even as part of the 
ceremonies of his inception, some time in the spring of 1256, 
Thomas entered into the fray with a disputation on manual labor. '57 

Then, probably during the summer, he embarked on a substantial 
defense of the mendicants against all the objections raised against 
them, COlllro Impllgllollles. ,," 

It used to be maintained, on the authority of Tocco, that the 
COlllra Impllgl/ollles was written on the instruciions of the pope. "'J 
But Toceo's account is quite extraordinarily confused and can safely 
be disregarded. , ... There is in fact no reason to believe that the work 
was specially commissioned or that Thomas was directly involved 
at all in the process leading up to the formal condemnation of Wil-
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liam of Saint-Amour by the pope on ; October 1256. '6' Since he 
docs not mention the condemnation, it is likely that his book was 
more or less completed before the pope's Bull was known in Paris, 
but long before that it was quite clear that some such condemnation 
was in the wind. Thomas' concern is pedagogical. The COII/ra /111-
pug/lQ/l1eS is not designed to secure a political vicmry for the friars; 
it is designed to explain and justify a particular view of religious life. 
It is not merely legitimate, Thomas argues, it is highly appropriate 
that there should be religious devotcd to study, teaching and preach
ing (with the hearing of confessions an important pasmral adjunct 
of preaching). P""erty, in the rigorous sense of mendicancy, is not 
merely permissible, it is a crowning glory of religious life. Manual 
labor, by contrast, is not an essential feature of religious life. 
Thomas bases his exposition of the life of the friars on a general view 
of what religion is, and what religious life must therefore be, and he 
develops his case at length before turning to the more immediately 
practical questions about whether it is right for religious to defend 
themselves against slander and to the business of clearing the friars' 
good name. Co/lira /mpug/lall/es is not Thomas' last word on religious 
life, but it is a highly competent piece of work and represents the 
scriousness with which Thomas undertook an important facet of his 
responsibilities as a teacher. 

After 1 H6 the fourteenth-century biographers secm to have 
known ncxt to nothing about Thomas' moves. Tocco, Gui and Calo 
abandon the attempt to present his life in any kind of chronological 
sequenee, '(,2 and Gui also gives up his rather hopeless outline of 
Thomas' dates. ,'" Tolomeo docs little better.'M Judging from the 
state of the tradition a\'ailable to Tocco's conscientious researches, 
nolxxly had been terribly interested in the "life" of Thomas; what 
was treasured was the memory of his way of life, illustrated by a 
sprinkling of anecdotes, and the awareness of his importance as a 
teacher and writer. 

More modern historiography has, with waning confidence, 
compensated for the lack of direct e\·idence by assuming that after 
the end of his Parisian regency Thomas became lector in the Do
minican studium associated with the papal curia and therefore fol
lowed the vagaries of successive papal residences. ,,., The resulting 
chronology was dogmatically summed up by Mandonnet in 1920, 'M 
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and even the most modern biographies of Thomas have not entirely 
escaped being bewitched by his assurance. 

Since there is not the slightest evidence to support the premise 
that Thomas followed the papal curia around, we need to begin 
again at the beginning and ask what we can actually assert on tbe 
basis of such data as we possess. 

According to Tolomeo, Thomas taught for three years in Paris 
after his inception as a Master and then returned to Italy "for certain 
reasons. "'.7 That Thomas did indeed remain in Paris until 1259 is 
confirmed by other e\'idence. We know that he preached there on 
Palm Sunday in 12;9. '''' Less surely, but still fairly confidently, we 
can also say that the first series of Quodlibetal disputations must at 
least take us into the academic year 12;8-59.'· " 

It is also reasonably certain that Thomas vacated his professo
rial chair in 12;9. By 1260 his successor is already in possession. "" 

One small detail from this period is worth noting. A manu
script belonging to Thomas has sun'ived, containing some anony
mous disputations, which arc now generally ascribed to Albert, 
together with Thomas' first two Quodlibets. A note on one of the 
pages indicates that at some stage the section containing Thomas' 
quodlibets must have been borrowed by Albert. '71 It is pleasing to 
sec how Thomas and his old Master have kept in touch. 

At the beginning of June 1259 Thomas was present, with Al
bert, at the General Chapter at Valenciennes; both were members 
of a commission appointed to suggest ways of promoting study in 
the Order. '" It is clear that the members of this commission were 
chosen bv the i"laster of the Order, Humbert of Romans, before the 
beginning of the Chapter'" and, since all five were P"risian Mas
ters, it is safe to infer that Humbert's intention was that Dominican 
studies should be developed along university lines, a policy already 
adumbrated by his predecessor. ,7< Since the successful pursuit of 
this policy required a steady supply of uni\'ersity graduates in the
ology and made it necessary that such graduates should be available 
to the various provinces of the Order, there is no reason to believe 
that the decision to move Thomas from Paris was due to anything 
more mysterious than a desire to make room for another Dominican 
to graduate as a " laster and to free Thomas for service elsewhere.'" 
The fanciful speculation prompted by Tolomco's cryptic allusion to 
"certain rcasons"' 1ti is quite gratuitous. 
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After the end of the academic year in 1259, then, Thomas was 
probably no longer a professor in the University of Paris. And by 
the end of September 1260 he was presumably back in his prO\'ince, 
since the Provincial Chapter meeting at that time created him a 
preacher general. '" 

The next secure date that we have is that in 1265 the Provincial 
Chapter instructed Thomas to set up a studium in Rome. '1M And in 
1268, as we shall see shordy, Thomas was reassigned to Paris and 
by 1269 at the latest he had resumed his Parisian chair. 

Apart from these dates we ha,'e a certain amount of undated 
information. Fontana discovered in Orvieto an assignation of 
Thomas to that convent as lector, 179 and we know from the testi
mony of Conrad of Sessa that Thomas lived in Orvieto during the 
pontificate of Urban IV, "" that is, 1261-64, though this docs not 
have to mean that Thomas was in On'ieto Ollly while Urban was 
pope or that he was there for the whole of Urban's pontificate. 

We also possess two Ad,'ent sermons, whose authenticity is 
generally accepted, one delivered in Bologna, the other in Milan.'·' 
That Thomas visited Bologna at some time is confirmed by 
TOCCO. IH1 

As a preacher general, Thomas was automatically a member of 
the Provincial Chapter'·' and, as such, also a member of the General 
Chapter whenever it was held in his own province, ,,+ so we may 
presume that he attended the Provincial Chapters in Orvieto (J 26 I), 
Perugia (1262), Rome (1263), Viterbo (1264), Anagni (1265), Todi 
(J 266) and Lucca (J 267), and the General and Provincial Chapters 
at Viterbo in 1268.'·' 

According to a late reporr, Thomas was also present at the Gen
eral Chapter in London in 1263,'·' and a fourteenth-century writer 
also claims that he was present at the Bologna Chapter in 1267, ,.7 
but both these asserrions are highly questionable. ". 

What we ha,'e secured so far, then, is only a rather meager out
line and a few details. Thomas was back in Italy by the end of Sep
tember 1260, was assigned to On'ieto as lector some time before 
1264, was assigned to Rome to set up a studium in 1265 and was 
reassigned to Paris in 1268. 

In "iew of Thomas' close association with Urban IV, it seems 
reasonably safe to conjecture that Thomas was living in On'ieto at 
least since 1262, in October of which year the pope took up resi-
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dencc there. IH" Before the end of 1263 Thomas had completed, at 
Urban's request, the first part of the so-called Calma Allrea, ",., a run
ning commentary on Matthew compiled from an impressively wide 
range of patristic sources. Also, early in 1263 he was entrusted by 
the pope with the task of "reviewing" Nicholas of Cotrone's attempt 
to use Greek patristic sources to refute modern Greek doctrines 
where thcse were at odds with Western doctrine, chiefly on the sub
ject of the procession of the Holy Spirit. '·' We can probably infer 
that Thomas was assigned to Orvieto no later than 1262.'·2 

As lector of Drvieto Thomas seems to ha\'e had ample time to 
pursue his researches and to get on with his writing. We are told 
that he made use of a variety of monastic libraries to assemble ma
terial for the COlma Allrea'·' and somewhere, perhaps at Monte Cas
sino, he appears to have discovered a collection of texts from the 
early dogmatic councils of the church, which provided him with an 
important source for his subsequent theological work. ,.., 

Some time in about 1264 Thomas seems to havc been at Mon
tesangiovanni, "" presumably to pay a visit to whatever mcmbers of 
his family may ha\'e been there. And it must also have been during 
his years in On'icto or Rome that he went to spend one Christmas 
at Molara at the invitation of Cardinal Richard degli Annibaldi, a 
holiday made memorable by his success in converting two Jews to 
the faith. "", 

If we want to pin down Thomas' moves more precisely, we 
have little solid e\'idence to go on. The acts of the Provincial Chap
ters survivc only in a truncated form, generally missing out such 
details as assignations. We obtain a few more nuggets of information 
from a sixteenth-seventeenth century document, published by Ma
setti. ,.7 Its anonymous compiler was chiefly interested, on his own 
account, in facts relating to the foundation of convents in the Roman 
province, but he seems to have had a tolcrably complete text of the 
Provincial Chapters to work on, and it looks as if his procedure was 
to select only those Chapters at which a convent was founded or 
something of the kind, "" but to note down from those Chapters 
other little titbits which he considercd interesting, including any
thing they said about St. Thomas. ''''' Thus in 1260 he duly records 
that Thomas was made a preacher general, and we may cautiously 
infer that if the same Chapter had said anything else about Thomas 
(e.g., an assignation) he would have told us about it. On the same 
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basis we can, still cautiously, infer that, since he was interested in 
the 1259 Chapter, he would have noted anything it said about 
Thomas, and since he does not mention Thomas in connection with 
it, presumably there was nothing about Thomas in the acts of that 
Chapter. If this reasoning is accepted (and its fragility must be borne 
in mind), we may conclude that Thomas was not 'Issigned to Or
vieto or anywhere else in 1259 or 1260. After that our compiler 
passes straight on to 1268,'(11) so that Thomas may have been as
signed anywhere, for all we know to the contrary, in any of the in
tervening Chapters except 1265. 

In 1260, according to our compiler, the Chapter created several 
preachers general, including "Thomas d'Aquino who had returned 
from Paris a Master in Theology." The mention of Thomas' return 
from Paris is presumably to be ascribed to the acts of the Chapter, 
not to the compiler, but strictly speaking it would not be illogical to 

say that Thomas "had returned from Paris" even if he had actually 
come back well over a year before. All the same, we cannot help but 
wonder why the 1259 Chapter did not make Thomas a preacher 
general if he had already rejoined his province by then. E\'en if 
Thomas went back to Paris after the Valenciennes General Chapter 
to complete the academic year, "" he could easily ha\'e reached his 
province before Michaelmas, which was when the Provincial Chap
ter met that ycar. 202 

So what did Thomas do after the Valenciennes Chapter? In 
principle it was still term-time in Paris, and in any case he presum
ably needed to return to Paris to collect his papers. Nor would Paris 
be out of his way, even if he was intending to go straight on to Italy. 
But did he in fact propose to go straight on to Italy? It has been sug
gested that maybe he stayed on in Paris, not as a professor, but to 
work on the SlImlllo cO!l/ra Gellli/e!. "" The difficulty with this sug
gestion is that Thomas had been assigned to Paris for a specific func
tion and, once this function ceased, his assignation there would 
automatically lapse and he would be expected to return to his home 
com'ent. It is hardly conceivable that he was reassigned to Paris sim
ply to write books. And anyway we know that he left Paris just after 
he started writing chapter 53 of book I of the COI//ra Gellliles"" and 
before he had finished editing the De Veri/a/e. "" It docs not look as 
if he was left to write at his leisure for \'ery long. So where did he 
go? 
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In the absence of other evidence we must follow Weisheipl and 
say that Thomas' destination when he left Paris was Naples. "'" But 
if we are right to surmise that he had not yet reached his province 
by the end of September, it follows that, for some reason or another, 
he took his time o"er the journey. 

The two Ad,'cnt sermons to which allusion has already been 
made can perhaps shed a little light on the matter. The text for the 
Bologna sermon comes from the epistle for the first Sunday in Ad
,'ent, that for the Milan sermon from the gospel for the third Sun
day, so it has generally been assumed that Thomas was heading 
north at the time. Mandonnet dates both sermons to 1268, when he 
believed Thomas was on his way to Paris.2(" But serious difficulties 
have been raised against this suggested winter journey across the 
Alps. "'. In 1267 Thomas was allegedly in Bologna at Pentecost for 
the General Chapter, but even if this story is true, which it probably 
is not, there would be no reason for Thomas to be still in the north 
in Ad,'ent. Thomas presumably passed through northern haly 
again in 1272, when he was returning from Paris for the seeond 
time, but he was probably in Florence for the General and Pf<J\'in
cial Chapters at Pentecost and by September he was in Naples. '"'' 
So when was Thomas in the north in December? h is at least not 
implausible to suggest that the two sermons were preached in 1259 
during Thomas' journey back to his province after his first Parisian 
regency. And the apparent order of the sermons may be misleading. 
In the Ambrosian rite, used in Milan, there arc six Sundays of Ad
vent instead of four, "" so if we assume that a sermon preached "to 
the clergy and people" in ~Iilan may have been based on the local 
liturgy, then both sermons may have been preached in the same 
week: one on Sunday in Milan (where it was the third Sunday of 
Advent) and one during the week in Bologna (where it was the first 
week of Advent)." I 

On this view, Thomas had only got as far as Milan by late No
"ember 1259. Why was he so slow to return to Naples? The obvious 
and correct answer is that we do not know, and indeed we do not 
know for certain that the question even arises, though the evidence 
we have been considering, taken cumulatively, seems to warrant the 
prO\'isional conclusion that he did not go straight back to Naples. 
One possible explanation is that he was held up in Paris waiting for 
the graduation of the friar who was to succeed him in his professorial 
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chair, and there is actually some evidence to support this theory. 
Gerald de Frachet gives us a list of Dominican Masters in Paris up 
to 1259,'" and he includes Peter of Tarentaise who only incepted 
in 1259.213 In 1260 the two regent Masters were Peter and William 
of Alton. "4 It is tempting to infer that there was some delay over 
the inception of William, to explain why Peter is on Gerald's list and 
William is not. 

There are, however, considerations that weigh against this sug
gestion. First of all, it seems highly improbable that the Dominicans 
would deliberately change professors in the middle of the academic 
year. If Thomas' successor was not ready to take over the chair at 
the beginning of term, Thomas would surely have been left in Paris 
for another year-it is clear enough that there was no other partic
ular job waiting for him elsewhere. And Peter does not really belong 
on the 1259 list anyway: it is meant to be a list of Masters who have 
actually taught in Paris,2" and this was not true of Peter until the 
new academic year started; so his presence in Gerald's list is prob
ably due to his known role at the Valenciennes ehapter. 

Even if we accept that William only incepted later, we cannot 
infer that Thomas retained his chair. In February 1260 an otherwise 
unknown "fr. Gerard Re\'eri" was buried in the Dominican choir in 
Paris; he died as a Regent Master. Destrez suggested that he may 
have been a secular Master who took the habit on his deathbed, in 
which case he would never have functioned as a Dominican Mas
ter."· He is certainly not mentioned in any Dominican list of Mas
ters. But we cannot rule out the possibility that he was actually 
Thomas' successor and fell ill too soon for Gerald de Frachet to learn 
about him, lcaving a \'acancy that William was then called upon to 
fill. But in that case there was no foreseeable reason why Thomas 
should have to stay on in Paris, even though in the outcome there 
was a delay in getting his effective successor graduated. 

Much better evidenee needs to be adduced, then, before we can 
conclude that Thomas stayed on in Paris into the autumn of 1259 as 
a professor. 

\Ve ha\'e to fall back, after all, on Tolomco's "certain reasons," 
no longer to explain why Thomas returned to Italy, but to explain 
why he apparently took so much time getting there. It would have 
been out of character for him to linger over the journey just for fun. 
We can only conclude that he had received sume kind uf instructions 
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either from Humbert of Romans or from his provincial. At the time 
of the Valenciennes Chapter the Roman province lacked a provincial 
and was apparently unable to elect one, so Humbert appointed a 
provincial during the chapter, a Frenchman, currently prior of 
Rouen, known to the Italians as Robert the Norman. '" He evi
dently issued some kind of edict on the subject of study, 2IH so he 
must have been concerned about the intellectual life of his new prov
ince. It is possible that he commissioned Thomas, the first Parisian 
Master in the province, to see what other provinces were doing on 
his way home to Naples. If, in the outcome, nothing came of 
Thomas' investigations, it could be explained by the fact that in 
1260 Robert was replaced by a new, elected provinciaL"" If this 
conjecture is right, Bologna would certainly have been an obvious 
place for Thomas to visit, and Tocco gives us the impression that 
Thomas stayed there long enough to become known in the city. "0 
Before that, he could profitably have visited at least Toulouse and 
Montpellier. It is pleasant to think that he may have travelled south 
with Gerald de Frachet and his socius, Peter of Listrac!'" But we 
have now strayed uncomfortably far from our evidence. 

To sum up, we have reason to believe that Thomas gave up his 
Parisian chair at the end of the academic year in 1259. We know that 
he was at Valenciennes in early June, but then we lose track of him. 
There are grounds for supposing that he was in Milan at the end of 
November and in Bologna in early December. Then we must pre
sume he eventually reached his home convent of Naples. There, so 
far as we know, he stayed until his assignation to Orvieto, where he 
was appointed lector in 1261 or 1262. There he probably remained 
until 1265, when he was ordered to erect a new studium in Rome. 

The acts of the Roman Provincial Chapters survi,'e in an in
complete form and perhaps give us a misleading impression, but it 
looks as if so far the province had done little to develop its scholastic 
institutions. Every house was required to have a lector'" and it was 
part of his job to educate the Dominican students belonging to his 
convent. 221 This is what Thomas had been doing in Orvieto. But 
before 1265 we hear nothing of any specialized or more advanced 
study houses. Indeed, the 1264 Chapter complains that "we see that 
study is being neglected in this province."'" The appointment of 
Thomas in 1265 to create a new studium in Rome seems to be the 
province'S first attempt to provide a more worthwhile course for stu-
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dents who were capable of something more intensive than the a\'
erage house lector could supply, but were not of sufficient ability to 
be sent to one of the Order's international study houses. It seems 
that Thomas was gh'en a free hand to run his own show; at least he 
explicitly had the right to dismiss students who were not up to 
scratch'" and it looks as if he had effectively been given a "personal 
studium, ""(0 in which he could develop his own ideas about how 
young Dominicans should be educated. As we shall see, he did not 
waste the opportunity offered him by his province. For a few years 
the com'ent of Santa Sabina'" must have housed one of the most 
remarkable study houses the Order had ever possessed. 

At some stage during this period, according to Tolomeo, Clem
ent IV asked Thomas to be archbishop of Naples. This must have 
been in 1265 or I 266. 22H Thomas deelined the invitation. 

/\'Ieanwhile in Paris things had been ticking over peacefully 
enough after the fierce troubles of the mid-fifties. The friars were 
secure in the support of successive popes, Alexander IV (1254-61), 
Urban IV (1261-64) and Clement IV (1265-68). In the Dominican 
chairs we do not know exactly how long Peter of Tarentaise and 
William of Alton remained, but by 1262, when he became a cardi
nal, "'} Thomas' friend and student, Annibaldo degli Annibaldi, had 
graduated as a Master, and either his colleague or his successor was 
the Frenchman, Baudouin. "" Baudouin was probably soon joined 
by a member of thc German prO\'ince, Gilbert \'an Eyen. 2lI 

In the Order, the 1263 General Chapter in London allowed 
Humbert of Romans to resign as Master of the Order'" and in the 
following year John of Vercelli was elccted in his place. 2H 

Probably in 1265, or soon after, somebody "delated" Peter of 
Tarentaisc to the Master of the Order and a hundred and eight "sus
pect" points in his doctrine were listed. John of Vercelli evidently 
referred the list to Thomas, whose own teaching was implicated to 
some extent since Peter, on one of thc contrO\'erted points, was fol
lowing Thomas. Thomas prepared a painstaking comment on thc 
document submitted to him, sometimes criticizing Peter, but on the 
whole \'indicating him and showing that his attacker was unfair and 
rather inept. John seems to have been satisfied, because no more is 
heard of the matter. "4 

Thc ncw ,\-Iaster of the Order appears to have been less con
cerned than his predecessors with maintaining the flow of Masters 
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in Theology in the Order. Baudouin retained his chair at least until 
1267, '" and it was probably as his replacement that Peter returned 
to the university in that year to teach for another two years until he 
became provincial again in 1269."· The other chair also seems to 
have fallen into french hands in the person of William of Luxi. '" 
In 1269 it looks as if Albert was asked to return to Paris, but then 
John changed his mind and asked him to go to Cologne instead. "" 
The 1264 Chapter, at which John was elected, e\'idently wanted to 
ensure that the prO\'ision of Masters was not left entirely at the 
mercy of prO\'incials and string-pullers, so the Master of the Order 
was made responsible for seeing that the Parisian studium was run 
for the good of the whole Order, "" but this does not necessarily 
mean that it was John in person who always appointed the holders 
of the two Dominican chairs. In 1268, as usual, the General Chapter 
routinely charged him to make sure that Paris and the other studia 
generalia were properly provided with Masters, bachelors and so 
on. '''' The Order was apparently happily unaware that another 
storm was brewing and that the death of the pope on 29 
NO\'emberw was going to give the enemies of the friars the chance 
they had been waiting for to launch another bitter attack in Paris. ,., 

By 1269 the Roman province had lost the services of Thomas. 
The PrO\·incial Chapter, which assembled on 7 September,'" had 
to de\·ise a replacement for Thomas' personal studium, and it des
ignated three convents of the province as special study houses, Pe
rugia for philosophy and Naples and Orvieto for theology.'oU By 
then Thomas had been in Paris for some time. At the General Chap
ter held in Paris at Pentecost we know that he served on a commis
sion of j\'lasters that seems to have been set up on the spur of the 
moment,'·' so he must already ha\'e been in residence there.'·· 

Exactly when or why Thomas returned to Paris we do not 
know for certain. I-lis tra\'elling companion when he made the jour
ney was Nicholas Brunaccio, who later went on to study with Al
bert in Cologne and was highly commended by Albert, who called 
him "a second Thomas Aquinas."'·' Nicholas can only have been 
going to Paris as a student,'·· so we must infer that he and Thomas 
aimed to be there in time for the beginning of the academic year in 
1268; unless e\'idence to the contrary is discO\'ered, N" we can pre
sume that Thomas was in Paris at least from September 1268. 

The ob\·ious reason for sending Thomas back to Paris was that 
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he should occupy one of the Dominican chairs of theology in the 
university, and we know that he was in possession of a chair at least 
for the academic years 1269-72.250 But why did the Master of the 
Order want Thomas back in Paris? 

The simplest explanation would be that the chair was vacant'" 
and John of Vercelli found it convenient to reuse people who were 
already Masters; in 1267, after all, Peter ofTarentaise had been sent 
back to his teaching, and in 1269 it seems that Albert was asked to 
return too. 

It has been suggested that Thomas may have been reassigned 
to Paris because of the revival of the anti-mendicant campaign 
there,252 but it is far from proven that the Order was anticipating 
any renewal of hostilities until they actually broke out in December 
1268, by which time, I have argued, Thomas was already there. 

A more convincing proposal is that sending Thomas back to his 
professorship was the Order's response to the threat to faith posed 
by the so-called "radical Aristotelianism" developing in the Arts fac
ulty,'" to which Bonaventure had drawn attention in 1267 and 
again in 1268.'" On this theory we can even consider retrieving a 
nugget of truth from Tocco's garbled account of the genesis of the 
COllira Impugnantes. '" It was presumably after the two chapters in 
Viterbo that John of Vercelli gave Thomas his assignation, and it is 
quite conceivable that the pope had asked John to make some re
sponse to the situation in Paris. And if Thomas' mission was pri
marily to the Arts faculty we could even, if we have to, make sense 
of the possibility that it was not until 1269 that Thomas resumed his 
chair in theology. 

However there is another factor, to which sufficient attention 
has not been paid in this connection. 25• Bonaventure's intervention 
in Paris was preceded by a series of disputations held by the Fran
ciscan Master for 1266-67, William of Baglione, and it may well 
have been William who first raised the alarm and persuaded Bon
aventure to speak out.257 And William unambiguously implicates 
Thomas in the propositions he is attacking; he does not accuse 
Thomas of heresy, as such, but he makes clear his conviction that 
some of Thomas' tenets encourage precisely the two heretical beliefs 
denounced by Bonaventure, the eternity of the world and the non
individual nature of the intellect.'" The "blind leaders of the blind" 
decried by William evidently include Thomas as their chief. 259 
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Qllaestiolles Displltatae were public occasions in the university, 
attended not just by a Master's own students, but by other students 
as well and possibly by other Masters. 26o William's attack on 
Thomas would not have gone unnoticed by the Dominicans. There 
was little love lost between the two Orders of friars'" and if 
Thomas' doctrine were to be implicated in a Franciscan campaign 
against heterodox philosophy, it could have serious repercussions on 
the Dominicans. It is at least not unlikely that it was this situation 
whose seriousness induced John of Vercelli to send Peter of Tar
entaise back to his chair in 1267 and Thomas himself a year later, 
and to consider asking Albert to join him in 1269. On this view, 
there can be no question of Thomas delaying until 1269 before re
suming his professorship. ,., 

Thomas' position in Paris during his second regency was in 
some ways less happy than it was in 1256-59. By now he was de
,·eloping a distinctive and original theology, which sometimes left 
him rather isolated among his fellows. One important factor in this 
theology was the conviction he shared with Albert that philosophy 
has to be taken seriously. The faith is not served by invoking dog
matic considerations to impose solutions to philosophical problems, 
nor is sound theology fostered by disowning philosophical conclu
sions that are genuinely cogent. Against the background of the con
tinuing problem of heterodox philosophy, it is not surprising that 
Thomas was sometimes seen as conceding too much ground to the 
philosophers, but what was at stake in Thomas' position was the 
very possibility of a coherent Christian understanding: if Christi
anity is true, then it must make sense and it must make sense in 
terms which are related to the ordinary, untheological ways in 
which human beings try to make sense of things; in the long run, a 
faith which tries to create a new sort of "sense" of its own sooner or 
later ends up abandoning the attempt to make sense of things. 26

' 

And Thomas was not prepared to give up so easily. Thus he ac
cepted as philosophically necessary the belief that matter cannot ex
ist without form, even though this poses problems for the doctrine 
of the Eucharist.'''' And he stoutly defended the view that there is 
nothing incoherent in the notion of an eternal creation-indeed, he 
argued that it was contrary to belief in divine omnipotence to deny 
a priori the possibility of an eternal creation; theology must there
fore content itself with affirming that revelation teaches us that the 
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world that actually exists did have a beginning in time and with 
showing that the philosophical argument about the eternity of the 
world is inconclusive. '''' His most contentious \'iew was that Aris
totle was correct to identify the soul as the form of the body and as 
the only substantial form involved in making this or that collection 
of matter into a human body. What Aristotle's doctrine secures is a 
strong statement of the coherence of the whole human person, as 
both bodily and spiritual at once, but it appears to have disastrous 
consequences for faith: if the soul is the only form of the body and 
death is the separation of soul and body, then there is no real con
tinuity of identity between a living body and a corpse. How then 
can we identity as Christ's body the body that hung dead on the 
cross and was buried?"'" 

Thomas' refusal to sidestep philosophical issues makes it easy 
to see why he manifestly enjoyed cordial relationships with the Arts 
faculty. '.7 Even Siger of Brabant, who was one of the more adven
turous of the ultra-Aristotelians, took Thomas' criticisms very 
seriously'·' and referred to him and Albert as being "outstanding in 
philosophy.""" Thomas could argue with the best against the "Av
erroistic" doctrine that the intellect is essentially one, not personal 
to each individual,270 but he argued philosophically and it seems that 
his arguments made more impact, at least on Siger, than the bald 
dogmatic condemnation issued in December 1270 by the bishop 0: 
Paris, Stephen Tempier. HI 

Among the theologians, by contrast, Thomas was faced with 
one controversy after another. First of all, there was the revived 
campaign against the mendicants. In the 1250s it had been a straight 
fight between seculars and mendicants and, at least after the election 
of Alexander IV, there was little doubt that the mendicants were 
winning. But during the interminable conclave that followed the 
death of Clement IV there was for nearly three years no pope to 
support the friars, m and so the hopes of those who wanted to clip 
their wings began to revive and flourish. m And this time the fight 
was a confused one, with the mendicants arguing against each other 
as well as against the seculars. 

The leader of the seculars was now Gerard of Abbeville. The 
most provocati\'e outstanding statement of the mendicant case was 
the Franciscan work, Mall/IS q"oe COIllro OlllllipOlelllell1, probably by 
Thomas of York; its thesis is that perfection consists in the complete 
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abandonment of all property, whether held indi,'idually or in com
mon.'" In December 1268 Gerard opened the new campaign with 
a Quodlibet and a public sermon attacking this thesis and suggesting 
instead that the highest perfection belongs to the state of pastoral 
responsibility and that this perfection is in no way diminished by 
the possession or administration of temporal goods. '" Round about 
the same time he also published a more extended refutation of the 
Franciscan claims.276 His Easter Quodlibet in 1269 pursued the 
same topic,277 and at Christmas he set about showing that all ben
eficed clergy with cure of souls are in a state of perfection superior 
to that of religious. "" 

The Franciscans, naturally, were not slow to retort, Bona
venture and John Pecham among them.27Y Pecham was particularly 
insistent on the claim that renunciation even of common ownership 
is essential for the highest perfection. '"0 This is a claim that Thomas 
was no more able to accept than Gerard of Abbe"ille was. In his 
Easter Quodlibet in 1270, and then more fully in his book De Per
feCliolle, written in the same year,'"' he presented his own doctrine 
of perfection: Perfection consists in the perfection of charity, to 
which all Christians are called; pO\'erty, like chastity and obedience, 
is no more than a means toward perfection, it is not a perfection in 
itself. But a stauof perfection requires a solemn, public commitment 
to the pursuit of perfection. Religious are in a state of perfection, 
inasmuch as they bind themselves by vow to poverty, chastity and 
obedience, which arc the outstanding means toward the perfection 
of love of God. Bishops are in an even higher state of perfection, 
because they are solemnly consecrated and pledged to a situation in 
which they must be prepared to lay down their li,'es for their flock, 
in which they ha,'e to use their worldly resources selflessly and be 
the servants of all their people and, like religious, they are obliged 
to celibacy. Religious, as such, are only committed to pursuing per
fection for themselves, but bishops are meant to lead others to per
fection, and making others perfect presupposes a higher state of 
perfection than is im'olved in simply becoming perfect on one's 
own. Apart from bishops, though, Thomas does not accept that any 
other pastoral clergy are in a state of perfection, not even archdea
cons (Gerard was archdeacon of Pontieu and Cambra i). 2M2 The last 
few chapters of De Peifectiolle are ob,'iously aimed at Gerard of 
Abbeville, but it is clear that most of the book is essentially an attack 
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on the Franciscan doctrine. And the significance of Thomas' posi
tion for the Dominicans is not hard to sec: they too needed to defend 
their position against the Franciscan claims and to show that it did 
not detract from the perfection of their state to own things in com
mon, and it was Thomas' boast that the highest way of life was that 
of teachers and preachers, who, like the bishops, enlighten others as 
well as seeking enlightenment for themselves. ,.) And it was not just 
vanity that was at stake. The Franciscans were not above trying to 
lure away Dominican ,'ocations on the grounds that their state was 
the higher one, because of their higher poverty, , •• and Pecham even 
turned secular arguments against the Dominicans, alleging that Do
minican possessions prm'ed them to be monks, therefore they have 
no right to claim to be preachers. ,., 

Pecham apparently wrote his response to Gerard without being 
aware of the line Thomas was taking, and argued against Gerard 
that pm'erty carried to the extreme of renouncing even common 
ownership is the highest perfection, higher than that of the pastoral 
clergy (including, by implication, even the bishops). I-Ie was then 
horrified to discover Thomas' "betrayal" of the cause, and appended 
some furious pages devoted to an attack on his doctrine of p(l\'erty 
as only a mcans. 2H6 

On other fronts too Thomas found himself at odds with Pe
cham. It seems likely that an episode reported by Tocco refers to 
Pecham: A new "laster chose to attack a known doctrine ofThomas' 
on the occasion of his inception (when all the Masters of the faculty 
would be present). Thomas did not say a word, and evidently his 
brethren rebuked him for letting the side down, but he explained 
that he did not want to spoil the new ,"laster's day. ,.7 Tocco spec
ifics that this somewhat aggressive new Master was a religious, and 
it so happens that Pecham incepted in 1270, and it is highly probable 
that his qllaeslio on the eternity of the world, in which he argues 
against Thomas that there is a radical incoherence in the idea of an 
eternal creation, was part of the ceremonies of his inception. , •• 

But it was not only Pecham who' was suspicious of Thomas' 
attitude. Thomas' own bachelor, Romano of Rome, mentions 
Thomas' position, but says that it is not very cogent and so it is bet
ter to follow the commoner view, that an eternal creation is impos
sible. , •. , And Thomas' vigorous defense of his own stance, De 
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lIelemilale Mullt/i, which surely dates from this period, seems not to 
ha"e been allowed to circulate at all widely. "~, 

According to a letter of Pecham's from some years later, 
Thomas was on one occasion called upon to defend his doctrine that 
there is only one substantial form in human beings at a gathering of 
Masters with the bishop, and no one, not even the Dominicans, 
agreed with him. Pecham claims that he alone stood up for him "as 
far as truth would permit ... ,'" Thomas must have found it very gall
ing being patronized by Pecham, and it is quite likely that this was 
the occasion remembered in the Dominican tradition as one on 
which Pecham publicly insulted Thomas, without succeeding in 
ruffling his patience."" All the same, Pecham was probably telling 
the truth when he said that no one was prepared 10 agree with 
Thomas. 

Even at the General Chapter of 1269 Thomas had found him
self in disagreement with his fellow Dominican Masters: on two 
points in the report submitted by the commission of "lasters 
Thomas expressed a lone dissenting opinion, advocating a subtly 
nuanced position on how far a superior could go in obliging his sub
jects to rewal secrets concerning matters of conscience. Thomas 
maintained that, if the matter was already in some sense public, then 
a superior could use his authority to probe further, whereas some
thing that was genuinely secret should not be di"ulged and therefore 
no superior should demand to have it divulged. "" 

Among the seculars, an up-and-coming bachelor, Henry of 
Ghent, was lecturing on the Sentences and, although no direct re
cord of his lectures survives, there is reason 10 believe that he ex
pressed his opposition to a variety of Thomistic theses and argued 
that they were not merely wrong, but contrary 10 faith. ",. 

Thomas was not entirely alone, of course. Judging from the 
Quodlibets of this period, his controversial beliefs aroused consid
erable interest among his students, though we cannot tell whether 
they were sympathetic or not to his views.'"' And people appreci
ated his lectures on the bible. Reginald took down his lectures on 
John at the request of the provost of Saint-Orner and others, "J. and 
two people independently lOok down his lectures on ,\-Iatthew, one 
of them a Dominican, Peter d'Andria, who was e"idently an ad
mirer of Thomas, ,'n the other a secular cleric, Leger of Bes~n~on. '". 
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Among the other Dominican students in Paris at this time, we know 
that the young Remigio dei Girolami was deeply impressed by 
Thomas'w and John of Caiazzo seems to have been a friend of his,"" 
though we have no direct evidence of what he made of Thomas' 
teaching. 

Not least, on Thnmas' side, there was the Augustinian bache
lor, Giles of Rome. "" He was no uncritical followcr of Thomas, but 
on many points he espoused his doctrine. [[e was well-aware of the 
evolution of Thomas' thought and sometimes used his later writings 
in order to criticize what he had said earlier. '''' Evidence of his en
thusiasm for Thomas was produced later on in the course of 
Thomas' canonization process. "" [lis was probably just the kind of 
support Thomas most apprecinted: he tcM)k Thomas seriously and 
respectfully as a theologian, but never sacrificed the autonomy of 
his own mind to the authority of "the Master." He was never a 
"Thomist," perhaps, but he arguably had a better understanding of 
what Thomas was about than some of the later partisans who could 
not tolerate even the slightest hint of criticism of anything Thomas 
had ever writtcn. 

Thomas himself, no doubt, wcnt about his business, calm and 
cheerful as usual,"'" in spite of all the controversies that surrounded 
him. But the scene was already being sct and the dramatis personae 
were assembling for the attempted condemnation of some of his ten
ets in 1277 and for the ensuing dramas thnt culminated, paradoxi
cally, in the excommunication of an English Dominican for Thomist 
teaching and the formal adoption of that same teaching by the Do
minican Order as a whole. 

[n 1272, because of a dispute with the bishop, the whole uni
\'crsity went on strike and all lcctures were cancelled from the be
ginni~g of Lent. ""s Thomas apparently held his usual Lenten 
Quodlibet;"'· but by June it was known that he was being with
drawn from Paris .. "" [[is colleague in the other chair, William of 
Quinsac, a member of the Provence pn)\'ince, was withdrawn at the 
same time. ""M His enemy, John Pecham, also probably left Paris and 
went to teach in Oxford. "" Thomas was succeeded by the short
lived Romano the Roman;-'''' William, it seems likel\" was succeeded 
by the Catalan Dominican, Ferrer .. '" . 

There was no point in staying on idly in Paris, so Thomas pre-
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sumably returned to Italy in time for the General and Provincial 
Chapters in Florence. The General Chapter initiated legislation 
which, had it become law (which it did not, as the 1274 Chapter 
threw it out), would have created a new international studium in the 
Roman province.''' The Pnwincial Chapter, rather jumping the 
gun, gavc Thomas full authority to set up such a studium anywhere 
he liked in the province.''' He plumped for Naples, where there was 
already a provincial studium for theology."'· No doubt he started 
his courses there in the autumn. liS 

Thomas had been away from his home convent for ten years or 
more, but there were at least some familiar faces among his brethren 
there. There was Reginald, of course, who arrived with him, and 
two of his students from Paris, John of Caiazzo and Peter d'Andria. 
There was the ex-provincial, Troiano. And, most marvelously of 
all, old John of S. Giuliano, the mentor of his youth, was still alive 
there:'''' And Thomas' decision to settle in Naples was appreciated 
by the civil authorities too; King Charles I undertook to pay the con
vent a stipend for as long as Thomas was teaching there,'" which 
probably means that he was co-opted as professor of theology for 
the University of Naples. "" 

At l\lichaelmas 1273 he was a diffinitor atthe Pnwineial Chap
ter in Rome. "") Returning to Naples he was accompanied, as ever, 
by his faithful companion Reginald, and also by his student, To
loml~) of Lucca. On the wav, as we learn from Tolomeo, both 
Thomas and Rcginald fell ill ~vhile the party was staying with Car
dinal Richard degli Annibaldi. Reginald's condition appeared to be 
serious, so Thomas gave him a relic of St. Agnes he was bringing 
from Rome. To the surprise of the doctors, Reginald recovered. In 
commemoration of this miracle, Thomas arranged for a solemn cel
ebration among the brethren in Naples, "together with a good 
meal," whieh he wanted to beeome an annual event. n" 

On about 6 December 1273 somcthing happened to Thomas, 
which left him physically \'ery wcak and psychologically unable to 
go on working. Thc naturc of this oceurrence is not entirely clear; 
\\'e shall return to it later and sec what we can make of it. At any 
rate it marks the end of Thomas' teaching and writing. Thcrcafter 
he \\'as obviously a sick and rathcr helpless man. Presumably in the 
hope of pcrking him up, he was scnt to visit his sistcr, the Countess 
Theodora of San Se\'erino, but the visit was not a success; Thomas 
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appeared to be in a dazed condition and hardly spoke a word, greatly 
to the distress of his sister. So he was taken back to Naples, although 
he was evidently finding it difficult to travel. l2I 

Not very long after this Thomas had to set off again. He had 
been asked by the pope to assist at the forthcoming Council of 
Lyons, due to begin in May 1274.322 He left Naples with Reginald 
and a lay servant to look after him; on the way they were joined by 
some other ecclesiastics."" Between Teano and Borgonuovo 
Thomas bumped his head against a tree that had fallen across the 
road. The accident left him a bit stunned, but he made light of it. 
To distract him, Reginald began to talk about the Council and his 
hopes for it. "You and brother Bonaventure," he said to Thomas, 
"will become cardinals and bring glory to your Orders"; but 
Thomas rather sternly put an end to this banter. 

At Maenza they broke their journey at the home of Thomas' 
niece, Countess Francesca di Ceccano, and there Thomas became 
seriously ill. Some of the monks of the nearby Cistercian monastery 
of Fossanova, of which the Ceccanos were patrons,"· visited and 
ministered to the sick friar. Some time in February, feeling his end 
approaching, Thomas remarked that he would rather the Lord 
found him in a religious house, so he was taken to Fossanova. As he 
entered the monastery he was heard to say, "Here is my rest for
ever" (psalm 131: H). '" About a month later he received the last 
rites with great devotion and, two days afterward, he died, attended 
by Reginald and a few other Dominicans, the monks of Fossanova 
and the Franciscan bishop of Terracina with his Franciscan com
panions. "6 

The monks of Fossanova were in no doubt about the greatness 
or the sanctity of their Dominican guest. One of the laybrothers 
later testified that he had heard it said that Thomas had been invited 
to the Council "because he was considered to be one of the wisest 
and holiest men in the world. "J27 As a gesture of respect, we are 
told, the monks personally carried the wood for Thomas' fire, and 
he received their service with a corresponding humility. 32H They 
were impressed by the uncomplaining way he endured his 
infirmity"" and remembered that he had been no trouble to the peo
ple who were looking after him. HO 

Once he was dead the monks unashamedly began to treat him 
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as a saint. They hid the body, for fear it would be taken from 
them,'" but Th~mas appeared'to the prior in a vision and demanded 
to be put back in the sanctuary, so his body (which they found still 
incorrupt) was solemnly translated and the J\;lass of a Confessor was 
sung.'''' In 1276, when Thomas' old cnlleague, Peter of Tarentaise, 
became pope, the monks were afraid that the Dominicans would ob
tain possession of the precious corpse, so they remm'cd and hid 
Thomas' head."" A few years later the body, still incorrupt, was 
translated to a more honorable place by the new abbot, Thomas' 
admirer, Peter of Montesangiovanni.,·H By 1288 other people were 
beginning to take an interest. Thomas' sister, the Countess Theo
dora of San Severino, asked to see the relics and, at her request, a 
hand was detached and given to her,'" and some years later a thumb 
from this hand was presented by Reginald to the Dominican car
dinal, Hugh de Billom.))(' In 1309 the chaplain at San Severino re
garded Thomas' hand as the choicest relic in his keeping, as a 
visiting canon discovered to his cost when he fell ill after refusing to 
take it seriously on the grounds that Thomas was "not a saint, he 
was only a Dominican."'" Later the hand was given to the Domin
icans in Salerno.))H 

Miracles began to occur in connection with Thomas' tomb. m 
One which made a particular impression on the monks happened a 
few years after Thomas' death: no less a person than the community 
physician, Dr. Reginald, was cured of his gout. Nil By the end of the 
century the monks regarded Thomas as their habitual "medi
cine. "HI Little by little Thomas acquired a reputation in the neigh
borhood, and pilgrims started arriving at the monastery seeking 
supernatural remedies for their ailments through his intercession. H' 

In Naples Thomas' holiness seems to have been widely be
lieved and talked about. H' Thomas' students, both lay and Domin
ican, related their various stories about him to their friends,'" and 
Reginald of Piperno, who had apparently taken over Thomas' job 
as lector in Naples, publicly commented in his lectures on how 
Thomas had always resorted to prayer when he was unable to un
derstand something. , • ., A young man who had only known Thomas 
by sight,"" Bartholomew of Capua, became fascinated by what he 
heard about him and, through his Dominican friend John of 
Caiazzo, who had been Thomas' student in Paris and in Naples, 
gained access to other friars who could talk to him about Thomas' 
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earlier life, including old John of S. Giuliano, whose protege 
Thomas himself had been as a youth."" Bartholomew interested 
himself in Thomas' works too, and procured a catalogue of them; he 
says he spent several years reading them. H' It is to him that we owe 
the comment that would probably haw pleased Thomas most of all, 
that "people of all sorts can easily benefit from his writings accord
ing to whatever little intellectual capacity they have, and that is why 
even the laity and people who arc not very bright look for his writ
ings and desire to ha\'e them. " .... , When James of Viterbo became 
archbishop of Naples in 1302, one of the first things he did was to 
visit the Dominican priory in order to sec Thomas' room and the 
place where his desk had been, and Bartholomew heard him speak
ing in the most glowing terms of Thomas' doctrine;'''' in which he 
had probably become interested as a result of the enthusiasm of his 
fellow Augustinian, Giles of Rome. HI 

Elsewhere in Italv those who had stories to tell about Thomas 
were obviously pleased to relate them. '" In Brcscia a former student 
of Albert's in Cologne, the Italian Albert of Brescia, made no secret 
of his conviction that Thomas was a saint and e\'idently used his 
position as house lector to propagate the teachings of Thomas. In 
the mind of one of his students, Anthony of Brescia, the highest ac
colade that could be bestowed on someone was to call him "a fol
lower of the teaching of Thomas. ,,'" Behind Albert of Brescia we 
can probably recognize the influence of Albert the Great, who was 
very upset when he heard of Thomas' death and whose appreciation 
of Thomas' greatness is not in doubt.''' 

In Paris Thomas' reputation was more ambiguous. The Arts 
faculty expressed its grief at his death in a surprisingly emotional 
letter to the General Chapter of 1274 and asked to hm'e his body sent 
back to Paris, '" and there is evidence that Thomas' writings exer
cised a serious influence on the philosophers there. ". 

The theologians, on the other hand, were mostly hostile. The 
"nco-Augustinianism" pioneered by Pecham'S7 was for the moment 
carrying the day, sustained by the Franciscans and by some of the 
seculars, notably Henry of Ghent.'" The bishop, Stephen Tem
pier, and most of the theologians were deeply suspicious of some of 
Thomas' philosophical options and so the "cause" of Thomas con
tinued to be embroiled in the affair of heterodox Aristotelianism, 
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which was far from ha\'ing been resolved by the 1270 condemna
tion. It is tempting to suppose that this is why the Dominican Giles 
of Lessines, sometime in the middle of the decade, wrote to Albert 
about some of the worrying propositions current in the Arts fac
ulty;"'" with Thomas gone, there was no one else to earry on (and 
defend?) the policy of dealing with philosophical problems philo
sophically, on their O\\'n ground. 

In 1274-75 the English Franciscan who was soon to emerge as 
the official spokesman for Franciscan anti-Thomism, William de la 
~Iare, was Regent Master,"" and he attacked Thomistic positions 
in his disputations. 'hi Giles of Rome continued to support some of 
Thomas' contentious doctrines, including unicity of form;'''' but he 
was fighting a losing battle, as he was to discover to his cost. 

Rumors of doctrinal disarray, first in the Arts f'lculty and then 
even among the theologians, reached the Master of Arts who had 
become pope under the name of John XXI, and in 1277 he sent two 
letters to Bishop Tempier demanding an inquiry and a full report,'''' 
but Tempier had his own plans and apparently took no notice of the 
pope's intention that the Holy Sec should deal with the affair.'''· He 
set up a commission of sixteen Masters, 'M including Henry of 
Ghent, U,f> whose brief was clearly an extensive onc, to examine "er_ 
rors" current in the Arts facultv and to consider the doctrines of 
Giles of Rome and Thomas Aq~inas. "" The commission seems to 
ha\'e Ocen hustlL-d fairly overtly by the bishop and his henchmen, 
including the papallL'gate, Simon de Brion. Giles of Rome reports 
that the hesitation of the ,"lasters over some of the points raist-d was 
overridden by a headstrong minority . .If.' On 7 March a long list of 
propositions allegedly emanating from the Arts faculty was con
demned by the bishop .. If,>, The commission then turned its attention 
to the theologians, beginning with Giles of Rome. A list of fifty-one 
propositions, many of them Thomistic, was drawn up, which Giles 
was required to recant; when he defended them instead, he was for
bidden to receive the license to teach, so could not become a Mas
ter. " " One of the condemned theses was that of unicity oHorm, and 
the bishop was obviously determined to prevent its being taught. 
Ilenry of Ghent, io his 1276 QuodliOc[, had left the matter open 
and he was summoned by the papal legate, with the bishop and [he 
chancellor in attendaoce, and was told that in [he future he must 
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explicitly declare the doctrine of unicity of form to be unacceptable; 
and he got the impression that he was being threatened with un
pleasant consequences should he fail to obey .. 1" 

After Giles of Rome the bishop turned to Thomas Aquinas, 
and apparently all the a,'ailable Masters were called in to discuss a 
list of Thomistic propositions. Again one of the suspect theses was 
unicity of form, and we are told that all the Masters condemned it 
except two (presumably the two Dominican Masters).171 We do not 
know all the details, but there was clearly a whole list of theses and 
the overwhelming majority of Masters agreed to their condemna
tion. 37 .

1 

All was now set for a formal censure of Thomas. For some rea
son it did not happen. J74 It is probable that John of Vercelli, the 
Master of the Dominican Order, who was in Paris at this time on a 
papal diplomatic mission, J75 intervened and insisted on the whole 
affair being referred to the Holy See. J76 It also appears that Albert 
lent his authority to the defense of Thomas. m In any case, we know 
that some of the cardinals, gathered in Viterbo to elect a new pope 
after the death of John XXI on 20 May, 37H forbade Tempier to pro
ceed any further. "" 

Thomas thus escaped being publicly censured in Paris. But his 
Franciscan opponents did not leave the matter there. Very soon 
after the Masters' condemnation of Thomas, William de la Mare 
wrote a detailed critique of his doctrine and also a more compact 
catalogue of some of his teachings, in which he tried to show that 
the positions maintained by Thomas were a danger to faith and, in 
many cases, implicitly condemned by the bishop on 7 March.'H" At 
the Franciscan General Chapter of 1282 the Minister General com
mitted the Order to following William's critique: copies of Thomas' 
Summa were to be restricted to lectors who would be able to make 
"intelligent" use of them, and in e,'ery case they were to be accom
panied by William's comments; rather conspiratorially, the Minister 
General adds that in no circumstances were these comments to be 
given to seculars to copy.'H. 

In Paris Thomas was only condemned privately. In Oxford the 
Dominican archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Kilwardby, secured 
the agreement of the Masters and issued his own list of condemned 
propositions on 18 March 1277, and this list did affect Thomas un-
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ambiguously, though he was not mentioned by name. In particular 
thc thesis of unicity of form was condemned outright. lH2 

Kilwardby's action seems to have precipitated a fairly dramatic 
crisis among his brethren. We do not know exactly what happened 
in England, but it attracted the attention of the Order; in 1278 the 
General Chapter despatched two special visitators in haste to look 
into the scandal caused by Dominicans who were criticizing the 
writings "of the venerable father, friar Thomas d'Aquino," and they 
were given full authority to punish the offenders and even to banish 
them from the province, whatever their status. JOJ 

In Paris Giles of Lcssines quickly published a defense of 
Thomas' doctrine of unicity of form, lH' and Kilwardby received a 
stern letter from the Dominican archbishop of Corinth, Peter of 
Conflans, J.' who had been in Paris at the time of William of Bag
Iione's attack on Thomas. lH. 

In 1279 the Dominican General Chapter, while recognizing 
that some of the brethren might not always agree with Thomas, de
clared it to be "intolerable" that any of them should speak disre
spectfully about him or his writings, which are a great "honor" to 
the Order; priors, provincials and visitators are commanded to pun
ish severely any offenders they discover.'" But in England by this 
time the situation had become even more acute, with the appoint
ment of our old friend John Pecham as archbishop of Canterbury on 
28January of that year.'"" Pccham's hostility to the Dominicans was 
no secret, JHY and he readily saw doctrinal disagreements in terms of 
a more or less systematic opposition between Franciscans and D0-
minicans. "., Nevertheless, at first he held his fire, and Kilwardby's 
condemnation of Thomistic theses was effectively left in abeyance. 
Ignoring Kilwardby and keeping silent about the Parisian condem
nation by the Masters (which was not public anyway), the Domin
icans hastened to defend Thomas against William de la Mare. Four 
separate books appeared in rapid succession, responding to Wil
liam's Correctorium (which the Dominicans all nicknamed Corrtlpto
rillm); three were by Englishmen, Richard Knapwell, Robert 
Orford and William Macclesfield, and the fourth was by a French
man, John Quidort of Paris. 'Y' Robert also wrote a treatise on uni
city of form. m All of these works were composed by 1284 at the 
latest.'Y' 
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All this while Pecham apparently did nothing, but the Domin
icans must h'l\'e been anxiously waiting for him to make a move. In 
1284 the English provincial, William Hothum, told the archbishop 
to his face that the brethren had repeatedly voiced their fears to him 
and that they were convinced that Pecham was going to take parti
san and unfair action against them . ...,· Nothing daunted, on 29 Oc
tober 1284 Pecham convened the Masters of Oxford and formally 
renewed Kilwardby's 1277 condemnation, including in particular 
the thesis of unicity of form,"" a doctrine of which Kilwardby's suc
cessor ob,'iously had a keen abhorrence.'"" The Francisca~ arch
bishop denied that his action was prompted by any anti-Dominican 
sentiments, but in the ,'cry process of justifying himself he slips in
stinctively into partisan language.'"' It was no doubt this suspicion 
of his moti,'es that rallied the Dominicans to fight back, as they had 
not done in 1277, and that inspired the university authorities effec
tively to withhold their support from the archbishop's campaign. 
The Dominican Richard Knapwell was rash enough to publish an
other tract on unicity of form. Pecham was not amused ..•. " 

In Paris, meanwhile, the situation was improving. On 28 
March 1285 Martin IV died,"" none other than Tempier's old 
crony, Simon de Brion. On 2 April Giacomo Sa,'elli became pope 
as Honorius IV!'" Giles of Rome seized the opportunity and ap
pealed to the new pope, who ordered the bishop of Paris, now Ran
ulph de la lIoublonnicre (another associate of Tempier'sl,.'" to 
review the articles Giles had been ordered to recant in 1277, with 
the chancellor and all the Masters of the university. The bishop was 
to follow the opinion of the Masters: whatever they decided Giles 
must recant must be recanted, and if Giles complied, no further ob
stacle should be placed in the way of his receiving his license to 
teach!'" The result was a definite rehabilitation of Giles and, in
directly, of Thomas; none of the Thomistic doctrines on whose re
cantation Tempier had insisted seems to have featured in the 1285 
recantation!"" Honorius also appears to have referred the dossier on 
Thomas Aquinas back to the Parisian Masters,"" and in the out
come even the vexatious thesis of unicity of form was merely de
clared to be wrong, without being contr;ry to faith."" A gro~p of 
twelve ~Iasters issued a public statement to the effect that, to their 
knowledge, it never had been condemned as heretical!"" Even 
Ilemy of Ghent, who thought that the Thomistic thesis did have 
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heretical implications, was forced to acknowledge that Pecham's 
condemnation of it in England was misguided"'" 

Pecham, however, was in no mood to compromise. On 30 April 
1286 he condemned Knapwell as a heretic. Perhaps under pressure 
from Hothum, he seems to have relented almost immediately to the 
extent of not mentioning Knapwell by name in the official record of 
his act, but the doctrine was still condemned as heretical. Knapwell 
himself appealed to the pope. Unfortunately for him, his appeal ar
rived too late to be heard by Honorius IV, who died on 3 April 
1287,,"H His successor, Nicholas IV, was the former Franciscan 
Minister General, Jerome d'Ascoli:"" When Knapwell's case was 
eventually dealt with in 1288, Knapwell was condemned to perpet
ual silence. He retired to Bologna and, apparently, did not observe 
the ban that had been imposed on him and shortly afterward he died 
in miserable circumstances"'" 

In Dominican circles Pecham rapidly acquired an almost leg
endary reputation as a persecutor of the Order. In the mid-1290s a 
story reached Dietrich of Apolda in Erfurt concerning this era, 
which he duly incorporated into his life of Dominic: Allegedly a 
pitched battle was fought between the champions of the two Orders 
of friars. In spite of having a much larger army, the Franciscan 
champion was roundly defeated and mortally wounded. After the 
battle he rudely dismissed the Franciscans who wanted to tend him 
and demanded to be taken to the Dominicans to die"" Not a very 
likely tale, perhaps, and it is even less likely that Thomas would 
have wished his doctrine to be defended in such a violent way. 

The squabble with Pecham was nasty enough for those im
mediately involved in it, but the rehabilitation ofThomism in Paris 
in 1285 was a much more significant event. It amounted to an official 
recognition of the legitimacy of Thomist theology, and the Domin
icans were not slow to take ad\·antage of it. In 1286 the General 
Chapter, while still acknowledging that not everyone in the Order 
necessarily agreed with Thomas, issued a strict ruling that all the 
brethren must do everything in their power to foster and defend 
Thomas' doctrine as a legitimate theological option"" 

The most lasting effect of Pecham's "persecution" was proba
bly that it united the Dominicans in their defense of Thomas. His 
partisanship created a corresponding partisanship among the Do
minicans. It is surely no accident that the most emphatic counter-
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attack in support of Thomas came from England during Pecham's 
time as archbishop!" And this is all the more remarkable if we re
member that in 1278 it was the English who had alarmed the Order 
by their criticism of Thomas. It is tempting to say that the growth 
of self-conscious Thomism owes a great deal to Pecham. 

It is the background of Peeham's "persecution" that perhaps ex
plains a certain extremism in English Thomism. Robert Orford, 
probably in the mid-1280s, turned his pen to defending Thomas 
against Henry of Ghent and thcn, perhaps at the turn of the decade, 
proceeded to defend Thomas evcn against Giles of Rome, appar
ently not recognizing that Giles was sometimes attacking early 
Thomas precisely in support of Thomas' own later positions. Rob
ert was seemingly reluctant to acknowledge any serious develop
ment in Thomas' thought!'· Another writer, probably Knapwell, 
also defended Thomas against Giles and secms not even to notice 
that Thomas sometimes changed his mind!" Elsewhcre a much 
more sensible line was taken, embodied in an anonymous work 
drawing attention to the points on which "Brother Thomas wrote 
better in thc SUlllllla than he did in the commentary on the Sen
tences. "W' This latter work was no doubt intended to assist Domin
ican lectors who wanted to use Thomas in connection with Iccturc 
courses still tied to the Sentences as thc basic theological text
book!" 

The Franciscans Iikcd Thomism no more than they had done 
before, and over the years found ncw things to dislike in it!'" Wil
liam de la Marc's Correc/oriulII, of which he had produced a second, 
enlarged edition in about 1284:") was still their official rcsponsc to 
Thomas. And Henry of Ghent went on hoping for a condemnation, 
at least of the doctrine of unicity of form!'" But Thomism had 
weathered the storms, and no further serious threat was posed to its 
survival. 

What Thomas would have made of Thomism is another ques
tion. I-Ie did not succeed in revolutionizing the Order's educational 
procedures, as he had tried to do in his studium in Rome. It was not 
until the latter part of the fifteenth century that his SUlllllla The%giae 
began to be adopted as a thcological textbook instead of the Sen
tences,·" and his attempt to secure a broad theological formation for 
the friars who were not up to uni\'ersity level came to nothing. In
stead, his doctrine filtered down to the ordinary Dominican stu-
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dents in the form of isolated extracts inserted into practical 
handbooks of moral and pastoral theology4" and selected lJuestions 
treated in the classroom!" The great intellectual adventure. which 
had been his life's work. soon turned into an orthodoxy to be de
fended and propagated. instead of being carried on as a task that can 
ne\'er be completed. but which is supremely worthwhile even in its 
failure!" 

In 1309 the Dominican General Chapter made "Thomism" the 
official doctrine of the Order. bidding all lectors throughout the Or
der to follow the teaching of Thomas.'" and similar and even 
stronger statements followed in 13\ 3. 1314 and 13 15. together with 
the first indications that parts of his works were henceforth to be 
used throughout the Order in Dominican study houses. No Do
minican student could go to Paris unless he had first spent at least 
three years studying Thomas!" In 1315 the Master of the Order. 
Berenger of Landorra. himself a graduate of Paris.427 expressed a de
sire that all studia generalia and all convents where there were Mas
ters in Theology should have the complete works of Thomas in their 
libraries.42H 

In 1303 we have evidence that Bartholomew of Capua and. ap
parently. William of Tocco were collecting stories about Thomas 
and. since Bartholomew also passed on at least one such story to the 
newly elected Dominican pope. Benedict XI. who heard it "care
fully and with great enthusiasm ... .," it can be inferred that some peo
ple were hoping to interest the pope in getting Thomas canonized; 
but nothing came of it. 

In 1317 the Provincial Chapter of Naples commanded Tocco 
to assemble the evidence of Thomas' miracles and to present it to 
the pope. now John XX"!'" Tocco. possibly prior of Benevento at 
the time. was alreadv an old man!.1I But he had lived with Thomas 
in Naplesm and may also have had family connections with the d'A
quinos. m and he set about his task immediately. He probably did 
not need to do very much new research to produce his dossier. but 
in November he interviewed Thomas' nephew. Count Thomas of 
San Severino·'· and in the following February he \'isited Thomas' 
niece. Lady Catherine of Morra. at Marsico!'" By August 1318 he 
was able to submit his report to the pope in Avignon. backed by an 
appeal from the Queen of Sicily. the Uni\'ersity of Naples and var-
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ious noblemen,..l(, and while he was there he renewed his acquaint
ance with Thomas' former student, Tolomeo of Lucca, who 
confirmed one miracle story for him and told him another"" 

John XXII was already interested in Thomas. In 1317 he had 
spent quite a lot of money procuring copies of his works fort he papal 
library:3. and shortly afterward he commissioned a "de luxe" edi
tion of Thomas' major writings, which took seven years to complete 
and which the pope evidently read, since many of the volumes are 
annotated in his own hand,.,,) On 13 September 1318 he formally 
launched the canonization process. In 1319, between 21 July and 18 
September, the depositions of a range of witnesses were received in 
Naples.""" In 1320 the Dominican General Chapter notes that there 
is a "good hope" of Thomas being canonized, and orders funds to 
be collected forthe purpose"·'" On 1 June 1321, presumably feeling 
that not enough evidence of a real cult of Thomas had so far been 
produced, the pope commissioned a further enquiry, to investigate 
specifically the miracles alleged to have been occurring at Fossa
nova"·' I-Ie himself was probably chiefly interested in canonizing 
Thomas precisely as a theologian:·' but the formal procedures were 
strict by this time and a careful examination of the evidence for mir
acles w~s necessary.""" Eventually, on 14 July 1323, the ceremonies 
for the canonization began, with the pope himself preaching a ser
mon in which he highly commended the Order of Preachers and 
affirmed that, after the apostles and the doctors of the early church, 
Thomas was the teacher who had most enlightened the church.""· 
On 18 July Thomas was officially pronounced a saint"·' Soon af
tenl'ard the pope commissioned the Dominican John Dominic of 
il'lontpellier to produce a "potted" SlImmll, presumably for his uwn 
USC ... .f6 

On 14 February 1325 the bishop of Paris, after consulting all 
the "<fasters and bachelors in the faculty of Theology, withdrew the 
condemnation of the articles proscribed in 1277 insofar as they im
plicated or appeared to implicate the doctrine of St. Thomas,"'" 

St. Thomas' Writings 

In the course of his relatively short lifetime, Thomas produced 
an impressh'e number of writings, covering a considerable range of 
topics"·' Unfortunately it is often difficult to be sure of the dating 
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of these various writings. Recent scholarship, based particularly on 
the e\·idence of Thomas' citation of Greek sources, the date of whose 
translation into Latin is more or less known, has tended to push an 
embarrassing number of his writings into the last few years of his 
life; since it is unlikely that in fact he wrote quite as much as has 
been suggested in such a short period, the possibility has to be kept 
in mind that several of his works, and particularly the commentaries 
that originated as lecture-courses, were revised, maybe several 
times, so that Thomas could incorporate material he had not pre
\·iously known.+W If this is correct, then of course we need to ask 
exactly what we arc dating when we attempt to fix the chronology 
of Thomas' works. One and the same work, as we have it now, may 
contain passages from widely separated periods. . 

In what follows I shall not attempt to give an account of all 
Thomas' works; instead I shall take the major categories into which 
most of these works fall and gi\'C some indication of the sequence in 
which the individual works were written, insofar as it is possible. 

As a ,'vI aster in Theology, whether in the university or in the 
studia of the Dominican Order, Thomas' first responsibility was the 
theological exposition of scripture."" 

During his first regency in Paris (1256-59) we can be sure that 
Thomas lectured on some books of the bible, but it is not clear that 
we have any record of these lectures, since the written commentar
ies, as they stand, must all be dated to a later period, though it is 
possible, particularly in the case of some of the Pauline commen
taries, that they incorporate material dating from the first regency. 

While he was at Orvieto Thomas undertook a remarkable work 
at the request of Urban IV: a commentary on all four gospels, culled 
from patristic sources. The first part, on Matthew, was presented 
to Urban in 1263"" The rest was completed after Urban's death 
and dedicated to Thomas' friend, Cardinal Annibaldo degli Anni
baldi. This commentary, generally known as the CalClla Aurea, is an 
impressive testimony to the seriousness with which Thomas tried 
to document his theological work. ,\latthew was already well-pro
vided with available commentaries, and the Greek tradition was rep
resented by a Latin translation of the authentic homilies of 
Chrysostom and by another set of homilies falsely ascribed to Chry
sost~m"" This E;stern (and supposedly Easte~n) material had ~I
ready been absorbed into the postils of Hugh of St. Cher. But when 
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he turned to the remaining three gospels, Thomas was evidently 
struck by the lack of Greek material, and so he procured the services 
of a translator and had a Greek catena translated for his use. 4SJ Like 
Albert, Thomas was plainly not content to rest snugly within a 
purely Latin tradition, and though he knew little Greek for himself, 
he did what he could to enrich his reading with Greek material. 

The COlella Aurea is not the product of Thomas' teaching. But 
it prO\'ided him with an admirable tool that he could use in his teach
ing, and his later works show that he did usc it!" 

There seems little doubt that it was also at On'ieto, probably 
early in his stay there, that Thomas wrote his commentary on 
Job!" It is a highly polished work, and it is impossible to tell 
whether or not it originated in the classroom. Tocco points out, with 
some justification, that Thomas was doing something that no one 
else had dared to do: a systematic exposition of the literal sense of 
Job,." a book that had generally been used in a very free and alle
gorical way, in the wake of Gregory the Great's famous Mora/ia. 
Why Thomas elected to comment on Job we can only conjecture. It 
is ob,'iously a crucial biblical text for anyone concerned with the 
theology of providence, and providence was a topic in which 
Thomas was ,'ery interested, not least at this time, during which he 
undertook an extended study ofthe subject in book III of the COlllra 
Gel/li/es. We can probably see in his commentary an example of his 
habitual way of working: while pursuing speculative theology, he 
wanted to be sure that he understood his main sources properly, and 
the best way to ensure that was to comment on the sources in detail, 
either in the classroom or in writing. 

During his second regency in Paris lIIany of Tholllas' biblical 
lectures were taken down and, more or less, prepared for publica
tion. We know that he lectured on the gospel of John, and these lec
tures were written up by Reginald of Piperno at the request of the 
provost of Saint-Orner and others.'" Thomas is said to have revised 
the text of the comments on the first fi,'e chapters himself.·5H 

The lectures on Matthew have traditionallv been ascribed to 
Thomas' first Parisian regency,450 but it has no~v been shown that 
they arc certainly laterthan that."" They survive in the form of two 
reportaliolles by people who attended them; there is a fairly full report 
of the comments up to l'vlatthew 12:50, almost certainly due to Peter 
d'Andria,.·, later to become the first Dominican provincial of Na-
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pies:"" Thcrc is a less full report of the cumments from Matthcw 
6:9 to the end (exccpt for a fcw vcrses near thc beginning, which are 
curiously missing), due to the Parisian cleric, Legcr of I3esan~on""J 
The prcscncc of Leger, together with some references to Paris in the 
text, make it probable that the lectures were given in Paris, in which 
case they must be dated to the second regency. And there are signs 
that they were given after Thomas had wrinen De PerjeclilJlle, in 
which case the\, cannot antedate the academic ,'car 1270-71.·"· 
Since Thomas patently completed his course, we ~an probably rule 
out the academic year 1271-72 becausc of the strike, so the [\-Ianhew 
lectures must belong to 127(~71. Sincc thc course on John was also 
completed, it must have been given in 1268-69 or 1269-70. 

Thomas also lectured on the epistles of Paul. The ancient cat
alogues ascribe to him a formally wrinen commcntary on Romans 
and part of 1 Corinthians, and mention a reporlalio by Reginald of 
the rcmaining epistlcs .•• , This distinction is borne out by the man
uscripts: there is a clcar break at 1 Corinthians 7: 19; after that there 
is an interpolated cxtract from a quitc different author, running up 
to the cnd of 1 Corinthians 10 .. "" Bernard Gui also mentions a com
mentary on the first clevcn chapters of I lebrews actually written by 
Thomas,"" and this too is borne out by the manuscripts .•• H 

Tocco records a tradition, whosc source is unknown, that while 
Thomas was expounding St. Paul in Paris he had a "ision of the 
apostle""" If this is not a garbled version of the story of Peter and 
Paul appearing to him to help him over a difficulty in his exposition 
of Isaiah,·'" it is cvidcncc that Thomas lectured on Paul in Paris. On 
the other hand, Tolomco reports a vision that onc of the brethren 
had in Naples shortly beforc Thomas' death, while Tolomeo him
self was liI'ing in Naples as Thomas' student: thc Master was Icc
turing on St. Paul in Naples and the apostle came in and assured 
him that he had grasped the mcaning of his cpistles to the limit of 
what is possible in this life .... Such a vision surely presupposes that 
Thomas did actually lecture on Paul in Naples. 

The evidence is unsatisfactory. but prO\'isionaily we may take 
it that Thomas lectured on Paul both in Paris and in Naples. The 
commentary on Colossians appcars to contain an allusion to Proclus' 
EleJllcllls of Theology:" which was not translatcd into Latin until the 
middle of 1268;" ,1 so as it stands the reporlalio cannot be earlier than 
the second regency. Thomas may well ha,'c lecturt'<i on the epistles 
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in 1268-69 or 1269-70. However, since it is clear that Thomas did 
rework at least some of his Pauline material, it is not impossible that 
the bulk of the rep0r/atio goes back to the first regency, and that 
Thomas did some editorial work on it later on. 

There can be littlc doubt that the commentary on Romans and 
the beginning of 1 Corinthians represents a much more mature text, 
which can therefore be ascribed to Thomas' last years in Naples.·" 

Also extant is a sct oflectures on the first fifty-four psalms, and 
this too is usually ascribed to Thomas' teaching in Naples at the end 
of his life, but there is little reason for such a late date!" 

Some of the early catalogues also list a work on the Canticle:'" 
but no such commentary survives. Tocco claims that Thomas ex
pounded the Canticle immediately before his death, at thc request 
of the monks of Fossanova:" which makes a pious conclusion to 
Thomas' teaching career, but it is unlikely to be true. All the evi
dence is that Thomas would not and could not do any more teaching 
after December 1273, and none of the many monks who gave evi
dence at the canonization process makes any mention of Thomas ex
pounding the Canticle in his dying days, which they surely would 
have done if there had been any truth in Tocco's story. 

Apart from lecturing on the bible, the main academic task of a 
l'vlaster in Theology was to tackle speculative issues directly in dis
putations!" The disputation was a way of involving at least ad
vanced students immediately in a discussion, though it was reser\'Cd 
to the Master to pronounce the conclusion. Although the written 
Quaestiones Displltatae may often be at a considerable remm'e from 
what actually went on in the classroom, they still give us a lively 
imprcssion of the way in which issues werc clarified by the presen
tation of arguments and apparently connicting considerations. Not 
all the issues raised were genuinely controversial but, as Thomas 
explains, if the student is to move beyond categorical doctrinal as
sertions resting simply on authority, it is necessary to raise questions 
argumentatively and test the real grounds that there arc for making 
such assertions,"") 

Disputations were of two kinds. There were those devised by 
a Master, in which he could, over a number of sessions, systemati
cally explore some area of interest; and there were the Quodlibetal 
disputations, in which the Master would respond to questions pro-
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posed by anyone about anything. <HO Thomas seems to have enjoyed 
the Quodlibetals more than some Masters did, who perhaps did not 
relish the risk of being found wanting in a situation that they could 
not entirely control. Quodlibets were only held twice a year, and no 
Master was obliged to hold them at all. Thomas appears to have con
ducted Quodlibets on almost every possible occasion. We possess 
two series of his Quodlibets; one certainly belongs to his second 
regency·" and the other is now generally regarded as belonging to 
his first regency,,"' so that the whole collection belongs to Thomas' 
teaching in Paris. 

The major Qllaes/iolles DisplI/ll/ae, in which Thomas could 
choose his own topic and de\'e1op it at leisure, span most of Thomas' 
career. The lectures on the Sentences, which preceded graduation 
as a ~Iaster, ga\'e scope for the exploration of isolated topics, since 
the lecturer was quite free to take up any point he wanted and tease 
it out with little reference to the actual text of the Lombard. But at 
least the sequence of topics had to follow the cues provided in the 
Sentences, so there was little opportunity to develop a more coher
ent overall view of theology. From the outset of his time as a Master, 
Thomas was aware, it seems, of the need for a more sustained the
ological enterprise, and between 1256 and 1259 he made his first 
attempt at systematic theology in a long series of disputations De 
Veri/a/e .•• J 

While he was still working on De Verilale, perhaps in 12;8-59, 
Thomas embarked on a new venture in systematic theology, which 
was apparently meant to take the form of a commentary on all of 
Boethius' 0pllscllia SlIcra .. •• though all that he actually completed 
was a plain exposition of the so-called De HeMomat/ilms and an ex
position, with appended discussions of specific questions, running 
as far as the second chapter of the De Trillilale. 

Boethius' opuscula had been much studied in the twelfth cen
tury, but Thomas seems to be alone in commenting on them in the 
thirteenth century. Exactly why he chose to expound Boethius is 
not known, nor do we know whether he originally presented his ex
position in the form oflectures or simply wrote it as a book"" What
ever it was that attracted his attention to them, the 0pllscllia Sacra 
suggested to him a theological pattern or schema to which he re
mained essentially faithful for the rest of his life: Whereas philoso
phy, working by the light of natural reason, can only approach God 
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from beneath, by way of creatures, theology works by the light of 
faith and starts from abo,'e, moving from God outward to the con
sideration of his works. Theology thus has a threefold pattern: first 
it treats of God in himself, as Trinity and Unit),; then it treats of the 
coming forth of creatures from him; and finally it treats of the res
toration of creatures in Christ.<""· 

The commentary on the De Trillilalf. as far as it goes, is essen
tially an investigation of thl'ological method and epistemology. Al
though we can obtain some knowledge of God by the use of our 
natural reason, without any further illumination by God (even nat
ural reason being in its own wayan illumination from God), the goal 
of human life is a beatitude consisting in a much fuller knowledge 
of God than reason could attain by itself; if we arc to direct our lives 
toward this goal, we need even now to havc some intimation of the 
full knowledge that will be our bliss in heaven, and this intimation 
is gi,'en by faith""' The ultimate basis of faith is God's own knowl
edge of himself and all that is his:"" but in this life wc share in this 
knowledge in the way that is appropriate to our nature and our con
dition; that is to say, faith provides us with principles, on the basis 
of which we can explore divine truth and move toward some sort of 
understanding of it, even though much of it cannot be fully grasped 
in this life""" It is therefore intrinsic to faith that it should sl'Ck to 
grow into a "science," an organized body of doctrine .... ' And in or
der to do this, it cannot help but draw on philosophy and philo
sophical arguments. There are, as it were, two phases in Christian 
doctrine: the doctrine is first asserted on the basis of authority, then 
it is investigated by the usc of reason, presupposing what has al
ready been established by authority,,'J) In theology reason always 
has to follow faith. <'" But within this intellectual enterprise, hased 
on faith, it transpires that faith itself has certain intellectual presup
positions; although many people rna)' in fact just take on faith var
ious doctrines that can in principle bc proved rationally, as faith 
develops into "science" it has to clarify the different epistemological 
status of different parts of its content, so it is, paradoxicall)" one task 
of Christian tcaching to demonstrate that some clements of Chris
tian belicf do not depend on re,'elation for thcir cogency. It is there
fore part of the thcologi:m's task to show that philosophical 
objcctions to the presuppositions of faith arc actually bad philoso
phy. Thusc contcnts of the faith that arc known only by rcvelation 
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(such as the doctrine of the Trinity) cannot be proved by rational 
argument, but reason can profitably explore them, because the light 
of faith enhances the light of reason; it does not supersede or destroy 
it. And philosophical objections to revealed doctrine can never be 
decisive; at the very least they can be shown to be inconclusive, so 
that the intellectual legitimacy of belief is secured. It is a matter of 
faith to believe that there can be no contradiction between philo
sophical truth and revealed truth, since both derive ultimately, even 
if in different ways, froin the same divine light. But, of course, the 
use of reason to explore revelation has its dangers; we can abuse phi
losophy and arri\'e at erroneous conclusions. So there is a third use 
for philosophical argument in theology: to rebut conclusions 
reached by a bad use of philosophy"'" 

As Thomas sees it, Boethius is doing "philosophical theology," 
not in the sense that he is examining what we can say about God if 
we ignore the data of revelation, but in the sense that he is taking 
for granted the data of revelation and seeing what help philosophy 
can give in bringing the believer to a fuller understanding of the 
faith. And he is doing this primarily for his own sake, so that he may 
"perceive the truth of God. ".',. He thus provides Thomas, as com
mentator, with the opportunity to systematize his own thoughts on 
the role, within the life of faith, of the different kinds of understand
ing that are natural to us as human beings. 

At precisely the point where Boethius begins to apply his 
method to the study of the Trinity, Thomas abandoned his com
mentary, apparently quite suddenIY"·s Why he did so, we can only 
guess. Probably the most plausible conjecture is that he lost interest 
in his exposition of Boethius because he had begun work on a new 
book, the SlIlIIlIIa call1ra Gellliles .. •• 

Some time in 1259 Thomas must have been informed that he 
was going to leave Paris, and it may ha\'e been the prospect of being 
freed from his university responsibilities that gave him the idea of 
starting on an ambitious new project, which would not be primarily 
concerned with the immediate demands of teaching. We know that 
before leaving Paris he had embarked on the great work which rap
idly acquired the title, SlIlIIlIIa co/lira Gm/iles"" He completed it at 
his leisure, it seems, between leaving Paris in 1259 and starting the 
SlIlIIlIIa Thealagiae in about 1266"" IIluch of the work survives in 
Thomas' own handwriting, and we can see how insistently he went 
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back over what he had written, sometimes years later, revising and 
correcting it.·.., Of all his writings, this is probably the one whose 
composition was the least hurried, the one to which the author could 
devote as much time and care as he wanted. 

The proper title of the work is "The Truth of the Catholic Faith 
Against the Errors of Unbelie\'ers," but its purpose has recently 
been the subject of some controversy. It used to be maintained, on 
the basis of a fourteenth-century life of Raymund of Peiiafort, '''' 
that the work was commissioned by Raymund to be a textbook for 
missionaries, but this legend has now been decisively refuted as in
coherent and unhistorical. Instead it has been argued by R. A. Gau
thier that the COIllra Gel/tiles is a purely reflective work, written 
primarily for Thomas' o\\'n sake, the "unbelievers" whose errors 
Thomas proposes to tackle being almost exclusively the ancients, 
not contemporary unbelievers who might be the object of a Domin
ican mission. "" This proposal has in its turn been attacked and A. 
Patfoort has argued strongly that the text itself contains many in
dications that Thomas was intending to provide a presentation of the 
Catholic faith that would be useful to missionaries engaged in trying 
to convince modern unbelievers, particularly Muslims. "" Thomas' 
pedagogical instincts may well have been aroused by the urgent call 
made by the Master of the Order, Humbert of Romans, in 125; for 
more volunteers to go on the foreign missions,"" a call which was 
e\'idently extremely successful, as Humbert himself reports,"'" and 
which resulted in emotional scenes as people scrambled to volun
teer, some of them probably at the General Chapter in Paris in 
1256. "" In his later work on the officials of the Order, Humbert says 
that one of the tasks of the Master of the Order is to ensure that there 
is always available in the Order a supply of treatises against the er
rors of unbelievers, heretics and schismatics, and to see that there 
are always some suitably talented friars learning the languages nec
essary for the foreign missions. "'. If we assume that Humbert, as 
Master of the Order, had already been practicing what he was later 
to preach, it is not unreasonable to suppose that, just as he was cer
tainly insisting on the need for Dominicans to learn languages,"" so 
he had also expressed a desire for suitable books "against the errors 
of unbelievers" for the use of Dominican missionaries. There is 
nothing in the COlltra Gelltiles to suggest that the work was actually 
commissioned, but there is no reason why Thomas should not have 
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been responding to a known desire of the Master of the Order in 
writing it. 50H 

Even if we accept, as we surely should, that the CO/lira Gellliles 
was written specifically in view of the intellectual formation of mis
sionaries, this docs not imply that it is not at the same time a work 
of profound theological reflection. The refutation of error arises, as 
we have seen, within the whole context of the systematic exploration 
of Christian truth.''''' As Thomas says in his inaugural lecture, 
teachers of Christian doctrine need to be "well-armed" (1111111il1) if 
they are to defend the faith against people who contradict it. "" In 
the COl/Ira Gel/liles Thomas ventures, he says, trusting in God's 
mercy, to take on the role of a "wise man," that is, to ponder the 
truth, especially about the First Principle (i.e., God) and to explain 
it to others, refuting error as an integral part of this pondering and 
exposition of truth.''' 

The tripartite schema announced in the Bocthian commentary 
reappears in the COl/Ira Gel/liles in a slightly modified form, owing 
to the exigencies of the missionary perspective within which 
Thomas is now working, but it is still the "theological" rather than 
the "philosophical" direction that he follows: first comes the treat
ment of God in himself, then the treatment of his works as creator, 
and finally the treatment of God as the goal of all creation.''' But 
these three topics are to be gone through twice, first on the basis of 
what can be said independently of revelation, and only secondly 
with reference to the specifically Christian doctrines known to us 
by revelation.''' Thomas is writing as a Christian theologian for 
Christian readers, and it is within the faith that the distinction is 
made between doctrines that can be known by reason and those that 
can be known only by revelation, but the much more radical sepa
ration of the two kinds of doctrine in the CO/lIra Gellliles allows 
Thomas to explore at length the extent to which Christian belief har
monizes with and indeed satisfies the intellectual yearnings of hu
man beings as such. The universal quest for knowledge and 
understanding, examined with philosophical seriousness, consti
tutes the background against which the genuine attractiveness of the 
Catholic faith can become apparent. 

As an educator Thomas seems to have been skeptical of the 
value of "crash courses" aimed at supplying only a few ideas and a 
few bits of knowledge that would be immediately applicable to the 
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practical needs of the working brethren. ". A true Christian apolo
getic must be the fruit of a profound Christian understanding and a 
sincere awareness of the intellectual community enfolding all seek
ers after truth, whether believers or unbelievers. The apologetic 
need to identify common philosophical ground that believers share 
with unbelievers is not so very far removed from the believer's own 
need to usc philosophy in order to probe the mysteries of faith. Nei
ther the philosopher nor the believer will ever in this life actually 
succeed in comprehending God. The immense delight that comes 
to us from e\'en the most modest and hesitant reflection on God, as 
described in chapter 8 of book I of the COlllra Gellliles, seems to be, 
in Thomas' view, something that philosophers and theologians, be
lievers and unbelievers, can to a large extent share. 

Though Thomas came to deny that teaching is part of the con
tcmplative life,''' he still maintained that those who propose to 
teach others, in whatever capacity, should ideally be "contempla
tives" first. ". That is to say, they must love the truth for its own 
sake and find their chief delight in investigating it for their own sat
isfaction,''' if they arc to be effective in communicating it to others. 
The most useful way to set about combatting the "errors of unbe
lievers" is to brood intensely on "the truth of the Catholic faith." It 
is a work of wisdom that is called for, with all that that implies. And 
for the teacher of missionaries, too, the same thing applies. If 
Thomas did indeed interrupt (and, in the outcome, abandon) his 
work on Boethius in order to write a book for missionaries, we can 
still sec a real continuity between the theological enterprise he left 
behind and the one he took up. There docs not seem to be any se
rious contradiction, after all, between the belief that the COlllra Gm
liles was written as a leisurely exercise in wisdom and the belief that 
it was written "in order to be useful to others ... ". 

It is not known that Thomas had any teaching responsibilities 
when he returned to Italy in 1259-60 until his appointment to Or
\'ieto, and his position there as house lector cannot have been very 
onerous. He was responsible for providing some intellectual stim
ulus for the community"· and for seeing that any student friars 
there received sufficient education to exercise their ministry as 
priests and Dominicans. The education of the students probably 
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consisted chiefly of moral "cases," the available textbooks being 
Raymund of Pefiafort's Summa de Casibus and Peraldus' summas on 
vices and virtues. '''' Thomas had plenty of time to work on other 
projects, such as the COllIra Gellliles and the commentary on Job and 
the books he wrote at the request of Urban IV. 

In 1265 Thomas was put in a very different situation. Now he 
had his own studium, with selected students to deal with. He evi
dently decided that what they needed was a proper course in sys
tematic theology, in which moral theology would find its place in a 
whole context of dogmatic theology. At first he followed the by now 
hallowed practice of basing himself on the Sentences, '" and part of 
his lectures on book I ha\'e recently been discovered. '" But, prob
ably in 1266, Thomas decided to abandon the Sentences and create 
his own course. This is the genesis of the great Summa Theologiae, 
designed to introduce beginners to theology in an orderly, intelli
gible, interesting way, avoiding the boring and labyrinthine pro
cedures that were inevitable if theology had to be taught on the basis 
of set texts, with all the repetitions and inconsequentiality this in
volved.''' 

From about 1266 onward Thomas can be regarded as essen
tially engaged in planning and writing the Summa. In spite of the 
distractions involved in having to produce works dealing with ur
gent topical issues, in spite of having to continue lecturing on the 
bible (a task Thomas surely did not resent), in spite of a considerable 
amount of other writing, there is a remarkable steadfastness of pur
pose discernible in Thomas' intellectual labors between 1266 and 
1273 . 

There are several indications enabling us to date Thomas' var
ious Quaestiones Disputatae. Apart from the De Veritate they arc all 
after 1259, and we are informed that the questions De Potentia be
long to his Roman period and that those De Virtutibus belong to the 
second Parisian regency.'" It is also clear that De Malo comes after 
the Colllra Gmtiles'" and it is fairly certain that the questions De Spir
itualibus Creaturis and De A/lima come toward the end of the Roman 
period.'" This means that the succession of disputations follows 
precisely the movement of the first part of the Summa Theologiae, 
which Thomas wrote in Rome, and that the disputations on the vir
tues belong in the period when Thomas was writing the second part 
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of the Summa, which deals with ethics. The question De Ulliolle Verbi 
Illcamati can similarly be dated to the time when Thomas was deal
ing with Christology in the third part of the Summa. m 

Also toward the end of his time in Rome Thomas composed 
what may have been his first fully-developed Aristotelian commen
tary, on the De Allima, and it is not unreasonable to postulate a con
nection between this commentary and the fact that Thomas was 
writing about the soul in the first part of the Summa.'" In the same 
way the commentary on Aristotle's Ethics, at least in its final form, 
seems to be related to the composition of the second part of the 
SUl11ma. 52I

) 

It is tempting to date the commentary on Dionysius' Diville 
Names also to Thomas' Roman period, so that it would coincide with 
the writing of the early questions of the Prima Pars; such a date is 
conjectured by Weisheipl. 53" On the other hand, the commentary, 
as it stands, cannot be earlier than 1268-69, since Thomas clearly 
alludes to Proclus.''' 

The first part and the first section of the second part of the 
Summa were completed by the end of 1270. The whole of the Se
cunda Secundae was written, at amazing speed, between then and 
Thomas' departure from Paris in the spring of 1272.''' The bulk of 
the third part was written in Naples, until Thomas abandoned all 
his writing in December 1273. 

It is clear that much of Thomas' intellectual energy was fo
cussed on the great theological and pedagogical enterprise enshrined 
in the Summa. No doubt his thought was continuing to evolve as he 
worked, but there is a definite and unified theological vision domi
nating the whole project. The "experiment" in the COlltra Gellliles of 
separating the areas of doctrine that depend entirely on revelation 
from those that in principle are available to human reason as such 
has served its purpose and is now abandoned. In the Summa Theo
logiae Thomas can take it for granted that the intellectual appetite 
for knowledge and understanding, which is innate in all of us, finds 
its ultimate fulfilment only in the beatific vision and, in the mean
time, it reaches the limits open to us in this life only in the context 
of faith seeking understanding;'" for the believer, then, the use of 
reason to explore Christian doctrine is a single, harmonious enter
prise, in which the achievements of philosophy and the contents of 
revelation no longer need to be kept apart for most purposes. 
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The schema announced in the commentary on Boethius' De 
Tril/itate and adapted in the COl/tra Gentiles shows through again in 
the Summa Theologiae, though once more it is subtly different. The 
mO\'ement is still from God to creatures to Christ, but this time 
Thomas isolates that creature which is of most concern to us, 
namely ourselves. ,,. The Prima Pars deals with God in himself and 
as the source and goal of creation in general. The Secunda Pars deals 
specifically with human beings as free agents, called to achieve their 
fulfilment in God by the exercise of their freedom, under the guid
ance and grace ofGod. w The Tertia Pars provides the climax of the 
whole work. The first two parts of the Summa can be seen as an elab
orate statement of the dramatis personae, God and ourseh'es, with 
a supporting cast of other creatures. The drama consists in the 
bringing together of God and us in the bliss of eternal life, and this 
drama centers on Christ, who is the model and objective foundation 
for our movement toward God and who is himself the Way by 
which we come to union with God; and it is by means of the sac
raments that we enter upon and proceed along this Way. If Thomas 
had completed the book, he would have gone through all the sac
raments and then concluded with a section on the resurrection and 
eternal life. ". 

Apart from his expositions of scripture and his successive and 
increasingly absorbing attempts to articulate a comprehensh'e the
ological system, Thomas also devoted a fair amount of time and en
ergy in his last years to interpreting philosophical texts. There is 
some contrO\'ersy among scholars both about the dating of Thomas' 
philosophical commentaries and about his purpose in writing 
them. '" Most of them appear to belong to the second Parisian re
gency and the final years in Naples, "" but Tolomeo's statement that 
Thomas expounded most of Aristotle, and particularly the Ethics 
and the Metaphysics, while he was in Rome"· should perhaps be 
given some credence. It becomes easier to believe that Thomas 
wrote all the works which arc ascribed to the years 1268-1273 if we 
suppose that some of them, including the Aristotelian commentar
ies, were based on earlier drafts composed in Rome. 

Gauthier argues that Thomas' concern was always theological, 
even in his "philosophical" writings, but his critics have pointed 
plausibly enough to signs that Thomas did have a serious philo-
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sophical purpose and that he was interested in clarifying Aristote
lian philosophy in its own right.''''' Probably there is no real 
contradiction between the two positions. As we have seen, Thomas' 
own theology drove him to recognize the importance of philosophy 
as a distinct discipline, if only because philosophical errors that 
might threaten faith need to be tackled philosophically. But his phil
osophical interests were not just apologetic. He was surely sincere 
in believing that the theological attempt to understand faith is es
sentially at one with the universal human attempt to understand 
reality. In his last years, as we have noted, the philosophers seem to 
have been more enthusiastic about Thomas than many of his fellow 
theologians were; it is quite likely that he in return found the phi
losophers more congenial than some of the theologians. He believed 
that the best way to discover the truth is to have a good argument, ,., 
and in this he was being true to the tradition of Albert and indeed 
of St. Dominic. HZ He reacted sharply to stupidity and intellectual 
incompetence, ,., but he did not adopt the strident tones of self-con
scious orthodoxy rebuking the errors of everyone else, as it were, ex 
cathedra. He preferred to engage his opponents in a common search 
for the truth, and this may well have brought him closer to the phi
losophers, just as it set him at odds with his critics among the the
ologians, some of whom at least were deeply suspicious of the 
amount of philosophy invnlved in his theology.' .... 

Thomas wrote a number of commentaries on Aristotle, the oc
casion for which is not known. The exposition of the Peri Hermetleias 
was undertaken at the request of the young provost of Louvain, to 
encourage him in his pursuit of "wisdom. " ... It is likely that most 
of the others were composed partly because of Thomas' association 
with the philosophers in the faculty of Arts during his second re
gency, but he himself obviously believed in the pedagogical value of 
the study of Aristotle, and we know that he was working on several 
philosophical texts in Naples, where Tocco saw him writing his 
commentary on Aristotle's De Generaliolle el CorrupliOlu.'·6 Also at 
Naples he commented on the Liber de CO/ISis, which he was able to 
recognize as deriving essentially from Proclus, thanks to William of 
Moerbeke's translation ofProclus' ElemenlsofTbeology. H7 He also ap
parently had it in mind to tackle other Platonist works, including 
Plato's own Timaeus,'·H though nothing seems to have come of it. 
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As a Parisian Master, Thomas was also required to be a 
preacher. 54Y His preaching, both in his own time and in ours, has 
attracted much less attention than his teaching and writing, "0 but 
the oldest catalogues of his works include a collection of his sermons 
made by Reginald of Piperno.''' According to Tocco, he was too 
engrossed in his intellectual life to be capable of learning lan
guages, HZ so most of his preaching was confined to educated audi
ences whom he could address in Latin, but we do occasionally hear 
of him preaching in Italian. On one occasion he preached at least 
twice in Holy Week in Rome,''' and during Lent in 1273 his ser
mons on the Lord's Prayer attracted huge crowds. ". To what extent 
preaching was a regular part of his life it is hard to say.'" One young 
man recalled years later how he preached with his eyes closed and 
his face raised toward heaven, "" which perhaps suggests that he was 
an edifying spectacle rather than an animated orator. It was prob
ably his personal fame rather than his reputation as a preacher that 
drew the populace to listen to him in Naples.''' 

In his preaching, insofar as it is available to us, he appears to 
have cultivated a simple style without rhetorical flourishes, whether 
he was addressing a university audience or an ordinary congrega
tion; his aim was to provide lucid, straightforward instruction,"· 
though he apparently could sometimes move his hearers quite 
deeply. By He had absolutely no use for the sort of pious fables em
ployed by some popular preachers.'60 

Thomas the Sai11l 

Thomas did not conform to the conventional idea of a saint. For 
one thing, he did not work miracles. At the time of his canonization 
so few miracles could be found in his life that it was raised as an 
objection against canonizing him, apparently, and John XXII is said 
to have retorted that every question he answered was a miracle.'"' 
Whether or not this tale is literally true, it certainly attests a con
viction that Thomas' sanctity was vested essentially in his intellec
tual service of God rather than in the sort of display of supernatural 
power which attracted most people's attention.'·' 

Nor did Thomas look like an ascetic. He was by all accounts 
very fat,'"' though he was also tall and physically robust. And he 
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had delicate skin."'· His hair was apparently very light brown, and 
he went bald in front. '65 lie would, of course, like all clerics and 
religious, have sported the statutory tonsure. 

If he did not look ascetic, it is probable that in fact he was not 
very ascetic, except for the kind of unconscious "asceticism" natural 
to the thoroughgoing intellectual. 

Two anecdotes are told to illustrate the claim that he was de
voted to poverty, but they prove nothing of the kind. One is about 
his famous remark that he would rather have a copy of Chrysostom 
on lIlatthew than the whole of Paris,''''' \\'hich only shows that he 
was more interested in owning books than he was in ha\'ing any 
other kind of property. 

The other story is a report that \\'hen he was writing the COlllra 
Gellliles in Paris, he made do \\'ith little scraps of paper to write it on 
(ill cedlllis milllllis).'''' We possess Thomas' own working copy of the 
Co/lira Gmliles, and it is true that it is written on poor quality parch
ment and that some of the pages are too small,"'" but there is no 
reason to take this as evidence of Thomas' own taste in the matter. 
He had to make do with the parchment he was given. And Gils has 
drawn attention to an interesting detail in another of Thomas' Pa
risian manuscripts: one page contains the note, "Here's the first, 
from Br. John," which presumably means that Thomas had run out 
of paper and was clamoring for more and the unfortunate friar re
sponsible for such things was only able to find one folder for him to 
he getting on with."'" There is not the slightest reason to suppose 
that Thomas chose to hamper his own work out of consideration for 
po\,erty.570 

\Ve arc also told that he was not interested in clothes or special 
food,''' but this suggests only that he was not prepared to be both
ered about such things, not that he was particularly austere. There 
is a testimony about his last years, that he always ate in the refectory 
with the other friars, and only once a day at that,''' but he docs not 
seem to have been regarded by his brethren or by anyone else as 
unusually keen on fasting. It is likely that, at least at this time of his 
life, he preferred to stay with his books at supper time and did not 
consider it worth the trouble to make special arrangements to be fed 
separately. 

In fact, when Thomas did take notice of his food, he seems to 
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have appreciated it. Of the very few miracles that could be claimed 
for him during his lifetime, two involve food. One is the story we 
have already noted of the miraculous cure of Reginald, which 
Thomas wanted to be celebrated each year with a good meal. The 
other is reported, on excellent authority, to have occurred during 
Thomas' last illness at the home of his niece in Maenza. Reginald 
was trying to persuade Thomas to have something to eat, and 
Thomas expressed a desire for some fresh herring, but fresh her
rings would not be available in that part of the world. Miraculously 
a fishmonger, who thought he only had sardines for sale, was found 
to have a whole box of herrings. '" 

Thomas was evidently not a great conversationalist. He was ha
bitually silent, and if he was occasionally lured into the parlor he 
said little and escaped as soon as he could.'" He seems to have had 
no small talk and perhaps he was rather devoid of humor.'" He was 
also quite unlike Albert in his lack of interest in the world around 
him. He lived in his own head and in his books. From choice he 
hardly ever went out,'" and he certainly did not make a habit of 
going out for walks, as we learn from Tocco in connection with his 
stay in Bologna: one day a friar who did not know him took Thomas 
out into the town as his socius and got rather peeved that Thomas 
was unable to keep up with him, however hard he tried.'" On one 
occasion in Naples the brethren wanted him to join them in the gar
den for a bit of recreation, but Thomas wandered off alone in the 
opposite direction and went back to his room. S7H His favorite rcc
reation was to walk round the cloister on his own."" 

Today Thomas would probably be considered a workaholic. 
He was famous for not taking time off. '"0 Occasionally, perhaps, he 
took a holiday. We know that he spent one Christmas at the home 
of Cardinal Richard degli Annibaldi,'" and he seems to have visited 
members of his family every now and then.'" He apparently went 
out to dinner sometimes, if there is any truth at all in the famous 
story of his bad behavior at the king's dinner table. ,.J 

There is no doubt that Thomas had his growing circle of de
voted admirers, and by the end of his life his name was one to con
jure with. For the sake of "the venerable brother Thomas" the abbot 
of Monte Cassino granted the Dominicans leave to build a priory at 
San Germano, and the abbot of Salerno gave the Order a church 
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"because of the special affection we have for the venerable brother 
Thomas d'Aquino." The same magical name procured a passport 
for Thomas' niece, F rancesca of Ceccano."· 

Whether Thomas had friends as well as admirers it is difficult 
to judge. In view of his long association with Reginald, going back 
to a time when there can be no question of Reginald being his official 
socius, we must presume that there was a real friendship between 
them. '"' Thomas is also said to ha\'e been fond of Annibaldo degli 
Annibaldi. , •• He reproduces Aristotle's doctrine of friendship with 
e\'ident sympathy,s·' and treats friendship as the most appropriate 
model for understanding charity. , •• In one of his sermons he alludes 
to the kind of sensitivity we feel toward those we are fond of. , •• Ev
idcntly friendship was a significant reality for him. But it is doubtful 
that he ever went in for anything like the warmly emotional rela
tionships of which Jordan of Saxony, for instance, was capable. ,." 
Thomas seems to have been essentially self-sufficient. His pro
nounced taste for solitude was commented on by people who knew 
him,'o, and he is indubitably an illustration of his own doctrine that 
thc most intense joy available to us is the joy of the intellcctual 
life.'·' 

One of the most obvious qualities people observed in Thomas 
was his abstractedness."" He did not even notice what food was 
being placed before him or that his plate had been taken away.··· In 
conversation he would be "miles away," and he had to be brought 
back to earth by tugging at his clothes. '0' His capacity to withdraw 
into himself was such that on one occasion he apparently had his leg 
cauterized by the doctors without even fceling it when the fire was 
applied.''' In the canonization process this abstracted ness is often 
described in terms of Thomas being "contemplative, "'0' but when 
applied to Thomas the word is as richly ambiguous as it is in his own 
doctrine. It has definite religious connotations, but means essen
tially that Thomas was wrapped up in higher things because he was 
thillkillg about them. He was "contemplative" in a religious sense be
cause he was "contemplative" in the older sense; he was an intcllec
tual entirely given O\'cr to the inner lifc of the mind.'·· 

Thomas had a reputation for being imperturbable. He did not 
bat an eyelid when a boat he was on was overtaken by a severe storm 
that terrified the crew. 'w And he was kind as well as patient in deal
ing with other people. As we have seen, he allowed Pecham to enjoy 
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his "triumph" at his inception. because he did not want to spoil the 
new Master's day .600 He never humiliated people by speaking slight
ingly to them or by scoring points off them. even in the context of 
a disputation.601 

He seems to have liked having a regular rhythm to the day. 
Early each morning he went to confession and said Mass. and im
mediately after that he attended another Mass. or if he did not say 
Mass himself he attended two Masses. 60

' Then he spent the rest of 
the day reading. praying. writing and teaching.60

' At the end of the 
day he went to compline ..... but this appears to be the only choral 
Office that he attended."1S When. toward the end of his life. he says 
that he is "unable" to join in the rest of the conventual liturgy. 606 

this probably means no more than that his way of life was so dom
inated by his intellectual and academic labors that it had to be al
lowed to dictate its own routine."" And such a conclusion was in 
accordance with the dispensations automatically granted to func
tioning Dominican academics."1S There is some evidence that when 
Thomas was away from his own priory he attended rather more of 
the conventual Office.609 

That Thomas read widely all his life is beyond doubt. and it is 
also clear that he kept himself abreast of the latest developments. 
This is very evident in the use he made of the new translations from 
the Greek that were being produced by his confrere. William of 
Moerbeke.""· 

That he habitually resorted to prayer in response to everything 
that confronted him is also scarcely in doubt. It was well-known that 
he referred his intellectual difficulties to God in this way.6" If 
prayer is the most important activity of the contemplative life. as 
Thomas says."" it is because understanding is always God's gift. 
There is also a rather quaint little story about him finding one morn
ing that he had sprouted an extra tooth during the night. which he 
feared would impede his speech and so interfere with his lecturing; 
so he went into church to pray and the tooth fell out into his hand 
while he was praying. He kept it as a souvenir.6J) At least at the end 
of his life he was a very early riser and liked to go into the church 
to pray before anyone else came in; when others started arriving. he 
retired to his room."'· 

Writing was obviously a major ingredient in his life. Through
out his active career. it seems. he wrote both in the sense of actually 
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writing things down himself (even though his normal handwriting 
was famously so illegible that only a few people, then as now, were 
able to read it) and in the sense that he dictated things to a secre
tary!" He evidently sometimes had more than one secretary at his 
disposal and we are told, rather incredibly, that he could dictate dif
ferent things to different secretaries simultaneously;'· and that he 
could dictate in his sleep!" 

The seriousness with which he applied himself to his respon
sibilities as a teacher we have already noticed. Judging especially 
from the stories told of his time as Albert's student, he had always 
been instinctively something of a teacher, more able to pronounce 
and defend conclusions than to ask questions or take part in general 
discussion. Where Albert loved communicating his interests to his 
friends and enjoyed "seeking the truth in the delightfulness of com
panionship," Thomas was temperamentally more able to do without 
intellectual companionship and more prone to being "the Master." 
And, we are told, the sureness of his judgment was famous.· tH But 
he was not vain; on the contrary, his humility is attested by nearly 
everyone"'· But Thomas took human reason seriously; though we 
are far from being infallible, we must treat the light of reason as a 
reflection in us of divine truth, so disobeying our own reason is a 
kind of disobedience to God!'" If you know the answer to a ques
tion, it is false humility to pretend that you do not"" just as it is 
intellectually dishonest to retain an opinion once you recognize that 
it has been refuted. 

Thomas' deep devotion to the Mass emerges clearly from all our 
sources. Sometimes he evidently became deeply absorbed in it and 
was profoundly moved by it. Toward the end of his life he some
times became so absorbed that he just stopped and had to be roused 
by the brethren to continue with the celebration"" Whatever the 
reasons that prompted Urban IV to entrust to him the composition 
of the Office for Corpus Christi,"" it is fitting that a theologian 
whose piety was so dominated by the Eucharist should have been 
the author of the liturgy for such a feast. 

Devotion to the Mass is but one facet of Thomas' great devotion 
to the person of Christ"" Although in many ways Thomas' thought 
is theocentric rather than Christocentric, his awareness of the im
possibility of attaining to any direct vision of God except by way of 
the revelation he has made of himself in Christ and the grace he has 
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given to us in and through Christ made Thomas focus his personal 
piety very much on Christ. On his deathbed there is good evidence 
that he made some special profession of faith in the real presence of 
Christ in the Eucharist and commented on how much he had him
self written on the Eucharist (all of which he submitted to the judg
ment of the Holy See)!" And it seems that Thomas implied that 
the presence of Christ in the Eucharist was somehow the focal point 
and motivation of all his theology. According to Tocco, he ad
dressed the Blessed Sacrament, when it was brought to him shortly 
before he died, in these terms: "I receive you, price of my soul's re
demption, I receive you, viaticum for my pilgrimage, for whose love 
I have studied, kept watch and labored and preached and taught. ''''6 

Other stories of a more miraculous nature also bring out
whatever we make of their preternatural content-Thomas' devo
tion to Christ and to the Blessed Sacrament. The sacristan at Na
ples, while Thomas was working on the Tertia Pars, is said to have 
seen Thomas raised above the ground in prayer; then he heard a 
voice coming from the crucifix saying, "Thomas, you have written 
well of me; what reward will you take from me for your labors?" 
Thomas replied, "Lord, nothing except you."'" Tocco also heard a 
story purporting to emanate from Paris about Thomas being asked 
by the Masters of the university there to settle various questions 
about the Real Presence and checking his answer with Christ before 
presenting it; allegedly many of the brethren, including the prior, 
were called to witness Thomas floating in the air after some of them 
had heard Christ assuring Thomas that his answer was as correct as 
was humanly possible.6

'. Unfortunately there arc reasons for doubt
ing at least this second story. It can only refer to the questions about 
the Eucharist in Thomas' seventh Quodlibet, which is undoubtedly 
the first he ever conducted"'Y It is hardly credible that so young a 
Master, not yet formally received into the company of the Masters 
because of the current opposition to the mendicants, should have 
been allowed to decide theological matters for the whole university! 
But at least it shows that Thomas was known in the Order's folklore 
as someone intimately associated with the Blessed Sacrament. 

It is Thomas' love of the Mass which suggests at least a partial 
interpretation of his famous experience in or around 6 December 
1273, which brought his writing and teaching to an end. 

Something happened to him while he was saying Mass, we are 
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told, and thereafter he neither wrote nor dictated another word. Re
ginald was afraid that too much study had driven him out of his 
mind and urged him to resume his work on the Tertia Pars, but 
Thomas simply said, "Reginald, I can't." When pressed, he added, 
"Reginald, I can't, because all that I have written seems like straw." 
After this Thomas hardly spoke and appeared to be in a stunned 
condition. When urged to explain what was going on, Thomas said, 
"Everything I have written seems like straw by comparison with 
what I have seen and what has been revealed to me. "'J' 

It looks as if Thomas' physical strength collapsed at this time; 
it was "with great difficulty" that he managed the journey to visit 
his sister, and a story that implies that he was bedridden belongs to 
this period."" On the whole, Thomas seems to have enjoyed very 
good health, but now his long overworked body appears to have 
slumped suddenly into old age."" Maybe he had had a mild 
stroke."" But it is quite clear that something had also happened to 
his mind. Reginald at first thought that Thomas might have had a 
breakdown, but he speedily realized that this was not so. It looks as 
if Thomas had at last simply been overwhelmed by the Mass, to 
which he had so long been devoted and in which he had been so 
easily and deeply absorbed. What kind of "revelation" he may have 
had we do not know. There is a cryptic remark ascribed to him on 
his deathbed by Tocco, apparently on the authority of the tradition 
of Fossanova, which suggests that he hinted at the possibility of 
some knowledge of the Eucharist transcending mere faith.· .. Any
way, whatever happened, it completely drove out of him any desire 
or ability to go on writing. 

But then, Thomas had already reached what was for him the 
high point of the Summa. He had reached Christ; he had reached the 
Mass. Now, in the early part of the discussion of penance, he sud
denly lost interest. 

The comment that all that he had written seemed like straw 
should certainly not be taken as a belated realization that his life's 
work had been a waste of time. He had always maintained that the 
object of theology is God, not talking about God; but in this life we 
cannot approach God except by using words."" "Straw" is a con
ventional image for the literal sense of scripture,·J· which is worth 
having, even if it is only a beginning. Words can lead us to reality. 
But if Thomas had, in some way, peered beyond faith and glimpsed 
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something of the reality to which the words of faith point, of course 
the words would lose their appeal. They had served their purpose. 
In such circumstances Thomas was more entitled than most of us to 
feel what surely all writers feel, that all this verbiage of ours is utter 
nonsense and we cannot bear to go on with it. 

This does not mean that Thomas spent the rest of his life in a 
happy state of supernatural elevation. On the contrary, he told Re
ginald that he wanted to die, now that he could no longer write.'" 
He was evidently frustrated and confused. 

It looks as if the collapse of his physique and some unusually 
overwhelming experience of the Mass, combined with the fact that 
he had already completed the section of the Tertia Pars which most 
engaged his interest, led to his sudden helpless inability to go on 
with his work. He did not disown his work, he would have com
pleted it ifhe could, and he deliberately alluded to it on his deathbed 
in quite positive terms. It was simply that he could not go on with 
it. As far as he was concerned, he was finished. He had always been 
a withdrawn, rather taciturn person, from his early childhood on
ward, but teaching and writing had given him a way out of himself 
into the world of other people. Now that he could no longer write 
and teach, he was almost unable to come out of himself. He had, as 
a theologian, argued that rapture is the highest level of contempla
tion, and one of the ways in which it can come about is that "one's 
desire is so violently drawn to something that one becomes es
tranged from c\'crything else. '''''' Did not something like this hap
pen to Thomas? This curiously calm, seemingly dispassionate man 
suddenly found that his lifelong love of Christ became too much for 
him. All his life he had been studying, writing, preaching and teach
ing for lovc of Christ; now that same love became momentarily so 
intense that it crippled him, leaving him a stranger in the world. 
There was indeed nothing left for him to do except to die and to 
enjoy forever the friendship of God. 

II. INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTS 

I. Thomas' Inaugural Lecture (1256) 

The earliest detailed account we possess of the ceremonies in
volved in the graduation of a new Master in Theology in Paris comes 
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from the fourteenth century,' but it is likely that something very 
similar took place when Thomas graduated in 1256. 2 In the evening 
before the actual inception there was a double disputation; then, the 
next morning, the new Master was formally invested with the mag
isterial biretta and delivered a brief inaugural lecture (his prillci
pi//III),' and then he presided over a third disputation; the session 
concluded with yet another disputation, after which the new Master 
briefly determined the third disputation, the one over which he him
self had presided. 

The story of Thomas' prillcipiulII was well-known. He was in a 
quandary about what he should take as the subject of his lecture, 
and a visitor from heaven came and told him to base his talk on the 
text Rigom 1II01l/es de superiorib/IS wis.· This edifying tale was pop
ularized throughout the Order within a very short time, thanks to 
its inclusion in Gerald de Frachet's Vi/oe Fro/rum,' completed by 
1260. It is therefore not surprising that Remigio dei Girolami, who 
entered the Order in Paris in about 1267: should have wanted a 
copy of the famous lecture. When we find, in a manuscript of Re
migio's (Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale, Conv. soppr. G 4.936),' a 
prolog/IS ascribed to Thomas, whose text is Riga/Is mottles, it seems 
safe to conclude that what we are being offered is indeed Thomas' 
principiI/III, and this conclusion is generally accepted by scholars.' 

In his lecture Thomas touches on a topic he will develop more 
fully soon afterward in De Veri/ale q.ll: In what sense can one hu
man being be said to be the teacher of another? Christ said that his 
disciples were not to be called "master," because he alone is the Mas
ter of them all (Matt. 23: 1 0), and the challenge posed by this saying 
to all human teaching was taken up frankly and discussed by St. 
Augustine in his De Magis/ro, whose conclusion could at least be read 
as meaning that no human being can strictly be called a "teacher.''' 
In his exposition of Dionysius' Mys/ical Theology Albert had toned 
this down a little, to suggest that the human teacher could have a 
genuine role to play, even if it can only be effective if the "inner 
teacher," God, is also at work in the minds of the students.'o 
Thomas follows suit and is indeed quite emphatic about the impor
tance of allowing human teachers to playa real part in the trans
mission of knowledge. In his view, the problem of human teaching 
is only one aspect of the more general and extremely important 
question of whether secondary causes of any kind exercise any au-
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thentic causality." And, in line with the Dionysian principle with 
which he begins his lecture, Thomas always insists that God's prov
idence docs dispose things in such a way that creatures do ha\'e a 
real effect on one another. To suppose otherwise, far from giving 
more glory to God, actually diminishes his glory by denying one of 
the perfections he has given to his creatures." 

All the same, the teacher has only a fairly modest role. The 
teacher is like the physician: both are in the position of helping na
ture to do something that can also be done without such help, and 
which cannot be done at all unless the patient (or student) is fully 
active as well. Truth cannot be implanted in the mind from outside. 
The basic principles of all knowledge arc a kind of reflection, in the 
mind, of God's own truth, and the most the teacher can do is en
courage the mind, using the fundamental principles of thought, to 
discover for itself the truth of various propositions." Thomas is, 
perhaps, less optimistic than Origen, who declared that Paul teaches 
Timothy so that Timothy can become another Paul;'· in his lecture, 
Thomas implies that there will remain a gap between the teacher's 
knowledge and that of his students. But he is still essentially in the 
same pedagogical tradition (and it is the genuine Christian tradition 
of pedagogy) that no teacher can replace the working of the student's 
own mind. That is why he insists that the student must be not only 
humble, but also critical. Meekly following the teacher is not, in 
Thomas' view, any excuse for error." And even in the case of the 
saints we should not assume that their every word is inspired by the 
Holy Spirit. ,. Thomas fully expects that the student will be able to 
make all kinds of new discoveries on the basis of what the teacher 
says. 

The teacher is, in the strictest sense, only a cooperator with 
God, and has no business trying to make disciples for himself. 

This is why, as Albert pointed out, prayer is as much a part of 
the teacher's job as talking is. '7 And Thomas, conscious of the high 
role of the teacher as an instrument of divine providence, says the 
same: it is only by God's gift that anyone could be adequate for the 
task, so he needs to ask God to make him adequate. 

But, in the perspective of Dionysius' hierarchies, the teacher, 
even ifhe is only an instrument of God, is still in a "higher" position 
than the student. And this means that it is necessary that the teacher 
can in fact be looked up to by his students; he must live in such a 
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way that he is and is perceived to be "high." Thomas quotes from 
Gregory the same text that Humbert of Romans quotes to make an 
identical point about preachers." 

Thomas is not, of course, maintaining that moral qualities are 
a sufficient or even perhaps a necessary condition for being a 
teacher. He himself attacks the view that holiness of lifestyle, of it
self, entitles anyone to be a preacher or teacher.lo All he claims is 
that the teacher ought to live an elevated life. But in 1256 such a 
claim was somewhat controversial, at least in its implications. 

In the spring of 1256 the feud between the secular Masters in 
Paris and the mendicants was at its height, and the Dominicans very 
readily claimed that one of the motives for the anti-mendicant po
lemic was jealousy. The seculars were supposed to be jealous be
cause of the success of the mendicants in attracting students to their 
lectures.'o And, only a few years later, Thomas of Cantimpre ex
pressed the cynical view that of course the friars could give better 
lectures, since they stayed up at night working, while the seculars 
spent their time in routs and revels and so could not prepare their 
lectures properly. 21 Thomas Aquinas, without making any such 
rude comments on his secular colleagues, still argues that there is a 
particular appropriateness that religious should become teachers, 
since they are particularly committed to a way oflife that gives them 
the opportunity for study. 22 

But it is not enough for one's life to be edifying; it must be seen 
to be edifying. "If your life is despised, your preaching will be too." 
This principle of Gregory's must have been bitter in the mouths of 
the mendicants in 1256, when their enemies had been doing all they 
could to make people despise the friars, with all too much success.2J 
To retain the regard of their potential students, then, the friars had 
to take active steps to defend their reputation, and Thomas, soon 
after his inaugural lecture, undertook to justify the friars for taking 
such steps.'· 

In spite of the polemical context, though, Thomas' lecture in 
itself is not polemical. Thomas contents himself with expounding 
his idea of the role of the theologian, and in this exposition we can 
see luminously the ideal he is setting himself for his life's work. 

The Leonine edition of this text, promised for volume XLIV, 
has not yet been published. I have made use of the text in P. Man
don net's edition of Thomas' Opuscula Omnia IV (Paris, 1927), pp. 
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491-6, and that contained in the Marietti edition of the Opl/scula 
Theologica by R. A. Verardo (Turin, 1954), I pp. 441-3. 

2. Thomas' Theology of Prayer' 

Thomas returned to the subject of prayer over and over again 
in the course of his writings; it seems to have been a subject that 
interested him, and it is certainly a subject on which he achieved a 
degree of clarity it would be hard to parallel in any other theologian. 
And the treatise on prayer, such as we find it in the Summa Thealo
giae, is largely Thomas' own creation; although there were scholastic 
treatises on prayer before Thomas, they had done little to sort out 
either the structure or the content such a treatise needed. It is there
fore a matter of considerable interest to see how Thomas progres
sively clarified his own ideas on the subject. The whole dossier 
would be beyond the scope of this volume, but I have included what 
seem to me to be the most important texts. For convenience, I list 
them here, with brief notes on their dating and on the state of the 
text. 

(I) Scriptum sl/per Libros Sententiarum IV, distinction 15, ques
tion 4. This is Thomas' earliest treatise on prayer, dating from about 
125 5-56. I have used the edition by M. F. Moos (Paris, 1947). 

(2) De Veritate question 6, article 6. This question dates from 
1256-57. I have used the Leonine edition, volume XXII. 

(3) Contra Gentiles, book III, chapters 95-6. This dates from 
Thomas' time in Orvieto, in all probability, that is, about 1263 . I 
have used the Leonine manual edition (Rome, 1934). 

(4) Commentary on 1 Corinthians 14: 13-15 and 1 Timothy 2: 1. 
These lectures, in their final form, apparently date from Thomas' 
second Parisian regency, but it is not impossible that in essence they 
go back to the first regency. If they are dated to the second regency, 
they surely antedate the commentary on Matthew, which must be
long to the academic year 1270-71, as we have seen. Thomas'doc
trine on the benefits resulting from prayer seems to have matured 
between the lectures on 1 Corinthians and the SI/mma Thealogiae, so 
it looks as if 1271-72 can be excluded (though admittedly this kind 
of criterion is far from certain). I have used R. Cai's Marietti edition 
(Turin, 1953). 

(5) Commentary on John 16:23 . The lectures on John certainly 
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belong to the second Parisian regency, though whether they come 
before or after the lectures on St. Paul is not clear. I have used R. 
Cai's Marietti edition (Turin, 1972). 

(6) Commentary on Matthew 6:5-15. These lectures belong to 
the academic year 1270-71. For verses 5 to 8 we only have the re
porlalio of Peter d'Andria, which has not yet been published in its 
entirety. I have used the only known manuscript, Basel, Bibl. Univ. 
B.V.12. For verses 9 to IS we also have the reporlalio of Leger of 
Besan"on, for which I have used R. Cai's Marietti edition (Turin, 
1951), which I have checked against one manuscript from the Vat
ican Library, Urb. lat. 25. I am grateful to Fr. L. J. Bataillon for 
sending me a copy of the Basel manuscript, and to Fr. L. E. Boyle, 
Prefect of the Vatican Library, for a copy of the Vatican manu
script. 

A reporlalio can never give us more than some hearer's impres
sion of what a lecturer or preacher said, but in the case of Peter 
d'Andria's reporlalio of Thomas' lectures on Matthew there is a fur
ther problem: there arc some signs that Peter took it upon himself 
to edit his notes on the lectures with the help of Thomas' later, ver
nacular, conferences on the Lord's Prayer and the Ten Command
ments, which he and Reginald took down and turned into Latin.2 

The relationship between (a) Thomas' original lectures on Matthew, 
(0) Thomas' conferences, delivered in Italian in Naples, and (c) the 
editorial work of Peter and Reginald, affecting both the lectures and 
the conferences, is fraught with considerable unclarity. However, 
there is no reason to suppose that Peter included anything in his edi
tion of the Matthew lectures that did not derive, one way or another, 
from Thomas, so the main consequence of the unclarity is that we 
cannot be too sure of exactly when and in what circumstances 
Thomas formulated all the points reported. 

For the purposes of translation, I have permitted myself what, 
in another situation, would be the unpardonable solecism of fusing 
the two reporlaliollts into a single text. Since Peter's is the fuller text, 
I have taken his reporlalio as the basis for my English version, but I 
have used Leger too, where his text is available; in the notes I have 
indicated where I have switched from one to the other. 

(7) Sumllla The%giae lUI q.83. If we reckon that the Secunda 
Secundae was written between the end of 1270 and the spring of 
1272, Thomas averaged about twelve questions a month, so that 
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question 83 would fall about May-June 1271, after the lectures on 
Matthew, therefore. I have used the text in volume XXXIX of the 
Blackfriars Summa and Leonine volume IX. 

(8) Commentary on Romans 8:26-7. I have argued above that 
the Romans commentary belongs to Thomas' last years in Naples 
(1272-3). I have used the edition, already cited, by R. Cai. 

• 
The English word "prayer" derives, via the French, from the 

classical Latin precado; Christian Latin, for some reason, rapidly 
came to prefer oratio, but both words were used with the same mean
ing: petition, asking God for things. And this basic meaning sur
vived intact well into the Middle Ages. Hugh of St. Victor's treatise 
De Virtute Orandi, for instance, arises from a puzzle over why, when 
we pray, we use psalms that contain all kinds of expressions which 
are in no obvious sense petition.' Also from the early or mid-twelfth 
century, there is a letter on "how to pray" from the Carthusian John 
of Portes, which is entirely about saying prayers of petition" These 
works are not evidence of any narrowness of interest; they simply 
attest that traditional, primitive usage was still current. 

However, various factors combined to extend and finally dis
lodge the original meaning of "prayer." First of all, the Pauline pre
cept to "pray without ceasing" (I Thess. 5:17), if taken literally, 
could only be fulfilled by extending the meaning of the word 
"pray." Since asking for something presupposes desiring something, 
Augustine suggested that praying without ceasing means desiring 
without ceasing; in particular, it means the desire for beatitude that 
should motivate all our petitions and indeed all our lives. From 
there, it is not far to saying that as long as charity persists, we are 
praying the whole time.' And this leads easily enough to the very 
general claim, enshrined in the Gloss, which was the standard com
mentary on the bible by the thirteenth century, that "the righteous 
never stop praying unless they stop being righteous. ". Thus we ar
rive at what Bonaventure calls the "broadest sense" of "prayer," ac
cording to which it means "every good deed. '" 

A problem of a quite different kind was posed by the wide
spread assumption among educated people in the ancient world that 
prayer was a rather demeaning activity, and this assumption led 
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some Christians fairly early on to seek some other meaning for the 
word. Thus Origen complains about certain heretics who take it for 
granted that when the bible talks about "prayer" it must actually 
mean something other than what is ordinarily understood by the 
word." And even Clement of Alexandria is clearly embarrassed by 
petition, and prefers to push prayer in the direction of a vague "com
muning with God.'"} 

In Latin a further complication is introduced by the use of the 
word oratio, which in classical Latin means "speech. "'" Because of 
this, discussions of prayer in Latin were for a long time dogged by 
the apparent need to interpret prayer as a kind of rhetoric. In the 
thirteenth century, for instance, we find William of Auvergne writ
ing about prayer under the tirle "Divine Rhetoric. "" 

Another factor in the strange development of the word 
"prayer" was the list in 1 Timothy 2: I, "entreaties, prayers, pleas 
and thanksgiving." Where Origen merely treats this list as indicat
ing topics which "border on prayer,"" within a few centuries we 
find it serving as the basis both for a theory of the "parts" of prayer" 
and for a theory of different "kinds" of prayer. 14 In the one case, the 
result is a quest for the proper rhetorical structure of a prayer; in the 
other case an apparent justification is found for a doctrine of prog
ress from one kind of prayer to another." This latter can then join 
forces with the suspicion that petition is a rather demeaning activity, 
to produce a theory of prayer in which petition is downgraded al
most to the point of extinction ... 

A fairly similar process led to a narrowing of the scope of 
prayer, so that the only object it was considered proper to pray for 
was God himself or union with him. J7 Since "contemplation" was 
also tending to be identified as consisting essentially in love of God 
or desire for God, "prayer" and "contemplation" bcgan to con
verge." and both came to be regarded as primarily affective activi
ties or conditions. It is symptomatic of this that one of the 
commonest "definitions" of prayer by the early thirteenth century 
identificd prayer as "a pious affection directed toward God. ",. Even 
St. Albert could say that "prayer is the fulfilment of our affec
tions. n20 

Granted that love of God was generally regarded as something 
delightful ("sweet," in medieval parlance), the affective notion of 
prayer immediately posed a further problem. Prayer was tradition-
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ally regarded as one of the works of "satisfaction," a penance that 
could be enjoined on a penitent. But if it was an enjoyable work, 
how could it count as a penance? It was partly to deal with this prob
lem that William of Auxerre, for instance, distinguished between 
two different kinds of prayer: that of the contemplative, which is 
pleasant and does not count as a penance, and that of other people, 
which is painful in some way or another and so does count as a pen
ance. 21 

By the time of St. Thomas, then, it is far from clear quite what 
the word "prayer" means. Several theologians state without further 
ado that the word has several different meanings," and the first Do
minican Parisian Master, Roland of Cremona, seems to be in doubt 
whether these different meanings are even related to one another. 23 

Roland himself, although he devoted quite a substantial treatise to 
prayer in his commentary on the Sentences, leaves us with the 
impression that there was enormous confusion on the subject in the 
schools, a confusion he is quite unable to resolve.24 William of Aux
erre and William of Auvergne did something to clarify the situation, 
and the latter, in particular, opts for a traditional definition of prayer 
as a form of petition, specified as "prayer" by the fact that it is ad
dressed to God and therefore has to be characterized by a certain 
reverence toward the author of all things. 2S But the lack of clarity 
still remains. 

It fell to the lot of Thomas to construct what is surely far and 
away the clearest and most coherent treatise on prayer since Origen. 
And he achieves much of his clarity by insisting on a very precise 
understanding of prayer as petition. In his commentary on the Sen
tences he still alludes to the fact that "some people" use "prayer" in 
more than one sense, ,. but thereafter he makes no concessions at all 
in that direction. 

If we plump for the original meaning of "prayer" as petition, 
the question immediately arises about whether or not it makes sense 
for us to ask God for things. Surely he knows better than we do what 
is for the best? And in any case, has he not already decided from all 
eternity what is going to happen in the world? It is astounding that 
this crucial speculative question seems to have dropped out of the 
discussion of prayer throughout the whole period from Origen to 
St. Thomas, surviving only in the backwater of the question 
whether predestination can be helped by the prayers of the saints. 
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In the commentary on the Sentences, Thomas has not yet brought 
it back into the picture, but in the ColI/ra Gellliles it is right in the 
forefront in the chapters on prayer, and thereafter it remains an in
tegral element in Thomas' doctrine of prayer. As he sees it, it is only 
one aspect of the more general question about the relationship be
tween prm'idence and human activity: if human initiatives really do 
bring about real effects, this cannot be because \\'e can interfere with 
the working out of God's plan; it must be because God himself gives 
to us the "dignity of causality. "" Secondary causes, including our 
free acts, arc a way in which God himself brings about his own pur
pose; they arc deployed by his supreme causality. Our prayer, then, 
is not a way of trying to change God's mind, nor is it a charade; it 
is a real form of secondary causality, which is itself caused by God, 
but which docs genuinely cause certain things to happen, inasmuch 
as God has chosen to bring about certain results by means of our 
prayer. 

Apart from the speculative problem of whether prayer makes 
sense at all, there is a religious problem: Ilow can asking God for 
what we want count as a genuinely religious act? Is it not rather an 
attempt to exploit God in the sen'ice of our own desires and inter
ests? Precisely by focusing our attention on what it means to make 
a petition, Thomas can deal with this problem far more successfully 
than most of his contemporaries. As he points out, there is a crucial 
difference between ordering someone to do something and asking 
someone to do something. In the latter case, you arc necessarily cast
ing yourself on the mercy of someone else. So asking God for some
thing is intrinsically an act of worship, in that it is a recognition of 
God's position as the source and Lord of everything. It is a sacrifice 
of our own planning minds to God. 

In principle, once this basic point has been seen, a lot of other 
problems become much more tractable, though it took Thomas 
some time to work his way through them. One traditional problem 
was whether or not we should ask God for worldly things. Thomas 
gradually came to see that the real problem was whether we should 
ask God for anything specific. He escaped quickly enough from the 
idea (still present in the commentary on the Sentences) that asking 
for worldly things is a "low" kind of prayer; indeed, he seems to have 
abandoned thereafter any suggestion that there arc different "levels" 
of prayer, because whether you arc asking for the beatific \'ision or 
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for a toy gun, the actual asking is the same. But it was not until the 
late commentary on Romans that Thomas was finally able to deal 
satisfactorily with the problem of specific petition. The difficulty is 
that, as St. Paul points out, "we do not know what we ought to pray 
for" (Rom. 8:26). After various false starts, Thomas eventually carne 
to accept that this applics to evcrything, and that therefore St. Paul's 
further comment that "the Spirit helps us in our weakness" applies 
to everything. Even in the case of our practice of the theological vir
tues, we need the gifts of the Holy Spirit to free us from stupidity 
and ignorance;'· similarly in the case of all our prayer, it is the Holy 
Spirit who forms in our wills precise desires that are aligned with 
the will of God. There is therefore no need to distinguish sharply 
between doubtful and undoubtful objects of petition; they are all 
doubtful in themselves, and they are all subject to the working of 
the Holy Spirit in our wills. 

The problem of "kinds" and "parts" of prayer, generated by 1 
Timothy 2: I, could not simply be ignored by any thirteenth-cen
tury theologian, but Thomas progressively broke loose from it. By 
the time he was writing the S/II1/lIIa, he was content simply to note 
that various ingredients go to the making of a fully-formed petition, 
without insisting on any particular rhetorical structure. Indeed, by 
this time Thomas had largely escaped from the irrelevant problems 
suggested by the ambiguities of oralio, and which had loomed large 
at the beginning of his treatise in the commentary on the Sentences. 
As for the "kinds" of prayer, they are reduced to a fairly down-to
earth account of the various ways in which a petition can be pre
sented. And though Thomas still treats "the ascent of the mind to 
God" as being the most specific characteristic of prayer (that, within 
the whole act of prayer, which makes it prayer), by now he is able 
to confine it quite rigorously to petition: it is the equivalent of going 
up to someone in order to present your request to him, and there is 
no longer any hint that this means a kind of "meditation" (as there 
was even in the commentary on 1 Timothy). 

As we read through the dossier on prayer, we can see Thomas 
progressively escaping from the clutches of the affecti\'e under
standing of prayer, from the need to show that it is painful enough 
to count as a penance, from the need to make it religiously signifi
cant by insisting on fervor or concentration. We can see how he 
emerges from the fog of the traditional discussion of the "conditions 
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for impetration," by distinguishing between merit and impetration, 
and showing what is involved in praying in such a way that it is a 
fully \'irtuous act, while reminding us that impetration (obtaining 
what we are praying for) depends simply on God's favor. He also 
mO\'es ever more clearly toward identifying the specific objective of 
prayer as, precisely, impetration (we ask for something because we 
want to get it-it seems obvious), and this, in turn, makes for a great 
increase in clarity about the respective roles of attention and inten
tion in prayer: If you pray deliberately, with the intention of doing 
reverence to God by asking for something, then that intention, as it 
were, validates your whole prayer, unless you actually rescind it. 
This is sufficient both to make your prayer meritorious, assuming 
you arc in a state of charity, and to make it coum as a real prayer 
that stands some chance of obtaining from God the boon that is 
being asked for. Attention is needed only to secure the incidental 
benefit of some immediate consolation. Thomas can thus eliminate 
the idea that the real point of praying is to obtain consolation, '<J an 
interpretation of prayer that could never explain half of the things 
we actually do or say when we pray . 

The great achievemcnt of Thomas in his treatise on prayer was 
to explain theologically both how prayer, in its traditional sense of 
petition, makes sense and how it is an authentic religious activity. 
I-Ie thereby shores up prayer, precisely in the sense in which all 
Christians arc commanded to practice it. But at the same time he 
shows how unnecessary are a lot of the practical difficulties that peo
ple have claimed 10 find in prayer. 

Readers nurtured in the \'ery different linguistic world of mod
ern piety arc likely at first to find what Thomas says about prayer 
somewhat narrow; but historically his treatment of the subject pro
vided a solid doctrinal basis for a critique of precisely the develop
ments that yielded our modern usage, and in so doing it secured for 
ordinary Christians the right to go on saying their prayers in a per
fectly ordinary way, without being deflected by the demands of ap
parently more elevated notions of prayer. '" It is at least partly thanks 
to Thomas that in the twentieth century two great English Domin
icans could put up a fight for a straightforward and traditional ac
count of prayer: Bede Jarrett protested against the complexity that 
had corne to surround the practice of praycr, with the result that it 
had become almost impossible for many people, JI and Vincent 
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McNabb asserted, against the modern tendency to dismiss petition 
as scarcely worthy of the name of prayer, that prayer without pe
tition is almost blasphemous." 

3. The Contemplative Life 

Words connected with 'contemplation' have had, if anything, 
an c\'en more bizarre history than the word 'prayer', and in St. 
Thomas' time they had already become seriously ambiguous. As 
Thomas noted in his commentary on the Sentences, ' "Contempla
tion" is sometimes taken in a strict sense, to mean the act of the in
tellect thinking about the things of God ... but in another sense it 
is taken more generally to mean any act in which people separate 
themselves from worldly affairs to attend to God alone. 'I But 
whcreas Thomas worked hard to unscramble the notion of prayer, 
he seems to have been much less interested in disentangling 'con
templation', so that his treatise in the SlImma is not entirely coherent 
and we do not find a succession of discussions of 'contemplation' to 
parallel the dossier on prayer. 

On the contemplative life I have selected three texts: 
(I) The prologue to the commentary on Boethius' De Ebdoma

dibllS, dating from about 1257-8 in all probability. I have used the 
text edited by M. Calcaterra in volume II of the Marietti 0p"sc"la 
Theologica, Turin 1954, p. 391. 

(2) The prologue to the lectures on St. John, dating from 1268 
or 1269. Thanks to the kindness of Fr L. Reid OP, I ha\'e been able 
to use the text prepared for the forthcoming Leonine edition. 

(3) The whole treatise on the active and contemplative lives in 
SlIInma Theologiae lUI questions 179-182, for which I have used vol
ume XL VI of the B1ackfriars SlImma and volume X of the Leonine 
edition. 

The words 'contemplation' and 'contemplative', as has been 
mentioned, were already, by St. Thomas' time, somewhat vague. 
They could have a straightforwardly intellectual sense: human 
beings have a 'contemplative' faculty in as much as they are en
dowed with reason and understanding;' cOlllemplario, in such a con
text, simply means 'study'.' This is at least one reason why the 
Dominican provincial of Paris, Peter of Rheims, can identify the 
students as being the 'contemplatives' within the Dominican com-
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munity: and why Gerald de Frachet sees fit to report a cautionary 
talc about a Dominican would-be philosopher who lost his faith be
cause of too much 'contemplation'.' 

At the other extreme, 'contemplative' words can be given an 
essentially affective meaning, even to the extent of becoming rather 
anti-intellectual. Thus Thomas' admirer, Giles of Rome, in his com
mentary on the Canticle, says that its way of proceeding is 'affective, 
yearning and contemplative'.· And James of Milan contrasts the 
simple, affective piety of the 'contemplative' with the dangerous 
temptations to which intellectuals are exposed.' 

Further complications are introduced by the phrase 'contem
plative life'. In the philosophical milieu in which the phrase origi
nated, it meant a life devoted as exclusively as possible to intellectual 
pursuits," but in some later Platonist circles it came to be used to 
refer to a life primarily devoted to religious interests." In Christian 
circles St. Gregory gave it a classic definition: whereas the active life 
consists in works of practical charity, the contemplative life 'is to 
hold on to the 10\'e of God and of neighbour with all one's mind, but 
to rest from external activity, to cling solely to the desire for our 
Creator.'JII [n each case, it seems clear that the 'contemplative life' 
is a way of life peculiar to certain individuals. 

The same phrase can also be used, though, to identify one as
pect of the life of .everyone. Thus, for instance, the Dominican 
preacher, Aldobrandino ofToscanella, whose heyday was in the last 
quarter of the thirteenth century, ascribes a threefold life to every
one (,contemplative, civic and sensual'), and this whole complex life 
has to be offered to God. As a minimum, one day a week is set aside 
(the 'sabbath') for 'contemplation of God', as otherwise our love for 
God would grow tepid." It is not clear whetherthis means anything 
more than going to church on Sunday. 

Religious life, as a life of concentration on God, could easily be 
identified with 'contemplath'e life', but this need not mean anything 
very portentous. [Iumbert of Romans, for example, says that all re
ligious are 'contemplative', but interprets the word in a purely mor
alistic sense, as meaning that religious should be morally 
circumspect the whole time,12 which would not exclude 'active' re
ligious. 

On the other hand, 'contemplative' could be attached to specific 
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activities rather than to a whole life. By Thomas' time it was con
ventional to list things like reading, meditation and prayer as con
templative occupations. Il And a corresponding list of 'active' works 
was provided by Gregory. 14 The attempt to allocate such tasks as 
teaching to one or other of the lives was thus a routine item on the 
theologian's agenda. There was also a similar concern to allocate dif
ferent virtues to one life or the other. 

In as much as 'contemplative life' was identified with love of 
God and 'active life' with love of neighbour, 15 a purely 'contempla
tive' life would be hard to justify. I. On the other hand, there was a 
well-established tradition of regarding 'contemplation' as vastly su
perior to the active life. 17 But then again, pastors and preachers were 
expected to excel in both lives, 1M so it could be argued that a 'mixed 
life' was really the best. 19 

There was muddle enough in the thirteenth century about 'con
templation' and the 'contemplative life'. The modern reader is likely 
to compound the difficulty by bringing in other, more recent, no
tions as well, so it should be borne in mind that in St. Thomas' time 
there had not yet developed the technical usage which later pre
vailed, with its systematic distinction between 'contemplation' and 
'meditation' and its talk of 'infused contemplation', nor did 'contem
plation' immediately suggest 'contemplative prayer' (a phrase which 
came into vogue much later on). Nor had the adjective 'contempla
tive' yet been appropriated to monastic religious. 'Contemplative' 
vocabulary was still very fluid and so it could be adapted to a variety 
of different purposes more easily than it can now. 

Thomas tried to do justice to the complex and not very coher
ent inheritance he had received from the Christian tradition, but his 
heart does not seem to have been in it. Under the influence of Ar
istotle he espoused, on the whole, a rigorously intellectual under
standing of contemplation, and the one essential insight he had 
about the distinction between the active and contemplative lives is 
that it can very properly be interpreted as a distinction between two 
different kinds of personal bias. What distinguishes a human life 
from that of other animals is the human intellect, and intellect can 
be either speculative or practical, in that we can be primarily con
cerned to find out about things just because we want to understand 
them, or we can be primarily concerned to get things done. And 
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whichcver engages our intercst the most can be said to constitute our 
life, ZI' just as we might say of someone that 'he li\'es for baseball' or 
that 'knitting is her life'. 

Obviously no one in this world can bc purely active or purely 
contemplatj,'e, but there must be few people whose intercsts are so 
even I y balanced that they cannot be regarded as biased either in fa
vour of speculative concerns or in favour of practicality. Thomas' 
interpretation of the distinction betwcen active and contcmplativc 
makes good human sense. But thc distinction between the two lives, 
formulated in this way, makes very little sense of most of the in
herited language about either life. 

One of the conventional questions concerned the relative mer
itoriousness of the two lives. In the commentary on the Sentences 
Thomas appears to be reluctant to ascribe greater merit without 
qualification to either life." In the SlImma he gives the conventional 
answer that the contemplative life, as such, is more meritorious,22 
but it is far from clear that he has seriously committed himself to 
this answer. Greater merit derives from greater love of God, and the 
most perfect love of God in this life must mean the most perfect 
readiness to do his will, not just the most intense desire to contem
plate him." It is not at all surprising that in his most formal treat
ment of perfection in the De Perjecliol1e Thomas seems totally 
uninterested in distinguishing between activcs and contcmplatives. 
And although, in his treatise on the contemplative life, Thomas ap
pears to accept that the contemplative life, as such, involves a greater 
love of God," elsewherc he seems to be quite prepared to assert that 
contemplatives, as such, love God less than activcs," which would 
undermine the wholc basis for the alleged greater meritoriousness 
of the contemplative life. It is easy enough for Thomas to spell out 
the sense in which the contcmplati\'e life is more attracti\'e, other 
things being equal,'· and he can also indicate in what sense it is morc 
lovcd by God, as being more like the lifc of heaven;" but it is far 
from clear that Thomas could succeed in integrating into his over
all doctrine a serious claim that the contemplativc life, as he under
stands it, is more meritorious, more Christian, than the active life. 
The logic of his position would surely be to say that either life has 
to be converted into a Christian life in very much the same sort of 
way, and that either life is equally capable of being so convcrted. 
He might C\'en go on to say that the more perfectly eithcr life is con-
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verred, the less significant the distinction will be between active and 
contemplative. Unfortunately Thomas does not appear to have been 
interested enough in the topic to work through the implications of 
his basic premiss with sufficient ruthlessness to challenge the clutter 
of conventional assumptions which largely governed the discussion. 

Thus, when he is not dealing ex professo with the contempla
tive life, Thomas is prepared to point out that the behaviour of 'con
templatives' has as much need to be regulated by prudence as that 
of anyone else;'" but when he takes up the subject in its own right, 
he feels obliged to relegate prudence to the active life. 'Y In the trea
tise on the contemplative life, all prayer is allowed to be part of con
templation,'" cven though in the treatise on prayer it has been made 
quite clear that prayer is an exercise of the practical reason. JI The 
role of prayer in the contemplative life is defined very precisely by 
Thomas: prayer is essential because we need to obtain understand
ing from God by asking for it. J2 The role of 'contemplation' in 
prayer is also quite explicit: if we want to ask God for something, 
we must be, as it were, looking at him." But this docs not mean that 
all prayer is directly related to the contemplative's desire for under
standing. Prayer is as much at home in the life of any kind of Chris
tian, whether active or contemplative, in Thomas' sense of the 
words. But in the treatise on the contemplative life Thomas seems 
to lack the energy to escape from the conventions. 

Particularly disappointing is Thomas' treatment of where 
teaching fits into the contemplativclactive schema. In the commen
tary on the Sentences, Thomas seems to be at least on the verge of 
saying that teaching (though not preaching) belongs to the contem
plative life. H In the SIIII11110 he is no longer prepared to allow that 
teaching, as such, is a 'contemplative' occupation. H And there is an 
obvious sense in which this is true: gh'ing lectures and so on inter
rupts the teacher's own pursuit of the truth for its own sake. But 
Thomas drops hints of a far richer doctrine than he ever actually 
develops . In his account of what is meant by 'life' in phrases like 
'contemplative life', he cites Aristotle as saying that the thing that 
most engages our interest is the thing that we most want to share 
with our friends. 36 He also says, without comment, that love of God 
and of neighbour is the proper Christian motivation for a contem
plative life. J7 It would seem natural to mO\'e on from such consid
erations to a \·icw of teaching as an exercise in fraternal charity 
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which is narural ro peoplc whosc remperamcnral bias is 'conrempla
rive', bur rhis Thomas ncvcr docs, though hc must havc becn aware 
of rhe many ways in which onc's own inrellccruallife is srimulared 
and helpcd by rhe demands of one's srudenrs. Far from exploring 
rhe fraternal dimensions of rhe contemplarive life, Thomas meckly 
follows the com'enrional belief rhat the solitary life is best, especially 
for conremplarion, JH and this in spite of his own contention that a 
life in which conremplarion spills over inro teaching or preaching is 
rhe besr. "J 

In pracrice every Christian life must be in some sensc 'contcm
plarh'e' and in some sense 'active'. If 'acth'e life' is taken in its older 
sense, as meaning rhe eulti,'arion of rhe moral virtues, then it is ob
viously a necessary ingredienr in any Christian life. If it is taken in 
its more modern sense, established by Gregory, as meaning the 
practicc nf fraternal charity, it is srill fairly obvious that it is incum
benr on all Christians; Thomas, at any rate, takes it for granted that 
there can be no Christian life at all without some acts of fraternal 
charity.·11 On the other hand, since human behaviour has to be gm'
erned by some kind of view oflife, and for Christiansrhis must mean 
a Christian "iew of life, it makes sense to say that the active life of 
Christians has to be go,'erned by some kind of contemplative life!' 
So it makes little essential difference whether one's life as a whole is 
primarily directed towards practical results or whether it is chieOy 
devoted to the pursuit of knowledge and wisdom. If it is to count as 
a genuine Christian life, it must be based on what we know ahout 
God from revelation and on our orientation towards knowledge of 
God and union with him as our final objective; in this sense, it must 
be 'eonremplati,'e'. It musr also include a genuine and effecti,'e fra
ternal charity, exercised in whatever way is appropriate to our tal
enrs, responsibilities and opportunities. 

. In so far as the two lives arc ascribed to differenr sets of peo
ple-and this is Thomas' starting point in the SlIlI1l11o·'- this can be 
developed quite eogenrly on the basis of Thomas' recognition of dif
ferences of intelll'Crual bias in different people. But surcly what fol
lows from that is not so much two radically divergenr sets of 
occupations, but rather two different ways of slanting much the 
same range of occupations. This is recognised by Thomas to some 
extent. At least he allows that supposedly 'acti,'e' occupations can 
be undertaken in view of a conremplative orienralion. And clse-
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where he is quite happy to subordinate 'contemplative' occupations 
to a practical goal, as when he recommends the 'contemplative' ex
ercise of singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs as a way of 
fostering celibacy.·' But the conventions of the discussion of the 
contemplative life apparently do not allow him to allude to this 
when he is dealing expressly with the relationship between the two 
lives. 

Where Thomas does emphatically break loose from the con
ventions is on points which engage his interest because of some other 
doctrinal concern. Thus in the commentary on book III of the Sen
tences (which he perhaps revised soon after leaving Paris in (259) .... 
Thomas follows the customary practice of dealing with the contem
plath'e life in the context of the treatment of the Gifts of the I-Ioly 
Spirit'" The 'contemplative life' is identified with reference to the 
two gifts which are regarded as belonging essentially to it, the gifts 
of wisdom and understanding; following Augustine, Thomas de
scribes them as gifts which are important 'only in the contemplative 
life'''· This connection between the contemplative life and two par
ticular gifts of the I-Ioly Spirit secures theologically the specific su
pernatural identity of the contemplative life, and Thomas 
accordingly distinguishes between the contemplative life of philos
ophers, which is moti,'atl-d only by sclf-IO\'e and aims only at the 
self-perfection of its practitioner, and the contemplative life of the 
saints, which is moti,'ated by charity and desire for God .. ' 

By the time we get to the SlImma, Thomas' position is radically 
different. I-Ie is no longer interested in making a distinction between 
the intellectual life of the philosopher and that of the saints; on the 
contrary, he is eager to show the continuity bet\\'een the saint and 
the philosopher, as the prologue to the commentary on St. John 
makes especially clear. The contemplative life is much more simply 
and straightforwardly the intcllectuallife, whoever is leading it. A 
Christian intellectual life must, of course, be motivated by charity, 
like anv other Christian activity; but that does not mean that it be
comes ~omething quite differe~t from anyone else's intellectual life. 
And in the SlImma Thomas appears to be quite happy to treat the 
contemplative life as tre life of reason,·' \\'hereas in the commentary 
on the Sentences he rather suggests that the contemplati,'e life 
proper refers to intellectual vision and not to discursive reason"" 

Even more strikingly, Thomas has significantly changed his 
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understanding of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit.''' Already in the 
Prima Secundae he has dropped the suggestion that there are some 
gifts which belong especially to the contemplative life, and he treats 
all the gifts as constituting an essential element in every Christian 
life." And in the Secunda Secundae he goes e\'en further, and as
cribes a practical as well as a speculative role to the gifts of wisdom 
and understanding." The contemplative life as such, therefore, has 
no specific claim to any supernatural status or to any part of the su
pernatural 'apparatus' with which Christians can be endowed. 

In the commentary on the Sentences Thomas toyed with the 
idea that the inner reality of both love of God and love of neighbour 
is part of the contemplative life, whereas the outward acts proper to 
both belong to the active life." This would naturally not provide 
any basis for distinguishing between actives and contemplatives, 
but it is, perhaps, unfortunate that Thomas did not develop a clearer 
awareness of the different kinds of problematic involved in the tra
ditional discourse on the contemplative life, which might have al
lowed him to discuss as separate topics the division of the human 
race into actives and contemplatives on the one hand, and the con
templative and active elements involved in every Christian life on 
the other. But between the commentary on the Sentences and the 
SlImma he appears never to have turned his mind systematically to 
the subject of the 'contemplative life', and in the SlImma he seems 
content to repeat conventional answers, with little attempt to relate 
them to what he says elsewhere or even to his own basic principle 
that the distinction between the two lives is a distinction of temper
ament. It seems fairly clear that his own interest was not engaged 
by the treatise on the two lives and that he was therefore ill
equipped to deal with it in a hurry when he reached the final ques
tions of the Secunda Secundae. And perhaps that is the most inter
esting point to be gleaned from his treatise. Maybe he was right. 
Maybe there is not very much substantial value in the conventional 
dichotomy between active and contemplative, perhaps it could prof
itably be put to work in a much more humdrum fashion. And ar
guably that was Augustine's conclusion too: his answer to the vexed 
question which is the best life, the active, the contemplative or the 
mixed, is that none of them is; in the eyes of Christians, the best life 
can only be eternal life." 
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4. Religious Life 

In the course of his writings, Thomas discusses several topics 
that are important for the understanding of religious life and of Do
minican life in particular. His two major treatises on religious life, 
COl/Ira IlIIpugl/al/les and De Peifecliol/e, were composed in the context 
of fierce controversies, but even so, Thomas docs far more than en
gage in topical polemic. He develops a view of religious life in the 
light of a fundamental understanding of what the virtue of religion 
means and what can properly be meant by the idea of perfection. 
Religion means essentially offering service and worship to God, and 
perfection means the perfection of charity, both love of God and 
love of neighbor. All the various structures and practices of religious 
life must therefore be related to the sen'ice of God and to the human 
pursuit of perfect charity. 

The texts I have selected for inclusion here illustrate Thomas' 
views on obedience, study and poverty, and finally I have included 
a fine piece of Dominican one-upmanship, showing that the best 
form of religious life is one devoted to teaching and preaching. Most 
of these texts speak for themselves and do not need much introduc
tion. 

(a) Obedimce 

In his encyclical of 1261, more or less contemporary with the 
three texts I have included from St. Thomas, Humbert of Romans 
complains about a loss of generosity in the practice of obedience in 
the Order. "Will you not do what is commanded with a willing 
spirit," he asks, "without formal precepts and heavy penalties hav
ing to be invoked-which are contrary to the tradition of the Or
der?" The friars should not insist strictly on the limits of what they 
are obliged to by their profession, they should follow "the obedience 
of charity" and throw themselves into every good work "in accord
ance with that charity which knows no limits. Whatever concerns 
God's glory and honor, whatever concerns the salvation of souls, 
you should do it with all diligence, not only what is commanded, 
not only what is recommended, but whatever even a single hand can 
do .... "I 
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It is this essentially Dominican call for generosity that underlies 
Thomas' discussion of obedience. A vow of obedience is the most 
total kind of self-oblation, because by it one offers one's own will. 2 

But this does not mean that thereafter one has no will. 3 On the con
trary, a vow of obedience means that thereafter one's will is giveI/, 
not extinguished, and all the acts performed under obedience are a 
renewal of that gift and must therefore be intrinsically free acts! 
Thomas will not allow that there is any contradiction between free
dom and obedience or vows. 

On the other hand, Thomas does not believe that obedience can 
govern more than people's external acts. We can be told what to do, 
but not what to will.' A superior has the right to expect us to do 
what we are told, and Thomas would not dissent from Humbert's 
plea that we should throw ourselves into the twofold task of giving 
glory to God and furthering the salvation of our neighbors far be
yond the limits of what we have strictly been told to do. But that is 
quite compatible with our sometimes being told to do something we 
do not want to do, and with our doing it generously even while going 
on not wanting to do it. Our freedom is engaged precisely in our 
wanting to obey, even if it means something that we do not, in any 
other sense, want to do. And, inasmuch as choosing to do something 
is, for Thomas, a rational affair, 6 we may find ourselves doing things 
that we do not e,'en consider it sensible to do; we can quite properly 
and generously decide that it is sensible to obey, even if we reckon 
we have been given a stupid command. 

In a Dominican context, obedience meant primarily obedience 
to the particular task given one within the whole functioning of the 
Order of Preachers. 7 Against this background it is easy to see why 
Thomas is unsympathetic to fussy notions of obedience, according 
to which the religious would be hemmed in by precepts. It is a whole 
life that is governed by obedience, rather than the minute details of 
day-to-day living. And e"en here it is important that religious life 
should not be turned into a death-trap. Thomas' complacency about 
the Dominican tradition is evident: he clearly thinks that it is a good 
thing that, in most cases, infringements of religious rules and reg
ulations should not be regarded as constituting sin, not even venial 
sin.· As Humbert indicates, it is quite contrary to the Dominican 
tradition to use obedience as a way of bullying people into doing 
things. 
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(b) Study 

One of the most original features of Dominican life was the role 
given to persistent study. Everyone was expected to make study a 
lifelong occupation, and some people were deputed to it as their ma
jor task, either as students or as teachers.9 And, unlike the tradi
tional monastic practice of reading (tectio), Dominican study was 
increasingly modelled on the pattern of the universities, and it was 
regarded as a serious professional obligation, important enough for 
routine conventual observances to have to make way for it. 10 

The practice of study was vulnerable to attack on several fronts. 
From outside the Order, it was vulnerable to the argument that it is 
a monk's business to weep, not to teach, as the much-quoted adage 
from St. Jerome had it. II The enemies of the friars maintained that, 
as religious, they should be engaging in manual labor, not study. 

Within the Order study had to be defended against the im
mediate demands of the apostolic work of preaching. The Consti
tutions declared emphatically that the energy of the friars ought to 
be directed primarily to the good of souls." To spend one's whole 
time as an academic might well seem to be contrary to this funda
mental orientation of Dominican life. Thomas' defense of Domini
can academics, which is given in full below, can stand as a 
permanent bulwark against the ever-present tendency to sacrifice 
the less obvious values of the intellectual life to the pressures of work 
that has to be done. 

(e) Poverty 

In the thirteenth century poverty was the most contentious is
sue connected with religious life. On the one side, there was those 
who denied the value of religious poverty entirely and those who, 
more moderately, denied the legitimacy of religious mendicancy; on 
the other side there were those, especially the Franciscans, who 
maintained that any kind of ownership whatsoever was incompati
ble with religious perfection. The Dominicans found themselves in 
a protracted row with the Franciscans on this last point, which often 
descended to such absurd questions as to whether Christ wore shoes 
or not. OJ The debate over whether Christ and his apostles owned 
anything lasted into the next century and was so bitter that it led 
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one good lady, who was keen on the Franciscan Spirituals, to de
scribe the canonization of Thomas as being a kind of canonization 
of "Cain" by the wicked pope. ,. 

Thomas opts for a purely functional doctrine of poverty. Pov
erty is not a value in its own right, it is valuable only as a means to 
an end and, as such, must be practiced in a way that is appropriate 
to the end which one is pursuing. For an Order of Preachers, 
Thomas argues, mendicancy combined with a certain reserve stock 
of essentials is the ideal financial arrangement. He seems quite out 
of sympathy with those, even among his own brethren, who were 
attracted by poverty as such, IS but it is likely that by this time the 
functional view of poverty was quite common in the Order. ,. 

(d) Preaching alld Teachillg 

As we have seen, Thomas does not seem to be deeply engaged 
by discussions of the "contemplative life." What he values, under 
the rubric of "contemplative," is a serious intellectual life and, as a 
conscientious teacher, he cannot have been in much doubt that the 
natural flowering of a serious intellectual life is a desire, or at least 
a willingness, to teach others in one way or another. He shows no 
hesitation in giving first prize, then, to a religious Order whose ob
jective is to be "contemplative" (intellectual) and then to move on to 
communicating the results of its intellectual life to others, by 
preaching and teaching. And it does not take much imagination to 
attach a label to this Order. Thomas does not often talk about him
self, but he was clearly pleased that he was a Dominican . 

• 

The sources for the texts used in this section arc: 
(I) COlllra Impugllall/es and De Peifer/iolle, for which I have used vol

ume XLI of the Leonine edition. 
(2) Summa Tbeologiae, for which I have used volumes XLI and 

XL VII of the Blackfriars Summa and volumes IX and X of the 
Leonine edition. 

(3) The Quodlibetal Questions, for which I have used R. Spiazzi's 
Marietti edition (Turin, 1949). 
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Notes 

Part I 

I. The sources for the life of Thomas arc mostly contained in Fontes 
Vitae Saneli Thomae Aquillatis, edited by D. Prilmmer and M. H. Laurent, 
published in fascicles 3IIached to Rt'fJue Thamiste 1911-1937 (cited hereafter 
as FVST). The major sources arc conveniently available also in A. Ferrua, 
Thomoe Aquillotis Vitae F011les PraecipuadAlba, 1968) (cited as Ferrua). Some 
of the sources were published in English in K. Foster, The Lift o[St. Thomas 
Aquinas, Biographical Documents (London, 1959). The most important 
sources arc the 1319 Naples canonization process and the biography of 
Thomas by William of Tocco, who had known Thomas at the end of his 
life and was the chief "researcher" involved in the pre-canonization in
quiries. Bernard Gui, who wrote the second life of Thomas, depended 
heavily on Tocco, but he was a careful and well-informed historian, who 
had done a lot of work on Dominican history, and some of the details he 
supplies may well be based on good documentary evidence. Petrus Calo, 
who included a life of Thomas in his collection of saints' lives written 
around 1330 (cf. A. Poncciet, Analtela Bol/andiana 29 (J 9 10) p. 31), draws 
on the earlier lives, but the possibility cannot be excluded that he also had 
access to other material; no serious study of his legendary has ever been 
made, but I notice that for the translation of St. Dominic he makes use of 
fairly recherche material (his legenda is so far unpublished). There have 
been innumerable modern excursions into the biography of Thomas; the 
main recent lives are A. Walz, SainI ThamOJ d'Aquin, French adaptation by 
P. Novarina (LouvainiParis, 1962), and J. A. Weisheipl, Friar ThamOJ d'A· 
quillo, rev. cd . (Washington, DC: 1983). 

2. The most important study of Thomas' family remains F. Scan
done, "La vita, la famiglia e la patria di S. Tommaso de Aquino," in I. T auri
sano, cd., S. Tommasod' Aquino OP, Misctllallta Slorico·Arlislica(Rome, 1924), 
pp. 1-110. There is a brief account in Foster, pp. 159-<11. Cf also E. Cuozzo, 
Calalogus Barollum: Commtlltario, Rome 1984, pp. 285-<1. 

3. There arc many converging indications of the date of Thomas' 
birth, which seem to me to add up to near certainty. He died on 7 March 
1274, and a competent witness at the canonization process, Bartholomew 
of Capua, says that he "is commonly said to have died in his 48th year" 
(FVST p. 384, Ferrua p. 326). Tolomco of Lucca, who knew Thomas at 
the end of his life, gives various figures that arc tolerably coherent: he lec
tured on the Sentences before he was thirty (i.e., he was thirty in 1256 at 
the earliest) (Ferrua p. 356), he joined the Order when he was sixteen and 
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lived in it for thirty-t\\ 0 years (Ferrua p. 3;;), he was "50 or 4M" when he 
died (Ferrua p. 364). TocCI> sa)'s he was in his forty-ninth year when he 
died (i.e., he was horn 1225-26) (FVST p. 13M, Ferrua p. 115). Gui says 
he was \"Crging on 49 (FVST p. 20S, Ferrua p. 175), but this is proballly 
3n ovcr-literal interpretation of Tocco's fanciful thoughts about Thomas' 
sallllath and jubilee. 

Thomas was madc an oblate at J\ ·iontc Cassino when he was fi\'e 
(FVST p. 69, Ferrua p. 34), and there arc rl-asons for dating this to 1231 
(ef. below, note 28). 

james of Caiaz7.0 ga\"C evidence that he met Thomas in Naples, pre
sumallly in 1272, and that Thomas was "allout 46" at the time (FVST p. 
319, Ferrua p. 260). 

All of this points to 1226 as the year of Thomas' llirth. Other indi
carions in the c:moniz:ltion process ;.!rC t(H) \'ague to Ix: useful. H.cmigio dci 
Girolami says that he fell short of his fiftieth year, which, if taken strictly, 
means that he was 48 (AFP 54 [1984] p. 265). 

4. 1216 is conventionally regarded as the year of the Order's official 
foundation, llecause of the first papal Bull recei,·ed lly Dominic after the 
brethren had clarified their canonical position, on 22 December 1216 
(MOPII XXV pp. 71-6). 

5. Although Honorius III always remained friendly with Frederick, 
in May and july 1226 he sent him two fairly stiff letters of complaint 
(MGH EpiSloloe SO((/lli XIII, cd. C. ({odenberg, ml. I (Berlin, I M83), pp. 
216-22,233-4). 

6. Tocco (FVST p. 66, Ferrua p. 31); cf. Scandone, pp. 41-5. The 
Counts of Aquino arc first heard ofwward the end of the tenth century; cf. 
Scandone, "({occasccca," ArchivioStoricodiT<rrodi Lavoro I (I 956) p. 39. 

7. FVST p. 535. The last Count of Aquino was Landone IV in the 
prcvious century (Scandone, "Famiglia" p. 45). That Thomas was Lan
dulph's son is known from Tocco (FVST p. 70, Ferrua p. 35); Bartholo· 
mcw of Capua dl'SCribes Thomas' father (whom he docs not name) as a 
powerful nohleman (FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313). There is allsolutcly no 
rcason to doubt the reliability of this information. Both Tocco and Bar
tholomew knew an old Dominican, john of S. Giuliano, who had be
friended Thomas before Thomas e'·en joined the Order (FVST p. 371, 
Ferrua p. 313), and Tocen also interviewed Thomas' niece, L"dy Catherine 
of Morra, and learned the family tradition ahout Thomas from her (FVST 
p. 350, Ferrua p. 291). 

8. FVST p. 54 1. There is a photograph of the entry in the necrology 
in T. Lcccisoni, S. '/'OllllllasO J'Aquillo e ,Hu"lecassillo, ,\-Iontccassino, 1965 I 
plate VIII. 

9. The d'Aquino family tradition identifies Roccasecca as the place 
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of Thomas' birth (FVST pp. 66-7, HI); Ferrua pp. 31-2, 292). Scandone, 
"Famiglia" pp. 11)3-110, argues that it was the normal place of residence 
of the family. 

10. FVST p. ;39. 
11. FVST p. 532. 
12. Thomas' older brother, Aimone, was a crusader in Frederick's 

army and in January 123J Grt'llor), IX inten'ened to try to secure his re
lease from captil'ity in Cyprus (FVST pp. 536-7); cf. Scandone, "Fa mig
lia" p. 76. At least Reginald was in the imperial army at the time of 
Thomas' kidnapping in 1244 (Tolomeo, Ferrua pp. 355-6), and other 
sources refer to Thomas "brothers" in connection with this episode (FVST 
p. 35 I, Fcrrua p. 292, passing on thcfamily tradition as rt"<eived by Tocco; 
Thomas of Cantimprc, Ferrua p. 387). 

12a. On this Thomas d'Aquino, see ,\ .. Maccarrone, SllIdi SII blllo
WIZO III, Padua 1972, pp. 167-219. 

13. Tocco (FVST pp. 66, 68; Ferrua pp. 3 I, 33). There is a tradition, 
going back at least In the sixtt-enth century, that she was the daughter of 
the Count ofTheate (cf. the life which introduces vol. I of the Piana edition 
of Thomas' works, published in 1570, £'2'), but it is not clear whether there 
is any justification for such a claim. 

14. FVST p. HI), Ferrua p. 292. 
15. Tocco's account of the whole saga of Thomas' harassment by his 

family (FVST pp. 71-77, Ferrua pp. 37-43) ascribes a far more prominent 
role to Theodora than do any of the other sources, and it may be presumed 
that he was basing himself essentially on the family tradition deril'ed from 
Theodora herself. Her line was e"idently that she was throughout trying 
to encourage and [cst her son's vocation, but this looks suspiciously like an 
attempt to put a benign interpretation on facts that could not simply be 
cOl'ered up. The prophecy of Thomas' vocation plays an important part in 
Theodora's story, which makes one suspect that it too may ha\'c been 
touched up to suit her "defense." 

16. The Dominicans did not arril'e in Naples until 1227 and did not 
hal'e a house there until 1231 (see below, note 39), which makes it odd that 
there should haw been talk as early as 1225-6 of Theodora's child joining 
them, though no doubt prophets hal'e their own ways of knowing things. 
But the apparently unanimous opposition of the family when Thomas did 
become a Dominican is hard to understand if the prophecy had !x-en as 
explicit as Theodora made out; and the earliest sources leave us in no doubt 
about the unanimity of the opposition, including Theodora's own testi
mony (FVST p. 35 I, Ferrua pp. 292, 379, 387). Assuming that Theodora 
did not make up the whole story of the prophecy, it seems safe to reckon 
that it grew and !x-eomc more explicit with hindsight. 
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17. FVST p. 395, Ferrua pp. 337-8. 
18. FVST p. 68, Ferrua p. 33. 
19. A. Potthast, Rtgesta ROlI/allOrll1l/ POlltifiC1I1I/ (Berlin 187+-75), I pp. 

677,680. 
20. Only four days after he became pope, Gregory sent a firm letter 

to Frederick, ending on a decidedly threatening note (Epist. Satc. XIII I pp. 
261-2). 

21. Ibid. pp. 281-;. 
22. Cf. the account in the contemporary chronicle of Richard of S. 

Germano, MGH SS XIX pp. 350-6. 
23. FVST p. 532 (from Richard ofS. Germano, cd. cit. p. 351). 
24. Richard of S. Germano, cd. cit. pp. 359-61. Guala had already 

been used by Gregory as an emissary to Frederick in 1227 (Epist. Satc. XIII 
I pp. 278-80), and his role as the pope's "expert" on Frederick is brought 
out vividly in the list of recipients for Gregory's letter of 18 July 1229 on 
the emperor's goings-on in the Holy Land: all the others arc prelates and 
princes, but Guala too gets his own personal copy (ibid. pp. 315-7). On 
28 August 1230 Guala has already been elected bishop of Brescia (ibid. p. 
335). In Dominican circles he was chiefly famous for the vision he had at 
the time of Dominic's death (MOPH XVI p. 70). 

25. Richard of S. Germano, cd. cit. pp. 359-61; Epist. Sal<. Xlll I 
pp. 333-5. 

26. All the illstitiarii were present (Richard of S. Germano, ed. cit. 
p. 359), but by this time Landulph had been replaced as illstitarillS of the 
Terra di Lavoro (ibid.). Thomas d'Aquino, Count of Acerra, was there as 
senior illstitiarills (cf. /\'\accarrone, op. cit. p. 169). 

27. The monastery suffered both from the papal forces and from 
those of the emperor (Richard of S. Germano, cd. cit. pp. 350--1); it was 
fortified, on the pope's orders, against the imperial troops (ibid. p. 351; 
Epist. Satc. XIII I p. 320), but the imperial commander, the Duke of Spo
leto, expelled some of the monks (Richard of S. Germano, ed. cit. p. 353). 

28. T acco, on the authority ofthcfamily tradition (FVST p. 69, F er
rua p. 34), informs us that Thomas was five when he was sent to Monte 
Cassino; Bartholomew of Capua confirms that Thomas was sent there as a 
child, but docs not specify his age (FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313). It is al
most certainly in connection with the oblation of Thomas that Landulph 
made a generous gift to the monastery on 3 May 1231 (FVST pp. 535-6). 
Leccisotti, op. cit., plate II. In any case, Thomas could not have gone to 
Monte Cassino until the monks had had time to recover from the ravages 
of the preceding years. 

29. Scandone, "Roccasecca" pp. 35-83. 
30. This was the belief of the brethren in Naples, including explicitly 
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John of S. Giuliano (FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313). As an oblate, Thomas 
was certainly regarded as a Benedictine, but he remained free to leave the 
monastery unless he made profession there, at least tacitly, when he 
reached the appropriate age. He was therefore canonically free to join the 
Dominicans later on (cf. Leccisotti, op. cit. pp. 3+-47). 

31. Cf. Leccisotti pp. 26-33. Tolomeo says that Thomas studied 
logic and natural philosophy there (Ferrua p. 355), but as he often does he 
is conflating two separate episodes: it was later, ot the University of Na
ples, that Thomas studied logic and natural philosophy (cf. Bartholomew 
of Capua, FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313). 

32. FVST pp. 69-70, Ferrua pp. 34-5. 
33. FVST p. 19. As Foster says (p. 59), this looks like a genuinely 

new piece of information, but it would be nice to be more sure of it. 
34. Richard of S. Germano, ed. cit. pp. 377-8. For the excommun

ication, see also Episl. Saec. XIII I pp. 637-9. 
35. Tocco (FVST p. 70, Ferrua p. 35); Bartholomew of Capua 

(FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313). 
36. Cf. H. Rashdall, The UllivtrSilies of Ellrope ill Ihe Middle flges III 

(Oxford, 1936), pp. 352-3. 
37. Tocco (FVST p. 70, Ferrua pp. 35-6). Cf. M. B. Crowe, 'Peter 

of Ireland: Aquinas' teacher of the flrtes Liberales', in flrls libirallx el Philo
sophie all MoyCII flge, pp. 617-626. 

38. Cf. Weisheipl, Thomas pp. 17-19. 
39. The Dominicans were given a site for a priory in 1231, at the 

pope's request (BOP I pp. 36-7; F. Ughelli,llalia Sacra VI, Venice InO, 
col. 107- 9), but the local tradition was that a party of friars, led by Thomas 
Agni of Lentini, was first sent to Naples in 1227 (T. Malvenda, flllllalilllll 
Sacri Ordillis Praedicaloflllll Cellillria Prillla, Naples 1627, p. 451; AGOP lib. 
N p. 1191, LII f. 312'), a tradition rendered plausillle lly the presence in the 
archives of S. Domenico Maggiore, Naples, of a copy of the Bull Qllollialll 
abtllldavil issued by Gregory IX in support of the friars in September 1227 
(A. Potthast, Regeslo POlllijiClI1II ROIIIOIlOflllll I, Berlin 187-1, no. 80·B; AGOP 
XI 1582). 

40. Tocco (FVST p. 71, Ferrua pp. 36-7). 
41. Colllro Relrohellles 7 (Leonine XLI pp. C 51-2); SIIIIIIIIO Theol. II.II 

q.188a.2. . 
, 42. SIIIIIIIIO Theol. II. II '1.188 a.6. 

43. Canterbury Cathedral, MS D 7 f.1 H (the text quoted is on 
f.1I4'<"); cf. AFP 26 (1956) p. 180. On the success of this formula in re
cruiting, cf. P. Amargier, Eilldes stir I'Ordre DOlllillicoill XIII-XII' siMes 
(Marseilles, 1986), p. 23. 

44. Bartholomew, no doubt reporting the Dominican tradition in 
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Naples, claims that Thomas entered the Order before the age of puberty 
(FVST pp. 371-2, Ferrua p. 314), and this claim is repeated in the Bull of 
Canonization (FVST p. 520), from where it passes to Gui (FVST pp. 170-
I, Ferrua p. 132). Tocco must have known this tradition, so he may have 
had some reason for not accepting it: he simply says that Thomas was a 
youth (iuvtnir) when he b.,came a Dominiean (FVST pp. 71-2, Ferrua pp. 
3&-7). The likeliest explanation of the Dominican tradition is that the 
brethren, especially John ofS. Giuliano, remembered Thomas from before 
the time of his entry into the Order. If the chronology I ha,'e suggested is 
correct, Thomas did become a student in Naples before the age of puberty. 

45, Ferrua p. 355. Gui's attempt to attach dates to Thomas' life 
(FVST pp, 25&-8) nced not be taken seriously, as it is obviously conjec
tural. Working back from his death in 1274, supposedly anhe age offorty
nine, Gui dates his birth to 1225, which means that his education at Monte 
Cassino must ha,'e begun in 1230, Then Gui is obviously perplexed. He 
allows Thomas seven years at Naples, presumably as the normal duration 
of an Arts course, but he cannot very well send him to university at the age 
of six, so he says that he went to Naples c.I232 at the age of seven or eight. 
That brings him to c. 1240 for Thomas' entry into the Order, but he also 
has to accommodate the supposed fact that Thomas was under the age of 
puberty, so he tries to harmonize the data by having Thomas enter the 
Order c.124O ("more or less") at "aoout" the age of fourteen (which docs 
not square with his being oorn in 1225 and under the age of puberty when 
he became a Dominican). It is inconceivable that Thomas actually went to 
university at the age of seven, and it is obvious that Gui has no solid evi
dence behind him here. 

46, Constitutions I 13 (AFP 18 [1948J p. 39). 
47. The 1246 Provincial Chapter complains that all sorts of people 

are being allowed to join the Order and calls for this to stop; it particularly 
refers to "youths who arc under age" (MOPH XX p. 5). 

48. COII/ra Rttrabmw; Summa Th<ol. lUI q.189 a.5. The minimum 
age for valid religious profession had been lixed at 14 by Alexander III, 
whose ruling was later adopted in the Occretals of Gregory IX, 3,31.8 (cd. 
E, Friedberg, Corpus lurir Callollici II, Leipzig 1881, col. 57 I). For fourteen 
as the age of puberty, sec Aristotle, Hirt. IIlIim. 7. I (58 la I 2). 

49. It is Gui who supplies the name (FVST p. 17 I, Ferrua p, 132) 
and this is the kind of detail aoout which he is reliable. Thomas Agni of 
Lentini was the lirst prior of Naples (cf. AFP 32 [1962J p. 312) and "found
ing priors" sometimes lasted a long time, like Arnold of Trier, who was 
prior of Frciburg from its foundation in 1235-6 until 1268, as we learn from 
the necrology edited in Freiburgtr Diikerall-IIrcbiv 16 (1883) pp. 41-2. The 
Dominican tradition in Naples that it was John ofS. Giuliano who recei"ed 
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Thomas into the Order (FVST p. 371, Ferrua p. 313) is easily explained 
as a confused recollection of the fact that Thomas was John's protege (aDd 
Bartholomew only says that it was "common knowledge" that John re
ceived Thomas into the Order; he docs not say that John himsclfmade any 
such claim). Tocco docs not directly name the prior who received Thomas 
(FVST p. 71, Ferrua pp. 36-7), but he implies that it was John of S. Giu
liano (FVST p. 76, Ferrua p. 43). Calo names John (FVST p. 20), but his 
evidence was presumably only the Dominican tradition in Naples. 

50. Constitutions I 13 (AFP 18 (1948) pp. 38-9). 
51. S. Tugwell, "Dominican Profession in the 13th Century," AFP 

53 (1983) pp. 12-14. 
52. The Roman Provincial Chapter of 1244 insists on this specifically 

in the case of "professed novices" (MOPH XX p. 3); sec also Constitutions 
I 14 (AFP 18 [1948) p. 41). 

53. For other cases of friends and relations trying by force or innu
ence to get young recruits out of the Order, cf. MOPH I pp. 75-6, 81, 
I Wool, 178; Cecilia II (AFP 37 (1967) pp. 38-9). 

54. According to the Dominican story reccil'<-d by Bartholomew in 
Naples, the brethren were particularly afraid of Thomas' father (FVST p. 
372, Ferrua p. 314). The family version of the story, based on Theodora's 
account, ascribes the leading role to Theodora (FVST pp. 72-3, 350-1; 
Ferrua pp. 37-9,292), from which Mandonnet inferred that Landulph was 
already dead (ReVile Thomiste NS 7 [1924) pp. 387-90), a conjecture that 
other scholars h .. 'e repeated (Walz-Novarioa p. 50, Weisheipl, Thomas p. 
29). But even in the family tradition we arc told that eventually Thomas' 
"parents and brothers" returned Thomas to the Order (FVST p. 351, Fer
rua p. 292), so there is little justification for disregarding the evidence that 
Landulph was still alive in Thomas' early years as a Dominican. Seandone, 
"Famiglia" p. 50, believes that Landulph was still alive, but in "Rocea
secca" p. 83 he follows Mandonnet's conj<'Cture. 

55. That it was Theodora who tried to visit Thomas we learn from 
her own account (FVST p. 350, Ferrua p. 292), and it is presumably her 
story that Tocco is passing on when he says that she wanted to encourage 
Thomas but was misunderstood by the brethren (FVST p. 72, Ferrua pp. 
37-8), a story we may take with a pinch of salt. Combining the evidence 
from the different sources, we can take it that the whole family objected to 
Thomas' entry into the Order, but it was Theodora who was most per
sistent in endeavoring to talk him out of it. If the brethren were afraid of 
the "power" of Landulph (FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 314), it was not nec
essarily because they anticipated that he would try to remove Thomas by 
force; their anxiety was probably that Theodora would succeed in luring 
the young friar away and then the father's innuence would be sufficient to 
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prevent them from getting him back again. If this is the correct interpre
tation, it is compatible with Thomas being left in Naples for some time, 
maybe e'·en a full year, before being sent off to Rome. 

56. This is shown by the later attempt to get Thomas made abbot of 
Monte Cassino, against which the pope raised no canonical objections (see 
below, pp. 207-09). 

57. FVST p. 350, Ferrua p. 292: this is part of the family story. The 
Dominican story in Naples leaves out this episode and says that Thomas 
was immediately sent to the Order's studium generale (i.e., Paris) (FVST 
p. 372, Ferrua p. 3 H), but this is probably an oversimplification. 

58. Tocco (FVST p. 72, Ferrua p. 37). 
59. Potthast II pp. 951-69. 
60. Thomas of Cantimprc (Ferrua p. 387). Cantimprc situates the 

whole drama of Thomas' tussle with his family before Albert's assignation 
to Paris, which is patently wrong, but otherwise his account of the suc
ccssh'c ffiO\'CS made by the d'Aquinos seems convincing. There is nothing 
inherently implausible in his story that Innocent IV offered ecclesiastical 
preferment to Thomas. In 1244, in the first batch of cardinals he created, 
it is likely that Ottaviano Ubaldini was promoted in the hope that it would 
win over an important imperial family to the pope's side (cf. A. Paravicini 
Bagliani, Cardillali di Cllria e "Familiae" Cardillaliziedal 1227 011254 [Padua, 
1972], I pp. 283-4), and it is not unlikely that the pope entertained similar 
hopes about the d'Aquinos. And it looks as if Guglielmo Fieschi, who was 
made a cardinal at the same time, was a very young man indeed (ibid. p. 
329: ten years later he is still described as a illvwis, IUS VIII 512), so 
Thomas' youth was not necessarily an obstacle. Innocent IV himself was 
probably only about 20 when he became a cardinal (cf. J. E. Sayers, Papal 
GovCfIlmelll alld Ellglalld dllrillg the POlllijicate of HOllorills III (1216-1227), 
Cambridge 1984, p. 41). 

61. That Thomas' destination was Paris, and that he was being sent 
to the studium gcncralc there, was well-known in the Order; it is men
tioned by Gerald de Frachet (Ferrua p. 379) and by Bartholomew (FVST 
p. 372, Ferrua p. 314-bearing in mind that at this time Paris was the Or
der's only studium generale). Gerald also says that Thomas was travelling 
with the Master of the Order (Ferrua p. 379), which is probably untrue (cf. 
below, note 62). Tolomeo is probably combining Gerald's story with the 
Naples tradition (which, as we h3\·e seen, had forgotten that Thomas was 
first sent to Rome), when he alleges that Thomas travelled from Naples 
with the Master of the Order (Ferrua p. 355). Tocco seems to have the 
fullest account of what happened, presumably because of his knowledge of 
the family tradition, and he too tells us that Thomas was being sent to Paris 
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(FVST p. 72, Ferrua p. 38). But who sent him? The province was enlilled 
to send Ihree students each year to Paris (Conslilutions [I 14, AFP 18 
[1948] p. 66), bUI Thomas scI off in the middle of Ihe academic year, when 
surely Ihe province had already used up its quola. It mUSI, Ihen, have been 
Ihe Masler of the Order who sent Thomas 10 Paris, and Ihis may be one 
faelor in the development of Ihe story Ihat Thomas was aClually lravelling 
wilh the Master. 

62. Tocco (FVST pp. 72-3, Ferrua p. 38). Tocco is probably beller 
informed than our other sources in saying that il was afler Thomas' release 
from caplivity that he lravelled to Paris wilh the Masler of Ihe Order 
(FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 44). 

63. T"lomco ascribes the kidnap to Thomas' brother, Reginald (Fer
rua pp. 355-6), but other sources refer to his "brothers" (Cantimpre, Fer
rUa p. 387; Theodora's account, FVST p. 351, Ferrua p. 292; Robert of 
Sezze, FVST p. 349, Ferrua p. 291); Bartholomew makes Landulph re
sponsible(FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 314), but Tocco, presumably following 
the family Iradilion, reports thaI il was Theodora who issued Ihe inslruc
tions to Thomas' brothers (FVST p. 72, Ferrua p. 38). It must be from 
Theodora herself that the story of her involvement in the drama comes, 
and Ihere is no reason to doubt it, Ihough we may feel somewhat incre
dulous when we are told Ihal her mOlive Ihroughoul was simply 10 lest 
Thomas' vocalion (Tocco, FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 39). 

M. J. L. A. I-Iuillard-Breholles, His/oria Diploma/ica Fridtrici Stcundi 
VI (Paris, 1860), pp. 166-89,910-1. 

65. According to Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 356) Ihe emperor at least con
nived, and according 10 Tocco (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 38) he formally au
Ihorized Ihe kidnap. Gerald de Frachet says thaI Thomas' brothers took his 
support for granted (Ferrua p. 379). Only Thomas of Cantimpre exempls 
him from any involvement (Ferrua pp. 387-8). jusl as Innocent IV may well 
have wanted to win over the d'Aquinos bygranlinglhem favors, itisnotalall 
unlikely Ihat Frederick wanted to retain Iheir allegiance in Ihe same way. 
And he had lillie love forthe friars. In 1239 one ofthe firstlhings he did afler 
his excommunication was to banish all non-native Dominicans and Francis
cans from his lerritories and to warn the nalive friars not to offend him (Rich
ard of S. Germano, cd. cil. p. 377). On Frederick and Ihe friars, see G. 
Barone, 'Federico [I di Svevia e gli Ordini Mendicanti', Mliallges de I'Ecolt 
Frallfaire de Rome, Moym tlgt 90 ( 1978)pp. 607-626. 

66. Tocco (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 38). According 10 Bartholomew 
it was widely bclie,'ed Ihatjohn ofS. Giuliano was also laken caplive, but 
he does not elaim Ihaljohn himself said Ihis (FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 314). 
If, as Bartholomew lells us, john was full of information aboul Thomas' 
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behavior during his captivity (ibid.), this was surcly because, as Tocco tells 
us, he was able to visit him from time to time (FVST p. 76, Ferrua p. 43). 

67. Only Tocco mentions l>oth places (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 39); 
Tolomeo (Ferrua p. H6), Robert of Selle and Bernard Gui (FVST pp. 
349,172; Ferrua pp. 291, I 3-+) only mention '\(ontesangiovanni, and Calo 
(FVST p. 22) only mentions Roccasecca. But there is no reason to doubt 
Tocco's account, which is presumably based on the family tradition. 

68. Tocco (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 39). 
69. Bartholomew (fVST p. 372 , Ferrua p. 314). 
70. Tocco (FVST p. 74, Ferrua p. 40). Thomas' study of the bible 

is confirmed by Bartholomew (fVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 3 H). 
71. Tocco (fVST p. 74, Ferrua p. 40); we learn the name of the nun 

from the letters of Innocent IV confirming her election as abbess (FVST 
pp. Soil-+). 

72. Tocco (FVST p. 74, Ferrua p. 40) mentions the composition of 
De Fallociis as a rumor only, and the work is not mentioned in the oldest 
catalogues of Thomas' works (d. M. Grabmann, Die \Yerke dts hi. Thomas 
vOllllqllill, Beitrage XXIIII-2 [,\(iinster, 1949J, pp. 92-3, 97- 8) or in Bar
tholomew's list (FVST pp. 386-9, Ferrua pp. 328-33 I), though it is men
tioned by Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 368). If it is by Thomas (and the same is true 
of the companion work, De Propositiol1iblls ModolibIlS), it is quite possible 
that it docs date from the time of his captivity (cf. Leonine XLlJl pp. 385-
8). 

73. Tocco (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 39). Thomas of Cantimprc (fer
rua p. 387) says that the Master of the Order went to Rome tn lodge a com
plaint with the emperor, but this is less plausible; for one thing, the 
emperor was not in Home. 

74. Tocco, (FVST p. 73, Ferrua p. 39); cf. Cantimprc (Ferrua pp. 
387-8). 

75. Tocco (FVST p. 76, Ferrua p. 43). 
76. The story of the would·be sL-duction of Thomas was known in 

the late 125Ds, anyway, as it is reportL'" by Cantimprc (Ferrua p. 387). 
Tocco derh·es his much more elaborate account (fVST pp. 74-6, Ferrua 
pp. 41-3) from Robert of Selle (fVST p. 349, Ferrua pp. 290-1), the text 
of whose deposition appears to be defecth·e, but it looks as if he claimed to 
have heard the story from Reginald of Piperno, who heard it from Thomas. 
It is not part of the family tradition deriving from Theodora. According to 
Robert, the attempted sL-duction took place at MontesangiO\·anni, but it is 
clear from Tocco ,md Cantimprc that if happened ncar the end, not the 
"'-'ginning, of Thomas' captivity. Robert may have been mistaken about 
where it occurred (cf. above, note 67). Or we may conjecture that Thomas 
was at some stage returned (0 ~lontcsangio\'anni. The story in Tocco and 
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Cantimprc gives the impression that Thomas' brothers were particularly 
fierce against his Dominican vocation, so maybe Theodora kept Thomas 
quite comfortably at Roccasecca until the brothers returned, but they then 
took control and had him much less pleasantly incarcerated at Montesan
giovanni. This would justify CantimprC's assertion that he was actively 
maltreated before the attempt was made to break him down with female 
charms (Ferrua p. 387). 

77. This part of the story comes entirely from Robert of Selle 
(FVST p. 349, Ferrua pp. 290-1), whom Tocco follows almost to the letter 
(FVST pp. 7+-6, Ferrua pp. 41-3). 

78. Conrad of Sessa, who had known Thomas since about 1262, tes
tified that he was "so chaste that he was considercod to be a "irgin" (FVST 
p. 326, F errua p. 268). Bartholomew reported it was commonly believed 
Thomas was a virgin (FVST p. 373, Ferrua p. 315). An old monk of Fos
sano"a had reputedly heard from Reginald that Thomas had told him that 
he was a "irgin (FVST pp. 41~)-'I, Ferrua p. 343). And the preacher at 
Thomas' funeral declared publicly, on the e"idence of Thomas' confession, 
that Thomas had been a virgin all his life (FVST pp. ll2, 345; Ferrua pp. 
273, 287). 

79. Peter Capucci heard this from Raymund Se"eri, who had heard 
Thomas' confession every day in Paris (FVST p. 398, Ferrua p. 340). It 
was probably in 1270-72 that Se"eri was Thomas' student in Paris. He 
entered the Order in 1249 (c. Douais, Acla Capilll/oruin PTTYUincia/illlll [Tou
louse, 18941, pp. 434-5), presumably young, since he was still going strong 
in 1302 (ibid. p. 479), so it is unlikely that he was already a priest during 
Thomas' first regency-the official minimum age for ordination was 
twenty-five (Raymund of Penafort, SlImllla de /lIrt COllollico II 30:3, cod. X. 
Ochoa and A. Diel [Rome, 19751, col. 160; ,\-(OPH III p. 23), though it is 
not clear how far this was observed in practice (cf. MOPH I II p. 40, Douais 
p. 84). Also the prodnce of Provence favored scnding as students to Paris 
men who had alrcady had some experience as lectors: of the students as
signed to Paris in 1270 (Douais p. 150) forthe years 1271-73 (students were 
assigned a year in advance: Douais pp. 81, 186, and normally fortwo years: 
ibid. p. SI), Hugh was lector in Aries in 1266 (ibid. p. 115), R. Mancii was 
second lector in Toulouse, Montpellier and Toulouse again in 126S-71 
(ibid. pp. Ill, 138, 150), and Arnald Rauca was lector at Orthel in 1268 
and second lector in Bordeaux in 1269 (ibid. pp. 13 I, IJS). One of the stu
dents assigncod to Paris in 1272 (ibid. p. 163), Arnald, was a lector as early 
as 1265 (ibid. p. 1(7). We first hear of Severi as second lector at BCliers in 
1267, then he was second lector at Narbonne and then lector at Aubenas 
up to 1270 (Douais pp. 124, Ill, 1J8). The 1269 assignations do not sur
vi"e; we next hear of him being assigned to Montpellier in 1272 (ibid. p. 
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170), so he could well have been in Paris during 1270-72. Severi was sub
prior of Montpellier when Capucci met him; we do not know when he be
came subprior, but he was absolved from that office in 1295 (ibid. p. 397). 

80. This is reported by Anthony of Brescia, on the authority of 
Nicholas of Marcillac (FVST p. 355, Ferrua p. 297). Nicholas is said 
to have been Thomas' student in Paris. He was apparently reminiscing 
in Nicosia in 1306 (FVST p. 359, Ferrua p. 300), and according to J. 
Richard, /Jocumtl/IJ CbypriO/l:S dts Archiv<s du Vatican (Paris, 1962), p. 51 
note I, he was still functioning there in 1310. Judging from his name, 
he was a member of the Provence province, like P. Pictavini de Mar
siliaco, of whom we hear in 1296 (Douais p. 404), so we should not 
assume that he was sent too young to Paris. This makes it likely that 
he too was Thomas' student during his second regency. Nor does this 
entail the consequences feared by Weisheipl, Thomas p. 131, as we are 
not obliged to believe that Nicholas was actually present while Thomas 
was writing the Contra Cell/ilts. 

81. The earliest accounts say "about a year" (Gerald de Frachet, F er
rua p. 379) and "two or three years" (Cantimpre, Ferrua p. 387). Bartho
lomew says "more than a year" (FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 3(4). Tocco says 
"about two years" (FVST p. 76, Ferrua p. 43). 

82. Tocco (FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 43). The rope is also mentioned 
by Tolomeo (Ferrua (p. 356), but he makes out that Thomas arranged his 
own escape. Theodora's role is confirmed by Bartholomew, who says that 
she persuaded Landulph to let Thomas go (FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 314). 
If, as I have suggested, Thomas' brothers were taking a much harder line 
than his parents, it is quite possible that she had to contrive his escape in 
some such picaresque way as Tocco describes, and Landulph may well 
have washed his hands of the matter, so that both Tocco and Bartholomew 
could be telling the true story from slightly different points of view. That 
the brethren were waiting for Thomas is mentioned by both Tolomeo and 
Tocco. 

83. Tocco (FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 43). 
84. Most of the sources do not specify where Thomas was taken. To

lomeo says that he went to Rome (Ferrua p. 356). Tocco is probably right, 
though, to say that he went to Naples (FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 43); Bar
tholomew also comments on the educational benefit Thomas derived from 
his captivity (FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 314) and this appears to be part of 
the Dominican tradition in Naples, which suggests that the brethren there 
were directly involved at the time of his escape, in which case Naples 
would have been the obvious place to take him, until it had been decided 
what to do with him. 

85. Tolomeo and Tocco himself in the canonization process all in-
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dicate that Thomas was sent immediately to Cologne, and Tolomco and 
Tocco both mention Albert (FVST p. 351; Ferma pp. 292, 356). 

86. There is no sign in Tocco or in the canonization process of any 
family tradition about Thomas' student days in the Order, nor docs Bar
tholomew allude to this period, so it looks as if there was no Dominican 
tradition in Naples either. But there clearly is a tradition deriving from 
Cologne about Albert's attitude to Thomas, brought back to Italy by pe0-
ple like Ugo of Lucca and Albert of Brescia (FVST pp. 382-3, 358; Ferrua 
pp. 324-5, 299). Since all Tocco's information about this period concerns 
Cologne, it is likely that it derives from a simil .. tradition. For these few 
years Thomas is essentially part of the history of Albert the Great. 

87. Scheeben, Albert der Grosse pp. 30-1, claims to find an original 
local tradition in Hermann von FritzI .. , according to which Thomas was 
indeed in Cologne before Albert's return there in 1248. But Hermann's 
account of Thomas, taken as a whole (cd. in F. Pfeiffer, Deutsche Mystiker 
des vierzehnten jahrhunderts I, [Leipzig, 18451, pp. 99-101), seems plainly 
dependent on Gui, whose life of Thomas was well-known in Germany, as 
the number of German manuscripts shows (Kaeppeli, Scriptores I p. 209). 
Similarly the "common report" referred to by Peter of Prussia, chap. 7, 
that Thomas studied for nine ycars in Cologne could easily be an inference 
from Gui (who dates Thomas' release from captivity to 1242 and his be
coming a bachelor in Paris to 1252: FVST p. 257). I do not believe that 
there is any genuine new information to be had from Hermann or Peter on 
the duration or dating of Thomas' stay in Cologne. 

88. This is stated by Cantimpre (Ferrua p. 388) and Tocco (FVST 
p. 77, F errua p. 44). 

89. FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 44. 
90. Ferrua p. 379. 
91. FVST p. 585. 
92. Ferrua p. 388. 
93. FVST p. 78, Ferrua p. 45. 
94. Naples, Bibl. Naz. I B 54. It is now generally accepted that this 

is an autograph of Thomas'; cf. H. F. Dondaine and H. V. Shooner, Codices 
Manuscripti Operum Thomae de Aquino I (Rome, 1967), p. 8. 

95. Col. ed. XXXVII pp. VI-VII. 
96. FVST p. 77, Ferrua p. 44; cf. above, notes 61 and 62. 
97. MOPH III p. 33. 
98. R. A. Gauthier, Leonine XLV i p. 267". 
99. Epist. Sate. XIlI II (Berlin, 1887), pp. 93-4. 
100. Ferrua p. 356. 
101. Bartholomew, on the authority of Thomas' student, John of 

Caiazzo (FVST pp. 374-5, Ferrua pp. 316--7), reporting a vision Thomas 
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is supposed to have had, assuring him that Reginald was in heaven; pre
sumably it is the same vision already being alluded to in Gerald de Frachet 
(Ferrua p. 380). Reginald's execution is also mentioned by Tolomeo (Fer
rua p. 356). 

102. Tocco (FVST p. 118, Ferrua p. 92). 
103. Potthast I pp. 1078-1105. 
104. According 10 P. Lugano, L'/talia Bm,dil/illa (Rome, 19Z9), p. 

65, abbol Stephen reigned from 1238-51, but in facI he is st.led 10 be al
ready dead in a leiter dated 30 April 1248 (HuiIIard-Breholles, HUloria Di
plomalica Frid,rici Swmdi VI ii [Paris, 18611, p. 620). J. F. B. de Rubeis, D, 
Gmu el ScriplU . .. S. Thoma, Aquillalu, originally published in 1750, re
printed in Leonine I, similarly suggests 1248 as Ihe most likely date for this 
episode (Leonine I p. Ixix). Tolomeo says that Alexander IV (who became 
pope in 1254) offered Thomas the abbacy of Monte Cassino while Thomas 
was in Cologne (Ferrua p. 356), which is entirely incoherent. 

105. Cf. L. Tosti, Storia ddla Badia di MOllle-Cam"o II (Naples, 1842), 
p. 280 and III (Naples, 1843), p. 7. 

106. Col. XXXVII ii p. XXV. 
107. Col. XIV i pp. V-VI. 
108. Gui (FVST pp. 176-7, Ferrua pp. 139-40) seems to have a live

lier version of the story than Tocco (FVST p. 78, Ferrua p. 45), though 
the essential outline is identical. Whether Gui had some other source than 
Tocco it is hard to say, though I think il would be out of character for him 
to jolly the story up simply for stylistic reasons. 

109. Tocco (FVST pp. 78-9, Ferrua pp. 45~). 
110. Col. XXXVII pp. VI-VII. 
III. Constitutions II 14 (AFP 18 [19481 p. 67). 
112. Les Genres Littiraires dans les Sources Ibeologiques <I pbilosopbiques 

midilvales(Louvain, 1982), p. 39. 
113. Onfalsehumility,cf.SummaTbeol.ll.llq.161 a.1 ad I anda.3. 
114. Ferrua p. 357. 
115. J. J. Pauson in his edition (FribourglLouvain, 1950), p. 70, ar

gues that it antedates the commentary on the Sentences, and the Leonine 
editor suggests it may go back to Thomas' student days (Leonine XLIII p. 
6). 

116. Pauson, pp. 73-4. 
117. Cf. Weisheipl, Alberl p. 565. 
118. Tocco (FVST pp. 80-1, Ferrua p. 48). 
119. Chari. I p. 307. 
120. Chari. I p. 321. 
121. Tolomeo (Fcrrua p. 356); this tallies with Thomas being born in 

1226. 
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122. Chart. I p. 79. 
123. Ferrua p. H6. 
12-1. :'IOPI-I I pp. 335-7. 
125. Chart. I pp. 226-7. 
126. M. M. Dufeil, Guillaume de Saillt-Amour p. 89, interprets Tocco 

as saying that John of Wildeshausen wanted to provide "an unimpeachable 
bachelor for the disputed chair," but Tocco says nothing of the kind. What 
he docs say is that John wanted somc'One intellectually and morally ade
quate. In 1252 Thomas was eminently impeachable, as being underage. 

127. Cf. Dufeil, Guillame de Sailll-Amollr pp. 83--4. 
128. Chart. I p. 226. 
129. Chart. I p. 79. 
130. It has now been established that the Isaiah commentary ante

dates at least the commentary on book III of the Sentences, and the infer
ence must be that it represents the lectures Thomas gave as clIrsor hihlictlS 
(Lc'Onine XXV III p. 20*). Weisheipl, Thomas pp. 45, 50, argues that 
Thomas lectured on Isaiah in Cologne, chielly because Tocco says that 
Thomas was sent to Paris to lecture on the Sentences (FVST p. 81, Ferrua 
p. 48), but this is hardly decisive, and if I am right that it is essentially a 
Cologne tradition \\ 'C possess of Thomas' student days, it is easier to bclic\'c 
that Thomas' lectures on Isaiah wcre overlooked if they wcre gil'cn in Paris 
than if they were gh·en in Cologne. Weisheipl is also wrong, I ha,·e argued, 
to date Thomas' assignation to Paris to 1252. Between IHI and 1256 
Thomas could easily have lectured on the bible and on the Sentences; Bon
aventure did both in four years, giving two years to the Sentences (G. 
Abate, "Per In sroria c la cronologia di S.Bona\,cntura," ,lHscel/ollca Froll
ciscallD 50 [1950] PI'. 101-3; B. Distelbrink, BOllavelllurae Scripta critice re
cel/sito, [Rome 1975] p. 5). Thomas finished writing up his massive Scriptum 
super Selllelllias after he graduated as a Master (Tocco: FVST p. 81, Ferrua 
p.49). 

131. According to a story allegedly deriving from Reginald himself, 
via two apparently independent witnesses, Thomas was perplexed about 
some passage in Isaiah while he was working on the commentary; in the 
night Reginald heard him talking, and eventually extracted the information 
that Saints Peter and Paul had visited him and explained the passage. Re
ginald then took down the interpretation at Thomas' dictation (FVST PI'. 
346-7, 399--400; Ferrua pp. 288-9, 342). By this time it was normal for 
Masters and lectors to have a regular socius (cf. Humbert of Romans, cd. 
Berthier II p. 255), but a mere cursor or even a bachelor would not be so 
privileged. Nor should we assume that Thomas had a personal secretary; 
the e,·idence adduced in A. Dondaine, Secretaim de St. Thomas (Rome, 
1956), pp. 26-53, proves only that the convent of St. Jacques had the reg-
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ular services of several secretaries-Vat. lat. 718, containing Albert's Poroo 
Nlllllrolio was surely written for someone else, maybe the library, not for 
Thomas, who was not interested in such things. And even if Thomas did 
have a secretary, he would not have sent for him in the middle of the night, 
during the great silence; after all, he wrote part of the Isaiah commentary 
at least in his own hand, since we possess part of it written by him (Vat. 
lat. 9850 ff.105-1I-1). But maybe Reginald was ruused by the sound of 
Thomas' voice and came in of his own accord to sec what was going on. It 
is quite possible that Reginald was in Paris at the same time as Thomas and 
becamc friendly with him, e\'en if he cannot be regarded as his official so
cius. Since we arc completely uninformed otherwise alxJUt when Reginald 
first became attached to Thomas, we cannot disregard the evidence of this 
anecdote. 

132. When Reginald first became Thomas' official socius we do not 
know, nor do we know whether he was in Paris forthe whole period 1151-
9. But he is described in the sources as having been Thomas' constant com
panion (FVST pp. 369, 375, 394; Ferrua pp. 312, 317, 336), his companion 
"for a long time" (FVST p. 3B, Ferrua p. 264), and Tocco calls him "the 
witness and companion of his whole life" (FVST p. 136, Ferrua pp. 112-
3). 

133. It is not certain that the Jeremiah commentaries belong to this 
period. Dufcil, GII;lIame de SO;/Il IImollr p. 90, suggests that Thomas would 
have needed two years to CO\'cr both prophets, but if Thomas' lectures on 
the Sentences had anything like the scope of the written Scriplllm they 
would surely haw needed four years, and for what it is worth, the biog
raphers certainly do not give the impression that there was any great delay 
before Thomas became bachelor of the Sentences. 

IH. FVST p. 81, Ferrua pp. 48-9. 
135. Toloml"O (Ferrua p. 357). 
136. Ll'Onine XLIII p. 320. 
137.lbid.p.319. 
138. Cf. the introduction to the English translation by A. Maurer 

(Toronto, 1968), pp. 8-9, B-4. 
139. Ibid. pp. 21-7. In the prologue to his commentary on John 

(translated below), Thomas refers to ways of coming to know God, which 
do not quite coincide with proofs of the existence of God. 

1-10. Cf. Simon Tugwell, "Dominican Risks," Dom;/I;co/l IIshrom 2 
(1983) pp. 173-4. 

141. Cf. Y. Congar, "Aspects ecclcsiologiques de la querelle entre 
mendiants et scculiers," AHDLMA 28 (1961) pp. 35-151. 

1-12. Cf. J . Verger, " 'Studia' et Unh'ersitc!s," in Lt Scuole decl; Ord;n; 
MClld;col1l; (Todi, 1978), especially pp. 197-201. 
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IH. Cf. W. It Thomson, "The Image of the IIlendicants in the 
Chronicles of Matthew Paris," AFH 70 (1977) PI" 3-33. 

1+1. On the difficulties involved in dating the Dominican Parisian 
Masters, sec above, PI'. 102-0-1, notes 77, 79 and 80. Pointlasne presum
a.bly incepted in 12-18 as Albert's successor. By 1251-;2 Bonhomme and 
Elic arc in possession of the Dominican chairs. Florcnt, the next t\1astcr in 
the list, is presumably the Dominican who incepted in peculiar circum
stances in 12;5 (Chari. I p. 29-1). Conceivably Innocent IV's letter of 30 
!IIay 1250 (ibid. p. 219), which was certainly in Dominican hands, refers 
to obstacles being put in the way of the inccp~ion of some Dominican, in 
which case the successor of either William of Etampes or Pointlasne must 
ha\'e incepted in that year- it is certainly unlikely, judging from the pope's 
letter, that two new ,\Iasters incepted in the same year. If William incepted 
in 12-17, a~ seems quite likely, then perhaps Bonhomme succeeded him in 
12-19 and Elie succeeded Pointlasne in 1250. But this is highly conjectural. 
Erkenfrid's COlllpendiulII (on which sec Kaeppeli, AFP 39 [1969] PI'. 69-90) 
appears to preser\'< some of his student notes from the mid-1250s. In Vat
ican Library MS Barb. lat. 692 f.42'· he quotes Thomas, apparently refer
ring to the lecture which underlies IV S,III. d.17 '1.2 a.l, and he also 
~parcntly quotes the lectures, rather than written works, of Bonhommc, 
Elie and Florent: Pointlasne, on the other hand, is quoted as a literary 
source and precise references to his commentary on the Sentences arc 
given, which enabled Kaeppeli to rediscover this commentary. It looks as 
if Erkenfrid was studying in Paris up to about 125;-56. Such evidence as 
there is, then, suggests that Pointlasne was probably Regent Master in 
12-18-50. 

1-15. The text is printed in Dufeil, Guillallle de Soilll-IIlllour p. 378. 
Dufeil suggests dating it to 12;2-53 (I" 1(2), but only a Regent Master 
would be conducting a disputation and by then Pointlasne was surely no 
longer Regent. 

1-16. The fullest account of the whole affair is Dufeil, 01" cit. 
1-17. Chart. I PI'. 267-70. 
148. Cantimprc, Dulpibus II 10:21 (Douai, 1605) p. 173. Innocent 

died on 7 December (Potthast II p. 1283). 
1-19. Chari. I PI" 276-7. Alexander IV was elected on 12 December 

(Potthast II p. 1286) and his Bull is dated 22 December. 
ISO. MOPH I pp. 336-7. 
IS!. Sec Humbert's letters from this period, MOPH V pp. 21-38, 

-II, -13--19, one of them written jointly with the Franciscan Minister Gen
eral. The 1256 General Chapter instituted a weekly litany in all Dominican 
houses "for the good state of the Order" (MOPH III pp. 82-3) and, if a 
report in Gerald de Frachet is to be trusted, the practice must in fact ~o 
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back to 1254 (,'vIOPI-I I pp. +1-5), as is claimed by Gah'ano (MOPH II p. 
97) and is in any case probable. Later it was c1aimt-d that the effcct of the 
Dominicans' litanies was such that "the cardinals and bishops used to say, 
'Beware of the litanies of the Friars Preachers, because they work mira
cles' " (first found, to my knowledge, in the chronicle of Alberto di Cas
tello, cd. in E. Martene-U. Durand, JI<lmllll Scriptortllll ... Alllplissima 
Collectio VI [Paris, 17291, col. 3;7; it presumably comes, like most of this 
chronicle, from the late fourtecnth-century writer, Jakob of Socst). The 
litanies were credited with bringing about Alexander IV's prompt cassa
tion of the anti-mendicant Bull of Innocent IV, with which Gerald of 
Frachet also associates a \'ision said to ha,'c been had by a "Master in Paris" 
(,',tOPI-I I p. 215) whom the context identifies as Thomas, and this iden
tification is noted in at least one manuscript and is taken for granted by 
Johannes Meyer (QF 29 p. 35). In 1254 Thomas was not yet a Master, so 
the story cannot be correct as it stands. 

152. Chart. I p. 307. 
lB. The story quickly gained currency and is already prescnt in 

Gerald of Fraehet (MOPH I p. 216, Ferrua p. 381). Thomas' nephew, 
Count Thomas of San Se"erino, claimed to have heard the story from 
Thomas himself (FVST pp. 348-9, Ferrua p. 290) and a monk of Fossa
no\'a, who knew Thomas quite well, was egged on by Reginald to ask 
Thomas .bout it (FVST p. 331, Ferrua pp. 272-3). 

154. We learn this from Peter Capucci, who studit-d in Paris after 
spending four years in Montpellier round about 1295 (cf. abo\'e, note 79) 
(FVST pp. 398-9, Ferrua pp. 3-10-1). 

155. Chart. I p. 321. 
156. Ibid. p. 366. 
157. Included in the Quodlibcts as a. 17 of Quod I. 7. Wcisheiplargues 

that this disputation formed part of the formalities of Thomas' inception 
(Thomas pp. 104-6). 

158. Tolomeo (Ferrua pp. 356--7) dates the work to before Thomas 
started lecturing as a Master. Cf. u'Onine XLI pp. A 12-3. 

159. FVST pp. 91-2, Ferrua pp. 60-1. 
160. Tocco dates COlllra [mpug. to the pontificate of Clement IV 

(1264-68) and refers it to a chapter at Anagni. It is supposed to be a 
response to a work produced by the circle of "William of St. Amour 
and Siger of Brabant," which had heen sent to the pope under the pretext 
of zeal for the church. The pope askt-d John of Vereelli, Master of the 
Dominican Order, to reply to it. Thomas, at the chapter, volunteered 
to write a reply and did so, with the popc's encouragement, in the form 
of a plea tn the pope for justice. As a result the original book by the 
friars' enemies was condemned and burned and the Dominicans Were 
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awarded a second ch.ir of theology in Paris, thanks to the support of 
King Louis. This is nonsense from start to finish. The Dominicans had 
had their second chair of theology since 1230 (and maybe King Louis 
helped them then). Colllra Impllg. is not • plea to the pope for justice. 
There was no General Chapter at Anagni during the pontificate of Clem
ent I V. There was however a Rom.n PrO\'inci.1 Chapter at An.gni in 
1265, at which Thomas was told to create a new studium in Rome 
(MOPH XX p. l2)-th.t is the new "chair" resulting from a Chapter 
at Anagni. The work sent to Clement IV by William of St. Amour w.s 
not the De PeriCll/is, to which Thom.s replied (and which was con
demned), but the Collretiollt!, sent to Clement in 1266 (by a bearer, cur
iously, called ul\-lastcr Thomas"); Clement did not sec any reason (0 treat 
this work as posing a threat or needing urgent attention, so he replied 
politely to William, saying that he had not had time to rcad his book, 
but would get someone competent to look at it (Chart. I p. 459). The 
General Chapter of 1268 was held in Viterbo, followl-d by the Provincial 
Chapter, and Thomas was presumably present at both, and it was after 
the Chapters in 1268 that he was reassigned to Paris, In Paris two quite 
separate crises were brewing, one a recrudescence of the anti-mendicant 
campaign (to which Thomas responded with De P"fietiollt and Colllra 
Rttrabmtts), whose ringleader was now Gerard of Abbeville rather than 
William of St. Amour, who had long been in exile from Paris; the other 
crisis was a philosophical one, posed by a form of Averroistic Aristo
telianism that was endangering faith, and Siger emerged as one of its 
most prominent spokesmen; this controversy elicited from Thomas the 
Dt Vllital< 11Ift/leellIs. Tocco has gloriously scr.mbled together the crisis 
of the 12505 with those of the late 12605, ,'arious academic chairs, various 
Chapters and ,'arious assignments given to Thomas. Not bad for a his
torian! 

161. Dufeil, Gllillame dt Saillf-Amollr pp. 260-1, is quite right to say 
[hat neither Thomas nor Bona,'enture was invoh'ed in the Anagni condem
nation, and it is perfectly clear that there was no need for them to be in
,'olved. But Dufeil is wrong to adduce as evidence the dream ascribed to 
Thomas by Gerald de Frachet, which refers to the e"ents of 1254 (cf. 
above, note 151), 

162. After bringing us up to Thomas' inception, Tocco proceeds to 
give us a list of Thomas' writings and thereafter [rcats of his ,'irtues and 
achievements thematically I concluding with various miracles, leading eas
ily to the account of his last days and death. Much the same scheme is fol
lowed by Gui and Calo. 

163. FVST pp. 256-8. 
164. Tolumeo (Ferrua pp. 357-9) prO\'ides a relative date for 
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Thomas' departure from Paris and knows that he went to Italy where, at 
some stage, he ran a studium in Rome. After that there is no coherent se
quence in his narrative. 

165. Cf. QE I p. 272. 
166. RSPT 9 (1920) p. 1-14. The alleged residence in Anagni (1259-

61) was already discarded in Walz-NO\·arina p. 117, in spite of a general 
adherence to the principle that Thomas was I",or curiae (p. 119). Thomas' 
assignment to Orvieto in 1261 has achieved canonical status, thanks to the 
insertion of Mandonnet's dating into the edition of the text in FVST p. 
582, but for all that the date is not directly supported by any evidence. The 
alleged residence in Viterbo (1267-68) finds apparent support in Weish
eip!'s curious misreading of Conrad of Sessa (Thomos p. 1-14, corrected in 
the revised edition, p. 470), but unfortunately Conrad says On·ieto, not 
Viterbo, so once again we arc left without a shred of evidence that Thomas 
ever lived in Viterbo, and Mandonnet's whole saga was devastatingly ex
posed for the fantasy it is by R. A. Gauthier, Allge/iwm51 (1974) pp. 438-
42. 

167. Ferrua Pl'. 357-8. 
168. Chart. I PI'. 39(}-2, FVST pp. 564-5. 
169. The oldest catalogues of Thomas' works mention II Quodlibets 

(Grubmann, Werke p. 92, FVST p. 388, Ferrua p. 330). Qllodl. XII was 
added to the collection later. I-VI form an unvarying sequence and were 
clearly published as a block, and at It .. st essentially, they represent the 
Quodlibets from Thomas' second rC'gency. Quodlibets were held twice a 
year, in Advent and Lent (Les Geures Littiraires, pp. 73-4), so I-VI repre
sents three years' worth. It looks as if XII belongs to the same period. This 
means that VII-XI almost certainly belong to the first regency, and at a 
rate of two per annum this brings us at least as far as Advent 1258. VII and 
VIII arc certainly contemporary with the beginning of the edited text of 
D, Vtritatr (A. Dondaine, Seeritaires pp. 81-2) and IX comes immediately 
after (/. Isaac, AHDLMA 16 [19~81 pp. 145-85; Dondaine, Seedtaires p. 
82). Cf. I. T. Eschmann, "CataIOj,'IJeofSt. Thomas's Works" in E. Gilson, 
Tb, Christiall Philosophy oj St. Thomos Aqllillos (New York, 1956), p. 392. 

170. At least one manuscript of the chronicle of Gerald de Frachet 
(AGOI' XIV 23 f.120'") contains the information that in 1260 the two Do
minican Regent ,"lasters were Peter of Tarentaise and William of Alton. 

171. A. Dondaine, Secritainspp. 63, 83-6. 
172. Chart. I pp. 385-6, FVST pp. 560-2. 
173. Thc commission was present at the Chapter, as the text makes 

clear, but its members were not all entitled to be there. Thomas, for in
stance, was not socius to the provincial (as was suggested in QE I p. 272 
and Walz-Novarina p. 112); the socius elected by the Provincial Chapter 
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was Laurence of Todi (MOPH XX p. 23). They must therefore have been 
summoned in advance, and this can only have been done by the Master of 
the Order. 

174. At least the germ of a policy can surely be detected in a sequence 
of mOl'es made by John or under his auspices: sending a German lector 
(Albert) to graduate in Paris, setting up four extra studia generalia in the 
Order, sending the lector of Montpellier (Elie Brunet) to graduate in Paris, 
asking Albert to recommend someone to go to Paris and in the outcome 
sending Thomas. John seems to ha,'e wanted to ensure that Parisian Mas
ters were not a monopoly of the Paris province and that studies at univer
sity le"el were a"ailable elsewhere in the Order. 

175. Cf. Weishcipl, Thomas p. 142. 
176. E.g., Wall-Novarina pp. 115-6. 
177. P. T. Masetti, MOl1llmmlo tl IIlIIiqlliloltI 1\ (Rome, 1864), p. 268; 

FVST p. ;82. 
178. MOPH XX p. 32. 
179. V. M. Fontana, De Romollo Provillcia (Rome, 1670), p. 100; 

FVST p. 582 (where it should be noted that the date is supplied by Laurent 
without any warrant in the document itself; thc year, 1261, is no doubt 
taken from Mandonnet, and the more precise date given for the Chapter of 
that year is known from the acts of the previous Chapter, MOPH XX p. 
25). 

180. FVST p. 326, Ferroa p. 268. 
181. Schneyer, Reperlorillm V p. 581, nos. 18-19. 
182. FVST p. 98. Ferroa pp. 67-8. 
183. Constitutions 1\ 7 (ASOP 3 [1897-8) pp. 112-3). 
184. ASOP 3 (1897-98) p. 115. 
185. lfthere is any substance to the tradition that Thomas preached 

to the people in Viterbo in the time (If Clement IV (cf. A. Wall, Memorit 
Dommicallt NS 31 [1955) p. 196), we may presume that he did so in 1268 
while he was there for the two chapters. 

186. Sebastian de Olmeda, Chrollico. ed. M. Canal Gomel (Rome, 
1936), p. 46. There is no mention of Thomas' presence in London in Bor
selli or Taegio, so Galvano can probably be ruled out as Sebastian's source. 
Where he found this story we do not know. 

187. MOPH 1\ p. 100 (Galvano della Fiamma). 
188. Galvano is notoriously unreliable and Sebastian's source is un

known. But in any case both authors claim that Thomas was diffinitor at 
the respective chapters, which we know to be untrue, since we have the 
acts of the provincial Chapters and know who was elected diffinitor in each 
case and who was elected socius to the diffinitor, and Thomas is not the 
man (MOPH XX pp. 27, 33). Thomas' presence in Bologna in 1267 is al-
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legedly confirmed by a letter from Clement IV (FVST p. 570) commis
sioning "homas to select two friars, one cleric and one laybrothcr, to serve, 
with the permission of their superiors, as companions to a Dominican 
bishop in Syria, on the assumption that Thomas was being deputed by the 
pope to raise the matter at the Chapter (cf. Walz-Novarina p. 1~6); but 
Clement's letter is dated 14 July 1267 and the Chapter began at Pentecost 
(5 June), and anyway the pope is clearly asking Thomas personally to select 
the bishop's companions, not telling him to ask any Chapter to selcct them. 
The pope's commission attests the esteem in which Thomas was held, 
maybe, but it proves nothing about his whereabouts. 

189. Potthast II p. 1495. 
190. The oldest manuscript of the first part of the COleI/O Allreo 

(Parma, Palat. I) dates from 1263; cf. Weisheipl, Tholllas p. 371. 
191. Thomas explains the circumstances of COlllra En-ores Graecorlllll 

in his prologue. The text of Nicholas, together with Thomas' work, is ed
ited, with an important introduction, in Lt.'Oninc XL. 

192. Even then it cannot be assumed that Thomas' assignation had 
anything to do with the papal court. The Provincial Chapter was held in 
early July (MOPH XX p. 26), some months before the pope moved to Or
"ieto. But it is impossible to date Thomas' assignation later than 1262 if we 
take Conrad of Sessa's testimony that Thomas wrote the COUI/O AIITra in 
Orvieto (FVST pp. 326-7, Ferrua p. 268) to mean what it appears to mean, 
that he wrote the whole of the work in O"'ieto, including the first part. 

193. Tocco (FVST p. II~, Ferrua p. 87). 
194. R. A. Gauthier, SIIIIIIIIO cOl/ira Cell/ifa) (Paris, 1961), pp. 47-8. 
195. Peter of Montesangio"anni testified that he had known Thomas 

at j\'lontcsangiovanni, Naples and Fossanov3, and that he knew him over 
a period of ten years (FVST p. 330, Ferrua p. 271). Ten years before 
Thomas' death (i.e., in 12M) it is only at ,."lontesangiO\-anni that he could 
ha\'e met him. 

196. FVST pp. 389-91, Ferrua pp. 331- 3. l1artholomew heard the 
story frum Nicholas of Seue and many other brethren in Anagoi; it docs 
not appear to be part of the Naples tradition. This surely indicates that it 
was not at Christmas 1272, after his return to Naples, that Thomas paid 
this visit to the cardinal. 

197. Masetti, II pp. 267-9. 
198. His notes eO\'er the Chapters from 12+1-99; he mentions se\'eral 

foundations not noted in the text of the Chapters printed in lI·IOPH XX, 
but there arc \'Cry fe\\' foundations in the ~IOPH XX test that he has O\'er
looked (one in 1271, MOP)) XX p. 38, and one in 1287, ibid. p. 78). lie 
first goes up to 1298, noting only Chapters at which a foundation was made 
(and 1275, at which vicariates \\'ere established); then he goes back to 1287 
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and 1297 to note some details about indh'iduals, and concludes with more 
notes on individuals from 1299. Thus, apart from the last three items, all 
the Chapters he is interested in provide material about foundations. Ilis 
heading, UOrigo Nonnullorum Convcntuum Romanac Provinciac," seems 
fully justified. 

199. He docs not mention Thomas' assignation to Rome in 1265, but 
no foundation was made in that year. No doubt this is also why he docs 
not mention Thomas' assignation to Orvieto. He docs mention Thomas' 
appointment as preacher general in 1260 and the fact that he was a diffinitor 
at the 1273 chapter, because foundations were made in those years. 

200. lvlasetti prints "1258," but this is clearly a mistake for 1268, as 
a comparison with 1\IOPH XX p. H shows. 

20 I. The academic year ended toward the end of June (cf. A. Don
daine, Secritaires p. 211 note 5). 

202. For the date of the Chapter, sec Masetti (( p. 268. 
203. Walz-Novarina p. 117: J. P. Torrell reminds us of this possi-

bility in RSPT 69 (1985) pp. H-5. 
2(H. Gauthier, S,ll/Wid colllra Gellliles I p. 33. 
205. Dondaine, Secrelaires p. 186. 
206. Weishcipl, Tholl/OS pp. 142-H, though the testimony of Conrad 

of Sessa cannot be used, as Wcishcipl wants, to support this contention. 
Conrad is clearly not listing the places where he lived with Thomas in 
chronological order, and it is probably at the end of Thomas' life that he 
lived with him in Naples. Conrad claims that he first met Thomas "62 
years ago" (i.e., in 1257), which has been used (e.g., by P. R. Diaccini, 
I'ila di Sail TOII/lllos0 d'tlqllillo [Rome, 19H1, p. 99) to prO\'e that Thomas 
was in Italy in 1256-57 in connection with the condemnation of William 
of St. Amour, but this is absurd: Conrad docs not mention Anagni, and 
he claims he was living with Thomas, not that he saw him on a visit. In 
1319 he was se"enty-se"en years old, so he may be forgiven for ha"ing his 
dates slightly wrong: no doubt he first met Thomas in Orvieto. 

207. S. Szab6, cd., Xe/lia Tholl/islica Ill, Rome 1925, pp. 30-1 (inci
dentally "1258" is repeatedly printed instead of 1268): he is followed by 
Walz-Novarina p. 151 and Gauthier, Revile Tholllisle 82 (1982) pp. 22()"'1 
notes 31-2 (in spite of his own earlier refutation of Mandonnet!). 

208. Gauthier, tllIgeliC/lIII 51 (1974) p. 442: Gauthier, Leonine XLV 
i pp. 286*-7*. 

209. FVST pp. 575-80. 
210. A. A. King, LilllrgiesoflhePrilllalialSees(London, 1957), p. 331. 
211. Cf. Missale tllI/brosial1lllll (Milan, 1954), pp. 10-11 for the read

ings. 
212. H. DeniAe, in his pioneering study in ALKGMA 2 (1886) pp. 
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170-5, argues that the original list only went up to 1258 (the date gil'en in 
Toulouse 487), but there is much more el'idence for a list going up to 1259: 
such a list is found in Madrid, Bibl. Univ. Complut. 147, AGOP XIV 23, 
Vatican Libr. Reg. lat. 598, and it was known 10 Gui (ALKGMA 2 p. 176) 
and Peter of Prussia, cd. cit. pp. 98-9. 

213. The 1259 list includes Hugh of Metz, Bartholomew of Tours 
and Peter, after Florent and Thomas. The fuss over Thomas' inception in 
1256 makes it most unlikely that any other Dominican Master incepted in 
the same year. Florent incepted in 1255 (d. above, note 144); Peter was 
<logent in 1260, so Hugh and Bartholomew have to be fitted in before him. 
Therefore Hugh must have incepted in 1257 and Bartholomew in 1258. 
This means that Peter cannot have incepted before 1259. 

214. AGOP XIV 2J f.120'. 
215. uLiccnciati a cancellario Parisicnsi ct actu ordinaric lcgcntes" 

(MOPH I p. 334). 
216. RTAM 3 (1931) pp. 412-22. 
217. AFP4(19J4)p. 104. 
218. MOPI-I XX p. 24. 
219. Ivlasetti II p. 268. 
220. FVST p. 98, Ferrua pp. 67-8. 
221. The 1259 chapter was a provincials' Chapter and the socius 

elected by the Provence province is named in Douais p. 74. Gerald de 
Frachet was provincial from 1251-9 (Douais pp. 42, 76; MOPH XXIV pp. 
25,248; MOPH III p. 101). 

222. Constitutions II I (ASOP 3 [I 897-88J p. 98). 
223. Humbert, cd. Berthier II pp. 25+-5; cf. "lOPH XX p. 29. 
224. MOPH XX p. 29. 
225. IvlOPH XX p. 32. 
226. Cf. L. E. Boyle, ThtSmillgo!lhtSlimma ThtologiaeoJSI. Thomas 

(Toronto, 1982), pp. 8-11. 
227. Santa Sabina was at this time the only fully constituted priory 

in Rome; the Minerva became a priory some years later (Masetti, I p. 181). 
Although we arc not told so directly, Thomas' studium must h.ve been at 
Santa Sabina. 

228. Ferrua p. 360. There is some uncertainty about the succession 
in Naples. Archbishop Bernard died in October 1262 (Ughelli, VI coLlI 3) 
and Ayglerius was not appointed until 29 October 1266 (E. Jordan, Rt
gislres de Climelll IV I p. 103). In between we hear of someone called Dal
finas, who is only described as eitel/IS (Ughelli VI 113-4), whose dates arc 
not known and whose separate existence is doubted by Eubel (I p. 359). In 
any case, Thomas can only have been offered the archbishopric between 
the election of Clement IV and the appointment of Ayglerius. 
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229. It was probably in December 1262 that he became a cardinal: 
cf. t\. L. Redigonda, Diziollario Biografieo deg/i Ila/ialli III (Rome, 1961), p. 
343, though it may have been earlier in the year. 

HO. Some manuscripts of Gerald's chronicle continue the list of 
Masters up 10 Baudouin and Annibaldo (MOPH I p. 335). t\nnibaldo must 
have graduated in 1262 at the latest, and Baudouin must either already have 
been a Master or else he was Annibaldo's successor, since the expanded list 
goes no further. Glorieux identified a Quodlibet as being by Peter ofTar
entaise and dated itw 126-1 (RTAM 9(1937) pp. 237-80); the ascription to 
Peter is convincing, but the alleged reference to events of 1263-64 is much 
less convincing (pp. 2-10-41). John Quidort of Paris was present at this dis
putation (RSPT 19(1930) pp. 469-74), but we do not know when he was 
first a Dominican student in Paris. There seems nothing against dating the 
Quodlibet to 1267-9, as is done by H. D. Simonin in B. fllI/ocelllills Papa 
1': SltIdia el Doclll1lfllla (Rome, 1943), pp. 236--9, and L. B. Gillon in M. H. 
Laurent, Le Bimhellrell'>: llIIlOeml V (Vatican City, 1947), pp. 37()"7, in 
which case it teaches us nothing about when Peter's first regency came 10 

an end. He was twice prO\'incial in Paris and in between he was regent for 
a second time (1267-69) (MOPH XVIII p. 80), but we do not know when 
he first became provincial, except that it was not before 1261, when one of 
his predecessors was absolved (MOPH III p. 110; the provincial absolved 
in 1261 cannot already be Peter, unless Gui's list, MOPI-! XVIII p. 80, is 
completely wrong). The argument that Peter must already have been pro
vincial before Humbert's resignation (advanced, for instance, by Meersse
man in MOPI-! XVIII p. 84) was refuted by Laurent (pp. 67-9), but 
Laurent's own suggestion (pp. 54-6) that he lost his chair because of com
plaints about his doctrine is unsupported by any evidence, as I-!. f. Don
daine points out (Leonine XUI p. 266 note 4). Nor do we know that he 
became provincial as soon as he vacated his chair. The anonymous Do
minican author of the IIlIIla/es Co/mariellSts and Basi/iellSts (who entered the 
Order in 1238, he tells us, MGI-! SS XVII p. 214, and was in Paris in 1261, 
ibid. p. 191) was under the impression that Peter remained a professor for 
twelve years and only then became provincial (ibid. p. 200), which cer
tainly proves that he was still regent in 126 \. I conjt'Cture, tentatively, that 
Baudouin incepted as his successor in 1261 or 1262. 

231. Gilbert was certainly a Master by 1269 (Leonine XLII p. 487). 
If we assume that Salagnac's list of Masters is roughly chronological at this 
point, which is far from certain, as Annibaldo is certainly misplaced and 
the earlier Masters arc completely higgledy-piggledy, then we can put Gil
bert fairly early, since he is listed straight after Baudouin (MOPI-! XXII 
p. 127); this is perhaps confirmed by the collection of sermons in Paris, BN 
lat. 14952 that includt'S sermons ascribt'tl to Thomas, Bartholomew of 
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Tours, Baudouin, Gillx:rt, Peler (?), William of Luxi and William of AI
ton, which appears to indicate a period co\'ering Thomas' first regency and 
Ihe years immedialely afler il. On Ihis manuscripl cf. B. llaureau, NOlices 
<I &:Irails IV (Paris, 1892), PI'. 17-IlH. 

232. MOI'H III 1'.121. 
233. MOI'H V PI'. 63-5. 
2H. The text is edited, with an introduction indicating the historical 

context, in u:onine XLII pp. 259-9-1. 
235. In a document of 7 July 1267 he is lisled as teaching in the fac

ult), of theology (CharI. I pp. -167-9). 
236. "-IOI'H XVIII p. 80. 
237. In Salagnac's list he comes immedialely afler GillJert (1I101'H 

XXII p. 127), and he is one of the Dominicans whose sermons arc fuund 
in Paris, BN lat. 1-1'152 (cf. alJove, nOle 231). 

238. Cf. alxl\'e, p. H. 
239. MOpH III pp. 125-6. The cherished doctrine that one Domin

ican chair was reser\'ed for members of the French pro\'ince, the other for 
members of other provinces is, at least for this period, decisively refuted 
lJy Ihe 1264 Chapter, which specifics that people arc to be prm'ided to these 
chairs "regardless of nation." Cf. above, PI" I02-m, nole 77. 

HO. MOPH III p. 1-12. 
HI. For the date sec Pouhasl II p. I6-IS. 
2-12. In Decemlx:r 1268 Gerard of AlJlJevilie launchl'!! the attack in 

his Chrislmas Quodlilx:l and pursued it in a sermon delivered on 31 De
cemlx:r in Ihe Franciscan church (cf. Leonine XLI p. B 6). The firsl re
sponse from the mcndicams seems to ha\'e been made by the Franciscan, 
Euslace of Arras, probably in his Christmas QuodlilJet for 1268 (I. Brady, 
AFII 62 [1969] pp. 683-1). 

H3. For the date sec ;"IOpH XX p. 35 . 
24-1. '\(01'1-1 XX p. 36. 
H5. lk StUtlo prol. (u'Onine XLII p. -187). A report on the e,'enl, 

coming from the Dominican archives in Vitcrbo. makes it cleaf that the 
dispule on which Ihe "Iaslers were consulled aClually lJroke oul during Ihc 
Chapler (ilJid_ p. -175), so there can lJe no question of Thomas lJcing senl 
for in ad\"ancc to serve on this commission. 

2-16. There was one diffinilor among the ,\laslers (De Secrelo Pro!.); 
four of them (Bonhomme, Peler, Bartholomew and Baudouin) were mem
bers of Ihe French prm'inee, so were al Ihe Chapler as mcmlJers of the Pro
vincial Chapler which was to follow. Thomas was nO! representing his 
province (,\101'1-1 XX p. 35), so GillJert musl ha"e lJeen Ihere as diffinitor 
for the German province. Thomas' presence is therefore unexplained ex
cept on the assumption that he was already in Paris for some other rcason. 
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24 7. The e"idence comes from the Dominican chronicle of Perugia; 
the relevant text is printc'" in full by E. Panella, Mtlllorit Dolllmicollt NS 
1-1 (1983) pp. 32-3. Nothing is actually stated about when Nicholas studied 
with Albert, but we learn that he joined the Order in 1255, so can hardly 
have studied with Albert before he became a bishop. In 1268 Albert was 
not yet back in Cologne, so Nicholas cannot have gone straight on there 
after his journey with Thomas. The chronicle also says that Nicholas stud
ied with Thomas. He may already ha,'e been his student in Rome, but it 
seems that he must in any case have studied with him in Paris before going 
on to Cologne. He later had a distinguishc'tl career as teacher and superior 
and in due course he succeeded another of Thomas' students, Peter d' An
dria, as the second provincial of Naples (AFP 32 [1962] pp. 319-20). 

248. Thus J. Kirshner, Diziollorio Biogrufico dtgli Iluliolli X I V (Rome, 
1972), p. 523. 

2-19. Mandonnet's reconstruction of Thomas' journey in the winter 
of 1268-69 was exploded by Gauthier (Lc'Onine XLV i pp. 286*-7*). No 
frc'Sh e"idence has Ix.-cn adduced to show that Thomas did not leave until 
the winter. Thomas and his companion prolJalJly travelled much of the 
way lJy boat; it is surely to this journey that we should ascrilJe the story 
told lJy Tocco (FVST p. 112, Ferrua p. 8-1) that once, when he was going 
to Paris, he was unpcrturlx.'tI lJy a storm that terrific'" the sailors (cf. Gau
thier, loc. cit.). 

250. Thomas' second regency is noted in the early catalogues (Grab
mann, H'trkt pp. 92, 97). According to Tolomeo, his successor in Paris was 
Romano, who died thc year after he incepted and the year before Thomas 
died (Ferrua p. 369); Tolomc'O knew Thomas personally in this period, so 
his evidence can be trusted. Thomas therefore finished his second regency 
in 1272. The main evidence for the duration of his regency is provided by 
the Quodlibets, and much controversy surrounds its interpretation. There 
is no doubt that I-VI in our editions were early gathered together as a 
group, and three of them are dated in one or more manuscripts: III to 
Easter 1270, II to Christmas 1270 and V to Christmas 127 I (F. Pelster, 
Grtgorioll/l//1 29 [19-18] p. 63). Masters who held Quodlibets were expected 
to publish them as quickly as they could (Les Genres Lil/iroim p. 77), so 
stray matter from the same period could easily be pulJlished with a Quod
libet: in Thomas' own manuscript, for instance, the material from his in
ception is attachc'" to his first Quodlibet (Dondaine, Secretoires p. 78); since 
IV \'Cry quickly acquired an "appendix" of two questions disputed in Lent 
127 I (Leonine XLI p.C 7) it is likely that this Quodlibet belongs to Easter 
1271. I probably belongs to Christmas 1269: articles 15 and 16 arc closely 
related to Thomas' contribution to the commission of Masters at the Gen
eral Chapter of that year and take up a point on which he dissented from 
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the other six Masters (Leonine XUI p. 488); as we have seen (cf. abO\·e, 
note 245) there is no e,·idence that the issues were being debated before the 
Chapter, so the Quodlibet must be later than Pentecost 1269. If I-V thus 
take up the a,·ailable slots from Christmas 1269 to Christmas 1271, it is 
natural to assume that VI belongs to Easter 1272 and most scholars havc 
assumed this to be correct. In this case we can prove that Thomas was rc· 
gent ,"laster for 1269-72, but not for 1268-69. 

251. Conceivably the Order's plans were thrown out by the de,·ation 
of Peter ofConflans to the archbishopric of Corinth in February 1268 (Eu
bel I p. 210); Gui at least implies that he was otherwise set to graduate as 
a Master in Paris (MOPI-I XXII p. 127 app. crit.). 

252. E.g., Weishcipl, Tholl1as pp. 237-8. 
253. Mandonnet, Siger de Braham I (Louvain, 1911), pp. 88-9. 
254. Bonaventure, De Decem Praeceplis 2:24-5 (Quaracchi cd. V p. 

514), De DOllis Spirillls Salwi 8:15-20 (V pp. 496-8). Cf. F. van Steen
berghen, Mailre Siger de Brahalll (Louvain, 1977), pp. 33-46. 

255. Cf. abO\·e, note 160. 
256. It is mentioned en passant in Walz-Novarina p. 149. 
257. I. Brady, "Questions at Paris c.1260-1270," AFH 61 (1968) pp. 

434-461; Brady, "Background to the Condemnation of 1270: Master Wil
liam of Baglione OFM," Frallciscall SllIdies 30 (1970) pp. 5-48; Brady, "The 
Questions of Master William of Baglione OFM De Aelemilate Mlllldi (paris 
1266-1267)," Alllolliallllll1 47 (1972) pp. 362-71, 576-616. 

258. Cf. Frallciscall SllIdies 30 (1970) pp. 33-4, AlIlOllialllll11 47 (1972) 
pp. 591, 600-4, 613-4. As van Steenberghen comments (p. 34), the object 
of William's attack is not, directly, anyone in the Arts faculty; it is Thomas. 

259. Alll0lliallll1l147 (1972) p. 603. 
260. Gellres Lilleraires p. 35. 
261. In the mid-I 260s a thoroughly scandalous row between the two 

Orders in the south of France (cf. Y. Dossat, Eglise el Heresie ell Frallce all 
XII/" sieele [London, 1982], XXV pp. 577-9) called forth a papal Bull in 
1266 telling them to stop quarrelling in public (BOP I pp. 475-6). 

262. Ga"·ano says that Thomas disputed "certain questions about 
making accusations" in Paris in 1268 (MOPH II p. 100), which would give 
us evidence that Thomas was already regent in 1268-69, but he is obvi
ously referring to Qllodl. I, which has to be dated to Christmas 1269 (sec 
above, note 250), and Galvano's whole "life of Thomas" is sheer fantasy 
anyway. If we assume that Thomas did not occupy his chair until 1269-
70, we could account for the fact that Qllodl. X II was e,·idently not pre
pared for publication by supposing that it represents an informal Quodlibet 
held internally at St. Jacques in 1268-69. But Gauthier has drawn atten
tion to the fact that inQllodl. VI Thomas is apparently still citing Aristotle, 
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Metoph. A as "book II," whereas from the beginning of 1211 he is aware 
of the real book II and cites A as "bmk 12" (RT,\M 18 (1951) pp. 87- 8, 
note 52), which suggests that maybe Qllodl. VI has to be dated earlier than 
1272, in which case it cannot be later than Easter 1269, in which case 
Thomas was already regent in 1268--69. And in that case we can, with great 
plausibility, regard XII as belonging to Easter 1272 and ascribe the fact that 
it was not prepared for publication to the strike which was in force in the 
university. 

263. Cf. Tugwell, WoysoflmperJ<ctioll pp. 153- 7. 
264. SlImma Theol. I '1.66 a.l; Qllodl. III a.1. For anxieties about 

the implications for the doctrine of the Eucharist, cf. Henry of Ghent, 
Qllodl. 1'1.10, cd. R. Macken (LouvainiLeiden, 1979), pp. 62:9-1-1,67:4-
8; William de la ",I arc in Glorieux, cd., Correctorillm "Qllare" (Paris, 
1927), p. 11-1. 

265. SlImma Theol. I qA6 a.1 and 2;Qllodl. III a.31, XII a.2 and 7. In 
his little monograph on the subject, De tletemitote Mlllldi, Thomas argues 
that if the idea of an eternal creation is not incnhcrcnt t it detracts from om
nipotence to deny the possibility of an eternal crL'3,tion (LL'Onine XLIII p. 
86). 

266. Summa Theol. 1'1.76 aA;Quodl. I a.6, XII a.'); Thomas takes up 
the question of how this affects the identity of Christ's dead body inQllotil. 
II a.1 and IV a.8. For the Masters' view that Thomas' doctrine docs lead 
to dangerous consequences on just this point, sec Henry of Ghent, Quodl. 
X '1.5, cd. R. Macken (1981), pp. 121-8; William de la ,\Iare p. 129. 

267. It was the ArtS faculty that petitioned the General Chapter of 
1272 not to remove Thomas from Paris and that sent an emntional letter 
after his death in 127-1, asking for copies of "arious wnrks he had promist-d 
them (FVST pp. 583--6). 

268. On Siger, sec van Steenberghen, np. cit. Many of the suspect 
doctrines of heterodox Aristotclianism can be found in Sigcr's writings, but 
the dating of these is controversial, so it is not certain what role. jf any, he 
played in prompting Bona"enture's outburst in 1267. Van Steenberghen 
dates the earliest of the contrO\'ersial works to about 1210 (pp. 50-7), but 
Gauthier argues for c.1265 (RSPT 67 [1983] pp. 209-12). 

From the outset Sigcr was a serious reader of Thomas' works (ef. 
Gauthier, art. cit. pp. 212-32). For his later reactions tn Thomas and his 
sensitivity to Thomas' criticisms, sec, for example, A. Zimmermann, Phi
losophisches Jahrbllch 75 (1967--68) pp. 206-11; A. Morlasca, LeI Qllaestiolles 
Sllper LihrIll1l d. COllsis de Sig<r tie Brabam (Lou\'ainiParis, 1972), p. 30; "an 
Stccnberghcn pp. 56-57, -100; the editions by W. Dunphy and A. Maurer 
of different reportationes of Siger's Qllaestiolles ill Metaphysicol1l (Lou".in, 
1981) pp. 30--1 and (Lou\'ain, 1983) pp. 11-8. 
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269. Siger of Brabant, De tlllima IlIIelleeliva 3, cd. B. Bazan (LoU\'ainl 
Paris, 1972), p. 81. 

270. De Vllilale IlIIelleellls, edited in Leonine XLIII pp. 291-314: on 
the date and circumstances, sec ibid. pp. 248-5 I. 

271. Chari. I pp. 486-7. 
272. Gregory X was not elected until I Sept. 1271 (Potthast II p. 

165 I). 
273. In the perind befnre Lyons II (1274) there was renewed agitation 

tn get the prh'ileges of the friars (which were essential fnr their work) dras
tically curtailed, and in self-defense the Dominicans and Franciscans were 
obliged to make some limited concessions. Cf. R. W. Emery, "The Second 
Council of Lyons and the Mendicant Orders," Calholie Hislorieal Review 39 
(19;3) pp. 259-60. Cf. MOPH V pp. 96-100. 

274. The work is edited in M. Bierbaum, Betlelordelllllld Wellgeislli
ehkeil all der Vlliversiliil Paris (,"Iiinster, 1920), pp. 37-168: the thesis is an
nounced in chap. 2 (pp. 43-8). On the ascription to Thomas of York, sec 
Dufcil, Gllillame de Sailll-tlmolir p. 277 note 160. 

275. The Quodlibet is edited by A. Teetaert in flrchivio Iialiallo per 
10 Sioria della Pielii I (195 I) pp. 168-78: the sermon is edited in Bierbaum, 
pp. 208-19. For the date of both, sec Teetaert, pp. 11+-21, and H. F. Don
daine, Leonine XLI p. B 6. 

276. Edited by S. Clasen in AFH 31 (1938) pp. 276-329 and 32 (1939) 
pp. 89-200. 

277. Edited by Teetaert, art. cit. pp. 128-68. 
278. Edited by H. F. Dondaine, Leonine XLI pp.B 56-62. 
279. Bnna\'enture, tlpologia Pallperllm (Quaracchi cd. vol. VIII pp. 

233-330). Pecham's Traelailis Pallperis is edited piecemeal in C. L. Kings
ford, A. G. Little and F. Tocco, Fr. Johallllis Peeham Traelallls Tres de 
Pallperlale (Aberdeen, 1910), pp. 21-90: A. van den Wyngaert, cd., Trae
lailis Pallperis (paris, 1925): F. M. Delorme, cd., QD de Privilegio Marlilli 
Paplle IV (Quaracchi, 1925), pp. 79-88: F. M. Delorme, SlIIdi Fralleesealli 
29 (1932) pp. 3-47: F. M. Delorme, Colleelama Fralleisealla 14 (19#) pp. 
90-120. 

280. Cf. especially Pecham's qllaeslio edited by L. Oliger, Frallziskall
isehe SIIIdim4 (1917) pp. 139-76. 

28 I. Qllodl. III a. 17: De Peifeeliolle (Leonine XLI pp. B 69-111). In 
what follows I gi\"C a brief resume of the argument of this latter work. 

282. Cf. L. Bongianinn, Collectallea Fralleisealla 32 (1962) pp. 16-7. 
283. Cf. Slimma Theal. 11.11 q.188 a.7 for the first point, and q.188 

a.6 fnr the second. 
284. Cf. ,\Iatthew Paris, Chroll. Mai. IV (Rolls Series 57) p. 279: it is 
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obviously against this threat that Kilwardby's letter to Dominican novices 
is partly directed (Tugwell, Early Domillicam pp. 1-19-152). 

285. Kingsford, Little and Tocco, pp. 121-2. 
286. Delorme, Coileclallea Frallciscalla 1-1 (1944) pp. 90-120. 
287. FVST p. 99, Ferrua pp. 68-9. 
288. Cf. I. Brady in SI. Thomas flqllillas 1274-197-1, COlllmemoralive 

SlIIdies (Toronto, 1974), II pp. 152-4; the text of Pecham is edited ibid. pp. 
155-78. 

289. Leonine XLIII p. 56 note 10. 
290. Ibid. pp. 57-8. 
291. CharI. I p. 634, FVST p. M3. 
292. Bartholomew (FVST p. 374, Ferrua p. 316). The two stories 

are referred to the same occasion, for example, by Weisheipl, Thomas pp. 
255-6, and R. Wielockx p. 214 note 152. 

293. Leonine XLII p. 488. 
29-1. Cf. Wielockx, pp. 171-2. 
295. Cf. above, notes 264-6. Thomas' independent line at the 1269 

chapter is taken up inQllodl. I a.15 and 16 and IV a.12. Several other articles 
later feature in anti-Thomistliterature: 1-1,1113, III 5, IV 4, XliII, XII12 all 
relate to matters taken up in William de la Marc's Dec/araliones(ed. F. Pelster 
[Miinster, 19561, nos. 58, 21, 17,30, 1,28); I 5 is taken up in William'sCorrtC
lorilllll (in Glorieux, CorrtCIorilllll "Quare" art. 16). V 9 is related to the 38th 
condemned proposition in Giles of Rome (Wielockx p. 56). 

296. Grabmann, Werke pp. 265-6. 
297. Apart from the Matthew commentary, Peter also took down 

Thomas' conferences on the Ten Commandments and edited them in Latin 
(Grabmann, Werke pp. 93, 98; Bartholomew, FVST p. 389, Ferrua p. 
JJ I). 

298. Grabmann, Werke p. 264. 
299. It is now certain that Remigio was a student of Thomas': E. Pa

nella, Mel/lOrie Dommicane NS 10 (1979) pp. 191-2. Thomas' influence on 
Remigio shows through repeatedly in his works; for some of his comments 
on Thomas, including the poem he wrote on his death, see Panella, AFP 
54 (1984) pp. 264-8. 

300. This is attested by Bartholomew (FVST p. 370, Ferrua p. 3 I 3). 
301. For the date of Giles' time as bachelor see Wieloch, pp. 236-

-10. 
302. Wiclockx pp. 182-3, 190-1, 196, 198-9,207-8. 
303. FVST pp. 383-4, Ferrua pp. 325-6. 
304. His constant cheerfulness is commented on by Bartholomew 

(FVST p. 372, Ferrua p. 315). 
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305. Chart. [ pp. 502-3. 
306. Cf. above, notes 250 and 262. Either Quodl. V[ or XII must be 

allocated to Easter 1272. 
307. This is shown by the petition of the Arts faculty to the General 

Chapter of 1272, asking for Thomas to be sent back (FVST p. 585). 
308. William died, a Master in Theology, in June 1274 (MOPH 

XXII p. 127, Douais p. 202); since 1272 he had been lector in Mont
pellier (Douais p. 162). From 1266-68 he was lector at Montpellier 
(Douais pp. liS, (30). The assignations for 1268-71 survive and William 
is not mentioned. It therefore seems likely that he was bachelor and 
Master in Paris from 1268-72. This suits his place in Salagnac's list 
(MOPH XXII p. 127). 

309. I. Brady, St. Thomas 1274-1974 II p. 147 note 16. 
310. Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 369). 
311. Ferrer is mentioned immediately after Romano in Salagnac's list 

(MOPH XXII p. 127). We possess a Quodlibet of his dated to Easter 1275 
(ALKGMA 3 [1887] p. 320 note). He is not to be confused with the in
quisitor Ferrer, on whom see W. L. Wakefield, "Friar Ferrier, Inquisitor," 
Heresis 7 (Dec. 1986) pp. 33-41. 

312. MOPH III pp. 164,167,171. 
313. MOPH XX p. 39. Weisheipl, Thomas p. 296, argues that 

Thomas' brief was not to set up a studium generale, but only a provincial 
theological studium, but this is not quite fair to the evidence. [t is true that 
the Provincial Chapter of 1269 uses the phrase "studia generalia" to mean 
provincial studia (MOPH XX p. 36), but that is all the morc rcason why 
in 1272 a decision to leave it to Thomas to decide what to do about "the 
studium generale" cannot refer to another provincial studium. Also 
Thomas was told to decide about where the studium generale should be 
and he opted for Naples, where there was already a provincial studium. 
He had surely not been given the right to take over an existing studium; 
he could only appropriate Naples in the name of a higher-level studium 
than the one that was already there. 

314. FVST pp. 579-80; Ferrua p. 361 (Tolomeo). 
315. His presence in Naples is attested from September (FVST pp. 

575-80). 
316. Bartholomew lists some of the members of the community, 

referring apparently to a time when Thomas was still alive (FVST pp. 
370-1, Ferrua p. 313). For the presence of Peter d'Andria, cf. below, 
note 554. 

317. FVST pp. 579-80. 
318. Cf. Weisheipl, Thomas pp. 299-300. 
319. FVST p. 583. 
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320. Tolomeo (Ferrua pp. 363-4). 
321. Bartholomew, on the authority of a Dominican tradition going 

back to Reginald (FVST pp. 376-8, Ferrua pp. 318-20). 
322. That Thomas was on his way to the council on thc pope's orders 

was well-known: cf. Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 361), Bartholomcw (FVST p. 
375, Ferrua p. 317), Nicholas of Fossanova (FVST p. 276, Ferrua p. 213), 
Peter of MontesangiO\'anni (FVST p. 330, Ferrua p. 272). Tocco's claim 
that he was taking with him the Conlra Errores Graeeorum (FVST p. 129, 
Ferrua p. 104) may be an inference from Tolomco's remark that Thomas 
had been summoned to the council as an expert on the doctrinal disputes 
with the Greeks (Ferrua p. 372), and Gui is no doubt only interpreting 
Tocco when he takes the further step of saying that Gregory X had told 
Thomas to bring thc book with him (FVST p. 202, Ferrua p. 171). 
Whether Thomas really did take the book to the council we do not know, 
but it is highly unlikely that it was as an expert on Greek disputes that he 
was summoned to the council, as no doctrinal discussions with the Greeks 
were planned at the council, which was meant simply to solemnize an 
agreement already worked out in Constantinople (cf. A. Franchi, /I ConeiJio 
/I di Liolle (J274)[Rome, 1965), pp. 124--31, 135-8, 169-72). 

323. The presence of a servant is indicated by Peter of Montesan
giO\'anni (FVST p. 334, Ferrua p. 275). By the time of Thomas' accident, 
the party included the dean of Tea no and his nephew, abbot Roffredo, who 
was Bartholomew's informant (FVST pp. 375-6, Ferrua pp. 317-8). 

324. Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 361). 
325. The story of Thomas' last joumey is known from several good 

witnesses, Nicholas of Fossanova, Peter of Montesangiovanni and Bartho
lomew in particular (FVST pp. 276-7, 330-2, 375-9; Ferrua pp. 212-4, 
271-2, 317-21). 

326. The date of Thomas' death is given by Tocco and Gui as the 
se"cnth (or Nones) of J\'\areh (FVST pp. 138,205; Ferrua pp. 115, 175); 
in the testimony of Nicholas of Fresolino the "ninth" of March must be an 
error for "Nones" (FVST p. 280, Ferrua p. 217). According to abbot Ni
cholas, Thomas stayed in the monastery for about a month (FVST p. 277, 
Ferrua p. 213). His devout reception of the last rites is described by Peter 
of ~1ontcsangio\'anni, who was in attendance, and who also informs us of 
the people present at his death (FVST pp. 332, 335-6; Ferrua pp. 273, 
276-7). 

327. FVST p. 291, Ferrua p. 228. 
328. Abbot Nicholas (FVST p. 277, Ferrua p. 213). 
329. FVST p. 290, Ferrua p. 228. 
330. FVST p. 287, Ferrua p. 224. 
331. FVST p. 278, Ferrua p. 214. 
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332. Ibid.; also FVST pp. 336-7, Ferrua p. 278. 
333. This is not reported by the monks of Fossanova, but there is no 

reason to disbelieve the testimony of Bartholomew (FVST p. 379, Ferrua 
p. 321), except that he is wrong to imply that Thomas' hand had already 
been removed. 

334. FVST pp. 337-8, Ferrua pp. 278-9. 
335. FVST pp. 291-2, Ferrua pp. 229-30. 
336. FVST p. 394, Ferrua p. 336. The witness, John of Boiano, says 

that this happened fifteen years after Thomas' death during a Provincial 
Chapter at Anagni, but in 1289 the Chapter was at Viterbo (MOPH XX 
p. 90). The Chapter was at Anagni in 1285 (ibid. p. 70) and 1293 (ibid. p. 
110). John also says that Hugh was Cardinal of Ostia, but he did not be
come that until 1294 (Eubel I p. 35). He was first made a cardinal in May 
1288 (Eubel I p. II). Since John is more likely to have the date wrong than 
the place, we should probably settle for 1293. 

337. We have the victim's own testimony (FVST pp. 32-1-6, Ferrua 
pp. 265-7). 

338. FVST p. 402, Ferrua p. 345. 
339. Peter of Montesangiovanni claims to have been an eyewitness of 

a miracle worked at Thomas' bed immediately after his death (FVST pp. 
335-6, Ferrua pp. 276-7), but this cannot be correct. If a miracle had been 
worked in front of all the monks, surely someone else would have reported 
it too. And the same miracle is reported by another monk, on the authority 
of Peter himself, as having taken place later at Thomas' tomb (FVST pp. 
289-90, Ferrua p. 227), so Peter's memory has probably O\'erdramatized 
the scene of Thomas' death. 

340. Reported by one monk after another (FVST pp. 279, 281-2, 
283-5,287-9,292-3, 311-3, 33~0; Ferrua pp. 216, 217-9, 220-2, 225-
6,230-1,251-3,280-1). 

341. FVST p. 329, Ferrua p. 270. The episode being reported ap
parently antedates Landulph's consecration as bishop of Vieo Equense in 
about 1301 (Eubel I p. 74). 

342. The two canonization processes arc full of reports of miracles 
worked at the tomb for visiting pilgrims, especially in the period leading 
up to the canonization, but all the pilgrims seem to be local. A party from 
Naples went to Fossanova in 1318 and received some miracles, but they 
were on their way to Rome (FVST pp. 27-1-6, 31 7-8, 320-2, 360-1; Ferrua 
pp. 211-2, 258-9, 261-3, 302-3). 

343. Cf. FVST pp. 273, 317, 319, 320, 360, 393, 396; Ferrua pp. 
210,258,260-1,261,302,335,338. 

344. Cf. FVST pp. 322-3, 370, 373, 374; Ferrua pp. 264-5, 312, 
313,315,316. 
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3-H. lImholomew (FVST p. 381, Ferrua p. 323). 
H6. This is clear from FVST PI" 373--4, Ferrua PI" 315-6. Bartho

lome\\' ne\'er claims to ha\'c known Thomas personally. On Bartholomew, 
sec A.Nitsehke, 'Die Reden des Logotheten Bartholomaus von Capua', 
f}lIrllCII tllld ForschwtgCII aus ila/ienischell Arrbivelllllll/ Bib/iolhrkell 35 (1955) 
PI" 126-27-1: I. Walter and M. Piccialuti, 'Bartolomeo da Capua', in Di
ziOltariu deg/i Ila/ialli VI, Rome 1964,697-704. 

347. FVST PI" J70-1, Ferrua p. 313. 
H8. FVST PI" 386-'), Ferrua pp. 327-3 I. 
349. FVST p. 385, Ferrua 1'. 327. 
350. FVST p. 384. Ferrua p. 326; James made a similar comment in 

the hearing of Peter Grasso (FVST p. 274, Ferrua PI'. 210-1). 
351. Cf. James' report of what Giles said (FVST PI" 383--4, Ferrua 

PI" 325-6). 
352. In the Naples canonization process we pick up echoes of Do

minicans talking about Thomas in a "ariety of convents (cf. FVST PI" 328, 
349,369-70,376,378,380-1,382-3,389-91,397-9: Ferrua PI" 269, 290-
1,312,318,320,322-3,324-5,331-3,340-1). 

353. FVST PI" 356-8, Ferrua PI" 297-300. Albert of Brescia's De 
Officio Sacerdolis is profoundly dependent on Thumas (cf. 111. Grabmann, 
"Alucrr \'on Brescia 01' (til 14) und scin Werk 'Dc officio saccrdotis,' " 
Divus Thomos [Frciburg, 1940[ PI" 5- 38). 

3H. FVST pp. 358, 382; Ferrua PI" 299, 324. Evidently he consid
ered it high praise to call someone "a se'Cond Thomas Aquinas" (cf. aoo,'e, 
p. 225). 

355. FVST PI" 583-6. 
356. Cf. D. O. Lottin, "Saint Thomas d'A'luin ~ la facult': des arts 

de Paris auxapproches de 1277," RTAlIl 16 (1949) PI" 292-31l. 
357. Cf. van Steenberghen PI" 157-8. 
358. On Henry of Ghent's role in the opposition to Thomism, cf. 

Wiclock" especially PI" 121- 178. 
359. Giles' letter is known only from Albert's reply (Col. XVII i PI" 

31--44). For the date, sec van Steenberghen PI" 121-9. The earlier dating 
proposed by B. Geyer in Col. XVIIi p. XXI is unjustified: Giles makes it 
clear that the opinions he wants Albert to comment on have already been 
c .. ",lemned (Col. XVII i p. 31), and there is no reasun to imagine that he 
was in Paris as early as 1270. 

360. I. Brady, AFI-I 62 (1969) PI" 688-9. 
361. F. Pelster, RTAM 3 (l931)pp. 397--411. 
362. He propounds Thomistic theses in his TheuremulU de Corport 

Chrisli (c.1214) and defends unicity of form in his De Allilllu (c. 1276); sec 
Widuch PI" 236--40. 
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363. The letter of ISJanuary is published in Chari. I p. HI, that of 
28 April in Al'l I 18 (1925) pp. 459-60. 

364. Cf. Widoch pp. H)(l-2. 
365. The number of ~Iasters is known from the second Quodlibet of 

Jean de Pouilly (Wielockx p. 98 note 6). 
366. Henry's membership of the commission is known from his sec

ond Quodlibet, '1.9; cf. Wiclockx p. 86 note 41. 
367. II was the same commission that was im'oh'ed in the 7 March 

condemnation and in the process against Giles (Wiclockx p. 79 note 15, 
eiting Jean de Pouilly), and it is dear that Thomas is already seriously im
plicated in the process against Giles (ibid. pp. 179-215). Evidently Tem
pier was following a single policy throughout the whole series of 
operations. 

368. II Sell/. d.32 '1.2 a.3 (quoted in Wiclockx p. 102 note 22). 
369. Chari. I pp. H3-555. Cf. R. I-lissetle, Ellqllflullr Ie> 219 arlie/es 

calldalllllis iJ Paris Ie 7Mlfn 1277 (LoU\'ain/Paris, 1977). 
370. The fifty-one propositions arc known from Giles' apologia, cd. 

Wiclockx pp. 49-59. It can bc inferred from Chari. I p. 633 that the result 
of Giles' refusal to recant was that he was debarred from becoming a ,\laster 
in Theology; cf. also Wiclockx p. 178. 

371. Henry of Ghent, QlIotil. X '1.5, cd. cit. p. 128. 
372. Ibid. p. 127_ Forthe identification of the two dissentients as the 

two Dominican ,\lasters, cr. L. Hodl, "Neue Nachrichten uber die Pariser 
Verurteilungen der thomasischen Formlehre," Scholaslik 39 (1964) p. 187; 
Widockx p. 87. On the mo\'C to censure Thomas, sec now R. Wiclockx, 
'Autour du Proccs de Thomas d'Aquin', in A. Zimmermann, cd., Thomas 
VOII rlqllill, Berlin 19S5, pp. 413-138. 

373. Cf. 1-lOdl pp. 178-96; that there was a list of Thomistic propo
sitions in\'()I\'Cd in the censure seems clear (cf. Widockx Ilegitlii . .. _ Ra
lIIalli Jlpolagia p. 95 note 75). 

374. It is clear from I1enry of Ghent, QlIodl. X '1.5, t'(l. cit. p. 127, 
that no public condemnation occurrt"'. 

375. Between 1276 and 1278 John was engaged in papal diplomatic 
work in Paris (BOP I pp. 549-67). 

376. Cf. A. Callebaut, AFI-I 18 (1925) p. 461; \\'iclockx pp_ 2IS-9. 
377. Cf. abO\'e, pp. 26--27. 
378. Potthast II p. 1718. 
379. We learn of this from Pecham, who was at the curia at the time: 

Chari. I p. 625. 
380. The short tcxt is edited by F. Pelster, Dee/araliolles Mugislri GlIi

Ielllli tie 10 Mare OFtII tie varii! smlmliis S_ Tholllae rlqllillalis (Munster, 1956); 
the long text, the Corrl!c/oriIllJl, is contained. with one of the Dominic.m 
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retons, in P. Glorieux, l.t Correclorium Corruplorii ''Quare'' (Paris, 1927). 
The major work was completed by 1279 at the latcst (cf. R. Crcytens, AFP 
12 [1942] pp. 325-6). On nearly evcry page of the Dec/oroliolles William tries 
to link Thomas' doctrine with the syllabus of 7 March 1277. 

381. AFH 26 (1933) p. 139. 
382. Charlo I pp. 558-9. Van Steenberghen, pp. 147-8, brings out 

the essentially anti-Thomist thrust of Kilwardby's condemnation. 
383. MOPH III p. 199. 
384. Giles of Lessine's De Vllilate Formae is edited by M. de Wulf 

(Louvain, 1901), as volume I of Les Philosophes Belges. 
385. Peter's letter has not survivcd, but its tone can bc inferred from 

Kilwardby's reply, edited in F. Ehrle, Gesammelle ilufiiilze zur etlglischtll 
Scholaslik (Rome, 1970), pp. 18-54. 

386. Cf. above, note 251. If he was a bachelor, all set to become a 
Master, in 1267-68, he must surely have been in Paris in 1266-67. 

387. MOPH III p. 204. 
388. Eubell p. 163. 
389. It comes out clearly in his response to Kilwardby's letter to Do

minican novices, cd. in Kingsford, Little and Tocco, TraclalllS Tres pp. 
121-147. 

390. He claims that the two Orders disagree almost totally about all 
points on which disagreement is possible (Chari. I p. 627). 

391. It Sl'Cms certain that the Co",,'orium ''Sci",dum'' (cd. P. Glo
rieux [Paris, 1956]) is by Robert Orford (sec A. P. Vella, Roherl d'Oiford, 
ReprobaliOl/tI dic/oruln a fralre ilegidio [Paris, 1968], pp. 18-22). There does 
not seem to be any doubt that the CO"ecJoriUIn "Circa" (ed. J. P. Muller, l.t 
Correcloriuln Corruplorii de Jeoll Quidorl de Paris [Rome, 1941]) is by John 
Quidort (cf. Creytens, art. cit. p. 314). The Correc/oriuln "Quare", probably 
the first of the series (cd. Glorieux [Paris, 1927]) is generally accepted as 
being by Richard Knapwell (Kaeppeli, Scriplores III p. 306). Thc Correc
lorium "Quoeslione" (cd. J. P. Muller [Rome, 1954]) is probably by William 
Macclesfield (Kacppeli, Scriplores II p. 118). 

392. Cf. Vella p. 22. 
393. None of them refers to Peeham's 1284 condemnation or to the 

second edition of William de la Marc, so they must all h.vc been finished 
by 1284 (Creytens, art. cit. pp. 327-330). 

394. We Icarn this from Pecham himself (Chari. I p. 624). For a good 
account of the events of these years in England, sec W. A. Hinnebusch, 
The Early Ellglish Friars Preacherr (Rome, 1951), pp. 342-56. 

395. In his leiter of 7 Dec. 1284 he tries to defend himself against the 
charge of partisanship, but he cannot resist retorting to the alleged Do
minican claim that Dominicans possess more of the truth than the Fran-
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ciscans that, in his view, the opposite is the case (Le., Franciscans have 
more of the truth than Dominicans) (Chari. I pp. 624-6)-hardly an un
partisan remark! 

396. Hinnebusch, Fria" Preach", p. 350. 
397. Cf. Chari. I p. 625. 
398. Cf. Hinnebusch, Fria" Prtachm pp. 351-2. 
399. Potthast II p. 1794. 
400. Potthast II pp. 1795-6. 
401. Cf. Wiclockx p. 99. 
402. Chari. I p. 633. Wiclockx, p. 110, rightly draws attention to the 

way in which the pope circumscribes the bishop's independence in the 
matter. 

403. Cf. Wielockx pp. 111-3,219-20. 
404. Wielockx pp. 221-3 (though he is wrong to say that the pope 

also confirmed the acts of the Dominican General Chapter of 1286; Do
minican Chapters do not and never have received papal confirmation). 

405. HenryofGhent,Qllodl. X p. 127, app. crit. 
406. Ibid.; also Godfrey of Fontaines, Qllodl. 111'1.5, cd. M. de lVulf 

and A. Pelzer (Louvain, 1904), pp. 207-8. 
407. Henry of Ghent, Qllodl. X '1.5, p. \26. 
408. Potthast II pp. 1823 ....... 
409. Potthast II p. 1826. 
4/0. Cf. Hinnebusch, Fria" Preachers pp. 353-5. 
411. Text in ASOP 17 (1926) pp. 694-5. For the date, sec Tugwell, 

Mediaeval Swdies 47 (1985) pp. 16-8. 
412. MOPH III p. 235. 
413. Although Pecham did not move against Thomism until 1284, 

Hothum's warning to him suggests that the Dominicans' anticipation of 
such a mO\'c went back some time. Pccham's clc\'ation, coming almost im
mediately after the visitation ordered by the General Chapter, can easily 
be believed to bave united the Oxford Dominicans in a determination to 
resist anything that might be attempted against Thomism. 

414. Cf. Wielockx p. 184 note 26, p. 190 note 56 and pp. 195-6 note 
75. The text is edited in Vella, op. cit. 

415. Cf. Wielockx p. 190 note 56. The text is edited by G. Bruni, 
,llIalcela tllIglIJlillialla 17 (1939 ...... 0) pp. 429-442, 5()(~9, 562-76; 18 (1940-
1) pp. 95-124, 238-268. On the ascription to Knapwell, see J. Schneider, 
Tholllas Vall Sill/Oil, Qllaesliolles Ordillariat (Munich, 1977), pp. 66*-7*. 

416. Edited by R. A. Gauthier, RTAM 19 (1952) pp. 271-326. 
417. It was only after 1313 that /c'Ctors were required to use the 

SlIlIIma in the course of their lectures on the Sentences (MOPI-IIV p. 65), 
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but individual k'Ctors may have decided to introduce such a practice on 
their own initiative long before it was made compulsory. 

-118. For instance, Olivi maintained an energetic polemic against 
Thomism; cf. M. T. d'Alverny, "Un adversaire de St Thomas: Petrus 10-
hannis Olivi," in SI. Thomos 1174-197-1 11 pp. 179-218. 

419. Cf. Creytens, AFP 12 (I942)pp. 311>-27. 
-IZO. Quodl. X q. 5, p. 126. 
-121. W. A. Hinnebusch, Hislory of lhe Dominican Order II, pp. 17(}" 

I. Some lectors of the Roman province had evidently started using the 
SlImllla instead of the Sentences in the early fourteenth century, but they 
were told to stop it in 1308 (MOPH XX p. 169). 

422. Boyle, SWingoflhe Summa pp. 15-17. 
-123. Apart from Albert of Brescia's manual (cf. above, note 353), an 

important example is the SlIlIIlIIa Confessorllln of John of Freiburg, on which 
sec L. E. Boyle in SI. Tholllos 1174-1974 II pp. 245-68. 

424. Cf. Thomas' remarks in SUp'r Boelhii de Trinilale q.2 a.2 ad 7, 
ed. B. Decker (Leiden, 1959), pp. 84-5. 

425. MOPH IV p. 38. 
426. MOPI-IIV pp. 64-5, 72-3, 81. 
427. MOPI-( XXII p. 128. 
428. MOPH IV pp. 83--4. 
429. FVST p. 378, Ferrua p. 320. 
430. FVST p. 147; cf. FVST p. 350, Ferrua p. 291. 
431. Tocco was prior of Benevento in 1319 (FVST p. 268, Ferrua p. 

204); we do not know when he was elected. Since he was apparently no 
longer a student when he knew Thomas in Naples, he must have been quite 
old in 1317. 

432. FVST p. 345, Ferrua p. 287. Tocco does not say whether he 
was in Naples for the whole period of Thomas' last residence there. 

433. W. Holtzmann, Qllell", und Forschllllgen ails ilalitnischen Archivtn 
I/Ild Bihliolhektn 18 (1926) pp. 179-80, 189-90. 

434. FVST pp. 347-8, Ferrua pp. 289-90. 
435. FVST pp. 350-1, Ferrua pp. 291-2. 
436. FVST p. Z70, Ferrua p. 206. 
-137. FVST pp. 347-8, Ferrua pp. 289-90. 
438. On 12 April 1317 a substantial sum of money was paid to Guil

laume Durand, k'Ctor of the Dominican house in Bordeaux (cf. MOPH 
XXIV p. 88), for a lot of the works of St Thomas, and another sum was 
paid on 18 April for the complete SlImllla Theologiae and SlImma cOlllra Gen
liles(K. H. Schafer, Die AI/Sgahel/ dtraposloliscbel/ Kammtr IlIIler Jobal/n XXII, 
Paderborn 1911, pp. 262-3). 
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439. A. Dondaine, "La collection dite de Jean XXII et Jacquet 
Maci," ScriptoriulII 29 (1975) pp. 127-152. 

440. The Bull and the depositions arc edited in FVST pp. 267-407, 
Ferrua pp. 203-350. 

440a. MOPH IV p. 123. 
441. Forthe texts, see FVST pp. 411-510. 
442. Cf. A. Vauchez, La Sail1teti til Occidtllt (Rome, 1981), pp. 466-

8. It seems to have been part of the policy of the Avignon papacy to can
onize theologians: cf. Vauchez, in Seuolt degli Ordil1i Metldieallli pp. 151-72. 

443. Vauchez, Sail1l<1i et1 Oecidtlll pp. 49~7. 
444. FVST p. 513. 
445. FVST pp. 519-30. 
446. Mandonnet in MiJal1gts Tholl/istes (Kain, 1923), p. 45, suggested 

that the pope's aim was to poplliarize tht SUII/llla. If so, he failed. Apart from 
his own copy (now in the Vatican library, Burgh. lat. 116-119), only one 
other manuscript is known, and that contains only the potted 11.11 (Paris, 
BN lat. 3100), and since it is a very splendid manuscript, it was probably 
a presentation copy. It seems likely that John XXII wanted the potted 
Summa for his own usc. Pctrarch, some years later, commented on the 
pope's appreciation of such 'condensed books' (Rerum memoral1darull/ libri 
2.91, cd. G. Billanovich, Florence 1945, p. 102). The Borghese manu
scripts give us the details about the commissioning and completion of the 
work: 11.11 was completed first, on 10 March 1324, then I and 1.11 on 4 
May 1324 (which was perhaps one reason why, on 15 May 1324, the pope 
presented the Dominican library in Avignon with a copy ofl.lI, now Mu
s~e Calvet MS 255; sec L. H. Labande, Cataloglle Gel1iral des Mallllserils dts 
Bibliotbeques Pllbliquts de Frall«: Departell/ellls XXVII, Paris 1894, pp. 172-
3). An even more abbreviated version of 11.11 was completed on 23 March 
1325 (the colophon of this part, in Burgh. lat. 118, proves that the year is 
regarded as beginning on 25 March). On 17 Sept. 1327 John Dominic re
ceh'ed some money from the pope 'in return for long service' (Schiifer, op. 
cit. p. 502). On 17 October 1331 he finally produced an alphabetic polled 
Tertia Pars. Sec A. Maier, Codiw Bllrgbesialli Bibliolhtcae Vatieana«Vatican 
City, 1952), pp. 152~. 

447. FVST pp. 666-9. Cf. A. Maier, 'Dcr Widerruf der "Articuli 
Parisienscs" (1277) imJahr 1325,' AFP 38 (1968) pp. 13-19. 

448. There is a commented catalogue of Thomas' works by I. T. 
Eschmann in Gilson, op. cit. 381-439, and by J. A. Wcishcipl in his Friar 
Tholl/as tf'lIqllino pp. 355-405. 

449. Cf. the sensible remarks of V. J. Bourke in St. Thomas 1274-
1974 I pp. 247-55. 
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-150. As is made clear, for instance, in Gerald's chronicle (MOPH I 
p. 334), the Master is essentially one who gives ordinary lectures on the 
"sacred page." Cf. also A. Dondaine, Leonine XXVI p. 1*. 

-151. Cf. above, note 190. 
-152. The genuine homilies had been translated into Latin by Bur-

gundio of Pisa in the twelfth century; on the pseudo-Chrysostom (whose 
inauthenticity was unsuspected in the thirteenth century) sec now F. W. 
Schlaner, Vigiliat Chrisliallot 39 (1985) pp. 384-92; the work was probably 
written in Latin. 

i53. This is stated in Thomas' dedication of the second part of the 
work (beginning with ,'hrk) to Annibaldo. On the Greek source, see R. 
M. Tonneau, Bllllelin Thomiste 9 (1954-6) pp. 179-80; H . F. Dandaine, 
RSPT -17 (1963) p. -105. 

-154. Cf. for example the remarks of C. DolOis, Revllt de I'Univmiti 
d'Ollawa H (1964) p. 233*, and L. J. Bataillon, SI. Thomos 127+-/9741 pp. 
67-75; also H. F. Dondaine, art. cit. pp. 403-6. 

455. Leonine XXVI pp. 17*-18*. 
-156. FVST p. 88, Ferrua p. 56. As A. Dondaine points out (Leon

ine XXVI p. 25*), Roland of Cremona had earlier attempted a literal 
commentary on Job (cf. Kaeppeli, Scriplores III p. 330), but it was not 
3 success. 

i57. We have Reginald's own testimony of this in some manuscripts 
(cf. Grabmann, W"ke pp. 265-6; Marietti cd. p. VII). Thomas clearly 
used the COlella ilurea(e.g., paras. 1490 and 2627 in the Marietti cd., where 
Thomas cites Theophylact, cf. COletta IIIITeo, Marieni ed. pp. 483, 590; 
Thomas knew Theophylact only through his Gr<'Ck catena: cf. Bataillon, 
art. cit. p. 74). This proves that the John commentary, at least as it stands 
now, belongs to the second regency, and there seems little reason to sup
pose that the whole reporlalio docs not belong to this period. The pro\'ost 
of St. Orner at this time was Adenulf of Anagoi, on whom see Grabmann, 
Tradilio 5 (1947) pp. 269-83. 

458. Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 368). 
-159. E.g., Grabmann, Werke p. 264; Weisheipl, Thomos p. 121. 
-160. H. V. Shooner, Bllllelill ThomiJle IO (1957-59) pp. 153-7. 
-161. That Peter d' Andria made a reporlolio of the Matthew lectures 

is known from the ancient catalogues (Grabmann, lVerke pp. 93, 98). An 
anonymous reporlolio exists in a manuscript in Basel (B. V .12) and this is 
almost certainly to be identified as the work of Peter (cf. J. P. Renard, "La 
UClllro SIIp'r MOllhaellln V 20-48 de Thomas d'Aquin," RTAM 50 [1983) 
pp. 1-15-8). 

462. AFP 32 (1962) p. 319. 
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463. Leger's name is given in some manuscripts (Grabmann, Werkt 
p. 264; Marietti cd., p. VI). 

464. Cf. H. F. Dondaine's arguments reported (from a private cor
respondence) in J. P. Torrell, RSPT 69 (1985) pp. 16-17. More recently 
M. Arges has argued that the Matthew lectures should be dated to 1263 
(Mediaeval Stlldies 49 (1987) pp. 517-523), but I do not find his arguments 
convincing. The ascription of the De Ecclesiasticis DogmatibllS to Augustine 
in the Leger repartatio may well be due to U'ger, and the lack of any as
cription in the other repartatio (which follows Thomas' normal later prac
tice, as Arges shows, art. cit. p. 521 note 20) can quite properly be regarded 
as fairer to what Thomas actually said. And the argument that Thomas' 
views on the dO\'e which appeared at Jesus' baptism, as found in the Mat
thew lectures, arc closer to those found in the commentary on the Sen
tences than to his later views, as found in the lectures on John and in the 
Slimma Thealagiat, is not dl'Cisive; what Thomas says in the Matthew lec
tures is very close to Slimma Theal. III q.39 a.6 ad 2, and the discussion of 
whetherthe dove was a real animal or not (taken up in III q. 39 a. 7) is simply 
not alluded to in the Matthew lectures, which is hardly evidence of a 
change in Thomas' "jews. 

465. Grabmann, Werke pp. 92-3, 97-8. 
466. Simonin, B. bll10wllillS V p. 228. 
467. FVST p. 218, Ferrua p. 191. 
468. According 10 Weisheipl, Thomas p. 373, there arc seven manu-

scripts containing the Hebrews commentary in isolation. 
469. FVST p. 88, Fcrrua p. 56. 
470. Cf. above, note 13 I. 
471. Ferrua pp. 362-3. 
472. Para. 41 in the ,'vIarietti cd. seems to derive from Proclus (cf. 

SIIp'r Librllm de CallSis, cd. H. D. Saffrey [FribourglLouvain, 19541, pp. 
79-80). This is pointed out by P. Marc in the Marietti lod. of the Colllra 
Get/tes, I (Turin, 1967), p. 534. I am indebted to Fr. L. J. Bataillon for 
drawing my atrention to this point. 

473. The translation of the ElemelllS a/Theology is dated to .\Iay 1268 
in some manuscripts: cf. H. Boese's edition of the Latin text (LoU\'ain 1987) 
p. J03, and Marc, p. 118. 

474. The early catalogues imply that the published commentary 
written by Thomas went up to I Corinthians 10, which perhaps means that 
the interpolation of t he foreign matter between I Corinthians 7 and I Ca
rinthians 10 antedates the publication of the commentary. The reason for 
the interpolation is presumably that a part of the reportatio was lost, unIt'Ss 
we have really lost a part of what Thomas WrOle. 

475. Cf. Eschmann p. 394. L. J. Bataillon OP has suggested to me 
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that the Psalms commentary reads much more like the early Isaiah com
mentary, so it too should perhaps be dated rather to the beginning of 
Thomas' career in Paris. 

476. A commentary on the Canticle is mentioned by Bartholomew 
and Gui (FVST pp. 388, 219: Ferrua pp. 330, 191), but not by Tolomeo 
or Tocco, nor does it feature in the oldest catalogues (Grabmann, Werke 
pp. 92-3, 97-8). 

477. FVST p. 131, Ferrua p. 107. 
478. On the quamio disputata see B. C. Bazan in Us Gmres Litterains 

pp. 31--49. 
479. Quodl. IV a.18. 
480. On Quodlibets sec J. F. Wippel in us Gellres Litt/raires pp. 67-

84. 
481. Cf. above, note 250. 
482. Cf. above, note 169: Eschmann p. 392 . 
483. The oldest catalogues (Grabmann, II'trke pp. 92, 97) and To

lomeo (Ferrua p. 357) explicitly assign De Veritau to the first Parisian re
gency. Cf. Leonine XXII i pp. 5·-7*. 

484. It is generally agreed that the Bocthian commentaries fall within 
the first regency: on a variety of grounds, P. M. Gils suggests 1257-58 or 
early 1259 ("Introduction: L'Oeuvre," in the preface to the forthcoming 
Leonine edition of Super Boethii dt Trillitatt, which I have been able to use 
in typescript thanks to the kindness of Fr. A. M. Kenzeler of the Lt'Onine 
Commission). The prologue to Dt Trill. implies that Thomas was intending 
to comment on all the Opuscula Sacra (cd. B. Decker, p. 47 para. 'f), and 
there are sc"eral indications in the rext that Thomas was em'isaging at least 
a commentary on the whole of Dt Trillitalt (cf. Gils. loc. cit.). 

485. Various possibilities have been suggested: Thomas may ha"e 
lectured on IJocthius privately within the Dominican studium, or he may 
ha\'e lectured in the university. or he may have chosen the commentary 
just as a literary form. Cf. Gils, loc. cit. 

486. Prol. to the commentary on De Trill. (Decker pp. 45-8). 
487. Q.I deals with whether and in what way reason unaided by rev

ciarion can know God (Decker pp. 56-79). q .3 a.1 explains why faith is 
necessary as well (for the point cited here see especially Decker pp. 112-
3). 

488. Q .2 a.2 (Decker pp. 86-7). 
489. Q.2 a.2 (Decker p. 87), and cf. q.2 a.2 ad 7 {Decker pp. 89-90) 

and '1.2 a.1 ad 7 (Decker pp. 84-5). 
490. Q.2 a.2 (Decker pp. 85-90). 
491. Prol. (Dccker pp. 47-8). 
492. Q .2 a.1 (Decker p. 83). 
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493. Q.2 a.3 (Decker pp. 94--5). 
494. Expos. proemii (Decker p. 52). 
495. The last page of the autograph ends with the cue for the next 

page, which is in fact the beginning of chapter 3, so clearly when Thomas 
finished writing the commentary on chapter 2 he fully intended to carry 
on (cf. Decker p. 43; Gils, loc. cit.). 

496. This is Mandonnet's suggestion (RSPT 9 [1920] p. 150), taken 
up by Gils (loco cit.), though it is not quite correct to say that the COlllra 
GC/I/iles takes up "exactly" the project announced in the prologue to D, 
Trill.: the latter is explicitly a matter of using reason to explore a faith that 
is presupposed, whereas books I-III of COlllra Genliles explicitly consider 
what can be said without presupposing faith. 

497. Meticulous study of Thomas' own manuscript has shown that 
Thomas composed book I up to chapter 52 before he left Paris: cf. Gau
thier, SlImllla cOIl/ra Gellliles I p. 33. The title SIIIIIIIIO colllra GellliltS is at
tested in Paris quite early (Chari. I p. 646). On the genuine title, cf. 
Gauthier, SlIlIIlIIa cOIl/ra Gellliles pp. 74--5. 

498. Cf. Gauthier, SlIlIIlIIa cOlllra Gellliles pp. 51-9. It can at any rate 
be presumed that Thomas had finished Colllra Gellliles before he started on 
the SlIlIIlIIa Theologiae. 

499. Cf. Gils, loc. cit. 
500. MOPH VI i p. 12. For the "traditional" view see, for example, 

A. Walz, Sail TOllllllaso d'Aqllino (Rome, 1945), p. 96. 
501. Gauthier, SUIIIIIIO cOIl/ra Gellliles pp. 6(}"'99. 
502. A. Patfoort, Tholllas d'Aqllin, ItS Clis d'tlll' Thiologie (Paris, 1983), 

pp. 104--130, with references to other discussions sparked off by Gauthier. 
503. MOPH V pp. 18-20. 
504. MOPH V pp. 39-40 (after the Paris General Chapter of 1256). 
505. Cf. MOPH I pp. 151-2. Gerald de Frachet describes people 

pleading with Humbert to be sent, and it looks as if he is referring to 
people presenting themselves in person, not just in writing. The 1256 
Chapter was a provincials' Chapter (as we learn, for instance, from the 
1255 Roman Chapter, which elected a socius to accompany the provincial 
to the 1256 General Chapter: MOPH XX p. 19). Gerald was at this 
time prodncial of Provence (Gui, in Martene-Durand VI -123), so he 
must have been present in Paris in 1256; is he not describing what he 
himself witnessed in his account of these eager volunteers for the mis
sions? Thomas had no occasion to be at the Chapter, but he was pre
sumably in the convent at the time. 

506. Ed. Berthier II p. 187. 
507. MOPH V p. 19. Humbert's special concern for Arabic studies 

is noted by Gerald de Frachet (MOPH I p. 151). The General Chapter of 
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12;9 called for the establishment of a special studium for Arabic (MOPH 
III p. 98). 

508. J. Richard, La POpalll< <lla Milsions d'Ori<ll1 all Moytll Ag«XIII
XIV siedes) (Rome, 1977), p. 117, toys with the idea of connecting Conlro 
Gmlila with Humbert's concerns, but dismisses it on the grounds that the 
work "seems rather to be intended as an anack on Christian A \'erroism, tt 
The anti-Averroist interpretation of COlllro G<IIlil" was proposed by M. M. 
Gorce in MeJonga Mondo/Illel I (Paris, 1930), pp. 223-43, but in 1961 Gau
thier, Summa colllro G<IIlilap. 71, noted that it "has been almost universally 
rejected," and he refutes it at some length (ibid. pp. 70-87). 

509. Already in his initial analysis of d.1 of book I of the Sentences, 
Thomas recognizes that in speculative ("argumentative") theology the in
vestigation of truth and the destruction of error go hand in hand (I Stili. 
d.1 div. textus); cf. Patfoort pp. 16-24. 

510. Cf. below, p. 357. 
511. Colllro G<IIlila I 1-2. 
512. Ibid. 19,111, 1II1,IV I. 
513. Ibid. 19, IV I. 
514. Cf. Boyle, Smingoflb< Summa, pp. 15-17. 
515. SlImmo Th<ol. 11.11 q.181 a.3. In III S<III. d.35 q.1 a.3 q.1 

Thomas is more prepared to allow that teaching (unlike preaching) may be 
a part of the contemplative life. 

516. Summa Theol. II.II q.1 8 I a.3. This is the significance of Thomas' 
famous phrase about "passing on to others what you have contemplated" 
(11.1 I q. 188 a.6), which occurs precisely in the context of how works like 
tcaching and preaching flow from "contemplation. II 

517. One of the few points Thomas sticks to in his comments on the 
"contemplative life" is that the phrase identifies the temperamental bias of 
the person who loves the pursuit of truth for its own sake, as distinct from 
the "active life" of the person who is primarily interested in practical results 
(III Set/I. d.35 q.l a.l; SlImmo Tb<ol. 11.11 q.179 a.I). 

518. The 1220 General Chapter added to the Dominican constitu
tions the declaration that Dominican sllldium should be directed chietly 
toward being useful to the souls of others (Thomas, COIIS/ilulies p. 311). 
Even though it is probable that S/udium was originally intended to mean 
"zeal," Humbert takes it as meaning "study" (cd. Berthier II p. 41) and it 
is quite likely that this is how Thomas understood it. Albert in principle 
undertook all his writing in order to be useful, but it is hard to believe that, 
for instance, his extensive writings on animals and plants were not pri
marily motivated by his own personal interest. In the case of Thomas, once 
the educational purpose of the Colllro Genlil .. is recognized, it is hard to 
think of anything he wrote simply for the gratification of his own intellec-
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tual interests. Thomas' study, however much he may have enjoyed it, docs 
really scem to have been thoroughly directed toward being useful. 

519. The Valenciennes Chapter of 1259 re-emphasized the obliga
tion of everyone, including priors, to attend the sessions held by the house 
lector (MOPH III p. 99). 

520. These arc among the books Humbert thinks every house ought 
to have (ed. Berthier II p. 265). Cf. Boyle, Tilt Sming oflilt Summa p. 15. 

521. This is attested by To10meo, who saw a copy of the new work 
on I Stili. in Lucca, though when he looked for it again it had disappeared 
(Ferrua p. 368). 

522. Boyle, Tilt Smil/g of lilt Summa pp. 11-2. 
523. Prologue to Summa Tbtol. Cf. Boyle, TIltSmingo!IIItSllmma pp. 

17-20. 
524. This is attested in the oldest catalogues (Grabmann, Werkt pp. 

92,97). 
525. Gauthier, Summa cOl/Ira Gtnlilu I pp. 51--i\. 
526. Gauthier, Angeiicum 51 (1974) pp. 452-3; id., Leonine XLV i p. 

269*. 
527. There arc various clues to the dating of the SlImma Tlltologiat. 

Thomas' knowledge of book XI of Aristotle's Mtlaphysics is evident from 
II.II onward, but he did not yet know it in 1270, when he wrote Dt Uni/al< 
Intellmlls. So I and 1.11 were finished by the end of 1270. The Secunda 
Pars as a whole was published in Paris, so must have been finished before 
Thomas left there in 1272. The new translation of Themistius makes its 
appearance in I qq.75-89, which must belong to about 1268. Thomas was 
still working on III in Naples, when he abandoned all writing, but he may 
have started it in Paris. Thus the d.tes given by Tolomeo (Ferru. p. 360) 
arc to some extent confirmed, though he claims that the whole Summa was 
composed between 1265 and 1272 (his reference to the "three parts" c.nnot 
be taken to mean I, 1.11 .nd lUI, in spite of Eschmann p. 386). 

528. Gauthier, Leonine XLV i pp. 283*-8*. 
529. Gauthier, Leonine XLVIII App. p. XXIV; but cf. above, note 

449, for Bourke's questioning of Gauthier's conclusions. 
530. Weisheipl, Thomas p. 365. 
531. Cf. Marc pp. 412-3. 
532. Cf. above, note 527. 
533. Cf. Summa Tlltol. 1.11 q.3 •. 8, II.II q.180 a.4 ad 4; I q.1 •. 2 and 

• .4. 
534. This may be partly due to the circumst.nces in which the 

Summa was conceived: the training that young friars were meant to receive 
was essentially practical, so the whole Summa can be seen as an exercise in 
mor.1 theology. 
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535. Cf. Patfoort pp. 49-70. 
536. III Pro!. 
537. Cf. J. Owens, "Aquinas as Aristotelian Commentator," St. 

Thomas Aquinas 1274-1974 I pp. 213-238. 
538. The precise dates have generally not been established, but cf. 

Eschmann pp. 400-404. Gauthier (Leonine XL Vip. 235") situates the 
commentary on the Physics against the background of the Averroist prob
lematic of the second regency. The commentary on the Metaphysics is par
ticularly problematic, but it looks as if the discovery of book XI occurred 
while Thomas was working on it, which suggests that the whole work 
should be dated to the second regency, although it is quite probable that 
Thomas was able to incorporate or adapt material he had already composed 
in Rome. 

539. Ferrua pp. 358-9. 
540. Gauthier, Leonine XLV i pp. 293"-4", with the comments of 

B. C. Bazan, RSPT 69 (1985) pp. 533-6, and L. Elders in A. Lobato, ed., 
L 'Anima nell'Antropologia di S. Tommaso d' Aquilla (Milan, 1987) pp. 49-51. 

541. De Peifeetione 30 (Leonine XLI p. BIll): "If anyone wants to 
write back against what I have said, I shall be delighted, because there is 
no better way of disclosing truth and confuting error than by arguing with 
people who disagree with you." 

542. One of the main tactics used in the earliest preaching cam
paign against the heretics in southern France, in which Dominic was 
involved from 1206-15, was the public disputation, in which the mod
erators were supposed to be equally acceptable to both parties, so that 
the Catholic claims had to win on the basis of arguments, not authority. 
Cf. M. H. Vicaire, Histoire de St. Dominique, rev. ed. (Paris, 1982), I 
pp. 219-222. 

543. Cf. A. Dondaine, Leonine XXVI pp. 17"-18*. 
544. Judging from slightly later writings, Pecham was amongst the 

most strident critics of the "errors" brought into theology by the usc of 
philosophy (e.g., Chart. I pp. 625, 627). 

545. Leonine I p. 5. 
546. FVST p. 345, Ferrua p. 287. 
547. For the date of the De Causiscommentary see the edition by H. 

D. Saffrey (Fribourg/Louvain 1954), pp. XXXIII-XXXVI. For the rec
ognition of Proclus as the source, ibid. p. 3. 

548. FVST p. 585. 
549. Cf. below, note lIon his inaugural lecture. 
550. In the Naples canonization process many of the witnesses com

ment on Thomas' regular occupations of prayer, study, teaching and writ
ing (FVST pp. 274, 278, 317, 319, 322, 326, 328, 330, 346, 363, 369, 372-
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3,38",393; Ferrua pp. 210, 214, 258, 260, 264, 268, 269, 271, 287, 305, 
311, 315, 326, 336), but relatively few mention preaching as being among 
his normal activities (FVST pp. 2N, 326, 346, 369, 393; Ferrua pp. 210, 
268,287,311,336). For a good modern study, seeJ. P. Torrell, "La pra
tique pastorale d'un theologien du XIII sieclc: Thomas d'Aquin prediea
teur," Revile Thomislc 82 (1982) pp. 213-245. It should be noted that the 
collection of sermons included in the Piana edition of Thomas and often 
reprinted is entirely spurious (though it is probably a very early collection 
of Dominican sermons from before the time of Thomas; cf. L. J. Bataillon, 
'Les Sermons attributes :\ Saint Thomas: Questions d'Authentieitc,' in 
Zimmermann, Thomas VOII flqllill, pp. 325-H I, where there is also a list of 
the known genuine sermons). 

551. Grabmann, Werke pp. 93, 98. 
552. FVST p. 122, Ferrua p. 96. 
55 3. Leonard of Gaeta, on the authority of Reginald, locates the ser

mons at SI. Mar)' Major's (FVST p. 369, Ferrua p. 312) and this is prob
ably more accurate than Tocco's version, derived from an unnamt"<i 
informant, according [0 which Thomas was preaching at SI. Peter's 
(FVST pp. 121>-7, Ferrua p. (02). 

554. FVST p. 391, Ferrua p. 333; the same series of sermons is also 
mentioned by another witness (FVST p. 399, Ferrua p. 341). Tocco also 
remarks on the numbers attending Thomas' sermons, without referring to 
any specific occasion (FVST p. H5, Ferrua P' 287). According to the cat
alogues, the conferences on the Lord's Prayer were taken down and edited 
by Reginald (cf. abol'e, note 551), but the sun'iving text has been reworked 
and contains some material which is not by Thomas (B. G. Guyot, AFP 
53 [1983] pp. 175-201). The catalogues also list a reportatio by Reginald of 
a series of conferences on the Creed and a reportatio by Peter d' Andria of 
some conferences on the commandments. All these conferences were prcA 
sumably in the vernacular: those on the Lord's Prayer were preached [0 the 
populace at large, and there is some manuscript evidence that those on the 
commandments were delivered in the vemacular (Torrell, RSPT 69 [1985] 
p. 13); the same can be presumed in the case of the conferences on the 
Creed (on which sec Guyot, em"s Lilliraimpp. 239-24f), D'Andria is not 
known [0 hal'e been associated with Thomas before the second Parisian 
r<'gency, so if the talks on the Crct-d were in the vernacular, they must also 
have been given in Naples. It looks as if Peter and Reginald collaborated 
in Napk'S to edit a Latin text of all three sets of conferences, working into 
them some material taken from Thomas' lectures on Matthew (BIII/elill Tho
misle 10 [1957-59] pp. 153-7, II [1960-62] pp. II-f), All of this makes it 
probable that all thrt'C sets of conferences were given during Thomas' final 
years in Naples between autumn 1272 and the end of 1273, The confer-
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ences on the commandments have been edited by J. P. Torrell in RSPT 
69 (1985) pp. 5-40, 227-263; he seems unduly hesitant about dating them 
to 1272-73 (ibid. pp. 9-17). 

555. The Naples canonization process naturally draws attention pri
marily to Thomas' last years in Naples. But Peter Grasso (FVST p. 274, 
Ferrua pp. 210-1) claims to have picked up information about Thomas in 
various places, and one of his sources was Reginald, and Conrad of Sessa 
(FVST pp. 326-7, Ferrua p. 268) lived with Thomas in Orvieto and Rome 
as well as in Naples, and both of them mention preaching as one of 
Thomas' regular occupations. At least he probably took his turn at preach
ing in the priory church when he was in Italy. 

556. FVST p. 362, Ferrua p. 304. 
557. This is implied by John Coppa's account (FVST p. 391, Ferrua 

p. 333). 
558. Cf. Torrell, Revile Thollliste 82 (1982) pp. 223-6. 
559. He evidently did so in Rome (cf. abol'e, note 553). He seems to 

have been conscious of a preacher's responsibility to move his hearers as 
well as instruct them (Torrell, art. cit. p. 224 note 43). 

560. Torrell, art. cit. pp. 224-5, draws our attention to Thomas' fas
cinating reply to the lector of Besan.;on, who was wondering about the pro
priety of using in one's sermons such pious fancies as that our Lady recalled 
Symeon's prophecy seven times a day every day of her life (Leonine XLII 
p. 355). 

561. This is apparently first reported by Gerson, Colllra impllgnantes 
Ordinem CartbllSimsillln, ed. P. Glorieux, Oeuvres Completes X (Paris, 1973), 
p.41. 

562. Cf. Vauchez, Saillletee/l Occidelll pp. 223-234; for an interesting 
example of the popular model of sanctity see C. Carozzi, "Une beguine 
Joachimite: Douceline, soeur d'Hugues de Digne," Cabiers de Fanjeallx 10 
(1975) pp. 169-201. 

563. Remigio refers to him as "very fat" (pinguissimlls) (AFP 54 [1984] 
p. 268); elsewhere he is calledgrru:rlls(FVST pp. 291, 323; Ferrua pp. 229, 
264). 

564. Tocco (FVST pp. 111-2, Ferrua p. 84); cf. Peter of San Felice 
(FVST p. 323, Ferrua p. 264). 

565. FVST pp. 287, 323; Ferrua pp. 225, 264. Forthe color of his 
hair, see Tocco (FVST p. III, Ferrua p. 84) and Nicholas of Piperno 
(FVST p. 291, Ferrua p. 229). 

566. According 10 Bartholomew's informant, Nicholas of Malasorte, 
this story was widely known in Paris (FVST p. 376, Ferrua p. 318). An
thony of Brescia heard it 100 and interprets it as evidence of Thomas' lack 
of interest in worldly goods (FVST p. 356, Ferrua p. 297). 
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567. Anthony of Brescia heard this story from Nicholas of Marcillac 
(FVST PI" 355, 358-9: Ferrua pp. 297, 3(0). There is no reason to belie\'e 
that Nicholas was in Paris in IH') (cf. aoo\'e, note 80): he was passing on 
gossip picked up ten or more years later. 

568. Cf. P. M. Gils, "Appcndice: S. Thomas Ecrh'ain," in the forth
coming Leonine edition of the commentary on Bocthius' De Trinilale. 

569. Ibid., referring to Vat. lat. 9851 fA5": "Primum / in nomine / 
fratris lohannis." It is not clear if it was the librarian's job to supply parch
ment or that of the supen'isor of scribes (I-lumbert, cd. Berthier II pp. 266-
7). 

570. Cf. below, p. 622 note 23. I doubt if Thomas ever thought of 
pm'crty in connection with books. 

571. Conrad of Sl'SSa (FVST p. 326, Ferrua p. 268). 
572. A lay witness, who perhaps had an exaggerated idea ofThomas' 

failure to turn up for meals (FVST p. 362, Ferrua pp. 303-1). The point 
is clearly, as John of Napk'S says, that Thomas was not prepared to give 
more time than the bare minimum to things he did not find interesting, 
like eating and sleeping (FVST p. 328, Ferrua p. 269). 

5i3. Peter of ~lontcsangio\'anni, who \\'35 an eyewitness, was 
quizzed extensively on this miracle, and e\'en tells us the name of the fish
monger and proves that he knew how to recognize herring. Evidently they 
bought the whole box and the entire household as well as Thomas enjoyed 
the fish (FVST pp. 332-1, Ferrua pp. 274-5). Tocco also heard the story 
from several people at ,\olaenza, ami he told the story to aboot Nicholas 
(FVST p. 279, Ferrua pp. 215-6). 

5No Tocco (FVST pp. 10'1, 122; Ferrua pp. 74-5,96). 
575. Remigio cites a "jocular" remark from him, which docs not 

strike me as funny (AFP 5-1 [198-1] p. 266). 
576. This is attested at least for Naples: Bartholomew (FVST p. 374, 

I' errua p. 316). Thomas' famous remark on wanting Chrysostom more than 
Paris (cf. aoove, note 566) was made when he was returning with some 
other friars from St. Denis, but we do not know whether it was business 
or relaxation that took them there. 

577. Tocco (FVST p. 98, Ferrua pp. 67-8). 
578. This is reported by Bartholomew (FVST 1'.373, Ferrua p. 315). 
579. Bartholomew (FVST p. 381, Ferrua p. 323). 
580. This is commented on by several people, including Bartholo

mew (FVST pp. 274, 319, 374, 393-1; Ferrua pp. 210,260, 316, 336). 
581. Bartholomew heard this from the brethren in Anagni (FVST 

pp. 389-90, Ferrua pp. 331-2). 
582. Cf. .bove, p. 219 and note 195. In 1272 Thomas had to devote 

some time to family business owing to complications arising from the will 
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of his brother-in-law, Roger d'A'Iuila, whose e,ecutor Thomas was 
(FVST pp. H 5-9); it was in connection with this affair that Thomas had 
to go to Capua on one occasion, where he was seen by Bartholomew 
(FVST p. 3N, Ferrua p. 316). 

583. Tocco (FVST pp. 116-7, Ferrua p. 9U). The historical credi
bility of the slOry, as it stands, has been cogently impugned by Gauthier, 
COII/ra Gelltiles I pp. 23-5. 

58-1. FVST pp. H 1--1, 581; Leccisotti, op. cit. , plate IV. 
585. Cf. above, p. 211 and notes 13\-2. The dedication of the Com

ptlldilllll Tbrolagia< to Rl-ginald is no doubt a gesture of appreciation, but the 
phrase found in sume editions, UTo his dearest socius, Reginald," is nor 
genuine (it Sl'Cms to have appearc-d first in an edition of 1-188; cf. Leonine 
XUI pp. 18, -10). 

586. Tolomeo (Ferrua p. 358). 
587. I300ks 8 and 9 of the Nicolllocbrall Ethics provide Thomas with 

the occasion 10 e'plore the notion of friendship at length, and his com
mentary on these books is a full and sympathetic one. 

588. SUIIIIIIO Theol. II.II '1.23 a.l, right an he beginning ofthe treatise 
on charity. 

589. Revile Thollliste 82 (1982) p. 226. 
590. It is difficult to imagine Thomas writing anything like the letters 

of Jordan to the nuns in Bologna, for instance (MOPH XXIII passim). 
591. FVST pp. 319, 381; Ferrua pp. 260, 323. 
592. SlIIlIIlIa Throl. II.II '1.180 a.7; cf. W. I-I. Principe, Tholllos "qlli

IIOS' Spirituality (Toronto, 198-1), p. H. 
593. FVST pp. 3\9, 323, 330, 373, 397; Ferrua pp. 260, 26-1, 271, 

315, HU_ 
59-1. FVST pp. 323, 373, 397; Ferrua pp. 26-1, liS, HO. 
5'}5. Tocco (FVST pp. 116-7, Ferrua pp. 89-91). 
596. Tocco (FVST p. 121, Ferrua p. 95). 
597. FVST pp. 319, 322, 326, 328, BU, 392, 397, -100; Ferrua pp. 

2(\U, 2M, 268, 269, 271, 335, 3-10, 3-13. 
598. This is brought out, for instance, in Tocco's chapter on 

Thomas' abstraction (FVST pp. 116-7, Ferrua pp. 89-91). In his treatise 
on the contemplati\'C life, of which a translation is given below, Thomas 
(with doubtful success, but apparent unself-consciousness) unites the in
tellectual and religious senses of "contemplation," which he has inherited 
from "ristOlle and from the Latin Christian tradition, as if they were in
separable. No doubt they were inseparable in his own case. 

599. Cf. abo\'C, note 2-19. 
600. FVST p. 99, Ferrua pp. 68-9. 
601. FVST pp. 322, 373; Ferrua pp. 26-1, 3\5. 
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602. FVST pp. 273-4, 319,326,369,373,393,397; Ferrua pp. 210, 
260, 268, 3 I I, J 15-6, 336, 340. 

603. Of the many testimonies, we may note those of Conrad of Sessa, 
Peter of MontesangiO\·anni and Bartholomew (FVST pp. 326, 330, 373-
4; Ferrua pp. 268, 271, 316). 

604. Tocco (FVST p. IOJ, Ferrua p. 74). Humbert says that it'Ctors 
should only miss compline for very grave reasons (ed. Berthicr II p. 255). 

605. Peter of San Felice mentions seeing Thomas in choir in Naples 
(FVST p. 323, Ferrua p. 264), and Bartholomew implies that Thomas was 
regular in celebrating the Office (FVST p. 384, Fcrrua p. 326), but in nei
ther case is it clear how much conventual Office is really meant. If Thomas 
normally said ,,-lass and allcnded another Mass every day, the information 
that he said Mass in St. Nicholas' chapel in Naples and then allended a 
second Mass immc-diately, without e,'cn unvesting completely (FVST p. 
J73, Ferrua pp. 315-6), must mean that he did not allend the conventual 
Mass. After his two Masses he started work and spent the rest of the day 
at his various labors (FVST pp. 319,326, 369; Ferrua pp. 260, 268, 311 -
"praying" in these accounts would not naturally be used to refer to the lit
urgy, in the usage of the time), so it appears that he did not allend any 
Office during the day. John of Caiazzo reports that Thomas was always 
the first to get up and go into church to say his prayers, but when the other 
friars startc'<i arriving he went back to his room (FVST p. 373, Ferrua p. 
315) and the inference that he did not allend matins is borne out by a story 
Tocco reports from the sacristan of Naples (FVST p. 108, Ferrua p. 79). 

606. Dt Suhs/ollliis Seporo/is Prol. (Lt:oninc XL p. D 41 .. 1-4). 
607. Cf. H. F. Dondaine, Leonine XL pp. D 6-7. 
608. Cf. Humbert, ed. Berthier II pp. 29-30, where lectors are even 

allowed to miss Office for the sake of relaxation, as long as this is going to 
help them do their work beller. 

609. Thomas apparently allended matins in Salerno (FVST p. 107, 
Ferrua p. 79). 

610. It used to be asserted on the authority of a later Dominican bib
li"b'l'aphy ('''tOPH XV/Il p. 62 no. 33) that William's translations were 
commissioned by Thomas, but this is certainly not true as it stands, as 
some of William's translations were made before it is at all reasonable to 
suppose that he could have been innuenced by Thomas. Gauthier argues 
that there was no direct relationship between the two men at all (Leonine 
XLV i p. 288*), but L. J. Bataillon informs me that there is some manu
script evidence suggesting that William may have prepared some texts or 
extracts from texts for Thomas' use. 

61 J. Tocco tells us that RC'ginald told him that he had been told, in 
confidence, by Thomas himself, that his knowledge came from God, be-
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cause he always prayed before writing and always had recourse to prayer 
when he ran into any kind of difficulty (FVST p. 346, Ferrua pp. 287-8). 
After Thomas' death Reginald proclaimed Thomas' secret publicly, but it 
looks as if the secret was only that Thomas always prayed when he ran into 
difficulties, not that all his knowledge was inspired (FVST p. 381, Ferrua 
p. 323), so Tocco has probably touched up the story to suit the supposed 
needs of a canonization process (cf. SCllole degli Ordilli Melldicami p. 163). 

612. SlIlIIlIIa Theol. 11.11 q.188 a.6. 
613. There was evidently both a family tradition and an Order tra

dition of this miracle: FVST pp. 347-8, 380-1; Ferrua pp. 289-90, 322-
3. 

614. FVST p. 373, Ferrua p. 315. 
615. Cf. A. Oondaine, Secrilairespp. 15-25. 
616. Bartholomew simply says that Thomas dictated to several sec

retaries (FVST p. 373, Ferrua p. 316); it is Tocco who specifics that 
he dictated different things to different secretaries at the same time 
(FVST p. 89, Ferrua p. 58). Oondaine (Secrelaires p. 18) claims that 
Caesar and Napok'On had the same ability, without citing any sources. 
I do not know about Napoleon, but Caesar is said to have used secretaries 
in the plural in Suetonius I 55:3, but the point is simply that several 
secretaries were needed to follow what he was dictating, not that he was 
dictating several things at once. Walz-Novarina, p. 167, cite Origen as 
another parallel case, but in Eusebius, Hisi. Eccl. 6:23, we arc told ex
plicitly that his se,'en or so stenographers took turns taking down what 
he was saying in his lectures. 

617. Tocco alleges this on the authority of one of the secretaries 
(FVST p. 89, Ferrua p. 58). 

618. Tocco (FVST pp. 108-9, 113-1; Ferrua pp. 80-1, 85-6). 
619. FVST pp. 320, 322, 326, 330, 345, 369, 394, 397; Ferrua pp, 

261,264,268,271,287, HI, 336, 340. 
620. De Verilaleq.1I a,I, q.17 a.5. 
621. Thomas would not have agreed with St. Anthony the Great that 

when you are asked a question about what some passage in the bible means, 
the proper answer is to say, "I don't know" (Apophiheglllaia Palrulll An
thony 17, PG 65:800). 

622. Tocco (FVST p. 103, Ferrua pp. 73-1). 
623. That Thomas composed the Office for Corpus Christi, at the 

request of Urban IV, is affirmed by Tolomc'O (Ferrua p. 359) and Tocco 
(FVST p. 88, Ferrua p. 57) and recent research has tended to validate this 
claim: cf. W. Breuer, Die laleillische Ellcharisliedichltlllg des Mille/alters VOII 

ihrell Allfiillgell bis ZIIIII AllsgolIg des J3 Jahrhllllderts (Wuppertal, 1970), pp. 
24+-303; L. J. Bataillon, RSPT 58 (1974) p. 454; P. ,'vI. Gy, RSPT 64 
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(l9S0) pp. 491-S07 and RSPT 66 (1982) pp. SI--<I. On the other hand 
Thomas' authorship of tldora Devote now seems very unlikely: ef. Breuer 
pp. 3J 7-334; Gy, RSPT 66 (l9S2) pp. 81--<1. 

624. Principe, p. 13, points suggestively to hints in Thomas' writings 
of his personal devotion to Christ, which confirms the rather hagiograph
ical accounts of the biographers. 

62S. This is the tradition of Fossanova (FVST pp. 332, 379; Ferrua 
pp. 273, 321). 

626. Tocco (FVST p. 132, Ferrua p. lOS); ef. Bartholomew (FVST 
p. 379, Ferrua p. 321). 

627. Tocco (FVST p. lOS, Ferrua pp. 79-S0). 
62S. Tocco (FVST pp. 125--<1, Ferrua pp. 100-1). 
629. The evidence of Thomas' own manuscript, now Va!. lat. 7SI, 

proves the early date of this Quodlibet: cf. Dondaine, Stcritaires p. S2. 
630. Bartholomew heard the story from a friar who heard it from Re

ginald (FVST pp. 376--S, Ferrua pp. 3IS-20). 
631. FVST pp. 391-2, Ferrua pp. 333-4. 
632. One of the monks of Fossanova thought Thomas looked "SO or 

60 years old" at the time of his death (FVST p. 291, Ferrua p. 229), which 
perhaps implies that he looked older than his age. 

633. This is suggested by E. Colledge, St. Thomas 1274-1974 [p. 26. 
634. Tocco (FVST p. 132, Ferrua p. lOS). 
635. Revelation means that we arc enlightened by God's own knowl

edge (SlImma Theol. [ q.1 a.2), but it proposes its message to us in the fonn 
of propositions, though the object of faith is not propositions as such, but 
God (11.11 q.1 a.1 anda.2). 

636. Cf. Hugh of St. Cher's postil on Matt. 3:12, for instance. 
637. Tocco (FVST p. 120, Ferrua p. 94). 
63S. SUlllma Theol. [1.11 q.ISOa.S, q.17S a.2. 

Part II 

I. THOMAS' INAUGURAL LECTURE (1256) 

I. Chari. II pp. 693-1. 
2. [n Oxford in 1253 there were already the two sessions, one in the 

evening, one the following morning, as we learn from Adam Marsh's Let
ter 192 (ed. J. S. Brewer, MOIlt/met/ta Frat/ciscalla [[London, ISSS1, pp. 348-
9). Since Oxfurd almost certainly followed the same practice as Paris, we 
can infer thi:u the two sessions were alsl) customary in Paris by this time. 
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3. There is a reference to prillcipia in the anti-Dominican statute of 
February 1252 (Chart. I p. 227), but there the word probably refers to the 
whole ceremony of inception. Howe\,er, the tradition concerning Thomas' 
inaugural lecture is early (cf. MOPH I p. 216, where prillcipillm surely re
fers to the lecture Thomas has to give). For the different senses of prillcipium 
in the thirteenth century, and for the ceremonies of inception, cf. O. Wei
jers, Termillologie des Ullivcrsitis au XII /" siee/e, Rome 1987, pp. 407-422. 

4. Cf. above, p. 215. 
5. MOPH I p. 216. 
6. E. Panella, MelllOri, Dommicalle NS 10 (1979) pp. 207-8. 
7. On this manuscript, see G. Pomero, Memorie Domellicolle NS II 

(1980) pp. 425-6; H. F. Dondaine and H. V. Shooner, Codices MOlIlIScripti 
Operum Thomaetle Aquilla I (Rome, 1967), pp. 351-2. 

8. E.g., Eschmann, p. 428; Weisheipl, Thomos pp. 373-4. 
9. This seems to be how William of Auxerre interpreted Augustine: 

SlImmo illIrea IV, ed. cit. pp. 88, 97, 116. 
10. Albert, MT I (Col. XXXVII p. 456:25-38). 
II. De V"itote '1.11 a.1. 
12. COII/ro Gmtiles III 69. 
13. De Veritate '1.11 a.1. 
14. Origen, on I Cor. 2:12-5, ed. in JOllmal of Theological Studies 9 

(1908) p. 240. 
H. QlIodl. III a.lO. 
16. QlIodl. XII a.26. 
17. Albert, loc. cit. 
18. Cf. I-lumbert, De Eruditiolle Praedicotorllm II xii 139 (Tugwell, 

horly Domillicalls p. 224). 
19. COlltro Impllgllalltes 2.3 (Leonine XLI pp. A 56-7). 
20. Humbert of Romans, letter of 1256, MOPH V pp. 32-3. 
21. De tlpibllS, Douais 1605, pp. 180-1. 
22. COII/ra Impugllallles 2.3 (Leonine XLI pp. A 57-8). Cf. the ser

mon quoted by L. J. Bataillon, RSPT 67 (1983) p. 432, comparing entry 
into the university to entry into religious life. The sermon is probably 
by Adenulf of Anagni, who was an admirer of Thomas (and paid to 
ha,'e his lectures on St. John copied) and a friend of the Dominicans (he 
preached a sermon on "glorious St. Dominic"-Schncycr, RepertoriulII I 
p. 50, no. 6). 

23. Humbert complains that the secular Masters ha,'e made the friars 
"contemptible" (MOPH V p. 36); for the physical and moral injuries suf
fered by the Dominicans at this time, see Hinnebusch, History of the Do
millicall Order II pp. 73-4. 

24. COlltra Impuglloll/es 14. 
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II. THOMAS' THEOLOGY OF PRAYER 

I. I ha\'e discussed Thomas' doctrine of prayer, against the hack
ground of other theologians and spiritual writers, in "Pmycr, Humpty 
Dumpty and Thomas "'Iuin .. ," in B. IJades, Lod., Ul11glloge, Meollillg O/Id 
GINI (London, 1987), PI" 2+-50. 

2. Sec H. V. Shooner, Bllllelill Tbomisle HI (1957-9) pp. IB-7. 
Sh(KmCr argues that the edition of the ~-latthc\\' 1c.."C(urcs must, to some 
extent, be dependent on the edition of the later conferences, but it seems 
to me that this is far from certain. It is surell' more likel\' that Thomas 
assemhled his documentation in the first piace for his 'uni\'ersity lec
tures, not for his popular conferences; the precise citations, to which 
Shooner points, which arc indeed not typical of the reporlalio of the ,\lat
thew lectures, can he interpreted in a way that allo\\'s them to he a gen
uine part of the lectures. The conferences, \\'hieh \\'ere delivered in the 
\'crnaCuhlf, nceded much more editing than the ~'latthc\\' lectures; it is 
quite likely that in the process Peter and Reginald looked up some of 
Thomas' citations to find the exact text. The exact text could then be 
inserted into the Matthew lectures, where before there was only a rough 
note. But [his docs not mean [hat Thomas had not cited the same texts 
in the Matthe\\' lectures. 

3. PL 176:981-2. 
-I . ullres d,~ pTemim Charmll.\' II, Sources Chretiennes 2N (Paris, 

1980), pp. 15()-170. 
5. I':p. I30.C).18; I':1I0rr. illl's. 37.14. 
6. ,\larginal Gloss to I Thess. 5:17; also L.ombard's Gloss (pL 

192:309A). 
7. IV Set/I. d.15 p. 2 a.1 '1A. 
B. Dc Oroliulle 5.1. 
9. Sirollloids VII 39.6; the phrase is derived from the popularizing 

Platonist, ,\-(a,imus of Tyre 5.8, cd. H. Hohcin (Leipzig, 1910) p. 1i3, 
who uses it as a way of a\'oiding the "embarrassment" of supposing that 
Socrates, when he prayed, \\'as really asking the gods for anything. 

10. The definition of oralio ("speech") as oris ratio (lioral reason") is 
anested in the L.atin grammarians frum the third century onward (cf. The
SOIlrt/S Lillglllle Lalilloc s. I'.). Jeromc distinguishes the hiblical sense of the 
1I'0rd ("prayer") from this grammatical sensc (I':p. I-IOA), hut Cassiodorus 
already applies the grammarians' definition to oralio in the sense of 
"prayer" (Expos. ill Ps. 38: 13), and thcreafter it is cited '1uite fre'luently in 
discussions of prayer. 

II. Opera Ol1lllill I (Paris, lliN), pp. 336-106. 
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12. DeOraliolle 14.2. 
13. E.g., Ambrose, De Sacramelllis VI 22-25. 
14. E.g., Cassian, Calif 9: 11-17. 
15. Cf. Tugwell, art. cit. pp. 27-30. 
16. This is particularly clear in William of St. Thierry; cf. Tugwell, 

art. cit. pp. 29-30. 
17. This process is already visible in Gregory the Great (e.g., PL 

75:1107-8), and it is very clear in Guigo I (e.g., Medilaliolles 243); it is built 
into the structure of Guigo II's Scala Claustralium. 

18. So, for instance, Philip the Chancellor can say that prayer, in 
one sense, refers to "when the soul is caught up into God by contem
plation" (Summa de Balla, cd. N. Wicki [Berne, 1985], p. 939:145). 

19. This definition apparently derives from the pseudo-Augustinian 
De Spirilu et Allima 50 (PL 40:816), but the rather more compact formula 
into which it evolved rapidly took on a life of its own; cf. Tugwell, art. cit. 
p. 49 note 10. The degree to which the affective notion of prayer prevailed 
can be seen, for instance, in Philip the Chancellor's adaptation of the much 
older description of prayer as "the ascent of the mind to God" (which comes 
from Evagrius, De Oralio/ie 36, and was made known to the Latins through 
the Latin translation of John Damascene's Dc Fide Orthodoxa 68.1, cd. Buy
taert p. 267): Philip reformulates it to read "prayer is ascending to God with 
pious affection" (p. 332:153-4). 

20. Albert, DN 3.6, Col. XXXVII p. 104:62-3. 
21. Summa Aurea IV 11.2, cd. J. Ribaillier (Grottaferrata, 1985), p. 

274. 
22. Cf. Tugwell, art. cit. p. 25; also Philip the Chancellor, p. 

939:140. 
23. Summa Magislri Rolalldi Cremollel/Sis III, cd. A. Cortesi (Bergamo, 

1962), pp. 766-7. 
24. Ibid. pp. 765-810. 
25. De Rhelorica Divilla I. 
26. IV Selll. d.15 q.1 a.4. 
27. Summa Theol. I q.23 a.8 ad 2. 
28. Ibid. I. II q.68 a.2 ad 3. 
29. As is suggested, for instance, by William of St. Thierry and Bon

aventure: cf. Tugwell, art. cit. pp. 34-5. 
30. Cf. Tugwell, art. cit. pp. 47-8; id., Domillicall Ashram I (1982) 

pp. 128-44. 
31. Bede Jarrett, "The ,"Iethod of Prayer," "Contemplation," Medi

latiollsJor LayJolk (London, 1955), pp. 288-9, 297. 
32. Vincent McNabb, The Craft oj Prayer (London, 1935), p. 10. 
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III. THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE 

I. IV Selll. d.15 qA a.1 '1.2 ad I. 
2. Cf., for example, John Blund, De Allima 336-7, cd. D. A. Callus 

and R. W. Hunt (London, 1970) pp. 91-2. 
3. Tocco in fact uses the phrasesllldii cOlllemplatio (FVST p. 91, Fer

rua p. (0). 
4. Third sermon on Evangelists, printed in Opera Omllia S. Alltollii 

Padllalli (Paris, 1641) p. 432; Tugwell, Early Domillicalls p. 146. 
5. MOPI-I I p. 112. Cf. Langland's complaint that friars "go to scole 

I And Ierne logyk and lawe and ek contemplacion, I And preche men of 
Plato, and preue it by Seneca ... "(Piers Plowmall B 20.273-5). 

6. Prologue, cited in A.J. Minnis, Medieval Theory ofAlllhorship (Lon
don, 1984) p. 129. 

7. StimllltlS Amoris II. 
8. The tradition essentially goes back to Aristotle, Eth. Nic. X 7, and 

was taken up later by the Platonists, e.g., Albinus, Didask. 2. For an in
teresting sur\'Cy of its earlier antecedents, see L. B. Carter, The Qlliet Ath
mimI (Oxford, 1986). 

9. E.g., Macrobius, Comm. ill Somll. Scip. 1.8.8. 
10. PL 76:953. 
II. Vatican Library, MS Ottob. Lat. 1610 f.15'-16'·. 
12. Sermollcs ad Diversos Stallls (Hagenau, H(8) fol. a3. 
13. Cf. William of Auxerre, SlImma Allrea III H.3, cd. cit. p. 653. 
14. PL 76:953. 
15. Gregory, PL 77:20; Humbert of Romans, ed. Berthier I p. 59; 

Thomas, III Smt. d. 35 ".1 a.4 '1.2 obi. 2. 
16. At least since Justinian, Novell. 5.3, the solitary life had been 

identified as "contemplative," and the problem of justifying it against the 
charge of selfishness was a real onCi cr., for instance, C. Phipps, uRn
muald-Modcll-Iermit," in W. J. Sheils, ed., MOllks, Hermits alld the Ascetic 
Traditioll (Oxford, 1985) pp. 65-77. A similar concern seems to underly 
Guigo I's Carthusian customary 28:3-1 (SC 313 [Paris, 1984] p. 224). 
Guigo II seems much less sensitive on this point: cf. Scala Clallstralillm 15 
(SC 163 [Paris, 1970] pp. 116-8). 

17. Cf., for instance, the Marginal Gloss on Luke 10:42. 
18. Cf. Gregory, PL 77:26D-27A, cited by Thomas in II.II '1.182 

a.1 ad I. 
19. The "mixed life" derives from the Stoic refusal to gh'c priority to 

a purely Ucontcmplath'c life"; they preferred a "rational life," in which ac
th-ity and contemplation would both find their proper place (cf. Diogenes 
Laertius 7 _ 130). 
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20. III StilI. d.35 q.1 a.1. 
21. IIISelll.d.35q.lao4q.2. 
22. lUI q.IS2 a.2. 
B. Cf. De Perfecliolle 7 (Leonine XLI p. B 72). 
24. lUI q.IS2 a.2. 
25. Commentary on John, Marietti cd. paras. 24S7 and 2640. In 

SlImllla I q.20 a.4 ad 3 (in the context of a quite different discussion) 
Thomas refuses to choose between \'arious views on the relative merits of 
John and Peter, symbolizing (according to Augustine) the contemplative 
and active lives. 

26. 11.11 q.IS2 a.1. 
27. III Selll. d.H q.1 a.4 q.1 sed contra 2; SlImma I q.20 a.4 ad 3, 

taken up in the commentary on John, cd. cit. para. 2640. 
28. II.II q.47 a.2. 
29. lUI q.ISI a.2. 
30. II.II q.ISI a.3 obi.3 and ad 3. 
31. 11.11 q.S3 a.1. 
32. II.II q.ISO a.3 ad 4. 
B. II.II q.S3 a.13 ad 2 refer to "contemplation" in connection with 

praying as the ascent of the mind to God; but this ascent is interpreted 
strictly with reference to the "contact" needed if a petition is to be pre
sented, ibid. a.1 ad 2. 

34. III S."I. d.H q.1 a.3 q.1 obi. 3 and ad 3. 
35. lUI q.ISI a.3; cf. already De Verilale q.11 a.4. 
36. lUI q.179 a.l; the same text had already been uscd in III StilI. 

d.35 q.1 a.1. 
37. IUlq.180a.2ad I. 
38. II.II q.18S a.S. 
39. II.II q.188 a.6. 
40. 11.11 q. IS2 a.4 ad I makes it dearthat withoutthe active life there 

is no fraternal charity at all, and II.II q.25 a.1 shows that fratcrnal charity 
is an integral part of charity, inseparable from 100'e of God. 

'II. lUI q.IS2 ao4. 
42. Il.llq.171 pro!. 
43. For the first point, sec II.II q.181 a.1 ad 3; for the second, De 

Perfeclione 10 (Leonine XLI p. B 76:82-103). 
44. Cf. A. Hayen, RTAM 9 (1937) pp. 219-36; A. Dondaine, BIII

lelill Thomisle 6 (1940-1942) pp. 100-2. 
45. III Selll. d.H. Cf. Lombard, III Selll. d.H.1.5; William of Aux

crre III 34, ed. cit. pp. 64~5. 
46. III StilI. d.H q.1 a.2 q.1 obi.3, not repudiatcd by Thomas in his 

response. 
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-17. Illid. '1.1 a.2 '1.1 (cd. Moos p. 1177). 
48. 11.11 '1.180 a.2 ad 3. 
-19. III SellI. d.35 '1.1 a.2 '1.2. 
50. Thcrc is a vcry uscful appcndix on thc cvolution of Thomas' 

thought on thc gifts in volumc XXIV of thc Blackfriars SIIIIIIIIO, pp. 11(1-
130. 

H. 1.11 '1.68 a.2. 
52. II.II '1.45 a.3, '1.8 a.3. 
53. III ScllI. d.30 aA ad 2. 
H. Civ. Dei. XIX ch. I-II. 

IV. RELIGIOUS LIFE 

I. "-IOPH V p. 60. 
2. SII1II1110 Theol. II.II '1.186 a.8. 
3. Onc wondcrs what Thomas would havc madc of the story of the 

young Franciscan who was asked whether he wanted to go to England; he 
replied that he did not know, and explained that the rcason why he did not 
know was that uhis will was not his own, but his minister's, and so he 
wanted whatever the minister wanted him to w3nt" (Eccleston, Dt /\dvm/II 
Frolrlllll, cd. A. G. Littlc (Paris, 19(9), p. 6). I Ie was so highly regarded 
lly the Franciscans that he llecamc guardian of Oxford while still a novice 
(illid. p. 13). He also castrated himsclfto get rid of carnal temptations (illid. 
p.6). 

-I. SIIIIIIIIO Theal. 11.11 '1.10-1 a.1 ad I. 
5. Illid. '1.10-1 a.5. 
6. Illid. 1.11 '1.13 a.1. 
7. It is clcar from what I-Iumllert says, lloth in the cncyclical cited 

allove and in his commentary on the Constitutions (cd. Berthier II p. 53) 
that the vow of olledience was rarelv invoked in the dav-to-dav llusincss of 
the Order. The promise of obedien~e to the Mastcr tithe Or;ler, which is 
the heart of the Dominican profession formula (Prilllilive Callslilmiolls 116), 
meant essentially that the Master (or the General Chapter) had the right to 
deploy all thc manpower of the Order as he saw fit, and it was surely in 
assigning friars to particular places and allocating particular jobs to them 
that all Dominican superiors most oll\'iously call upon them to fulfill their 
profession. 

8. SIIIIIIIIO Theal. II.II '1.186 a.9. Cf. G. G. Meersseman, in Ordo Fro
temilolis(Rome, 1977) pp. 129(1-131-1, on the Dominican "Icges mcrc poen
alcs." 

9. It is clear from the 1220 Constitutions that, from the outset, nov
ices arc to be encouraged to be "always reading or thinking about some-
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thing" (prim. ConSI. I 13), and that some people ha\'C the specific role of 
being teachers (II 23) and that some people arc formally deputed to be stu
dents (II 20, II 28-29). Jacques de Vitry, in about 1222, noted how the 
Dominicans in Bologna met every day for a dass on the bible gil'en by one 
of their number, and he implies that this was a function intended for the 
whole community (Hislorio Oceidenlolis 27, cd. J. F. Hinnebusch (Fribourg, 
1972], p. 143). On Dominican study, sec A. Duval, "L'Etude dans la Leg
islation religieuse de St. Dominique," in Milonges M. D. Chenll (Paris, 
1967), pp. 221-2-17; Dieter Berg, ilrm/ll t/lld WissC/lschaft (Dusseldorf, 
1977); P. Amargier, Ellides rur I'Ordre Domil/icain (Marseilles, 1986), pp. 19-
51. For a simple introduction, sec J. A. Weisheipl, The Place oj Sllidy illlhe 
ldealoJSI. Domillic (Ri\'Cr Forest, 1960). 

10. Prim. COIISI. Pro!' 
II. Cf. Tugwell, Early Domillicons p. 7 with note 42. 
12. Prim. COIISI. Prologue. 
13. The question of shoes is already a major bone of contention, ap

parently, in the 1240s (cf. the treatise edited in AFP 6 [1936] pp. 153-5; 
for the date, cf. Tugwell, Early Domillicolls p. 44 note 88), and at the end 
of the century the debate is still going on merrily (cf. the treatise of Thomas 
Sutton edited in AFP 3 (1933) pp. 74-80). 

14. M. T. d'Alverny, inSI. Thomasilqllinasl274-J9N II p. 179. The 
Spirituals' dislike of John XXII was caused by his line on poverty; the last 
straw, in their view, was when he formally dC'dared in 1323 that Christ 
and the apostles did own possessions (cf. J. Moorman, Hislory OJlhe Froll
CisCOII Order [Oxford, 1968), pp. 313-317). 

15. How many Dominicans there were in Thomas' time who were 
attracted by poverty as such it is difficult to say. jordan's friend Henry 
scems to have been primarily motivated to join the Order by a desire for 
poverty (jordan, Libel/liS 72), and it was presumably their claim to a greater 
poverty that made the Franciscans an attractive proposition to Dominican 
novices, a threat that called forth Kilwardby's letter to the nm'ices of the 
English province (Tugwell, Early Domillicolls pp. 149-52), dating from 
about 1270. 

16. It is certainly shared by Kilwardby (sec his letter cited in the pre
vious note). 
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Watering the earth from his things above, 
the earth will be filled from the fruit of 
your works (Psalm 103: 13). 

The king of the heavens, the Lord, established this law from 
all eternity, that the gifts of his providence should reach what is 
lowest by way of things that are in between. Thus Dionysius, 
in the fifth chapter of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, says, "It is a most 
sacred law of the Godhead that the middle beings should be 
brought to the most divine light of himself by way of the first 
beings.'" 

This law is found to apply, not only to spiritual creatures, 
but also to bodily creatures. As Augustine says in the third book 
of the De Trillitale, "Just as coarser, weaker bodies are arranged 
so as to be governed by finer, more powerful bodies, similarly 
all bodies are governed by the breath of life.'" This is why the 
Lord uses a metaphor taken from bodily things to express the law, 
stated in the psalm, which is observed in the communicating of 
spiritual wisdom: "Watering the mountains ..... We See with 
our bodily senses that rain pours down from the things that are 
above in the clouds, and watered by the rain the mountains pro
duce rivers, and by having its fill of these the earth becomes fer
tile. Similarly the minds of teachers, symbolized by the 
mountains, are watered by the things that are above in the wisdom 
of God, and by their ministry the light of divine wisdom flows 
down into the minds of students. 

So there are four things we may look at in our text: the exalted 
nature of spiritual teaching, the high standing of those who teach it, 
the position of those who hear it and the manner of its communi
cation. 

The exalted nature of this teaching is indicated by the words, 
"From things above," on which the Gloss comments, "From the 

I. PG J:HHC. 
2. Ik Trinililft 1 .... 9. 
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more exalted mysteries. "1 And there are three ways in which sacred 
teaching is elevated: 
(1) In its source, because this is the wisdom which is described as 

being "from above" Games 3: 17). "The fount of wisdom is the 
word of God on high" (Ecclus. 1:5). 

(2) In the subtlety of its content. "I dwelt in the highest place" (Ec
clus. 24:7).· There are some heights of divine wisdom which are 
reached by everyone, albeit incompletely, because the knowledge 
of the existence of God is naturally implanted in everyone, as Da
mascene says;' it is with reference to this that it says inJob 36:25, 
"Everyone sees him." There are some things which are more ex
alted, and these are reached only by the minds ofthewise, follow
ing the guidance of reason alone; of these it says, "What is known 
of God is manifest in them" (Romans 1:19). Then there are the 
highest things, which transcend all human reason, and with ref
erence to them it says inJob 28:20-1, "Wisdom is hidden." And in 
Psalm 17:12, "He made darkness his hiding place." But holy 
teachers, instructed by the Holy Spirit who "examines even the 
deep things of God" (I Cor. 2: 10) passed these things on to us in the 
text of sacred scripture, and these are the highest things, in which 
this wisdom is said todwell. 

(3) In the sublimity of its goal, because the goal of this teaching is 
very exalted, namely eternal life. "These things have been writ
ten so that you may believe and have life in his name" Gohn 
20:31). "Seek the things that are above" (Col. 3: I). 

Because of the exalted nature of this teaching, high standing is 
also required in those who teach it, and this is why they are sym
bolized by mountains: "Watering the mountains .... " And there 
are three reasons for this: 
(1) Mountains are high. They are raised above the earth and close 

to the sky. In the same way holy teachers ought to make light of 
the things of earth and yearn only for the things of heaven. "Our 
way of life is in heaven" (Phil. 3:20). Accordingly it says of the 

3. I.umb.,d', Gloss (PI. 191,9348). 
4. Thomas' text has the rC3ding altiss;mu, which is:1 recognized \':lri:mt for the Vulgate 

altis. 
5. lk FiJI O"hoJoxa 1.2. cd. Buytacn p. 12. 
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teachers' teacher, Christ, "He will be raised above the hills and 
the nations shall flow toward him" (Is. 2:2). 

(2) They are radiant. The mountains are the first to catch the sun's 
rays, and holy teachers are likewise the first to receive radiance 
in their minds. Like mountains, teachers are the first to be en
lightened by the rays of divine wisdom. "You shine wonderfully 
from the everlasting mountains" (Ps. 75:5), that is, from the 
teachers who share in eternity. 6 "Among them you shine" (Phil. 
2: 1 5). 

(3) They are a defense, because mountains protect the land from its 
enemies. In the same way the church's teachers ought to protect 
the faith against error. "The children of Israel do not trust in 
lances and arrows, but the mountains defend them. '" That is 
why some prophets are rebuked in Ezekiel 13:5, "You did not 
go up against them." 
So all the teachers of sacred scripture ought to bc "high" 

because of the high quality of their lives, so that they will be 
capable of preaching effectively. As Gregory says in the Pastoral 
Rille, "If your life is despised then unavoidably your preaching J 
will also be despised. "K "The words of the wise are like goads and 
like nails deeply fixed" (Eccles. 12:1 I). Hearts cannot be goaded 
on or fixed in the fear of God unless they arc fixed in an elevated 
way of life." 

They need to be enlightened, so that they can suitably teach by 
lecturing. "To me, the least of all the saints, the grace has been given 
to enlighten everyone" (Eph. 3:8-9). 

And they need to be well-armed III so that they can refute errors 
by arguing against them. "I will give you a wisdom they will not be 
able to resist" (Luke 21: 1 5). 

6. Thumas is (ull()\\ing the Lombard's Gloss (ilL 191:706CD). interpreting the "e\,
crl:tsting mountains" as referring 10 apostles. prophets and so nn, whu arc called "eternal" 
hecause eternal life is pmmist.'tIthrnugh them. 

7. Judith 7:H. 
H. ACtU3/1y 110m. Ev. I. J 2. J (ilL 76: 1119A). 
I), I think this means that preachers cannot affc..'Ct other (>l,(lplc's hc:lrts unless theircm n 

life is exalted. 
III. Muniti (which I ha\"c translated "wcll-armt.'tI") picks up mOll/ium muniliontm ahu\'e. 

which I translated "they (mountains) arc a defense." I could nut think of any cflO\-incing way 
of retaining the ,-crballink in English_ 
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These three functions, preaching, teaching and disputing," arc 
mentioned in Titus 1:9, "So that he will be capable of exhorting peo
ple" (this refers to preaching) "in sound teaching" (this refers to lec
turing) "and of defeating those who contradict" (this refers to 
disputing). 

Thirdly, the position of the hearers is symbolized in the met
aphor of the earth, so it says, "The earth will be filled .... "The 
earth is lowest: "hcavcn above and earth below" (Prov. 25:3). Also 
it is stable and solid: "The carth stands firm forever" (Eccles. 1:4). 
And it is fertile: "Let the earth bring forth" (Gcn. I: II). 

SO the hearers of this tcaching ought to bc as low as the earth, 
in humility: "Where therc is humility, there is wisdom" (prov. II :2). 
They must also be solid in right judgment: "Do not be like children 
in your minds" (I Cor. 14:20). And thcy must be fertile, so that the 
words of wisdom which they recei\'e will be fruitful in them: "The 
seed that fell on good ground ... "(Luke 8: 15). 

So humility is needed in them with reference to their being 
students, listening to teaching: "If you bend your ear, you will 
receive teaching" (Ecclus. 6:34). Right judgment is needed, so that 
they can assess what they hear: "Does not the car assess words?" 
(Job 12: II). And they need fertility. in the sense of that capacity 
to discover things, which enables a good student to explain a lot 
on the basis of a few things which he has heard. "Give a wise 
man the opportunity, and he will obtain more wisdom" (Prov. 
9:9). " 

Three aspects of the manner in which this teaching is acquired 
arc alluded to in our text: 
(I) The manner in which it is communicated, with reference both 

to the magnitude and to the quality of the gift received. The 
teachers' minds do not have the capacity to hold all that is con
tained in God's wisdom, and so it docs not say, "Pouring things 
above onto the mountains" but "Watering them from things 
above. "" "This is a partial statement" (Job 26: 14). In the same 

II. Th(.'Sc 2rc the chrc..'C c;Jsks (If ... Parisi ... n ,\t,mer: cr, I'ctrus Cantur, V~rhum IIbbtrv· 
ialum I (PL 20S:2SA); Snrhunnc scatutcs (CharI. I p. 507). 

12. Thumas' follows the recognized \':ari:mt in the Vulgate. [)a sapitnt; occmiomtn. 
13. Dt SuptrioribttJ: :already the Latin Jt is mewing (Uw3rd the paniti\'c usc (If dr', J( etc. 

in the modem Latin languages. 
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way the teachers do not pour out before their hearers all that 
they understand. "He heard secret words which it is not lawful 
to speak to anyone" (2 Cor. 12:4). So it does not say, "Passing 
on the fruit ofthe mountains to the earth," but "giving the earth 
its fill from the fruit." Gregory mentions this in book XVII of 
the Mora/ia, in his comment on Job 26:8: "The teacher ought not 
to preach all that he knows to simple people, because he himself 
cannot know all that there is in the mysteries of God. ",. 

(2) The text alludes secondly to the manner in which this teaching 
is possessed. God possesses wisdom by nature, and this is why 
the "things above" are said to be "his," because they are natural 
to him. "With him is wisdom" (Job 12: 13)." But teachers share 
abundantly in knowledge, and so they are said to be "watered 
from things above." "I will water the garden of plants" (Ecclus. 
24:42). But students have an adequate share in knowledge, and 
this is symbolized by the earth being "filled." "I shall have my 
fill when your glory appears" (Ps. 16:15). 

(3) Thirdly, with reference to the power to communicate, God 
communicates wisdom by his own power, and so he is said 
to water the mountains by himself. But teachers can only 1 
communicate wisdom in a ministerial role, and so the fruit of 
the mountains is not ascribed to them, but to the works of 
God: "From the fruit of your works," it says. "So what is 
Paul? ... The ministers of him whom you have believed" (1 
Cor. 3:4-5). 

But "who is capable of this?" (2 Cor. 2: 16). What God requires 
is ministers who are innocent ("The one who walks a spotless path 
is the one who has been my minister," Psalm 100:6), intelligent ("An 
intelligent minister is pleasing to his king," Provo 14:35), fervent 
("You make spirits your messengers and your ministers a burning 
fire," Psalm 103:4) and obedient ("His ministers who do his will," 
Psalm 102:21). 

However, although no one is adequate for this ministry by 
himself and from his own resources, he can hope that God will 

1 .. , Mora/ill 17.26.38 (PL 76:28D). 
IS. The printed text has "Imowlt.-dgc" (sritnlu,); bul Thomas elscwhere comments on 

the lext with the Sf:JfK.hlrd "wisdom" (fllpitwtia):md I have taken the libcny of making the slight 
t.mt:oo:uion nt.'Cl'Ssary here to bring the quotation in linr with the Vulgate. 
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make him adequate. "Not that we are capable of a single thought 
on our own resources, as if it came from us, but our adequacy is 
from God" (2 Cor. 3:5). So the teacher should ask God for it. "If 
people lack wisdom, they should beg for it from God and it will 
be given them" (James 1 :5). May Christ grant this to us. Amen. I. 

16. The printed text has: Omnus. Nobis ronCtJll1 Chrislus. Amm. As Osmund Lewry, 
a.p., suggested to me. this iS:I thoroughly unconvincing beginning (or:l prayer. 3mI \\'C do 
no( exprct a formal collect here anyway; so I have cmcnt.led armfUS lu quod. 
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Commentary on the Sentences 
Book 4, distinction 15, question 4 

There are seven questions to be asked about prayer: 
(1) What is prayer? 
(2) (-(ow should we pray? 
(3) The kinds of prayer. 
(4) What should be asked for in prayer? 
(5) To whom can we pray? 
(6) To whom is praying properly attributed? 
(7) The effectiveness of prayer. 

I. What is prayer? 

(A) Prayer appears to be an act of the affective part of us: 
(I) Augustine defines prayer as "a devout affection of the mind, 

turned toward God.'" 
(2) Hugh of St. Victor says that prayer is "a kind of devotion 

arising from compunction. '" But devotion is a matter of af
fection, therefore prayer must be too. 

(3) The only difference between giving an order and praying is 
that one involves our relationship to someone superior to us, 
whereas the other involves our relationship to someone in
ferior: we give orders to our inferiors, but we entreat our 
superiors. But the will gives orders to our other powers. 

I. This "definition" of pnycr is dcri\'I.."tJ frum the pscutiu-Aul,'Ustini:m compilation ~ 
Spiritu (I Anima 50 (PL -IO:H 16), whosc source: here is Hugh of St. Viewr, Dt VirtUlt Orona; 
I (Pl 176:979:\11), but Thomas is unlikely to be ,)uoting it directly from Dt Spirilu tl r\nima. 
The exact form in which he cites it is already fnund in Pcraldus, Summa dt l'irlutibUlIIl5. 7 .2, 
and in A'b,,"_ Ddiol1D ).2.6(C .. 1. XXVIII p. HUS-6). "' .\'mI. d.9a.8(U 28 p. 178). A'ben 
had already rc:aliu-d th::lt IJt Spiro (I Anim. W35 not by Augustine, and it is unlikely that he 
\\ 3S 3W:lre thaI this was the source tI( "Augustine's" definitiun of prayer (cf. I-liL'tII, art. cit. 
p. 116), which b:.d c\'idcndy become part of the tr::ldition independcntly of its source (cf. 
l'ctNs Cantor, ITer"u", ,lhbnvwlum IN, ilL 20S: J ISH: Abo of lille. Expos. sUJNr Oroliottnn 
lJomi,,;ellm 4; Alcxander tlf Halcs, IV Sent. d.l I. l"tl. cit. pp. 494-5; William of Au\'crb'1le, 
Rbitorieo Divino I). 

2. P::Iu.phr35C.-d frum Ix Virtute Orond; I (PL 176:1)7')A8). 
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Therefore it is also to the will that it belongs to pray and to 
ask for things. J 

(4) Outward prayer is an indication of the inner desire of some
one praying. But what is revealed by outward prayer is in
ner prayer. So inner prayer is nothing other than inner 
desire, and as such it is a matter of our affections. 

On the other hand: 
(a) On Psalm 38:13, "God, hear my prayer," the Gloss com

ments that "prayer is when we display our wishes to God. ". 
And displaying or demonstrating is an act of reason. There
fore prayer must be so too. 

(b) According to Damascene "prayer is a petition made to God 
for things that are fitting. ,,' And fittingness implies that one 
thing is adapted to another, and adapting is an act of reason, 
so prayer will also have to be an act of reason. 

(B) Prayer appears to be the act of one of the gifts, not one of the 
virtues: 
(I) According to Hugh of St. Victor prayer is part of contem

plation." But contemplation has to do with wisdom, since it 
is by wisdom that we attain the fulfilment of our higher rea
son which, as Augustine says, cleaves to the contemplation 

3. The argument is dearly invalid and Thomas cfft.'Cti\"cly explodes it in the course of 
his exposition. The fact that the will "gives orders" til nur other powers (which Thomas ac
cepts: cf. II Stnt. d.25 q.1 3.2 :11..14, where he indicates that the will governs thcothcr powers 
of the soul in the sense that it is the will's orientation toward our goal that gm'ems the activity 
of our other powers, including the intclk-ct) is adduct."tI as pn:x)f that giving orders is an acti"ity 
proper to the will, but uf course it dues not sho\\' that it is always ami only the will th:lt is 
responsible for gi\'ing orders. :10<1 it is this stronger claim that is nceded if the argument is (() 
dcmonstr:uc that it is the will's business bmh (() pray and to command. Thomas, in the courSe 
of his discussion, sccms to think it unncccssary to point out thc fallacy in so many words, hut 
his pnxlf that giving orders is cssentially an activity of reason makes it apparent. 

-t. Lombard's Gloss, PL 191:395D. 
5. lk Fidt Orlhodoxa 68.1, c.'lI. Buyt3en p. 267. 
6. I-Iumben (ed. cit. I p. 155) similafly claims that Bernard S3yS th3t "pr3yer is pan 

of contempl:ltion," but so faf as I know neither Hugh nor Bernard S3yS this. Thomas' rcsponsc 
(() this p()int shows that he h3S in mind somc doctrinc of rcading, mc.'lIit3tion 3nd prayer as 
parts of contempl3tinn, and just such 3 doctrine is found in William of Auxcrrc. Summa ... \una 
III 34.3, ed. cit. p. 653, 3scribcd (() "thc m3stcrs."It may dcrh·c from Hugh ()f St. Victor's 
rather diffcrcnt lining up of reading. mc.'lIitation. prayer and contcmplation in DidllSC. 5.9 (PL 
176: 797 A) and Allrg. ill NO'f.Jtlm Tal. 3.3 (PL 175 :805A), though Hugh maintains a clear dis. 
tinction bctwccn prayer and contemplation. 
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of the things of eternity. 7 Therefore prayer is an act of the 
gift of wisdom. 

(2) As Damascene says, "Prayer is an ascent of the intellect to 
God. "" But ascending to God is proper to the gift of under
standing; this is why the sixth beatitude, "Blessed are the 
pure in heart for they will see God," is allocated to the gift 
of understanding, as the Gloss makes clear. Y So prayer is an 
act of the gift of understanding. 

(3) Gregory says that "to pray is to utter noisy groans in a state 
of compunction. "III But groaning is an act of the gift of 
knowledge because, according to the Gloss" and to Augus
tine," the third beatitude, "Blessed are those who mourn," 
is attributed to the gift of knowledge. So prayer is the act of 
a gift. 

On the other hand, prayer appears to be the act of one of 
the virtues: 

(a) "Let him ask in faith, not doubting at all" (James 1 :6). But 
faith is one of the virtues, so prayer (which is a form of ask
ing) is an act of one of the virtues. 

(b) Augustine says, "Faith believes, and hope and charity 
pray,"" and by praying they obtain whatthey pray for. But 
hope and charity are virtues, so prayer is the act of a virtue. 

(C) Prayer appears not to be the kind of act which can be com
manded: 
(I) Nothing which comes from the will is produced by neces

sity. ,< And prayer is particularly a matter of the will, in that 

7. Loosdr dcrh't.'tI fwm Augustine, Dt Trinitalt XII 3. 3 and 14.22 (cr. Thomas, 
Summa Tbtol. 11.11 qAS ,.J). 

8. Dt FUk Onbod",a (,8, I. cd. <ii, p, 267. 
9. ~largin:ll Gloss on the beatitudes 3.S a whule, aU:1chcd (0 .\tatt. 5:] . 
10, Moralia XXXIIIllAJ (PL 76,7018). 
11. Marginal Gloss un Matt . S:3. 
11. Ik Dot/ring Christ;lI11Q JJ 7. 10 (PL 14;]9); cf. Dt St""one Domin; 1".11 (PL}oJ: J 214). 

which is the classic text in which Augustine shu\\ 5 how the beatitudes an be distributec.l 
amung the gifts (If the Spirit . 

J 3. EncbiriJion 2.1 (PL 40;214), 
, ... The latin n«milllS is mure comprchcnsh'c than the English "MCcssity," corcring 

3. ,·:I.ricty of w::Iys in which we may "ha\'e" to do something (physical constraint, constraint of 
circumstanccs Of the call of duty); the 3fl,rument rests on a n:ti\·c opposilion bctween wanting 
to do something :md ha\·ing to do it. 
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when we pray we ask for whatever we will. Therefore it is 
not a matter of necessity. So it is not something about which 
there can be a precept. 

(2) Asking seems to be nothing other than revealing some desire 
of ours to somebody else. But it is superfluous to explain to 
someone something that he already knows. And the Chris
tian religion contains no superfluous commandments, oth
erwise it would be a form of superstition." So since all our 
desires are known to God, it does not seem that prayer can 
be the object of any commandment. 

(3) God is most generous in giving his gifts. And it is more gen
erous to give without being asked because, as Seneca says, 
"The highest price you can pay for something is the price of 
your prayers. "16 So God ought not to command prayers for 
anything he wants to give us. Nor ought he to command 
prayers for anything he does not want to give us, because 
we ought not to want anything that God does not want, else 
our wills will not be conformed to his will. And we ought 
not to ask for anything that we ought not to want. So there 
is no way in which prayer can be the object of a command
ment. 

On the other hand: 
(a) On Luke 18:1, "One should pray always," Chrysostom 

comments, "In saying 'one should,' he is indicating that it is 
necessary. "" But in this context "necessity" can only mean 
the kind of necessity which arises from there being a com
mandment. Therefore prayer is a matter of precept. 

(b) Prayer is listed with fasting and almsgiving, and both of 
these are subject to commandments. IH Therefore prayer is 
too. 

15. Tn be superstitious is 10 sin by excess against the \'inuc of religion: cf. III Stnl . 
d,l) '1.1 a.1 q.3 ad 3, where Thomas quntcs frum Lomh:ml's Gloss un Cnl. 2:23. defining 
superstition as "exaggerated religion" (PL 192:27HC). 

16. In Btntficiis II , .... 
17. I dn not know where this cumes from. 
I H. Thomas' comments nn IV Stili. d. 15 arc dcmlcd In s:ltisfaction (works of penance 

unclcnakcn en compensate for nnc's sins) 3mJ the thn."C practices generally rL-gardcd as the 
main works of penance: almsgiving, fasting and prayer. lIy the time he ft.':Ichcs prayer he has 
already shuwn that '"Ilh almsgiving and fasting arc liahle to he impost.'li by prt.'Ccpt. 
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REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question we must say that, as Cassio
dorus remarks, prayer (oralio) is so called as being "the mouth's 
reason (oris ralio). "19 So by its very name it signifies the expres
sion, by way of the mouth, of some act of the reason. 

Even if we take "reason" only in the sense of "speculative 
reason,"2O it has two kinds of activity: first, that of making con
nections and separations, and this activity is expressed orally by 
the sort of speech (oralio) described by the philosopher in the 
Peri Hermmeias. The second activity of reason is moving from 
one point to another in order to find something out, and in this 
connection a syllogism can be called a kind of speech (oralio).21 

Because public addresses contain arguments which are 
meant to persuade people, they too are called "speeches" and 
those who make them are called "speakers" (oralores). And be
cause these speeches, particularly those involved in the kind of 
case we call a lawsuit, have it as their objective to ask a judge for 
something-which is why lawyers call advocates' speeches 
"pleas"-the word oralio was taken over to refer also to petitions 
made to God, as to the judge who is concerned with our activ
ities. It is in this sense that Damascene defines prayer as "a pe
tition made to God for things that are fitting," and it is of oralio 
in this sense that we are speaking here." Therefore the act of 

19. Expos. in Psall. 19.14, 8S lit. (PL 70,28SC, 6IOC). 
20. As distinct fmm "practiQI reason" ("spc."cul:ui\'c reason" being cooccmed to ex· 

pIon: things with a vi~' to understanding them, "pr2ctial reason" being conccmcd with 
working out how [0 get things done). In the Summll TbtoI. 11.11 q.83 2. J Thomas cuts out this 
whole, fanciful attempt to derive orol;o (prayer) from oral;o (spt.occh) via the acti\'ities of spec· 
ul;atin= reason by l0C3ting prayer immediately within the domain of pr:actical renon. 

21. Intellectual acch'ity begins with :II simple grasp of simple notions (the meaning of 
indh'idual words); from this it proceeds to saM out ways in which these simple notions may 
or may not be: conm.'ctl-c.l. and on this basis it proceeds to its third activity. which is con
stfUC:ling ,rguments. The s«ond of these operations was considered to be the subject of Ar
isultk's Ptri Jltrmtnt;as: d. Kilwardby. Dt O,IU Sc;mtil1,.", 517. ctJ. cit. p. 177.:and Thomas' 
own, much latcr. commentary on Ptri HtrmtntillS, Prologue. 

22. h is clear from this discussion that Thomas is not distinguishing bctwl'Cn different 
ser1Sl'S of "pr:l~'cr." btu l.M:twccn c..Iiffcrau senses of orotio ("spcccb." "prayu"): Drillio in the 
senscof prayer me:ans petition. This point is at Ic:astobscurc:d by K. D. O'Rourke's translation 
of thc corresponding passage in Summll Tbtol. 11.11 q.83 a.l (Blackfriars Summa \'01. XXXIX 
p. 49). Thol1Us shows no imcrest in the Icndcncy aJrc:u.ly apparent in some twclfth-cenrury 
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prayer must be attributed to the same faculty as the act of pe
tition. 

Now the way in which human beings are moved differs in 
two respects from the way in which other animals are moved. 
First, the object of will or desire is fixed by nature in the case 
of other animals, but not in the case of human beings. Secondly, 
with respect to the pursuit of what is wanted or desired, other 
animals have certain fixed ways and means of fulfilling their de
sires, and so as soon as there is any movement of desire in them 
they immediately set their limbs in motion, unless there is some
thing forcibly preventing them; human beings, by contrast, 
have no fixed ways and means. So in their case reason has a dou
ble role to play: it seeks out an appropriate and definite good 
which it is right to desire, and it fixes the means which are 
needed in pursuit of this good which is desired. So in our case 
there is an act of reason both preceding and following the act of 
the will: a preceding act, taking counsel to discover what it is 
right for the will to choose, and a subsequent act in the form of 
a command, instructing each of the means adopted as to what it 
is supposed to do. This last act of the reason is expressed in 
words by the imperative mood. 

The means which are put to work by the command of rea
son for the pursuit or attainment of the desired object include 
not only the powers of the soul and the parts of the body, but 
also other people; as the philosopher says, "What is done by 
means of our friends is, in a way, done by ourselves."" But our 
friends, being outside ourselves, are not under our control in the 
same way as thc parts of our own bodies are or the powers of 
our own souls. So when we use external means like this to 
achieve our desires, it is sometimes called "giving orders" or 
"commanding," when the people concerned are subject to our 
control, and it is sometimes called "asking," when the people 
concerned are not under our control as our subjects. Sometimes 
it is even called "entreaty," if the people concerned are superior 
to us. And "asking" and "entreaty" are as much acts of the rea-

writers, such as William of St. Thierry. [0 separate prayer from pcdtion and make it rnc:in 
something else (cr. Tugwell. Ways of Imptrftclion pp. 116-7). 

21. Aristode, Eth. Nie. III 3.13 (I t 12b27-8), 
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son as "giving orders" is. And this is clear from the philosopher's 
saying that "reason entreats us toward what is best. "N 

It follows, then, that prayer is an act of the reason, bringing 
the will's desire into relationship with him who is our superior, 
not subject to our control, namely God. So Damascene's defi
nition, "Prayer is a petition made to God for things that are fit
ting," displays the essential nature of prayer with the utmost 
accuracy. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) There are two different senses in which our affections can 

be turned toward God. They may be turned toward him in 
the sense that he is their object, and in this sense turning our 
affections toward God means loving him. That is not what 
Augustine is talking about here. 

In another sense our affections may be directed toward 
God as to the one by whom our inner desire is to be fulfilled. 
And this turning of our affections toward God is brought 
about by our reason involving God in the pursuit of what 
our affections desire, in the way we have been explaining. 
And this kind of turning of our affections toward God is 
prayer. So the definition proposed here is a material defi
nition:" the actual turning toward God is indicated by spec
ifying what it is that is turned to him, just as sometimes we 
use the word "faith" to mean the things that are believed. 
There is a similar use of language in the Gloss on I Thes
salonians 5: 17, where it says that "desire for good is 

24. Ibid. I 13.15 (l102bI6). !JtpftCQlur is a misJe:ading transJ:ninn uf 1rapalcaAti 
("urges"). 

25. A material definition is one that, by comparison with some other possible defini
tion. fails to encapsulate the full nature of something bl'C3llSC it omits all rcfcrcncc to the kind 
of C:luse which dctcnnincs moSf effccti\'e1y what something i5-(':.g .. :I purdy biological ac
count of anger (by contrast with one that specifics what kind or emotion it is) or an account 
of a house in terms of malerial. shape, nehileel and so on. which omits 10 point out \\ h,11 
such a S(rucfUrc is fur (cr. IV Sml. d.l 3.1 q.I), So the "Auguscinian" definition of prayer 
fails In specify what actually makes the turning of our affl."Ctions toward Gnd into praytr(i.e., 
the intention to ubtain frum God the fulfilment of sume desirc). William flf AU\·crgnc, Rbt
loriell Dic:inll I, similarly comments that thc "Augustinian" furmula is a "commendatiun" uf 
prayer ratht..,. chan a ddinititm. 
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prayer."" in as much as the desire is the thing for whose 
fulfilment we are praying. 

(2) In the case of external petitions, something can be a petition 
in two ways. It may be a real petition, as when we say, 
"Give me that." Or it may be something which has an equiv
alent meaning, as when someone stretches out his hand or 
explains his needs. Similarly interior prayer made to God is 
really an act of reason importuning God in a kind of way, as 
we have said. But reflecting on one's needs and raising one's 
hope to God, or mentioning something that one desires or 
even a humbling of one's spirit before God are equivalent in 
some ways to praying, and it is in this sense that devotion 
too can be called "prayer," as it is by Hugh of St. Victor. 

(3) In asking, commanding or entreating, we call upon some
thing to help us attain our objective or to further some pur
pose of ours. But it is not the will that does this, since the 
will, as such, goes straight to its object, which is its goal; it 
is rather the work of reason, whose business it is to set things 
in order so that one thing leads to another. So, strictly speak
ing, issuing commands is not the business of the will. 

But there are two senses in which the will is said to issue 
commands. First, by doing something which can be taken 
as equivalent to a command. Giving a command initiates 
some movement, and so any act of the soul which results 
immediately in any movement can be called "commanding"; 
and so, since any full-fledged act of appetition results im
mediately in some movement of our bodily organs, our ap
petith'e powers can be said to be "commanding" such a 
movement. 

Secondly, the will is said to "command" in that com
mands origi~ate in the will. Calling on someone to help us 
pursue our goal (which is where commanding comes in) pre
supposes that we haw an appetite for our goal and it is a way 
of pursuing that goal. For this reason the operational powers 
or skills and the habits we have which are immediately re
lated to our goal are said to "command" those which are re
lated to the means by which we pursue our goal. And in this 

26, Lomhard's Glnss (PL 192:31)fh\)(fnHu Augustine, I" PI. 37:14. PL )6:4("'). 
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sense the will, whose object is our goal itself, is said to "com
mand," inasmuch as commanding, which is an act of reason, 
originates in the will, where our desire for our goal is lo
cated. 

(4) There are two ways in which a word spoken outwardly can 
be a sign of something. First, it is an immediate sign of what
ever it was primarily established to mean. For example the 
word "fire" signifies one of the elements. But in another 
sense a word can signify something indirectly, when the 
reality to which it primarily refers is itself taken as signifying 
something else. For example, "fire" signifies charity, be
cause the thing called "fire" is suitable as a symbol of char
ity, owing to certain points of resemblance. 

So exterior, vocal prayer signifies immediately the act 
of reason of the person praying, if the external prayer too is 
expressed in the form of a prayer, as in Wisdom 9:4, "Give 
me wisdom, which sits by your throne." But indirectly it 
signifies and expresses the desire itself, which underlies it, 
as we can see from what has been said. And it is in this sense 
that the definition of prayer given above has to be under
stood, "Prayer is when we display our wishes to God." 

(B) In response to the second question, we must say that prayer is 
an act of some kind. Now an act is said to be the act of one of 
the virtues if its definition includes something which belongs to 
the order of virtue, even if it does not contain everything that is 
needed for a virtue. So such an act has to be regarded as an act 
of the virtue to which the factor belongs which entitles it to be 
classed as a virtue. 

Prayer belongs to the general category of acts of petition, 
and this does not give it any claim to the title of "virtue." Taken 
by itself like this, unadorned with any feature making it good or 
bad, it indicates only the act of one of our powers. But Damas
cene, in the text cited abo,'e, adds two specifications which are 
relevant to the idea of virtue: prayer is a petition made 10 God for 
things Ihat are jittillg; that is, it means asking the right person 
for the right things. 

The second of these features does not sufficiently define 
prayer, because we might be asking some human being for 
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"things that are fitting," and this is not called "prayer." Nor is 
this feature essential to prayer, because even someone who asks 
God for things that are not fitting is praying, albeit carnally. So 
this feature concerns rather the well-being of prayer than the 
definition of its specific nature. 

The only alternative, then, is that it is the specification that 
it is a petition "made to God" that identifies prayer and draws 
it into the domain of \'irtue. And since a petition or entreaty 
made to a superior carries with it a certain re\'erence, by means 
of which it strives to obtain its objective, it follows that the ef
ficacy of prayer in obtaining what is being prayed for derives 
from its display of reverence toward God." And showing rev
erence to God is an act of worship, so therefore prayer must be 
an act produced directly by worship. 'M It is no obstacle to this 
conclusion that worship is located in the will, '" not the reason, 
while prayer is an act of the reason; worship is part of justice 
and justice uses the acts of all our powers as its material, to pay 
what is owing to everyone by means of them. Thus justice re
strains our capacity for concupiscence to prevent adultery, and 
it restrains our capacity for anger to prevent murder, and it sim
ilarly uses the act of reason in order thereby to show reverence 
to God. 

Since worship is a virtue, not a gift, as we have seen,'" it 
follows that prayer must be an act of virtue, not the act of a gift. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) "Contemplation" is sometimes taken in a strict sense to mean 

the act of the intellect thinking about the things of God, and 
in this sense contemplation is an act of wisdom. But in an
other sense it is taken more generally to mean any act in 

27, William of :\U\'ergoc, Rbi/ori,,, Oiv;tIQ I. simibrly idcncifics rccition plus rc\'crmce 
:IS the best way of defining prayer. 

2M. Prayer is (/;C;I;1.'(:1O act of w()rsbip. An act is "elicited" from the \·irtuc that is its 
immediate suurce .md that spccific..'S its immediate ubje.:cth·c; it is "cnmm:lndc.."" in some cases 
hy another \'irtuc. which suhonlin:ucs the immediate objccti\'c of the act in ()ucstion tn 3 

funher ubjl.'Cti\'c (cr. IV Stnl, d.15 q. J 3.1 (1.2 ad I). On this vicw the immediate purpose of 
pr:a~'cr is en uffer worship en Gud. a doctrine that r.tiscs (Iucstions nnt t!kkktJ hy Thomas 
here, though he uffers an incisive answer in Summa Tbtol. 11.11 (1.83 .1.3. 

l'). Cf. Philip the Chancellor's definitiun flf latria as "the will to gi,·c to God the cult 
which is due en him" in .\ilmmll J~ RonD, l-d. cit. p. %3:85-6. 

30. The reference is prohahly 10 III S(I1I . d.9 q.1 a.1. 
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which people separate themselves from worldly affairs to at
tend to God alone, and this occurs in two ways: either in
asmuch as people listen to God speaking in the scripture, 
and this happens in their reading, or inasmuch as they speak 
to God, and this happens in their prayers. 3I Meditation is 
related to both reading and prayer as a kind of intermediary 
between them: as a result of God speaking to us in the scrip
tures we become present to him in our minds and in our af
fections through meditation, and once we are made present 
to him like this, or once we have him present to us, we can 
speak to him in prayer. Hugh of St. Victor accordingly pos
tulates three parts of contemplation: first reading, then med
itation and thirdly prayer." But this does not have to mean 
that prayer is an act produced immediately by wisdom, even 
though wisdom prepares the way for prayer by means of 
meditation. H 

(2) There are two senses in which the intellect can be said to 
ascend to God. It can ascend to him in the sense that it as
cends to the knowledge of him, and this belongs to the gift 
of understanding. But this is not what Damascene is talking 
about here. Or we can ascend to God in the sense that he is 
the one to whom we are looking for help. As it says in Psalm 
122:1, "I have lifted up my eyes to you who dwell in the 
heavens." And prayer is this kind of ascent. So it does not 
follow that prayer is an act of the gift of understanding, 
though it may presuppose such an act, as the second kind of 
ascent presupposes the first. 

(3) Groaning and weeping are not prayer as such, but they are 
a kind of foundation for prayer. Asking for something is ob-

31. This echoes the classic fnnnula. "When you read God is speaking to you, when 
rou pray you arc speaking to Gull"; cr. TUbf\\ ell, Ways of Imptifrc/ioll p. 103. 

32. cr. aIK)\"c nllte 6. 
33. Prayer is nm :m act "cliciu:d" from wisdom; that is, whate\'er role wisdom may 

play in the broader context within" hich we pra),. wisdom docs not determine the immediate 
ubjl."Cth'c of prayer (which is (0 offer worship to God). It is interesting that Thomas docs not 
make his point in the oh"iuu5 way. which would ha\'e been to say that wisdom might "com
m:lnc..l" prayer, c\'cn though prayer is not "elicited" from wisdom; the implication of this 
would he {() subordinate praycr ultimately to wisdom's objf..'Cth·c of contcmpl:uion (a subor
dimnion achic\'ed, with lasting results, b)" Guigo II; cf. Tugwcll, Ways of Imptif«lion p. llS). 
Prcsumably Thomas is happy with thc idca that mcditation Icads to praycr, but docs not want 
to suggcst that praycr itself is rigorousl~· dircctf..-d tu\\ard thc singlc goal of contcmpl:uion. 
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viously superfluous where there is nothing you need. So the 
recognition of one's own wretchedness, in which one sees 
one's need and one's inability to help oneself, which makes 
one groan in one's feelings, is reckoned by God as a sort of 
prayer. For this reason Augustine says that "the business of 
prayer is conducted more in groans than in words, more in 
weeping than in speaking."" 

(a,b) In response to the points raised on the other side 
we must say that faith, hope and charity are prerequisites 
for worship, as has already been pointed out;" so in this way 
the act of prayer too is attributed to them. And in addition 
to this, they have a certain relevance specifically to prayer 
in its own right and they are necessary preconditions for it, 
because it is futile to address a petition to someone if you do 
not believe that he can give you what you want and hope 
that he is willing to give it to you. And it is presumptuous 
to ask someone for something unless he is in some way 
united tn you, and such union is brought about by charity. 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that prayer is a 
matter of precept both in a particular way and in general. 

In a particular way those who are officially appointed to be 
mediators between God and the people, such as the ministers of 
the church, are obliged by precept to say certain prayers. So it 
is incumbent on them ex officio to offer prayers to God in the 
name of the whole church, and for this reason they are bound 
by the church's law to recite the canonical hours. 

In a general way everyone is obliged to pray by virtue of 
the fact that we are all obliged to procure spiritual benefits for 
ourselves, and they are given to us by God alone. Therefore 
there is no other way in which they can be procured except by 
asking for them from him. Also the fact that we arc bound by 
the commandment of charity to love our neighbor as ourselves 
means that we arc bound to help other people in their need, not 
only by giving material alms, but also by giving spiritual alms, 
and one such alms is prayer, as was said above.'· 

l~. HI'. IlIUU.lU (I'L IUOl), 
H. III StIlI . c.l.9 (1. 1 a.1 q.J ad I. 
lfl, IV Stili , d, 15 (1.2 a. J tJ .2 ad 4. 
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Furthermore the church appears to have fixed a definite 
time of prayer for everyone, not just for people who exercise an 
official ministry in the church, since everyone is obliged by 
canon law to attend the liturgy on feast days, to align his own 
intention with the ministers who pray for the people. 37 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(J) The fact that something comes from the will is incompatible 

with absolute necessity and also with the kind of necessity 
caused by coercion; but it does not exclude the kind of con
straint that results from having some particular objective. ,. 
Love is supremel y an instance of something coming from the 
will, yet it is necessary for anyone who wishes to reach the 
goal of salvation. And it is in this way that prayer is neces
sary and a matter of commandment, with respect to those 
things which we are bound (in the way stated above) to 
want. 

(2) We are commanded to reveal our desires to God not in order 
to teach him what it is that we desire, but to make us direct 
our feelings and our intellect toward him. 

(3) God accepts our prayers both with regard to what he does 
want to give us and, sometimes, with regard to what he does 
not want to give us. In the first case it is so that we will be 
in a fit state to receive his gift, which we should not be if we 
were not hoping to obtain from him what we desire. And 
we should not consider it offensive to subject ourselves to 
God in prayer, as it is to subject ourselves to another human 
being, because our whole good consists in our being subject 
to God, but it does not consist in our being subject to any 
human being. 

With respect to things that God does not want to give 
us, he accepts our prayers because he wants us to want, de
voutly, what he legitimately docs not want, as was pointed 
out at the end of the first book." 

37. cr. Grati:m. D«rtlUm Cons. d.3 c.I- 2 Wril·(J1.)Crg IIlS3). 
38. There arc thrcc different kinds uf nuwittU: "absolute necessity" (e.g., the con

straints impuSl.'lI un an animal by its htulngic:al omslitutiun). "c:ocrciun" (e.g., brain\\:lshing) 
and "cumlitional nt.'Ct.'Ssity" (if you want II) n ... · In New York. )'UU have 10 board :m airpl:mc 
Ih:n is going in the right din.'Ctiun; hut ~nu do nut h:lxc 10 W:tnl (() Oy w New York). 

39. I Stnl . d . .,H <1.1 3 .... where Thom:as points out d.c UrtUU5 'c\cls of" ill in a human 
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II. How should we pray? 

(A) It would seem that prayer ought to be just mental, and not vocal: 
(I) Prayer is meant to be secret and made to God alone, because 

it is "a petition made to God for things that are fitting." This 
is why it says in Matthew 6:6, "When you pray, go into your 
chamber." But ,'ocal prayer is not secret and gives the 
impression of not being directed to God alone, since he at
tends to the heart, not to spoken words. So prayer ought not 
to be spoken aloud. 

(2) Prayer is part of contemplation, and contemplation does not 
reside in any external act, but only in an inward activity. So 
prayer ought not to be performed with any external sound. 

(3) By prayer the intellect is meant to ascend to God, as Da
mascene says, and the affections are meant to be directed 
toward him, as Augustine says. But if the soul is occupied 
in bodily acts, this hinders the ascent ofthe ind and of the 
affections to the things of God, because the soul cannot be 
engaged with any intensity in several different things at the 
same time.' 

On the other hand: 
(a) In Psalm 141:2 it says, "With my voice I cried to the Lord." 
(b) Prayer is an act of worship, as we have already said, and acts 

of worship do not consist solely of interior acts, but also of 
external acts. So prayer ought not to be made only in the 
heart, but also in the voice, 

(6) It appears that prayer ought not to go on for a long time: 

being. There is first of all hudil), appetite, which quire properly desires hC:lhh, food and so 
un. Then there is our n:nur:lJ will for such human goods :as knowledge and com(l3nionship. 
Final)\' there is our deliberate will, which sometimes cuts :lcross the desires of the other levels 
o( will: we may find oursc!\'cs wanting tn undergo a painful operation for the sake of our 
hcahh. and we rna)' find ourselves sacrificing real human goods for the sake of the sen'icc of 
God. Heiny confornH.-d tn Gud's will means that nur deliherate will has HI :lcccpt wh:llc\'cr is 
known 10 be God's will (and if we arc sick. for instance. it is clearly. in noc sensc. GtxJ's will 
that wc should he sick). llUt this ,k)Cs nut nl'gate the propriety of our at the S3.mc time willing 
uur own appropriate natural g(KKJ (e.g .. health). Thus C\'en if in fact Gexi dot.os nof: will to gi\'e 
us something, it may bc cmincntly right and proper to desire it nnd pray for it, C\'cn whilc 
wc assent to whatc\'cr Gud may "'nnt to gi\'c or (() withhuld. 

I. Cf. al)()\'c, note 6S on Alhcrt. MT I. 
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(I) "When you pray, do not talk a lot" (Matt. 6:7). But if you 
pray for a long time vocally, you will talk a lot. So at least 
vocal prayer ought not to be prolonged. 

(2) We ought not to go beyond the limits of God's command
ment, and the Lord commands us to pray like this, "Our 
Father, etc." So it looks as if we ought not to add any other 
prayers. 

(3) Prayer is meant to be made to God with confidence. "Let 
him ask in faith, not doubting at all" (James 1:6). But when 
we address petitions to other people, it is a sign that we lack 
confidence if we spin them out at great length; so the reason 
for prolonging our words is to win over the mind of the per
son to whom our petition is addressed. So when we are 
praying to God, we ought not to prolong our prayer. 

On the other hand: 
(a) "A widow who is truly on her own should devote herself to 

prayers by day and by night" (I Tim. 5:5). So prayer ought 
to be prolonged. 

(b) "All the actions of Christ are meant to instruct us. "1 And 
Christ, as we read in Luke 22:43, "prayed all the longer." 

(C) It seems that people ought never to stop praying: 
(I) "He told them a parable, that they ought to pray always and 

not give up" (Luke 18:1). 
(2) "Pray without ceasing" (I Thess. 5: 17). 
(3) Prayer is a kind of declaration of one's desire to him through 

whom one looks for its fulfilment. But we are supposed al
ways to desire the things for which we are meant to pray, 
that is, spiritual benefits. So prayer ought to be going on the 
whole time. 

On the other hand: 
(a) When people are praying they cannot give their time to 

works of mercy, and sometimes we are obliged to give our 
time to such works. So people ought not to pray the whole 
time. 

(b) According to Hugh of St. Victor prayer is part of contem
plation, and people ought not to devote their whole time to 

2. Cf. Lombard's Gloss on (-Ieb. 5:7 (p1.. ICJ2:437C). 
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contemplation, but sometimes they have to come out of 
themselves and do something. So they ought not to pray the 
whole time. 

(D) Actual attentiveness would seem to be essential in prayer: 
(1) As Gregory says, God does not hear a prayer to which the 

person praying it is not paying any attention.' But the point 
of praying is that our prayer should be heard by God, so 
prayer is a waste of time if we are inattentive. 

(2) Hugh of St. Victor says, "If we are turning over something 
else in our mind while we pray, even if it is something good, 
we are not without fault."· 

(3) "Prayer," according to Damascene, "is an ascent of the intel
lect to God." But if attentiveness is lacking, our intellect does 
not ascend to God and in that case there is no real prayer. 

(4) Every virtuous work has to emanate from a deliberate 
choice. And prayer is a virtuous work. Therefore it has to 
be attentive, because otherwise there would be no deliberate 
choice.' 

On the other hand: 
(a) Nobody is obliged to do the impossible, and it is impossible 

to hold one's mind attentive to anything for long, without 
its being suddenly distracted by something else. Therefore 
it is not essential to prayer that it should be accompanied the 
whole time by attentiveness. 

(b) In other meritorious works it is not necessary that we should 
actually be paying attention to what we are doing the whole 
time; for instance, a pilgrim does not ha\'e to think about his 
pilgrimage the whole time. So it seems that it is not neces
sary in the case of prayer either. 

(E) It looks as if attentiveness is damaging to prayer: 
(I) As Hugh of St. Victor says, "Pure prayer is when the mind 

3. This (ext occurs in Hugh of St. Victor. &pm. Rrc, "ug. 3 (PL 176:892B), but h.3.s 
nCiI heen found in Gn:snry. 

oJ. The source of this quotadon is unknown. 
S. Vinuous acts must be dclihcralc acts (cf. Arisul1lt:. Elh. N;(, 115.4, t 106:13-1), and 

Ih,n implies that we must he paying ancntiun to what we arc duing. 
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is so enflamed with overwhelming devotion that when it 
turns to God to ask for something it actually forgets its own 
petition. ". But if you forget your own petition you are 
clearly not paying attention to your own prayer. So since it 
is particularly desirable that prayer should be pure, it looks 
as if prayer is hindered by attentiveness. 

(2) If it is our intention which determines the direction of our 
prayer, the same is true of all our other outward activities. 
And in our other outward activities it is extremely unhelpful 
if we are continually conscious of our intention. As Avi
cenna says, that wayan excellent musician would perform 
abominably.' So attentiveness is harmful to our prayer if it 
is present the whole time. 

(3) The human mind cannot attend to several things at once. 
And sometimes we ought to pay attention to our objective 
while we pray or to thinking about the God to whom we are 
praying; it would spoil our prayer if we did not do this. So 
it is harmful to us in our prayer if we always pay attention 
to the prayers we are saying. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Augustine says, "When you pray to God with psalms and 

hymns, your heart should be occupied with what your 
mouth is uttering. ". 

(b) "God is spirit, and those who worship him should wor
ship in spirit and in truth" (John 4:24). So prayer is not 
damaged by the kind of attentiveness which makes us 
pray in spirit." 

REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question we must say that there are two 
kinds of prayer: private prayer, which individuals make on their 

6. Dr l'irtult Onmdi 2 (PL 176:980A). 
7. Suffidtlliia LI4J (Venice, ISOH, rcpr.l;rankfurt. 1961). f.22tl>. 
H. Ruff nISI. I \ugtlslinr 2.3 (I.-d . in L. Vcrhcijcn, La Rlglr Jt St. Auc,a/;n {Paris, 1967J. 

I p. 421. and in G . L:J.wlcss. Augus/inr of Ilippo and his rt/onllSlic Hulf (Oxford. 1987] p. 84). 
9, The mm'c in Latin from adorart (worship) to orlln (pray) is casy; exactly the same 

usc of this text is found in Pcraldus (cr. Tugwell. Early /Jomin;cQ,tS p. 161), The j\larginal Gloss 
on Juhn 4:24 identifies "spirit" as " the inncnnust temple of the hean." and S3) s that it is in 
this temple that "prayer is If) he made (0 God." 
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own behalf, and public prayer, which it is the duty of the min
isters of the church to offer, as has been said above. And since 
public prayer is not offered by the minister simply for himself, 
but for others, it ought not to be purely mental, it ought to be 
"ocal too, so that other people also will be stirred to de"otion by 
the prayers which arc uttered aloud and the minister's purpose 
will be extended to the rest as they join him in praying. This 
was also the reason why singing was introduced in the church. 
Augustine tells us how he wept profusely at the hymns and 
songs of the church in her sweet singing, and that the sound of 
them flowed into his ears and truth dripped gently into his 
heart. '0 

But private prayer is offered by indi"iduals for themselves, 
and this can be done either aloud or silently depending on what 
is most helpful to the mind of the person praying. 

There are, however, four reasons for adding spoken utter
ance to one's prayer." First, it is a way in which we can stir 
ourselves with our words to pray with devotion. Secondly, 
praying aloud can keep our attention" from wandering, because 
we can concentrate better if we support our feelings" with 
words when we pray. Thirdly, the intensity of our devotion 
when we pray may result in our starting to pray aloud," be
cause when our higher powers are strongly moved, the effect 
spills over into our lower powers; so when our mind is kindled 
by devotion as we pray, we break out spontaneously into wcep
ing and sighing and cries of jubilation and other such noises. 
Fourthly, we pray aloud to pay a debt of justice, because we 

10. Co,ljw;onlIX 6.1". 
II. Litcr:all~' ":luding the "(lice ((I pr:lyc:r": Sc. Thomas tales it filr gr'1Rh.-d that all 

prayer is "menu.1 [K"aycr." in that if there is no act ()fd~ mind inmln.xI there willlH: no pr:a}"cr; 
so meal pra~ cr is a maner nf"adding the \'nice." 

12. In this passage Thomas makes frequent and rather confusing usc of the word in
Imlio, which I have had to transl:nt: intn sc\cr:1I different words in English. J-Iere it is mUre 
(lr less clJui\'alcnt 10 "altentinn." 

I J. AfftclUI. me.ming .any kirnJ of cmucion21 cng:tgcmCnf in uur pnycr. incluc.Jing (as 
we ha\'c alrcady steen) our desire for \\ hOlt we 3rc praying fur and nur hnpc that Gud will gin!' 
it to US; it covers more possibilities than arc usually cO\'isagl'tl in muder" discussions ,,("feci · 
ings in prayer. to 

14. This classic notion that strung emotiun makes prayer noisy (eL Cassian. Con! '}.27) 
was \-i\'ic.lly exemplified in St. [)uminic. \\ hn \\as f:unuus (or his noisy praying (c(. Jnrc.l:1O or 
Sa:mny. /Jbtllus 13). 
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have to serve the God to whom we offer reverence in prayer not 
only with our minds, but also with our bodies. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Gregory says, "A good work ought to be performed in 

public," to edify others, that is, "in such a way that your 
inner purpose" remains secret. "'- So when you are praying 
in public, if you are seeking only God's glory, not external 
glory from other people, then your inner purpose remains 
secret and you are praying to God alone in your inner pur
pose, even if your neighbor can hear your prayer and be edi
fied by it. 

(2) All activities whose immediate object is God himself belong 
to the contemplative life and are parts of contemplation, tak
ing "contemplation" in its broad sense, and this is true of 
external activities too, though they are not parts of contem
plation if we take "contemplation" in the strict sense of med
itating on wisdom. In the same way reading which is 
directly geared to meditation on the things of God is also 
taken to be a part of contemplation, and reading is some
times done aloud. 

(3) When two faculties arc engaged in the same pursuit they do 
not hinder each other's functioning, they help each other; 
for instance, the senses help the imagination" when they are 
directed toward the same object. So when we express our 
meaning aloud, it docs not interfere with the ascent of the 
intellect to God, unless we take too much trouble over the 
actual formulation of what we want to say, as some people 
do who strive to use elaborately structured language in their 
prayer.'N 

(B) In response to the second question we must say that what is 
most important in prayer is the devotion of the person praying. 
So prayer should be extended for as long as the devotion of the 

IS. Inltnlio :tyain. 
16. /10m. F. •. 11.1 (pL 76,1 IISU). 
17. "Imagin:ltiun" in the schul:mic sense, nn which cf. al)(wc, note 21 un Alben, MT 

5. 
IN. "Ebhnratcly SlructurL"lI I:mguagc": f".trbacompolila, The phrase ust.'tI by Grt.'gory in 

the ~ssagc fnlm which 30UCm'f' p:lrt was cilctlal)(U'c in 3. 1 U ulli. J. 
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person praying can be maintained. Therefore if devotion can be 
maintained for a long time, prayer ought to be prolonged and 
lengthy, but if prolonging it engenders boredom or distaste then 
prayer should not be continued any longer. This is why Au
gustine says, "The brethren in Egypt are said to use frequent 
prayers, but these are very brief, shot out as it were in a mo
ment. ,. This is to make sure that their intentness, '" which is so 
necessary in prayer and which thcy have vigilantly aroused, 
does not fadc away and become dulled through prolonging their 
prayers. This same principle of theirs, which shows that in
tentness should not be allowed to become dulled when it cannot 
be maintained, also shows that when it does persist it should not 
be broken off. "21 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) According to Augustine, "Talking a lot should be banished 

from prayer, but not praying a lot, provided that a fervent 
intention continues. 'Talking a lot' in prayer means using an 
unnecessary number of words to do what has to be done, but 
praying a lot means importuning him to whom we are pray
ing with a prolonged, devout activity of the heart. "22 

(2) As Augustin"c says, "We are free to use all kinds of other 
words" (other than those in the Lord's Prayer, that is) "to 
express the same things in our prayer; but we should not feel 
free to changc thc content of the prayer substantially. "2J So 
the Lord's precept does not oblige us to usc precisely those 
words, but only to ask for precisely those things from God. 
As Augustine also says, "Whatever other words we say, 
whether they are shaped by fcclings already present, with a 
view to their expression, or studied by feelings which come 
afterward in order to intensify them, if we are praying 
rightly and properly we shall be saying nothing other than 
what is contained in the Lord's prayer."" 

19. Ruplim quodammodo iacu/alas: hence the phr.3sC "cj;1cuI31tH'Y pr3ycr," 
ZO. Inun/;o OIg3in. 
21. Ep. 1 lO.IO.10 (PL lHIII-2). 
22. Ibid. (PL lUOl). 
H. Ibid. 12.22 (ilL 33:5(3). 
24. Ihid. 12.22 (PL l3:S(2). This rathcrubscurc sentence, which different tuns13tnrs 

(If Augustine imcrprct in widely dh'crgcnt ways. seems tn he referring to two distinct situ-
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(3) We make petitions to other people in order to inform them 
of what we want and to win their favor with our words. But 
we make our prayers to God in order to exercise our own 
desire. And so it is useful to pray for a long time if prolong
ing the exercise increases our desire. 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that there are two 
ways in which an act can be said to endure: in itself, or in its 
momentum or effects. If you throw a stone, your movement 
lasts, in itself, only as long as you are actually moving the stone 
with your hand, but the momentum of your act lasts as long as 
the stone continues moving as a result of the impetus you gave 
it at the outset. In the same way prayer can be considered as 
lasting in two ways. It can be said to last in the sense that you 
actually go on praying, and in this sense people cannot pray con
tinuously or the whole time, because they sometimes have to be 
engaged in other activities as well. But prayer can be said to last 
virtually in another sense. The starting point of prayer is desire 
for eternal life, and this persists in all the other works we do in 
due order, because all of them should be ordered toward ob
taining eternal life, and so the desire for eternal life persists vir
tually in all the good deeds we do. This is why it says in the 
Gloss on 1 Thessalonians 5: 17, "Anyone who never stops acting 
well never stops praying. ,," 

But the momentum imparted by an initial movement gets 
continually weaker, so that the stone sometimes comes to rest 
or starts to move in the opposite direction to that in which it was 
thrown, unless its movement is given a boost. In the same way, 
as Augustine says, "Our desire grows tepid because of the cares 
of life, and so we call our minds back to the business of praying 
at certain times to make sure that desire does not freeze up en
tirely, once it has begun to grow cool. "2. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) When the Lord said that we should pray always, he did not 

:uinns: \\ C may sI3n with ;a feeling and try' In find wurds in \\ hich 10 express it so th:at the 
feeling itself will hcconlC mnrc :apparent, or \\'C may start with some wurcJs and. lJy p3~·jng 

c:lrcfu! attcntiun to them. an appropriate (locling may he fostered . 
2S . Lumbard's Gluss (ilL 192:J09A). 
26. HI'. 1 )0.9 . 1 H (l'L )HOI). 
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mean that the act of prayer should never be broken off, but 
that it should not be broken off as if never to be resumed, 
which is what people do who give up praying if their prayers 
are not heard at once. It is by going on praying for a long 
time that we obtain what we are asking for, as the Lord 
shows by his parable. 27 

(2) As Augustine says, "Praying without ceasing is nothing but 
ceaselessly desiring the life of blessedness. ,,'" 

Alternatively we can say that the apostle here means 
praying without ceasing in the sense of not abandoning the 
practice of praying at the appointed times, or in the sense 
that we make the prayers of the poor our own by the help 
we give them, even when we ourselves stop praying; this is 
how one of the saints expounds the matter in the Lives of the 
Fathers. ,. 

m The answer to the third point is clear from what has already 
been said. 

(D) In response to the fourth question, we must say that there is 
one sense in which actual attentiveness is required for prayer, 
in order to avoid sin in the case of prescribed prayers and to 
acquire merit in the case of voluntary prayers, but it is not 
required in every sense. As we have said, sometimes an act 
lasts in the sense that the act itself continues as well as its 
effect, but sometimes the act itself comes to an end but its 
effect continues; we saw an example of this in the case of a 
stone being thrown. So continuing in effect is something be
tween a habit and an act: to ha\'e a habit is not the same thing 
as actually doing something, either in the sense that you are 
doing something now or in the sense that the effect of some
thing you did is still continuing.''' 

Along these lines, then, I say that attentiveness must per-
--

27. E.u'gctic:ally Thomas is surcly corn.-ct: pra),ing lind not gh'ing up means praying 
(intermittently) o\'er a long time. om )ilerally praying \\ ithuut ever taking a break; but he is 
reinterpreting JiUllInlilas and thereby actually changing the terms of the discussion. 

28. Ep.IJO.'I.IH(PLll,SOl). 
29. Vitae Po/rum III 212. V J 2.9 (PL 73:H07C, 942C). 
3n. If I possess Ihe appropriate habit, that means that I call play the trumpet when I 

want to; hut this is different from actually playing the trumpet and it is also different from 
the echoes that linger nn \\ hen I hon'c finished playing or the rt.'Cording that prcscn"cs my 
performance for posterity. 
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sist the whole time that we are praying, in the sense that its ef
fect must continue, but not in the sense that actual attentiveness 
is required the whole time. And its effect persists if you come 
to prayer with the intention of obtaining something from God 
or of rendering him due service, even if in the course of your 
prayer your mind is distracted by other things, unless the dis
traction is such that the momentum of your original intention 
disappears entirely. So it is necessary that we should frequently 
call our hearts back to us. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Gregory must be understood to be referring to prayer with

out any kind of attentiveness at all. 
(2) H ugh is to be understood as referring to people deliberately 

turning their minds to other things while praying, because 
then they are not without fault, particularly if they wan
tonly engage themselves in something which will distract 
the mind, such as some kind of external work." And if the 
mind wanders off into something opposed to prayer, that 
will actually be mortal sin. But if our minds wander off to 

other things without our noticing, then there is either no 
fault or only a very slight fault, unless we have to say that 
there was some fault involved in the things we were thinking 
about before praying, which prompted the distraction. 

(3) The intellect ascends to God when it directs its prayer 
toward him, and the effect of this ascent lasts throughout the 
whole prayer. 

(4) When we are performing virtuous works, we do not have to 

be actually choosing to do them the whole time. When you 
give alms, for instance, you do not have to be thinking about 
almsgiving the whole time; it suffices that you thought about 
it once, when you decided to give alms, unless a subsequent 
thought breaks off your previous intention. 

(E) In response to the fifth question, we must say that there can be 
three kinds of attentiveness in prayer: attentiveness to the words 
we are using in making our petition, attentiveness to the petition 

) L If I sun duing the \\:lshing.up while saying my pr.aycrs. (or instance. I am COUrt

ing distr .. ctiun. 
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itself, and attentiveness to the context of our petition, such as 
the need which prompts it, the God to whom we are addressing 
it, and so on. If any of these kinds of attentiveness is present, 
our prayer should not be considered inattentive. This means 
that even people who do not understand the words of their pe
tition can be attentive to their prayer. But it is the last kind of 
attentiveness which is most commendable, and the second kind 
is more commendable than the first. And since our soul cannot 
be strongly attentive to several things at once, the first kind of 
attentiveness can be damaging and lessen the fruitfulness of our 
prayer, if it eliminates the second kind, and the second kind of 
attentiveness can be damaging if it entirely destroys the third. 
But the converse is not true. Nevertheless attentiveness, taking 
it quite generally, far from being damaging, is a great help to 
our prayer, as the quotation from Augustine shows. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) When the mind is so caught up in love of God that it forgets 

its own petition, its prayer is not inattentive, but it is the 
third kind of attentiveness, not the second or first, which is 
present. 

(2) This argument works with reference to the first kind of at
tentiveness which, if carried too far, will result in ridiculous 
interruptions in the prayer, if you want to stop at each word 
and think about how it should be spoken; sometimes it will 
even result in your making mistakes, because if you are too 
self-conscious in this way the words will come less readily 
to your mind. In the case of this sort of attentiveness it is 
enough that we should be sufficiently alert to speak all the 
words fully." 

(3) Things which are related to each other can, as such, all be 
understood together at the same time, because the mind, in-

32. In the case of the sacraments, it is essential that the words of the sacramental for
mulae should be adl.'quatdy spoken. because the words arc pan of the essence of the rite. 
Thomas is not panicularly bothcn.'tI about incidental mistakes that do not affect the meaning 
of the words, but in principle the integrity of the words to be spoken has to be rcspcch.'tI (cr. 
IV Stnl. d.3 3.2 q.of). The meaning of the prayers we pray is \'cstoo ubjt.'Ctiveiy in the words, 
as well as 5ubjccti"ely in the intention ofthc speaker, so ifthe words go too far wfong. it will 
affect the vcry nature of what we are trying to do. The child who prayed "Lead us not into 
Penge station" in the Lord's Prayer may ha\'e been cntirely innocent of malice, bur such a 
mistake rcally docs change the prayer. 
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asmuch as it takes them precisely as related to each other, 
makes a single object out of them in grasping their intercon
nectedness. In the same way the intellect can be attentive 
simultaneously to prayer and to the goal of prayer. All the 
same, whichever of them it is attending to, there will be no 
lack of due attentiveness. 

III. The kinds of prayer' 

(A) The different kinds of prayer appear not to be appropriately dis
tinguished: 
(I) In I Timothy 2: I it says, HI entreat you first of all that en

treaties should be made and prayers, pleas and thanksgiv
ing." Entreaties are adjurations made for difficult things, as 

t. This ;lnidc is .. typical mcdic\'al exercise in classification, and it in\'ol\,cs some fairly 
llrbitr:ary definitiuns of lenns, 25 C:ln be secn from the widely divergent senses anributt.-d by 
different writus 10 the \'arious words (or "pr:aycr." Here I ha\'c tnnsJatcd ohrtrrillio "en
trc:lty." oralio "prayer." p4Iluialio "pica" or "plc:tding" and luppliclllio "supplication." The cru
cial text in this exercise is I Tim. 2: I and analyses of prayer basc..'ll on this text arc found as 
carly 3S Ambrose and C3ssian. hut there seem (0 be 1"'0 significant different traditions of 
interpretation. Cassi:m (ConJ. 9.9-17) takes the four terms listed by St. Paul 35 designating 
four kinds (sptcia) of prayer and argues that they belong essentially tu different people who 
are:u different stoges of Christian prugress; Ambrose (Satr. 6.22-5) sees them ruher as in· 
dic~ling :l sequence of clements th:u shoukl be found in ony pray~r (i.e., they designatc the 
ports of proyer, as AmbnJse says, and can accordingly be employed to analyze the rhcwrical 
structure of a prayer). Nearer to Thumas' own time, the Cisterciansdcvclopcd Cassi:m's inter· 
prct:uion and used I Tim. 2: I in the context of a theory about spiritual progress. in which 
(k."Ople move on from ooc kim! uf prayer fO another (lkmanl, Sum. M Dit/'trm 25; Willi:lm of 
St. Thierry, GolJtn Ep. 116-80 and cf. &pM. Cant. 14-24). The Glussa Ordin:lria. on the 
other hand, folluwed by Peter Lombard in his Gloss, tokes thc four tenns as indicating the 
s& .. quence of elements found in the "lass or the sc.-quencc of things the church shookl pray for. 
Among the Domintcans. Pcr:aklus (O(l. cit. III 5.7.10) cites William of St. Thierry's account 
of the "kinds of prayer," bUI effectively eliminates the suggestion that they represent 0 sort 
of progress in prayer; Hugh of St. Cher, in his postil on I Tim., follows the Gloss. though 
he generalizes the point and makes it apply to all prayer (al lean all public prayer), not just 
the Mass, anc.1 he also refers to other interpretations, including that of Bernard. Thomas, in 
his cnmmcnlary on the Sentences. seems not yet to havc clarified exactly what his own ~ 
silion is. He shuws no intcrest whatsuc\'cr in any idea of progress from onc kind of prayer to 
annther, but he is not yet in.1 position 10 make an entirely clear distinct;uo bcfWctn the qucs· 
tinn of "kinds of prayer" and the question of "pUts of prayer." Hc is c\'idently ouracted by 
the prospect of treating "parts of praycr" as a tool for making a rhetorit:ll analysis of prayer. 
001 he is still rather in the grip uf thc idea of a sequence of things to be prayed fur, which 
slightly confuses the issue. 
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the Gloss says. 2 But adjuring implies a certain kind of coer
cion, and so it reduces the element of reverence which there 
has to be in prayer. So entreaty is not a kind of prayer.' 

(2) The whole cannot be the same as one of its parts, and all the 
parts listed here are meant to be parts of prayer; so prayer 
should not also be listed as one of the parts. 

(3) Pleading is the same as petition, but petition is the genus to 
which prayer belongs, as we have already said. Therefore 
pleading ought not to be listed as one of the parts of prayer. 

(4) All prayer is "petition made to God for things that are fit
ting," according to Damascene. But thanksgiving is not pe
tition, because it refers to gifts already recei,'ed. Therefore 
it is not a form of prayer. 

(B) Ambrose's analysis of the parts of prayer also seems to be mal
adroit: 
(I) He says that prayer is divided into praise of God, suppli

cation, pleading and thanksgiving.' But, as it says in the Eth
ics, things are praised only with reference to something other 
than themselves. But God is not subordinated to anything 
else, in fact everything else has to be referred to him. So he 
should not be praised, he should rather be honored! Praise 
of God is therefore not part of prayer. 

2. Either the marginal Glossa Ordinari:J. on I Tim. 2: I or Lombard's Gloss (PL 
192:336C). Obstcrat;o translates the Greek &{"Ia~~, meaning simply "petition," but by stressing 
the Latin etymology (ob + sacrum) it is possible to take it as meaning spccific:tlly a prayer of 
the form, ". entreat you by your holy Passion" (cf. Bernard, Stnn. dt Dit!. 25.1), 

3. AJiuTO was commonly used in contexts that i",lol\'cd spiritual coercion, such as ex
orcisms or the ritual of the ordc.d. Such coercion is clearly incompatible with the rc\'crcncc 
which Thomas, following William of Aovergoe, has identified abo,'c as the distinguishing 
feature of the kind of petition that is "prayer." 

4. Satr. 6.22. Thomas probably knew this text at second hand and seems to be unaware 
that it is in fact an imerpretation of 1 Tim. 2: I, but with "prayer" coming before, rather than 
after, "entreaty"; Thomas is therefore wrong in supposing that Ambrose cook obs«ra/;o co 
mean "praise," because it is actually oralio that means "praise" in Ambrose's scheme. 

S. Elh. Nit. I 12.12 (110IbI3-4). Aristotlc distinguishes betwccn things we "praise" 
(l1Ta~vETti) and things we "honor" (T£f.LUX). We "praisc" (or "congratulatc" or "apprc)\"c or') 
something with rcfcrcnce to something ocher than itself. whereas we "honor" (or ",'aluc") 
something for its own sake. If we value sportsmen, we may apprc)\'c of Joncs because he is a 
gCKId sponsman. In this sense it is, as Aristotle suggcsts. rather sill)' and c\'en insulting to 
"praise thc gelds." 
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(2) Praise, properly speaking, involves making some statement 
about something, but prayer needs the imperative mood 
rather than the indicative, which is used in statements. So 
praise is not part of prayer. 

(3) All supplication is a kind of plea, so they ought not both to 
be listed together. 

(C) The parts of prayer listed by Hugh of St. Victor also appear to 
be inappropriate: 
(I) He says that there are three parts of prayer: supplication, 

pleading and insinuation! As Cicero explains, "insinuation" 
is one form of exordium.' But when we approach God we 
do not need any exordium, because we do not have to win 
his favor with words. So insinuation is not part of prayer. 

(2) The exordium is the first part of a speech (oralio). So if the 
parts of prayer, which is our speaking to God, arc analogous 
to the parts of a speech, it looks as if insinuation ought to be 
the first part of prayer, not the last. 

(3) "Supplication" seems to add to the idea of "plea" an extra 
nuance of humility in pleading.' But a notion that is a re
finement of another notion is secondary with regard to that 
notion, so supplication ought to come after pleading. 

(4) In Matthew 7:7 the Lord seems to be laying down three parts 
of prayer when he says, "Ask and you will receive, seek and 
you will find, knock and the door will be opened to you." 
Since these parts are omitted in all the previous analyses, all 
the lists we have been considering appearto be incomplete. 

REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question, we must say that "parts of 

6. Dt VirlUIr Orand; 2 (PL I 76:979C); Hugh actually says that these arc "kinds" (sptcits), 
not "~rts." ufprayer. 

7. Thumas could be referring either to /)( Invtnt;o"t I 1S.20 or [() the pscudo .. Ciccr
oni:tn Ad IItrtnnium I 4.6. The purpose oran exordium is to "in the famf of the audience, 
as both texts make cleaT. 

R. Hugh of St. Victor (loc. ciL) says thai supplic31iun is "a humble, de\'out form of 
pr:aying." Hugh of Sf. Cher, e", Heb. 5:7, connects "supplic.uiun" with bodily gc-sturcs of 
humility (thus retaining (he VeTY ancient itle..'2 nf certain (lOSlures being chuxlcristic of SU~ 
pli:ants). and in mOIl.mic texts JuPP/i(lllio uf(cn simply mt.":3ns "inclin:uiun" or "how." 
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prayer" can mean two different things: integral parts of prayer 
and "parts of prayer" in the sense of things that actually fall 
within the scope of prayer." The integral parrs are identified by 
reference to the different things which are needed to make up a 
complete prayer. The things that fall within the scope of prayer 
are identified by reference to the different things that we ask for 
in prayer or to different ways of asking for them. 

The apostle's list of parrs involves both kinds of analysis. 
Because it is not by our own merits that we presume to obtain 
the things we ask for from God and because a lack of gratitude 
for gifts already received blocks the way to obtaining anything 
more by prayer, a complete prayer requires first of all the com
memoration of the holy things in virtue of whieh we obtain dif
ficult requests, and this is what "entreaty" is all about. This is 
why the Gloss says that entreaty concerns "difficult things, like 
the conversion of a sinner." 

Secondly there is the actual petition, and that either 
means asking for things we want in view of our primary pe
tition, and this is "prayer," which is what we call petition for 
the good things needed in this life, or it means asking for the 
things which we are primarily concerned to obtain, such as 
the good things of heaven, and this kind of petition is called 
"pleading. "HI 

Finally there is thanksgiving, which concludes a prayer in 
such a way as to leave the door open for a later prayer. 

As the Gloss points out, the parts of the Mass can be ana-

9. "Integral pans" of snmcllling arc the parts necessary for il1U be complclc (e.g., the 
intc. .. gral pans uf a hflUSC arc its walls, nUnfS. mur, etc.); the uther kind uf parts rcfcrn.'lI 10 
here Cp4rltl 1ubitCI;Wt) lire che c.liffcrl'rn things (h:u f::.11 under the hC1dinguf something (in this 
!'icnse cows.:and lions arc "pans" ufthe genus ":animal"). In((:gr31 parts (If X :Ire not themselves 
X (a roof is nO( a house), but parta subi«tivQt of X arc X (3. linn is an animal). 

10. Thomas here folluws nncofrhc intcrprct~l1i()ns suggcstt.'tI hy the Glosses on I Tim. 
2: J. "Entrc:lt)''' is for something difficult, like thc com'crsion of:t sinner; "praycr" is praying 
for \'inuL"S and other such things which arc neL't1 ... 'lI in this life by pL'1.ple whu :trc :tlrcady 
con,·crtL't.I; "plc:tdingtt m<.-ans praying for the clt.'rnal rc\\·:tru that crowns the life of the just. 
\\'illi:tm of St, Thierry, ignuring the order uf the word!'i in I Tim., t:tkcs "plc:tdinS" to refer 
to nrdimlry petitionary prayer for things in the wurld. while "prayer" is taken tu mcan "the 
affL'Ctinn of snm<.'one de:t\'ing to Gnd and a kind uf intim:tte, fond ctlnversation and the sta
bility of:tn enlightened mind set to enjoy God fur as long as it m:ty" (Goldm Ep. 177, 179). 
The depluymenr of the terminology is esscnti:tlly arbitrary, and Thoma!'i soon :tb:mdons his 
identification nf "pnyer" as pTa,"cr for things in this wurld. 
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Iyzed in the same way. The words that precede the consecration 
are "entreaty," in that they commemorate Christ and his teach
ing and that of his saints. The words spoken at the consecration 
are "prayer," because the sacrament which they effect is a help 
for us on our way in this life, which is why it is called "viati
cum. "" What comes after the consecration is "pleading," be
cause there we plead for eternal goods on behalf of the living and 
the dead. And the words that follow communion are "thanks
giving." 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) In an oath" we call on God's truth, as being more sure, to 

attest the truth of what we are saying; similarly in an adjur
ation we call on a power greater than our own in order to 
obtain something that our own weakness cannot obtain. So 
an adjuration is always a confession of one's own insuffi
ciency. But sometimes the power called upon in an adjura
tion is meant to force someone violently to our will, as when 
the saints adjure demons to leave the bodies of the possessed, 
but at other times it is called upon to woo someone's good 
will, and this is what we are doing when we adjure God by 
his Son or by his saints, who were more acceptable to him 
than we are. And in this way entreaty does not mean any 
lessening of reverence. 

(2) It is normal for a generic noun to be applied to the species 
which has no particular rank (or less than other species) over 
and above what is meant by the generic noun. For example 
the word "angel," which applies to all ranks of angels, is al
located to the lowest rank of angels. In the same way the 
word "prayer" is appropriated to the kind of prayer which 
ranks lowest, namely, that in which we ask for good things 
belonging to this life." 

II. "Viaticum" mc::ms "pro\'isions for dlC ~MJrncy" ;and \\':&5 appHc:tl1O dlC Eucharist 
;as such, nut just [() rt.'Ccption of Holy CommunKHl un nne's deathbed. cr. Lombard, IV S"". 
d.S ch.l.l . 

12. ".r\djur:uion" is etymologically dcril'cd from ;uran (take an oath). 
Il. This positiun. t.:Iken (mm the Gloss. dues nCit rC311y 52tisfy. once it is takt.'fl up 

systcmatic:llly, because there is no ut)\';nus reason why "p~ycr" should be the generic tcnn. 
if in itself it tnc:ins "praying for things needed in [his life," :mc.J Thomas' comp:!rison "ilh 
":myel" dues not help n:ry much, since C\'cn the highest angels arc "angels," "hereas, on the 
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(3) Pleading implies a certain intensity of desire for what we are 
asking for, and what is desired primarily and for its own sake 
is our final goal, so "pleading" adds a particular nuance to 
the idea of "petition," in that it refers to a specific object of 
petition, namely, our final goal. 

(4) Thanksgiving is mentioned as a part of prayer, but not as if 
it were a kind of prayer, so there is no reason why the de
finition of prayer should apply to it. I. 

(B) In response to the second question, we must say that oralio in 
the sense of a prayer made to God has an exordium just as much 
as oralio in the sense of a speech does; that is why the Mass be
gins with the singing of an introit. But there is this difference 
between them: the exordium in a speech is aimed at the audi
ence, to make them sympathetic, docile or attentive." But in the 
case of a prayer an exordium is sometimes needed to stimulate 
our own desire as we pray, so that we shall present our petitions 
with devotion. 

In an exordium designed to win the good will of the audi
ence there are four ways of proceeding, according to Cicero: we 
may try to win sympathy by alluding to the person of the judge 
and praising him, or by alluding to the business in hand and 
displaying its seriousness, or by alluding to ourselves as peti
tioners and showing how deserving we are of the audience's sup
port, or by alluding to the person of our opponents and inciting 
the minds of our hearers against them. I. But in a prayer made 
to God we are only pleading for ourselves, not trying to get any
one else into trouble; and the business in hand is God himself, 
to whom all our desires have to be subordinated. So there arc 
two ways in which our feelings can be stirred to devotion as we 
pray by a kind of exordium: by adverting to God and praising 

\'iew being expounded here, other kinds of "pr:lycr" (10 the generic sense) 3re not "prayer" 
(in the spt.'Cific SC,mc). 

I.,.. In the rhirtttnlh century there \\ as 3S ytt no gcncraltc:ndcncy (0 m !3t thanksgh'ing 
3S:I "form of pra}cr," though it is :already so treated in Bcm3rd,lk Dif.:mu 25.6. Pcraldus, 
op. cit. II. 5.8, trcats thanksgh' ing 35 being distinct from pnlycr. though it is uftcn "mingled 
with prayers. "In Thomas' terms, it rna)' he an "integral pan" of a prayer, hut 3S such it dncs 
not itself han: (0 be pr3}'cr. 

I S. cr. Cicero, Dr Int'tnl;Ont I IS.20; Ad Jltr, I 4.6. 
16. Dt Inwnliont I 16.22; Ad IItr_ 14.8. 
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him, and by adverting to ourselves and reflecting on our own 
weakness. This is why Ambrose proposes praise of God as a 
part of prayer: this is the first kind of "exordium." And with 
reference to the second, he mentions "supplication," which is a 
"humble, devout form of praying";" and this can include the 
"business in hand," inasmuch as our spirit is humbled by the 
need which drives us to pray. "Pleading" belongs to the unfold
ing of our prayer and "thanksgi"ing" to its conclusion, as we 
ha,'e said. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) "Praise" is here taken in a broad sense, covering both praise 

and honor. Alternatively we may say that, though God is 
not to be referred to anything beyond himself, nevertheless 
he arranges everything directly so that it is referred to him, 
and in this sense the notion of praise docs apply to him. 18 

(2) Praise is listed as an integral part of prayer, in that it belongs 
in some way to the completeness of a prayer, but it is not 
listed as the kind of part that falls within the scope of 
prayer. I. 

(3) "Supplication" is not listed here precisely as containing the 
idea of pleading or petition, but with specific reference to 
the manner of pleading which it denotes. 

It can also be said that the parts of prayer listed by Am
brose can be reconciled with those listed by the apostle: entreaty will 

17. Hugh (If St. ViewT, Dt VirtllU OrtttUli 2 (PL 176:979C). 
IH. This is c.:ssentially II GreeL: problem: aLVEtv has [()O much of the connotation "ap

prove or' to be entirely appropriate in connection with God (though it can be used: e.g .• 
Callimachus. lIymns ".6); but its use for a variety of Hebrew words in the Septuagint made 
it a scnlL'1I p;!rt of Christian vCJC:Ioolary. !if) that "pnising Goo" W:IS not really problematic in 
Chriscian Gn .. "Ck and it was ",.'YeT problcmnic in utin. Out in SlImmo TbtoJ. 11.11 q.91 01.1 :ad 
1 Thomas uscs the "problem" to make quite II nicc point: God in himself is "greater than all 
praise" (Ecclu5. 43:33). but he is praised (even "commended") for his works, which benefit 
us (01nd Iherefurc, in howc\'cr speci:.1 a W01y, fit into the Aristotelian category of"praiscwonhy 
things"). I-Jcre in Ihe rommCnI:try on the Sentences Thomas' ,mempt to evade the problem 
is less cunvincing; his point sccms to lx: that praising something is always 3 matter of relating 
one thing to another. and chat the way in which God m01kes c\·crything relate to himself docs, 
more or less, satisfy this rubric. Thomas appears not to have been com'ineed by Alben's s0-

lution of(cn.-d in his lectures in Cologne, at which Thomas was prcscm (FVST p.79, Fcrrua 
(l,46}: pT3isc is due to the .. k'Cds (ur which we arc oursch'cs responsible, so God can be praiscc.l 
for his dl..'cds, fur which he is responsible (Suptr Ell,. 114.84, Col. XIV i p.74:19-+1). 

19. I.e., pr01ise is nut itsclfpT3yer, 
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be identified with praise, inasmuch as we adjure God by things 
which are pertinent to praising him, and supplication will be iden
tified with prayer, because they both connote a certain reverence. 
The other two items are identical even in name. 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that Hugh lists 
the parts of prayer in the sense of things that actually fall within 
the scope of prayer, and he distinguishes between them on the 
basis of their different ways of asking for something. A petition 
is specified by some kind of statement, and such a statement is 
a form of exposition. So in some cases both petition and state
ment are involved in a prayer, and this is called "pleading"; as 
Hugh himself says, "A plea is a statement included within a spe
cific petition." Or only one of them may be involved, so there 
may be a non-specific petition without any statement, and this 
is "supplication"; so Hugh says, "Supplication is a humble, de
vout praying without specifying any particular petition." Or 
there may be a statement without any petition, and this is "in
sinuation," which in his view is "signifying what you want with
out asking for anything, simply by stating your wish. "'0 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) What we said above in (B) deals with this point. 
(2) Cicero distinguishes insinuation from exordium in that an 

exordium is explicit in trying to arouse the audience's good 
will, docility or attentiveness, whereas insinuation does the 
same thing in a hidden and roundabout way." So insinua
tion is properly a matter of saying one thing and intending 
something else. This is why Hugh uses the name "insinua
tion" for the kind of prayer in which a statement is made 
while a petition is intended. He does not mean that it is a 
sort of exordium, only that it is a way of asking for some
thing that resembles one kind of exordium. 

(3) From what we have said it is clear that "pleading" falls be
tween insinuation and supplication;" that is why it is placed 
in the middle of the list. 

2(). Dt l'irtult Orand; 2 (pL 176:979C). 
2 t. cr. Cicero, Dt InfJtnl;Ont I 15.20; Ad IItr. I 7.11. 
22. "Insinuation" (statement without petition) and "supplication" (petition uithout 

statement) represent two "extremes"; "pleading" (petition with statement) represents the 
mean term, as it were. 
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(4) According to Augustine, the three things mentioned in this 
text refer to different things which we need to make our way 
in this life. First, we need health to give us the energy to 
walk, and "Ask and you will receive" refers to this. Then we 
need knowledge to guide us, as otherwise we shall not know 
our way, and "Seek and you will find" refers to this. 
Thirdly, we need it to be possible for us to arrive, and 
"Knock and the door will be opened to you" refers to this." 
So it is clear that different parts of prayer, in the sense of 
different things that fall within the scope of prayer, are 
being distinguished here with reference to different objects 
of petition. So "prayer" in the apostle's list includes asking 
and seeking, and "pleading" covers "knocking." "Thanks
giving" and "entreaty" are not parts of prayer in this sense 
and do not refer to distinct objects of petition. 

IV. Whilt should be asked for in prayer? 

(A) It would seem that we ought not to ask for anything specific 
when we pray: 
(I) It is dangerous to ask for something that we ought not to ask 

for. But "we do not know what to pray for as we should" 
(Rom. 8:26). So we ought not to ask for anything specific. 

(2) In prayer we ought to cast our hope on God, as it says in 
Psalm 54:23, "Cast your care upon the Lord." But if you 
specify some particular thing in your prayer, it docs not look 
as if you are casting your care entirely upon the Lord. So 
prayer like that is unacceptable. 

(3) The only reason for specifying one's petition is to inform 
someone of what one wants. But the God to whom we pray 
knows our desires better than we do. So we ought not to ask 
for anything in particular when we pray. 

On the other hand: 
(a) The Lord has given us the proper form for our prayer, and 

the Lord's Prayer contains specific petitions. Therefore it is 
right to ask for particular things. 

(b) Pleading is a part of prayer, and according to Hugh of St. 

2). Ik Smnon( l>Omini II 21.71-2 (PL ).I: I l(2). 
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Victor pleading involves a specific petition. So we should 
ask for particular things. 

(B) It seems that we should not ask for temporal things when we 
pray: 
(I) On Matthew 6: 33, "Seck first the kingdom of God and all 

these other things will be added," the Gloss says, "Not that 
these other things should be sought after the kingdom. "I SO 
there is no room left for it to be legitimate to ask for temporal 
things when we pray. 

(2) People who pray for things arc concerned about them, but 
we are not meant to be concerned about temporal things, as 
Matthew 6:25 makes clear, "Do not be concerned about 
what you are going to cat." So temporal things should not 
be asked for in prayer. 

(3) In prayer we ought to ask only for something which is a real 
good for us, and temporal things are not our real good, as 
the quotation from Augustine in the Gloss on Matthew 6:33 
makes clear. 2 So we ought not to ask for temporal things 
when we pray. 

On the other hand: 
(a) The Lord's Prayer contains the petition, "Give us this day 

our daily bread," and as the Gloss on Luke 11:3 shows, this 
is a prayer for bodily bread, not just for spiritual bread.' So 
it is legitimate to pray for temporal things. 

(b) Bernard says, "Temporal things are to be asked for inas
much as our need requires. ". 

(C) It seems as if we ought not to pray for anyone else's good: 
(I) In Jeremiah 7: 16 it says, "Do not pray for this people." 
(2) It is presumptuous to interfere with what is above us. But 

the overflowing of grace from one person to another is char
acteristic of the special fullness which there was in Christ as 

t. Intcrlinc:ar Gloss;! Ordinaria. 
2. ~Iarginal Glossa Ordinaria, based un Augustine. Dt Scnnont Domini II 16.53 (PL 

3..J: 1292). 
3. Marginal Glossa Ordin:aria. 
4. Smn. dt Dit,trris 25.S. 
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our Head.' So nobody ought to usurp the function of pray
ing for anybody else. 

On the other hand: 
(a) In Matthew 5:44 it says, "Pray for those who persecute you 

and revile you." 

REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question, we must say that three things 
are achieved by being specific in what we pray for: First, it helps 
to focus our attention while we pray, and this is very necessary 
in prayer. Secondly, it makes us aware of our own desire and of 
how we are progressing in it. Thirdly, it makes us pray more 
fervently, because the more precisely we concentrate our atten
tion on particular good things, the more earnestly we desire 
them, as the philosopher remarks in connection with bodily de
lights in the Ethics. 6 

Accordingly Augustine says, uThe reason why we also 
pray to God at certain intervals in specific words is in order to 
give ourselves a reminder by means of these signa/s"-this takes 
up the first point-Uand to become aware of how we are pro
gressing in our desire"-this is the second point-Uand to stir 
ourselves to a more eager desire"-this is the third point.' 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Augustine provides the answer to the first point: The apos

tle's comment is prompted by those temporal afflictions 
which are often sent to benefit us, but yet we ask to be de
livered from them, because they are bad in themselves, even 
if they are good from a particular point of view. But there 
are some things we know quite well we should pray for, just 
as we know we should desire them. 

(2) In doubtful cases we have to cast our cares upon God in the 
sense that if what we are asking for is not in line with what 

5, Christ, 3S Head uf the church. is the source from which grace Oows into the other 
members of the church: cr. III Stnt. d.l] q.2 3.1. 

6. In ,\to()S' text the reference is gi\'cn as Etb. Nir. III, but there is nothing there to 
\\ hich ThufTlas could he alluding. He is perhaps thinking of VII 3.5 (1147325-35). 

7. fp. IJO.Y.IH (PLlHOI). 
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is good for us, the matter is to be left in God's hands. The 
Lord gave us a model for this way of praying when he said, 
"Not as I will, but as you will" (Matt. 26:39). 

(3) The answer to the third point is clear from what has been 
said already. 

(8) In response to the second question, we must say that prayer is 
a way of carrying out a desire, and so it is lawful to ask in prayer 
for whatever it is lawful to desire, in the same way that it is law
ful to desire it. But there are two distinctions we need to notice 
with regard to our desires. First, some things arc desired for 
their own sake, while others are desired for the sake of some
thing else. Secondly, some things, such as the virtues, cannot 
be desired too much, while other things, like bodily pleasures 
and wealth, can be desired to excess. 

Temporal goods are to be desired for the sake of something 
else and in a restrained way, that is, in proportion to our need 
of them in order to pursue our life in this world. And so they 
can be prayed for in the same way. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Temporal goods should not be sought first or second as if 

they were a primary objective, but they can be sought as 
things we desire for the sake of something else; this kind of 
desiring is a matter of choosing rather than wanting in the 
strict sense, because what we want is our final goal. H 

(2) What is forbidden by the Lord's words here is excessive con
cern, not necessary concern. 

(3) Temporal things are not, as such, our real good, but they 
are good for us inasmuch as they contribute to our pursuit 
of something clse. In this way they fall under the heading of 
"useful goods.'"' And in this sense they can be prayed for. 

8, cr. Aristotle, £lh. Nic. III 2.4 (llllb26-7): we "will" or "",:mt" our ultimate oll. 
jl'Ctivc, we "choose" the things that will lead us tu thoU objective (e.g., we "want" 10 gct rid 
of:l headache. so we "ChIK)SC" to take a pill). Thomas is 5ub"Scsting that temporal goods arc 
"chusen" in this sense, Dlher than "wiJIet.l." 

9, The dh'ision of "good" into "noble. plc:as,anr :md useful" (bontSlum,lkirrlaiti/c, utilr) 
probably derives from "ristucle, Elh. Nit. VIII 2.2 (1IHbI9). but it h3cJ hc:comc comfll(K}. 
pl:lcC in the schools (c(. William of Auxcrre. Summa Auna II S.2. 9.3, cd. cit. p. 22 t; Thumas. 
Summ(l Tbtol. I q.5 :loti). In the Summa Tbtol. Thom:as :ascribes it to Ambrose (cf. /)( Officiis 
1.27, PL 16:31-2), but William of Auxcrrc.loc. cit .. :ascribes it tn Aristntle. 
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As the philosopher says, "People ought not to pray for 
them" (temporal things, that is) "they ought to pray that 
they will use them well. "Ill 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that, since we are 
bound by the commandment of love to love our neighbors as 
ourselves, we must want for them the same things that we want 
for ourselves, and so we can pray for the same things for them 
as we can for ourselves. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) The Lord forbids the prophet to pray, because there were 

reasons in the people why his prayer could not be heard, 
namely, their uncorrected faults and final impenitence, as 
the Gloss on this passage says. II 

(2) When you pray, you are not trying to obtain anything on 
the strength of yourself, but on the strength of the one to 
whom you are praying. And so when you pray for someone 
else, you are not laying claim to any grace of fullness in 
yourself, you are ascribing it to the one you are praying to, 
whom you are asking to give grace to your neighbor. 

V. To whom can we pray? 

(A) It appears that prayer should be addressed only to God: 
(1) This follows from the definition of prayer; as Damascene 

says, "Prayer is the ascent of the intellect to God." 
(2) We have already said that prayer is an act of worship, and 

worship is due to God alone. So the same must be true of 
prayer too. 

(3) The power of prayer is due more to feeling than to spoken 
words because, as Augustine says, "This business is con
ducted more in groans than in spoken words. '" But only 

10. This is apparently a reference to Aristodc:. Elb. Nic. V I (I I 29lH-6), where AT. 
istl)tlc says that pt.·uplc pray for things that arc good in themselves, but not nt.'Ccss3rily good 
for ccnain imJi\'iduaJs; instt.":Id they OUghllo pr:ly th:n such things willl>c good for tbtm. AI· 
hen comments on this that "'he good usc nfthcsc things is beneT thom the things thcmsd,'cs" 
(Suptr Elbira \' 2.37-1. Col. XIV i p. 317:40), whtc:h may h3\'C innucncl.-d Thomas here. 

J I. Marginal Gloss on Jcr. 7:16. 
I. F.p. 1)0. W.ZO (I'LJJ:S02). 
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God can perceive the thoughts and feelings of people's 
hearts, so it is only to him that prayer is made. 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says in Job 5: I, "Call and see if there is anyone who will 

answer you, turn to one of the saints." So prayer can be 
made to God's saints as well as to himself. 

(b) "Supplication" is one kind of prayer, and we can supplicate 
other human beings. Therefore we can pray to them. 

(8) It looks as if prayer can be addressed even to saints who are not 
in heaven: 
(I) We only address our prayer to saints inasmuch as they are 

closer to God than we are, because it is through things 
which are closer to him that God sends out the rays of his 
goodness to things which are further away, as Dionysius 
says.' But even the saints who are in this world are in a 
higher state than we are. So we ought to pray to them. 

(2) The people in purgatory are already sure of their salvation. 
So they are in a better position than we are. So we can pray 
to them. 

(3) In the Dialoglles we read that Paschasius was revealed to St. 
Germanus, the bishop of Capua, as being in purgatory, yet 
he worked a miracle after his death. 3 Along the same lines it 
seems that there is no reason why prayer should not be ad
dressed to people who are not in heaven.· 

On the other hand: 
(a) We should not pray to the same people that we pray for, and 

we pray for all the saints who are either in this world or in 
purgatory. Therefore we ought not to pray to them. 

(b) We only pray to the saints inasmuch as they enjoy a full par
ticipation in the Godhead. But they participate fully in the 
Godhead only inasmuch as they participate in beatitude, as 

2. This is noc: ~ CX3Cf citation from Dionysius; the wording n.'SCmbles DN -4. t (PG 
3:6930), but the mc:ming is closer to such texts as eH 13.3 (cd. cit. pp. IS 1-5) lind EII,..4 
(PG H04D). 

3. Gregory, Dial. 4.40(PL 77:396-7). 
4. In the mcdic\'al mind there was a close link between pn.ying (0 the saints and ex· 

peeting (ur desiring) a mirOlcle. 51) the :lrgumcnt here is that if someone in purglJtory com work 
miracles, then it is c~rJ}' appropriate If) address prayers 10 that persun. 
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Boethius says! So we should pray only to the saints who 
are in bliss. 

(C) We seem to pray to God with reference to one of the divine Per
sons rather than the divine essence: 
(I) We ought to pray in the way that Christ taught us, and he 

taught us to address our prayer to the Person of the Father: 
"If you ask anything of the Father" (John 16:23). So it is with 
reference to a divine Person that we pray to God. 

(2) Anything which is attributed to God with reference to the 
divine nature applies equally to the Trinity as a whole and 
to each of the Persons. But the church does not address any 
prayers to the Holy Spirit.6 So it is not with reference to the 
divine nature that we pray to God, but with reference to a 
divine Person. 

On the other hand: 
(a) We pray to someone inasmuch as he can give us a share in the 

good that is his. But it is because he is good that it belongs to 
God to give us a share in himself. So, since goodness is an at
tribute of God's essence, it seems that it is with reference to 
the divine nature that we address our prayers to God. 

REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question, we must say that what we ask 
for in prayer is the life of blessedness, as Augustine points out, 
because everything else that we ask for is desired simply in view 
of blessedness. 7 And it is only God who directly gives us 
blessedness." But the saints help us to obtain it. And so prayer 

5. cr. the argument in Bocthius, Consol. Phil. III pro 10. 
6. Origin:1l1y all formal prayers were meant (() be addressed to the Father, but by this 

time some collects wcre being interpreted as addressed to the Son. The position impliL-d here 
is identical with the assertion made by Hugh of Sr. Chef: "All prayers arc addressed to the 
Father Of the Son, but none is addrcssl-d to the linly Spirit" ('fraclo/us suptr Missllm, cd. G. 
SOIch (.\Inoster, 1940). p. 15). cr. J. A. Jungm:mn, Tbt Mau oflbt Roman Rift (Ne\\' York, 
1951). I p. 38() note 25. 

7. cr. f.p. 130,4.9 (PL 33:497), where Augustine tells Proba to pray for "3 life of 
blcsst.'C.Incss" and points nut th:u this is what C\'cTyonc is louking for, saints and sinners alike, 
though sinners are louking for it in the wrong place. In the same Icuer 7.14 (PL 33:499) he 
adds that all mher desires are to be rcfeITt.-d tu the desire fur the life of blcssc..-dness. 

8. cr. ibid. 9.18 (PL 3HOI). 
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is addressed directly and properly to God, because it is from 
him that we hope to obtain what we are asking for when we 
pray. But we turn to the saints when We pray, because it is by 
their help that we obtain what we are hoping for. This is why 
Cassiodorus says that "prayer," properly speaking, is addressed 
!O God, while we "beseech" the saints." 

In reply !O the points raised above: 
(1) A definition has to contain the elements which belong to 

something without qualification. And although in one sense 
we can pray to the saints, as to people who intercede for us, 
all the same it is to God that prayer, in its proper and un
qualified sense, is addressed. 

(2) Prayer is an act of worship. But when we pray to the saints 
we are not offering worship to them, but to him from whom 
we hope for the fulfilment of our petition. 

(3) The saints know, in the Word, everything that pertains to 
their own glory. 10 And it is greatly !O their glory that they 
are able to help others, as a kind of fellow-workers with 
God. Therefore they immediately see in the Word the de
sires of those who call upon them. 

(a) This text teaches us !O turn to one of the saints not in the 
sense that our prayers are directed primarily to them, but 
inasmuch as they can act as intermediaries for our prayers. 

(b) Oralio, as we have already seen, is used of prayer by analogy 
with a forensic speech. The speech is actually addressed 
only to the judge, though supplications or other kinds of pe
tition may be made !O other people who are in a better p0-
sition than we are. Similarly in the case of prayer, it is God 
alone who is actually addressed by our prayer, but we can 
supplicate others even in the sense of addressing our sup
plications !O them. 

(B) In response to the second question, we must say that we only 
ask for something from someone who has it. So, since the life of 
blessedness is what we ask for when we pray, prayer (in some 

9. In Pt. 6(1.1 (PL 70:-IHIJ). ussindnrus' discinctinCl bctwc.'Cn oralio 2nd mprnalio("bc. 
sCL"Ching") is entirely arbitrary. 

W. Cf. helow. nnle 6 un Summu Tbtol. 11.11 ,).83 :I .... 
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sense) is addressed only to those saints who possess the life of 
blessedness and not to those who are in this world or in pur
gatory, although we can address supplications or other kinds of 
petition to those who are in this world. II 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) The saints who are in this world are in a higher state than 

we are and they can pray for us, but they have not yet 
reached such a level of superiority as to possess that beati
tude which we do not possess. 

(2) Although people in purgatory are in a state of greater cer
tainty than we are, they are in greater distress; also they are 
not in a position to merit anything. 12 So rather than praying 
for us, they need us to pray for them. 

(3) In the case of miracles what is primarily looked for is the 
faith and devotion of the person praying. This is why the 
Lord himself said to the woman he healed, "Your faith has 
saved you" (Matt. 9:22). Because of Paschasius' outstanding 
merits, he was believed to be in heaven, and for that reason 
people prayed to him and their prayer was heard at the time 
because of the faith of the people praying and to express ap
proval of his life; it does not mean that he was praying for 
others while he was in purgatory. 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that prayer is 
addressed primarily to God, inasmuch as he is blessed and the 
bestower of blessedness on others. And since it is with reference 
to his essence that this is said of him, it must be with reference 
to his essential attributes that we pray to him. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) All the attributes of the divine essence are in the other Per-

II. This argument, which implies that (he saints in heaven actually give us beatitude 
as their own gift to us, as if they were the (or at least a) source of our beatitude, is painfully 
inadl."tluatc; in Summa Tbtol. ILlI q.83 3.4 ad 3 Thomas deals with this question much more 
s3tisfaccorily. In this pcriod there was great dc\'otion to praying for the souls in purgatory. 
but the later dCl'Otion of inmking the prll)'crs of the J-Ioly Souls was unknown. 

12. This docs nor imply that the saints in hea\'cn can still merit (cf. II Stnl. d.11 '1.2 
a.I); the contrast is between us on canh. who CllO merit, and the souls in purgatory. which 
cannot. It was this helplessness ufthe souls in purgatory that supposl'tlly pcrsuadt..'tI Sc. Dum. 
inic's friend, Bertrand of Garrigues, that he ought to say the Mass for the dead more often 
(~IOPH I pp. 287-8). 
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sons from the Father. So we can, in a way, trace things back 
from the other Persons to the Father, as Hilary makes 
clear. Il Because of this the Father is also called "principle of 
the whole Godhead."" Christ was leading us back to the Fa
ther in a similar way, as to the source which has no source," 
when he taught us to direct our prayers to the Father 
through the Son. 

(2) It belongs to the Holy Spirit as a personal attribute that he is 
called "Gift." So it is more appropriate that we should ask for 
him than that we should ask for anything from him, although 
the church obviously does address some prayers to him as 
well, and also some hymns which take the place of prayers, 
like NIIIIC Sallcle Nobis Spirilllsand VC/li Crealor Spirillls. '6 

VI. To whom is praying properly attributed? 

(t\) It seems that praying is attributable to a divine Person: 

13. h is nut clear what pass:agc of Hilary Thumas MS in mind. but cr, Dt Trin;laJt H.20 

(ilL 10:251 1\), Dc Synodis 2() ,54 (PL 10:5190), which show huw it is possible to move from 
s:lying th:lt the Hul~' Siliril "rl"(ci\'cs from the Son" to saying that he "pruCCL-dS from the 
Father," nr frum s:tying that he is "scnt b~' the Son" to ~)'ing that he is "sent by the Father," 
un the principle thn the Sun's works :Ire the Father's works and what he has he lus (rom the 
Father. 

1 .. . Augustine, Dt Trinilalt IV 20.29, as n:phrasc....J by Lombard, I SCnI. d.29 c.1.2. 
I S. The F3thcr is prindpium non Je principio, the Son is principium de principio (cf. Lorn. 

hard. I &nl. d.29 c. ) .); the F:uher is: the snurce Ihat has nn suurce. the Son is the StHJrce (of 
,he 1·IClly Spirit luxl (If cn::lfurcs) dl:lt ius a source (the Father). 

16. The hymn NUllc Sanctt Nobis Spiritus ("Come, Holy Ghost, Who E,,'er One" in 
Ne" man'Oj \ ersinn) was already traditional in the ninth cemury. when it is ciu.-d (and ascribed 
to Amhrose) by Hincmar,lk una tt nrm Irina dtil4tt 17 (PL 12S:SIWC); it \\3S used as the hymn 
fur terce. I'tn; enll/or Spirilus(kComc, I'h"y Ghost. Our Suu)s Inspire" in the famous "'crsiun 
by Juhn Cosin) probahly dates from the I:lIe ninth cCOIury 3nll \\3.S used in the Dil'ine OffICe 
at Penh."cCist and on many other occasions; in thc Dominican rite it was sung during the c1(1th ~ 

ing of nm'ices, for instancc (cf. Tugwell, AI;P 5) (198)) pp. 27-9), and St. J.)()minic \\as rc· 
mcmhcrl"ll tn h:l\'c sung: it during his lra\'Cls: (Bolognll Cllnoni:.olion Procas 21. ,\tDPl-( XVI p. 
,,.0). Whcn Thum.as san that thl.'SC h\'mns:!lrc rl'Citl-d IOColJl'lllionum he cannell mc:ln that thc\' 
repl3ce formal collects: but that they' arc used in situations in which a currespcmding pr3Y~f 
cuuld equally well h:l\e been said . The "prayers" which Thomas memions afe similarly not 
formal culll'Cts but. presumably, such texts as the antiphon l/mi SQ,,,'t Spiritus ("Come, Huly 
Spirit. fill the hearts uf ."our f:ailhful") used, fur instance, in the Dc-Mltinic.an pr.a)'c:rs fur a 
Gcneral Chaptcr (OrJillQrium, ed. F. ,\1. Guerrini (Home, 1921), p. 125) and in the Di"inc 
Office (ur Pentecost (AFP 52 (19H2) p. 55), 
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(I) Anyone who can receive something can pray. I But it is quite 
in order to say that one divine Person receives from another, 
as the Son and the Holy Spirit do. So a divine Person can 
pray. 

(2) "I will ask the Father and he will give you another com
forter" (John 14: 16). It is the Son who says this. Therefore 
there is nothing wrong in saying that the Son prays. 

(3) It says in Romans 8:26, "The Spirit pleads with unutterable 
groans." And the Holy Spirit is the third Person of the Trin
ity. Therefore it is in order to say that a divine Person prays. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Praying implies a lack of power in the person praying, and 

this cannot be ascribed to a divine Person. So prayer is not 
properly attributable to a divine Person. 

(b) Prayer is an act of worship, and "worship" means "service 
of God. '" And service of God is not something that a divine 
Person can suitably be said to perform. So the same must 
be true of praying as well. 

(B) It appears that we should not attribute praying to the saints in 
heaven ei ther: 
(I) The saints in heaven are conformed to Christ in his human

ity. And it is not right to ascribe prayer to Christ in his hu
manity, as otherwise we should say, "Christ, pray for us.'" 
Therefore it is not right to ascribe prayer to the other saints 
either" 

(2) The saints in heaven are equal to the angels of God (Matt. 
22:30). And praying is not attributable to angels because, as 
we have seen, prayer is an act of reason and there are no acts 
of reason in the angels, since reason arises "in the shadow of 

I. Since we ask for things in order to rccci\'c them. this argument suggests, a capacity 
[(J rI..'Cch'c something from someone implies a c:lpacity to ask someone for something and there
fore to pr:lY" Praying and receiving seem to rest on the same basis of dependence on someone. 

2. This interpretation of "Iatrcia" (worship) is taken from the Marginal Gloss on Man. 

3. The point seems In he that if the hum:lOity of Christ prayed for us in heaven, we 
should say. "Christ, pray for us"; no point is implied about whether Christ as a man on earth 
really prayed. 

4. The Latin SOlie/liS can he used of Christ (the "saint of saints," sane/us sallClorum) and 
of angels; hence the reference to "the other saints" here and in the next point. 
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intelligence," as Isaac says.' Therefore prayer is not attrib
utable to the other saints in heaven either. 

(3) Anyone who prays for someone else merits something for 
someone else. But the saints in heaven are not in a position 
to merit anything. Therefore they are not in a position to 
pray. 

On the other hand: 
(a) We say, "St. Peter, pray for us." 
(b) The saints in heaven are more fervent in charity than they 

were on earth, and charity makes the saints on earth pray 
for people; all the more, therefore, do the saints in heaven 
pray for us. 

(C) It appears that even brute animals pray: 
(I) In Psalm 146:9 it says that God "gives the beasts their food 

and the young crows that call upon him." And calling upon 
God is praying to him. Therefore even irrational animals 
pray. 

(2) Prayer is an appetite declaring itself. And the brute animals, 
in their own way, desire the good which is God. Therefore 
they pray. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Prayer is made only to God and God cannot be known ex

cept by the intellect, which brute animals lack. Therefore 
they cannot be said to pray. 

REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question, we must say that prayer re
quires there to be a distinction between the person praying and 
the person prayed to, because nobody asks for something from 
himself. And prayer is made to God on the basis of his essential 
attributes, in which no distinction is made between the divine 

S. IsallC (srOldi. I.ibtr dt lkfinitionibus, cd. J. T. ,\Iuckle. /lrrhives J'lIuloirt Doctrinalttl 
Liltlrain au Moym Agt It (1937-8) p. 313:25-7. "lmdJigcnce" here is used tn mcan a higher 
inlclll'Clual puwer dun "rl.:;l5tMl"; where fC3SOCl has In Ini! discursh·cl.", "inlclligcncc" simply 
!i\.'CS \\'h:n is what. The s:lmc distinction is made !:ater un in Icons uf"intcllcct" anc.l"rc3son." 
The angels do not rcasun discursively. so they arc "intdk-ctual" rather than "r:uional" beings. 
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Persons. Therefore one Person cannot be said to pray to an
other. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) The imparting and receiving which occurs between the di

vine Persons is a matter of natural fecundity, not a free gift" 
and it is to obtain free gifts that we pray. 

(2) The Son says this of himself, not because of the Person he 
is, but in virtue of our nature which he assumed. 

(3) The Holy Spirit is said to "plead" inasmuch as he makes us 
plead. 7 

(B) In response to the second question, we must say that some her
etics have maintained that the saints cannot help us by praying 
for us, because we all receive what our deeds have deserved.· 
But this is contrary to the article offaith about the "communion 
of saints" which results from charity! So since the saints in 
heaven also have the most perfect charity, it falls to them to pray 
for us, though not for themselves, since everything they desire 
is theirs. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Christ, in his humanity, does pray for us. The reason why 

we do not say, "Christ, pray for us," is that "Christ" implies 

6. According In the classic Trinitarian thc..'ology. the Father did nut "chouse" to beget 
the Son. he begot him hy nature (Fidu /)QmllSi, in 1-1. Denlinger and A. SchOnmctzcr. En
,biriJion Symbolorum,lkjillilionum, IJtcloruI;onum no, 71). 

7. Cr. M;ugifUl Gloss on Rnnuns 8:26, or Lumh.nd's Gloss (PL 191:1 .... 7A). 
8. Vi!,rilantius denied tmt the Slint5 pr:ay for us (d. Jerome's response. ConlrQ Vigi/an

/;um 6, PL 23 (IS"S]:J-H), but Thomas is prub:1bly Ihinking uf mure contemporary heretics: 
the \VaJdcnsians wcre hy this time denying that we can be helped by 'he prayers urthe saints 
(cr. the document frum :lbout 1215 printf...-d in AFP 29 [IY59] p. 275; Moneta uf Cremona, 
"av. CII/harns tl ValdrnstI IV 9.4), and this is probably be~use of their insistence on each 
intJi\'idual's rc .. -spunsibility (cr. K. V. Sdgc. Dit mINt U'oldmgr IBerlin, IY67). I pp. I 5~5). 

Y. Ab'Olinst thc muralizing indi\'idualism uf the \\'aldcnsians it is indc,'t.'tI ncccss:JrY to 

stress th:!t the saints sharc what they ha\'c with onc another (the "cummunion (If saints" in its 
traditiunal sense)-a puint made dramatically in the dream of Peter of Aubcnas reporu:d in 
the Vi/ot Pralrum (MOPH I pp. IH3-H; but the communion of saints can only he relevant to 

the questilm of their prayers fur us on the assumption that they arc actually giving us a share 
in what is theirs by pnying for us, which makes little sense. Cf. ahu\·c. note 11 to anicle V. 
Thumas u~'S a different argumem in Summa Thtol. lUI (I.Hl a.1 J. 
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the eternal subject'" whose part is not to pray for us but to 
help us. That is why we say, "Christ, hear us," or "Have 
mercy on us." And in this way we avoid the heresies of Ar
ius and Nestorius too. II 

(2) Intellect possesses in a much more noble way anything that 
reason possesses, because anything that a lower power can 
do, a higher power can also do. And so the angels, who are 
intellectual bcings, can pray. 

(3) Some people say that the saints are not in a position to merit 
anything with regard to their essential reward, but they can 
merit something with regard to their incidental reward,12 
and can therefore also merit things for other people. But 
meriting is confined to people who are still on the way, in 
this world. So we must say that there isa difference between 
obtaining things by prayer and meriting things; this will be 
discussed shortly. So even if the saints cannot merit any
thing, they can obtain things for us by their prayers. 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that praying is 
in no way attributable to brute animals, and that for three rea
sons. first, they ha\'e no share in the life of blessedness, which 
is the primary object of all petition. Secondly, they have no ap
prehension of the God to whom prayer is offered. And thirdly, 

10. S"ppasi/um, which Thomas uses as l"tlui\'3Icnt tn hypos/am. The doctrine uf the hr· 
pc)static union means th:lt. though we can distinguish lxtwccn the divinit)' of Christ and his 
hum:mity. there is nnly nne person there, of whum it is 31w3),s cnrrect (() S:lY th.:lt he is the 
Sun uf Gud. His humanity is nut the humanity of 3n~'unc else cxccJK the Son of God. cr. III 
Stnl. d.6l1.1 01.1 (1.2. 

II. Asking Christ ((I pray (or us could easily be t2kcn to imply Arianism (the lK:lid 
that the Son of God is 3. crc:uurc) or Ncstnrianism (the helief that there is in Christ 3. hum.m 
person distinct from the di\'inc Person). 

12. There was c\'identl)' an opinion in the schouls that the angels arc in a positiun to 
merit. and so it could be :argued that the saints are simil:arly in a position to merit the incrcasc 
nf their reward. which will come at the Judgment (i .e .• the glury uftbe resurrc.."Ctc..-d body); cf. 
Unland ufCrcmona, Summa Ill, c..'l1. A. Curtesi (Bergamo. 1(62), p. 805. The c..'Sscnti:a1 reward 
is the "isiun (If end, and this the saints alrc:tt1y ha\'c; the "incidental" CXIf2S :arc such things 
as the rcsurrcclc..'tl bedy. If nne uf thc incKicnul ~"uries of a prc..';Kher is that he is CSCOr1L'tl by 
all thusc whum he converted (Humt,cn of I(umans,lk Enul. PrtJ. ( S.H, in Tugwell, fArry 
Domi"iclllIS p. 2(K), it could presumably be argued th:u the saints cnukl increase their inci· 
denial glory by increasing the number of their "clients," but I do not kno'" :any evidence that 
anyone actually did argue this. 
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asking is an act of reason, as we have seen, since it involves a 
certain kind of planning. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Augustine says, brute animals are said to obey God's 

commands, not as if they understood his instructions, but 
inasmuch as they are moved by God by their natural in
stincts;" in the same way they are said to "call upon God" 
in an extended sense, inasmuch as they have a natural desire 
for something which they obtain from God. 

(2) "Appetite," as we said above, '4 implies only a straightfor
ward movement toward the desired object, but "prayer" or 
"petition" implies a certain planning, and this involves rea
son. So brute animals can be said to have "appetites," but 
they cannot be said to ask for things or to pray for things. 

VII. The effectil·eness of prayer 

(A) Prayer appears not to be a work of satisfaction:' 
(I) All prayer is either vocal or mental. ,"Iental prayer is not a 

work of satisfaction because it is enjoyable rather than pain
ful.' Nor is vocal prayer a work of satisfaction because, as 
Isidore says, "It is not the sound of our voices that reconciles 
us to God, but the pure, straightforward purpose which is 
in our minds. "J Therefore prayer is not part of satisfaction. 

13. Suptr Grn. aJ Lilt. IX 14.2-1-5. 
14. The reference is probably to III S(nI. d.l7 q. t 3.2. 
I. By this time it was commonplace [() say that penance (meaning bmh the sacrament 

lmd the \'irtuc) consists of contrition, confession and satisfaction (what we no\\' call "the pcn
ance"): cr. Lombard, IV Stnt. d.16 eh.l.l; William of Auxcrrc. Summa Aurra IV 8.2, t.'tI. cit. 
IV pp. 198-Z01; Raymund of Pcnafon, Summa Jt Potn;unt;a (Rome, 16(3) p. 442. It was also 
commonplace (() identify the three works of satisfaction as prayer, fasting and almsgh'ing 
(William of Auxcrrc pp. 272-9: Raymund pp. 467-8). 

2. uri" potno (from which "pcnance" dcri\'cs) cnfulds bmh "punishmcnt" and "p:lin." 
making it appc:lr self-c\'idcnt that if somcthing is not p:linful it cmnot count as:l punishmcnt 
(or pcn:lnce), The point raised hcrc aixlUt praycr hcingdelightful and thcrefore not penitential 
is discusscd in \Villiam of Auxerre. pp. 273-5; the :lrgumcnt that praycr is "sw(."Ct" (which 
\Villiam docs not entirely :lcccpt) is b:ls(.-d on two proof tcxts (Ecclcs. 10: I. traditinn:lUy in
tcrprct(.-d as referring to prayer, and Apoc. 5:8, intcrprct(.-d in the light of E..xod. 30: I), rather 
th:ln directly on psychological expericnce. 

3. Cf. Dt Summa Bono III 7.29 (PL 83:678A). 
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(2) Worship, as we saw in the previous distinction: is a distinct 
\·irtue from penance. And satisfaction is an act of the \·irtue 
of penance, while prayer is an act of worship. So prayer is 
not a work of satisfaction. 

(3) Works of satisfaction are performed in order to reconcilc 
someone whom we have offended, bur prayer comes after 
reconciliation; it seems rather presumptuous to ask for 
something from someone we have offended. So prayer is not 
a work of satisfaction. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Jerome says that the plagues of our mind are healed by 

prayer, just as those of the body are healed by fasting.' And 
fasting is a work of satisfaction, therefore prayer must be 
too. 

(b) In prayer we ask to be released from what we owe, and we 
do not do this in vain, since the practice was instituted by 
the Lord. And it is by penance that we arc released from 
what we owe. So prayer does belong to some part of pen
ance, and that part can only be satisfaction. Therefore 
prayer is a work of satisfaction. 

(B) Prayer appears not to be meritorious: 
(I) A meritorious work invoh·es focussing one's purpose on 

God alone, because any mercenary intention empties our 
deeds of their capacity to merit. But when we pray we do 
not only have our eye on God, we have it on our own needs, 
for which we arc asking for help. So prayer is not a meri
torious work. 

(2) If prayer is meritorious, what it will merit most of all is the 
granting of its plea. But it docs not merit the granting of its 
plea, because sometimes even the prayer of someone who is 
in a state of charity is not heard. Therefore prayer is not 
meritorious . 

.... In IV Stnl. d.l'" (1.1 01.1 ().5 Thum.as has shown chat pcn,lOcc:and religiun arc hoth. 
in some s~nsc. pans of the virtue of justice. 

S. Cf. pscutll~Jcrnnlc (PL 311:1S 16C). 'luUTed in the marginal Gloss un .\lark 9:28; this 
text is Cih.'d, fur imitancc, in William of Auxcrrc. p. 171. ,JOel Raymund of "coafHrt, Summa 
J( Pom;ltltlia p. 469. Thumas has rephrased the [ext slightly. 
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(3) Nature does not use two means to achieve something that 
can be achieved by one, because there is nothing in the 
works of nature which proves to be pointless, and the same 
principle applies even more to the works of grace. But deeds 
are a sufficient way of acquiring merit. So it looks as if 
prayer is not meritorious. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Any virtuous work can be meritorious, and prayer is a vir

tuous work, as we have seen. Therefore it is meritorious. 
(b) It says in Psalm 34: 13, "My prayer will return to my 

bosom."· So something accrues from prayer to the person 
praying, and so prayer does appear to merit that something. 

(C) There appears to be something wrong with the list of conditions 
which make prayer efficacious: 
(I) The Gloss on Luke 11:5, on the parable, "Which of you has 

a friend ... ," says that four conditions have to be met if 
prayer is to be efficacious: one must be praying piously, for 
oneself, perseveringly and with relevance to one's salvation. 7 

Anyone in a state of sin lacks the virtue of piety, but in fact 
the prayer of sinners is sometimes heard, because miracles 
can be worked even by sinners. So prayer does not have to 
be made piously in order to be efficacious. 

(2) A prayer which comes from charity is always efficacious: "If 
you abide in me and my words abide in you, you will ask 
for whatever you want, and it will be done for you" (John 
15: 7)-and abiding in God is the result of charity as 1 John 

6. Although Thomas' text of the Psalm has in sinu mro (ont'trltlur (and this is the text 
found in the Dominican liturgy), his comment shows that the abJati"c has in fact to be treated 
as if it were accusative, and in his commentary on this Psalm Thomas in fact glosses in sinu, 
iJ CSI aJ mtipsum. I·lis intcrprct:uioo follows the m.arginal Gloss on oro/;o mta, which takes the 
clause to mean that a prayer that has no effect elsewhere returns to the person praying, along 
the lines of "Your peace will return In yoursch'cs" (;\Ian. 10: 13), an interpretation b:lSl:t.i on 
that of Cassiodorlls (PL 70:N6CD). 

7. The four "conditions of impetr:uioo" weTe by this time con\'cntional, but William 
of Auxcrre, op. cit. III 27.3.1, cd. cit. pp. 517-8. is aware that there is sume duubt about 
where they came from. "Piously" and "pcrscveringly" arc found in the interlinear Gloss on 
j\latt. 7:8, but there is nothing in the Glussa Ordinaria on Luke I I; however Hugh of St. 
Cher dues mention the four conditions together on Lukc II: 10, which suggests that Thomas 
is perhaps thinking ufhis distinguished Dominican confrere rather than the Glossa Ordinaria. 
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4: 16 makes clear. And any prayer which is made piously 
comes from charity and is therefore efficacious. So there is 
no need to add any other conditions. 

(3) The greater the charity, the more efficacious it is in merit
ing. And the more people it embraces, the greater the char
ity is. So it scems that a prayer which is made for othcr 
people because of charity is more efficacious than a prayer 
which is made for oneself. So praying for oneself is not a 
necessary condition. 

(4) The reason why a prayer can result in merit is the same as 
the reason why a deed results in merit: in both cases merit 
is due to charity. But a deed resulting from charity is mer
itorious, e"en if one does not go on doing it. So persevering 
in prayer is not a necessary condition for efficaciousness. 

(5) A desire or a petition for things which are relevant to sal
"at ion docs not move God to anger. But sometimes God 
grants the prayers of people whose petition makes him an
gry, as he did when the children of Israel asked for a king 
and in his indignation he gave them one.' So asking for 
things relevant to our salvation is not a necessary condition 
for our prayer to be efficacious. 

In addition, it looks as if many more conditions are rc
quired: 

(a) We must ask with faith and confidence: "They should plead 
in faith, not doubting at all" (James 1:6). And prayer has to 
be humble: "He looked on the prayer of the humble and did 
not spurn their entreaty" (Psalm 101:18). Also the poverty 
of the petitioner contributes to the efficaciousness of prayer: 
"The Lord heard the desire of the poor" (Psalm 9:38). So 
docs fervor in one's devotion: this is why Augustine says, 
"The more fervent the feeling that goes before, the more no
ble will be the effect that comes after. "9 So the four condi
tions that are listed are not sufficient. II) 

H. Cf. Augusdne. Ep. 110. 11.26 (I'L H:S<H), which cites this cx:amplc (from I S:lm. 
8) among others to shuw thol.( Gnd sumctimcs grants JK'Oplc's petitiuns in :anger. 

9. Ep. \30.9.IH (I'L 33:5(1). 
10. Raymund of PcnafoTt, Summa dt Po(tliltlllia p. 469, lists Ihinl.'Cn things th:u aTC 

Tl'tluircd in pr:ayl:r. though he dues nnt explicitly contend thou they :ne conditions of impc
Ir:nton. 
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REPLY 

(A) In response to the first question, we must say that satisfaction 
relates both to past guilt, offering compensation for the offense 
it caused, and to future guilt, against which it is a prophylac
tic. " And in both ways it falls within the scope of prayer. "The 
beginning and root of sin is pride" (Ecclus. 10: 15). Therefore by 
subjecting our spirit humbly to God in prayer we both offer 
compensation for the pride involved in our previous offenses 
and remove the opportunity for future guilt by cutting it off at 
the root. So prayer is fully in line with the definition of satis
faction. 

In reply to the points raised aoove: 
(I) Both mental and vocal prayer count as works of satisfaction, 

provided they are made in charity. Vocal prayer is a work 
of satisfaction because it involves an outward labor and so 
does have an element of painfulness about it.12 And inas
much as the force of the original intention with which some
one begins praying persists, it also counts as a meritorious 
good work. And these are the two things required for a work 
of satisfaction." So we can see how we can respond to the 
text cited from Isidore: it is not the sound of our voice as 
such that reconciles us to God, but only insofar as the effect 
of a pure purpose persists in our prayer. 

Similarly mental prayer is also a work of satisfaction. 
Although it is enjoyable, there is a certain painfulness at
tached to it too. As Gregory says, "To pray is to utter bitter 
groans in a state of compunction," either because of one's 
sins or because of one's delay in reaching heaven.'· Fur
thermore the raising of the mind is itself an affliction to the 

II. Accuroing to a current definition ascriln .. d II) Augustine. "satisfaction means cut
ting out the causes (If sin" (in fact, Gcnnadius. Dt £,c/. Dogm. H. ilL 58:CJ9.fC): cf. Gratian, 
lkcrtlum Cll q.3 d.l c.l (Fril-dbcrg I 1211); WiIIi3m fir Auxcrrc IV J 1.1 p. 269. 

J 2. Ibymund lists prayer as onc form of mnrtific:lIion nf the ncsh (p. 468). 
13. Thomas has dcltlonstratl'tl in IV Smt. d.IS q.1 :1.11).1 (hon s;uisfacrinn is m:ccs

S2rily a maneT of pcrfnnning a \'inUt)IJs. therefore meritorious. wnrk. 
l.f. Grl'gury. Morillill XXXIII 23A) (PL 7f1:7(18); the [WI) SuggL'SU .. -d rcaSfms for 

gru.loing: arc the same as those given in:. simil:.r context in William of Auxerrc. up. cit. IV 
11.21'f'. 17+-5. 
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flesh, as we have already noted;" and any affliction of the 
flesh affects the mind too, inasmuch as they are united with 
one another, and it also affects the proud spirit, whose 
wound is healed by prayer. Prayer cannot be humble with
out a certain element of pain. 

(2) There is nothing odd in the act of one virtue being com
manded by a quite different virtue. For instance an act of 
temperance is sometimes commanded by the virtue of for
titude. So an act of worship can similarly be commanded by 
the virtue of penance, in which case it will be a work of sat
isfaction, just as there used to be sacrifices for sins in the old 
law and there still are. 16 

(3) [f we have upset another human being, the very fact that we 
humbly ask for pardon soothes the person we have offended; 
this is much more powerfully the case wilen we are dealing 
with God in all his mercy. 

(B) [n response to the second question, we must say that it is charity 
which accounts for all our works being meritorious. So since it 
is possible sometimes for prayer to be inspired by charity, it can 
clearly be meritorious in exactly the same way that any other 
deeds inspired by charity are meritorious. 

[n response to the points raised above: 
(I) I-laving your eye on something other thar: God in the sense 

of making something other than God your primary objective 
does destroy the basis for meriting. But attending to some
thing else as a means by which we can come to God does not 
interfere with merit. And it is in this way that prayer attends 
to the relieving of our own needs. 

(2) Acts of all other \·irtues derive their merit from the force of 
charity. And charity's object is what other virtues have as 

15. IV Stili. d.IS().1 a.4<).3. 
16. The "sacrifices" uffered under the New Testament arc all SOTts of imerior and ex

ternal acts that can he considcn.'tI as offering something to God: cf. Pcr31dus, op. cit. III 5.5, 
where the "sacrifices" listed range from the sacrifice of a contrite hean to the sacrifice inmln.-d 
in heing gcncnlUs to pt.-oplc in nCl-d. and obviously some of these "sacrifices" will also count 
as works of satisfaction. 
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their goal. 17 So in the acts of the other \'irtues merit is not 
just a matter of meriting the acts themselves, but of meriting 
their goal. ,. In the case of prayer, what we arc actually ask
ing for is only the object of our prayer, not our own goal. So 
it does not matter if there is no meriting to be looked for with 
reference to what we arc praying for. 

(3) Our deeds arc not sufficient by themseh'cs to obtain all wc 
nced, and so it is necessary that God's mercy should makc 
up the deficiency. And this mercy is what p~ayer entreats. 
And so the merit of prayer is needed to make up the defi
ciency of all our other merits. ") This is why Gregory says, 
"These two things have a great need to go together, so that 

11. The grnwing tendency III distinguish hetween "ulljcet" (obitctllm) :lOtI "glial" CJi"is) 
in thinl'Cnlh-ccnrury writers rLmlins In he studied in delli) . In a ruugh.and-rl-ady \\ ay. in :l 

cClnlcn like the prescm, it is 3 dilitinctiun hctwL"tn immt.'tliltc and u/rimalc uhic..-ctin.'S. The 
distinction. 3S :Ipplicd W "inues, is related tn the distinctiun hetween the "nhjcct" and the 
"gua'" IIf a hum3n act (which can alsn he 0l3t1c in terms nf a distinctiun 1H.![wccn the glial uf 
the 3CI and the gual (If the agcnI), and alsn the distinctiun hclwl'Cn the uiljl.'Ct flf :1 human 
facuhy and the nricnl:uinn of that (:acuity IU .'iome further gnal. The gnal of :.11 that we dn in 
nur li,'es is Gud or heatitude, and God is :.Iso the uhjt.'Ct of ch:.rity (it is he ",hum we Im-e hy 
charit,\'); udler \'inllCS h:a\'e their own uhjl'CtS (p:anicul:tr uhjl'Cti\·es). htH thCS4: must he sui .. 
nrdinatl'(l to the fundamcnt;t! uhjecti,'c of ch;uity, Cf. O . Lunin. PsycboJog;t tl Maralt alL'( X1Jc 
tl Xl1~ Sitela, IV. u,u\'ainlGcmbloux, 11)54. pp. 4RCJ-4(J5; L. Dewan ... 'Ohiectum,' notcs 
nn the inventiun uf a wnrd," r\HDL~Ir\ 4R (1I)R2) pp, 37-lJfi. 

1 R. It/trilllln itt a(lib'lI a/iar"m t';rlllltim 11011 al sa/tlnl ;l/illI ac/tlI, ltd jilliI: the geniti"es arc 
nicely amhigunus! Dues the merit helung w the gnal. not jusl thc act itself? Or llncs it merit 
du: gU31. nut just lhe 3cl! The furmer tn3kcs mUTe scnse (hu\\' UUl'S merit merit Ihc act \\ hieh 
is mcriluriuus!). hut the argument seems tel rl'(luirc the I:uter: tn :mswer the puint :at issue. 
Thumas 113s 10 expbin why prayer (if it is meritorious :ll all) docs nut nl'Ccss3rily merit the 
thing heing prayed fur. :tod his argument Sl'Cms to he th3t the thing prayed fur is unl~' the 
nhjcct. nut the gnal. (If thc prayer, and merit is mure tn till with gll:lls than with nhjeets. he. 
cause what merits is charity, and charity is dirt.'Cdy rel:lted I() the gnal. not III an,' lesserc~hil'Ct; 
therefore there is nil rl':lSOn why mt:riling. in the C!lse of prayer. shnukl he hw..':ItL-U with ref
erence to (he Uhjl'Ct (If pr<l) er, prm·idt.'tl ,here is ruum fur meriting with reference ttl the gn:al. 
Bur (he argument is nflt p:anicularly limpid. 

19. The point Thnm:as is <lnswering and Thomas' <lnswer both st.'Cm rather ahsurd. 
Thc argumcm that nur dl'Cds acquire merit enuugh. su pr:lyer is no( nceded. CI\'erlouks the 
oln'juus fact that pra., er is itself:l kind (If dl't.'lI and is thereforc meritnriuus(ifit is meriu~rillUs). 
rM)( m'cr against (HJrd .... ,.'tb. hut merely 3snne kind nf t1 .. 't.'lIII\·er :against'llhcrs(so Ihe afl,rument 
cuuld l'(lually well he propuM.'(1 th:If we can merit cnnugh hy guing (U ~I:!.ss. Sll till nut nl't.'tl 
tu tin an)·thing else), The answer seems Ul re(luire :I distinction hetwecn wholt \\ e ohtain hy 
(lur uwn dccds and wh:lt \, e ohtain frum GIKI. which is (Iuite uns:ltisfactnry. ur <I helief that 
lIur dl:1rit<lhle deL'tls f:l11 shurt of meriting hca\'en. so that they net.'lI to he tnpped up hy :In· 
nther kind uf merit. which implies a r:nher pcculi:lr ide3 uf ch:lrity :lnd IIf merit. 
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prayer supports what we do and what we do supports our 
prayer. "10 

(C) In response to the third question, we must say that prayer has 
two aims: its own object and our goal." Therefore it has two 
kinds of efficacity: it is effective in meriting \Vith regard to our 
goal, which is eternal life, \Vhich is the final point of reference 
for all merit; and it is effective in impetrating \Vhat is being 
prayed for, and this is the object of prayer. 

The difference between these two is that merit implies a 
relationship of justice bet\Veen merit and reward, because it is 
a matter of justice to pay a reward to someone as having earned 
it, whereas impetration implies a relationship of mercy or gen
erosity on the part of the giver. So merit contains within itself 
the reason why it attains to its reward, whereas the prayer of 
someone wanting to impetrate does not contain within itself any 
reason why it should succeed, such a reason being located rather 
in the purpose or generosity ofthe giver. This shows clearly that 
prayer which is inspired by charity al\Vays has the effect of mer
iting, but it does not al\Vays have the effect of impetrating, be
cause there may be something militating against impetration in 
the providence of the God to whom the prayer is made. 

It is to eliminate these obstacles to impetration that the four 
conditions listed above are specified: if they are met, prayer will 
always be efficacious in impetrating. There may be an obstacle 
on the part of the person praying: you may be praying in an 
unruly way, and it is to pre\'ent this that it says that prayer must 
be made piously, implying the element of worship (which is an
other name for piety) which must govern our way of praying. 
Or there may be an obstacle on the part of the thing being 
prayed for: sometimes people pray for things which would not 
be good for them, and so it says that prayer must be for things 
which are relevant to salvation. Or there may be an obstacle on 
the part of the person being prayed for, and this obstacle may 
be present at the time when the prayer is being made; but if you 

In, Mora/ia XVIII 5.10 (ilL 76:42D). 
21. There is the objt.oct (or goal) of the act (in the case of prayer. this means obtaining 

what we arc praying for) and the goal of the agent (in this case, as in the case of all other 
\'irtunus dct.-ds. G,Ki or beatitude), 
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are praying for yourself, there cannot be any such obstacle pro
vided you are praying piously, but there may be such an obsta
cle if you are praying for someone else, so the further condition 
is laid down that prayer should be for oneself. Or this obstacle 
may arise in the interval between the prayer and its fulfilment, 
and this is eliminated by the condition that prayer must be per
severing. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) These conditions are not necessary for impetration in the 

sense that nothing is impetrated if one of them is missing, 
because sometimes people's prayers are heard when they are 
praying for someone else. What is meant is that if all these 
conditions are met, then prayer will always be effective in 
impetrating. After all, the power to impetrate depends more 
on the intentions of the person being prayed to than on the 
merits of the person praying, which is why sometimes even 
the prayers of sinners are heard, when their prayer is in line 
with God's purpose. 

We must also realize that even someone who lacks the 
virtue of piety can sometimes pray piously, just as someone 
who lacks the habit of justice can sometimes perform just 
deeds. 22 In this way even sinners can sometimes pray 
piously. 

(2) The will is more concerned with our goal than with any
thing which is asked for in "iew of our goal. So when God 
sees that what we are asking for is incompatible with the goal 
in view of which we are piously praying, he hears our desire 
better by not doing what we are asking for than he would if 
he did do it. So we have to take what the Lord says in a strict 
sense: "Whatever you walll . ... "The goal underlying our 
petition is our own salvation and God's glory. And it would 
be contrary to God's glory to save an impenitent sinner, and 
it would be contrary to our salvation if God were to give us 
something inimical to salvation at our request. Therefore 
our desire is heard, even though we do not impetrate what 

21. Thumas, foU(lwing ,\ristude, regards the possession of:l: "jrtuc as :I stable condi. 
tinn. ;t "habit.";t way nfheing; it justifies us in saying that sumame "is vinuous" in some way. 
A" isolated \ 'i"UOU5 dt."i:d (an act of generosity, s:ty. by a habitual miser) docs not prove the 
uistcncc of a real virtue. 
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we are praying for if we pray without persevering or for 
someone else or for things which are inimical to our salva
tion. 23 

(3) A prayer which is made for someone else out of charity is 
always effective in terms of the merit of the person praying, 
but what we are talking about now is effectiveness in im
petrating. 

(4) Impetration means the achievement of what we are asking 
for, but merit does not mean the achievement of anything, 
only the establishment of a just claim on something. So if 
some obstacle arises, because of human instability, it inter
feres with impetration because it prevents the achievement 
of what we were praying for, but it does not interfere with 
the justice of our claim, and so it does not remove our merit. 
So we can merit even without persevering, but we do not 
impetrate without persevering. 24 

(5) All of us have beatitude as the final goal of our desires, as 
the thing we desire most of all. So God really hears the peo
ple whose petitions he does not grant, if they are asking for 
something that would get in the way of beatitude, more than 
he hears the people whose petitions he does grant. So when 
God answers prayers in this way, in indignation, this should 
not really be called impetration. 

(a) All these extra conditions required on the part of the person 
praying, as such, are contained in the requirement of piety, 
which includes all the facets of virtue governing human acts 
on the part of the human agent. 

23. Thomas is probably influcncL't.i by Augustine's comment on John 15:7 (/tl 10. Ev. 
er .81.4), which explains that whatc\'cr we want will be granu.'d only inasmuch as we arc asking 
for things that we want in Christ. that is, for things that arc genuinely going to be good for 
our sah'3tion. On this basis it can be argued that prayer made in charity is always efficacious 
in obtaining what we really 'Wanl, even ifit does not succeed in obtaining what we arc actually 
asking for. 

24. E,'cn if we arc in a state of sin for the time being, our prc\·jously acquired merits 
"keep." as it were, and will continue to entide us to our reward in readiness for the time when 
we become fit to rc.."Cci\·c it. Cf. IV Sent . d.14 q.2 3.) q.) . 



Quaestiones Disputatae De Veritate, 
Question 6, Article 6 

Can predestination be helped 
by the prayers of the saints?' 

Surely predestination cannot be helped by the prayers of the 
saints: 
(I) Whatever can be helped can also be hindered,' and predestina

tion cannot be hindered, therefore it cannot be helped by any
thing. 

(2) If anything produces the same results whether or not you add 
something else to it, it is not helped by that something else. But 
predestination must produce its effect, since it cannot be falsi
fied, whether or not any prayer is offered. Therefore predesti
nation is not helped by prayers. 

(3) Nothing eternal can be preceded by anything in time. But 
prayer happens in time, while predestination is eternal. There
fore prayer cannot precede predestination, and so it cannot help 
it. 

(4) The members of the mystical body resemble the members of the 
natural body, as 1 Corinthians 12:12 makes clear. And in the 
natural body one member does not acquire its perfection by 
means of any other member; therefore the same thing must be 
true of the mystical body. But the members of the mystical body 

J. The qucstion ",hether predestination is "helped by prayers" is raised in Gregory. 
DiIJI. 1.8 (PL 77: 188B), the main inst:mce alleged to show that it is being bue's prayer in 
Gen. 25:21; Gregory affirms that "\l'hat the saints effect by praying is prcdcstint:d to be ob
tained by prayers." His text is quoted in the ~brginal Gloss on Gen. 25:21. which ensured 
th.:u the issue was on the agend:a (or medieval theologians. cr. Alexander of H:alcs. J Snrt. 
dAI . II. cd. cit. I ppAI8-9; William of Auxerrc, Summll..tutl'o I 9.3.4.111, ed. cit. I pp.192-
3; Bunaventure, I Stnl. d.41 a.l q.I, Quaracchi cd. I pp. 728-9; and Thomas himself, I Sml. 
dAlq.I • .4. 

2. If something e:an be hclpt:d. that implies that it is co some extent dependent on some: 
outside factor for its achic\'cmcm; and if this faclor were: to let it down, it would be prevented 
fmm realizing its achie\'ement. The help that I recci\'c from my typewriter, when it is work
ing. is inst.·p3rablc from the hind~ncc I receive: from it "hen if is not working. 
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are made perfect particularly through the effects of predestina
tion. Therefore human beings are not helped toward the attain
ment of the effects of predestination by the prayers of anyone 
else. 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says in Genesis 25:21 that Isaac "entreated God on behalf of 

Rebecca his wife, because she was barren, and God heard him 
and granted it to Rebecca that she should conceive," and Jacob 
was born as a result of this conception, and he had been predes
tined from all eternity. And this predestination would never 
have been fulfilled if Jacob had not been born, and it was Isaac's 
prayer that won the birth of Jacob. Therefore predestination is 
helped by prayers. 

(b) In a sermon on the conversion of St. Paul' we find the Lord 
being presented as saying, "It was in my mind to destroy you, 
had not my servant Stephen prayed for you." Therefore Ste
phen's prayer rescued Paul from reprobation. Therefore it was 
by means of Stephen's prayer that Paul was predestined. So pre
destination is helped by prayers. 

(c) It is possible for someone to merit the first grace for someone 
else" so on the same basis it is possible to merit the final grace 
for someone else. But anyone who receives the final grace is pre
destined. So one person can be helped by the prayers of another 
to be predestined. 

(d) Gregory prayed for Trajan and freed him from Hell, as Da
mascene tells us in a sermon on the dead.' and so it looks as if 
he was freed from the company of the reprobate by Gregory's 
prayers. Therefore predestination is helped by prayers. 

(e) The members of the mystical body are like the members of the 
natural body, and in the natural body one member is helped by 
another. Therefore the same must be true in the mystical body. 
So the same conclusion follows yet again. 

3. The precise sermon that Thomas h:as in mind h:as not been idcntifil-d, but d. Pcr
:aldus' sermon on St. Stephen. printed in the 1674 ed. of Willi:J.m of Auvcrsoc. II pp. J79-80. 

4. For this ugumcnt. d. Alex. of Halcs,loc. cit. It was gcncraU)" conceded that, in :II 

loose way (u oongruo), one can merit the first grace for someone else: one Qn be such:l person 
that it is appropriluc (congruous) that ooc's prayers for somronc's conversion should be hc:ard. 
cr. Thomas, II Stnl. d.27 q.1 :11.6. 

S. Dt lIis Qui;n FiJI, [)ormicronl 16 (PG 95:261-1). 
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REPLY 

There are two different ways of understanding the proposition 
that predestination is helped by the prayers of the saints. It can 
mean that the prayers ofthe saints help someone to be predestined, 
and this cannot be true either of prayers as they exist in themselves, 
because they are temporal whereas predestination is eternal, or of 
prayers as they exist in God's foreknowledge, because, as we have 
already secn, God's foreknowledge of people's merits, whether their 
own or those of others, is not the cause of predestination.· Or we 
can take the proposition to mean that predestination is helped by the 
prayers of the saints in the sense that prayer helps people to obtain 
the effects of predestination, just as people are helped by various 
tools to accomplish their work. And it is in this sense that this ques
tion has been debated by all those who believe that there is a divine 
providence over human affairs. But different people have come to 
different conclusions. 

Some people, impressed by the inflexibility of God's plan, have 
argued that things like prayer and sacrifice cannot do any good at 
all. This is supposed to be the position of the Epicureans, who said 
that all things happen inflexibly as a result of the arrangement of the 
higher bodies, which they called gods. 

Others have claimed that sacrifices and prayers do have an ef
fect, precisely because they bring about a change in the plans of 
those whose business it is to decide about human acts. This is said 
to be the view of the Stoics, who maintained that all things are gov
erned by certain spirits, which they called gods. And when they had 
decided on something, prayers and sacrifices could win a change in 
their decision, so they claimed, by placating the gods' minds. 7 And 
Avicenna seems almost to have fallen into this belief at the end of 
his Metaphysics, where he maintains that everything that goes on in 
the realm of human acts, derived from the human will, can be traced 
back to the will of the heavenly souls-he maintains that the heav
enly bodies have souls. As heavenly bodies affect human bodies, so 
on his view do heavenly souls have an effect on human souls, and it 

6. Dt Vrri"lIr q.6 1l.2 . 
7. This n:ry garbh.'d account of the doctrines of the Epicul"elIns and 5wics seems 10 

be: dcri"L'tI, as Inc leonine cd'lor suggests, from Albert. Pbyl. 2.2. 19 (Col. IV i pp. 126-7). 
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is in accordance with their fancy that whatever happens here below 
unfolds. So, on his view, sacrifices and prayers influence these heav
enly souls to conceive of the things we want to happen to us. H 

These positions are foreign to the faith because the first of them 
eliminates free will, while the second one takes away the certainty 
of predestination. So we have to say instead that God's predesti
nation never changes, but nevertheless prayers and other good 
works do influence people's attainment of the effects of predestin
ation. In any chain of causes we have to notice not only the link be
tween the first cause and the final effect, but also the link between 
the secondary cause and the effect and the link between the first 
cause and the secondary cause, because the secondary cause is con
nected with the effect only by virtue of the way in which it is di
rected by the first cause. It is the first cause which gives the 
secondary cause the capacity to contribute to the effect, as the Liber 
de CatlSis shows! 

So my position is that the effect of predestination is human sal
vation, which results from predestination as from its first cause, but 
there can be many other proximate causes which serve as instru
ments appointed by God's predestination in view of human salva
tion, just as a craftsman uses his tools to bring about the products 
of his craft. So if it is as the effect of God's predestination that such 
and such a person is saved, it is also thc effect of predestination that 
this particular individual is saved by means of the prayers of such 
and such a person and by means of such and such merits. And this 
is what Gregory says in book I of the Dialogues: "What holy people 
bring about by praying was predestined to be obtained by 
prayers. "'0 And this is why, as Boethius says, "When prayers are 
right, they cannot be ineffective. "II 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Nothing can interfere with the working out of predestination, so 

predestination cannot be thwarted. But many things are in
volved in the working out of predestination as intermediary 

R. cr. A,'kcnn ... , Dt P/)i/osophia Pn'ma 10.1. ,-xl. cit. pp.S!7-9. 
9. Libn- tk Causis I. 
10. Dial. J.H (pL n,)HHII). 
J J. Consol. Phil, V pro 6 (in the context or Dncthius' demonstration th:lt Gud's furc. 

Ionuwlcdgc docs not climin:ltc free will). 
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causes, and they are said to help predestination in the way in
dicated above. 

(2) Inasmuch as it is predestined that such and such an individual 
should be saved by the prayers of such and such a person, these 
prayers cannot be taken away without taking away predestina
tion, any more than you could eliminate the human salvation 
which is the result of predestination. 12 

(3) This argument works in the sense that prayer does not help pre
destination in the sense of being a cause of predestination; this 
has to be conceded. 

(4) The effects of predestination, namely grace and glory, are not a 
form of first perfection, but rather a form of second perfection. 13 

And the members of the natural body may not help each other 
to attain their first perfection, but they do help each other's sec
ond perfection. And there is in fact one member in the body 
which is the first to be formed and docs then help toward the 
formation of the other members, namely the heart. ,. So the ar
gument starts from a false premiss. 

(a) This we concede. 

12. The argumcm in (2) W:lS rh:l.t if X is predestined then X is bound to be saved; 
therefure the presence or absence of mhcr factors cannot make any difference. Thomas' an
swer is that if X is prcdcstint.'tI, the whole process by which X comes to be S3\'N is includt:d 
within the prcdcslin:uion of X. so that removing any of the factors invoh'c..'tI is tamamount to 
rcmuving that whole chunk. Sf) to speak, of predestination. It ",DUkJ be like saying loot if God 
w:mts the ketdc to hoil, then it will hoil and it cannot make any difference "'habeT or not we 
put the kenlc on the fire. 

13. cr. De Vtrililit q.1 a.1O ad 3 contra: "First perfection is the form of a thing, by 
which it has its being, so nothing loses this perfection :as long as it remains in being; second 
perfection is a thing's funcrioning(optralio). "The distincrion is based nn Aristotle's distinction 
between two senses nf"acrualiz.:alion" (cf. slJelaph. e 6, 10481>6-9); cf. cspc..oci:ally lk ,l"ima 2.1 
(412:&10-11). to which Thomas refers in II $mI. d.IS q.l a, I. As an umururcd innocent. l:am 
merely capable of lorning about how a computer works; in due course this capacity may be 
actualize.'tI, so that I Itnow how a computer works: this knowledge is a first perfection, On that 
basis I can sometimes actually be using my knowledge of ho,,' a computer works, which ac
tualizes my knowledge in a different sense: this is a second perfl'CIion. The point Thomas is 
m:aking here is that gr:lce and glory arc more like:a second th:ln :alirst perfectton; they do not 

pmduce :l new kind of encit}', but :l ne'" kind of functioning. 
H. For the sake of argument it may be conceded th:lt one pan of the ~xly docs not 

cuntribute to the first perfection of other pans of the body, but it may still contribute to their 
second perfection: my toes may not pb.y :my role in the physical fonnation of my hands, but 
they may well help my hands to function (by helping me 10 keep my b:dance. for instance). 
nut actually, according to Aristotdi:lo zoology, the hcan plays;a role e\'en in the first per
fcction of the mhcr fUns of the animal body (lX Gtn. Anim. 2.1, 7J5a 1~26). 
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(b) Paul was never reprobate in the plan of God's decision, which 
is unchangeable, but only in the plan of God's verdict, which 
refers to lower causes and is sometimes changed." So it does not 
follow that prayer was the cause of his being predestined, but 
only that it helped toward the fulfilment of predestination. 

(c) Although predestination and final grace go together, '6 it is not 
necessarily the case that whatever is in any way a cause of final 
grace is also a cause of predestination, as is clear from what has 
already been said. 

(d) Although Trajan was in the place of the reprobate, he was not 
simply reprobate; it was predestined that he should be saved by 
the prayers of Gregory. 

(e) This we concede. 

15. The distinction l>erWl"en Goo's Stnlmt;o (",'crdict") and his ronsi/ium ("decision") 
goes back to Grt.'gory, Moralia 16,10.14 (PL 15:112 78-0); it is dcvdopt:d.:at some length in 
the Marginal Gloss on Isaiah 38: I. God's \'crdict is mutable bt:causc it refers to the operation 
of lower causes, whether nalural Of moral (cr. Bugh of St. Cher's postil on Isaiah 38:5: Wil
liam of Auxerrc. Summa Alina 117.2.3, cd. cit. II p. I55; Thomas, F.xpns, suptr Isa;am HI:I, 
Leonine \'01. XXVIII p.162). "God's 'decision' means his eternal plan which nc\'er alters ... 
his 'verdict' means something to which certain causes poim- ','crdicts' arc dcli\'cfc.'ti in coun 
on the merits of some case. Sometimes the thing pointed to by such causes is eternally plannt:d 
by God, and in this case 'decision' and 'verdict' arc the same. But sometimes the thing pointl.'f.I 
to by such causes is not eternally planned by God, and then God's 'dccision' and his 'verdict' 
do nO[ refer to the same thing" (De Veritale '1.12 a.11 ad 3). In the case of Paul, the ordinary 
outcome of the way he was heading was damnation; but in fact, something intervenl.-d to 
change his course. God's l'erdict means the verdict that would be delivered on the way the 
future apostle was heading before his coO\'ersion, regardless of the fact that God actually in ~ 
tended (0 make him a saint. 

16. Conwrtuntur: they arc inseparable, in the sensc that it is impossiblc to hal'c one 
without the other; but it docs not follow that the cause of one is the cause of the other in every 
possible way. Alex. of Hales, luc. cit., makes exactly the same point. 



Summa Contra Gentiles III 
chapters 95-96 

The immutability of divine providence 
does not mean that prayer is unprofitable. 

We must also consider that the immutability of providence docs 
not mean that prayer is unprofitable, any more than it means that 
there is no room for contingency within the domain of providence. 
Prayer is not made to God in order to get the eternal plan of prov
idence changed, because this is impossible; its purpose is that people 
should obtain what they desire from God. It is appropriate that God 
should assent to the pious desires of rational creatures; not as if our 
desires moved the immovable God, but it is a consequence of his 
own goodness that he brings about what they desire in a suitable 
way. All things naturally desire the good, as has been shown above;' 
and it belongs to the excellence of God's goodness to distribute being 
and well-being to everything in an ordered way. It follows that, in 
line with his own goodness, he fulfils the pious desires which are 
unfolded in prayer.' 

Again. It belongs to a mover to bring that which is moved to 
its destination, so it is by one and the same nature that a thing is 
moved toward its destination and that it arrives there and that it then 
rests there. Now every desire is a kind of movement toward the 
good, and there could be nothing like this in things unless it came 
from God, who is good by virtue of his own essence, and who is the 
very source of goodness; every mover moves things toward some
thing like itself.) So it belongs to God, in his goodness, to bring to 
a fitting outcome the fining desires which are expressed in prayers. 

I. Conlrll Gttllilu III J. 
2. Ie is:an :Js[N-'Ct of Goo's goOOm:'Ss that he does not just produce random phcnomcn:t; 

he pnKluccs an ordered cosmos, in which things arc linkctl (0 each other by causal conneca 

rions. The connection bctwL'Cn prayer and the obtaining of what is prayed for is an instance 
of this more general p:mcm. 

3. Any influence from A to B is in principle designed 10 nuke B. in some way or an
uther. more Jike A. Obviously «he effect of heat is to make things hot, but the same principle 
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Besides. The closer things are to their mover, the more effec
tively they follow the influence of the mover. The things that are 
closest to the fire arc the oncs that are most heated by it. And in
tellectual beings are closer to God than inanimate natural beings. So 
the influence of the divine movement is more effective in intellectual 
beings than in any other natural beings. But natural bodies share in 
the divine movement to the extent that they derive from it a natural 
appetite for the good and also the fulfilment of that appetite when 
they attain their own particular goals. Much more, then, do intel
lectual beings attain the fulfilment of their desires, which they offer 
to God in prayer. 

Furthermore. It is part of friendship that people who love 
should wish the desire of those they love to be fulfilled, inasmuch 
as they want the good and the perfection of the ones they love. This 
is why it is said to be proper to friends that they want the same 
thing: Now it has been shown above that God loves his creatures, 
and he loves each onc the more, the more it shares in his own good
ness, which is the first and primary object of his love.' Therefore 
he wants the desires of his rational creatures to be fulfilled, because 
they share most perfectly of all creatures in the goodness of God. 
And his will is an accomplisher ofthings, because he is the cause of 
things by his will, as has been shown above.6 So it belongs to the 
divine goodness to fulfil the desires of rational creatures which are 
put to him in prayer. 

Moreover. Goodness in creatures is derived from God's good
ness in accordance with a certain similarity. And it is plainly some
thing particularly commendable in human beings that they should 
not refuse people who come to them with legitimate requests; it is 
this that wins people the name of being generous, kind, merciful and 
concerned. So it belongs especially to God's goodness to hear pious 
prayers. 

Because of this it says in the Psalms "He will do the will of those 

applies e\'en when, for inst:mcc. I mm'C a piece of chalk: it dues not m:tkc the chalk look like 
me, bur it docs ml'an Ih.1t the )ocluiun of the c113Jk no,",' ct)rr~pomJs better In some ic.Jca I had 
in my mind aoom where it shc,yld be. 

oJ, Sallust, Cllli/int 20 .... quoted in William of Auxcrre's treatise on fN"Olycr in Summa 
Alina 11127.3.1, cd. eir, p.st8:26. 

5. Contra Gtntilu 1' ...... 5. 
6. Ibid. IIll. 
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who fear him and he will hear their prayers and save them" (Ps. 
144: 19). And in fl'latthew 7:S the Lord says, "Everyone who asks, 
receives and everyone who seeks, finds and (0 one who knocks the 
door will be opened." 

Nor is it awkward if somctimes the petitions of pcople who 
pray are not accepted by God. We have shown that God fulfils the 
desires of his rational creatures on the principle that he desires their 
good. But it sometimes happens that what is asked for is not a true 
good, but only something that appears (0 be good, while it is strictly 
speaking bad. So a prayer of this kind cannot be heard by God. This 
is why it says, "You ask and do not receive, because you ask badly" 
(james 4:3). 

Similarly we showed that it is appropriate for God to fulfil de
sires on the basis of the fact that he moves people (0 desire. But a 
moving object is not brought (0 the goal of its movement by its 
mover unless the movement continues. So if the movement of desire 
is not sustained by insistent prayer, it is not unfitting if the prayer 
does not gain the effect it should. This is why the Lord says in Luke 
IS: I, "It is necessary to pray always and not give up." And in I 
Thessalonians 5: 17 the apostle says, "Pray without ceasing." 

Again. We showed that God properly fulfils the desire of his 
rational creatures inasmuch as such creatures are close (0 him. And 
we come close to him by contemplation and devout affection and a 
humble, firm purpose. So any prayer which does not come close to 
God in this way is not going (0 be heard by God. So it says in the 
Psalms, "He looked on the prayer of the humble" (Ps. 101: IS). "Let 
him ask in faith, not doubting at all" (james 1:6). 

Further. We showed that God hears the wishes of the pious on 
the basis of friendship. So it would not be fitting that the prayers of 
people who turn away from God's friendship should be heard. Thus 
is says in Proverbs 2S:9, "If you turn your ear away from hearing 
the law, your prayer will be detestable." And in Isaiah I: 15, "When 
you multiply prayers I will not listen (0 you, for your hands are full 
of blood." 

This is the source of the fact that sometimes God's friends are 
not heard when they pray for people who are not God's friends. "Do 
not pray for this people or undertake praise and prayer on their be
half, do not get in my way, because I will not listen to you" (Jer. 
7: 16). 
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It also sometimes happens that people refuse their friends' pe
titions because of friendship, because they know that what they are 
asking for would be harmful or that the opposite of what they are 
asking for would be more beneficial. A doctor, for instance, some
times refuses his patients what they ask for because he reckons that 
it would not help them to gain bodily health. So, since we have 
shown that it is out of the love that he has for his rational creatures 
that God fulfils the desires which they put to him in prayer, it is not 
surprising if sometimes he does not even fulfil the petitions of people 
whom he particularly loves, in order to fulfil something which will 
be more helpful for their salvation. This is why he did not take away 
Paul's sting in the flesh, even though he asked three times for it to 
be removed, because he foresaw that it was useful for him as a way 
of preserving his humility (2 Cor. 12:8-9). For the same reason the 
Lord says to some people in Matthew 20:22, "You do not know what 
you are asking." And it says in Romans 8:26, "We do not know what 
to pray for as we ought." This is why Augustine says in his letter 
to Paulinus and Therasia, "The Lord is good in often not granting 
what we want, in order to give us something that we would prefer. "7 

It is clear, then, from what we have said, that the cause of some 
of the things that are done by God is prayers and pious desires. And 
we havc already shown" that divine providence does not exclude 
other causes; on the contrary, it arranges them, so that the pattern 
which he has fixed in his own mind will be imposed on things. And 
so therc is no contradiction between secondary causes and provi
dence, secondary causes in fact bring about the accomplishment of 
providence. In the same way prayers are effective with God, with
out undoing the immutable ordering of divine providence, because 
it falls within the ordering of providence precisely that such and 
such a petition should be granted to such and such a person. So to 
claim that we should not pray in order to obtain anything from God, 
on the grounds that the ordering of his providence is immutable, is 
like saying that we should not walk in order to arrive at some place 
and that we should not eat in order to be fed, all of which is patently 
absurd. 

So what we have been saying eliminates two errors concerning 

7. Augustine. Ep. 31.1 (PL H: 121), 
H. Cuntra Gm/i/u III 77. 
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prayer. Some people maintained that there is no benefit to be had 
from prayer. This was asserted both by people, like the Epicureans, 
who denied divine providence entirely, and by people, like some of 
the Peripatetics, who withdrew human affairs from the competence 
of divine providence; and the same doctrine was also maintained by 
people, like the Stoics, who believed that everything which is sub
ject to providence comes about by necessity.9 All these positions 
lead to the conclusion that prayer is without profit, and as a con
sequence any worship of the Godhead is in vain. This error is al
luded to in Malachi 3:14, "You said, 'Anyone who serves God is a 
fool. What have we gained from keeping his commandments and 
walking sadly before the Lord of hosts?' .. 

Some people, on the other hand, alleged that the divine plan 
could be altered by prayers, as the Egyptians claimed that fate could 
be influenced by prayers and certain images and by fumigations and 

9. Thumas' 3ccount here reneers the traditional P13tonist critique of other philosoph
ical schools much more accurately than the rather garbled picture he gave in IJt Vtritalt 6.6, 
His main source appears to be Nemesius, Dt Natura lIominis 15-B. which he: knew in Bur
guodin's Latin \'ersion (in which the work was ascribed to Gn.'gory of Nyssa). There is :I 

critical edition of lhe Greek text of Nemesius by M. "'lonni (Leipzig 1987). and of Burgun
din's Latin text by G. Verbeke: :and J. R. Moocho (Lciden 1975), In Con/Til Gmliln III 73 
Thomas explicitly refers to Nemesius (or the Stoic view of providence, and in Summa TbtoI. 
1 q. 116 a.3 he dtes him as his source (or the Egyptian belief that fate ClIn be m:lnipulated by 
religious practices. For the Epicureans. sec Nemesius 43 (Morani p.127:1-8. Verbeke 
pp. I~161). For the Peripatetics. cf. ibid. (Morani p. 127: 12- 2I, Verbekep.161); on the Pla
tuniS( contention dut the Peripatetics denied that providence reaches to the JUniculars oflhe 
sublunar world, cf. R. \Y. Sharples, Alul1"dtr of Apbrotlisim on FIlU, london 1983, p.2S, and 
fragment 3 of Atticus (cd . E.des Places, Puis 191', p.olR, from Eusebius, Pratp. E,;. XV S.1-
R), In Conlrll Gentiles III 75 Thomas notes the ascription of this doctrine to Aristotle. but points 
out that it cannot be derh'cd from anything Aristotle says. On the Stoics. cf. Nemesius 43 
(Alorani p. 126:22-25, Verbeke p.I60:94-96) and also 35 (Morani pp.I05- I06. Verbeke 
pp. 134-135). That these doctrines make nonsense of pr.ayer is suggested by Nemesius 5e\'eral 
times: er. JS (Morani p.I<H:17. Verbeke p. Ill:6H>1). ~2 (M=ni p.122:B. V.rbeke 
p.lS5:68-69); on the alleged inc:omp1tibility of determinism with belief in prayer, cf. Shar
pies, op. cit. pp.1 50-15 I. There is in fact a confusion which Thomas ne\'cr seems entirely to 
ha\'e resoh'cd: it is perfectly It.'gitimate for a determinist to contend that prayer is effective, 
prm'idcd that he reg:trds our prayers as themselves determined. and this is aClU311y fairly close 
to Thom3s' own position, 35 he cxpounds it l.ater on in this chapter. What would make pr.ayer 
meaninGless would be the bdiefdut noching we can do can make any r~1 difference to ",h.at 
h2ppcns. The problem of rc:conciling human frttdom with 3U.pc:n·3sive divine caus2lity is :I 

real one, but it is not Strictly relcv3nt to the discussion of whether prayer m3kes sense. 
Thomas \las nO{ panicularly allergic to determinism, so long as the source of 'fate' \l as sc:en 
to be God and not just some ineluctable c:lusal nexus : cf. Contrll Gentiles III 93: QuoJI. XII q.4 
2. I (prohably disputed at E:lster 1272). On lhe Egypti.ans, cr. Ncmc:sius 36 (Morani p.I06: I 5-
20. Verbeke p.IJ5:1+-19). 
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incantations. And some passages in scripture, at first sight, appear 
to conform to this opinion. In Isaiah 38: 1-5, for instance, it says that 
Isaiah, on the Lord's instructions, told King Hezekiah, "Thus says 
the Lord: make arrangements for your house, because you are going 
to die, not live." Then after Hezekiah's prayer the word of the Lord 
came to Isaiah saying, "Go and say to Hezekiah: I have heard your 
prayer. See, I will add fifteen years to your days." And in Jeremiah 
18:7-8 it says, in the person of the Lord, "I will suddenly speak 
against the people and against the kingdom, to root out and destroy 
and scatter it. If this people repents of its evil, which I have spoken 
against it, I too will repent of the evil which I thought to do to it. " 
And in Joel 2: 13-4, "Turn to the Lord your God, because he is kind 
and merciful; who knows if God will turn and pardon us?" 

If these passages are taken at their face value they lead to awk
ward conclusions. It follows, first, that God's will is changeable, 
and also that things happen to God in time; further, that some of the 
things which happen in time in creatures are the cause of something 
in God. And these are plainly impossible, as is clear from what has 
been said above. 10 They also contradict texts in scripture, which 
contain the statement of infallible truth. It says in Numbers 23: 19, 
"God is not like a human being, that he should lie, or like a son of 

10. Thomas' c1:assic :account of why we must not say things like this about God is de
\'eloped at length in book I of Contrll Gtnlilts, from ch2ptcr J 1 onward. For':ln excellent mod
em discussion, sec B. D:l\'ics, Thinking aboul God pp.148-72. The doctrine th:lt God is 
changeless and that he is not acted upon by creatures has met with some disfavor in n:cent 
times, oflC~n. it appears, (or rather sentimental reasons; but it is worth renecting th:n the im
plications of any othcrdocrrine arc not particularly attr:activc, even scntimcnt.:l.lly. If we allow 
thlll God is acted 00 by cre:llUrC5. so that he and we :lfC engaged jointly in crc:lting the future, 
then the only way in which his omnipotence can be secured (so tmt he will still be the Lord 
"who does what(\'er he wills in heaven and on eanh," Ps, 134:6) is by making him an ex
cttdingly unequal p2rtner in the game, 50 that he can always outmaneuver his creatures to 
3chieve the triumph of his own will. Is such:l picture of a God who is, as it were, competing 
with us so unfairly really more attractive than the classic account, according to which God is 
not competing with us at all. but simply giving us to ourselves? If God is both actc:tl on by 
his creatures and not necessarily guaranteed always 10 prevail, then omnipotence has to be 
saerificc.-d; and then what hope have wc left? If God is in the soup with us, then wc have no 
hope that docs not deceive, because the risk remains that God may c\'entullily be defeated, 
The classic account maintains our hope, because it does not allow thllt anything can interft'f'l: 
with the worJ.ing OUI of God's purpo5C; and it frees us from .1ny sense of having 10 compete 
with God, We bclong, as free agents, within the sphere of secondary C3Uses, compec:ing with 
other secondary causes, the whole thing being created and deployed by God, Our acts are, 
indeed. CllUSOO by God; but then. if we find an insult in the \'cry fact of being crc:ncd, of 
being caused, we might as well pack our bags and set off 10 sample the joys of reigning in hell, 
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man, that he should change. He has spoken and will he not do it? 
He has given his word, will he not fulfil it?' And in I Samuel 15:29, 
"He who triumphs in Israel will not spare or be swayed by any 
change of heart; he is not a human being, that he should repent." 
And in Malachi 3:6, "I am the Lord, I do not change." 

If you examine these matters carefully, you will find that the 
whole mistake involved here arises from a failure to pay sufficient 
attention to the difference between the universal pattern and partic
ular patterns. When a whole lot of effects are related to one another 
because they have a common cause, the pattern will inevitably be 
the more all-encompassing the more universal the cause is. So a pat
tern derived from the universal cause, which is God, must neces
sarily enfold everything. So there is nothing to stop some particular 
pattern being changed by prayer or in any other way, because there 
is something outside that pattern which can change it. So it is not 
surprising that the Egyptians, who referred the pattern of human 
affairs to the heavenly bodies, maintained that the fate which comes 
from the stars can be changed by certain prayers and rites, because 
God is outside and above the heavenly bodies and he can prevent 
the effect which would have followed from the influence of the stars 
on lower beings. But nothing can be postulated outside the pattern 
which enfolds everything, by which the arrangement deriving from 
the universal cause could be deflected. For this reason the Stoics, 
who took seriously the dependence of the whole pattern of every
thing on the universal cause, maintained that the pattern appointed 
by God cannot be altered in any respect. But then again they de
parted from their awareness of the universal pattern by declaring 
prayers to be quite useless, because this implies that they thought 
that human wishes and desires, from which prayers proceed, are not 
contained within the universal pattern. When they claim that ex
actly the same thing will result from the universal pattern, whether 
or not prayers are made, they are clearly detaching the wishes of the 
people praying from that universal pattern, because if these wishes 
are contained within that pattern, then certain results will follow, 
by God's ordinance, by means of these wishes as by means of any 
other cause. So denying that prayer has any results is exactly the 
same as denying the results of all other causes. And if the immuta
bility of God's pattern does not deprive other causes of their results, 
neither does it take away the efficacy of prayer. So prayers are ef-
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fective, not as if they changed the pattern of God's plan, but as 
themselves falling within the scope of that pattern. 

But there is nothing to stop any particular pattern produced by 
some lower cause being changed as a result of prayers, because such 
a change is wrought by God, who is superior to all causes and, as 
such, is not constrained by any pattern derived from any cause; on 
the contrary, whatever constraint may follow from a lower cause is 
subject to him, as having been appointed by him. So God is said to 
"turn" or "repent" inasmuch as some part of the pattern of lower 
causes, appointed by God, is changed as a result of the prayers of 
pious people. It does not mean that his eternal plan is changed, but 
that some effect which he produces is changed. This is why Gregory 
says that God does not change his plan, even if he sometimes 
changes his verdict. II He does not change the verdict which ex
presses his eternal plan, but only the verdict which expresses the 
pattern of lower causes, under which Hezekiah was going to die or 
some people was to be overthrown because of its sins. This kind of 
change of verdict is metaphorically called God's repentance, inas
much as God behaves like someone who is repenting, who is chang
ing what he had done. In the same way God is said to be "angry" 
metaphorically, inasmuch as when he punishes people he produces 
the same effect as someone who is angry . 12 

II. Gregory, Mar. 16. 10.14 (PL75:1127B-D). cr. 3OO\'C, note 15 on Dt VtriUJlt 6,6, 
12. Cf. Contra Gmtilu I 91. 
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1 Corinrhians 14:13-15 

13. So anyone who speaks in a tongue should pray to in
terpret. 

14. For if I pray with a tongue, my spirit prays, but my 
mind is without benefit. 

15. What then? I will pray with my spirit, I will also pray 
with my mind. I will sing psalms with my spirit, I will 
also sing psalms with my mind. 

Above (I Cor. 14: 1-4) the apostle has shown the superiority of 
the gift of prophecy over the gift of tongues on the basis of their use 
in exhortation; here he makes the same point on the basis of their 
role in prayer. These are the two things for which we use a tongue: 
prayer and exhortation. 

In connection with this, he does two things: first, he indicates 
the need to pray (verse 13), then he shows how the gift of prophecy 
is worth more in prayer than the gift of tongues (verse 14). 

So he says, first of all: I have explained that the gift of tongues 
without the gift of prophecy achieves nothing; therefore, since in
terpreting is an act of prophecy, which is superior to the gift of 
tongues, "anyone who speaks in tongues," speaking things which 
are unknown, that is, or strange, or some hidden mysteries, "should 
pray" to God "to interpret," that is, to be given the gift of interpre
tation, I "praying that God will open for us the door of speech" (Col. 
4:3). 

The Gloss takes oret in a different sense. Orare has two mean
ings: to pray to God, or to urge. So the meaning would be, "Anyone 
who speaks in a tongue should speak, that is, urge, in such a way as 
to interpret." And the Gloss takes orare in this sense throughout the 

1. From the Interlinear Gloss or Lombard's Gloss (PL 191:1666D), 
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chapter.' But this is not what the apostle means; he is using the word 
in the sense of "pray to God." 

"For if I pray .... " It must be realized thatthere are two kinds 
of prayer: one is private, when people pray in themselves and for 
themselves; the other is public, when someone prays in the presence 
of the people and for other people. And in each of them the use of 
the gift of prophecy and of the gift of tongues arises. So he wants to 
show that in each of them the gift of prophecy is more valuable than 
the gift of tongues. 

With reference to private prayer, he says that if there is some 
simple person saying his prayers, reciting a psalm or the Our Fa
ther, and he docs not understand what he is saying, then he is pray
ing "with a tongue" and it makes no difference whether he is praying 
in words granted to him by the Holy Spirit or in the words of others. 
And if there is someone else praying and he understands what he is 
saying, he is praying and prophesying. It is beyond doubt that the 
one who prays and understands gains more than the one who is only 
praying with a tongue, who does not understand what he is saying. 
The one who understands gains refreshment both in his intellect and 
in his feelings, whereas the mind of the person who docs not un
derstand does not benefit from any refreshment. So since it is better 
to be refreshed in one's feelings and in one's intellect than in one's 
feelings alone, it is clear that the gift of prophecy is more valuable 
in prayer than the gift of tongues on its own. 

This is why he says, "I-Ie should pray to interpret," "because 
if I pray with a tongue," that is, if I use the gift of tongues in my 
prayer, so that I utter various things which I do not understand, 
then "my spirit," that is, the Holy Spirit who is given to me, 
"prays," inclining me and moving me to pray. Nevertheless I ac
quire merit in my prayer, because the very fact that I am moved by 
the Holy Spirit is a merit. "We do not know what to pray for as we 
ought, but the Holy Spirit himself makes us plead" (Rom. 8:26}.) 

Alternatively, "my spirit," that is, my reason, "prays," that is, 
bids me utter things which make for good, whether in my own 
words or in those of other people (the saints). 

2. The GJU5S3 Ordin.3fi3 :md Lumb.utl's Gluss buth uffer this 35 one way of rc:u.ling 
the fe.n, :md if is strongly crxJursc....J by Hugh of 51. Cher; hut :IS a maflcr of facl, Thomas is 
(Iuite right Ul reject it. 35 the Gn.'ck un:lmhiguuusly means "pr:l)'." 

], The citatiun from Rnm:los incorpurales the Gloss, "makes us pra)'." 
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Or "my spirit," that is, my imaginative faculty, "prays," inas
much as there are sounds or bodily images in my imagination alone, 
without them being understood by the intellect.· That is why he 
goes on, "But my mind," that is, my intellect, "is without benefit." 

So prophecy or interpretation is better in prayer than the gift 
of tongues. 

But is it true that, when people pray without understanding 
what they are saying, they are always without the benefit of their 
prayer? 

We must say that there are two kinds of benefit resulting from 
prayer. One is the merit which accrues to us; the other is the spir
itual consolation and devotion which is conceived because of prayer. 
And as far as the benefit of spiritual devotion goes, anyone who is 
not paying attention to his prayer or who does not understand his 
prayer does lose this benefit. But as far as merit is concerned, such 
a person should not be said to lose that benefit, because in that case 
a great many prayers would be without merit, since it is hardly pos
sible to say a single Our Father without our minds wandering off to 
other things. 

So we must say that when someone is distracted from what he 
is saying during his prayer, or when someone engaged in some mer
itorious work does not constantly reflect with every move he makes 
that he is doing this for God, they do not lose the basis for meriting. 
The reason for this is that in all meritorious activities whose orien
tation is toward the right goal, it is not required that the intention 
of the person doing them should be concentrated on that goal in 
every single action; the initial impetus which inspired the person's 
purpose remains in effect throughout the entire operation, even if 
he is sometimes distracted while performing specific parts ofi!. And 
this initial impetus makes the whole work meritorious, unless it is 
intercepted by some contrary feeling which turns the work aside 
from its original orientation and redirects it in an opposite direction. 

And we must realize that there are three different kinds of at
tention. We can pay attention to the words we are saying, and this 
is sometimes harmful, in as much as it hinders devotion. Or we can 
pay attention to the meaning of the words, and this can be harmful, 

4. For these three senses of spiritus, cf. Lombard's Gloss (PL 191: 16671\). For spirilus 
taken in the sense of "imagination," cr. Kilw.utJby. Dt Spirilu Fan/aslico I, l-d. P. O. Lcwry 
(OxfonJ. 1987), r.SS. Kilw:mlh ... , refers wck to Augustine.1k Tri". 14.16.22. 
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though not very much. Or thirdly, we can pay attention to our ob
jective, and this is better and more or less necessary. 

What the apostle says about being "without benefit" refers to 
the benefit of spiritual refreshment. 

"What then?" people might say, "Since praying with a tongue 
brings no benefit to the mind, and the spirit alone prays, should we 
therefore not pray with our spirit?" 

The apostle disposes of this by saying that we should pray in 
both ways, with our spirit and with our mind, because weare meant 
to serve God with all that we have from God, and we have both our 
spirit and our mind from him and so we ought to pray with both. 
"With all his heart he praised the Lord" (Ecclus. 47: 10). So he says, 
"I will pray with my spirit, I will also pray with my mind; I will 
sing psalms with my spirit .... " 

He says, "I will pray and I will sing psalms" like this because 
prayer is directed either to entreating God ("I will pray") or to prais
ing him ("I will sing psalms").' These two arc mentioned in James 
5: 13, "Is any of you sad? He should pray calmly and sing psalms." 
"Sing psalms to the Lord" (Ps. 9: 12). 

So, "I will pray with my spirit," that is, with my imagination, 
"and with my mind," that is, my will.· 

1 Timothy Z: 1 

So I entreat you first of all that entreaties should be made 
and prayers, pleas and thanksgiving, for everybody. 

Because it is the case that Christ came to save sinners, therefore 
"I entreat you first of all . . . . " He plainly shows here that of all the 
things which are needed for the Christian life the most important is 
prayer, which is effective against the hazards of temptation and in 
making progress in good. "The persistent prayer of the righteous is 
very effective" Qames 5: 16). 

5. This suggestion that praise is a form of prayer is must unusual in Thomas. 
6. This has surdy gotten g:arhh.'t1. The Intcrlinc:J.f Gloss proposes "with the will" :15 

an intcrprcution uf "with my spirit ," :md this nuy IJc wh:u Thumas meant; surely "with my 
mind" muse have heen imerprc((.'C..I as "with my intellect," as abo,'C' (lmd as in the Intcrlincar 
Glnss). 
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So he analyzes prayer into four parts: entreaties, prayers, pleas 
and thanksgiving; three of these concern benefits to be obtained by 
prayer, and one concerns benefits already received. 

In the case of prayer for benefits to be obtained, three things 
are required. First, we must show some reason why our prayer 
should be granted. Secondly, we must show that our case is a rea
sonable one. Thirdly, we formulate our petition. And we should do 
in prayer what secular speakers do. We must first think up some 
reason why our petition should be granted, and this reason is not 
our own merits but God's mercy. "It is not on the strength of our 
righteousness that we pour out our supplications before your face, 
but because of your abundant mercies" (Daniel 9: IS). And this is 
what "entreaty" is, an appeal to certain holy things, as when we say, 
"By your passion and cross deliver us, 0 Lord. '" 

Once we have thought out the grounds for our petition to be 
granted, we need to meditate on the fact that this holy thing to 
which we appeal is the cause of our salvation. So "prayer" is re
quired, which is an "ascent of the mind to God.'" "As for me, I di
rected my prayer to you, Lord" (ps. 6S: 14)." And it is called 
"prayer" (oralio) from oris ralio (the mouth's reason). The urgings of 
public speakers are called "speeches" (oralio/les), because they are 
aiming at persuasion, but the two cases are not the same. In the case 
of our speeches to God, we are not aiming to change God's mind, 
because he is always ready for anything good; our purpose is that 
our own hearts should be raised to God in prayer. 

Thirdly, "pleas." "Let him plead in faith, not doubting at all" 
Games 1:6) . 

. Then thanksgiving for the gifts we have received. "Give thanks 
at all times" (I Thess. 5: IS). "In all prayer and entreaty, together 
with thanksgiving, let your petitions be made known to God" (Phil. 
4:6). 

Accordingly this is the style of prayer used in the church of 

7. From the Litany of the Saints. 
8. Damascene. Dt Fidt OrtboJaxa 68.1, c..'lI. 8uyt:l.en p.267. Thomas here abandons his 

earlier releg.nino of "prayer" [0 the lowly role of meaning prayer for this-worldly blessings, 
but as the comments that follow reveal. he now drifts toward aligning "prayer" with medi
t:ttion, and has not yet found how to integrate "prayer" (in the nam)wcr sense, now taken to 
be "ascent of the intellcct to Goo") into his account of prayer in general (meaning petition), 

9, The Vulgate text ufthe Psalm lacks a \'crb: Jirigrhllm is supplied in the Lomb:trd's 
Gloss (PL 191,6320). 
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God: "Almighty, eternal God" (notice the ascent of the mind, which 
is "prayer") "who gave such and such a blessing to your church" 
(thanksgiving) "grant, we beseech you" (plea) "through our Lord Je
sus Christ" (entreaty). 

Similarly in the Mass everything up to the consecration of the 
Body and Blood is "entreaty," because so far it all concerns the re
membrance of holy things which provide the basis for our confi
dence that we shall obtain our petition. At the mystery of the 
consecration there is "prayer," because we meditate on what Christ 
did. The rest, up to communion, is "plea" for the living and dead 
and for ourselves. At the end comes thanksgiving. III 

Or these four terms can be referred to four things which we 
want to obtain in prayer: "entreaty" being referred to obtaining dif
ficult things, such as the conversion of sinners, "prayer" being when 
we implore grace for people who arc already converted, so that they 
will make progress. We "plead" that rewards will be given for peo
ple's merits, and "thanksgiving" is for benefits already received. II 

Then, when he says, "For everybody," he shows for whom we 
should pray. And he says that we should pray for everybody. The 
reason for this is that prayer is the interpreter of our desire; in pray
ing we ask for what we desire. And charity requires that we should 
desire good for all the people to whom our charity extends. "Pray 
for one another, that you may be saved" (James 5:16). 

10. This applicatinn of (he (ext «) the "lass comes from th(.' I\bryirul G'nss. 
II. This interpret.nion too is suggested in the Marginal Gloss. 
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John 16:23 

On that day you will not ask anything of me. Truly I say 
to you, if you ask the Father for something in my name, 
he will give it to you. 

"On that day you will not ask anything of me." According to 
Augustine, the Greek for "ask" here is a word which can mean either 
"ask for something" or "ask a question about something,'" so "on 
that day you will not ask anything of me" can be understood in two 
ways: you will not ask me for anything, or you will not put any 
questions to me. 

So he says, "On that day." What that day is is shown by what 
has gone before (16:22): "I shall see you again," which can be taken 
either as referring to his resurrection or to our vision of him in glory. 

Chrysostom takes it in the first way: "On that day," that is, 
when I rise from the dead, "you will not ask anything of me," that 
is, you will not say things like, "Show us the Father.'" But Augus
tine raises a difficulty about this interpretation: after the resurrcc
tion the apostles say, "Will you at this time restore the kingdom to 
Israel?" (Acts I :6),' and Peter says, "And what about him?" Oohn 
21 :21). 

But in support of Chrysostom's interpretation we must say that 
by "that day" the Lord means not only the day of his resurrection, 
but also the day on which they were to be instructed by the Holy 
Spirit. "When he comes, the Spirit of truth, he will teach you all 
truth" Oohn 16:13). Speaking like this about "that day," without 
making distinctions, he includes the coming of the Holy Spirit in it. 

I. Augustine. 'fr, ill HfJ. /0, lOlA. As it h:appcns, Augustine is curreet. 
2. Chrysnstnm. 110m. /0. 79. 1 .. 2 (PC SI):"2M). Thumas had produced OJ precis of this 

PlSS:lgC in the Ctllmo Aurra un Juhn ltd), and he is proh:lhly using his own prfcis here. 
ncrnrc him. :lllliul Thumas takl'S frum Ch'1'suse:nm h3d :t1rcauy tx.'Cn used by I-Iub,h of Sf. 
Cher in his posti!. 

J. "uguslinc. loc. cit , 
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So "on that day," when the Holy Spirit is given, "you will not ask 
anything of me," because you will know everything by the Holy 
Spirit.· "His anointing teaches you about everything" (I John 2:27). 

Again, still following Chrysostom, "on that day" of the coming 
of the Holy Spirit "you will not ask anything of me" because you 
will have no need to ask me.' 

But surely the apostles did make some prayers to Christ after 
the resurrection? "Because of this three times I asked the Lord" 
(meaning Christ) (2 Cor. 12:8)." In response, we must say that there 
were two natures in Christ: his human nature, by means of which 
he is the mediator between God and human beings (I Tim. 2:5), and 
his divine nature, in which he is one with the Father. As man, Christ 
was not the kind of mediator who would never unite us with God, 
like some mediators who never bring together the parties on either 
side. He docs unite us with the Father. And our union with Christ 
in his divine nature is the same as our union with the Father. That 
is why he says: you will not need to use my mediation, as man. So 
"on that day you will not ask me," as a mediator,' because you will 
have access to God for yourselves; but you will ask me as God. And 
even though Christ does intercede for us, as the apostle says (Rom. 
8:34), the church docs not address him as an intercessor, so we do 
not say, "Christ, pray for us"; she asks him as God, cleaving to him 
as God by love and faith. 

Augustine takes the text as referring to the day of our vision in 
glory:· "on that day," when I see you in glory, "you will not ask 
me," that is, you will not ask me for anything, because there will be 
nothing left to desire, since all good things will be more than abun
dant for us in our heavenly home. "You will fill me with happiness 
with your face" (Ps. 15:10). "I shall ha\'e my fill when your glory 
appears" (Ps. 16:15). Again, "you will not ask any questions," be
cause you will be full of the knowledge of God. "In your light we 
shall see light" (Ps. 35: 10). 

oJ. Cf. Chrysustum. as used hy Hugh uf 51. Cher and in rhe Calrna "una. 
S. 'rhis is eh:arly mm'ing un {U Imueher inrcrprcI;alioo 0("15"," mL-aning petitiun (this 

is c1c3rcr in I-Iugh of St. Chef and in the COltna Aurca). The reference is w the 5:lmc p.uS3gC 
of Chrysuswm. 

6, Augustine. loc. dr., fullmn:d by Hugh (If St. Cher, uses the much dearer example 
fir Stephen's pra}'cr to Christ in Acts 7:58. 

7. cr. Chrysustum. as USL'l.I in Hugh of Sr. Chef and the Calma AUn'D. 

H. Augustine. up. cit. IOI.S. 
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But there is a difficulty about both interpretations, since the 
saints in heaven pray, according to Job 5: I, "Call and see if anyone 
will respond, and turn to one of the saints." And in 2 Maccabees 
15: 14 it says, "This is he who prays much for the people." Nor can 
it bc said that they pray for other people but not for themselves, 
because it says in Apocalypse 6: 10, "How long will you not avenge 
our blood?" 

Also, the saints ask questions. They will be the equals of the 
angels, as it says in Matthew 22:30, and the angels ask questions: 
"Who is the king of glory?" (Ps. 23:8) and "Who is this who comes 
from Edom?" (Is. 63: I), where, according to Dionysius, it is angels 
who are speaking. Y Therefore the saints also ask questions. 

There is a twofold reply to both these difficulties. 10 First, the 
time of glory can be taken in two ways, referring to the beginning 
of glory or to its full consummation. The time of the beginning of 
glory lasts up to the day of judgment. The saints ha\'e received 
glory, as far as the soul is concerned, but there is still something they 
are waiting to receive: for themselves, they are waiting for the glory 
of the body, and in connection with others, they are ,,;aiting for the 
number of the elect to be filled up. So up to the day of judgment 
they can both make petitions and ask questions, though not about 
the essentials of beatitude. But the time of complete glory comes 
after the day of judgment, and then there is nothing left to ask for, 
nothing left to be known. And it is of that day that he says, "On that 
day," the day of perfect glory, you will ask for nothing and you will 
ask no questions. 

As for what is said about the angels asking questions, it is true 
with reference to the mysteries of the humanity and the Incarnation 
of Christ, but not with reference to the mysteries of the Godhead. 

"Truly I say to you .... " Here he promises the chance to ob
tain things by prayer. There arc two ways in which it can be seen 
to follow on from what has gone before. According to Chrysostom " 
it refers to the time of Christ's resurrection and the coming of the 
Holy Spirit, so that it means: it is true that on that day, the day of 

f). cr. Dinnysius. CII7.), c..-d. cit. pr.11 3-4. 
10. The text :lppt.';us In he pmmising twu rc..'Spunscs, hUI in f:act there is nnly unc. 
II. The !i;amc fl3ss.tgc:ls hefure. 
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the resurrection and the Holy Spirit, you will not ask anything of 
me, but you will have my help, occause "in my name you will ask 
the Father," to whom you will have access through me. 

Alternatively, according to Augustine, Il "on that day" of my 
glory "you will not ask anything," but in the meantime, while you 
are living in the wretchedness of this exile, "if you ask the Father 
for anything, he will give it to you." And on this interpretation "If 
you ask the Father ... "does not refer to "that day," but to the time 
which precedes it. 

The Lord lays down se\'en conditions for a good prayer." The 
first is that we should ask for spiritual things, when he says, "If you 
ask for something." Anything which is merely earthly, even if it is 
something in itself, is nothing by comparison with spiritual things." 
"I considered wealth to be nothing in comparison with her" (Wis
dom 7:8). "I looked at the earth, and it was empty and nothing" Ocr. 
4:23). But on the other hand, in Matthew 6: II, the Lord teaches us 
to ask for temporal things: "Give us this day our daily bread." But 
then we must say that a temporal thing that is sought with reference 
to something spiritual is already something. 

The second condition is that we should persevere in our prayer. 
This is why he says, literally, "If you shall have asked ... ," im
plying perseverance." "It is necessary to pray always and not give 
up" (Luke 18: I). "Pray without ceasing" (I Thcss. 5: 17). 

12 . cr. /\ugustinc. op. cit , If)I.S . 
I J. There seems to have heen something of 3 tr;ulitinn in Paris of trying to deri\'e the 

four "cumJitinosnfimpclntHMl" (rum AUbFUstinc's comments onJnhn 16:234 (cr. William of 
.\uxcrrc. Summa AIlrt'Q III 27.3. I. c..xI. cit. pr. 51 7-8), and Hugh uf Sr. Cher lists the standard 
conditiuns in his cllmment on John 16,23 (pr3~ cr must be pinus, pcrsc\'t:ring, fur ... nmcthing 
conducin: co S;])\';uiun. for oncsclO. Thomas' list I)f seven (lu:J1itics of.;J gnud prayer is a dc~ 

\'clnpmcm flf the st':lIldanJ list :md also a first sign Ihal he wants In shift the discussinn :m ay 
(rum ccH'Kfiduns of impcmuinn. to cuncentrate rachel' on whac makes a "guod prayer"; his 
.mempt is interesting. if not entirely felicitous . I-Ie succeeds much ltcner in Summa TINoI, 11 .11 
'J.tH 3 , IS. 

14. Cf, Augustine. op. cit . 102.2. l'lugh nfSt . Cher includes the n.'t)uiremcnt th.u one 
slumM he pr..ying for l1crnal. nOf temporal. things under the rctJuiremcnt that one must be 
praying fur things cunducive to salnciun. and finds the textual basis fur this in the wurds 
"something" and "in my name." which Thomas treats separately 3S indicating two different 
aspl..'Cts of a goud pra~ cr. 

t S. Augustine mentions pcrse\ crance in up. cit. )02 .2. It is att3chcd t() the furm of the 
n;rh (ptlitritis) b,\" I luSh uf St. Ch •. T(on the unerl,\" mysterious gruuntls lhat the \crb is sub· 
juncth c) and hy \\'iIli3m of Auxerrc (Iuc. cit. p.S ItI) on the slightly more plausible gruunds 
thai the \'crh is future rcrfect ("if ynu shall ha\'c asked . . . tt) , 
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The third condition is that we should pray in harmony: he says, 
"If you (plural) ask." "If two of you agree on earth about anything 
at all which you are asking for, it will be done for you by my Father 
who is in heaven" (Matt. 18: 19). Accordingly the Gloss on Romans 
15:30 says that it is impossible for the prayers of many not to be 
heard.'· 

The fourth condition is that prayer should eome from filial af
fection." "If you ask the Father . .. " If your prayer comes from 
fear, then it is not your Father you are asking, but your master or 
your enemy. "If you know how to give good things to your children, 
how much more will your Father who is in heaven give good gifts 
to those who ask him?" (Matt. 7: II). 

The fifth condition is that prayer should be made piously, that 
is, with humility: "He looked on the prayer of the humble and did 
not spurn their entreaties" (Ps. 101: 18). Also with faith that we shall 
obtain what we are asking for: "Let him ask in faith, not doubting 
at all" (James 1 :6). Also with an eye on the due order of things: "You 
ask and do not reeeive, because you ask badly" (James 4:3). With 
referenee to this he says, "In my name," the name of "Savior," that 
is; we pray in that name when we ask for things that are relevant to 
salvation and in such a way that we can thereby attain to salvation. 'H 
"There is no other name under heaven which is given to us in whieh 
we must be sa\'cd" (Acts 4: 12). 

The sixth condition is that prayer should be made at the right 
time. That is why he says, "He will give." We should not give up 
immediately if we do not receive; it will be given us even if it is de-

16. Lombard's Gluss (PI... 191:1526D). This conditinn is original (() Thomas. and it is 
nut entirely s:ltisfOlclury. as praying in harmony with other (>l-'()plc (especially if it is taken to 

mL~n. as the authorities cilr:ti imply, cunspiring with other pc."uplc tn pray fur a cumm()n in
ccntiuR) canTMlt he n.13nk-d 3S OJ. sine 'lu:I nun either (ur impctr.uinn ur (ur:l goud rr:lYCf. This 
conditiun docs nut (c:lturc in Summo 1'hto1., Inc. cit. 

17. Thomas redistributes the t~diti()nal items, so th;u "[liously" is unitc..-d with "pray
ing for things cnnduci\'c to sal\'3tion" :and anachL'ti In the wurds "in my namc," whereas I-I ugh 
of St. Chcr (with morc ctymillogical cugcncy) attaches "piously" to thc principlc of praying 
as a child ttl (MlC'S Father (pinos in Latin hning a strong cnnnotation lIf1uyalty loune's parents, 
as is c_'icmr'ifil.:d f:lmuusly in pius :ttnt4f). 

1M. The intcrpretatiun uf praying in Christ's name:lS meaning praying in the namc nf 
the Sa\-iur, therefore praying fur things cunducive to sah':ltiun, comes from Augustine, op_ 
cit_ n,3. Thumas, nut entirely cunvincingly, cnnnects it with the moral rl'quiremems for:l 
guud prayer, which he in [Urn subsumes under the tr:lditional rubric of praying pinusly_ A 
mun) interpretation of "pinusly" is alrC2dy found in William of Auxerrc. Inc, cit., though 
William refers tn the thl'olugical \'irtues, nut Ul humility and faith. 
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layed in ordcr that \\'c may rcccivc it at thc proper timc, so that our 
desire may grow all the greater. "You give them their food at the 
proper time" (Ps. 144: 15).'9 

The seventh condition is that we should pray for ourselves. So 
he says "to you," because sometimes we are not heard when we pray 
for others, because the ill deserts of the people being prayed for pre
venti!. "Donotprayforthispeople"(Jer. 7:16). "If Moses and Sam
uel were to stand before me, my soul is not well disposed toward 
this people" (Jer. IS:l).'" 

19. The principle that Gud will gi\'c his gifts:J( the appropriate time is notl.-d hy Au~ 
gustine. op. cit. 102.1. but ob\'ioU!ily nothing follows frum this about praying at the right time, 
nor docs Augustine suggest th:n it docs. The only sense that can be m3clc of moving frum the 
timing of the gift to the timing uf the prayer is thlt we must be prepared to go on pr.3.ying. 
which Jus alrc:l.dy lx.-cn listf..-d under the u·:tdition31 hc:uJing uf pcrscn·raocc. Nor is there any 
olJ\'iuU5 reason why pcrsc\'crancc in praying fur sumcthing shuukllx: rC(luirt.'d just because 
God may deb)' the gift of that something: once we h3\'C prayed fur it. we com surely '1uitc 
propcrly Icavc thc mancr in God's hands and not flocl any nCl'tl tu rcfcr ttl il again. Augustinc's 
doctrine of perscvcrancc in pr3)'cr Sl'Cms to mC3n only Ih3t we must go on pr3ying for the 
mtal 300lin31 gnud of l>c3titude, and this makcs sensc; io a matter of such magnitude. stup
ping praying fur it might easily lH! :a sign of Joss uf imen.'St in it, if only Ix .. ausc desire for 
bc3titudc should lx: intense enough to make us clamor continuously for it. 

20. The conditiun of "praying for oneselr' comcs from Augustinc, up. cit. 102. 1. As 
a condition for impctr3tiun. this may be a sound principlc-so lung as it is undcrslOud that it 
is not 3 nl'Cess3ry condition for impetratiun as such, but only one of thc necessary conditiuns 
for guaranlcl'tl impetration. AS:l cunditiun for:l goud prayer, it is clearly prepoS(crous, :lnd 
it dnes nut rl'Olppc3r in Summa Thtol .• kit'. cil. 
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From the Lectures 011 St. Matthew 

Matthew 6:5-8. I 

5. When you pray, you shall not be like the hypocrites, 
who love to pray standing in the synagogues and at 
street corners, in order to be seen by other people. 
Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. 

6. But when you pray, enter into your bedroom and shut 
the door and pray to your Father in secret, and your 
Father who sees in secret will reward you. 

7. When you pray do not talk a lot, as the Gentiles do, for 
they think that they will be heard because they talk a 
lot; 

8. so do not imitate them, for your Father knows what 
you need before you ask him. 

"When you pray." The Lord has been explaining above, about 
almsgiving, that it should not be done for the sake of human glory. 
Here he shows that the same is true of prayer. And he docs two 
things: first, he teaches the right way to pray, and secondly (starting 
at verse 9) he teaches what we ought to ask for in prayer. 

In connection with the first point he docs two things: first, he 
teaches us to avoid the vanity of hypocrites in our prayer, and sec
ondly, he teaches us to avoid the vanity of the Gentiles (at verse 7). 

Under the first heading he docs two things: first, he excludes 
the wrong way to pray, and secondly, he specifies the proper way 
to pray (at verse 6). He excludes the wrong way of praying by citing 
the example of hypocrites. So first he excludes this model, then he 
elaborates on it ("who love ... "), and thirdly, he indicates his rea
son ("Truly I tell you ... "). 

It is appropriate enough that he deals with prayer here, after 
almsgiving. It says in Ecclus. 18:23, "Before prayer prepare your 

1. Only the rtparlulio of Peter d'Andri:l (hereafter P) sun'j"c5 of the k'Cturcs un Matt. 
6,5- H. 
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soul, ,,' and it is by good works, among which almsgiving is pre-em
inent, that the soul is prepared for prayer. "Let us lift up our hearts, 
with our hands, to the Lord" (Lam. 3:41), and this happens when 
our good works are in harmony with our prayer.' 

It should be noted that the Lord is not trying to encourage us 
to pray, he is teaching us the proper way to pray: "Whell you 
pray .... "4 

By "hypocrites" is meant people who are only putting on a 
show, who do' everything for the sake of human praise; and al
though this is a vice which should be avoided in all we do, it is par
ticularly to be avoided in prayer, as Chrysostom says,' because 
prayer is a kind of sacrifice which we offer to God from the depth 
of our heart. "May my prayer be directed like incense in your sight" 
(Ps. 140:2). It is not lawful for a sacrifice to be offered to anyone 
except God. But if prayer is made for the sake of human glory, the 
sacrifice is offered to other human beings; so people like this are idol
aters. 

I-I ypocrites are described with reference to their desires, to 
place, to pride and to their intention. 7 

With reference to the first point he says, "Who love .... " It 
sometimes happens that holy people feel a certain titillation of vain
glory, but this does not mean that they are to be counted as hypo
crites, unless they do this on purpose. "In the desire of his soul he 
drew in the wind of self-love" Oer. 2:24). 

There are two kinds of hypocrite, be it noticed, who patently 
seek human glory: first, people who pray in public places, which is 

2. The manuscript h:ls oralio atilt ora/;onrm. hut it is clear that a reference to Ecclus. 
18:23 is intended. 

3. "I-Iands" is taken to mcan "works" (cf. the Interlinear Gloss), so this text can he used 
to support the call for a conjunction of good works and prayer. 

4. The manuscript has cum angtlis, underlined as if it wcre a lemma. so I presume 
Thomas was not identifying the proper way of praying in terms of its being "with the angels," 
but that he was identifying which part of the ,\I:uthcan text he was discussing, and this must 
he "when you pray . ... .. For the point that Christ is teaching us how to pray. nor giving us 
an exhortation to pray, ef. Ibbanus ,\burus ad loc. (PL 107:816D). In Peraldus, Summa Jr 
Virt"tibus III 5.7 the commendatiun of prayer (eh.3) is a distinct topic from "how to pray" 
(ch.R). 

5. l~eadingflJciulII for the manuscriptfatll"nI. 
6. /10m . .IIal1. 1').3. 
7. Fur the last two items the manuscript text is currupt, hut the reslnration SL'Cms rea· 

sonahly certain. 
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why it says "in the synagogues," where the populace used to assem
ble. "The synagogue of the peoples" (ps. 7:8)." The other kind is 
people who pray in prh'ate places and seek glory from their very 
avoidance of glory." They do not want entirely to aim at secrecy, 
even though they love private places. This is the point of "in the 
synagogues and at street corners." If they were genuinely looking 
for a way to be secret, they would not make for a street corner, they 
would make for their own chamber. Or we can say in general that 
any open place is public, but there are two kinds of public place, 
one designated'" for prayer, namely the synagogue, and one not des
ignated for prayer, namely street corners. A corner is properly a 
place where two lines intersect, so that there is a crossroads there, II 
and this is a very public place and it is not designated for prayer. 
"The stones of the sanctuary have been scattered at the head of every 
street" (Lam. 4: I). 

It should also be noted that one of the things which make for 
prayer is humility. "The entreaty of the humble and meek has al
ways been pleasing to you" (ldt 9: 16). "He has looked on the prayer 
of the humble" (ps. 101:18). But these people look proud because 
they "stand. "" 

But surely there is no place where it is forbidden to pray. "I 
want the men to pray in every place" (I Tim. 2:8). "Bless the Lord 
God in churches" (Ps. 67:27). J3 What has to be said is that there is 
no sin unless there is the intention, "in order to be seen by other 
people." And, as Chrysostom says, if wanting to be seen by other 
people is damaging in other things we do, it is specially damaging 

H. Cf. Lomhard's Gloss un this Psalm (PL 191 :114CI)), interpreting "synaguguc" as 
mc:ming uasscmhly.·' 

9 , Thi5 intcrrrc:t:uiHn is tr:uJitinnal: ce. Pscudo·.Chr) S(l5tom, Op. Imp. in MUll . J] (PG 
56:1(9); ,\13rginal Gloss; Bugh of St. Cher. 

10. I tere and 01 few wurds un I rC3d Jtputotum fOf the m:muscript dtputan,. 
II. cr. Ibh:mus ad Inc. (PL 107:HI6,\). 
J 2. This accnrt.ls "ilh the inu:rprct3tinn of the Interlinear Gloss. Hugh of St. Chef 

broke with this Cxt:yctical traditiun and (Mlines (Jut th:n standing was the normal pusture fur 
prayer :lmnng the Jews. 

13 . Ecclrsiu in the psalter ob\"inusl}' dol..'5 not mean "churches," hue Chrini3n incer· 
preters applied it to their 11\\'0 situation aod su "churchcs" seems tu be thi.: hest translation, 
though the emphasis is un thc asscmhkd Chrini~ns 1;Ither th:m on the wildings (cf. Lum· 
bard's Gloss, PL 191 :615IJ), The problem of reconciling praying in church wilh the ,\I:mhean 
text is raist:d in Chrysnstnm, 110m . .uOIl, 1'). 3, and in Pscudo.Chrposlnm, loc. cit . (PG 
56:?(9). the latter citing Plio 67:21. 
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in praycr," bccause it spoils prayer both from the point of "icw of 
its objectivc and from thc point of vicw of its substancc, because 
cven if our purpose in praying is good it is almost impossible to stop 
our minds wandcring all ovcr the placc, so it is much harder when 
wc are praying bccause of human glory. This is the point of "in or
der to bc seen .... " 

So should wc never pray in a public place? We must realizc that 
the Lord" means to ban a certain way of praying, so as to removc 
vainglory, ,. and vainglory is only sought in connection with some
thing peculiar to some individual, because when many people are all 
following the same practice nobody looks for any glory from anyone 
else. This is why the Lord eliminates any individual way of praying, 
that is to say, that nobody should pray in a place which is not des
ignated for prayer, unless it is someone of sufficient standing to be 
able to get other people to pray too. So according to Chrysostom "at 
strect corners" is to be taken as applying to any way in which you 
would appear to be different from the other people with whom you 
are associated. 17 

"Truly I say to you." Here he indicates'" his reason, and hc 
says two things: "reward" and "their." A "reward""J is the way in 
which people are supported by their labor; so when we do some
thing for the sake of human glory, human glory is our reward. But 
we ought to wait for the true glory, which comes from God. And 
that is something common, whercas they have helped themselves. '" 
"Whatever people sow, that they will reap" (Gal. 6:8). 

14. Chrnustnm, luc. cit. 
15. Heading JomimlS for the manuscript Jtus. 
16. The Louin literally says. "The Lord intends to han:1 W3)' uf praying hy "hich 

vainglury is f:lkeR 3\\'3)'," hut the sense is clear. 
17. Cf. Pscudn .. ChrysuSlum. luc. cit. 
I H. The m:muscript has the wuru garbled, IHJIIW;gllal is clCOlrly intended. 
19. After "reward" there is:m unintelligihle wurd; the sense Sl'Cms complete withuut 

it. 
ZO, The text uf this p:mlgrlph is obscure. hut there arc explicitly tWI) points UI be 

nude, unc :!hnut m(TCtJenl :md une ahout lUilm. The (irst point is ck'<lrly thou we get wh:lt we 
:IrC wnrking fnr, so if wc :)re working fur hUm:lo glory, th:at is ",h:at we sh:)1\ gct. The S\.'t':und 
pllint :appc:lrs III hc th:at di"inc glury is nnhndy's pri\·:)te prnpcny, 2ml thc hypocrites h:l\'c 
usurped:) priv:)tc glury tu which they h:)ve ou right. so th:)t pan of their uffense is to seck a 
glory which will he "theirs." But I :am not tno sure th:)t this is really wh:at Thomas s:aid. If 
cnmmun( is not thc right reading (:and it is underlined as if it were :l lemm:a. so pcrh:lps wc 
slllluid rcad "And that is the peNnt of 'they ha\'c n.'cei\·cd'" or something of the kind), then 
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"But when you pray .... " Here he lays down what the proper 
way to pray is, and first he lays it down, then he gives the reason 
for it ("and your Father ... "). So he says, "When you pray," that 
is, when you are disposing yourself to pray, "enter into your bed
room." This is interpreted in three ways. First, it is taken literally 
as referring to the privacy of one's room. But are not people who go 
to church doing the opposite?" We must say that the Lord is speak
ing of private prayer, and that should be made only in a private 
place, for three reasons. First, it accords with the faith, because in 
that way you are confessing that God is present everywhere. "Lord, 
my every desire is before you and my groaning is not hidden from 
you" (Ps. 37: 10). "I fill heaven and earth, says the Lord" (ler. 23:24). 
Secondly, praying with a lot of people is liable to be disturbed, but 
prayer made in secret is peaceful. "I will lead her into solitude" 
(Hos. 2: 14). Thirdly, it avoids vainglory. "David went in" to pray 
"in the presence of the Lord," alone, that is." 

"And shut the door," literally, to shut out even the possibility 
of anyone approaching. 

Secondly, "bedroom" can be taken more inwardly to mean the 
secrecy of the heart. "What you say in your hearts and are contrite 
on your beds" (Ps. 4:5). The "door" is your mouth: "Set a door to 
your mouth" (Ecclus. 28:28), that is, pray silently. And there are 
three reasons for this. First, it attests your faith, because in this way 
you confess that God knows the thoughts of people's hearts. "Hu
man beings see only what appears, but God sees the heart" (I Sam. 
16: 7). Secondly, it is not right" that other people should know your 
petitions. "My secret is for me" (Is. 24:16). Thirdly, if you speak 
out loud, you would disturb others. "The hammer and the axe were 
not heard in the house" (3 Kings 6:7). 

But what shall we say about public prayer? We must say that 
the Lord is speaking about private prayer, in which the benefit of a 

'1U;O UJurpll1/(rUnl (which I ha\'c rr:lOsl:att:d. not too happily, "\\ hereas they have helped rhem. 
sdvcsj would h:a\'c to lx: a comment Oft luom, pn.'SUmably mc1ning the SJmc point as that 
fuund in the Interlinear Gloss: the\>' ha\'c rceci\'cd .heir OW" reward, not God's. 

21. Cf. abc)\'c. nute I J; ck"3~J." the citatinn of Ps. 67:27 would be more in pI:u:c here. 
22 , The m:lOuscript refers (0 "2 Kings I .... and cites "Guing in with D:a\'id 10 pray 

hdurc the Lord." This is not an exact ,)uut3tion, nor docs there st.."Cm to be anything in 2 
Kings (2 S:am,) Ii to which Thumas could he referring. I presume rh2t the intentJcd text is 
either 2 S:am. 7:18 or 12:16 or 12:2(). 

23 . Rt!3ding dtell (or the m:lnuscript dtbtt. 
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single individual is sought. But benefit is sought in public prayer 
too, the benefit of the whole crowd, and because some people are 
stirred to devotion by this sort of loud praying, for this reason the 
practice of singing was established. So Augustine says in his Confes
sions that St. Athanasius wanted everything to be said in a low voice, 
so that he would not derive an undue enjoyment from the singing, 
but St. Augustine himself, before his conversion, was greatly 
helped by this kind of singing, 50 he did not dare to oppose it; he 
approves of it." 

But the question now is whether people praying in a private 
place ought to utter words or not. Here we must make a distinction: 
sometimes words are used deliberately, but sometimes they come 
from the impulse of the heart, because, as it says in Job 4:2, "Who 
can hold in a speech once it has been conceived?" So some people 
are carried away by the very impetus of their spirit to utter some 
words." 

Now words can be considered from two points of view: they 
can be thought of as a debt and in that case they have to be rendered 
by the mouth. "With my voice 1 cried to the Lord" (Ps. 3:5). Or 
words can be thought of as helping us to pray, and in this case we 
must distinguish between beginning and end, because "the end of a 
prayer is better than its beginning" (Eccles. 7 :9). 26 If at the begin
ning of your prayer your feelings arc stirred to pray devoutly by 
means of words, then it is helpful to utter words, but when your 
feelings are already" stirred you should not utter words, you should 
put the lid on, because feelings are emptied by words, just as hot 
water dwindles because of evaporation; this is clear from a grief that 
is expressed to other people. "My heart was hot within me" (ps. 
38:4). "I said, 1 will not speak in the Lord's name, and a kind of fire 
developed in my heart" Oer. 20:9). This is how Chrysostom ex
pounds "shut the door. "2M 

24. conf X B.lO. 
25. In the manuscript this is followed by hoc al orans and a word of which I can make 

no sense. It looks 35 if this ought to be another of the retrosJN-"Cth'c Icmrmt3 famn:d in this 
rtpofJIJI;O, 

26. OrJllio here W;IS originllllly meant to be "speech." oot the ~hrgiR:ll Gktss discusses 
it in terms or"pDycr." and Robnd of Cremona devotes a small section of his trntisc on prayer 
10 it (Summa III, ed. cil. pp.768-9), 

27. The sense seems III n .. quirc iJJm rather than the m:muscripr non. 
28. cr. Chrysostom. /10m. 9.]; Pscudo-Chrysoslom (PG 56:710). 
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A third interpretation is offered by Augustine, taking "bed
room" as signifying the heart and the "door" as the outer senses and 
also imagination, because such a person ought to enter his own heart 
and shut his senses and his imagination so that nothing can enter 
within except what belongs to prayer.2

• And Cyprian specifies two 
reasons: first, it is shocking if you do not pay attention to what you 
are saying when you are talking to any king, and secondly, how can 
you expect God to take any notice of you if you are taking no notice 
of yourself?lO This is the door alluded to in Apocalypse 3:20, "I 
stand at the door and knock." 

"And your Father .... " Here the Lord specifies the reason. 
Nobody prays except to someone who sees, and in the case of God 
"everything is bare and open to his sight" (Heb. 4: 13). 

"In secret," either the secrecy of the heart or a secret place. 
"Will reward you .... " 
"When you pray .... " Here he teaches us to avoid the second 

fault, namely the Gentiles' practice of talking a lot. And on this sub
ject he does three things. First, he teaches us to avoid the example 
of the Gentiles, secondly ("for they think ... ") he explains their 
intention, and thirdly ("for your Father knows ... ")" he specifies 
the reason. So he says, "When you pray," and notice that he does 
not say, "00 not pray a lot," because that would be contrary to Ro
mans 12:12, "Being insistent on prayer," and Luke 22:43, "Being in 
agony he prayed all the longer," and Luke 6: 12, "He spent the night 
in prayer." What he says is, "00 not talk a lot."" In his book on 
prayer Augustine says, "There should not be much talking, but 
there should be much praying, provided that a fervent intention 
does not fail. UJJ But "much" and "littlc,lI "great" and usmall" are rel
ative terms. "Much" can be taken in two ways: it can be taken with 
reference to the praying, which is an ascent to God;'· or people can 
be "talking a lot" when their words go beyond the limits of prayer, 
in one of two senses: the words may be about unlawful things, and 
then they are damaging; or they may be uttered when there is no 

29. DtSrrmonrDom;nilll.lt. 
30. Dt Orlllitmr Dominica 31 . 
J I. The manuscript nobiscum (evklcntly meant to be a lemma) cannot be right. 
32. The manuscript noli ri is meaningless. 
JJ. Ep. I JO.IO.10 (l'L JJ,SOl). 
H. Reading IISUnJlIS for the manuscript IU1mJUJ. 
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devotion present, and then people get bored and praying becomes 
hateful. So Augustine says that the monks in Egypt used frequent, 
but brief, prayers, because they saw that devotion was necessary to 
anyone praying, and that will be dissipated by a great number of 
words." That is why the practice was established in the church of 
saying different things at different Hours. "Do not say anything 
idly, nor should your heart be quick to utter any speech before God" 
(Eccles. 5: I). And Augustine says that this business, the business of 
prayer, is conducted more with groans than with words. J6 

"As the Gentiles do." The Gentiles worshipped demons as 
being gods. "All the gods of the nations are demons" (Ps. 95:5). On 
demons there are two points to be considered." They do not know 
the inner secrets of our hearts except insofar as they are displayed 
to them, and so it was necessary for the Gentiles to explain every
thing in words. "They shouted with a loud voice" (3 Kings 18:28). J. 

And demons' feelings can be changed, so they can be changed by 
words. Accordingly Augustine says that Plato said that they are 
swayed by words. J9 But God knows everything and is not affected 
by words. "I am God and 1 do not change" (Mal. 3:6). "God is not 
like a human being, liable to change" (Num. 23:19). "He will not 
spare them because of words well-formed for entreaty" Uob 41 :3):10 
This is the point of "for they think .... " 

"So do not imitate them." Why? "For your Father knows . 
. . . " "Lord, my every desire is before you" (Ps. 37: (0). So if he 
knows, we do not have to multiply words. 

But it may be said: if God knows what we need, why do we 
pray? Jerome answers that we do not make petitions in words in or
der to indicate what we want, but in order to ask for it.· ' And again 

JS. Ep. 130.10.20 (ilL 33:S0I). though Augustine s~ys "intention," nut "dc\'ocion." 
36. Ibid. (PL 3HOl). 
37. The manuscript text is garbk-d. but this is almon certainly what was meant. 
38. The manuscript text refers to ") Kings I .. : they shout more loudly"; I presume 

th:at J Kings 18:28 is the p:aSs:lgc intended. 
39. The reference is perhaps to CifJ. /Jti VIII 17-IR, "'here Augustine ciles Apulcius, 

Dc Dto S«raliI 6 and 13, according to which demons :trl: the go-between mcdi:ning 1>ctwccn 
us and the gods (d. fbln, Symp. 202e); they 13kc our prayers 10 the gods anti are rhcmscin:s 
innucnccd by gifts. In (act Apuk-ius also s:ays (11) th:at [hcy arc innucneoo by pr:aycrs. but 
Augustine does not quote this. 

#!. The text is garhk'd in the manuscript :and the referencc is givcn as Job 14. Job 41:3 
Seems to be the most promising candidatc. 

41. Cf. Jerome, in Alal'. 16.8, cited by Bugh of St. Cher. 
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it could be asked why we utter words, and Augustine answers that 
thcre is a difference between the prayers we make to other people 
and the prayers we make to God:·' in the case of other human 
beings, words can be very effective in swaying them, but in the case 
of God our words are useful in helping us to raise our hearts to 
him." And so Augustine says that, though our hearts ought always 
to be turned toward God, we should sometimes pray in words so 
that our desire does not fail." And, as Chrysostom says, as a result 
offrequent prayer we become intimate with God and he with us!' 
Moses spoke with God face to face (Exod. 33: I I). Again, another 
result is humility, from the thought of God's excellence and our own 
weakness. '" will speak to my Lord, though' am but dust and ashes" 
(Gen. 18:27). And another result is that there is an orientation·· in 
our actions and we seek help from God. '" lifted up my eyes to the 
mountains, from where my help will come" (Ps. 120:1). "Whatever 
you do, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God" 
(Col. 3: 17). 

Matthew 6:9-15}7 

9. So you shall pray like this: "Our Father, who art in 
the heavens, hallowed be thy name, 

10. Thy kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is 
in heaven. 

II. Give us this day our supersubstantial bread. 

42. Defore Dto the manuscript has:l mt.":Ininglcss wurd, which I have simply omitted. 
·fl. J think the n:fcrcncc is prohably Iu Ep. UO.Y, 1M (cr. next nutc), hUI it may be (0 

IN&rmrmrlJominiI13.12 . 
..... Ep. I)O.9. IH (£lussibJy me2n( 10 he a cuntinu.nioo of the citation (rum Augustine 

"hich immediately pn.'Cl-dcs it; cr. prc\-ious note). 
4S. 110m. Mati , 19 .... as intcrprctt:d in the Llti" \'crsiun used by Thomas in the Calma 

,luna. 
46. The m:muscript text, homo u hoc in at/ibus lUis dirig;I, is not satisfactory; it is tempt

ing ttl emend to Jirigitur ("another result is that we arc guKk'll in our actions"), but the quo
t:uinn ("1m Cui . 1: 17 implK=s that the puint is nu( (hac we arc: guill(."'. IMlt th:at we "din"Ct" 
uur acti(HlS toward God. So I have tried tu translate the text as it stands. 

41. I ha\'e uken the text uflhc lecturcs un Matt. 6:9-15 primarily from P. but I ha,'c 
also used the other rtportatio, by Uger dc Besam;on (hereafter L), for which I have used the 
'\brietti l.-dititm and one manuscript (Vatic:an Uhr .. Urh. Jat. 25). Ol)\'ious emendalinns 10 

P, espc.'t:ially chose suppuned by L. I h3\'e made \\ ithout cllmment. All passages laken from 
L arc indicated in the nClf(.'S. 
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12. And forgive us our debts, as we too forgive our debt
ors. 

13. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from 
evil. Amen." 

14. For if you forgive other people their sins, your heav
enly Father will also forgive y~u your trespasses, 

15. but if you do not forgive other people, nor will your 
Father forgive you your sins. 

"So you shall pray like this." Above the Lord has taught us the 
proper manner in which we should pray, that is, that we must avoid 
both the vanity of hypocrites and the much-speaking of the Gen
tiles. Here he teaches us what we ought to ask for in prayer. And 
in this connection he does two things: first, he gives the title of the 
prayer'" then he proposes the prayer itself. 

The connection with what has gone before is this: "[ have told 
you not to talk a lot when you pray, so, in order to talk in few words, 
you shall pray like this. " •• 

Notice that the Lord does not say, "You shall pray this," but 
"You shall pray like this." He does not rule out the possibility of our 
praying in other words, but he is teaching us the correct way of 
praying. As Augustine says in his book on prayer to Proba, people 
are not praying as they ought to if they are not asking for something 
contained in the Lord's Prayer.'" All the same, it is appropriate to 
use these very words because, as Cyprian says in his book on the 
Lord's Prayer, it is a friendly and intimate prayer to entreat the Lord 
on the basis of something that is his own. And he prO\'ides an illus
tration: it is a common practice of advocates to put into people's 
mouths some words which they should say in court; so this prayer 
is the safest of all, having been shaped by our advocate, who is the 
wisest possible advocate, since in him "all the treasures of wisdom 
and knowledge are hidden" (Col. 2:3). So, as Cyprian says, since we 

48. Tilu!us orat;onk this c:mnot refer (() the opening words of the prayer ("Our Fa . 
ther"), since these arc treated as part of the: pr:lycr, so presumably tilulu! must mean "title" 
in the sense of "status" or something like that, referring 10 the few words used tn intruduce 
the prayer. 

49. Reading ul pal/etl loquami'ni sic orabitis for the m:muscript ,1/ pOlitis loqutbarU sic ero · 
Jilis . 

SO. Augustine. Ep. I lO. 12.22 (I'L lH(2). 
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have Christ as our advocate with the Father for our sins, when we 
pray over our sins we should pronounce the words of our advocate." 
"We have an advocate with the Father" (I John 2: I). This is why it 
says, "Let us approach with confidence to the throne of grace" (Heb. 
4: 16). "Let him ask in faith" Games 1:6). 

This prayer has three qualities: brevity, completeness and ef
fectiveness." There are two reasons for its brevity: it means that 
everyone can easily learn it," both great and small, learned and un
learned,'· because he is "the same Lord of all, who is rich toward all 
who call on him" (Rom. \0: 12). Secondly, it is to give us confidence 
that we shall easily obtain what we are asking for." "The Lord will 
make a shortened word upon the earth" (Is. 10:23).'" 

It is also complete. As Augustine says, anything that can be 
contained in other prayers is contained in this one. So he says that 
if we are praying appropriately and correctly, then whatever words 
we may be using we are not saying anything other than what is laid 
down in the Lord's Prayer." God himself gave us this prayer'" and 
"God's works are complete" (Deut. 32:4). 

It is effective because, according to Damascene, prayer is a pe
tition made to God for things that are fitting. so "You ask and you 
do not receive because you ask badly" Games 4:3). But knowing 
what we ought to ask for is extremely difficult, as is knowing what 
we ought to desire. "We do not know what we ought to pray for, 
but the Spirit himself entreats for us" (Rom. 8:26). Because the Lord 
himself taught us this prayer, it is particularly effective ... • This is 

S I. Cyprian. Dt Oraliont DominicQ 3. 
52. Thomas' "thrL'C qualities" correspond fairly closely to the fi,'c qualilies listed in 

PcraJdus' Sl.'1'mCH1 no prayer (fub",'cll, Early Dominicans p.169). It is likely dut Thumas knew 
this sermon, to which Pc:raldus refers in his tn.';'l(isc on prayer in the SMMtrUJ df I'inlili/Jus III 
5.7.10. 

H. cr. eypri:!.n. op. cit. 28 (inc:luding the quotation of Is. 10:23). 
54. "Lcarnt.-d and unlcamt.'d" is laken from L. 
55. Cf. the :\larginal Gloss. 
56. The citation from Isaiah comes here in L; P, less plausibly, has it :lfu:r "It is also 

cumplete" in the next paragnph. It is cited in the fiM'm fuund in Rom. 9:28. 
57. August;ne. Ep. 1l0.12.22 (PL Jj,S02). 
5H. This clause is taken from L. Fur the point, d. Peraldus' sermun in Tugwell, &rly 

DominiC/inS p.169 (the first quality of the prayer). 
59. Damascene, Dt FiJt Orlhotlaro 68.1, cd. Uuytacn p.267. 
60. This cnrrcsponds to Pcnldus' "fifth quality" (t";nus), which PerakJu5 alsn connects 

wilh (he lAtrtJ's aUlhurship uf the prayct: "h is must unli~cly that Christ woukJ ha\'c fur-
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why it says in Luke II: 1-2, "Lord, teach us to pray ... and he said 
to them, 'When you pray, say "Our Father." , " 

In this prayer the Lord does two things: first, he gives us the 
prayer, then he indicates a reason for it ("if you forgi\·e ... "). 

You must realize that in all speeches (oratio), including those of 
orators, the good will of the addressee is won first before any peti
tion is made.· ' So this should be done in a speech addressed to God, 
just as it is in a speech addressed to human beings. But the purpose 
is not the same in each case. In the case of human beings we win 
their good will inasmuch as we influence their minds, but in the case 
of God it is a matter of our raising our minds to him'" 

Accordingly the Lord specifics two things which we need when 
we pray in order to win good will: we must believe that the one we 
are praying to is willing to give and that he is able to give. So he 
says, "Father," because if he is a Father he wills what is best for his 
children," and "who art in the heavens" because if he is in hea\'en 
he can do whatever he wills .... 

Five things arc achieved by saying "Father." First, it instructs 
us in our faith,"' and faith is necessary for people who pray. There 
have been three errors which preclude prayer; two entirely destroy 
prayer and the third concedes more than it should," and they arc 
all eliminated by the Lord's saying "Our Father." Some people have 

mulatcd the petitions it conuins unless he meant to grant them" (Ioc. cit.). The connectiun 
with Rom. 8:26 lmd .he suggestion tit.1t the: L>rd's Prayer is a rcmc..-uy fur our ignnrancc: uf 
",lut we ought to pr3y for is :alsn (lund in Hugh of St. Chcr (f. Bn). 

61. "Our F:1thcr" is interpretcd:as:a {nrm of (lIp,at;o bmn.:oltntill( in Augusdne. Dt Str. 
mont Domini 114. IS, in the Interlinear Gloss ami in Hugh of St. Cher (f.231'O), 

62. Pcraldus trcats "Our Fouher," not as (OpltU;O bmM:almliut, hut:as "prcpar.uiun fur 
prayer", Tugwell (pp.170-1; Dt ";rlutibus III 5.7 A). r;:ather along the lines suggested here: it 
seems mure logical tu ab.mdon the anempl: to find a captalio in the Lord's Prayer. 

61. The: comment "lH.'Causc if ..... is takl.'f1 from L. On the ('".im heing made. cf. 
below, note 75. 

M. The cumment "because if ... " is taken from L. Peraldus rl.'Sards the twufuld cun
fidence that God is both willing and able to gh'e us things as a necessary part of the "prepa
ration for prayer" summl.-d up in "Our Father" (cf. a()(we, note 62). Hugh of St. Cher :also 
interprets "who art in the heanns" as indicating Gnd's ability tu gin us things (f.23,h). 
Thumas appears 10 be thinking u( Ps. 113: II. "Our Gnd is in hl.·nco. he dlK:s wh:ue\'cr he 
wills." 

65. This dugmatic inscn 5l.oems tn hne no parallel in earlier commentaries on ~ bl
thew; it anticipates the discussion in Summa 7«01. 11.11 ().83 a.2. 

M. L presents the m:uerial slightly differently, listing at this point unly twu errnrs 
which dcstmy prayer, and this is perhaps more Ingtcal, as the third error dues not preclude 
pra~·er. only misinterprets it. 
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said that God is not concerned about human affairs. "They have 
said, 'The Lord has abandoned the earth' "(Ezek. 9:9). On this view 
it is a waste of time asking God for anything. Other people have said 
that there is a divine providence and that it does make provision for 
everything, but it subjects everything to the constraint of necessity, 
so there is no need to pray because, if God is making provision, then 
it will happen just SO.·7 The third error concedes too much, saying 
that God arranges everything by his providence, but his divine plan 
is changed by prayer. 

All these errors are eliminated by the Lord saying, "Our Father 
who art in the heavens." Ifhe is a Father, then he does exercise prov
idence over his children:·' "Your providence, Father, guides it" 
(Wis. 14:3).·· And the second error is also eliminated: "father" is rel
ative to "chiidren,1J as "master" is to "servant:"n so in calling God 
"Father" we are calling ourselves his children ({ibm).7l Almost no
where in scripture do we find God called the Father of inanimate 
creatures, though there is an exception in Job 38:28, "Who is the 
rain's father?" So "Father" is relative to "son" and "son" implies free
dom.72 So we are not subjected to the constraint of necessity. And 
by saying, "Who art in the heavens," he excludes any mutability 
from God's plan, showing that everything is unchanging because he 
is unchanging." So the prayer makes us believe that God arranges 
everything in accordance with the nature of things, so that effects 

67. "And that it docs make prt)\"isinn for everything" and "so there is no need ... just 
su" come from L. 

6ft "Over his chikJrcn" comes from L cr, Pcr.akJu5,IJt I'ifl. III 5.' .... 
69, The manu5cri(X has Silp. 11, Tu au/tin paJtr, but it must be Wis. 14:3 that is mClIn(, 
?n. "'\bstcr" and "scr\,:mt" is the classic example of the kind of relath'c term described 

by AristUile in Cat. 7 (6b2K-H), thai is, terms which aTC mutually dependent (if there is no 
seTvant there em he on nusler :md dcc \"Cr~), 

71. cr. Jerome, in Mall. I 6.9, thuugh Jerome h:J.5 M filios COnfiltRtur and both rrporlQ
tiona ofThumas usc the wurd Jibtrm. Libtn ("childrcn") is connl'Ctcd, probably rightly, with 
libtri ("frcc") (cf. Isidorc, Elym. IX 5.17), allowing Thomas to (l3ss easily from the point th:1t 
we must be God's children, if he is our Father. In the inference that we must therefore be 
frc:c. 

72. The Paulinc doctrine that the children :10:: free (cf. G31. 4: 1-7) joins forces here 
with the etymological implic3tions of Jilltn to m31.:e the claim thatfilius bahtl rQliontm /ibtrIQIu, 

73. "Showing ... he is unchanging" comes frum L(for the text, see H. V. Shooncr, 
"Lt 'Lcclura in ,\lauh:acum' de S. Thnmas." Angtlitum 33 (1956) p.1 32). "Hc:l\'cn" represents 
divine immut:lbility bcc3USC it is the "first' uncl13.ngl-d ctungcr," which is at the source of all 
change in thc \'isiblc world (d. AllJcn, DN ".59, Col. XXXVII p.I66:43-4; Dt CQtlo 2.1, Col. 
V i p.t05-also probably composl-d while Thom:as was still in Cologne in IHo-51). 
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follow from causes. It is by providence that human beings achieve 
their goals by their own activity. So prayer does not alter providence 
nor will it be outside providence, it falls within providence: God's 
providence arranges for such and such a boon to be granted to us by 
means of such and such a prayer. 74 So we are, first of all, instructed 
in our faith by the words "Our Father." 

Secondly, these words raise our hopes. I f God is our Father, 
he is willing to give us things." As it says below (Matt. 7:11), "If 
you who are evil know how to give good things to your children, 
how much more will your Father who is in heaven give good things 
to those who ask him?" 

Thirdly, they serve to stimulate charity/·It is natural for chil
dren to love their father and vice versa. "Children, obey your par
ents in the Lord" (Eph. 6:1)." 

Fourthly,'· we are invited to imitate God. 79 "Be imitators of 
God, like dearest children" (Eph. 5: 1). "So that you may be children 
of your Father" (Matt. 5:45).·0 Children ought to imitate their father 
as far as they can. "You will call me 'Father' and you will not cease 
to come after me" (Jer. 3: 19). 

Fifthly,"' we are called to humility.·' "If I am your Father, 
where is my honor?" (Mal. 1 :6). 

In saying "Our Father"·' our feelings for our neighburs arc set 
in order. "Is there not one Father of us all?" (Mal. 2: 10). If we all 
have one Father, none of us ought to despise any of our neighbors 
on the grounds of birth.·· 

7-f. These thrt..'C sentences are connalcd from L :md P. 
7S. cr. Augustine. IX S~rmon( Domini II 4.16. 
76. Ibid. 
77. TI~ citation (rom [phcsians is ta"en from L. Lomlnrd's Cluss on Eph. 6: I (PL 

192:ZI 7C) treats it 25 cqui\,;llcm (U "Hunnr your father and mother, " which is in turn iden
tified as pan of the sc,.'cond prt:ccpt of charity. 

7R. P ducs not h.n'c "(ounhly" here, and L docs nOI number the: 5ucccssh'c ~Iints . 
79. This clause cumes here in Lo in P it comes after the citation uf Eph. 5: I (;md in P 

it is introducc."ll with "thirdly"!), 
HO, The citation (rom ~Ialt . is taken from L (35 (ound in the Marietti cd.; it is nut in 

the manuscript 1 ha\'c cunsultl"tJ), 
81. p S3~'S "fourthly." 
H2. cr. AUb'Uscinc. DtScnnoM Dom;n; "".16. 
S3 . These words arc r:da:n (rum L; P says "fifthly" and preSl'T1CS this puint as the final 

iccm in the discussiun (If "Father." 
S". Cf. Augustine. Dt Smnont Domini 11".16. This sentence is taken from L, as found 

in ~tarietti; the manuscript nf L 1 have used has a defurml"tJ text . 
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But why do we not say, "My Father"? There are two reasons. 
First, Christ wanted to reserve that to himself as his own, because 
he is God's Son by nature, whereas we are his children by adoption 
and that is common to all of us. "I am ascending to my Father and 
to your Father" Oohn 20: 1 7), because he is "mine" in a different 
sense from that in which he is "yours. "., Secondly, as Chrysostom 
says, the Lord is teaching us not to make private prayers, but to pray 
generally for the whole people; this kind of prayer is more accept
able to God. In Chrysostom's words, "In God's eyes a prayer is 
more pleasing if it comes from fraternal love rather than from 
need. ' ... "Pray for one another" Oames 5: 16). 

The second thing belonging to the winning of good will is 
"Who art in the heavens," and this is interpreted in two ways. First, 
literally, with reference to the bodily heavens. Not that he is con
fined there. " 'Do I not fill heaven and earth?' says the Lord" Ocr. 
23:24). The reason for saying, "Who art in the heavens," is that the 
heavens arc the highest part of creation. "Heaven is my seat" (Is. 
66: I). This makes provision for the weak" who are unable to rise 
above bodily things. Augustine says that this is the reason why we 
pray toward the East, because the movement of the sky is from the 
East, and God is above our spirit just as the sky is above our body. 
So we are given to understand that our spirit ought to turn to God, 
just as we turn our bodies to the sky when we pray."' So he says 
"Who art in the heavens" to raise our attention away from the things 
of earth"· "to an incorruptible inheritance . . . preserved in heaven" 
(J Pet. 1 :4). 

Alternatively. the heavens can be taken to mean the saints:x, as 
in Isaiah 1:2, "Hear, you heavens." "You dwell in your holy one" 
(Ps. 21:4). And he says this to give us a greater confidence in ob
taining what we pray for. because he is not far from us."' "You are 
in us, Lord" Oer. 14:9). 

MS, The l;ast phr-lsc is taken (rum L. cr, M;lrginal Gluss here and Intcrlinc3r Gloss to 
Jnhn Z(U7. 

S6, Pscudn .. Chrysostom. Op. Imp. in ,"Oll. '''(PG 56:711). qu()(cd in Hugh of St. Cher 
(f.lJ"'). 

87. This phrase is ukcn frum L. 
88. Augustine, Dt Stnnont Domin; I( 5.18, 
89. cr. Chr\'soslUm,/Iom. MOil. 19 .... 
'X). cr. Augustine, Dt Strmotlt Domini II 5.17. 
91. Rc:uJing longt (SUppurtL"tJ hy L); the manuscript of P h3s in Itgt. 
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"Hallowed be thy name." After the winning of good will, he 
now moves on to the petitions!' First, let us take them in general, 
then in detail. And there are three things we have to consider with 
reference to these petitions. Petition serves desire, because what we 
ask for is what we want to have. Now in this prayer all that we can 
desire is contained. Secondly, it is contained in the order in which 
we ought to desire things. Thirdly, these petitions correspond to the 
gifts and beatitudes!' 

We must realize that people naturally desire two things: to ob
tain good and to avoid ilL ... In the prayer four good things to be de
sired are laid down. And the primary objective of desire is the goal 
it is aiming at, the things which lead to that goal being secondary. 
And the ultimate goal of everything is God. So the first thing to be 
desired has to be God's honor. "00 everything to the glory of God" 
(1 Cor. 10:31). And this is what we ask for first: "Hallowed be thy 
name,n 

Among the things which belong to us, our final goal is eternal 
life,Y' and this is what we ask for in "Thy kingdom come." The third 
thing we have to ask for is the things that lead to our goal, that is, 
that we may have virtue and good merits, and this is what we do in 
"Thy will be done." And there is nothing other than this that we 
ask for in connection with the virtues."" So the point of our beatitude 
is God, and the point of the virtues is beatitude. But we need sup
port, both temporal and spiritual, such as the church's sacraments, 
and this is what we ask for when we say "our bread," meaning ex
ternal bread or sacramental bread. And in these four things all our 
good is contained. 

As for what is ill, we avoid that inasmuch as it hinders good. 
The first good, God's honor, cannot be hindered, because God is 
honored if there is righteousness, and if there is evil he is similarly 
honored inasmuch as he punishes it, even though he is not honored 

92. This sentence is uken from L 
93. The connection lxtween the gifts of the Holy Spirit, the beatitudes and the peti

tions (If the lord's Praycr was first suggested by Augustine. Dt Strmont Domini II II. )g, and 
was thereafter classic. 

9 .... cr. the Intcrlinc.."2f Gloss :and Hugh of St. Cher (C.21'-). 
95. Inst~d or"eternallifc" L has "God's glory ," 
96. I.e., we pray for \'inucs solcly bee,lUsc of a desire fur beatitude (not. for inst:tncc. 

bL'C':IUSC we "3m the satisfying feeling that we arc vinuuus); at least, I presume this is \\'h:1{ 
Thomas means. 
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as far as the sinner has anything to do with it. But sin hinders bea
titude, and so this is the first ill to be taken away, when we say, 
"Forgive us." Temptation is opposed to the good consisting of the 
virtues, and so we ask, "Lead us not into temptation." And any lack 
whatsoever is opposed to the necessities of life, and so, "Deliver us 
from evil." 

It is clear, then, that whatever is desired is all contained in the 
Lord's Prayer. 

The gifts of the Holy Spirit can be fitted to these petitions in 
different ways, either ascending or descending'" Ascending, we 
can attach the first petition to fear, inasmuch as fear produces pov
erty of spirit and makes us seek God's honor, so that we say, "Hal
lowed be thy name." Descending, we can say that the final gift, that 
of wisdom, which makes people into God's children, goes with this 
petition. 

We need to look at this petition, "Hallowed be thy name." It 
appears to be inappropriate, because God's name is always holy, so 
how do we ask for it to be hallowed?" The saints offer several inter
pretations. First of all Augustine, and I think his is the most literal 
interpretation: "Hallowed be thy name," that is, may your name, 
which is always holy, appear holy among human beings, and this is 
what it means to honor God, because it does not mean any increase 
of glory for God, but it does mean that we grow in the knowledge 
of his glory. Y9 "As you were made holy in us in their sight, so you 
will be magnified in our sight in them, so that they may know you 
as we know you" (Ecclus. 36:4-5). And "Hallowed be thy name" 
comes appropriately enough after "Our Father who art in the heav
ens" because nothing is such plain evidence that we are children of 
God, since a good son reveals the honor of his father. 

According to Chrysostom it means "Hallowed be thy name by 
our deeds," as if he said, "Make us live in such a way that your name 
will be seen to be holy because of our deeds. ""lO "Hallow the Lord 

97. cr. the j\l3rginal Gloss. Hugh of St. Cher (f.23n ) refuses co cntcr into the niceties 
ufhow the gifts lind petitions arc to be corrcl:ncd: "We (Cllve lhat fur pt.·uplc to argue abulU," 

98. The last dause is taken (rom L. 
99. Augustine. Ep. I 10.ll.ll (PLlHOl). 
100. Chrysostom, 110m. Mall. 19.4. 
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Christ in your hearts ... so that your detractors may be put to 
shame, who abuse your good conduct in Christ" (1 Pet. 3: 15-6). '0' 

Or, according to Cyprian, "Hallowed be thy name" means 
"sanctify us in your name. "'02 "Sanctify them in your name" Oohn 
14). HI' "And he will be your sanctification" (Is. 8:14).'" And we 
must realize that "hallowed" is taken first to mean that those who 
are not holy should become holy, because this prayer is made for 
the whole human race; secondly, it means that people should per
severe in holiness, and thirdly, that if there is any alloy mixed in 
with holiness it should be removed. Every day we need sanctifying 
in the face of our daily sins. 

"Thy kingdom come." This petition can correspond either to 
the gift of understanding, which purifies the heart, or to the gift of 
piety. 'os 

"Thy kingdom come." According to Chrysostom and Augus
tine the kingdom of God is eternal life, ,0<1 and I think that this is the 
literal interpretation. So we ask, "Thy kingdom come," that is, 
make us come to and share in eternal beatitude. "Come, you blessed 
of my Father, possess the kingdom which has been prepared for 
you" (Matt. 25:34). "I am preparing a kingdom for you" (Luke 
22:29). 

Alternatively, according to Augustine, God began to reign 
from the time when he redeemed the world. ,"1 "All power is given 
to me" (Matt. 28: 18). ,08 So "thy kingdom come," that is, the con-

101. The manuscript gi\'es no precise indication of what text from "Peter ]" is in
tcndet.l,lrut I Pet. 3:lS seems the most likely. 

102. Cyprian. lk Orlll;Ont Domi"icll 12. 
IOJ. This is :I rumpletcly dud reference; there is no such text in John. nor is there 

anything similar in John 14. What the m:muscript offers looks like:1 C(Nlnariun of John 17: II 
,nd 17:17. 

104. The manuscript of P has :Ii dud reference. bur this is probably what Thomas 
meant. 

lOS. "Understandins" is suggested in the Intcrlinc:ar Gloss. "piety" in the M:ugin31 
Gloss. 

106. Pscudo-Chrysostom, Op. /"'p. in Mall. H (PG 56:711); it is not clear wh:lt tcxt 
of Augustine is meant, but it could be Dt Strmont Do",i"i II 6.20 or EnchiriJion )0.115 (cf. 
Oolois, Revue de: l'univcrsit4! d'Ottawa. H. 1963 p."'.). 

107. Dowis, an. cit. pA2-. refers to this citation as unkle1llifiable, but perhaps Au· 
gustine should not be citcd for this panicular poim, btu for the interpretation dcveloped in 
the rcst of the paragraph (d. hcluw, note 110). L has "God," P has "Christ." 

108. This must be the: text en\'isagL'tI, though the: manuscript says "John." 
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summation of your kingdom, and this will be when he puts his ene
mies under his feet. "'9 So "thy kingdom come," that is, "Lord, come 
to judgment, so that the glory of your kingdom may be manifested." 
"When these things begin to happen ... know that the kingdom of 
God is near" (Luke 21:28-31). And the saints desire the coming of 
Christ because then they will possess perfect glory. 110 "And not 
only for me, but for those too who love his coming" (2 Tim. 4:8). 

But against this it says, "Woe to those who desire the day of the 
Lord,"11I because, according to Jerome, it takes a confident con
science not to fear the judge. I 12 

Alternatively, "Thy kingdom come," that is, may the reign of 
sin be destroyed and you, Lord, reign over us. When we are slaves 
to righteousness then God reigns, but when we are slaves to sin the 
devil reigns. "So do not let sin reign in your mortal body" (Rom. 
6: 12). III "They have not rejected you, they have rejected me from 
reigning over them" (I Sam. 8:7). 

And notice that people who had proved themselves to be chil
dren by saying "Our Father" could properly enough ask, "Thy king
dom come." Children are entitled to an inheritance."4 But this 
kingdom is in heaven, so you cannot go there unless you are made 
heavenly, so it is appropriate that the next petition is "Thy will be 
done," that is, make us imitators of those who are in heaven. "As 
we have borne the image of the earthly man, so let us bear the image 
of the heavenly" (I Cor. 15:49) 

And notice that he does not say, "Thy will be done," as if God 
were doing our will, liS but because his will is fulfilled through us, 
which wills everyone to be saved (I Tim. 2:4). "This is God's will, 
your sanctification" (I Thess. 4:3)."6 "Teach me to do your will" 
(Ps. 142: 10). So we ask that God's will may be fulfilled by means of 

109. I Cor. 15:25. 
110. Augustine. Dt Strmont Dom;n; II 6.20. 
III. Amos 5:18. 
112. Jerome, in Mall. 16.10. 
113. Cf.Jerome, op. cir.16.10. 
114. Cf. Marginal Gloss. 
115. The point being made is probably that of Augustine. Dr Strmont Dom;n; II 6.21. 

"So those who do God's will arc those in whom God's will is done. not because they are 
causing God to will. but bt.'C:luSC they arc doing what he wills." 

t 16. The manuscript simply h:J.s "Thess." without funher specifiClltion, but I Thess. 
4:3 is probably what was meant. 
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us, and it would be pointless to ask for this unless it came from God, 
so "Thy will be done," because it is God who works in us.'" Thus 
the error of Pelagius is destroyed, who said that we do not need 
God's help. 

"As it is in heaven." This is interpreted in several ways by Au
gustine."K First, like this: "As it is in heaven," that is, as the angels 
in heaven do your will, so may we fulfil your will on earth. "You 
servants of his who do his will" (Ps. 102:21)(this refers to the angels). 
And this destroys the error of Origen, who maintained that angels 
can sin."· Alternatively, "Thy will be done on earth as it is in 
heaven," that is, in the church as it is in Christ. The earth is made 
fertile by the sky, which is why the Gentiles called the sky gods 
masculine and the earth gods feminine. '" have come down from 
heaven ... to do the will of him who sent me" (John 6:38). Or by 
"heavens" we can understand the saints, whose "conduct is in 
heaven,"'''' and by "earth" we can understand sinners. '" As heaven 
is to earth, so saints are to sinners. So it is equivalent to "Lord, con
vert sinners to do your will as the righteous do. "'" "Lord, as you 
enlighten my lamp, so enlighten my darkness" (Ps. 17:29).12' Or 
"Thy will be done ... ": the relationship between flesh and spirit 
in a human being is like that between earth and heaven in the uni
verse. As far as lies in it, spirit docs the will of God, but flesh rebels. 
'" see another law in my members" (Rom. 7:23). So "Thy will be 
done," that is, as spirit is in harmony with your will, so may flesh 
be. 'N "Create a pure heart in me" (Ps. 50: 12). 

All these petitions are in part begun in this life, but they will 
be brought to fulfilment in the life to come. '" 

here. 

117. This scnh:occ is u.l.:cn from L. cr. CYJlfian. Dt Orilliont Dom;n;ClI 14. 
118. AUb1lJsrinc. DtStnnont Dom;n; 116.214. offers all the intcrprct:uiuns memioncd 

119, cr. Jerome, in MOil. 16.10. 
110. Phil. 3:20. 
121. This base clause is r .. ken from L. 
122. This last phrase is taken from L. 
123. This sentence is taken from L Lombard's Gloss on Ps. 17:29 (PL 191:198B) cf· 

fccth'e1y identifies the "lamp" "'illl the saints ;tnll the apostles and the "darkness" with sin· 
ners. 

124. This sentence is taken {rum L. 
125. Cf. Augustine, Dt 5mnonr Domin; II 10.36 and rhe Marginal Gluss. 
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Chrysostom relates "as it is in heaven" to all that has gone be
fore: so "Hallowed be thy name on earth as it is in heaven""· and 
"Thy kingdom come on earth as in heaven" and so on. '" 

Also notice, according to Chrysostom, that he did not say, "Let 
us hallow," or "Hallow," but neutrally, "Hallowed be .... "Nor 
did he say, "Let us go to your kingdom," or "Come," but he kept to 
an impersonal formula throughout, and this is because two things 
are required for our salvation: the grace of God and our free will. If 
he had said, "Hallow," he would have left no room for free will, and 
ifhe had said, "Let us do your will," he would have ascribed every
thing to free will. But he spoke neutrally: "Thy will be done" and 
so on.128 

"Our bread." After teaching us to ask for God's glory, eternal 
life and the action of the virtues by which we merit eternal life, he 
teaches us here to ask for all the things that are necessary for this 
present life. 129 But "our bread" is interpreted in four ways. It can 
be interpreted of four kinds of bread. First, of that bread which is 
Christ, , •• who says of himself, ", "I am the bread of life" (John 6:48). 
And he is "bread" particularly inasmuch as he is contained in the 
sacrament of the altar. "The bread which I shall give is my flesh" 
(John 6:52). "My flesh is real food" (John 6:56). And it says "our 
bread" because this is not bread for absolutely anyone, it is the bread 
of the faithful. '" "A child is born for us" (Is. 9:6). It is as a result of 
becoming members of Christ in baptism that people can share in this 
bread. And so it should in no way be given to the unbaptized or to 

unbelievers. 
"Supersubstantial." Jerome says that in Greek this is hyperou

SiOIl, which Symmachus translated as "chief' or "outstanding. "IH 

126. I ha\'c added this clause from Pseudo.Chrysostom. 
127. Pscudo-Chrysoscom, Op.lmp. in AlIlII. 14 (PG 56:712), citl"ll by Hugh orSt. Cher 

(f. 24"'). 
128. Pseudo-Chrysostom. ibid., ciu.'d by Hugh of 5t Cher, ibid. 
129. Cf. Augustine, DtStrmontDom;n; 117.25. 
130. This interpretation is spt.'Cially argued for by AUb'llstinc, Dt Strmont Domini II 

7.25-7. but is also mentioned by most of the other commentators. 
Ill. "Who says of himself' is taken from L. 
132. cr. Cyprian, op. cit. 18. 
I H. Jerome, op. cit. I 6.11. 
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The old translation has "daily. "I). That this bread is supersubstan
tial, that is, abO\'e all substances,'" is shown by Ephesians 1:20-1, 
"Setting him above every principality and power .... " 

He says "daily" because it ought to be received every day, but 
not by every individual. This is why it says in the book on The Dog
mas of the Church, "I neither commend nor criticize daily recep
tion. "". But it ought to be received every day in the church, or at 
least the faithful should receive it spiritually in faith, even if not sac
ramentally. IJ7 In the Eastern church, though, it is not recei,'ed daily 
in the church, because they do not have a daily celebration of Mass, 
but only once a week; but Augustine says that this practice is ac
cepted, I)' so it is enough that Christians receive this bread spiritu
ally every day without receiving it sacramentally. 

"Gh'e us." If it is "our bread," why does it say, "Give us"? Cy
prian: "Give us," that is, make us live in such a way that we can 
receive this bread to our profit and not be made unfit to receive it 
by sin, because it is not "given" to people who receive it unworthily, 
but they take it to their detriment. "People who eat and drink un
worthily are eating and drinking a iudgment on themselves" (I Cor. 
11 :29). So if we make this petition we are asking for nothing else but 
that we may persevere in good, that is, that our holiness may not be 
contaminated with anything else which is opposed to it. 1)9 

At this point Augustine'·!> raises a difficulty: This prayer is said 
at all hours of the day, even at compline. So are we asking God to 
give us this bread at that time of day? We must say in response that 
"today" is taken in two different senses. Sometimes it refers to one 
particular day, but sometimes it refers to the whole of this present 
life. This is alluded to in Hebrews 3: 15, "While it is called 'today' ". 
So the meaning of the petition is: grant that we maybe able to re
ceive this bread throughom this present life. And it is with reason 
that he says, "Give us today," because this sacramental bread is nee-

13 .... "Daily" is the text cnmmcnrL'ti nn by Augustine, fur inst:lncc, IX Smnonr IJamin; 
l11.2l. 

I JS. Cr. Hugh uf 5,. Chcr. OJ"'. 
136. Gco":adius. Dt F.rd. Dogm. 53 (ilL 5H:9(4); L identifies the author liS "Augustine," 

aoo in fact Gcnn:ldius' work was nfcco llscrilK.-d to Augustine. 
137. "E"cn if not s:lcramcnt:llly" is taken from L. 
13M. This clause is t:lkcn fmm L. Augustine, Dt Strmont Domini 117.26. 
(Jt). In this p;lragr:lph I ha"c mcrgct.l the (WII "Por/llliana. Cyprian. up. cit. IH. 
140. Augustine, IJdtnno"dJomin; II 7.26-7. 
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cssary only in this lifc; when we see him as he is, we shall not need 
sacraments and signs, once we have obtained the reality.'·' So this 
unique and special bread is only necessary during this present time, 
and if now we receive it each day in particular, then we shall receive 
it continuously. ,.2 

The second way of understanding "bread" is to take it as refer
ring to God, that is, the Godhead. ,., "Blessed is anyone who eats 
bread in the kingdom of God" (Luke 14: \5). '44 "Human beings have 
eaten the bread of angels" (Ps. 77:25).'·' So "Give us this day," that 
is, so that we may be able to enjoy it in the kind of way that is pos
sible in this life. '46 

Thirdly, "bread" can be taken as referring to God's command
ments, '.7 which are the bread of wisdom. "Come, eat my bread," 
as wisdom says (Prov. 9:5). Anyone who seeks into the teachings of 
salvation,'" who keeps the precepts of wisdom, cats this bread. "My 
bread is to do the will of him who sent mc" (John 4:34). At prescnt'" 
these precepts are brcad, because it is with some difficulty that they 
are chewcd in our reflections on them and in our practice, but af
terward they will be drink, because they will nourish us without 
difficulty.149' 

Fourthly, "bread" can be taken literally as meaning bodily 
bread. "" Earlier the Lord said, "Hallowed be thy name"'" and 
"Thy will be done," wanting us to be heavenly in fulfilling God's 

141. This clause is u,ken frum L 
'42. Cf. Augusdnc.IkSrrmont Domin; II' .27 and the l\brginal GJu5S. 
"'3. Fur this inu:rprct3tion, d. Jerome. up. cit. 16.11, the l\b.rginal Gk)Ss :md Hugh 

of St. Cher, f.23· I" 

1+1. Fur the intl.!rprct:uion urthe bread:l.5 meaning God. cr, the l\larginal Gloss and 
Hugh of St. Chernn Luke '4:15. 

"'5. The bread (If angels is Christ: cr. Lnmb:ud's Gloss on Ps. 77:25 (PL 191:732A). 
1 .. 6. cr. Jerome. up. cit. I 6.11, interpreting the :apocryphal n:rsiun. "Give us wday 

tomUfnlW'S bread." 
147. For this interpretation, cr. the Marginal Gluss; Pcraldus (Tub'wdl, Early Domin-

;(O'U p.174) offcrs "tl.'<Iching" as onc meaning of "brcld." 
14R. This clause is taken from L. 
) .. w. Rl.>ading nunc for the manuscript non. 
14901. cr. Marginal Gloss on Matt .. 6:9, dcri\·l.'tl from Augustinc,lk Strmont Domini II 

10.37. 
ISO. This inlcrprctlltion is fa\'On'tl by Chrysostom,l/om. Mlllt. 19.5, and by Pseudo

ChrysusuHll, Op. Imp. in MIIII. 14 (PG 56:71), but it is als., mcminncd by Cyprian, up. cit. 
1'), and Jerume, "p. cit. I 6.11. both citing thc same text from I Tim. 6:8 that Thumas cites. 

IS I. "HaUU\\'l-d be thy name" is taken fmm L. 
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will; but mindful of our weakness he now teaches us to ask also for 
the temporal things which arc necessary to support life. 1S2 So he 
does not teach us to ask for anything splendid or superfluous, but 
to ask for what is needed. "Having nourishment and clothes to cover 
us, we are content with that" (I Tim. 6:8). This is how Jacob prayed: 
"If he gives me bread to eat and clothes to wear ... "(Gen. 28:20). 

He says "ollr bread" for two reasons, according to Chrysostom, 
to prevent people from appropriating temporal things to themselves: 
first, because nobody ought to eat bread obtained by stealing; they 
should eat bread that comes from their own labor. And secondly, 
the temporal boons which are given to us because of our need should 
be accepted in such a way that we share them with others. IS. "I have 
not eaten my morsel of bread alone" Qob 31: 17). 

Why is it that he says "supersubstantial"? IS. Augustine lS
' says, 

in his book on prayer to Proba, that it is because whatever is pre
eminent and primary in anything that belongs"· to our resources 
stands for all of it, and bread is what we most need. "The beginning 
of our life is water and bread" (Ecclus. 29:28). And this is what "su
persubstantial" means: bread is the prime instance of what we need 
and stands for all the essentials of life. ,,, 

But if we read "daily," there are two reasons for saying it, ac
cording to Cyprian.'" First, it is so that you will not seek temporal 
things on a long-term basis, because if you did you would be con
tradicting yourself. You said, "Thy kingdom come," but as long as 
we are in the body we are in exile from the Lord (2 Cor. 5:6), so if 
you say, "Thy kingdom come," and ask for long life, you are con
tradicting yourself. The second reason is to prevent superfluity, be
cause what is needed is enough for the day. So "daily" is directed 
against extravagant people who spend more on one dinner than 
would be necessary over many days. IS. 

152 . cr. Chrysostnm. op. cit. 19.5. 
15 3. Pscudn .. Chrysustom. up. cit . I4(PG 56:7134). cited by Hugh nfSt. Cher, f.24''' , 
tH. This scnrcncc is taken (rum L. 
155. Auguslinc. f.p UO.11.21 (PL )):502). 
156. Rc:uJingptrtintnlihus fur the manuscript parlicularihus. 
157. The Ian clause is t:lken frum L. 
158. cr. Cyprian. op. cit. 19-20, but the sl"Cund reason is almnst ccrt:linl~' taken, not 

frum Cypri:m. hut frum Pscutlu.·Chrysostom. op. cit. tof (PG 56:1 U) (cited by Hugh u( St . 
Chert f.24' !t), In L neither rcasnn is attrihuh.-d til any ;authority. 

159. The s..'Cnod n.'2sun is t .. '-en ,""S~nliall.\" (rum L. 
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But ifit is "our bread," why does it say, "Give us"? There are 
two reasons according to Chrysostom. First, temporal goods are 
held by good and bad people alike, 160 but not in the same way: good 
people have them to their profit, but bad people to their detriment, 
because they make bad use of them, so they are not "given" to bad 
people, because they abuse them, and this comes from the devil, not 
from God. And secondly,161 he says that it is like someone offering 
a loaf of bread to a priest for it to be blessed and then asking for it 
back. In such circumstances one could say, "Give me the bread 
which is mine; it is mine because I own it, give it to me by blessing 
it. "Itil 

He says "this day" because he did not want us to make it a long
term petition. 

But Augustine16' raises a question here. In what follows the 
Lord teaches us not to be anxious about temporal things. "Do not 
be anxious ... "(Matt. 6:31). So itlooks as if we ought nono pray 
for temporal things. But here he is teaching us to ask for them. 164 
Augustine's answer is that we can pray for everything that is law
fully desired, 1M because it is from God that we hope to receive what 
we desire and whatever we hope to receive from God can be asked 
for. And we can lawfully desire what we need for this life, not only 
enough to stay alive, but enough to meet the requirements of our 
position in lifc-a king needs more than a count; so it is lawful to 
ask for these things. 1M But desiring is not the same thing as being 
anxious about something, as if it were our final goal, and thatis what 
the Lord forbids, as will be explained later on. 167 

A further question arises about "Give us this day": it looks as 
if we ought to desire things for one day at a time. So all those who 
desire differently are sinning, and in that case human life will col
lapse, because no one will gather in the harvest in summer to provide 

160. This last clause is taken from L. 
161. "S(.'condlv" is taken from L. 
162. Reading ;anctijica/;one for the manuscript san(lijitalirmi. Pscudo-Chrysostom, op. 

cit. 14 (PC 56:713), cited by Hugh o(St. Cher. f.N'I>, 
163. The manuscript has aposto/us. 
1M. This sentence is taken from L. Augustine. DtStrmonr Domini II 7.25. 
165. This principle is repealed in 11.11 q.K3 3.6, where it is also ascribctlm Augustine; 

sec OU(C 7 (here. 
1M. This sentence is taken from L. 
167. AUbfUstinc, Ep. ) 10.6. 12 (PL B:.,98-9). 
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food for the winter. 16M SO we must say that the Lord did not intend 
to forbid people to take thought for the future; what he forbids is 
that we should anticipate things by presuming to worry before it is 
time. If some concern is laid upon you now, that is what you should 
be worrying about, not something that may become your respon
sibility in the future. 16') 

"And forgi\·e us." Here he begins to formulate the petitions 
which concern the taking away of evil, and he puts first the petition 
by which the single most important ill is taken away, namely guilt. 
So "And forgive us." It is shocking"" if someone who lives by the 
things of God lives against God. '" Sins are called "debts" because 
our sins put us under an obligation to God, like a debt. If you have 
taken something from someone, then you are bound in justice to re
turn it, and when you sin you are usurping something that belongs 
to God, because it is his right that every will should be aligned in 
accordance with his will; so you are stealing something from God 
and are bound to restitution. You pay your debt when you endure 
something in accordance with God's will contrary to your own will. 
"I forgave all your debt ... "(Matt. 18:32).172 So "forgive us our 
debts," that is, our sins. "Forgive me so that I may be refreshed" 
(Ps. 38: 14). 

This passage refutes two heresies, those of Pelagius and No
vatian. '" Pelagius said that some perfect people were able to live 
without sin during this life and to fulfil Ephesians 5:27, "To display 
for himself a glorious church without spot or wrinkle." But if this 
were the case, then there would be some people who could not say 
this prayer, whereas the Lord gave the prayer to all of us, and so we 

)68. This poim is pcrh:tps inspirt.'tl by r\ugustim:, Dt SmrtDnt Domini II 11.51, and 
Pscudo-Chrysnstum, up. cit. 14 (PG 56:71 J) (CitLxi by Hugh of St. Cher, U .. ·lo). 

169. Cf. Chr} sustom, 110m. Mati . 22.4, cih.-d more explicitly in Thomas' k"Cturcs un 
John (para. 1820 in the Marietti editiun). 

)70. Itcading indignum (supported by L) for the manuscript impugnllft. 
J 71. In the ,\larieni cd. (If L this sentence is ascril>l'tl (0 Jerome, but it has not been 

found in his wurks (cf. f)c)Zuis. an. cit. pAJ·). The manuscript" of L which I hnc USl.'tl has 
it/to, and there is no trace uf .my 3scription to Jerome in P, sO it was prohably :1 false clue all 
along. 

172. This citation is meOlnt only to show thOlt "dcbts" mcOlOS "sins"; it is uscd (ur this 
purpose in C~· prian, up. cit. 22. 

173. ;'\Ju\';atiOln is not named in L, and in the manuscript o( P he is n.'brularl~· cOllk"tl 
"Nu\·:nus." 
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all have some sin. 174 "The righteous will fall seven times a day" 
(Prov. 24: 16). "If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves" 
(I John 1:8). Novatian said that anyone who sins mortally after bap
tism cannot do penance, but in that case it would be useless for us 
to say, "Forgive us." And the Lord would not have taught us to ask 
unless he were willing to forgi\·e. '" "He gave them power to become 
children of God" (John I: 12), by adoption, that is, through grace, 
and this would not be true if sins were not forgiven. 17

• 

"As we too forgive our debtors." People can be debtors in two 
senses: either because they have sinned against us, or because they 
owe us money or something of the kind. '" We are not being urged 
to forgive the second sort of debt, but to forgive any sin whatsoever, 
even with the loss of our temporal goods. 17' It would be outrageous 
for me to ask God for mercy and not grant mercy to my fellow ser
vant. "One human being cherishes wrath against another and then 
asks for help from God" (Ecclus. 28:3). "Forgive your neighbor who 
harms you."I7,} 

But what are we to say of those who refuse to forgive, but still 
say the Our Father? It looks as if they ought never to say it, because 
they are lying. So it is reported that some people used to miss out 
the clause, "As we forgive our debtors." But this is faulted by Chry
sostom on two grounds: first, because it docs not respect the 
church's pattern in praying, and secondly, because no prayer is ac-

114, This sentence is (akt.'fl (rum L. 
175. This sentence is taken frum L. Cf. ChrysosUlm, up. cit. 19.5. 
176. This d:lUsc is taken from L. John 1:12 was takcn 10 refer [() the whole process 

)conling from the initial grace of coO\'crsion to our final :assumpdon into glnry (ef. Hugh (lfSt. 
Cher, ad Inc.), but if it is In suppor( Thumas' point here it has to be ukcn in a vcry strict 
sense: "To 3S many as ha\'c n:ccin-d him." i.e .• who arc ;tlre:u))' bclic\'crs. "he has gin'fl puwer 
to ht."Comc children uf God," i.e .. they 3rC nut 3t the mumcnt children of Gud (though they 
h3\'C alr\.-ady rcccin'ti him), therefore they must have fallen from grnce. therefure they can 
only becomc children uf God (again) hy ha\'ing postbaptismal sins forgi\·en. If Thomas was 
using this vcrse for this purposc. he \\ as pushing his luck! 

177. "Or something of thc kind" is t01ken from L. Cr. Hugh of St. Chcr. f.23···. 
17M. L Jus: "£\'1:0 if snmL"(Mlc's offense ag:tinst me is a matter of not p.1ying money. I 

am huuoo cu fnrgi\ e the offL'OSC. but nnt the ddlt." Hugh uf St. Cher says that if yuu arc 
perfect. you \\ ill let ) our dcbtor nff p1ymcnt as wcll 3S furgiving the sin. hut if yuu O1rc nOf: 
perfect. you can claim the muncy back (pruvidL'LI the dehtur can in fact P3Y it). And even 
Hugh's position is c(Jnsidernbly more "worldly" than th3t nf Augustine,lk ~(nnont Dami"i II 
H.2H. 

179. The manuscript just has dim;ur proximo, but it luuks as if O1nothcr text from Ec
clesiasticus is me;,",. ancJ Ecelus. IH:2 (Ttlinqlir proximol is the must likely. 
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ceptable to God if it docs not retain what Christ composed. 'so So 
we must maintain that people do not sin if they say the Our Father, 
whatever state of ill will and grave sin they may be in, because peo
ple in that situation should do whatever good they can, like alms
giving and prayers, which do not merit eternallife,lH' but do prepare 
the way for the recovery of grace. Nor is someone in this position 
lying, because the prayer is pronounced, not in the name of the in
dividual, but in the name of the whole church, and there is no doubt 
that the church forgives the debts of all those who are in the church. 
But a person in such a position loses the benefit of it, because only 
people who forgive gain the benefit. ,., 

Augustine raises the question whether it is only those who for
give offenses who are forgiven by the Lord.'" It looks as if this ben
efit is gained"· only by people who forgive offenses. But Augustine 
answers the question, as far as this particular discussion is con
cerned-love of enemies has been discussed above"'-by saying 
that God wants us to forgive offenses in the same way that he for
gives our guilt, and he does not forgive us unless we ask. , •• So any
one who is so disposed as to be ready to forgive anyone who asks 
pardon docs not lose the benefit, so long as in general he docs not 
hate anyone, as has been said above. I"' 

"And lead us not into temptation." Another text has a different 
petition, "Do not bring us into temptation," and there is another 

ISO, Pscudo-Chrysos(Um, or. cit. 14 (PC 56:7 H). citl:d by Hugh of St. Cher, f.Hv., 
181. This clause is from L. No works pcrformc.-d oU[ of:l state of grace can merit etcm:al 

life, according til the mlditiooaJ Augustinian doctrine, because merit is always the pmduct 
of grace. 

182. The Jll3nuscripc has sci; C'OnMfUnlurqu; fructum Jimj,lu",; I ha\'c transposc:tl qui and 
fruuum. 

18], This sentence is ukcn frum L. 
J 84. The manuscript has "om gained." 
185. On Man. 5:.f4. Thomas takes a much less hard line than AUb'Ustinc. which is no 

doubt why he specifics that he is using Augustine here only for a \'cry limited purpose, to 
csublish the principle dut nur practice of forgh'cncss should be modelled on th:JI of God. 
Augustine USL"$ the comm.mdmcnc du( we should m"e our enemies In pro"c (hat we )u"c to 
furgh'c c\'cn people" ho do not :l.sk for forgi\'encss. a conclusion whieh Thomas is reluctant 
ro endorse. 

186. I ha\'c corrt.'Cted the Icxt of P in the light of L. 
187. Augustinc. Dt Stmlont Domini II 8.29; but the IOCllS classicus is Encbiridion 19.73-

4. cited in Lomb:m1, III Stnl. d.lO.2 and Ilhilip the Chancellor, Summit dt Bono, l-d. cit. 
pp.72K-9. 
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reading, "Do not let us be led into temptation. "'". The interpreta
tion is as follows. God does not tempt anyone, although he allows 
us to be tempted. IHO And it does not say, "Do not permit us to be 
tempted," because temptation is useful. People are tempted so that 
they may become known to themselves and to other people; they are 
already known to God. "What does anyone know, who has not been 
tempted?" (Ecclus. 34:9). But being "led into temptation" means 
succumbing to temptation. '0" So it says, "Lead us not," that is, do 
not permit us to succumb. It is like someone saying, "I want to be 
warmed by the fire, but not burned. "'0' "God is faithful, who does 
not permit you to be tempted more than you can endure" (I Cor. 
10: (3). 

This petition makes nonsense of Pelagius' error on two points. 
He said that people could stand firm (which is not different from 
not succumbing to temptation) by their own free will, without 
God's help. He also claimed that it is not for God to change people's 
will. But if this were so, it would not say, "Lead us not into temp
tation," which is the same as saying, "Make us not consent to temp
tation." So it is in his power to change our will or not to change it. 
"It is God who works in us both to will and to do according to his 
good pleasure" (Phil. 2: (3). 

"But deliver us from evil." This is the last petition. "Deliver us" 
from past, present and future evil, '02 from the evil of guilt, of pun
ishment and of all ill. As Augustine says, every Christian in any 
kind of trouble pours out tears at these words and utters groans. '0' 
"Rescue me from my enemies, my God" (Ps. 58:2). "I myself will 
comfort you, who are you that you should be afraid?" (Is. 51: (2). 

"Amen," that is, "So be it" in Hebrew.'''' Nobody has been 

188. Rt!ading in/tTas for the manuscript inprra. The allt:gt.'d "crsion with lit sill/IS is un
known, but Cyprian, op. cit. 25, offers a \'ersion with nt po,ions, :md L implies that Thomas 
did refer to Cyprian fur something here. All thrt.'C ,'crsions arc in fact mcntiunt.'C.I by AUbrtls
tine, DtSmnont Domi,,; 119.30. 

189. cr. Augustine, DtStrmont Dom;,,; 119.30. 
190. This sentence is taken from L. cr. Augustine. DtSrrmont Domini 119.30. 
191. Augustine, Dt Smnont Dom;n; 119.32. 
192. cr. the prayer after the Lord's Prayer in the (old) text of the i\lass. 
193. AUb1lJstinc, Ep. 130,11.2 t (PL 33:5(2). 
194. "In Hebrew" is taken from L. 
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willing to translate it, out of reverencc, becausc the Lord frequcntly 
used thc word. By it we arc given confidencc that we shall obtain 
what we pray for, prO\'ided we observe all that has been said and 
are the kind of people who forgive and so on. '95 

In the Greek'% three more phrases are added, on which Chry
sostom commcnts:'v, first, "For thine is the kingdom," thcn "and the 
powcr and thc glory, Amcn." And thcsc corrcspond to three earlicr 
phrascs: "Thine is thc kingdom" to "Thy kingdom comc," "thc 
powcr" to "Thy will be donc" and "thc glory" to "Our Fathcr" and 
to evcrything else which relatcs to God's honor. Altcrnatively, it is 
tantamount to: "You can do these e1cvated things bccausc you are a 
king, and so no onc can hindcr you;"'" yours is thc powcr, so you 
can givc a kingdom, and yours is thc glory, so 'Not to us, Lord, not 
to us, but to your name givc the glory' "(Ps. 113:9).''''' 

"For if you forgive .... "The Lord attachcd a condition in his 
praycr, "Forgivc us as wc too forgive," and this condition might 
scem burdcnsomc to people, so the Lord explains the rcason for it. 
And in this conncetion hc docs two things: first, he shows that this 
condition is profitablc, then sccondly, hc shows that it is necessary. 
It is profitablc becausc by it wc obtain the forgivencss of our sins: 
"If you forgivc othcr pcoplc their sins," by which thcy have sinncd 
against you, "thcn your hcavenly Father will also forgive you your 
trcspasses," which you have committcd against him. "Forgivc your 
ncighbor who harms you and thcn whcn you pray your sins will be 
forgivcn" (Ecclus. Z8:Z). 

But noticc that hc says, "If you forgivc .... " As long as hu
man bcings li\'C innoccntly thcy are gods, "" but whcn thcy sin thcy 
fall into the human condition: "I said to you, 'You arc gods' ... but 
you will die like human beings" (Ps. 81 :6-7).21" So you, who arc 
gods and spiritual pcople, arc to forgivc sinful human beings. Again, 
not icc that hc says, "Our Fathcr who art in thc heavcns." Thc cause 

195. This clause is uken frum L. Cf. Marginal Gloss on .\bl( , 6-9. 
11J6. L ~~·s "Gn..'ck," hut P has "Hebrew. It 
191. Pscudu .. ChrysU5[Om. up. cit. 14 (PC 56!7 14), in Hugh neSt. Cher, r.H ", 
198. 'rhe manuscript simply has tl idro II"I/US potCSI; I h3\'Cgucsscd what the completion 

nf the clause \\ as mc:mt tn he. 
19') , L's rrporlaJID hrc:aks nff 31 this puint . 
20ll The Latin text of ,\101ft . 6:14-5 h35 bomillibus ("human heings"), which is picked 

up in the comment, hut I ha\'c mlnsl:ucd it "other pc..·uplc" to make it less UR\\icldy. 
201. cr. Jcmmc. up. cit. I tU-f. 
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of the offenses which occur among people is always to do with some
thing earthly, so heavenly people who have a Father in heaven ought 
to be free of all quarrels over earthly things. "Be merciful as your 
Father is merciful ... " (Luke 6:36). 

This condition is also necessary, because without it there is no 
forgiveness of sins, because "if you do not forgive .... " And this 
is not surprising, because no sin can ever be forgiven without char
ity. "Charity covers all faults" (Prov. 10:12). !fyou have hatred for 
your brethren, you are not in charity and so your sin is not forgiven. 
"One human being cherishes wrath against another and then asks 
for help from God" (Ecclus. 28:3). "There is judgment without 
mercy for anyone who does not practice mercy" (James 2: \3). 

But one might think, if this is so and offenses are to be forgiven, 
that the church sins when she does not forgive. We must say that 
she would sin if she did not forgive a sinner who asked for pardon. 
If the sinner docs not ask"" for pardon and she docs not forgive be
cause of hatred, then she sins, but if it is for the good of the sinner 
or of other people, to avoid encouraging them to evil ways, that is, 
then she does not sin. 

202. Reading ~/1l1 for the manuscript pmlli. 
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Summa Theologiae II.!! 

Question 83 

ext we must consider prayer, and this raises seventeen questions: 
(I) Is prayer an act of our appetitive power or of our cognitive 

power? 
(2) Is it appropriate to pray to God? 
(3) Is prayer an act of religion? 
(4) Should we only pray to God? 
(5) Should we ask for particular things when we pray? 
(6) Should we ask for temporal things in prayer? 
(7) Should we pray for other people? 
(8) Should we pray for our enemies? 
(9) The seven petitions in the Lord's Prayer. 

(10) Is prayer peculiar to rational creatures? 
(I I) Do the saints in heaven pray for us? 
(12) Ought prayer to be vocal? 
(13) Is attentiveness necessary for prayer? 
(14) Ought prayer to go on for a long time? 
(15) Is prayer meritorious? 
(16) Do sinners obtain anything from God by praying? 
(17) The kinds of prayer. 

I. Is pn,yer an act of our appetitive power?' 

Prayer appears to be an act of our appetitive power: 
(I) It is prayer's business to be heard, but what is heard by God is 

I. I.e .. is prayer simply ;a maUl'f of desire, Of is it essentially an activity of n:ason? 
Nutice that the ()llcstion has changed slightly since the commentary on the Sentences, where 
Thomas asks whether pr:1ycr is an acti,'ity of our affced\c pan; by now 'rhomas app:arcntly 
dues not consider the affecti,'c vicw of prayer to be e\'en worth discussing. 
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desire: "The Lord heard the desire of the poor. H' Therefore 
prayer is desire. And desiring is an act of our appetitive power, 
so prayer must be so too. 

(2) Dionysius says, "Before all we do it is useful to begin with 
prayer, handing ourselves over to God and uniting ourselves 
with him. H' But union with God is the result of love, which be
longs to our appetitive power. So prayer belongs to our appeti
tive power. 

(3) The philosopher lays down that the intellectual part of us has 
two different kinds of activity. The first is the understanding of 
simple units of meaning, that is to say, grasping what each thing 
is. The second is making or breaking connections, that is to say, 
grasping that something is or is not the case. Then there is also 
a third activity, reasoning, that is, mO\'ing from what we know 
to what we do not know.' Prayer docs not fall within any of these 
activities, so it is not an act of our intellectual power, but of our 
appetitive power. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Isidore says, "Praying (orare) is the same as talking. H' And talk

ing is a matter of the intellect. So prayer is not an act of our ap
petitive power, but of our intellectual power. 

REPLY 

As Cassiodorus says on Psalm 38, prayer (oralio) is so called as 
being the mouth's reason (oris ralio)." Now the difference between 
speculative and practical reason is that speculative reason simply 
grasps things, whereas practical reason causes things as well as 
grasping them. And there are two ways in which one thing causes 
another. It may be a full-fledged cause of something, in that it makes 

2. Psalm 9:38. 
J. A p,:u:lphrasc of Diunysius. DN J.I (PG 3:6801» . 
... This account of the three intcllcccual .. cti\'itiL-s (ollows the l>cginning of the proc

mium tn Thomas' cnmrmntary on "rislatlc's Prn IItrmtntias almust vcrb3tim (and the com
mentary is more or less exactly contemporary with the S«untlll Srcundar); in the commentary 
Thumas cites Aristotle, Dr Animo 3.6 (43na2~8) for the "cwu" intclk-c1U313cth'itics. 

S. Isidore. EtY'flOlog;llt 10.195. Isidore is commenting on orator in its cl:l.ssical sense and 
his cummcnt is not mt.":lnt 10 have anYlhing It) do with orat;o in the: sense of "prayer." 

6. Gtssic,uurus, Expot. in PJII/I. 39. , ... H5 tit. (ilL 10:1HSC, 6IOC). 
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it inevitable that that particular thing will result, but for this to hap
pen the effect must be entirely within the power of that cause. Or 
one thing may cause another in a less complete way in the sense that 
it just prepares the way for something, when the effect is not totally 
within the power of the c1ause. 7 So reason also can be the cause of 
things in two ways. In some cases it makes it necessary for some
thing to result: it is in this way that it belongs to reason not only to 
give orders to our own lower powers and to our bodily limbs, but 
also to other people who are subject to us; this is done by giving 
orders. In other cases reason can only try to induce something to 
happen, preparing the way, as it were, for something to happen: in 
this way reason asks for something to be done by people who are not 
subject to us, whether they are our equals or our superiors. But both 
giving orders and asking or entreating imply a certain arranging of 
things, a planning to bring about something by using certain means, 
and so they are the concern of reason, since arranging things is a 
rational activity. This is why the philosopher says that "reason en
treats us toward what is best. ". And it is in this sense that we are 
here discussing oralio, as meaning a kind of entreaty or petition, in 
line with Augustine's comment that "prayer is a kind of petition. ". 
And Damascene also says that "prayer is a petition made to God for 
things that are fitting. "IU Thus it is clear that prayer (oralio in the 
sense presently under discussion) is an act of our reason. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) The Lord is said to hear the desire of the poor either inasmuch 

as it is desire that prompts their petition, since petition is a kind 
of presentation of desire, or in order to show how quickly he 
hears, inasmuch as God hears the poor before they formulate 
their prayer, while it is still only a desire in their hearts. "Before 
they call, I will hear them" (Is. 65:24). 

(2) As we have already said, II the will activates the reason to move 

7. The weaker kind uf cause causes dispontnJo; Thumas discusses causa dupontn! in his 
cummcnt:ary un Mtloph. V (p:lf:l. 767 in the ,\taricni cdittno): it is a kind uf C:luse which "prc
p,ues the matc..-rial." The fire C::IO ublige the "':uer to buil, Ixu it can nnly "dispose" it rur lx:ing 
m:u.Jc inlo Ica. 

H. f.·,b. ,vic. III Il (11021>16). 
9. Nn rc(tn.'nee in Augustine has heen identified. hut cr. Isidore. Elym. 6.19.59 fur a 

\'cry similar text. 
10. Dt FiJt OrlbodoxQ tiM. I. cd. Buytacn p.267. 
II. cr. Summa Tbtnl. J q.R2 3 .... 1.11 (1.93.1. 
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toward its own goal, so there is nothing to stop an act of reason, 
instigated by the will, aiming at the goal of charity, namely 
union with God. And there arc two senses in which prayer, 
moved by charity in the will, aims at God: with reference to the 
object of petition, inasmuch as the chief thing we should ask for 
in prayer is that we may be united with God, as it says in Psalm 
26:4, "One thing I have asked for from the Lord and this is what 
I will seck, to dwell in the Lord's house all the days of my life. "Il 
Secondly, with reference to the person praying, a petitioner has 
to approach the person to whom the petition is to be made; if we 
are asking another human being for something, this means ap
proaching physically, but to ask God for something we have to 
approach him in our minds. So Dionysius, in the same passage, 
says that "when we call upon God in our prayers, we are present 
to him with our minds unveiled . "" And in this sense Damascene 
says that prayer is "an ascent of the mind to God. "H 

(3) The three acti\'ities listed all belong to speculath'e reason; but 
practical reason has the further role of causing something either 
by gi\'ing orders or by petition, as we have already said. 

fl. Is it appropriate to pray? 

On the face of it, it is not appropriate to pray: 
(I) Prayer seems to be needed to give information about what we 

want to the person \\'e are asking for something. But, as it says, 
"Your Father knows that you need all these things. "I SO it is not 
appropriate to pray to God. 

(2) Prayer is a way in which we change the mind of the person to 
whom we are praying, so that he will do what is being asked of 
him. But God's mind cannot be changed or deflected. "Fur
thermore he who triumphs in Israel will not spare, nor will he 
be deflected by any repentance. '" So it looks as if it is not ap
propriate to pray to God. 

12 . In Lum!,ard's Glnss (PL 19J :270J\) this petitinn is interpreted as meaning "unc 
thing I h:t\'c 3skL'ti (ur. n:lmel.,' God himself." 

Il. IJN l.1 (I'G l ,6HOU). 
14. D3masccnc, lt~. cit. 
I. ~1au. 6:32 . 
2, I Sam. 15 :29; the context maL.cs it dear that the meaning is that GlKi is not guing 

In rcpc.'1lt and change his mind. 
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(3) It is more generous to give something without waiting to be 
asked than it is to give something to someone who asks for it. As 
Seneca says, "The highest price you can pay for something is 
the price of your prayers. "l But God is extremely generous. So 
it is apparently not appropriate that we should pray to God. 

On the other hand: 
(a) "One should pray always and not give up. ". 

REPLY 

Among the ancients there were three different kinds of mistake 
made about prayer. 

Some people maintained that human affairs are not governed 
by divine providence, and it follows from this view that it is futile 
to pray and indeed to worship God at all. Of them it says, "You have 
said, 'Anyone who serves God is a fool.' '" 

Secondly, there is the opinion of those who maintained that 
everything comes about by necessity, including human affairs, 
either because of the unchangingness of God's providence or be
cause of the absolute control of the stars or because of the way in 
which causes are linked together.· This view leaves no room for 
prayer to be useful. 

Thirdly, there is the opinion that human affairs are governed 
by divine providence and that they do not come about by necessity; 
but then people went on to say that the arrangements of God's prov
idence could be altered and that God's providence is changed by 
prayers and other features of divine worship. 

All these views have been rejected. 7 So what we have to do now 
is find some way of indicating the usefulness of prayer which neither 

3. lk Btnrficiis II I .... 
4. Luke 18:1. 
5. Malachi ]:14. 
6. I.e., the three obvious kinds of determinism: thc.'olugical determinism (what is 

wilk'tl by God must of necessity tr:mspirc), astrological determinism and physical determin
ism. 

7. In I q.22 3.2 ad '* Thomas has shown that human affairs arc gm·crnt .. 'tI by prcwi
denee, and in I '1.22 3.4 he has argut:d that pn)\'idcncc docs nm exclude contingency and [rloc 
will. In I q.IIS 3.6 astrological determinism is rcfutt..-d and in the process physical determin
ism is also cxcludt..-d. 
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makes out that human affairs, in being governed by divine provi
dence, are all subject to necessity nor supposes that God's plans can 
be changed. 

We can shed light on the problem by bearing in mind that di
vine providence does not merely arrange what effects are to occur; 
it also arranges the causes of these effects and the relationships be
tween them. And among other causes, some things are caused by 
human acts. So human beings have to do certain things, not so as to 
change God's plan by their acts, but in order to bring about certain 
effects by their acts, according to the pattern planned by God. The 
same thing applies also to natural causes.· Similarly in the case of 
prayer we do not pray in order to change God's plan, but in order 
to obtain by our prayers those things which God planned to bring 
about by means of prayers, in order, as Gregory says, that our 
prayers should entitle us to receive what almighty God planned 
from all eternity to give us." 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(J) We do not have to present our prayers to God in order to disclose 

to him our needs and desires, but in order to make ourselves re
alize that we need to have recourse to his help in these matters. 

(2) As we have already said, our prayer is not designed to change 
God's plan; the purpose of prayer is to obtain by our entreaties 
what God has already planned. 

(3) God gives us many things out of sheer generosity, without being 
asked. The reason why he wants to give us some things in re
sponse to our petition is that it is profitable for us to acquire a 
certain confidence in running to him and to recognize that he is 
the source of all that is good for us. So Chrysostom says, "Con
sider what a joy is granted you, what glory is bestowed upon 
you, that you can speak with God in your prayers, that you can 
engage in conversation with Christ and plead for whatever you 
want, whatever you desire. "10 

8. In I q.22 a.3 and 3.4 Thomas has shown hOlA' dh'inc prm'idencearrangcs both causes 
ami effects, so due secomIary causes rc3l1y do C'Of1lrioou! 10 the production of their effects. 

9. cr. DiDI. 1.8 (PL 77:188B). 
10. This ttxt is quoted from a longer passage dted by Thomas in the Cauna Aurta on 

Luke 18: I; its source Jus not been identified. 
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III. Is prayer an act of religion? 

Prayer appears not to be an act of religion: 
(I) Religion is part of the virtue of justice and, as such, it is located 

in the will. But prayer, as we have seen, concerns the intellectual 
part of us. So prayer appears to be an activity of the gift of un
derstanding, by which the mind rises toward God, rather than 
an act of religion. 

(2) Acts of worship fall under the constraint of a precept. But it does 
not look as if prayer falls under any such constraint; it surely 
originates simply in our free will, since all it is is a petition for 
things that we want. So prayer appears not to be an act of reli
gIon. 

(3) It is the business of the virtue of religion to make us offer wor
ship and sacred rites to the divine nature. But prayer does not 
seem to offer anything to God; instead it seeks to obtain some
thing from him. So prayer is not an act of religion. 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says, "Let my prayer be directed like incense in your sight," 

on which the Gloss says that "as an image of this, under the Old 
Law, incense was said to be offered as a sweet smell to the 
Lord. '" But this kind of thing belongs to the virtue of religion, 
so prayer too is an act of religion. 

REPLY 

As we said above,' the proper business of religion is offering 
reverence and honor to God, and so any way in which reverence is 
offered to God is part of religion. And by praying we offer God rev
erence, inasmuch as we subject ourselves to him and profess, by 
praying, that we need him as the author of all that is good for us. 
So prayer is obviously and properly an act of religion. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As has already been said,' the will moves the other powers of 

J. Psalm 140:2, with Lomhard's Gloss (PL 191:1235C), referring rather \'agucly to 
Exod. Z9. 

2. 11.11 q.81 a.I, citing Cicero, lk InfJt1J/;ont II 53.161. 
l. I q.8Z 3.4. 
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the soul in view of its own goal, and this is how religion, located 
in the will, directs the acts of our other powers in view of giving 
reverence to God. And of all the other powers of the soul the 
most ele\'ated and the one which is nearest to the will is the in
tellect. Therefore after devotion, which concerns the will itself, 
prayer, which belongs to our intellectual part, is the most im
portant act of religion, as by it religion moves our intellect 
toward God. 

(2) Not only is asking for what we desire a matter of precept, so is 
desiring rightly. Desiring falls within the scope of the com
mandment of charity, but asking comes under the command
ment found in Matthew, "Ask and you will receive,'" and this 
is a commandment concerning religion. 

(3) By praying we hand over our own minds to God, subjecting 
them to him in reverence and in a way presenting them to him; 
this is shown by the text from Dionysius. S So since the human 
mind is superior to all the external things which are put to God's 
service, whether our own bodily members or anything else, 
prayer excels all other acts of religion. 

IV. Should we only pray to God? 

It looks as if we should only pray to God: 
(I) Prayer, as we have seen, is an act of religion, and it is only God 

who should be worshipped by religion. So it is only to God that 
we should pray. 

(2) It is a waste of time addressing a prayer to someone who has no 
knowledge of our prayer. And it is only God who knows our 
prayers, for two reasons. First, prayer is often more a matter of 
an interior activity than a matter of speaking anything aloud, in 
line with what the apostle says: '" will pray with the spirit, 'will 
also pray with the mind. "I And interior acts like this are known 
only to God. Secondly, as Augustine says, the dead, even the 
saints, do not know what the living are doing, not even their own 
children. 2 So we should address prayer only to God. 

of. Actu:.lly John J6:N. 
5. The reference is (() the text cieed in 3.1 :wJ 2. 
I. I Cor. 14:1,5. 
2. Interlinear Gloss nn Isaiah 63: 16. b3SCd on Augustine. Df CUra pro Mor/uu Gtrtnu 

16.19 (PL 40:6(6) with an eye un ibid. 11.16 (PL .fO:6tH), 
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(3) If we do address prayer to some of the saints, that is only inas
much as they are united with God. But some people living in 
this world and also the souls in purgatory are closely united with 
God by grace, but we do not pray to them. So we ought not to 
pray to the saints in paradise either. 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says in Job 5: I, "Call and see if there is anyone who will an

swer you, turn to one of the saints." 

REPLY 

There are two senses in which we address a prayer to someone: 
we may want them to fulfill our prayer, or we may want them to 
obtain for us the fulfilment of our prayer. In the first sense prayer 
is addressed to God alone, because all our prayers ought to aim ul
timately at the acquisition of grace and glory, and they are given by 
God alone: "The Lord will give grace and glory. '" But in the second 
sense we address prayer to the angels and the saints, not because we 
want them to let God know what we want, but because we want our 
petitions to be successful through their intercession and merits. 
That is why it says, "The smoke of the incense rose up before God 
from the prayers of the saints, from the hand of the angel. ". The 
church's practice in prayer also teaches us the same lesson: we ask 
the Holy Trinity to have mercy on us, but we ask all the other holy 
ones to pray for us.' 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) When we pray we are offering worship, in accordance with the 

virtue of religion, only to him from whom we seck to obtain 
what we are asking for, because in praying we profess him to be 
the author of all that is good for us. We are not offering worship 
to the people we invoke as our intercessors before God. 

(2) The dead, if we take into account only their own natural state, 
do not know what is going on in this world, and in particular 
they do not know the inner movement of our hearts. But, as 

], Psalm Hl:t2. 
4. Apoc. 8:4. 
s. cr. the Litany of the Saints, containing b()(h "Holy Trinity, one God. h:l.\'c mercy 

un us .. and innumerable im'oc:ltions of the form. "St. Pc:u:r. pray for us." 
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Gregory says; the blessed are shown in the Word whatever it 
is proper for them to know of our affairs, even the inner move
ments of our hearts; and it is especially proper to their exalted 
condition that they should know the petitions that are addressed 
to them, whether expressed aloud or made only in someone's 
heart. So the petitions which we address to them are known to 
them because God reveals them to them. 

(3) People in this world or in purgatory do not yet enjoy the vision 
of the Word which would enable them to know what we are 
thinking or saying, and so we do not beg for their intercession 
by praying, but, in the case of the living, we ask for their in
tercession by talking to them. 

v. Should we ask God for parricular rhings when we pray? 

It looks as if we ought not to ask God for anything in particular 
when we pray: 
(I) As Damascene says, "Prayer is a petition made to God for things 

which are fitting," so any prayer asking for something which is 
not helpful will have no effect. "You ask and do not receive, be
cause you ask badly.'" But, as it says, "We do not know what to 
pray for as we ought. '" Therefore we ought not to ask for any
thing in particular in prayer. 

(2) If you ask someone for something specific, you are trying to in
fluence that person's will to do what you want. But our aim 
should not be to make God want what we want, but rather to 
make ourselves want what he wants, as the Gloss says on Psalm 
32: I.' So we should not ask God for anything in particular when 
we pray. 

(3) We should not ask God for anything evil and, when it comes to 
good, God is inviting us. And it is futile to ask people for some-

6. Cf. Grt.'gory. Mar. 12.21.26 (PL 75:999B). t]u()(cd in I ".89 a.8, hut the point is 
made in langu:lgc that (mcs more to later discussions such as Lombard. IV StnJ. d.4S ch.6, 
and William of Auxcrrc, Summa ...lurta III 27.6, to-d. cit. (l.S4], than it docs to Gregory. 

I. James 4:3. 
2. Romans 8:26. 
3. Lombard's Gloss (PI.. 191 :325D) interprets rtfl; as meaning "those who direct their 

heans according 10 the \\ ill of God. which is the norm, preferring the will of him who is better 
than they arc to their own \\ ill. " 
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thing they are inviting you to accept. So there is nothing specific 
that we should ask God for in prayer. 
On the other hand: 

(a) The Lord taught his disciples to ask specifically for the things 
contained in the petitions in the Lord's Prayer. 

REPLY 

As Maximus Valerius tells us, "Socrates thought we should ask 
nothing more from the immortal gods except that they would grant 
us good things, because they know what is good for each individual, 
whereas we often ask for things it would be better for us not to ob
tain. ". In some ways this view is correct, at least so far as those 
things are concerned which can turn out badly and which we can 
use badly or well, such as wealth which, as he goes on to say, "has 
been a disaster for many people, and honors which have ruined peo
ple, and kingdoms which we often see coming to a wretched end, 
and splendid marriages which sometimes completely destroy fami
lies. '" But there are some things which we cannot use badly, things 
which cannot turn out badly: the things by which we are made 
blessed or by which we earn beatitude. The saints ask for these 
things unconditionally when they pray: "Show us your face and we 
shall be saved, ". or "Lead me in the way of your commandments. ", 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Although of ourselves we do not know what we ought to pray 

for, the Spirit, as the same text says, helps our weakness by in
spiring us with holy desires and so making us plead rightly." 
This is why the Lord says that true worshippers must worship 
"in spirit and in truth. "Y 

(2) When we ask for things in prayer which arc rele,'ant to our sal
vation, then we arc conforming our wills to the will of God, of 
which it says that "he wills everyone to be saved. "10 

oJ. Valerius ~1aximus. Faua rf DicllJ Mtmorobi/;Q VII 2.6 Exl. I. 
S. Ihid. 
6. Psalm 79:4. 
7. PS:llm 118:35. 
R. Romans 8:26, on which Ihe ~Iarginal Gluss and Lombard's Gloss (Pl 191:I+HA) 

say that the Holy Spirit pleads in the sense tholt he makes us plc:ul 
9. JohnHl. 
10. I Tim. 2: ... 
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(3) God invites us to good, but we move to accept it, not by taking 
bodily steps, but by pious desires and devout prayers." 

VI. Should we ask God for temporal things in prayer? 

It seems that we should not ask God for temporal things in 
prayer: 
(I) What we ask for in prayer we are seeking, and we are not meant 

to seek temporal things: it says, "Seek first the kingdom of God 
and its righteousness and all these things (temporal things, that 
is) will be added for you. '" They are not to be sought, it says,' 
they are to be added to what is sought. So temporal things 
should not be asked for when we pray to God. 

(2) People only ask for things when they are concerned about them. 
But we are not meant to have any concern about temporal 
things. As it says, "Do not be concerned about your life, about 
what you are going to eat. ,,' So we ought not to ask for temporal 
things in prayer. 

(3) Our minds should be raised to God by our prayer, but if we ask 
for temporal things they descend to matters that are beneath 
them, contrary to what the apostle says, "Not looking at what 
is seen, but at what is not seen; for what is seen is temporal, but 
what is not seen is eternal. ". So we ought not to ask God for 
temporal things when we pray. 

(4) We should only ask God for things that are good and for things 
that are useful.' But sometimes temporal things are harmful 

11. The nbjL'CttUn was thai there docs not st."C'm to be anything in p:lrticul'1r to asl; fur: 
we should not :ask (ur ;m)'lhing bad :and God has got in first wilh respect to cVt'fylhing gond 
hy im'iting us to accept il. Thomas' answer n.'Sts on the principle that pr:l}'cr is nne of the 
\\'3)'S in which we make oursch'cs able to recei\'e God's gifts: cf. Augustine, Enll". in Pl. 
102.10 (PL 37: 13201), "Gnd wants to give, but he only gives to one who asks, to make sure he 
docs nut gi\'e 10 sumcunc who cannot rcech'c." 

I. Malt. 6:33. 
2. The Inccrlinc..·;ar Glus5 un .\bu. 6;H interprets it as imJic:ltiny th:u lcmponllhings 

arc nllt en be sought at all. 
1. ,\tatt.6:25. 
of. 2 Cor. of:IH. 
S. BOlUland ulilia: i.c .• following "ugustinc's distinction. things which com be trcatt.'<I 

as ends (meaning. strictly. things If) dn with hea\'en) :and things which :ne useful as k~ding 
(0 nur b't .... J. hut which must not lH: trc..'2ft.'tI as ends in thdr m\'O right. 
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when we have them, not only spiritually but even temporally. 
So they should not be prayed for. 
On the other hand: 

(a) It says, "Give me just the necessities of life. ". 

REPLY 

As Augustine says, it is lawful to pray for what it is lawful to 
desire. 7 And it is lawful to desire temporal things, not as an end in 
themselves or as our primary object, but as supports which help us 
on our way toward beatitude, inasmuch as they serve to sustain our 
bodily life and play an instrumental role in our virtuous deeds, as 
the philosopher also says.' Therefore it is legitimate to pray for tem
poral things. And this is what Augustine says. "If you want enough 
to live off and no more, there is nothing wrong in that; and you do 
not want it for its own sake, but for your bodily health and to secure 
circumstances that suit your position, so that you will not be out of 
place among the people you have to live with. If you have these 
things, you should pray to keep them, and if you do not have them, 
you should pray to get them."" 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) Temporal things are to be sought, not as our primary object, but 

in second place. So Augustine says, "In saying that the former 
(the kingdom of God) should be sought first, he indicated that 
the latter (temporal goods) should be sought afterward-mean
ing that they come afterward in rank, not in time. The former 
is sought as a good, the latter only as something we need. "III 

(2) What is forbidden is not absolutely any concern about temporal 
things, but an exaggerated concern for them, outside the proper 
context, as explained above. II 

6. Pro\'erbs 30:8. 
7. This is not :I. genuine quot3tion from Augustine .:md is, in f3ct, almost :1 quotation 

(rom Thomas himsclf(IV Sml. d.IS qA 01.4 U); :tIl hough Augustine usually spt.'2L:s r31hcr Jess 
positi\'ely about prayer for temporal things. Thomas' general principle can be inferred (rum 
Augustine. Ep. 130, which deals with what it is right to desire and what it is right to pray fur 
in landem. 

8. Elb. Ni<. 18.9.15 (l099.1I-b2). 
9. Ep. 110.6.12-7.13 (PL 330498-9). 
10. Dt Strmont Domin; II 16.H. 
I J. PrcsurTl3bly Thomas is referring 10 the discUSSKm in this \'cry ;miclc. I ha\'e tr2ns· 
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(3) When our mind turns to temporal things in order to rest in them, 
then it does remain weighed down in them. But when it turns 
to them with a view to attaining beatitude, far from being 
weighed down by them it rather raises them Up.12 

(4) By the sheer fact that we are not asking for temporal things as if 
they were what we primarily wanted, but only in view of some
thing else, what we are asking for is that God will grant them to 
us only in so far as they help our salvation. 

VII. Should we pray (or other people? 

It appears that we ought not to pray for other people: 
(I) When we pray we ought to follow the pattern which the Lord 

gave us, and in the Lord's Prayer we make petitions for our
selves, not for others: "Give us this day our daily bread," and so 
on. So we ought not to pray for other people. 

(2) The point of praying is to be heard. But one of the conditions 
required for prayer to be heard is that people should be praying 
for themselves. So on the text, "If you ask the Father for any
thing in my name, he will give it to you," Augustine says, "Peo
ple are all heard on their own behalf, but not on behalf of 
everyone; that is why it docs not simply say, 'He will give it,' it 
says, 'He will give it to you.' '" So it seems that we should not 
pray for other people, but only for ourselves. 

(3) We are forbidden to pray for other people if they are wicked: 
"Do not pray for this people and do not get in my way, because 
I will not listen to you. ,,' And there is no need to pray for good 
people, because they can pray for themselves and have their 
prayers heard. So it looks as if we ought not to pray for other 
people. 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says, "Pray for one another that you may be saved. ,,' 

lalt."t.I i"ordimlfll "out of context": it refers to :I desire for temporal things that is not properly 
"orocrl'tl" rn desire for the kingdom of God. 

12. The \'3rianl "it is rather raisl-d up" (:ldoptL'ti in the Ladn text of the Blackfriars 
Summll. though nut in the: translation) srcms Jess com·jnting. 

I. John 16:23; AUl,rustinc, Tract . itt /0, Ev. 102.1. 
2. Jcrcmi:1h 7:16, 
1. J'mI.~ U6. 
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REPLY 

As we have already said, we should pray for whatever we 
should desire. And we ought to desire good things not only for our
selves, but also for others. This is an essential part of the love we are 
meant to bestow on our neighbors, as we have seen above.· There
fore charity requires us to pray for other people. So Chrysostom 
says, "We are forced by need to pray for ourselves, but we are urged 
to pray for others by fraternal charity. And in God's eyes a prayer 
that is commended by fraternal charity is more pleasing than one 
which comes from need. '" 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Cyprian says, "The reason for our saying 'Our Father' and 

not 'My Father' and 'Give us,' not 'Give me,' is that the teacher 
of unity did not want prayer to be made in a state of isolation, 
with everyone praying only for themselves; he wanted one per
son to pray for all, just as he bore all of us in himself alone. "6 

(2) Praying for oneself is laid down as a condition which is needed 
if there is to be any certainty of the prayer being granted, but it 
is not a necessary condition for prayer being meritorious. It 
sometimes happens that we do not obtain what we are praying 
for for someone else, in spite of the fact that we are praying 
piously, perseveringly and for things relevant to salvation, be
cause there is an obstacle in the person we are praying for. "Even 
if Moses and Samuel were to stand before me, my heart is not 
toward this people.'" Nevertheless this kind of prayer will be 
meritorious for the person praying, who is praying out of char
ity: "My prayer will return to my bosom," on which the Gloss 
says, "That is, even if my prayer does not benefit them, never
theless I am not cheated of my reward. ". 

(3) We should pray even for sinners, that they may be converted, 
and for the righteous, that they may persevere and make prog
ress. But our prayers are only heard for some sinners, not for all; 
they are heard for those who are predestined, but not for those 

-I. cr. 11.11 <1.lla.1. 
5. Pscudo.Chrysnstom. Op. lmp. in Mall. H.9 (PG 56:711), 
6, Cyprian. Dt Ora/;onr Dom;"ica 8. 
7. Jercmi:ah 15:1. 
H. Ps:alm)of; 13. with the 100crlinc.,r Glnss. 
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whose death is foreknown by God. y It is the same as with fra
ternal correction, which has an effect on the predestined, but not 
on the reprobate. "No one can correct someone whom God des
pises. "III This is why it says, "If you know your brother is com
mitting a sin which is not fatal, you should ask and life will be 
given to the one who is sinning, but not fatally. "II But since we 
cannot distinguish between the predestined and the reprobate, 
as Augustine says, and so should not deny anyone the benefit of 
fraternal correction, on the same basis we should not deny any
one the help of our prayers." 
There are three reasons why we should pray for the righteous. 

First, because when many people pray, their prayers are heard all 
the more readily, as the Gloss on Romans 15:30 says: "The apostle 
does well to ask for the prayers of people who are inferior to him, 
because when many who are of little account come together in una
nimity they become great, and it is impossible that the prayers of 
many should fail to obtain what they are praying for,"" provided, 
of course, that they are praying for something that can be granted. 
Secondly, it is so that many people will give thanks to God for the 
blessings bestowed on the righteous, which also do good to many 
others, as the apostle makes clear.'· Thirdly, it is to prevent the 
great becoming proud at the thought that they do not need the in
tercessions of lesser folk. 

VIII. Should we pray for our enemies? 

It appears that we ought not to pray for our enemies: 
(I) It says in Romans 15:4 that "whatever is written is written for 

our instruction." And in sacred scripture there are a lot of curses 

9. In the classic terminology . those who arc tn he s:&\'cd arc "predestined" by Goo, 
while those \\ hu arc going Iu be damned arc said tn be "foreknown," not "prcdcstint:d." 

10. Ecclesiastes 1:14. 
II . I John 5:16. 
12. Augustinc,lk CorrtpliOllt tI Grillia 16.49. 
IJ . Lombard's Gloss (PL 191 :1526D). 
1-1. cr. Thumas' f)"'n C{)mmcnt3r~' on RnlTl.1ns 15:30. in which the third re3Son for the 

aptlstlc's rt .. 'lJucst for prayers is "so that \\ hi Ie m:my pray. many will also gi\'c thanks when 
their pra~cr is heard, in line with 2 Cor. 1:11;" this suggests that wh~l( "the apostle makes 
cI,::u" in nur prescnt passage is not the benefit derived by uthers frum the blessings givcn 10 

{he "ghtt.·ous. but the principlc of nun~' pt.·urlc !,ti\'ing thanks fur these hlessings. 
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pronounced against people's enemies, such as "Let all my ene
mies be put to shame and confused, let them turn back quickly 
and be thoroughly put to shame. "I SO we too ought to pray 
against our enemies rather than for them. 

(2) If you take vengeance on your enemies, it results in their harm. 
But the saints ask for vengeance on their enemies, as in Apoca
lypse 6: 10, "How long will you not avenge our blood on those 
who dwell in the land?" That is why they also rejoice when ven
geance is taken on the wicked: "The righteous will rejoice to see 
vengeance. ,,' So we ought not to pray for our enemies, we ought 
rather to pray against them. 

(3) What we do and what we pray ought not to contradict each 
other. But sometimes we lawfully fight against our enemies, oth
erwise all wars would be unlawful, which we have seen not to 
be the case.) So we should not pray for our enemies. 

On the other hand: 
(a) "Pray for those who persecute and abuse you. ,,< 

REPLY 

Praying for someone else is a work of charity, as we have seen. 
So we are bound to pray for our enemies in the same way that we 
arc bound to love them. How we arc bound to love them we have 
already seen, in the treatise on charity': we must love their human 
nature, not their guilt, and what we are commanded to do is love 
them in general, not to show love to any particular enemy, except 
in the sense that we must be inwardly ready in our minds to show 
love specifically to some enemy and offer help in case of real need, 
or if we arc asked for pardon. But, simply speaking, to love our ene
mies individually and to help them in particular ways is a work of 
perfection. In the same way it is a matter of obligation not to exclude 
our enemies from the general prayers we make for other people, but 
it is a work of perfection, not of obligation, to pray for them in par
ticular, except in special circumstances. 

I. Psalm 6," . 
2. (Js.alm 51: II , 
J. 11 .11 q.40 • . 1. 
4 . • 'hltt. 5:44. 
5. 11.11 '1.25 arlicles Rand 9. 
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In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) The curses in the bible can be understood in four ways. First, 

as Augustine says, the prophets often predict the future in the 
form of a curse.6 Secondly, God sometimes sends temporal 
harm to sinners to convert them. Thirdly, the curses may be 
understood not as a prayer against the people themselves, but as 
a prayer against the reign of sin, that is, as a prayer that sins will 
be destroyed through the conversion of sinners. Fourthly, the 
saints conform their will to God's justice with regard to the dam
nation of those who persevere in sin. 

(2) In the same book Augustine says that the martyrs' revenge is the 
overthrowing of the reign of sin, under which they suffered so 
greatly.' Or, as has been said, they plead for vengeance not by 
saying anything but by the logic of what they are, as the blood 
of Abel cried out from the ground." And they rejoice in ven
geance, not for its own sake, but because of God's justice. 

(3) It is lawful to fight against one's enemies to restrain their sins, 
which is good for them and for others, and in this sense it is also 
lawful in prayer to ask for certain temporal misfortunes to befall 
them to bring them to their senses. So what we pray and what 
we do will not contradict each other. 

IX. Are the seven petitions in the Lord's Prayer 
appropriately specified? 

The seven petitions in the Lord's Prayer appear to be specified 
inappropriately: 
(I) It is idle to ask for something to be hallowed which is always 

holy. And God's name is always holy: "Holy is his name. '" And 
his kingdom is everlasting: "Your kingdom, Lord, is a kingdom 
forever. '" And God's will is always fulfilled: "All that I will shall 
be done. '" So it is idle to ask for God's name to be hallowed and 
for his kingdom to come and for his will to be done. 

6, Dt Smnont Domi,,; I 2 J. 72. 
7. Ibid. 22.77. 
H. Pscud( .. Augu!icinc. Quam. Vtl. tl Nw, Tat. 68 (PL 35:2262), 
I. Luke 1: .. 9. 
2. Ps;alm 144:1). 
J. 'sai;lh oM: 10. 
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(2) Departing from evil comes before attaining to good, so It IS 
clearly inappropriate for the petitions relating to the attainment 
of good to be placed before the petitions relating to the taking 
away of evil. 

(3) The point of asking for something is to obtain it as a gift. But 
the chief gift of God is the Holy Spirit and the things which are 
given to us through him. So it looks as if the petitions are in
appropriately laid out, since they do not correspond to the gifts 
of the Holy Spirit. 

(4) According to Luke there are only five petitions in the Lord's 
Prayer, so it was superfluous for Matthew to list seven. 

(5) It seems silly to try and win the good will of someone who an
ticipates us with good will. And God does get in first with his 
good will toward us, since "he loved us first," as it says in I John 
4: 10. So it is unnecessary to say "Our Father who art in heaven" 
before the petitions, since this seems to be designed to win good 
will! 

On the other hand: 
(a) The authority of Christ who appointed the prayer is sufficient. 

REPLY 

The Lord's Prayer is the most perfect prayer of all because, as 
Augustine says, if we pray rightly and properly we cannot say any
thing except what is contained in this prayer the Lord gave us.' Be
cause prayer is a kind of presentation of our desire before God, we 
can only rightly pray for what we can rightly desire, we also pray 
for things in the order in which they should be desired. So this 
prayer not only instructs our pleading, it also gives shape to our 
whole affective life" 

Now obviously the first thing our desire lights on is our goal, 
and then the things that lead to the goal. And our goal is God.? And 

4. For the inlcrpreudon oCtile opening words oflhe Lonl's Pnycr 35:1 kind nf cDf'ltllio 
btnrooltnlUlt Sl'C Thomas' commcnlary on Matthew, above. 

5. Ep.llO.ll.21(PLlHOl). 
6. In!onnlll;fJlllot;us nMln all«/us, lilcrally "such that it informs our whole feeling." 
7. This sums up the dcmonslration given (following Aristotle) in 1.llll.l. What mm"cs 

the will in the first place is some kind of goal, :md nnl)' in the light of this do the means loward 
the rc:Iliutinn of that glial lx'come annctin~: there is oUlhing panicuJarly anractin: about 
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our affection is directed toward him in two ways: first, in the sense 
that we will his glory" and secondly, in the sense that we want to 
enjoy his glory. The first of these pertains to that love by which we 
love God in himself, and the second pertains to that love by which 
we love ourselves in God." So the first petition is "Hallowed be thy 
name," which is a petition for God's glory, and the second is "Thy 
kingdom come," which is a petition that we may come to the glory 
of his kingdom. '0 

There are two ways in which something can set us on our way 
toward our goal: directly or incidentally." We are directly set on 

hoarding the London train unless you actually want to go to London-or untess you just hap
pen to like trains, in which C:lse tr:n'elling by tr:tin is a goal in its own right. nUt beyond our 
p:uticular goals there is an Q\'crarching goal. which we ClonOl help but want: beatitude (d. I 
l).H2 3.0, And in fact, c,'cn though we may not always O1pprccialc this, the ultimate goal of 
all of us is God l>cc:lUSC true, complete human happiness (onsins in uninn with God by 
knowledge and Im·c. Thl'fcfurt', hu"'c\'cr obscurely. :all our appetites fall into phlcc with rt'f
(rence co (Iur mo\'ement Coward God 3nd arc otherwise dnonlt:d In incoherence and frustr:.
rion. For an excellent accoum of Aristotlc's ami TIlomas's idClls about goals and ultimate 
goals, cr. R. Mcinerny, EIDicll Tbomisl;ca (Washington. D.C. 1982). pp. II-H. 

8. cr. Chrysostom, J/om. Mall. 19 .... quoted in the Cllltnll Aurta on M:Itt. 6:9. 
9. cr. IJ.Il q.26 a.3, whcre Thomas t:tcklcs the arb'Ument that ir wc IO\'e God wc must 

to the §;Ime cxtent kn'C enjoying Gud. ":hich is a form of 54:lf·lo\,e; therefore " 'C cannot help 
but lo\'c oursch'es as much 2S we kwe God. His :IOSWcr is t~t "God's goodn(:ss is grt.'3ter in 
itself th2n we are able to shllre by enjoying him. therefore simply speaking we 100'e God more 
thom oursel\'es." Lo\'e of God. in Thom:ls' "iew. means friendship with God. and friendship 
means willing the good of the other, but it also in\'oh'es a ccnain reciprocity bast.'f1 on some 
kind of sharing. in the case of friendship wilh God, the buis for such friendship is God's 
sharing of his own beatitude with us (11.11 q.23 a.I), Thuslo\'c ofGnd for himself and en
~'ying him (sharing his bt.'2titude) cannot be sc(l2r:1tetl into two distinct goals. If we dKi not 
Ion! God, we shuuld nut enjoy sharing in his life, so in th.u sense icwing God comes before 
lo\'ing oursel\'es in him. but there is no room for any dimrcc bctwt.'Cn the two aspects ofhwe 
("altruistic" and "selfish," as it might be): charity (with both its commandmcms) is a single 
\'inuc (11.11 q.23 :1.5) bcc:::ause Im'cofGod 2nd lo\'eof self are inseparablc, and lo\'cofneighbor 
mt.'2ns willing for other people what we "'ill ror(Mlrseln!s and doing so for God's sake (because 
,,'e (m'c him). Thom.:as' doctrine of friendship with God makes nonsense of the Ronuntic idea 
of being willing to sacrifice onc's own bliss so king :as God was content (the doctrine found 
l:ater among the Quietists in the guise of "pure 100'e"); it also undcrcut5 the latc thint.'Cnth
century dispute about whether our g031 is tn be identified 35 God him5e1f or :IS our 2wareneS5 
of our own union with him (John of Paris taught the latter: cf. J. P. 1\ lulieI'. "l....1 th~se de Jean 
QuKJun sur III 1JC3litooc formclle," in Mllanga AuglUlt Ptlur [Lou\'ain. 1947), pp. "93-511; 
:I similar "iew was rropoundctl by Dur:andus of St. Pour~io: I Sml. d. J '1.2. Ed:han mer· 
gctically rC5iSled such a. doctrine: cf. E. zum Orunn and A. dc Libera, Altlilrt &.'xlr/, MilA
physiqut Ju Vtrbt (I Tblologit NigalifJt(Paris. 1984), p. 81 nme 11; S. Tugwcll, Rtj1«tionson 1« 

BtatituJa[Londun, 1980J, p ... ), 
10. This imerprctation of "Thy kingdom comc" cffccth'ely follo\\'s the Marginal 

Gtoss. which takcs illo be::a petition for the kingdom in which the saints will reign with God. 
J I. P« It or ptr lI((iJms: we art set no our way towa.rd London by the London tuin 
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our way by any good which helps us" toward our goal, and things 
can be helpful toward the goal of beatitude in two ways. There is a 
kind of good which is immediately relevant in its own right to the 
attainment of the goal, and this has to do with the ways in which we 
merit beatitude by obeying God; and it is with reference to this that 
we pray, "Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven." In another 
sense things can assist instrumentally by giving us some kind of help 
in meriting, and this is what the next petition is about, "Give us this 
day our daily bread," whether it is taken to mean the sacramental 
bread whose daily use is profitable to us (and this can be taken to 
mean all the other sacraments too) or whether it is understood in the 
sense of bodily bread, meaning all the necessities of life, as Augus
tine says," because the Eucharist is the chief sacrament and bread 
is our chief food. This is why in Matthew's gospel it says "super
substantial bread," meaning "chief' according to Jerome's commen
tary." 

We are set on our way incidentally by the removal of obstacles, 
and there are three obstacles blocking our path toward beatitude: 
first of all sin, which directly shuts us out from the kingdom-"Nei
ther fornicators nor idolaters shall possess the kingdom of God."" 
This is dealt with in the petition, "Forgive us our trespasses." Then 
there is temptation, which hinders our observance of God's will, and 
this is dealt with in "Lead us not into temptation"; this is not a pe
tition that we may not be tempted at all, but that we may not be 
overcome by temptation, which is what is meant by being "led into 
temptation. ",. Thirdly, there is the painfulness of our present con
dition, which prevents us from living to the full; and with reference 
to this it says, "Deliver us from evil. "" 

ptr R (the train is actually going tu (;J,ke us (here); we arc set on our W:lY pu IKriitns by d.e 
cancellation of all our engagements so that we arc frec to go to London (but the canc:cll:nion 
of our engagements docs not of itself get us anywhere), 

12. UtilI: a good which is:I means, not an end. 
Il. A loose p"'phro .. of p.n of Augu5linc, Ep. 130.11.21 (PI.. Ho50l). 
14. Jerome. in Mlllt. I 6.11 (quoced in the COlmll Amrll on M.m. 6: II), 
IS. I Cor. 6:9. 
16. This is the interpretation of "Lcad us not into tcmpt:nion" found in the Interlinear 

Gloss; cr. Augustine, Dr Smnont Domin; 119.30-34. 
17. In 111 ~tnl. d.34 q.l 3.6 Thomas cbims to be following Augustine in identifying 

the last three petitions oflhe Lord's Prayer as pleas for help against (I) guill, (2) temptation 
and (J) pain (punishment); the reference is probably (0 EX Sn7no,,~ Do",;n; II 10.17. 
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In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Augustine says, "Hallowed be thy name" does not imply that 

God's name is not holy; it is a petition that his name may be 
treated as holy by human beings, which concerns the propaga
tion of God's glory among us. And we do not say, "Thy king
dom come," as if God were not already reigning but, as 
Augustine says, we are stirring up our own desire toward that 
kingdom so that it may come to us and we may reign in it. And 
"Thy will be done" is rightly understood as meaning "May thy 
precepts be obeyed"; "On earth as it is in heaven" means "May 
they be obeyed by human beings as they are by the angels." So 
these three petitions will be fully realized in the life to come, 
whereas the other four petitions concern the needs of this pres
ent life, as Augustine says." 

(2) Since prayer is a presentation of desire, the order of the petitions 
does not correspond to the order in which things are carried out 
but to the order in which we want or intend things; and here it 
is the goal which comes first and then the things that lead to the 
goal, and the attainment of good comes before the removal of 
evil. 

(3) Augustine fits the seven petitions to the gifts and the beatitudes: 
"If it is the fear of God which makes the poor in spirit blessed, 
let us ask that God's name may be hallowed among us by a chaste 
fear. If it is piety which makes the meek blessed, let us ask for 
his kingdom to come, so that we may become meek and not resist 
it. If it is knowledge that makes mourners blessed, let us pray 
that his will will be done, and then we shall stop mourning. If 
it is fortitude which makes the hungry blessed, let us pray that 
our daily bread may be given us. If it is counsel which makes the 
merciful blessed, let us forgive other people's sins so that our 
own trespasses may be forgiven. If it is understanding which 
makes the pure of heart blessed, let us pray that we may not have 
a divided heart, seeking temporal things which cause us to be 
tempted. If it is wisdom which makes the peacemakers blessed, 
because they will be called children of God, let us pray to be 

18. This: whole pa~gr.lph comes essentially from Augustine, Ik Srrmonr Domin; II 
S. 19-0.21. except .holt the comment un "stirring up ouro"'n desire" cuml"S frum Ep. I }U. 11.21 
(ilL J3:502), and che cuocludiny scmcncc iS:I paraphNisc or IX Smnonr Domin; II 10. J6-7. 
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deli\'ered from evil, because this very deliverance will make us 
God's free children. "'" 

(4) As Augustine says, Luke included five petitions, not seven, in 
the Lord's Prayer; he shows us that the third petition is a kind 
of repetition of the two which precede it and by omitting it he 
makes it easier to understand this, because the principle object 
of God's will is that we should know his holiness and reign with 
him. As for the petition which Matthew adds a[ [he end, "De_ 
liver us from evil," Luke does not add i[, [0 make us all realize 
[hal we are delivered from evil precisely in no[ being led into 
temptation. 'u 

(5) We do not proffer our prayers [0 God in order to make him 
change his mind, but in order [0 stimula[e our own confidence 
in pleading; and [his confidence is particularly aroused by [he 
consideration of his love for us, which wills our good (and [his 
is why we say, "Our Father"), and by [he consideration of his 
supremacy, which means [hat he has [he power to do good to us 
(and [his is why we say, "Who art in heaven")." 

X. Is prayer peculiar co rational creatures? 

Prayer does nO! appear to be peculiar to ra[ional creatures: 
(I) Anyone who can receive something can ask for something. Bu[ 

uncrea[ed Persons [00, namely [he Son and [he Holy Spirit, can 
be said [0 receive. Therefore [hey can also be regarded as pray
ing. And indeed the Son says, "I will ask [he Fa[her,'" and [he 
apostle says of [he Holy Spirit, "The Spirit pleads on our be
half. ,,' 

(2) Angels are higher [han rational creatures, since [hey are intel
lectual beings. But [hey ha\'e [heir share in praying. This is why 
it says, "Worship him, all his angels. '" So praying is not peculiar 
to ra[ional creatures. 

19. Ix Sumonr Domin; II 11.38, lJuntt."t.I in [he slighll." ahl>rc\';31t.'tJ (firm found in (he 
Cl1ltna .-luna on .\hue. 6: I J (cf. C. Dowis. an. cit. p. 2-10·). 

20. E"rhirid;on 30.116. 
21. Cf. :lh()n~. Thomas' exposition of "whu:l.rt in henco" in his commentary on Mal. 

thew. 
I. Juhn 1~:16. 
2. Humans 8:26. 
l. PS:llms C)6:7. 
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(3) Any being that calls upon God (which is done chiefly by pray
ing) can pray. And animals can be said to call upon God: "He 
gives the beasts their food and the young crows that call upon 
him. "4 So praying is not peculiar to rational creatures. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Prayer is an act of reason, as we saw above, and it is because of 

reason that a creature is called "rational." So praying is peculiar 
to rational creatures. 

REPLY 

As we have already seen, prayer is an act of reason in which 
one entreats someone superior to oneself, just as giving orders is an 
act of reason by which someone inferior to oneself is directed to do 
something. So praying properly belongs to beings that have reason 
and have someone superior to them who can be entreated. There is 
nothing superior to the divine Persons, and brute animals lack rea
son. Therefore neither divine Persons nor brute animals can prop
erly be said to pray. Praying is peculiar to rational creatures. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Divine Persons are such as to receive things by nature, whereas 

praying belongs to those who receive things by grace. The Son 
is said to "ask" or "pray" with reference to the nature he as
sumed, human nature, that is, not with reference to his God
head. And the Holy Spirit is said to "plead" inasmuch as he 
makes us plead. 

(2) Intellect and reason, as we have said above, are not two distinct 
powers in us; the difference between them is that between per
fect and imperfect! So sometimes intellectual creatures, which 
is what the angels are, are distinguished from rational creatures, 
but sometimes they are included under the same heading. And 

of. Psalm 146:9. 
S. Ill. 79 3.H. "HC2snn" in this context refers to the c:ap3cilY III "reason,"'n mo\'e from 

IInc point to :mnthcr in pursuit of umJcrsunding; "intellect" is the undcrst;amJjng which re
sults fwm Ihis process. 5(1 is the "pcrfc.'Ction"'nw:ml which rc:a~)fI3spircs. The ;mgds:lre not 
"f';1tinnal," in that they can simply uoocrs(;loo \\'il~MlI guing thmugh the process uf roscIR

ing. 
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it is in this sense that praying is said to be peculiar to rational 
creatures." 

(3) Young crows arc said to call upon God because of the natural 
desire which makes all things in their own way desire the good
ness of God. 7 It is similar to the way in which e\'en brute animals 
arc said to obey God because of their natural instinct by which 
they arc moved by God. 

XI. Do rhe sainrs in hetll'en pray for us? 

It looks as if the saints in heaven do not pray for us: 
(I) Anything that people do is more meritorious for themselves than 

for anyone else. But the saints in heaven do not merit anything 
for themselves nor do they pray for themselves, since they have 
already arrived at their destination. So they do not pray for us 
either. I 

(2) The saints conform their wills perfectly to God, so that they will 
nothing except what God wills. But what God wills is always 
fulfilled. So it would be pointless for the saints to pray for us.' 

(3) If the saints in hea\'en arc in a highcr position than wc are, so arc 
the souls in purgatory, because they are no longer able to sin. 

6. I.e .• when prayer is slid tn be peculiar ttl r:uillnal crc:nurcs. "rational" is being used 
II) exclude suIH3IinnallH.:ings. nut supra. ratiunal heings like the angcls. 

7. cr. 1.11 'I' I()I) 3. ) and the splendid ch.2p1crsno God as Ihcgu~J urthe \\'hnk crc3tiHfl 

in Cotllrll Gtlllilo III 16-24. 
1. Uuth this objl"Ctinn and the answer tn it Seem tn be a hit cnnfusl'tl . The tr:aditinnal 

problem concerned meriting, I)cC3U5C it w:as gener:dly assumed that nbraining something by 
prayer meant (mure Of less) deserving to nlnain it: i.e .. it was :1 form uf merit (cr. especially 
the cunfusinn hetween meriting :md impctr:uing which is ::Ipp::lrcnr in Rol::lnd of Cremnna's 
Summa III. I."'. cit. pp. 773- 82); the prublcmof \\'betber the S::IinlS pr3}' fur us tendt.'tI therefure 
w lx."Cumc ::I discussiun of the s::Iims' merits (d. William of Auxcrrc, Summa .·luml III 21 .6. 
cd. cit. pp. 541 -7; Thomas, IV Scnt. d.45 '1.3 a.3 ul,i. 4), and it seems reasonable tu say that 
if they c::Innot merit anything fur themseh'es they C3nnnt merit anything fur us either-merit 
is essenti::llly rclatt.'" toone's uwn reward and meriting things formhers is onlY::I spin .. ufffrnm 
that. But hy nnw Thnm::ls has hecume e\'en more insistent on distinguishing betwt.-cn merit 
::Iml impctratinn: d . 1.11 ().114 :1.6 ad 2. "Impelratinn in pr2yer restsnn mercy. Wht."J'C:l5 merit 
in the strict :o>t!n!iC rt.'Sts un justice. and SCI we nht::lin many things fmm Gud's mercy hy pray
ing. "hich \\ e du nut deser\'e in justice." Th:lt is presum::lhly why here he feels ohliged tn 
mention the idea th::ll the s3ints dn nO[ pr::l.\' fur themselves ::IS something distinct from the 
ide::l th::lt they dn not merit ::Inything for themsekes; hut there seems nn re::lson why it should 
e\en he suggestt..'lI th3t tbeir nntllf3ying fur themscl\'es should entail their nut praying fur us. 

2. "standan.l difficulty: d. William (If Auxcrrc p. HI. 
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But people in purgatory do not pray for us, we pray for them. 
So neither do the saints in heaven pray for us. 

(4) If the saints in heaven did pray for us, the prayer of the higher 
saints would be the most efficacious. So we ought not to beg for 
the intercession of lower saints, but only of the higher ones. J 

(5) Peter's soul is not Peter. So if the souls of the saints prayed for 
us, while they are separated from the body, we ought not to call 
"St. Peter" to pray for us, but rather his soul. And this is the 
opposite of what the church actually does. So at least until the 
resurrection the saints do not pray for us! 

On the other hand: 
(a) It says in 2 Maccabees 15:14, "This is he who prays a lot for the 

people and for the whole of the holy city, Jeremiah the prophet 
of God." 

REPLY 

As Jerome says, it was Vigilantius' mistake to believe that 
"while we live we can pray for each other, but once we are dead 
nobody's prayer for anyone else will be heard, particularly since the 
martyrs, for all their prayers, are unable to obtain vengeance for 
their blood. ,,' Such a view is entirely wrong. Prayer for other peo
ple, as we have seen, derives from charity and so the saints in 
heaven, whose charity is more perfect than ours, pray all the more 
for people in this world who can be helped by their prayers; and 
since they are more closely united to God, their prayers are pro
portionately more effecti,'e. It is characteristic of the way God has 
arranged his creation that there should be a flowing out of excellence 
from higher beings to those that are lower down, just as the air re
ceives its radiance from the sun! This is why it says of Christ him-

3. cr. William of Auxcrrc p. 546, 
... cr. William of Auxcrrc pp. 54~7. 
5. According to Jerome, ColI/ra l'igilant;lIm 6 (ilL 23 (1845]:3+1B) this is an actual 'Iuo

lation from Vigilantius. 
6. This Dionysian principle pn)\'itics the essential thL.'ulugical justification for prayer 

Ul the saints: we dn not pray to the saints hl.'C3USC we doubt the sufficiency Of the readiness 
of G,KI's own mercy. hut bl.'C3USC it is God's uwn will that his creatures should in various 
\\ :lys he the hearers of his gifts tn one another and th.1t we should he dependent not only 
din.oeti)' on him but also indirccdy. hy being dependent on thosc who arc (in any sense) higher 
[han we arc. This is a hasic principle of IH)[h the natural and the supernatural order. 
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self, "Entering into the presence of God by way of himself to 
intercede for us . . .... , For this reason Jerome retorts to Vigilan
tius, "If the apostles and martyrs pray for other people while they 
are still in the body, when they still need to worry about themselves, 
how much more will they do so after they have won their crowns, 
their \'ictories and their triumphs?'" 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) The saints in heaven are blessed and so they lack no part of bea

titude except the glorification of their bodies, for which they do 
pray. But they pray for us, who do lack the final realization of 
beatitude, and their prayers are effective in obtaining things 
from God because of their previous merits and because God ac
cepts their prayers." 

(2) The saints obtain by their prayers whatever God wants to hap
pen as a result of their prayers; what they ask for is what they 
reckon is to be accomplished by their prayers in accordance with 
God's will. III 

(3) Even if the people in purgatory are in a higher state than we are 
in the sense that they cannot sin, they are in a lower state because 
of the pains they suffer," and from this point of view they are 
more in a position to be prayed for than to pray. 

(4) God wants lower beings to be helped by all higher beings, and 
so it is proper not just to seck help from the higher saints, but 
also from the lower ones; otherwise we should have to confine 
ourselves to begging mercy from God alone. And sometimes it 

7, I-Ieb . 7: 25. rC:lding t1(uJtns rather th:l.n the more cummun ,'arianl, llutJmlts. 
H. Jerome. lue. cit . 
9. In IV Srnt . d."S q. l ;I . ) 3d of Thomas, 35 here. says that the saints merited nn c3nh 

the right to be heard thereafter, but he :dso puints nut that meriting and impetrating 3re [\\() 
different things, so the fact thou the s:Jims arc nne: now in :I [N~ltion co mc:rit t.iUt.'S ntK affc.'Ct 
the (Jucstiun \\ hether they arc in :I. pusition to impetrate. Here Thumas seems to feci ohligl'tl 
to add the further rcm:ark that the saints do still pray fur themselves, a dnctrinc c\'idcnd)' 
based nn Apoe. 6: 10. 

10. This is the st:nxJanJ answer. Cf. Roland ufCremmu, pp. 802, !i06 ... ' , puinting our 
llut if it were 3cceph.'lI thou the S3.ims· pr:a~'cr§ .:Ire superfluuus hC.'C.:IUliC Gud is ~'Oing to du 
wh:Jt he wants any,,:ay. the same :argument would prm'e th:at it wa§ useless fur us tn dn any. 
thing:al all. This discussion pl:ayed an impun:anl pan in the dc\'clupmcnt ufThumas' thcnlug~' 
of prayer (cf. lk "trilillt (1.6 a.6; ~'u",mll ThroJ. 11.11 ().S3 a.2). 

I J. h was uni",:rsall.,· assumc..'tI dUllhc pains of purgatory f;lf cxn''t:J :mr ruins we can 
experience in this life: cf. Augustine, J:"narr; in Ps. 31.3; Pscudu-Augustine, Dt t'tra tl flllsil 
Pottliltnlla IN .34 (ilL iO: 1128); Lumhard. IV Stnl . d.lI ch.2. 
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happens that it is more effective to beg for the help of one of the 
lower saints, either because we pray with greater devotion or be
cause God wants to display the sanctity of that particular saint. 12 

(5) We invoke the saints by the names by which they were known 
in this world because it was here that in their lifetime they mer
ited the right to pray for us, and also these are the names by 
which they are best known to us. Also by so doing we hint at 
our faith in the resurrection, as when it says, "I am the God of 
Abraham, etc. ,," . 

XII. Ought prayer to be I'Deal? 

It appears that prayer ought not to be vocal: 
(I) As we have seen, prayer is addressed primarily to God, and God 

knows what our heart is saying. So vocal prayer is pointless. 
(2) By praying our minds are meant to ascend to God, as we have 

said. But speaking aloud draws us back from the ascent of con
templation toward God, just as other affairs of the senses do. So 
we should not use any kind of noise in our prayers. I 

(3) Prayer should be offered to God in secret: "When you pray, en
ter into your chamber and shut the door and pray to your Father 
in secret. '" But if you pray aloud, you make your prayer public. 
So prayer ought not to be vocal. 

On the other hand: 
(a) "With my ,'oice 1 cried to the Lord, with my voice 1 entreated 

the Lord.'" 

12. Cf. William of Auxcrrc p. 546, fur the fim point. This justifies the evident fact 
thut pL'()plc hu\'c their fanlritc saims. For the second point. cr. J-.umben of Romans' sermon 
outline "For a New Saint" in [)r EruJil;0I1t PrrJicalorum (.as yet unpublished): "On thcnccasion 
of new saints the Lord usually grants more fu\'ors through them . .. these arc the fruits of a 
canonizatiun ... 

Il. Cr. ,\lan. 22,31-2. 
I. Vox includes animal noises as well as articul:uc words (cr. William of ShcrwcMKI, 

Introd. in i..og;com 1.1.1, cd. C. H. Lohr. Traditio 3() [1'JH3) p.22], defining '[..'OX3S II noise "com
ing from a living being's mouth" as disdnct from the noise m:lde by trees). What Thomas says 
here applies as much to shrieks and haUouing as it dues wlhe unerance of sober prnse. 

2. Matt. 6:6. 
3. Psalm Ht:2. 
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REPLY 

There are two kinds of prayer, the prayer of the community 
and the prayer of an individual. The prayer of the community is the 
prayer offered to God through the church's ministers on behalf of 
the whole people of believers, and so this kind of prayer has to be 
such that the whole people, on whose behalf it is made, can be aware 
of it, and this is impossible if it is not made vocally. So it is quite 
reasonable that the church's ministers are instructed to pronounce 
prayers of this kind not just aloud but loudly: so that everyone can 
know what is being said. 

The prayer of individuals, however, is offered by different peo
ple on their own account, whether they are praying for themselves 
or for others. And it is not essential to this kind of prayer that it 
should be made aloud. But there are three reasons for using your 
voice as well' in this kind of prayer. 

First, it can help to arouse that inner devotion by which our 
minds are raised to God when we pray. External signs, either in the 
form of spoken words or in the form of certain gestures, stimulate 
our minds to grasp things better and this in turn stimulates our af
fections. This is why Augustine says that by using words and other 
signs we arouse ourselves all the more eagerly to the enhancement 
of holy desire. 6 For this reason we should use spoken words and 
other such signs in our private prayer inasmuch as they help to stir 
our minds inwardly. And if they become a distraction or an obstacle 
in any way they should be abandoned, and this applies particularly 
to people whose minds are sufficiently prepared for devotion with
out this kind of thing. This is why the psalmist said, "My heart 
spoke to you, my face sought you. '" And Hannah is said to have 
been "speaking in her heart. ". 

The second reason for adding vocal prayer to our prayer is to 

4. Since Thom01s says ;lISlitulum ai, I presume he has in mind some official n.'gulation. 
bUI I dl) nne knnw .. r ttwrc being :my such :11 this lime. 

S. :\diung;Jur t'OX lali orIlJ;on;: prayer, as such. inmin."S 30 inner act, so \"Oal pnyer is 
"addt.-d" U) the inner prayer. 

6. Cf. Augustine, Ep. 130.9, IH (PL 33:501), though Augustine is there making a r:uher 
different puint. cxpl3ining why we sometimes PDY explicitly. on top ofthc OHlstant implkit 
prayer of faith, hurt and durity. 

7 .. Psalm 26:8. 
H. I Sam. 1:13. 
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pay a kind of debt, to SCf\'C God, that is, with all that wc havc rc
ccivcd from him, with thc body as well as thc mind. And this applics 
particularly to praycr as a form of pcnancc. This is why it says in 
Hosea, "Take away all our sin and accept what is good and wc will 
repay the sacrifice of our lips.'" 

The third rcason for adding vocal prayer is that when the soul 
is powerfully moved thc cffect of this spills over into the body. "My 
heart rejoiced and my tongue exulted."'" 

In reply to the points raised abovc: 
(1) The purpose of vocal prayer is not to rcveal anything to God 

which hc did not know, but to stir thc minds of the people pray
ing and of others toward God. 

(2) Irrelevant words do distract the mind and get in the way of our 
devotion as we pray, but words which mean something relevant 
to devotion arouse our minds, particularly if we are rather lack
ing in del'otion. 

(3) As Chrysostom says, the Lord forbids us to pray in community 
with the intention of being seen by the community. That is why 
we should not do anything strange, to auract people's attention, 
when we pray; you should not cry out to make other people lis
ten to you or publicly beat your breast or stretch out your hands 
to make the populace look at you." But on the other hand, as 
Augustine says, it is not being seen by other people which is 
wrong, it is doing all this in order to be secn by other people." 

XIII. Is attentil'eness necessary for pmyer?' 

Surely attentiveness is necessary for prayer: 
(I) It says, "God is spirit and those who worship him must worship 

in spirit and in truth. ,,' But prayer is not "in spirit" if it is not 

9. Hosea 14:3. 
In, Psalm 15:9. 
II. Pscudu .. ChrysosUlm, Op. Imp. it' Mall. U.S (PG 56:7!)'). mure Uf less as abridgt.'lI 

in the eli/mil AIIf,(,41 un .\bu. 6:5. 
12. IkSrrmrmr /)om;n; II 3.10. (JUf~cd in the CllltttO Allrto imml'llialcly after the passage 

just citl-d fnlm pscudc).Chrysnstnm. 
I. The 'lucsliun h:ls ro he t:lken in a strung sense: Is :urcmi\'cncss in prayer a m.'Ccss.uy 

cun<.iiliflo fur there heins pnycr ;Ill .311? Is inallcnti\'c "prayer" guing In count 35 pr.aycr? 
1. John ":2-1. 
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attcntive. So it is a necessary condition of prayer that it should 
be attentive. 

(2) Prayer is an ascent of the intellect to God. But if we arc not at
tentive to our prayer, our intellect does not ascend to God. So 
it is nccessary for prayer to bc attentil'c. 

(3) It is essential to praycr that it should be completely without sin. 
But if your mind happens to wander while you are praying, you 
are not without sin, because it looks as if you arc mocking God, 
as you would be if you were talking to another human being 
without paying attention to your own words. This is why Basil 
says that we must not be slack when we beg God's help nor must 
our minds be wandering hither and thither, because otherwise 
we shall not only fail to obtain what we are praying for, we shall 
anger God instead.' So it is necessary for prayer to be attentive. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Evcn holy p<.'Ople sometimes find that their minds wander while 

they arc praying. As it says, "My heart abandoned me.'" 

REPLY 

This question arises chiefly in connection with vocal prayer. 
And we must realize that something can be said to be necessary in 
two ways: it can be necessary in the sense that it enables us to reach 
our goal better, and in this sense attentivcncss is absolutely ncccs
sary in prayer. Or something can be nccessary in the scnse that 
without it the matter in hand will be unable to achieve its purpose 
at all. Now prayer produces three diffcrent kinds of result. First of 
all, there is the result which is common to all acts which are shaped 
by charity, and that is merit. And to achieve this result it is not es
sential that we should be attentive to our prayer thc whole way 
through; the force of our initial intention when we come to our 
prayer makes the whole prayer mcritorious, as happens in the case 
of other meritorious deeds too. 

The second result of prayer is its own propcr result, namely, 
that we nbtain what we were praying for. And for this result too our 

3. Pseudo-nasil. c,mst;tlltioIlCS.\!Otlastiro( IA (I'G JI:13HA); chis is nne uf the texts 
Thomas had had transl:ltcd for the ellirna """a. :1011 this p:lssagc is cited on Luke II :9, 

oJ. Psalm ll}; IJ. 
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initial intention is sufficient, because this is what God primarily 
takes note of. If the initial intention is lacking, then prayer is neither 
meritorious nor capable of obtaining anything that it asks for.' As 
Gregory says, God does not hear a prayer of which the person pray
ing it takes no notice.-

The third result of prayer is one which occurs straightaway, a 
eertain kind of spiritual refreshment. And for this attentiveness in 
prayer is required. This is why it says, "If I pray with my tongue, 
my mind receives no benefit. '" 

But we must realize that we can pay attention to vocal prayer 
in three different ways. We can pay attention to the actual words, 
to make sure that we do not make any mistakes in reciting them. 
And we can pay attention to the meaning of the words. And we can 
pay attention to the goal of our prayer, God himself, and to the thing 
for which we are praying. And it is this last which is most necessary, 
and even the most uneducated people are capable of this kind of at
tention. And sometimes, as Hugh of St. Victor says, our minds are 
so intensely carried away toward God by this third kind of atten
tiveness that they actually forget all the rest. H 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Anyone who comes to prayer by the prompting of the Spirit is 

praying "in spirit and in truth," e,'en if later on some weakness 
makes the mind begin to wander. 

(2) The human mind, because ofthe weakness of our nature, cannot 
long remain on high, because the soul is dragged down by the 
burden of human frailty. And this is why we find that when the 
mind of someone praying is ascending to God by contempla
tion," it suddenly begins to wander because of some weakness. 

S. Strictly spc;lking. if there is no initial intentiun tn pray there can be nn praying, 
since it is intention th.u specifics the nature !If \\ hon we do (d. 1.11 q.l 3..3); hut we may he 
saying prayers, C\'en if we hal c no intemion of praying, SO:lt least materially our activity can 
he c:lIk'tl "praying." 

6. This text occurs in Hugh of St. Victor, Expos. Rrg. Aug. 3 (PL 176:H92B). but has 
nut heen fnund in Gregory. 

7. I Cur. H: H _ 
H. cr. fk VirlUlt Onmdi 2 (PL 176:9HOA), 
I). In his cummem un I ' rim. Thum:ls connected puyer (3S 'the rising of the mind In 

Gnd') with mL'tliution; in the Summa (11.11 '1,K3 :1.1 and :a.17) he idenlirJCs Ihe 'rising uf the 
mind':ls heing Ihe eSI:lhlishmcni uf Ihe cunr:lct nt:cessary fur:a JX=liliun It) hc prescnlt.'tI. I-Ierl! 
il is likely th:at IJC is using 'clmtcmpl:uion' in :a n.-ry weak sense, In mt.'an csscnti:ally 'I."".ing 
111\\ anJs Cnd', wilhuul aoy nc:cc~ry cunollu.linn of seriuus inldlt.'clu:al iO\·uh·cmcnt. 
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(3) If you deliberately make your mind wander while you are pray
ing, this is a sin and it does interfere with the fruitfulness of your 
prayer. Augustine warns us against this when he says, "When 
you are praying to God with psalms and hymns, your heart 
should be occupied with what your mouth is saying."'" But 
when the mind wanders unintentionally, that docs not take 
away the fruitfulness of your prayer. So Basil says, "But if you 
are weakened by sin and cannot concentrate on your prayer, 
control yourself as much as you can and God will pardon you, 
because it is not out of carelessness but only out of frailty that 
you are not able to stand before him as you should. "II 

x/v Ought prayer to go on for a long time? 

It looks as if prayer ought not to go on for a long time: 
(I) It says, "When you pray, do not talk a lot. "I But if you pray for 

a long time you must talk a lot, particularly if you are praying 
vocally. So prayer ought not to be prolonged. 

(2) Prayer unfolds desire. And the more your desire is restricted to 

one thing the holier it is: "One thing I have asked the Lord for 
and this I will seck. ,,' So prayer too is all the more acceptable to 
God the shorter it is. 

(3) It is surely unlawful for us to go beyond the limits set by God, 
particularly in matters concerning the worship of God: "Give 
the people a solemn warning not to want to go beyond the limits 
appointed for them to see God, otherwise a great crowd of them 
will perish.'" And God has fixed the limits of our praycr by cs
tablishing the Lord's Prayer, as we can see from "Iatthew 6:9-
13. So it is not lawful for us to extend our prayer any further. 

On the other hand it looks as if we ought to pray constantly: 
(a) The Lord says, "One must pray always and not give up. ". And 

in I Thessalonians 5: 17 it says, "Pray without ceasing." 

In, Null of~'1 "'y:wtinr 2.) h:d. L. Vcrhci;cn I pAll; L:ndL"Ss p. H-J). 
II. l'scutln-B:asil 1.4 (PG J I:IJJJUC). 'luutL"tJ in Cllltnil "Urtll, Inc. t:it. 

l. .'hUt.6:7. 
2. Psalm 26:4. 
1. Exnd. 19:21. 
4. Luke 18,1. 
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REPLY 

We can talk about prayer in two diffcrent ways. We can talk 
abuut it with rcference to what it is in itself, or we can talk about it 
with reference to what causes it. And the cause of prayer is chari
table desire, which ought to be the source of prayer; and charitable 
desire ought to be in us continually, at Icast I'irtually, if not as some
thing we are conscious of directly! And the effect of such desire 
persists in c,'erything that we do because of charity. We ought to do 
cI'crything for the glory of God, as it says in 1 Corinthians 10:31, 
and in this scnse prayer ought to bc continuous. This is why Au
gustine says, "'n our vcry faith, hopc and charity we arc always 
praying bccause of thc constancy of our desirc."6 

But praycr itself, as a specific actil·ity, cannot be persistent be
cause we havc to del'ote ourseh'cs to other works. But, as Augustinc 
says, "For this reason we also cntrcat God in words at certain in
tervals of timcs and seasons' so that by these signs of things we may 
encourage ourselves and discOl'er in ourseh'es what progress we are 
making in our desire and rousc ourselvcs the more eagerly to do 
this",'''' 

Noll' whatever we are dealing with, its quantity ought to be 
proportionate to its purpose. Medicine, for instance, has to be taken 
in thc right quantity to restore the patient to health. So it is proper 
for prayer to last as long as it is helpful in stimulating the fervor of 
our inner desire. Whcn it goes beyond this limit, so that it cannot 
be prolonged further without boredom, it ought not to be continued 
any longer. So, as Augustine tells us, "The brethren in Egypt are 
said to usc frcqucnt prayers, but these are very brief, shot out as it 
wcre in a moment. This is to makc surc that their intcntness, which 
is so ncccssary in prayer and which they have I'igilantly aroused, 
does not fade away and become dulled through prolonging their 

5. \'t'l tJ(ttlt.'t1 dr/ult: either in the sense that we one actually engaged in desiring some· 
thing (we afc m3L:ing ::m :act uf desire) flf in Ihe sense th:at we afC doing something prumptL'tl 
hy desire. c\'cn if we arc nut p:articubrly cnnscinus uf the dl.osin.: at the mumcm. 

6. Ep. 1 311.').IH (I'L JJ,SII1). 
7. fJt'r urla ;1Iun.:alla borurtlnl (/ umporum: prcsum:ahly this refers to different times of 

1.1:1,\' :mll different scasuns of the "C3r Of month Of week. 
. K. "Do this" :l.pparcndy ;cfcrs tn the enntinu:!.1 "prayer" of faith. hope and charity. 

enosisling in cnnlinua) desire. 
9. Ep. 1J(I.9.1H (I'L 3H(lI). 
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prayers. This same principle of theirs, which shows that intentness 
should not be allowed to become dulled when it cannot be main
tained, also shows clearly enough that when it does persist it should 
not be broken off. "10 Notice has to be taken of this principle with 
regard to the intentness of the individual in private prayer, and sim
ilarly in public prayer it has to be applied to the devotion of the peo
ple. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Augustine says, "Praying for a long time is not the same thing 

as talking a lot. Of the Lord himself we read that he spent the 
whole night praying and that he prayed all the longer, to give us 
an example. "" Later on he says, "Talking a lot should be ban
ished from prayer, but not praying a lot, provided that a fervent 
intention continues. Talking a lot' in prayer means using an un
necessary number of words to do what has to be done, but pray
ing a lot means importuning him to whom we are praying with 
a prolonged, devout stirring of the heart. And very often this 
business is conducted more with groans than with words, with 
weeping rather than with talking. "" 

(2) Prolixity in prayer docs not consist in asking for many different 
things, but in having a constant feeling of desire for one thing. 

(3) The Lord did not appoint this prayer to oblige us to use only 
these words when we pray, but because these are the things that 
our intention should always be set on obtaining when we pray, 
however we express or think of them. 

(a)" We pray continuously either inasmuch as our desire is contin
uous, as we have already said, or in the sense that we do not give 
up praying at the appointed times," or with reference to the ef
fect our prayer has on us, leaving us more devout even after we 
have finished praying, or with reference to the effect we have on 
other people, as for instance when our kindness prompts some
one to pray for us even when we ourselves have stopped praying. 

10. Ep. 130.10.10 (PL lJ,SOI-1). 
II. Ep. IJO.IO.19 (pL lJ:SOI). 
12. Ep. 130.10.10 (pL JH02). 
I J. This is one of the fc,,' cases where Tlmmas trl'2tS the mJ conlra 3S an "objL"Ctiun" 

calling fur:m answer. In his \'icw on ahsolute answer 10 the 'Iues.ion is corn.'Ct. 
14. This intcrprctalinn is suggested by the Interlinear Gloss and by Hugh of 51. Cher; 

it prnh:lbly refers to the sct limes for the Di\'ine Office. as in the Gloss of I-bimo uf Auxcrrc 
(PL 117:775C), which is the snurce of the Interlinear Glnss here. 
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XV. Is prayer meritorious? 

Pra ycr docs not appcar to be meritorious: 
(I) Merit comes from grace, but prayer comes before grace, seeing 

that grace itself is one of the things won by prayer: "Your Father 
in heaven will give a good spirit to those who ask him. "I SO 
prayer is not a meritorious act. 

(2) If prayer merits anything, it surcly must particularly merit the 
thing that is being prayed for. But it does not always merit this, 
since often e\'cn the prayers of the saints are not heard. Paul, for 
instance, was not heard when he asked for the sting in his flesh 
to be removed.' So prayer is not a meritorious act. 

(3) Prayer relies particularly on faith: "They should ask in faith, not 
doubting at all.'" But faith is not sufficient for merit, as the case 
of people with unformed faith· makes clear. So prayer is not a 
meritorious act. 

On the other hand: 
(a) On Psalm 34: 13, "ll'ly prayer will return to my bosom," the 

Gloss says, "Even if it docs them no good, at least I shall not be 
deprived of my reward. ,,' And a reward is owed to nothing ex
cept merit. Therefore prayer docs count as meritorious. 

REPLY 

Apart from the immediate result of spiritual consolation, 
prayer is capable of yielding two results in the future, as we ha\'c 
seen: it is capable of meriting, and it is capable of obtaining what is 
being prayed for. Prayer, like any other \·irtuous act, has the result 
of meriting inasmuch as it derives from the root of charity, whosc 
proper object is the eternal good, the enjoyment of which is the re
ward which our merits earn. Prayer comes from charity by way of 

I. Luke 11 :13 . 
2. 2 CUT. 12:7-9; the problem POSI..'tI hy Paul's unanswered prayer is discussed at length 

in William nf Auxcrrc. Summa Aurrll III 27 .... cd. cit. pp.526-34. 2nd the essential problem 
is huw his prayer cuuM he mcritnriuus "irhuul being :mswl.:rcd, nr cum'crsdy huw it could 
amid being dcmeriwrinus if it "':IS nut a pr:lycr that muld he :mswcrcd. 

J. James 1:6 . 
... I.e . . pt.·ople \\ h" ha\'c the faith. hut aTC not in :l state of charity. 
5. cr. Imcrlin~r Gloss. 
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the virtue of religion, since prayer is an act of religion, as we have 
seen, and it is accompanied by various other \·irtues which are nec
essary for the goodness of prayer, namely humility and faith. It be
longs to the virtue of religion to offer the prayer to God, but it is to 
charity that the desire belongs for the thing whose fulfillment we 
are praying for. Faith is necessary with reference to the God to 
whom we are praying, because we must believe that we can obtain 
from him the things we are asking for. And humility is necessary 
with reference to ourselves, who acknowledge our need by making 
our petition. Devotion is also needed, but this too belongs to the 
\·irtue of religion, and it is the first act of religion and is necessary 
for all the rest that follow." 

As for the other result of prayer, its obtaining what we are 
praying for, this depends on the grace of tbe God to whom we are 
praying, who is also the one who incites us to pray. This is why 
Augustine says, "He would not encourage us to ask unless he 
wanted to give, ", and Chrysostom says, "He never denies his bless
ings to people who pray, since it is he who kindly urges them on not 
to give up praying. "" 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) Prayer without sanctifying grace is not meritorious, any more 

than any other virtuous act is. Y ct thc prayer which wins sanc
tifying grace does originate in some kind of grace, a kind of free 
gift, since praying itself is a sort of gift from God, as Augustine 
says.'} 

(2) Sometimes the merit of prayer points primarily at something 
other than what is being prayed for. Merit, after all, is princi
pall y directed toward our beatitude, whereas our petitions di
rectly reach out sometimes to other things, as we have seen. So 
if you are praying for something else for yourself and it is not 
going to help you toward beatitude, then you will not merit it, 

6. In Thomas' understanding "demtion" means the readiness In give oneself unhesi
tatingly tn the sen"icc of Gud ami, so, [() GCKI himself (11.11 (J.82 3.1 and 01.2), :\ lack of this 
dis(lClsirinn would clearly prc\'cnt the carrying nut elf any acts of rcligiun, including prayer, 
except perhaps in a halting and inadequate way. 

7. Stnll. 105.1. I (ilL 38:619). (Juuted in Pcraldus. S","ma de Firl. III 5.7.3. 
8, From a (ext in the Greek noriit.'gium translated for Thomas, which he ust.'<.I in the 

Calma A,m'a nn Luke 1 H: I; its source in Chrysnstnm has nm lx..'cn fuund. 
9, cr. Dr IJmw l'mn.:mml;at 23.M. 
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and indeed sometimes you will lose merit by asking for it and 
wanting it, for instance, if you were to ask God for the accom
plishment of some sin, which is not a pious prayer. 
Sometimes what we pray for is neither necessary for salvation 

nor patently contrary to salvation, and then we can merit eternal 
life by our prayer, bur without meriring the thing we are asking 
for. This is why Augustine says that someone praying faithfully 
for the necessities of this life is both mercifully heard and mer
cifully nor heard, because rhe doctor knows better than the pa
tient what is going to be useful to someone who is sick. III This 
is the reason why even Paul was not heard when he asked for rhe 
sting in his flesh to be removed; it was not expedient. 
Bur if whar is asked for is helpful toward beatitude, as being 

relevant for our salvation, then we merit it not only by praying 
but also by doing other good works. And so we shall undoubt
edly receive what we are asking for, though only at the proper 
time. "Some things are not denied, but put off so that they can 
be given at the appropriate time," as Augustine says." But of 
course this can be rhwarted if we do not persevere in asking, so 
for this reason Basil says, "Sometimes you ask and do not receive 
because you pleaded wrongly, either without faith or without 
seriousness or for somerhing that would do you no good or else 
you gave up pleading. "12 

Because we cannot strictly merit eternal life for anyone else, as 
we have said above," ir follows that we sometimes cannot 
strictly merir for someone else the things which lead to eternal 
life. For this reason we are not always heard when we pray for 
other people, as we have already noticed. This is why four con
ditions are laid down which, if they are all present at once, will 
ensure that one always obtains what one is asking for: one must 
be praying for oneself, for things that are necessary for salvation, 
piously and with perseverance. 

(3) Prayer relies principally on faith with respect to its capacity to 
obtain things from God, but not with respect to its capacity to 

10. Prosper, Stnt. Aug. 213 (ilL 51:"57A). 
II. Trllli . in 10. EfJ. 102.1. 
12. Pscudo .. B:&5i1 1.5 (PC 31:1135Q; d. Calma "ulTa un Lu&.c 11:9. 
11. 1.11 (1.1 H 3.6, though there the question is whether one ctln merit the first grace 

fur suml.'unc elsc. 
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merit, because this relies chiefly on charity. It is by faith that we 
have some knowledge of God's omnipotence and mercy, and it 
is from these that prayer obtains what it asks for. 

XVI. Do sinners obtain anything from God by praying? 

It looks as if sinners do not obtain anything from God by pray
ing: 
(I) It says, "We know that God does not hear sinners, "I and this 

tallies with "If you turn your ears aside to avoid hearing the law, 
your prayer will be an abomination. ,,' But prayer that is an 
abomination docs not obtain anything from God. So sinners do 
not obtain anything from God. 

(2) The righteous obtain from God what they merit, as has been 
said above. J But sinners cannot merit anything, because they are 
without grace, and they also lack charity, which is what gives 
force to piety as the Gloss on 2 Timothy 3:5 says ("I-laving the 
appearance of piety but denying its force"), and so they cannot 
pray piously, which is one of the conditions required for obtain
ing anything by prayer, as has been said above! So sinners do 
not obtain anything by praying. 

(3) Chrysostom says, "The Father does not gladly listen to a prayer 
which the Son has not dictated. '" But in the prayer which Christ 
dictated it says, "Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those 
who trespass against us," and sinners do not do this. Therefore 
they are either lying, if they say these words, and so do not de
serve to be heard, or else, if they do not say these words, they 

I. John 9,) I. 
2. Prm'crbs 2H:9. 
1. This picks up some ufwhat has bt..'cn said in art. IS, but it ignores the crucial dis

tinction Thomas has made between meriting and impccrating. 
4. This is a doublc-prung(.'d amlck. Sinners c:mnnt merit, since they lack gr:lcc (:lnd 

su, un lhe assumption that impetration depends un merit. it follows that they cannut impc
tr3te). In any case they cannot rTK..'ct the con\'entional cundiduns fur impctratiun. which in
clude piety which. with the help (lfthe I"h.'flincar Gloss un 2 Tim. 3:5. it is pussihle en reduce 
m charity which. b~' dclinitHNl. sinners lack ("sinners," of cuu~. meaning pt.,>pk: nul in It 

state uf gr:lce). Su (assuming thoU the "comlilitNls uf impetration" arc all m.'CLossary cunc..lit'nns 
fur impetration, which Thomas docs not in fact bclicn') un neither count can sinners impc-
tr:ltc. 

S. Pscudo-Ch[}·sosUlm. Op. Imp. in MIlII. lof.lof (PG 53:7 Jof). 
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are not heard because they have abandoned the pattern of prayer 
laid down by Christ. 

On the other hand: 
(a) Augustine says, "If God did not hear sinners, the publican 

would ha\'e been praying in vain when he said, 'Lord, be mer
ciful to me a sinner.' ". And Chrysostom says, "Everyone who 
asks recei\'es: everyone, that is, whether they arc righteous or 
sinners. n7 

REPLY 

There are two ways of looking at sinners: we may think of their 
human nature, which God loves, or we may think of their guilt, 
which God hates. So if a sinner prays for something precisely as a 
sinner, that is to say, in pursuance of some sinful desire, then God 
mercifully docs not hear such a prayer, though sometimes he may 
hear it with a view to vengeance, letting a sinner fall even more 
deeply into sin. As Augustine says, "There are some things which 
he denies in mercy and grants in wrath. "K But if sinners pray be
cause of some good desire coming from their human nature, then 
God does hear them, not as a matter of justice, because sinners do 
not deserve this, but out of sheer mercy, provided the four condi
tions listed abo\'e are met, that is to say, provided it is a prayer made 
for oneself, for things necessary for salvation, made piously and per
se\'eringly. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(I) As Augustine points out, this was said by the blind man before 

he was anointed, that is, before he was completely enlightened.· 
So it is not a \'alid obsen'ation. Though it can be taken as true 
if it is understood as referring to sinners precisely as such, and 
it is in this sense too that their prayer is said to be an abomina
tion. 

(2) Sinners cannot pray piously in one sense: their prayer is not con
ditioned by a solidly established \'irtue of piety. III Nevertheless 

6, 1'racl.;11 /0. Ef). "".13. 
7. PS4!udu.ChrysoSinm IH.IM (PC SJ:7J2). 
H. Stnn. 3H.7.7 (I'L 39,1167). 
(). TrIJCI. in 10. E1J ...... 13. 
10, Literally "their prayer is nut informed by the habit of the \'irtuc." 
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their prayer can be pious in the sense that they can ask for some
thing which belongs to piety, just as a person who is not really 
just can sometimes will something just, as we have seen above." 
The prayer of such people is not meritorious, but it can haw 
power to obtain what is being prayed for, since merit is based 
on justice, whereas winning an answer to prayer rests on grace." 

(3) As we have seen, the Lord's Prayer is recited in the name of the 
church as a whole, so if people who arc individually not willing 
to forgive their neighbors' sins say the Lord's Prayer, they arc 
not lying, even though they arc saying something which is not 
true of them as indh'iduals, because it is true of the church, 
though such people arc deservedly outside the church and so do 
not benefit from this prayer. But sometimes even sinners arc 
prepared to forgi\'e people who arc in their debt, and in this way 
their own prayers arc heard. As it says, "Do not hold on to the 
sins of your neighbor who docs you harm and then your sins will 
be forgiven when you pray."13 

XVII. Arc the p,1rts of prayer properly listed as being 
entreilties. prayers, pleas and thanksgi"ings? 

On the face of it, entreaties, prayers, pleas and thanksgivings 
arc inappropriately listed as the parts of prayer: 
(I) Entreaty appears to be a form of adjuration and, as Origen says. 

people who want to live according to the gospel ought not to ad
jure anyone, because if it is wrong to swear, it must be wrong 

II. Cf. 11.11 '1.59 3.2. where Thomas actuallr discusses the (.'on\'crsc 'lucstinn, 
whether it is possible to commit an unjust act without thL'fchy becoming an unjust person; 
his answer is that it is possible In pmducc thcoccasinnal act which conflicts with nnc's habitual 
state of mind, \\ ithnut thereby changing nne's essential posicion. 

J 2. ~ntt of c()urse, sanctifying grace in this context; hut if God anS\\'crs the prayers 
of any of us this is essentially due simply to his gracious g(KKi will. The answer to this point 
and the :lrtidc as a whole spell out some of the implicatiuns of thc distinctiun hctwccn mcriting 
and impetrating: sinncrs cannut mcrit, hut they can fulfil the conditions for impetration and 
sn pray a prayer that is certain to he fulfillcd (sn frum that point of \'iew thcir pnsition is not 
different frum that of the person \\ hu is in a condition to merit, sincc it is only when thcsc 
cunditions arc met that mcrit and impetration coincide). I\nd this ducs nnt, of coursc, rnt.'3n 
that sinncrs can oblige God to sa\'c thcm; thcy can onl~" pray at all, let alonc pray piously and 
pcrsc\'cringly and for things rcle\'ant to salnnion, bt."Causc God's gracc is leading them III\\anJ 
con\'crsinn and final pcrsc\"crance. 

13. Ecclcsiasticus 2H:2. 
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to adjure. J Therefore it is inappropriate that entreaty should be 
listed as a part of prayer. 

(2) According to Damascene prayer is "a petition made to God for 
things that arc fitting," so it is inappropriate to distinguish be
tween prayers and pleas. 

(3) Thanksgi\'ing looks back to the past, whereas the other things in 
the list look to the future, and the past comes before the future, 
so it is inappropriate for thanksgivings to be listed after the rest. 

On the other hand: 
(a) There is the text cited from the apostle.' 

REPLY 

Three things arc needed for there to be a prayer. First, the per
son praying must approach the God to whom the prayer is ad
dressed, and this is indicated by the word "prayer," because prayer 
is "an ascent of the intellect to God. ,,' Then there has to be a peti
tion, and this is indicated by the word "plea"; and the petition may 
be formulated quite precisely, and some people reserve the word 
"plea" to this sort of petition, or it may be formulated vaguely, as 
when we ask God to help us, and some people call this "supplica
tion." Or sometimes we simply state what is the case, for example, 
"Look, he whom you love is ill, ". and this they call "insinuation. '" 
Thirdly, there has to be a basis for the granting of our prayer, 
whether on God's side or on ours. On God's side the basis for grant
ing our prayer is his own holiness, for the sake of which we ask to 
be heard: "For your own sake, my God, turn your car;"· and this is 

I. SItptr.lllltl. Camm. Scr. IIO(PG 13: 1757C). "Adjuring" is;J form of .swc:.ring(iurllrt), 
sn the inference is nm implausible in Lui" ur in Gn:ck. 

1. I Tim. 2: I. (rum which the list is laken. 
J . In the commcntary nn the Sentences Thomas tunk "prayer" to mcan specifically 

"petitio" fur the things m:L"lIcd fur this life:," hut here he folluws Uon:m:nturc (IV Sml. d.IS 
p. 2 a.l (JA. Qu:u:u:chi cd. IV p. J6H) in accepting lnm;lsccnc's phrase as idcntif)-'ing the 
prccba: me ... "ing elf the w(tfd, (Jut where Uon3wncurc SOl)'S tholt "prayer" properly ml"llnS "an 
ascent tn Gud to cnjny something IIr to uhtain something ur tu pay a debt," Thumas confines 
its applic:niun stricdy (u the cuntext uf petitiun. 

-+_ Juhn 11:3. 
5. Thumas is here fulluwing Bugh (If St. Victor's imerpretation of the: terminology 

(IN \';"UI( OnmJ, 2, PL 176:979<:). 
6. D:mid '): 17-H. 
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what entreaty is about, because entreaty is a calling on holy things 
to support our plea,' as whcn we say, "By your birth, deliver us, 0 
Lord. ". The basis for the granting of our prayer on our side is 
thanksgiving, because by gi"ing thanks for the blessings we have al
rcady received we dcscr\'C to recei"e yct greater blessings, as it says 
in one of the collccts." 

This is why it says in the Gloss that what comes before the con
secration in the Mass is "entreaties," because there certain holy 
things are commemoratcd, and what happens at the actual conse
cration is "prayers," because that is the time when the mind ought 
specially to be raised toward God, and then the petitions which fol
low the consecration are "pleas" and the thanksgivings are what 
comes at the end. If) 

In many of the church's colk'Cts the same pattern can be ob
served, as for example in the collect for Trinity Sunday: "Almighty 
eternal God" has to do with the ascent to God which is "prayer." 
"Who gave your servants, etc." has to do with thanksgiving. "Grant, 
we bcseech you" has to do with "pleading." And "Through our 
Lord, etc." at the end has to do with "cntreaty. "" 

There is a different interpretation in the COl/jerel/us of the Fa
thers: entreaty is crying out because of one's sins, prayer is when we 
vow something to God, pleading is when we ask for something for 
other people, and thanksgiving is what the mind repays to God by 
way of unutterable ecstasies." But the first interpretation is better. 

In reply to the points raised above: 
(1) Entreaty is not an adjuration used with a ,·iew to compelling 

anyone, which is what is forbiddcn, it is an adjuration uscd with 
a "iew to begging for mercy. 

(2) "Prayer," taken in its general sense, includes all the items on the 

7. Ptr sacra (O,,/aIOlia is pmbably meant as :10 "etymology" of obsccral;o, 
8. Found in some \'crsiuns of the Litany of the Saints. 
9. Pnstcnmmuniun fur Friday of the Septemher Emher Days (Prototype of the Do

minic:1O liturgy. AGOP XIV L I r.-f07'). 
10. cr .. \laryin:ll Gluss In I Tim. 2: I. 
II. AGOP XIV L 1 r.47': "J\lmighty eternal God, who gol\'e ynur sen'aRtslhe gr:lcc 

to :1cknowlcdgc the glory of the c\'crlmsting Trinity in the cnnfc..'Ssion of the true {lith :md (U 

:I.durc the Unity in the pnwcr uf your majesty. we heseech yuu that we may always he kept 
safe frum all thar is hostile tn us by nur firmness in this same faith. thruugh uur Lun.!. ... " 

12. Cassian. Cmif. 9. J I-I·f. 
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list, but inasmuch as it is distinguished from the others it prop
erly means an ascent to God. 

(3) When we are talking about several different things, the ones that 
arc past come before the ones that are future; but where we are 
talking about one and the same thing, it is future before it is 
past." So we thank God for his other blessings before we em
bark on our pleading, but in the case of any individual blessing 
we first plead for it and only at the end, once we have received 
it, do we give thanks for it. But prayer comes before pleading, 
since that is how we approach the God to whom we are going to 
address our petition. And entreaty comes before prayer, because 
it is the thought of God's goodness which gi\'es us the courage 
to approach him. ,. 

t 3. ,\1 II :()() a.m. my breakfast is past and my lunch (at n<KIn, say) is still in the future. 
and there is no duubt th:u breakfast comes before lunch un this n:cknning. But at II :on a.m. 
my lunch is future and it may be a lung time before it is p:m- I may still be toying \\ ilh a 
finalli'lucur Olt 3:()() p.m.; so frllm this poim of "iew my lunch is dt.'Cidcdly future before it 
is past. 

14. Thomas appears [() he totally uncnnccrnt. . ..J to 53fcgu:lrd the IIrder in which the 
items arc listl.'tl in the Pauline text. I-Ie explains in what sense thanksgiving for past benefits 
c:m 1M: pushl'llin the head of the list, and he offers :m cxpbn3linn uf the order gi"cn in the 
text with thanksgi\'ing at the end. But his uncnncern tn find a Sl'qUCncc in the text is apparent, 
as in the budy of the anicle he pwpnscs :l lugical 5C..-qucncc that dlles nnt c(l('rl'S(>,H1d In Ihe 
nruerintf of lhe itl'fllS in the lexl, and the cflllcct f(l('m In which hI.' appeals as an illustralHIn 
has the items in yet :muthcr differt.'tU nrdcr. 
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From the Commentary on Romans 

Romans 8:26-27 

26. Similarly the Spirit helps our weakness. For we do not 
know what to pray for as we ought, but the Spirit 
himself pleads for us with unutterable groans, 

27. and he who searches hearts knows what the Spirit de
sires, because he is pleading for the saints in accord
ance with God. 

We have been told that our mortal bodies will be made alive 
through the Holy Spirit, when our weakness is taken away; simi
larly even in the situation of this life, in which we are still subject 
to weakness, "the Spirit helps our weakness," even if he does not 
completely remove it. "The Spirit lifted me up and raised me up and 
I went off, bitter in the indignation of my spirit," finding that weak
ness had not entirely gone, "for the hand of the Lord was with me, 
strengthening me"-it was in this that the Spirit raised me up (Ezek. 
3: \4). "The spirit is ready, but the flesh is weak" (Matt. 26:41). 

Then he explains this by saying, "We do not know what to pray 
for." And first, he shows our need of the Spirit's help, which con
cerns the weakness of this present life; then he shows the manner of 
his help ("the Spirit himself ... "l. Thirdly, he shows the effec
tiveness of his help ("He who searches ... "l. 

So, first, he says: I am right in saying that "the Spirit helps our 
weakness," because we suffer weakness in this regard, that "we do 
not know what to pray for as we ought." "A man whose way is hid
den, and God has surrounded him with darkness" (Job 3:23). And 
notice that the apostle says that there are two things we do not know: 
what to ask for when we pray and the manner in which we ought 
to ask for it. And both of these contentions appear to be false. 

We do, first of all, know what to pray for, because the Lord 
taught it to us: "Hallowed be thy name, etc." (Matt. 6:9). But we 
must say that we can indeed know in a general way what it is ap-
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propriate for us to pray for, but we cannot know how to apply this 
in specific ways. (I) If we desire to do some virtuous deed (and that 
is what it means to fulfil the will of God on earth, as it is fulfilled in 
heaven), it can come about that that particular virtuous deed is not 
suitable for this or that individual. For instance, the quiet of con
templation is not right for someone who can obtain useful results in 
some form of acth'ity, and vice versa, as Gregory says in the Mora/ia 
on Job 5:26.' So it says in Proverbs 14:12, "There is a way which 
seems right to someone, but its end leads to death." 

(2) Someone may be desiring some temporal good to support 
life (and this is what it means to ask for daily bread), but the partic
ular good becomes a risk of death. Many people have perished be
cause of wealth. "Wealth that is preserved for the ill of its master" 
(Eccles. 5:12). 

(3) Someone may desire to be freed from the harassment of 
some temptation, when in fact that temptation is serving to preserve 
humility. For instance, Paul asked to have the sting in his flesh taken 
away, but it had been given to him to prevent the greatness of his 
revelations making him conceited, as it says in 2 Corinthians 12:7. 

Similarly it looks as if we know how we ought to pray: "Let 
him plead in faith, without doubting at all" (James 1:6). To this we 
must say that we can know in general, but we cannot entirely dis
tinguish eaeh particular motion of our heart, whether for instance 
we are asking for such and such a thing out of anger or out of zeal 
for righteousness. So in Matthew 20:20-3 the petition of the sons of 
Zebedee is rebuked because, even though they appeared to be plead
ing for a share in God's glory, yet their petition came from a certain 
vainglory or conceit. 

Then he says, "But the Spirit himself ... ," establishing the 
manner in which the Holy Spirit helps us. "The Spirit pleads for us 
with unutterable groanings." This appears to lend support to the 
error of Arius and Macedonius, who maintained that the Holy 
Spirit was a creature and beneath the Father and the Son, because 
pleading is something that inferiors do. But if we infer from what 
the apostle says (that he "pleads") that he is a passible creature in
ferior to the Father, it follows as well from the same text (that he 
"pleads with groans") that he is a passible creature lacking beatitude, 

I, Grt:gnry. MoraIi1l 6.3? 51 (PL 1 5 :761 ~2). 
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something that no heretic has ever claimed, because groaning comes 
from grief, which has to do with wretchedness. 2 

So we must interpret "pleads" as meaning that he makes us 
plead, just as in Genesis 22: 12, "Now I know that you fear the Lord" 
means "I have made you know.'" 

The Holy Spirit makes us plead inasmuch as he causes right 
desires in us. Pleading is a certain unfolding of our desires, and right 
desires come from charitable love, and this is produced in us by the 
Holy Spirit. "The charity of God is poured out in our hearts by the 
Holy Spirit, who is given to us" (Rom. 5:5). With the Holy Spirit 
directing and prompting our hearts, even our desires cannot help 
but be useful to us. "I am the Lord your God, who teach you useful 
things" (Is. 48: 17). Therefore the apostle adds "for us." 

If something we greatly desire and pray for with desire is de
layed, we endure such a delay with distress and groaning, so he goes 
on, "with groans," groans caused in our hearts by the Holy Spirit, 
inasmuch as he makes us desire the things of heaven, which are not 
given to the soul immediately. This is the groaning of the dove· pro
duced by the Holy Spirit in us: "Her handmaids were driven out, 
groaning like doves" (Nahum 2:7). 

And he says, "unutterable," either because they are about 
something unutterable,' namely the glory of heaven ("He heard se
cret words which it is not lawful for anyone to speak," 2 Cor. 12:4), 
or because the very movements of the heart cannot adequately be 
expressed, in that they come from the Holy Spirit. "Who will ex
press the tally of the heavens?" (Job 38:37). 

Then, saying, "He who searches hearts ... ," the apostle dem
onstrates the effectiveness of the help with which the Holy Spirit 
assists us. "He who searches hearts" is God and it is peculiar to him. 
"God who searches hearts and reins" (Ps. 7: 10). And he is said to 
search hearts, not in the sense that he discovers the secrets of our 
hearts by investigating them, but because he knows clearly all that 
is lurking in our hearts. "I will search Jerusalem with lights" (Zeph. 
1: 12). 

2. Mistria is the opposite of beatitude (cf. 11.11 q.30 a.I). 
3. cr. Lombard's Gloss (PI.... 191: I .... 'BC). also quming Gen. 22: 12. From hcrconward 

Thomas [ollm\ s the general drifr of the Lomhard's Gloss fairly closely. 
4. Cf. PL 19U447C. 
5. Cf.I'L 191,1447A. 
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God, who searches hearts, "knows" (meaning "approves, ". as 
in 2 Tim. 2: 19, "The Lord knows those who are his own") "what 
the Spirit desires," makes us desire, that is. "Lord, my every desire 
is before you" (Ps. 37: 10). 

The desires which the Holy Spirit produces in the saints are 
acceptable to God for the reason that he "pleads for the saints," 
makes them plead, that is, "in accordance with God," in accordance, 
that is, with God's good pleasure. "The desire of the righteous is 
entirely good" (Prov. 11:23). As an example of this, the Lord said to 
the Father, "Not as I want, but as you want" (Matt. 26:39). 

6. cr. PL 191 :1 .... 8,\ . 
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Prologue to the Commentary on Boethius' 
De Hebdomadibus 

Run ahead into your house and gather yourself there and 
play there and pursue your thoughts. (Ecclus. 32:15-16) 

The advantage which the study of wisdom has is that it is to a 
greater degree self-sufficient in pursuing its business. When we are 
engaged in outward activities we need many things to help us, but 
in the contemplation of wisdom we work all the more effectively, 
the more we dwell alone with ourselves. So, in the words cited 
above, the wise man calls us back to ourselves: "Run ahead into your 
house," that is, be anxious to return from external things to your 
own mind, before anything else gets hold of it and any other anxiety 
distracts it. That is why it says in Wisdom 8:16, "I will enter my 
house and rest with her," with wisdom, that is. 

The first requirement, then, for the contemplation of wisdom 
is that we should take complete possession of our minds before any
thing else does, SO that we can fill the whole house with the contem
plation of wisdom. But it is also necessary that we ourselves should 
be fully present there, concentrating in such a way that our aim is 
not diverted to other matters . Accordingly the text goes on, "And 
gather yourself there," that is, draw together your whole intention. 
And when our interior house is entirely emptied like this and we are 
fully present there in our intention, the text tells us what we should 
do: "And play there." 

There are two features of play which make it appropriate to 

compare the contemplation of wisdom to playing. First, we enjoy 
playing, and there is the greatest enjoyment of all to be had in the 
contemplation of wisdom. As Wisdom says in Ecclesiasticus 24:27, 
"My spirit is sweeter than honey." 

Secondly, playing has no purpose beyond itself; what we do in 
play is done for its own sake. And the same applies to the pleasure 
of wisdom. If we are enjoying thinking about the things we long for 
or the things we are proposing to do, this kind of enjoyment looks 
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beyond itself to something else which we are eager to attain, and if 
we fail to attain it or if there is a delay in attaining it, our pleasure 
is mingled with a proportionate distress. As it says in Proverbs 
14:13, "Laughter will be mixed with grief." But the contemplation 
of wisdom contains within itself the cause of its own enjoyment, and 
so it is not exposed to the kind of anxiety that goes with waiting for 
something which we lack. This is why it says in Wisdom 8: 16, "Her 
company is without bitterness" (the company of wisdom, that is) 
"and there is no boredom in living with her." It is for this reason 
that divine Wisdom compares her enjoyment to playing in Proverbs 
8:30, "I enjoyed myself every single day, playing before him," each 
"single day" meaning the consideration of some different truth. 50 
our text goes on, "Pursue your thoughts," the thoughts, that is, by 
means of which we obtain knowledge of the truth. 
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From the Prologue to the 
Commentary on St. John 

I saw the Lord sitting on a high, elevated throne and the 
house was full of his majesty,' and the things which were 
beneath him filled the temple (Isaiah 6: 1). 

The words quoted here are the words of someone contemplat
ing, and if we take them as coming from the mouth of John the evan
gelist they are quite apt as a comment on his gospel. As Augustine 
says, the other evangelists instruct us about the active life in their 
gospels, but John instructs us also about the contemplative life in his 
gospel.' 

In the words quoted above, the contemplation of John is de
picted under three headings, in line with the three ways in which 
he contemplated the Godhead of the Lord Jesus. It is depicted as 
being high, expansive and complete. It is high, because he "saw the 
Lord sitting on a high, elevated throne." It is expansive, because 
"the house was full of his majesty." It is complete, because "the 
things which were beneath him filled the temple." 

On the first point, we should realize that the height, the sub~ 
limity of contemplation consists chiefly in the contemplation and 
knowledge of God. "Lift up your eyes on high and consider who 
made these" (Is. 40:26). So we lift up the eyes of our contemplation 
on high when we see and contemplate the very Creator of all things. 
Since John, then, rose above every creature, above the very moun
tains, the very skies, the angels themselves, and reached the Creator 
of all, as Augustine says,' clearly his contemplation was very high. 
And so he says, "I saw the Lord sitting on a high throne." And be
cause, as John himself says, "Isaiah said this when he saw his glory," 
Christ's, that is, "and it \Va.s about him that he spoke" (John 12:41), 

I. This phr:J.sc, which is not found in current t."<iitions of the Vulgate, occurs in some 
Parisian manuscripts from the time of Thomas. 

2. Augustine, Dt ConstnSU Ef.:ang. 1.5 (PL 34:1(46). 
3. Augustine. Tr. in 10. E'/). 1.5. 
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this means that the Lord sitting on the high, elevated throne is 
Christ. 

In this contemplation of John's about the Word incarnate, four 
kinds of height are identified: authority (which is why he says "the 
Lord"), eternity ("sitting"), natural rank or nobility ("on a high 
throne") and truth which baffles our understanding ("elevated"). 
These were, in fact, the four ways in which the ancient philosophers 
came to the contemplation of God. 

Some of them came to the knowledge of God by way of his 
authority, and this is the most cffective way. We see that in the do
main of nature things act purposively and attain useful and definite 
objectives and, since they lack understanding, they cannot direct 
themselves toward any goal unless they are moved and directed by 
the mind of someone guiding them. So the movement of natural ob
jects toward a definite goal is itself evidence of there being some
thing higher by which they are directed and guided toward their 
goal. And so, since the whole course of nature proceeds and is di
rected in an orderly way toward its goal, we must of necessity posit 
something higher which directs all these things and governs them as 
their Lord. And this is God. [t is this authority to govcrn which is 
indicated as belonging to the Word of God when it says "Lord." Ac
cordingly in the Psalms it says, "You lord it over the power of the 
sea, you control the mO\'cmcnt of its waves" (Ps. 88:10). "Yours is 
the kingdom, yours is the power,'" as if to say, "You are the Lord 
of nature, the gO\'ernor of all things." John reveals that he has this 
knowledge about the Word when he says, "He came to what was 
his own," into the world, that is, because the whole world is his own 
(John I: II). 

Others came to the knowledge of God by way of his eternity. 
They saw that whate,'er exists in things is changeable, and the no
bler anything is in the scale of things the less changeable it is. For 
instance, lower bodies are changeable both in their substance and in 
their location, but the heavenly bodies, which are nobler, are un
changeable in their substance and undergo only change of place! 

~. It is not c1c:ar whether this is intended !IS p:ln of the quotation from Psalm 8M (there 
is nuthing in the Psalm ;It all like it) or whether it is mc:mt to he :10 allusion In the supple. 
mCnI!lry phr.lSc USl"tJ !It the end of the Lord's Pnycr ("Ihi~ is the kingdom. the pu,,"cr 
... "). 

S. According In ArislOtciian cosmolugy. the hea\'cnly bodies arc nut liable to the son 
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Along these lines it can obviously be inferred that the first principle 
of all things, the highest and most noble of all, is immutable and 
eternal. And this eternity of the Word is implied by the prophet 
when he says "sitting," that is, presiding in eternity with absolutely 
no change at all. "Your seat, 0 God, is forever" (Ps. 44:7). '1esus 
Christ, yesterday and today, the same forever" (Heb. 13:8). It is to 
display this eternity that John says, "In the beginning was the 
Word" (John I: I). 

Some people came to the knowledge of God by way of his rank; 
these were the Platonists. They saw that all the things that possess 
some quality by participation presuppose something primary and 
supreme which possesses that quality by virtue of its own essence, 
just as everything that is on fire by participation presupposes fire 
which is such by virtue of its own essence.6 So since everything 
which exists participates in existence and exists by par,icipating in 
existence, there must be something at the summit of everything 
which exists by virtue of its own essence. And that is God, who is 
the utterly sufficient, worthy and complete cause of all existence, 
from whom everything that exists derives its share in existence. This 
rank is revealed in the words "on a high throne," which Dionysius 
says refers to the divine nature. 7 "The Lord is high above all na
tions" (ps. 112:4). John points to this rank when he says, "The Word 
was God" ("the Word" being the subject of the sentence and "God" 
the predicate).' 

Some came to the knowledge of God by way of the incompre
hensibility of his truth. Every truth which our intellect can contain 
is limited because, as Augustine says, anything that is known is 
within the limits of the knower's grasp," and if it is limited it is also 
defined and particular, and so there must be a first, supreme truth, 

uf change :and dt.'cay which all bodies on canh undergo; the unly change which affects them 
is lucal motion. cr. Aristotle, Dt Carlo 1.3. 

6. According to Platonist mcuphysics, the qualities th:u we sec in the complex crea
tures around U5 arc all dcrh'ath'c; at a higher lel"eI there must be u"complex and pure versions 
urlhe dilull..-d and cnnfust.'tI tJualitics fnund here below, :md these must be the source of what
C\'Cf share in these 'lualitics is exhibited by the world :mMlnd us. cr. Thnmas, In Lib. tk Causis 
16, cd . cit. p. Y4. 

7. J)"Hl~·sius. CIIIl.·Ht.'tI. cit. pp. 156-7). 
H. John I: I. In Latin Dtus tral V"bum is syntactically :ambibTUuuS antJ cuuld be rCOld as 

m~ning. "God W;JS the Wurd." 
9. Augustine. Civ. Dti 12.19. 
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which surpasses all understanding and is incomprehensible and un
limited. And that is God. So it says in Psalm 8:2, "Your splendor, 
o God, is raised high above the heavens," that is, above all created 
intellects, those of angels as well as our own. II> And that is because, 
as the apostle says, he "dwells in unapproachable light" (I Tim. 
6: 16). The incomprehensibility of his truth is indicated in our text 
when it says "elevated," too high, that is, for the knowledge of any 
created intellect. And John implies this incomprehensibility when 
he says, "No one has ever seen God" (John 1:18). 

So John's contemplation, which he passes on to us in his gospel, 
was high with reference to the authority, eternity, rank and incom
prehensibility of the Word. 

It was also expansive. Contemplation is expansive when some
one is able to sec in some eause all the effects produced by that cause, 
knowing, that is, not only the nature of the cause but also the power 
with which it pours itself out into many things. This outpouring is 
spoken of in Ecclesiasticus 24:35, "Who fills with wisdom like the 
Phison," and in Psalm 64: 10, "The river of God is filled with water," 
because divine wisdom is expansi"e" with regard to the knowledge 
of everything. "He g3\'e me true knowledge of all that is" (Wis. 
7: 17). So John the evangelist's contemplation was expansive because 
after being raised up to contemplate the nature and essence of the 
divine Word he says, "In the beginning was the Word and the Word 
was with God," and then he immediately goes on to indicate the 
power of the Word with which he pours himself out into all things, 
"By him all things were made" (John 1:1,3). So in ourtext, afterthe 
prophet has said, "I saw the Lord sitting ... ," he goes on with a 
reference to his power, "And the house was full of his majesty," that 
is, the whole fullness of things and of the universe comes from the 
majesty and power of the Word of God, by whom all things were 
made and by whose light everyone coming into this world is enlight
ened (John 1:3,9). "The Lord's is the earth and its fullness" (ps. 
23: 1). 

John'S eontemplation was also complete. Contemplation is 
complete when the person contemplating is brought and raised to 

tn. This is ClOC u( the intcfrrc..utillns found in Lomhard's Gk.ss un Ps . H:2 (PL 
IIJI :IBD). 

11 , The text tr3nsmiucd by the manuscrillts seems to h,1\'c aitirud;1I(m, hut surely 
Thnmas rnc:mt amt'itllJit/(ln; anyway, that is \\ h:u I h:u'c tuosl:ucd. 
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the high level of the things contemplated; if you remain down below 
in the depths, however high your contemplation may be, it would 
not be complete. So if it is to be complete it must rise up and reach 
the very goal of the thing contemplated, cleaving and assenting in 
heart and mind to the truth contemplated. "Do you know the ways 
of the clouds," that is, the contemplations of preachers, 12 "Do you 
know that they are completely perfect?" (Job 37:16)" inasmuch as 
they cleave firmly in heart and mind to the high truth they contem
plate. So because John not only taught us how Jesus Christ, the 
Word of God, is God, high above all things, and how all things were 
made through him, but he also taught us that we are sanctified 
through him and that we cleave to him by the grace which he pours 
into us ("From his fullness we ha\'e all received," John 1:16), it is 
evident that his contemplation was complete. And this complete
ness is re\'ealed when our text goes on, "And the thingJ that were 
beneath him filled the temple," because, as it says in 1 Corinthians 
11:3, "Christ's head is God," so what is under him is the sacraments 
of his humanity, by which the faithful are filled with the fullness of 
grace. So "the things which were under him," that is, the sacra
ments of his humanity, "filled the temple," that is, the faithful who 
are the "holy temple of God," as it says in 1 Corinthians 3: 17, in
asmuch as all the faithful receive something from Christ's fullness 
of grace by means of the sacraments of his humanity. 

So John's contemplation was high, expansive and complete. 
And it should be noticed that these three kinds of contempla

tion are distributed between different sciences. The completeness 
of contemplation belongs to moral science, which is concerned with 
our final goal. Its expansiveness and fullness belong to natural sci
ence, which looks at the things that proceed from God. The height 
of contemplation, as far as the philosophical sciences are concerned, 
belongs to metaphysics. But what these sciences possess separately 
the gospel of John contains all together, and therefore it is utterly 
complete. 

12. Cf. Grc..-gory's interpretation of Job 37:16 in Moralia XXVII 37.61-2 (PL 76:435-
6), much of \\ hich \las taken up into the .\targinaJ Gloss. 

13. This is a vcry inexact citation; the Vulgate text suggests that by "they" Thomas 
prubahly meant "kinds of knowledge" (Jcitnt;ot) rather Ih.m "c1uuds." 
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Active and 
Contemplative Life 

Summa Theologiae II. II 
Questions 179-182 

Next we must look at the active and contemplative lives, and 
there are four topics to be examined: 

(I) The division of life into active and contemplative; 
(2) The contemplative life; 
(3) The active life; 
(4) The comparison between the active and contemplative 

lives. 

QUESTION 179: The division of life into active alld contemplative 

The first topic contains two questions: 
(I) Whether the division of life into active and contemplative 

is appropriate; 
(2) Whether it is adequate. 

Article I.' Is the division of life into 
active and contemplative appropriate? 

The division of life into active and contemplative appears to be 
inappropriate: 
(I) It is by its essence that the soul is the principle of life. As the 

philosopher says, "For living creatures life is their being. '" But 
it is by its powers that the soul is the principle of activity and 
contemplation. So it is apparently not appropriate to divide life 
into active and contemplative. 2 

I. Ariswt/e. Dt , Inimlll." (4ISbJJ). 
2. This objection challenges the pn)priccy of the phrases ":leth'c life" and "conlcmpla .. 

tive lifc" on the grounds that action/confemplation belong to a different level of inquiry from 
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(2) Life comes before intellect, bccausc Iifc is alrcady prcscnt in liv
ing crcatures by \'irtuc of thc vcgctative soul, as the philosopher 
makcs clear.' But "activc" and "contcmplativc" (or "spcculativc" 
and "practical") arc spccific kinds of intcllcctual opcration, as we 
can scc from thc De illlillla.· And it is not propcr to use thc spc
cific characteristics of somcthing that comcs later in an analysis 
of somcthing that comcs first.' 

(3) Thc word "lifc" implies mO\'ement, as Dionysius shows! But 
contemplation consists morc in rcpose, as is suggcstcd by Wis
dom 8: 16, "I will cnter my housc and rcst with hcr." So it looks 
as if thc division of lifc into activc and contcmplative is inappro
priatc. 7 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says, "Therc arc two livcs about which almighty God 
instructs us by mcans of his holy word: thc active ~nd the con
templative. ". 

REPLY 

Beings are properly callcd "living" if thcy ha\'e it in thcmselvcs 
to move and to do things. But any bcing is particularly characterizcd 

life. Hy ,'iTlue of the "essence" uf m~' soul I om [he p:micubr kind ufli\'ing erc.ltUTe thoU I :am, 
:mtl my l>cing ali"1! c:mnut be c.Ji\'Urct.'tI frum my heing :lli,"c :15 this panicular kind of Ih-ing 
erc:llurc. Different ways uC heing .. Ii,"c muSI therefure refer IU being aJiw as different kinds 
(If li,-ing hd"g: I may he :l.1i\(~ as :I chimpam.I."C or :I caulinuwn ur a hum:m heing. Iking 
":lctj"e" or "conh:mpbtin:" is therefure rMK a matter ofbcing :lli\'c in a particular liind uf \\"3)'. 
hut simply of using the puwcrs th:lt I h3\'C :!IS :a Ih'ing heing in :I. p;lrticul:lT kind uf' way. 

) . The \'LlIctati\,c suul. in "rislcKelian tcrminulugy, is wh.1t ITl3kcs sumething 3lil'c to 

the c"tem that it can gmw. reproducc 3ntl so on; it is cummon co pl3nts, 3nim31s and hUTruln 
tM!ings. and as such it is the first kind uf life. Cf. Aristude. Ik "nima 2.4 HI 5a23-5). 

of . Arisrutlc, /Ju\l,imtJ 3.10 (433al.J-S). 
5. This raises much rhe same difficulty 35 the first obj\.'Ctiun. hut more from the point 

of \'iew nf methtKlolugy. To talk uf "acth'c" 3nd "contemplative" lives suggests 3 misle3ding 
kind uf classification. like t31king of different kinds of tiger as if they were differem kinds of 
3nimal: differences of species should not be reg3rdl..'tl as constituting a difference of genus. 
Within the genus "life" we can idemify "imclk"Ctuallife" as a spt..'Cies; it is within the spl..'Cies 
"intellectual life" that the difference between "acti\'e" 3nd "c"ntemplati\'c" 3rises. 

6, Diunysius, f)X 6, I (PG 3;856:\B). un which Thumas cumments (p3r3. 678 in the 
,'brieni edition); "Amung bodies, those arc properly descrilx:d as li\'ing which h3\'e the ca
p3eiry fur I1lm'ement in themscl\'l::s .. , :md since ;my kind uf:activity is in some \\a)' [J)()\'e
memo anything that h:as the source of its 3cti\'ity in itself . , . is called li\'ing." 

7. The nbjl.'Ction Ihis lime is toot "CHnlc:mpbtion" is nUl rl.'ally "life" .n :lll, but rather, 
:lS it were, :l mailer nf 12king :a bn.-ak frum life. 

H. /I,m. F.:d. 2.2.7 (I'L 76,9521)). 
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in itself by whatever is proper to it and whatever it is most inclined 
to. So each living being is shown to be alive by the function which 
is most proper to it and to which it is most inclined; for instance, the 
life of a plant is said to consist in its absorbing nourishment and in 
its propagating itself, while the life of an animal is identified as con
sisting in sense-perception and movement. But the life of human 
beings is identified as consisting in their understanding things and 
their acting rationally. 

On the same basis, within the domain of human life, the life of 
anyone individual seems to be identifiable as the thing he most en
joys and in which he is most interested, which will also be the thing 
he most wants to share with a friend, as it says in the Ethics. 9 

So, since some people particularly devote themselves to the 
contemplation of truth, while others apply themselves particularly 
to outward works, this is why it is appropriate to divide human life 
into "active" and "contemplative. "'0 

In response to the points raised above: 
(J) The proper form of each being, which makes it actually exist, is 

the principle of its proper activity. So living is said to be the 
being of living creatures because living creatures act in such and 
such a way by virtue of the fact that they have their being 
through their form. 11 

(2) Life in its most general sense is not divided into active and con
templative; the distinction concerns human life, which is spec
ified by the possession of intellect. So the distinction between 
different kinds of human life is the same as the distinction be
tween different kinds of intellect. 

(3) Contemplation does involve resting from external movements, 
but all the same, contemplating itself is a kind of movement of 
the intellect, inasmuch as any activity can be called a movement, 
in the same sense in which the philosopher says that perceiving 

9, Aristotle, Elh. Nic. 9.12 (I 1 72al-3). 
10. I.e., lhe distinction between ";ctivc" and "contcmplati\'c"lifc is a matter of intel

lectual bias: some people apply their minds primuily to the attempt fO UndCTSt2nd the (nuh 
for its own SOllie, whereas other Pl-oplc apply their minds chiefly to the lIttcmpt to get SOOlC
thing done. 

II. Thomas refuses to distinguish between what makes, say, ;1 tiger oliw and what 
makes it aliw IJ1 II ligtr. So if you 3rc the kind of person whose bias is toward underst::mding 
truth for its own sake, what makes you aJive is wh:lt makes you :lIh'c as 'Nt kind of ~l1Dn. so 
that it is appropriale to say thaI your life is ~ conlempbli\'e life. 
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and understanding are kinds of movement, meaning by "move
ment" the operation of some complete being. 12 In the same sense 
Dionysius lists three mO\'ements of the soul in contemplation: 
straight, circular and spiral. " 

Article 2: Is the dil·ision of life into 
actil·e and contemplative adequate? 

The division of life into active and contemplative appears to be 
inadequate: I 
(I) The philosopher says that there are three main kinds of life: self

indulgent, civic (which seems to be the same as the active life) 
and contemplative.' So the division into acth'e and contempla
tive is inadequate. 

(2) Augustine lists three kinds of life: leisurely (which belongs to 
contemplation), busy (which belongs to the active life), and then 
he adds a third kind of life which is a compound of the other 
two. 3 So it looks as if the division into active and contemplative 
is insufficient. 

(3) I-Iuman life takes on different forms in accordance with the dif
ferent activities in which people are interested. But there are 
more than two kinds of activity in which people are interested. 
So surely life ought to be divided up under more headings than 
just "active" and "contemplative. n 

On the other hand: 
These two lives are symbolized by Jacob's two wh'es, the active 
life by Leah and the contemplative by Rachel; also by the two 
women who gave the Lord hospitality, the contemplath'e life 
being symbolized by Mary, the active by Martha, as Gregory 
says! And this symbolism would not work if there were 

12. Ariswtlc distinguishes between the rnm'cmcnt (or change) that brings some being 
[() irs mamrity (e.g., growth) and the m(wcmcnt II being can perform once it has reached its 
maturity (Dt Anima 3.7.01] 1:16-7); pcrcci\'ing and thinking arc mm'cmcnts in the laneT sense 
(ibid. -I3Ia8). 

13. Dion\'sius, DN 4.9 (PG 3:705;\0). 
I. A sch(;'aSlic di1Jisio is meant to be a complete analysis of something. so that if it fails 

to account for some pan of its subjt.."Ct it is an inadt.'quatc dh'ision. 
2. Aristotle. Elh. Nit, 1.5 (I095b17-19), 
3. Augustine, C;v, In; 19.1-2. 
4. '\/.'01;0 6.J7.6\ (PL 75,760111-1). 
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more than two types of life. So life is adequately divided into 
active and contemplative. 

REPLY 

The division into active and contemplative life is meant to ap
ply to human life, and so it concerns different kinds of human un
derstanding. And understanding is divided into active and 
contemplative, because the purpose of intellectual knowledge is 
either the sheer knowledge of truth (which is a matter of contem
plative understanding) or some outward act (which is a matter of 
practical or active understanding). So it is sufficient to divide life 
into active and contemplative. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) The life of self-indulgence takes bodily enjoyment as its goal, 

and this is something we share with the animals. So, as the phi
losopher says in the passage referred to, this is a "bestial life.'" 
That is why it is not included in this present analysis, whereby 
human life is divided into active and contemplative. 

(2) Intermediaries are made up of extremes; and so are implicitly 
contained within them: tepid is contained in hot and cold, pale 
is contained in white and black. In the same way something 
compounded of active and contemplative is contained within 
these two terms. But in any mixture there is one ingredient 
which predominates, and so it is in the intermediary kind of life: 
sometimes the contemplative element predominates, sometimes 
the active. 7 

S. £Ib. Nic, 1095b20. The refusal [0 trcat the life of self-indulgence as:a genuinely "hu
man*' life rests on Aristotle's aq,ruml"flt in £Ih. Nit. t. 7 that hum:m gnod muse be identified 
with something which is spt.'Cifically human, i.e .• sumething we do not h3\'C in common with 
plants :and animals. The point is not that the spt.'Cifically human capacity fur r:llional thought 
puts us under :m ohligation (0 usc it. but that if we try 10 Ih'c as if we did not possess it we 
cannot actually SUC1:t.'i.'t! in being fuppy; in a more modem itJiom, we shall not be "being our
sch'c!," 

6. Cf. Aristotle, Physics I.S (1881>23-24), with Thomas' comments (para. 78 in the Mar
ictti editiun), showing that only the opposites constitute the real ultimate principles. 

7. Thomas dis:lIluws the notion of the "mixed life" :IS being an unnl'Ccssary cllmpli
cuiun. The 3Cci,'c 300 cnntcmpl:uin: lin~ arc identified with ufercncc 10 lin inlcllC'Ctual biu 
nne \\'3)' Of the mher; there is no rcasun to suppose th:llt this bias will normall), be so imense 
as to exclude entirely the less f3\,ort.'tJ f:llcet of life. E"cn the most dcdicatl"ti imelh."Ctual must 
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(3) All che human accivities in which people are imeresced are part 
of che active life, if they are geared co the needs of che presenc 
life in accordance with right reason, because it is che business of 
che active life to provide for the needs of this presem life by 
means of properly ordered activities. Bue if what people are in
cerested in serves any kind of lusc, then ic belongs to che life of 
self-indulgence, which does not fall wichin the active life.· And 
human interescs aimed at the study of truth belong co the con
cemplative life. 

QUESTION 180: The contemplative life 

Next we must look at the comemplative life, and this raises 
eight questions: 

(I) Whether che comemplative life belongs emirely co che in
tellect, or whecher feelings come imo it as well; 

(2) Whether the moral virtues belong co the comemplative life; 
(3) Whether che contemplative life consists in just one act, or in 

several; 
(4) Whecher che consideracion of all sores of truch belongs to che 

contemplative life; 
(5) Whether the contemplacive life in this world can rise to the 

vision of God; 
(6) The comemplative movemems listed by Dionysius; 
(7) The delighcfulness of contemplation; 
(8) The lastingness of comemplation. 

Article I: Is the contemplative life quite independent of 
feelings and confined to the intellect? 

It looks as if the comemplative life has noching to do wich feel
ings, and belongs emirely in the intellect: 

sometimes rum his mind 10 pncticl m:mers, lind C\'et\ the most cra.-rgcrially active person 
is liable sometimes to read the newspaper just out of interest. But in everyone there will be 
some bias one way or the:: ocher. So trc:lting the "mixed life":as a third kind of life woukl be 
like treating "gin and tonic" as a third kind of substance, distinct from both gin and tonic. 
Howe\'er mixed up in practice the two ingredients may be. there arc still only two ingredients. 

8. Thomas covertly brings in here the tr:tdition:al Christian notion of the acth'c life:lS 
consisting in the pursuit of the moral virtues. In that sense it cannot contain :mything which 
is nm in accordance with mont virtue. 
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(I) Thc philosophcr says that thc goal of contcmplation is truth.' 
And truth is entirely a mattcr for thc intcllect. So apparently the 
contcmplative lifc is wholly intcllcctual. 

(2) Grcgory says that Rachel, whosc namc mcans "sight of thc first 
principlc," significs thc contcmplativc lifc.' But sccing a prin
ciplc is propcrly the busincss of thc intcllcct. So thc contcmpla
tivc lifc belongs propcrly to thc intcllect. 

(3) Grcgory says that it is part of thc contemplati\'c lifc to rcst from 
extcrnal activity.J But our cmotional or appctitivc powcr makcs 
us turn to outward activities.4 So it sccms that thc contcmplati\·c 
lifc has no connection with our appetitivc powcr. 

On thc othcr hand: 
Grcgory also says that the contemplativc lifc mcans holding on 
to thc Im'c of God and of ncighbor with all our mind, and to 
c1cavc solely to desirc for our Crcator.' But dcsirc and love con
cern our cmotional or appetitivc powcr, as we have scen" So the 
contcmplativc lifc too has somcthing to do with our cmotional 
or appetiti\'c powcr. 

REPLY 

We must say that "thc contcmplativc lifc" rcfcrs to thc lifc of 
pcople whosc primary aim is thc contcmplation of truth. And aim
ing at somcthing, as we ha\'c sccn,' is an acti\' ity ofthc will, bccausc 
what wc aim at is our objcctivc, and this is thc object of the will. So 
thc contcmplati\'e life belongs to the intcllect, if what we are think
ing of is thc actual nature of its acti\'ity. But with reference to the 
motive which inspires its functioning, that is the business of thc 
will, which movcs all our other powers, including thc intcllcct, to 
pcrform their own acts, as we havc scen.· 

L A ristotle, .Ittlaph. a I (993bZO-I). 
2 . .lJora/ia6.37.61 (ilL 75:764B). 
3. /10m , Hu/.: . 2.2.H (Pl 76:953AII), 
4. The suggestion is that w:loting something ur gcning cxcitt.'tI about sumething nat-

urally pmmpts us to set about doing something ahout it . 
5. 110m. Euk. 2.2 ,H (ilL 76 .953AB). 
6. 1.11 q.26 a. 1. 
7. 1.llq. 12a. L 
H. I 'I .HZ aA. 
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Our appetitive power prompts us to look into something, 
whether with the senses or with the intellect, in two ways: some
times it is because we love the object of our vision; as it says in Mat
thew 6:21, "Where your treasure is, there is your heart too." 
Sometimes it is because we love the knowledge itself which we gain 
by looking into something." This is why Gregory locates the con
templative life in the love of God, inasmuch as it is love of God 
which fires people to look at his beauty. And because we all enjoy 
obtaining what we love, the contemplative life culminates in enjoy
ment, which is a matter of our feelings; and this in turn makes love 
more intense. 

In response to the points raised abO\'e: 
(I) Truth, precisely as the goal of contemplation, functions as a 

good which is desirable, lovable and enjoyable. From this point 
of view it does concern our appetitive power. 

(2) We are drawn to the vision of the first principle, God, by love 
of him. So Gregory says that the contemplative life disdains all 
other concerns and is on fire with yearning to see the face of its 
Creator. 10 

(3) The appetitive power not only moves the limbs of our bodies to 
perform outward works, it also moves the intellect to perform 
the activity of contemplation, as we have explained. 

Article 2: Do the moral virtues belong 
to the contemplative life? 

Surely the moral virtues do belong to the contemplative life: 
(I) Gregory says that the contemplative life means holding on to the 

love of God and of neighbor with all our mind.' But all the moral 
virtues whose acts are covered by the precepts of the Law can 
be seen as facets of the love of God and of our neighbor, because 

9, In III Stnl. d.H q.1 3.2 q.1 Thomas uses much the same diuinction in order to 
distinguish hctwl'Cn Ihe "contemplation of the philosophers" and that of the saints, but here 
he docs not c\'cn Slocm to be terribly inrcrcsu.'d in scp.uating the two kinds of interest from 
c3ch other. leI alone in aJloc31ing Ihem to tJirrcrent pt."Oplc. He takes up the point again in 
q.180 a. 7. and it is c1t.."3r that he in no ,,'ay disappm\'cs of the tJclight there can be simply in 
knowing. Like c\'crylhing dse, though, it becomes fully good ooly in the context of charity. 

10. /10m. E=«. 2.2.8 (PL 76:9SJB). 
I. 110m. £=d. 2.2.8 (PL 76:9SJII). 
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"charity is the fulfilment ofthe Law" (Rom. 13: 10). So it looks 
as if the moral virtues do belong to the contemplative life. 

(2) The contemplative life is directed primarily toward the contem
plation of God. Gregory says that it disdains all other concerns 
and is on fire with yearning to see the face of its Creator. 2 But 
the only way to achieve this is purity, which is caused by moral 
virtue, because it says in Matthew 5:8, "Blessed are the pure in 
heart, because they will see God." And in Hebrews 12:14 it 
says, "Pursue peace with everyone and also holiness, without 
which no one will see God." So apparently the moral virtues do 
belong to the contemplative life. 

(3) Gregory says that the contemplative life is beautiful in the soul; 
that is why it is symbolized by Rachel, who had a beautiful face 
(Gen. 29: 17).3 But it is to the moral virtues that we look for 
beauty in the soul, and in particular to temperance, as Ambrose 
says! So it seems that the moral virtues do belong to the con
templative life. 

On the other hand: 
The moral virtues are geared to external activities, and Gregory 
says that it is part of the contemplative life to rest from external 
activities.' Therefore the moral virtues do not belong to the con
templative life. 

REPLY 

There are two ways in which something can belong to the con
templative life: as an essential part of the contemplative life, or as 
something that prepares us for the contemplative life. Now the 
moral virtues do not belong to the essence of the contemplative life, 
because the goal of the contemplative life is the consideration of 
truth. But in the case of the moral virtues, as the philosopher says, 
knowing (which is an aspect of the consideration of truth) carries 

2. Ibid. (PL 76095JU). 
3. 110m. Ezrk. 2.2 . 10 (PL 760954C). 
4. lk Officiis 1043.209 (pL 16:868). 
5. Mora/ia VI is indicated in the text, bur this is in fact pan of the pass:lgc Thomas has 

already cited sc\'cr:ll times from 110m. Euk. 2.2.8 (PL 76:953'\8). 
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little weight.· This is why he declares the moral ,·irtues to be in
volved in active happiness, not contemplative.7 

But the moral virtues do belong to the contemplative life in a 
preparatory role. The act of contemplation, in which the contem
plative life essentially consists, is hindered both by tempestuous 
passions, which distract the soul's attention away from the objects 
of the mind to the objects of the senses, and by external distur
bances. The moral virtues, however, check the violence of our pas
sions and calm the disturbances involved in external activities." In 
this way the moral virtues are part of the contemplative life inas
much as they fit us for it. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) As we have seen, the contemplative life is moti,'ated by our feel

ings, and in this sense love of God and of neighbor is necessary 
for the contemplative life." But motives do not enter into the es
sence of anything, though they prepare and complete things. 10 

So it docs not follow that the moral virtues belong essentially to 
the contemplative life. 

(2) Holiness or purity is due to the virtues which deal with the pas
sions that obstruct the limpidity of our reason. And peace is 
caused by justice, the virtue concerned with our deeds-uThe 
work of justice is peace" (Is. 32: 17}-inasmuch as someone who 
refrains from wronging other people removes the occasion for 
litigation and disturbances. And in this way the moral virtues 
prepare the way for the contemplative life inasmuch as they 
cause peace and purity. 

6. t\ristotlc, £Ib. Sir. 2." (l105b2-J). 
1. Ibid. 10.8 (117839-22), with Thomas' cummcnt ('laricl1i cd. para . 2 t 11). 
8. The moral \'irtucs make for the smooth (unctinning of life. which inmh'cs (3) the 

prupcr ordering of our crnmions, so that we arc not :n the mercy of riotous and irrclc\'ant 
fl'Clings. and (h) lm ability to dn whatever we dn withuut undue lurbulence. 

9. So rar as I know, Thomas nowhere explains how len-e of ncighlKJr is:l. nt:cessar), 
disposition for the coocemplati\'e life. but cr. :lbm'c, pp. 283- 8". 

10. ,\loril'es do not enter inco the essence of an act, hcc::mse the same act can be per
formed for a variety of different mnth'l..-s without ce3sing 10 be the same act. If I go to the 
opera to show off, or because my youngest daughter is singing in it. or lx.-cause 1 am being 
paid to rc\'ie\\" it. whatever my moti\'cs may be. 13m still guing to the opera. Huwc\'cr. what
I!\'cr mofh':lII.."S an :let will hoth t3ke the first steps toward getting it done and see it thmugh 
In its completion. Preparing sURlClhing in \'jew of some gn:l) and seeing it thmugh 1() thaI gc~1 
bclnng 10 fha: same agent (1.11 q.9H :1,2), 
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(3) Beauty, as we saw above, II consists in a certain radiance and in 
proper proportions. And both of these are found in the reason, 
where they are rooted: it is to reason that the light belongs which 
makes things clear, and it is reason's business to arrange the pro
portions of things. Therefore beauty is found in its own right 
and essentially in the contemplative life, which consists in the 
activity of reason. This is why it says in Wisdom S:2, with ref
erence to the contemplation of wisdom, "I became a lover of her 
beauty." In the moral virtues, on the other hand, beauty is found 
only secondarily, inasmuch as they participate in reason's order, 
and it is found in this way particularly in temperance, which 
restrains the lusts which most darken the light of reason. This 
is why the virtue of chastity most fits people for contemplation, 
inasmuch as sexual delights are the most calculated to hold the 
mind down under the sway of the senses, as Augustine says. 12 

life: 

Article 3: Are there several acts belonging 
to the contemplative life? 

It looks as if several different acts belong to the contemplative 

(I) Richard of St. Victor distinguishes between contemplation, 
meditation and cogitation, I but they all seem to belong to the 
contemplative life. So the contemplative life contains several dif
ferent acts. 

(2) The apostle says, "We, with unveiled face reflecting' the glory 
of the Lord, are transformed into the same radiance" (2 Cor. 
3: IS). But this belongs to the contemplative life. So in addition 
to the three items already mentioned, reflection also belongs to 
the contemplative life. 

(3) Bernard says that the first and greatest contemplation is "won_ 
dering at his majesty. '" But according to Damascene wonder is 

II. 11.11 q. 145 •. 2. 
12. So/it. 1.10.17 (PL 32,878). 
1. Bmjamin Major 1.3 (PL 196:66C). 
2. The Latin is sptculanlu, which suggests a link with "spt.'culation." sometimes more 

or less identified with "contemplation"; I have tried to preserve something of the Latin word
play by using the word "rcnect." 

3. Dt Considtrill;ont 5.14.32. 
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listcd as a kind of fear" So it appears thar several different acrs 
are involved in rhe contemplarive life. 

(4) Prayer, reading and meditation are said ro belong ro rheconrem
plative life! Listening is also parr of ir, because ir says of Mary, 
who symbolizes the contemplative life, rhat she "sar ar rhe feer 
of the Lord and listened ro his words" (Luke 10:39). So it looks 
as if several acrs are needed for rhe contemplarh'e life. 

On rhe orher hand: 
"Life" in rhis contexr means the activiry in which someone is 
most interesred. So if rhe contemplative life has more rhan one 
activiry, rhen rhere will be several contemplative lives, nor just 
one. 

REPLY 

We must point out rhat what we are discussing hcre is rhe con
templarive life as it concerns human beings. And rhe difference be
tween us and rhe angels, as Dionysius makes clear, is rhar angels 
look at the truth wirh a direcr grasp of it,' whercas wc have to srart 
wirh many different things and proceed step by srep from there be
fore we reach the point where we can see truth in its simplicity. So 
rhere is one acr in which the contemplative life comes ro irs final 
fulfilment, namely the contemplation of truth, and this is what gives 
ir irs unity, but several activities are involved on rhe way ro this final 
act; some of them concern rhe acceptance of the principles on the 
basis of which we proceed ro the contemplation of truth, while orh
ers are a marrer of making deducrions from these principles to bring 
us to rhe rrurh of what we want ro know. The final acr, which com
pleres the process, is the acrual contemplation of the trurh. 

In response ro rhe poinrs raised above: 
(1) According ro Richard of Sr. Vicror, cogitation appears ro in

volve looking at many things from which we hope to gather some 
single trurh;' so under this heading we may include the sensc-

... Dt Fiat OrtbodMa 29, ed. cit, pp. 121-2. 
S. cr. abm'c, p. 3M noce 6. 
6. Diunysiu5. DN7.! (PG 1:8680); cf. Thorms, Summll71xoJ. I q.S8 a.J-f. 
7. Otnjom;n Mlljor I.J (PL 196:66-7). This text from Richard is the basis (If the whole 

nf the 3nswcr to the first objection. 
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perceptions which give us the knowledge of certain effects, the 
use of imagination, the application of discursive reasoning to 
various signs, or anything else that can lead us to the knowledge 
of the truth we are aiming at. Though Augustine suggests that 
every actual operation of the intellect can be called "cogitation. '" 
"Meditation" seems to refer to the rational process leading from 

the various relevant principles to the contemplation of some 
truth. And "consideration" refers to the same thing, according 
to Bernard: although the philosopher suggests that every op
eration of the intellect is called "consideration. "10 

"Contemplation" refers to the actual, simple, looking at the 
truth. So Richard says that contemplation is a penetrating and 
unhindered gazing of the mind at the things that are there to be 
seen, while meditation is the way a mind looks at things when 
it is engaged in seeking truth; cogitation is the glance of a mind 
which is prone to wandering. 11 

(2) As Augustine's gloss on the passage points out, speCIIlallles comes 
from specululn (mirror), not from specula (observatory)." And 
seeing something in a mirror means seeing a cause by means of 
an effect, in which its likeness is apparent. So speculation can 
surely be regarded as a form of meditation. 

(3) Wonder is a kind of fear which results from an awareness of 
something which is too great for our capacity. Therefore it is an 
act which follows from the contemplation of some high truth. 
And we have already said that contemplation culminates in our 
feelings. 

(4) There are two ways in which people come to the knowledge of 
truth. One way is by means of what we receive from others. So 
with regard to what we receive from God prayer is necessary: "I 
called and the spirit of Wisdom came to me" (Wis. 7:7). With 
regard to what we receive from other people, listening is nec
essary, inasmuch as we receive things from people speaking to 
us, and reading is necessary, inasmuch as we receh'e things that 
are transmitted in writing. The other way of coming to the 

H. Dt Trin;lalt 14.6.8-14.7.10. 
9, Dt ConsiJtrot;ont 2.2.5. 
10. Aristotle, De Anima 2.1 (4123 II). 
It. Emjl/mill Major I.4(PL 196:67D), 
12. '\Iarginal Gloss on 2 Cor. 3:18. 
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knowledge of truth is by people undenaking their own study, 
and so meditation is n,-eded. Il 

Article 4: Does the conremplative life consist solely in the 
conremplation of God or also in the consideration 

of all sorts of truths? 

The contemplative life appears to consist not only in the con
templation of God, but also in the consideration of all sorts of truths: 
(I) It says in Psalms 138:14, "Your works are wonderful and my 

soul will know them greatly." But the knowledge of God's works 
comes about by way of some kind of contemplation of truth. So 
it looks as if it is the business of the contemplative life not only 
to contemplate the truth of God, but also to contemplate any 
other truth. 

(2) Bernard says that the first contemplation is wondering at his 
majesty, the second concerns God's judgments, the third his 
kindnesses and the fourth is contemplation of his promises. I But 
of these four only the first is about the truth of God, while the 
others are about the effects which he produces. So the contem
plative life does not consist solely in looking at the truth of God; 
it consists also in looking at the truth about the effects of God. 

(3) Richard of St. Victor distinguishes six kinds of contemplations, 
of which the first involves only the imagination, our attention 
being directed to bodily things, while the second involves the 
imagination governed by reason, inasmuch as we look at the or
dering and arrangement of the things our senses perceive. The 
third kind involves reason dependent on imagination, when we 
are raised by our examination of visible things to the realm of 
invisible things. The fourth involves reason working on its own 
terms, when the mind attends to invisible things which are un
known to imagination. The fifth is above reason, when by God's 
revelation we know things which human reason cannot compre-

13. Thomas evidently sees no need (0 distinguish between "meditation" :md "study," 
and in metJtc\'aJ Latin lIm/ilalm has :I wcll-csublishcd :u::H.kmic sense: cr., for insunce. E. 
Jeauncau. "Jean de Salisbury ct 1:1 Lecture des Philosophes." in M. Wilks, cd .. TIN World of 
John of Salisbury (Oxford. 1984), pp. 78-81; Vincent of Beauvais, De Erudit;ont Fi!iorum Nrr 
bllium, cd. A. Steiner (Cambridge. Moss., 19J8), 5.12 (p. 11) and 17 (pp. 62-1). 

I. De ConriJ. 5.14.12. 
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hend, and the sixth is above reason and in spite of it, when by 
God's enlightening we know things which appear to contradict 
human reason, such as what we learn about the mystery of the 
Trinity.' But of these it is surely only the last which concerns 
the truth of God. So contemplation is not only a matter of the 
truth of God; it involves also the truth which is studied in crea
tures. 

(4) What we look for in the contemplative life is the contemplation 
of truth in as much as this is what fulfils us as human beings. 
But all kinds of truth fulfil the human intellect. ) So the contem
plati\'e life consists in all sorts of contemplation of truth. 
On the other hand: 

Gregory says that what is sought in contemplation is the first 
principle, namely God! 

REPLY 

As we have seen, there are two ways in which things belong to 
the contemplative life: primarily or secondarily and preparatorily. 
What belongs to the contemplative life primarily is the contempla
tion of the truth of God, because it is this kind of contemplation 
which is the goal of human life as a whole. So Augustine says that 
the contemplation of God is promised to us as the goal of all that we 
do and as the eternal perfection of our joys.' In the life to come such 
contemplation will be perfect, when we see God "face to face," and 
it will accordingly make us perfectly happy, but for the moment we 
are capable only of an imperfect contemplation of the truth of God, 
"in a mirror and obscurely, ". from which we obtain a kind of be
ginning of bliss, which starts here on earth, but is to be completed 
in the life to come. This is why the philosopher locates our ultimate 
happiness as human beings in the contemplation of the most excel
lent intelligible object. 7 

2. Bcnjllmill Major 1.6 (PL 196:701J). 
3. The knowledge of any tTuth. In some extent, fulfils our minds. ("."Cause truth is what 

our minus arc dcsignc..-d for (cr. I tl.16 :1,6 ad I); so truth of any kind is a "pcrfc.."Cting of the 
intellect" in the sense that, in howc\'cr small a way. it actualizes our intellectual pmcmial. 

4. Moralia 6.37.61 (I'L 75:7MB). 
5.1)('1''';''.1.8.17. 
6. I COT. 13:12. 
7. Aristotle. Etb. Nie. 10.7. with Thomas' comments (Maricni cd. para. 20S7). 
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However, since we are led to the contemplation of God by way 
of his effects, in line with Romans I :20, "The invisible things of God 
are seen in that they are understood by means of what he has made," 
the contemplation of God's effects is also a part of the contemplative 
life, but in a secondary role, namely that of leading us to the knowl
edge of God. So Augustine says that when we consider creatures we 
should not engage in an idle curiosity, which must sometime come 
to an end, we should make them a step toward the immortal realities 
which last forever." 

From all that we have said it is clear that there is a sort of se
quence of four things which belong to the contemplative life: first 
the moral virtues, then the various acts other than contemplation, 
then thirdly the contemplation of God's effects and fourthly and fi
nally the actual contemplation of the truth of God.' 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) David was seeking knowledge of God's works in order to be led 

to God, which is why elsewhere he says, "I will meditate on all 
your works and on what your hands have made, I have stretched 
out my hands toward you" (Ps. 142:5-6). 

(2) By considering God's judgments we are led to the contemplation 
of his justice, and by considering his kindnesses and promises 
we are led to the knowledge of his mercy and goodness, as by 
their effects either shown or due to be shown. 

(3) This list specifies the stages by which we rise through creatures 
to the contemplation of God. In the first stage there is our per
ception of the objects of our senses. In the second stage there is 
a movement from the objects of the senses to those of the intel
lect. In the third stage there is an assessment of the objects of the 
senses in the light of the objects of the intellect. In the fourth 
stage there is a consideration of the things of the intellect to 
which the things of the senses lead us, but without further ref
erence to the senses. In the fifth stage there is a contemplation 
of realities accessible only to the intellect, which the world of the 
senses could never disclose, but which can be grasped by reason. 
In the sixth stage there is a consideration of realities accessible 

II. Dr I'rra Rtligiont 29.52 (PL 34:145). 
9. Thomas comes ,'ery dose IU the classic Greek scheme as found, fOl'" instance, in 

E'·.3griu5, acrortliog 10 which rhcChrisfian life is made up orpnttical science (ethics), natura) 
science and theology (el. E\'3gfius. Prllkliios I). 
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to the intellect, which reason can neither discover nor grasp, 
realities, that is, which involve a high contemplation of the truth 
of God, 10 and it is in this truth that contemplation finally reaches 
its perfection. 

(4) The ultimate perfection of the human intellect is the truth of 
God. Other truths fulfil the intellect in view of the truth of 
God." 

Article 5: Can the contemplative life, in the conditions 
of this life, reach the vision of God's essence? 

It seems that the contemplative life can reach the vision of 
God's essence in the conditions of this life: 
(I) In Genesis 32:30 Jacob says, "I have seen God face to face and 

my soul is saved." But seeing God's face means seeing God's es
sence. So it looks as if it is possible for someone in this present 
life to reach out in contemplation to see God in his essence. 

(2) Gregory says that contemplatives return inward into themselves 
in their exploration of spiritual things and do not in any way take 
with them any shadow of bodily things, or if they have brought 
any such shadow with them they shoo it away by making the 
necessary distinctions. What they desire to see is the unlimited 
light; therefore they suppress all the images that belong to their 
own limitedness, and in striving to reach that which is above 
them they overcome what they themselves are. 1 But all that 

10. Richard relates his sixth stage [0 things which "appear to he contrary to rcason," 
which Thumas r:llhcr misle3tJingly quoted as if Richard had simply spoken of things comrary 
to rt::lSOfl; but in his own reinterpretatiun of this cJuC'lrinc. Thom.1s suppresses even the ap
pear-mcc of irratiomlity. Reason rna y 00{ be ahle to grasp some things. but thou ducs nm mc;an 
that there is :my warrant for supposing that they ;lrc controlI')' to re2Son. 

II. Any truth is a "pcrfection of the intellec'" in one sense, hut not in the sense that 
it crowns our whole intellectual cndca\·or. But there is a real continuity, nc\'crtheless, be. 
twct:n the limited "perfections" produced by stuy bits of knowledge :md thc m'cn.1I pcrfc:c. 
tion which goes with be:ltitudc: Thomas does not cO\'isage a mo\'cmcnt in which the mind 
leaves behind some objects in order to concentr2te on higher things, but rather a movement 
toward an ever more all1!ncompassing undersu.nding. So the limited "pcrfection" associated 
with bits and pieces of truth c.:an be seen as rclcv.:ant to the hope uf final perfection, l>ec.:ausc 
therc is an "oruer" (ardo) in which bits of truth :lre objecth.·cly rclated to the First Truth, God. 
The vision of God would give us omniscience, if we could totally comprehcnd it; failing Ihat, 
it does at lin}' rate dr.aw into a single focus all that we do know about things (I q.12 a.S). 

I. Moral .. 6.17.59 (PL 7H61C). 
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stops people from seeing God's essence, which is the unlimited 
light, is the need we have to attend to bodily images. So appar
ently contemplation in this life can reach as far as the vision of 
the unlimited light in its essence. 

(3) Gregory says that the whole of creation seems cramped to a soul 
which sees the Creator, and so the man of God (St. Benedict), 
who saw on his tower a globe of fire and the angels returning to 
heaven, could undoubtedly not see these things except in the 
light of God.' But St. Benedict was still alive in this world, so 
contemplation in this life can reach as far as the vision of God's 
essence. 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says that as long as we are alive in this mortal flesh no 
one is so proficient in the power of contemplation as to be able 
to fix the eyes of the mind on the actual radiance of unlimited 
light.' 

REPLY 

As Augustine says, no one who sees God is living in this mortal 
life which we live in these bodily senses. Unless in some way you 
die out of this life, either by leaving the body entirely or by being 
rapt out of the senses of the flesh, you cannot be raised to that vi
sion.· We dealt with this more fully earlier on, when we were dis
cussing rapture and the vision of God.' 

So we must say that there are two possible ways of being in this 
life: we may be actually in this life, inasmuch as we arc actually us
ing our bodily senses, and in that case it is quite impossible for con
templation in this life to attain to the vision of God's essence. Or we 
may be in this life potentially, but not actually, in the sense that the 
soul is joined to the mortal body as its form, but without using the 
bodily senses or even imagination; this is what happens in rapture. 
And in that case contemplation in this life can attain to the vision of 
God's essence. So the highest level of contemplation in this life is 

2. Dial. 2.ll (PL 116:200A8). 
3. /10m. F.:,k. 2.2. 14 (PL 76:956.\8). 
4, Suptr Gm. oJ /.ill . 12 .27.SS . 
5. 11.11'1·175 • . 3-5. 
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the kind attained by Paul in a rapture,· in which he was in a con
dition midway between that of this present life and that of the life 
to come. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) As Dionysius says, if anyone who sees God understands what 

he has seen, he has not seen God himself but one of the things 
which are his. 7 And Gregory says that almighty God is defi
nitely not seen now in his splendor, but the soul looks at some
thing which is under his splendor, by which it can make 
straightforward progress and afterward reach the glory of seeing 
God.' So when Jacob said, "I have seen God face to face," this 
must not be taken to mean that he saw God's essence, but that 
he saw some form, an imaginary form, that is,· in which God 
spoke to him; alternatively, since it is by their faces that we rec
ognize people, he called his knowledge of God God's "face," as 
Gregory's gloss on the passage suggests. 10 

(2) Human contemplation in the conditions of this life cannot dis
pense with images, because it is natural to human beings to see 
intelligible forms in images, as the philosopher says. II But in
tellectual knowledge does not actually stop at these images; in 
them it contemplates intelligible truth in its purity, and this ap
plies not only to natural knowledge but also to what we know 
by revelation. As Dionysius says, the divine radiance manifests 
the hierarchies of angels in certain figurative symbols, and by its 
power we are brought back to the simple ray, 12 that is, to the 
simple knowledge of intelligible truth. And this is how we must 
take what Gregory says: people do not take with them any 
shadow of bodily things when they contemplate because their 

6. 2 Cw. 12:2-4. 
7. Ep. I (PG 3: 1065A). 
8. fl.,". Euk. 2.2.14 (PL 76:9568). 
9. The schobslics distinguish between different kinds of dh'ine rc\'cl:ltion. Sometimes 

something is revealed (0 the bodily senscs, sometimes to the imagination (so that the mind is 
conscious of images. but without .any actual sense-perception) and sometimes (0 the intellect 
widKkl( any sensory orqu:asi.sensory phenomcm (d. II.JI q.17J 3.2), Thomas here idcntiftcs 
Jacob's vision as belonging to the second kind. There is, of course, no implication that Jacob 
was "only imagining things." 

10. Maralia 21.6.12 (PL 76:29)A), taken up into the Gktss,a Ordin:aria. 
II. Aristotle. Dr Anima 3. 7 ("31al~17). 
12. ell 1.2 (cd. cit. p.7I). 
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contemplation does not stop at any such shadow but comes to 
rest rather in looking at intelligible truth. 

(3) These words of Gregory's do not give us to understand that St. 
Benedict in this vision saw God in his essence; he wants to point 
out that all creation seems cramped to anyone who sees the Cre
ator and that therefore everything can easily be seen by means 
of the illumination of God's light. So he goes on to say that how
ever little people see of the light of the Creator, all that is created 
becomes small for them. \3 

Article 6: Is it appropriate to distinguish three kinds of 
movement in the contemplative act: circular, straight and 

spiral? 

The distinction between three kinds of movement (circular, 
straight and spiral) in the contemplative act' seems inappropriate: 
(I) Contemplation belongs only to repose; "I will enter into my 

house and rest with her" (Wis. 8: 16). And movement is the op
posite of repose. So the acts of the contemplative life should not 
be called "movements." 

(2) The activity of the contemplative life belongs to the intellect, 
and as far as the intellect goes human beings are at one with the 
angels. But Dionysius specifies these movements in different 
ways in us and in the angels. He says that the angels' circular 
movement centers on their enlightenment about the beautiful 
and the good, while he gives several different specifications of 
the circular movement of the soul: first, it is the soul's entering 
into itself from external things; secondly, it is a certain orbiting 
of its powers, by which the soul is freed from going astray and 
from external concerns, and thirdly, it is its union with things 
which are above it. 2 

He similarly gives different descriptions of their straight move-

Il. Dial. 2.35 (PL 66:200A). Thomas' intcrprctlltion seems to be a wanton misinter
pretation of Gregory's text. Where Gregory's moral is th:u creation is not wonh seeing, by 
comparison with the divine light, Thomas wants him to mean that creation is easy to see in 
the divine light. 

I. Dionysius, DN ".8-9 (PG 3:7040-7058) is explicitly the source of this analysis. 
2. The angels' circular movement is expounded in DN 4.8, (hat of the soul in 4.9; CC. 

Thomas' commentary. Marieni ed. par:ts. 375-6, 
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ments. The angels' straight movement is, he says, their going 
forth to exercise providential care over the things which are be
neath them. But he identifies the soul's straight movement in 
two ways: first, by its going out to the things which are round 
about it, and secondly, by its rising from external things to more 
unified contemplations. J 

He also specifics their spiral movements differently. He iden
tifies the spiral movement of the angels in terms of their making 
provision for those that have less, while remaining unchanged in 
their relationship to God. But the soul's spiral movement he 
identifies with its being enlightened rationally and in a diffuse 
way by different kinds of divine knowledge.' 
So it docs not appear that the workings of contemplation are 
properly identified in these ways.' 

(3) Richard of St. Victor proposes quite a few other ways of spec
ifying the movements of contemplation, by comparing them to 

the birds of the air: some of them now rise up to heights above 
themselves, and now sink down to what is beneath them and can 
be seen doing this over and over again. Others keep on turning 
aside to the right or to the left. Some often move backward or 
forward. Some go round in a kind of circle, making larger or 
smaller circuits. Some stay in one place, hanging more or less 
immobile.· So it looks as if there are more than just the three 
movements of contemplation. 
On the other hand there is the authoritative text of Dionysius. 

REPLY 

As we have noted abo,'e, the working of the intellect, in which 
contemplation essentially consists, is called a "mO\'ement" in the 
sense of being the movement of a complete being, as the philosopher 
says. ' Since we reach the knowledge of intelligible realities by way 

1. Ihid. (fhumas' commentary is in p3n. 318). 
4. Ibid. (fhomas' commcnury is in para. 377). 
S. The point (If lhe ohjl'Ctiun is that, since we and the 3ngcls arc both intellectual 

beings, ::my analysis of the workings of the imcllc.'Ct ought (() apply equally both to us :md In 

(hem; if Dion.nius· analysis docs not in fact apply isom()rphic:lIl~' to both p:mics, lhen there 
must he: something wrung with it . 

6. Bmjamin ,I/ajar 1.5 (PL 196:68D-69A). 
? Sec note 12 nn q.U9 3.1. 
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of the things of the senses, and the workings of the senses always 
involve some kind of movement, this means that the workings of the 
intellect too are described as kinds of movement, and they are spec
ified by analogy with different sorts of movement. 

In the case of bodily movement, the most complete and pri
mary sort is movement from one place to another, as is shown in the 
Physics." That is why the analogy oflocal motion is used most readily 
in giving an account of the workings of the intellect. And local mo
tion is particularized in three ways: there is circular movement, in 
which something moves uniformly around a single center. And 
there is straight movement, in which something moves from one 
point to another. And thirdly there is spiral movement, which is a 
mixture of the other two. 

So in the workings of the intellect whatever is straightfor
wardly uniform is ascribed to circular movement. And the intellec
tual function of moving from one point to another is ascribed to 
straight movement. And a function which combines a certain uni
formity with a certain movement from one point to another is as
cribed to spiral movement. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(1) Ourward, bodily movements are contrary to the repose of con

templation, which is understood to mean a repose from outward 
occupations. But the movement involved in the workings of the 
intellect is a facet of the repose of contemplation. 

(2) The human intellect does share a common genus with that of the 
angels, but the intellectual power of the angels is far more ex
alted than ours is. That is why these movements have to be iden
tified in different ways in the angels and in human souls, in line 
with the different relationships they have to uniformity. The an
gels' intellects have a uniform knowledge in two senses: they do 
not pick up intelligible truth from a range of compound reali
ties,9 nor do they understand it discursively, since they can just 

8. Pbys. a 7 (260a26-9). In Greek KlVTJUlt; ("movement") is used also of other kinds of 
change. 

9. "Intelligible truth" is simple, whereas the things we percci\'c by our senses arc com
plex. Any given dog I can sec (smell. hear, touch, etc.) is confusing, because his doggincss is 
miXl.-d up with all the idiosyncrasies that make him this dog. The human mind only arrives 
at the simple, intelh:ctual notion of "dog" by a process of abstraction from the various dogs 
it has met. The angels can know what "dog" means far more straightforwardly. h is difficult 
for us to see the trce for the trees, but the angels do not ha\'c this problem. 
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see it. But the soul's intellect docs derive intelligible truth from 
the things of the senses, and it understands it by means of a cer
tain discursh'e act of the reason. 
Dionysius accordingly identifies the angels' circular mO\'ement 

in terms of their seeing God uniformly and ceaselessly, without 
beginning or end, like a circular mo\'ement which has no begin
ning or end and travels uniformly round a single center. But in 
the soul there are two kinds of diversification which have to be 
removed first, before it can come to this sort of uniformity: first, 
the diversification caused by the variety there is in external 
things, and this is remO\'ed by the abandonment of external 
things, and this is the first feature which Dionysius identifies in 
the soul's circular movement, its leaving external things to enter 
into itself. The second diversification which has to be removed 
is the one caused by discursive reasoning, and this is done in
asmuch as all the soul's workings are reduced to a simple con
templation of intelligible truth. And this is the second thing he 
declares to be needed, a uniform orbiting of its intellectual pow
ers, that is, the abandonment of discursive reasoning and a fixing 
of the soul's gaze in the contemplation of one unified truth. And 
in this working of the soul there is no going astray; this is clear, 
because there is no possibility of making mistakes about the un
derstanding of first principles, which we know by simply seeing 
them. 11) On the basis of these two preliminaries, there follows a 
third uniformity which is like that of the angels, in which the 
soul ignores all else and settles down to the sheer contemplation 
of God. So, in Dionysius' words, "having become uniform, in a 
way that is united with" (that is, conformed to) "the unified 
powers, it is led to the beautiful and the good. "II 
In the case of the angels "straight mO\'ement" cannot be taken 

to mean that their thought moves from one point to another; it 

10. It is impussiblc In make mistakes :thnut first principles. or to ;argue about them. 
Once we untJcrst3mJ Wh31 is me"nt by sa.,'ing fJut the part cannul he srL~'cr than the whule. 
we cannut help but undcrst.md the truth ofthe principle; we just Itt il. If SCUlk'CIRC cannClt Sl~ 
it. we can unly infer Ihn he h:as om understood what we arc talking ahnut. For inst:mcc, we 
cannot make :my sense of the idea that maybe after all we wcre mistaken in believing th:u the 
p:ln cannut he greater Ih:1O the whule and that that is why our intcrlucuUlr remains puulcd . 

J I. DX 4,9. No", Thomas undcrslUud the syntax of this r:uhcr C1P3(IUC sentence is 
made clear in his ctlmmenlouy (p3r.t. lUi). The "unified puwers" he 13kes (II he the :mgcls. 
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can only refer to the order of their providential concern, in 
which a higher angel enlightens lower angels through those that 
are in between. So Dionysius says that the angels move straight 
ahead when they come forth to look after those that are beneath 
them, "passing through everything in a straight line," that is, in 
line with the right ordering in which things are arranged. But in 
the soul Dionysius relates straight movement to its mO"ing from 
the external things of the senses to the knowledge of intelligible 
things. 
He ascribes a spiral movement to the angels, that is, a move

ment made up of straight and circular, inasmuch as they make 
provision for their inferiors in accordance with their contempla
tion of God. But there is a spiral movement in the soul, a mO\'e
ment likewise compounded of straight and circular, inasmuch as 
it uses divine enlightenment in its reasoning. 

(3) All these different movements which are identified in terms of 
up and down, right and left, backward and forward and various 
kinds of circle, all fall within the scope of straight or spiral move
ment, because they all signify discursive reasoning. If our 
thought moves from genus to species or from whole to part, as 
Richard explains, there will be a movement up and down. If we 
move from one opposite to another, there will be a movement 
right and left. If we move from causes to effects, there will be a 
movement backward and forward. If we are thinking about the 
accidents attached to something, there will be a big or small cir
cuit depending on whether the accidents arc more or less closely 
connected to their subject. 12 

When our discursive reasoning moves from the things of the 
senses to the things of the intellect along the path of natural rea
son, that is an instance of straight movement. When it does so 
in the light of divine illuminations, that will be an instance of 
spiral movement, as we have seen. Of the things he lists it is only 
immobility which belongs to circular mO\'ement. 
So it is clear that Dionysius' description of the movements of 

contemplation is far more satisfactory and penetrating. IJ 

11. Richart) I)f St. Vicenr,lItnjam;" Major loS (PL 1?6:691J-D). 
11. Richart)'s cOItL'Yoric.-s ctlrrespurnJ unly 10 incidental diffcrL"flCCS, whcn.'03s Ilinnysius' 

list constitutes a rnl :lOal~'sis IIf (he tJiffcrcnt kinds uf intc:lh.'C(ual upcntiun. Cuncci\'allly 
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Article 7: Is contemplation enjo)'able? 

It does not look as if contemplation is enjoyable: 
(I) Enjoyment concerns our appetitive power, but contemplation 

belongs essentially in the intellect. So enjoyment would seem to 
have nothing to do with contemplation 

(2) Any kind of combat or struggle hinders enjoyment, and there is 
a combat and a struggle in contemplation. As Gregory says, 
when the soul tries to contemplate God it seems to be caught up 
in a kind of struggle in which sometimes it wins a sort of victory, 
inasmuch as it tastes something of the unlimited light in its un
derstanding and feeling, but at other times it suffers a setback, 
in that even while it tastes it falls away again. I So there is no 
delight in the contemplative life. 

(3) Enjoyment depends on the degree of perfection attained in any 
activity, as it says in the Ethics. Z But in this life contemplation is 
imperfect: "Now we see in a mirror, obscurely" (1 Cor. 13:12). 
So the contemplative life appears not to be enjoyable. 

(4) Enjoyment is prevented by any bodily wound, and contempla
tion causes a bodily wound. This is why we read in Genesis 
32:30-2 that Jacob was lame in one foot after saying, "I have seen 
the Lord face to face," because "he had touched the sinew of his 
thigh and it was paralyzed." So there appears to be no enjoy
ment in the contemplative life. 

On the other hand: 
It is of the contemplation of wisdom that it says in Wisdom 
8: 16, "Her company is without bitterness and there is no bore
dom in living with her, but only happiness and joy." And 
Gregory says that the charm of the contemplative life is most 
appealing. J 

Thumas' declaration ofloyalty tel Dionysius is also in part prompted by his preference fur .he 
honest intclIL'C(uaJism of the Greet.: falher, nthcr than the highly charged emotional piely of 
the ViC1orine. 

I. I/om. F .. ,l. 2.2. 12 (PL 76,9550C). 
2. Aristotle, fIb. Nic, 10.4.5 (l174bl4-23), ",ilh Thomas' commentary on it (:-Obrieni 

cd. paf3. 2022). 
3. /10m. Euk. 2.2.13 (PL 76:956A); I h3\'C slightly adapu.:d the Leunine lex( in the light 

of Grc .. 'gOty's actual words. 
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REPLY 

Contemplation can be enjoyable in two ways. It can be enjoy
able by virtue of the activity itself, because every creature enjoys 
activities which suit its own nature or disposition, and contempla
tion of truth does suit human nature, in that we are rational animals, 
so that everyone naturally has a desire for knowledge.· As a result 
everyone enjoys knowing truth. And this becomes even more en
joyable if you have the habit of wisdom and knowledge,' so that you 
can contemplate without difficulty. 

The other way in which contemplation can be enjoyable de
pends on the object contemplated: it is enjoyable to contemplate 
something that we love. This happens in the case of bodily vision 
too, which is enjoyable not only because seeing itself is pleasant, but 
also inasmuch as what we see is somebody that we love. So since the 
contemplative life consists supremely in the contemplation of God, 
to which we are moved by charity, as we have already noted, it fol
lows that the contemplative life not only contains the pleasure which 
attends contemplation as such, it is also enjoyable because of our 
love of God. 

And on both counts it is more enjoyable than any other human 
pleasure. Spiritual enjoyment surpasses bodily enjoyment, as we 
noted in the discussion of the passions·; and the love with which we 
love God in charity surpasses every love. So that is why it says in 
Psalm 33:9, "Taste and sec that the Lord is sweet." 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) Although the contemplative life does reside essentially in the in

tellect, it has its beginning in our feelings, inasmuch as it is char
ity that inspires people to contemplate God. And since ends 
correspond to beginnings, it follows that the end and goal of the 
contemplative life is also located in the feelings, in our enjoy-

oJ. This is Aristotle's famous principle: Metaph. A I (980:.21). 
S. "Habit" here translates the same word as "disposition" in the previous sentence: 

habilus, which is used to ,refer to any more or less stable condition of something, such as the 
regular practice of any particular virtue or skill is likely 10 induce. "Habitual knowledge," for 
instance. mc:ans the state of knowing something, so that the knowledge in question is, so to 
speak, "on tap" in your mind. 

6. 1.11 q.J I •. s. 
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ment of the vision of the beloved object; and our enjoyment of 
the beloved object further encourages 100'e. So Gregory says that 
when people see the one they love, they blaze up in even greater 
love of him. 7 And this is the final perfection of the contemplative 
life, that the truth of God should be not only scen, but lovcd. 

(2) When some external thing causes us conllict or struggle, that 
docs prevent us from enjoying it, because we do not enjoy any
thing that we are fighting against. But when we are fighting for 
something, we enjoy it all the more when we obtain it, other 
things being equal; as Augustine says, the greater the danger in 
the battle, the greater is the joy in victory.· Now in the case of 
contemplation conflict and struggle arc not caused by any op
position on the part of the truth we arc contemplating; they 
come from the inadequacy of our own intellect and from our cor
ruptible bodies, which drag us down, as it says in Wisdom 9: 15, 
"The body, which gets corrupted, weighs down the soul and our 
earthl y dwelling-place oppresses the mind which is thinking of 
many things." This is why, when we do reach the contemplation 
of truth, we love it all the more keenly, and at the same time we 
arc all the more inclined to detest our own inadequacy and the 
burden of the corruptible body, so that we will say with the 
apostle, "Wretch that I am, who will free me from the body of 
this death?'" As Gregory says, once God is known by desire and 
understanding, he dries up all the pleasures of the flesh. 10 

(3) The contemplation of God in this life is imperfect by compari
son with heavenly contemplation, and the enjoyment of contem
plation in this live is similarly imperfect by comparison with the 
enjoyment of contemplation in heaven, of which it says in Psalm 
35:9, "You will give them to drink of the torrent of pleasure." 
But the contemplation of the things of God which we have in 
this life, even if it is imperfect, is still more enjoyable than any 
other contemplation, however perfect, because of the superior
ity of what it contemplates. This is why the philosopher says, 
"Our speculation about those noble and divine beings may be 
more limited, but if we can only touch them a little, they have 

7. /I,m. [!ui. 2.2.9 (PL 76,954A). 
H. Confasions 8.3.7. 
9. Rumans 7:14. 
10. 110m. cui. 2.2.1l (PL 76,9SlC). 
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something about them which is more enjoyable than all that is 
down here, because of the nobility of the knowledge of them. "" 
This is also why Gregory says that the charm of the contempla
tive life is very appealing: it snatches the soul above itself, opens 
the things of heaven to it and reveals spiritual things to the eyes 
of the mind. 12 

(4) After his contemplation Jacob was lame in one foot because, as 
Gregory says, it is inevitably with a weakening of love for this 
world that people grow strong in the love of God. So once we 
know the sweetness of God, one of our feet remains healthy and 
the other is lame. Everyone who is lame in one foot leans solely 
on his healthy foot. " 

Article 8: Is the contemplatil'e life long-lasting? 

The contemplative life does not appear to be long-lasting: 
(I) The contemplative life consists essentially in the business ofthe 

intellect, and all the intellectual accomplishments of this life are 
brought to nothing, according to I Corinthians 13:8 ("if proph
ecies, they shall come to nothing; if tongues, they will cease; if 
knowledge, it will be destroyed"). So the contemplative life 
comes to nothing. 

(2) Some people get a taste of the sweetness of contemplation, but 
in a moment and fleetingly. Thus Augustine says, "You lead me 
into a great and unwonted feeling inwardly, to I know not what 
sweetness, but I return here with my tiresome burdens. '" Greg
ory also says, in his comment onJob 4: 15 ("When a spirit passed 
by in my presence"), "The mind is not fixed for long in the plea
sure of inner contemplation, because it is beaten back by the 
sheer immensity of light and called back to itself. '" So the con
templative life is not long-lasting. 

(3) Something that is not natural to human beings cannot last long. 

II . Aristotle, Pari. Anim, 1.5 (644b25- 34); we may wonder ",helher Thomas was as 
enthusiastic about the rest of what Aristotle says here, al>uU( the wOMh" hilcncss of studying 
even the most dingy of creatures. 

12. 110m. £ .. k. 2.2.13 (PL 76,956,\). 
13. Ibid . (pL 76,955CD). 
I. Confessions 10.40.75. 
2. Moralia 5.ll .58 (PL 7HIIC). 
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And thc contcmplati\'c lifc is, as thc philosophcr says, better 
than a human life.' So it looks as if thc contcmplativc lifc is not 
long-lasting. 
On thc other hand: 

The Lord says, "Mary has choscn thc best part, which will not 
be taken away from hcr" (Lukc \0:42). This is because, as Greg
ory says, the contcmplativc life bcgins hcrc, in such a way that 
it will be brought to perfcction in hcavcn.· 

REPLY 

Therc arc two scnses in which something can be callcd "Iong
lasting": with refcrencc to what it is in itself, or with rcfercncc to 
us. In itself it is obvious that the contcmplativc lifc is long-lasting in 
two ways: (1) in that its conccrn is with things which arc incorrup
tible and unchanging, and (2) becausc there is nothing opposing it, 
sincc, as it says in thc Topics, thcrc is nothing opposed to thc delight 
therc is in spcculation.' 

Even as far as we arc concerned thc contcmplath'c lifc is long
lasting, for two reasons: it falls within thc capacity of thc incorrup
tible part of the soul, thc intcllcct, that is, and so it can last beyond 
thc end of this lifc; and there is no bodily labor involved in the works 
of the contemplati\·e life, so it is more possiblc for us to go on per
forming such works continuously, as thc philosophcr says.· 

In response to the points raised abovc: 
(I) Our way of contemplating here is not the samc as it will be in 

heavcn, but the contemplath'e life is said to persist because of 
the charity in which it begins and ends. And this is what Greg
ory is saying. "The contcmplative life begins herc, in such a way 
that it will be brought to perfection in hcaven, because the fire 
of love, which begins to burn here, will blaze up cven morc in 
lovc of him, when it sces him whom it loves. ,,' 

1. Aris(Utic. £,b. ,vir. 1O.7.M (I171b2~7). 
4. /lum . £:.tk. 2.2 .9 {PL 76.9S-1,\}. 
S. Aristotle. Tupicr t .15 (106336-bl). Actually Ariswtlc says that "there is nmhing op. 

posed ru the pleasure uf seeing that the diagonal is incummensurate \\ ith the side'" The more 
gcncr31 daim that there is Iltllhing uppnsL'lI UI the plc.:asurc of spccul.uinn is fuund in ~l" 
nK!SiU5, ,vul. llom. 1M (,\lurom1 p. 76:18-19; Vcrlx:kc p. %:85- 86). 

6, ArisUltic. Eth. ,\'ir. 10.7.2 (1177 .. 21 - 2). 
7. I/o"" E:tk. 2.2.9 (ilL 76:')5-lA). 
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(2) No activity can last for long at its highest pitch. And the height 
of contemplation is that it should reach the uniformity of con
templation of God, as Dionysius says in the text cited above.' 
So at this level contemplation cannot last for long, but all the 
same it can go on for a long time as far as the other acts of con
templation are concerned. 

(3) The philosopher says that the contemplative life is suprahuman 
because our capacity for it rests on there being "something di
vine in us," namely the intellect," which is in itself incorruptible 
and impassible, so that its activity can last longer. 10 

QUESTION 181: The active life 

Next we must look at the active life, and this raise~ four ques
tions: 

(1) Whether all the works of the moral virtues belong to the 
active life; 

(2) Whether prudence belongs to the active life; 
(3) Whether teaching belongs to the active life; 
(4) How long-lasting the active life is. 

Article I: Do all the works of the moral virtues 
belong to the active life? 

It looks as if not all the acts of the moral virtues belong to the 
active life: 
(I) The active life appears to consist solely in things which relate to 

other people. Gregory says that the active life means giving 
bread to the hungry and then he lists many activities which con
cern other people, ending up with "distributing to each individ-

8. DN 4.9 (PG ),7()SA), cr. ,bove. q.180 ,.6. 
9. Aristotle, Etb. Nic. 10.7.7 (1177b27-8); for the identification of the "something di

\-inc" as the intellect, cf. ibid. 10.7.1 (1177aI3-7). 
10. For the incorruptibility and impassibility of the imcllt.oct. cf. Aristotle, De Anima 

1.4 (408blR-25) and 3.5 (430322-5) (the latter probably being the passage envisagt.'ti in I q. 79 
3.2 obi.2). The intellect is not corruptible, in Thomas' view, because it is not attached as such 
(0 any bodily organ. 
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ual what each one nccds. '" But not all thc acts of thc moral 
"irtues invokc our dcalings with other people, but only those 
which relate to justicc and its subsidiarics, as wc ha,'c alrcady 
secn.' Thereforc thc acti,'c lifc docs not includc thc acts of all 
thc moral virtues. 

(2) Grcgory says that the activc lifc is symbolizcd by Leah, who was 
half-blind but fruitful: "bcing occupicd in doing things, she secs 
less, but by inspiring her ncighbors to imitatc her, sometimcs 
by word, sometimes by example, she brings many children to 
birth in good works. "J Butthis surely is less a matter ofthe moral 
virtues than it is of that charity by which wc lovc our ncighbor. 
So it looks as if the works of thc morall'irtucs do not belong to 
the activc lifc. 

(3) As wc havc seen, thc morall'irtucs fit us for thc contcmplativc 
lifc. But whatevcr is responsiblc for preparing for somcthing is 
also rcsponsiblc for bringing it to complction, so cvidcntly thc 
moral virtues do not belong to thc activc lifc" 

On the othcr hand: 
Isidore says that all viccs must first be drained off in the active 
lifc by the practice of good works, so that onc can thcn pass on 
to contcmplating God in thc contemplati,'c life with thc cyc of 
one's mind now pure. S But this draining off of all "iccs ean only 
be brought about by thc acts of the moral virtucs. Thcreforc 
these do belong to thc active lifc. 

I. 110",. Euk. 2.2.H (ilL 16:C)SJ:\). Thom:ls h:as inhcrilL-...I a mUt1t1lc, of which he \\,:lS 

arP:l.rcntly un)y dimly :aware: in the ulder Christi3" lIS:agc, the term "3cti,'c life" W;lS ust:d til 

mcan precisely the culth'atinn of the mural \'inucs, hut Gn:gury cstahlishL-c.I the nther pus· 
sihility IIf taking "active lifc" to me.:)" a life of service til mhers. This muddle affects hmh 
Thomas' liiscllssiHn nf the ;u:ti,"c life in itself :and his discussiun o( the rcl:uinnships between 
the actin: 3ml cuntcmplati\'c li"es, 300 indL't.-c..I it cauS(.'S cunfusion in (Iuife :I few mL..Jic\·31 
writers. 

2. ILlI (l.SH :I.H. 
J. I/o",. E:rk. 2.2.10 (Ill 7():9HC). 
1. 'rile force Ilfthis uhjL'Cliun is (f) suggest thai the mUr31 \'inucs :lCllI:llly helung tllthe 

cCHllempl:ati\'c lifc. un the grounds th:lr pl3nning fur sClnlCrhing h:ls 111 he ascrihed tu rhe S3mc 
agent 015 seeing something Ihrough til completion. In the onJin:lry cuurse of e"cots. if we SL"C 
wurkmen clearing a site hy a hig nutice annuuncing the imminent upening !If a new cricket 
pilch. and then sume weeks later we sec other wurkmen laying down turf and m:lrking nut 
wickets :lnd houndariL'S and Sfl un. we shall he right in assuming that il was nne and the same 
person nr urgani1.3tiun who planned 1m: whole operation, 

S. Stilt. J, IS.J (Pl HJ:()I)(),.\). 
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REPLY 

As we have already noted, the distinction between the active 
and contemplative lives is based on the different interests of differ
ent people who concentrate on different aims in their lives. One kind 
of interest is looking at the truth, and this is the aim of the contem
plative life; the other is external activity, and this is the aim of the 
active life. Now it is obvious that it is not primarily the contempla
tion of truth that is sought in the moral virtues; they are geared to 
doing things. This is why the philosopher says that in the matter of 
virtue knowledge carries little or no weight" So clearly the moral 
virtues belong essentially to the active life. The philosopher accord
ingly makes active happiness the goal of the moral virtues. 7 

In response to the points raised above: 
(1) Of all the moral virtues justice is the most notable, as the phi

losopher shows, this being the virtue which governs our rela
tionships with other people." This is why the active life is 
described in terms of things which concern other people, not be
cause that is all that it involves, but because it consists primarily 
in that sort of thing. 

(2) It is possible to turn one's neighbors to good by one's example 
through practicing all the moral virtues, and this is something 
that Gregory attributes to the active Iife.9 

(3) When one virtue is subordinated to the goal of another virtue, 
in some way it acquires the identity of that virtue, and similarly, 
in the case of someone using the things that belong to the activc 
life solely inasmuch as they are a preparation for the contcmpla
tive life, they are included within the contemplative life. 10 But 
in the case of people who apply themselves to the works of the 
moral virtues as being good in themselves and not as a prepa
ration for the contemplative life, the moral virtues belong to the 

6, Aristotle, Elh. Nic. 2." (I IOSb2-3). 
7. Ibid. to.R (1178a9-22), with Thomas' comments (~Iarictti (."<1. para. 2111). 
8. Ibid. 5.1.15 (I I 29b27-ll). 
9. The answers to the first two objcctions arc :mcmpts, in cfft.'Ct, to rt.'concilc the two 

different senses of "active Iifc"; they arc perhaps not \'cry successful. 
to. There is, I think. nn suggestion tholt Thomas would actually approve of such a 

radical subordination of the moral \'irtues to the contcmplath'c life. Notice the firm text he 
'1umcs from Grc..'gory in q.182 a.of 3d I. 
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active life. Although it can be said that the active life as such is 
a preparation for the contemplative life. " 

Article 2: Does prudence belong to the acti\'e life? 

Surely prudence does not belong to the active life: 
(I) The active life concerns our appetitive power, just as the con

templative life concerns our cognitive power. And prudence has 
more to do with our cognitive power than with our appetitive 
power.' Therefore prudence does not belong to the active life. 

(2) Gregory says that the active life, being occupied in doing things, 
sees less, which is why it is symbolized by Leah who was bleary
eyed.' l1ut prudence requires clear eyes, if people are to make 
right judgments about what has to be done. So it looks as if pru
dence docs not belong to the active life. 

(3) Prudence falls half way between the moral virtues and the in
tellectual virtues. We have already seen that the moral virtues 
belong to the active life, and the intellectual virtues similarly be
long to the contemplative life. So it looks as if prudence belongs 
neither to the active life nor to the contemplative life, but to the 
intermediate kind of life postulated by Augustine.' 

On the other hand: 
The philosopher says that prudence is related to active happi
ness, which is the business ofthe moral virtues! 

REPLY 

As we have already noted, if A is subordinated to B, so that B 
is the purpose of A, espeeially in moral matters, then A comes to 

t I. This puint is developed slightly more fully in q.IA2 :I." ad 3. 'I'm: importance of 
rccogni7.ing Ihat e\'en a life which is straightforwardly acth'c is.,l1 the same:l preparation for 
the conlcmphui\'c life is that it safeguards the pnssibility oflrcating a purely active life in this 
wflrkJ 3S a Il'gitim:llc way of prep.ning for the c()ntl'fJ1pl;lti\'l~ lifc of ht..':l\'cn. 

I. The acri\'c life is moch',ned by the variuus dc.:sircs Ihn set us lIur pr:!ctical ohjttti\'cs; 
hut prudence is not a maner of desire, but of making rational judgments which will sometimes 
c,'cn go against uur desires. So it lunks as if we arc dcaling wich two "cry differcnt kinds uf 
thing. 

2. 110m. E:tl.1.2.IO(PL 76,95-1<:). 
J. Civ. /Jti 19.1-2 (d. abm·c. (1.179 3.2). 
4. Aristntle, Elh. Nic. IO.H.J (117Hlll~7). 
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share in the identity of B. As the philosopher says, if you commit 
adultery in order to steal something, you are called a thief rather 
than an adulterer.' 

Now it is clear that the knowledge involved in prudence is sub-
ordinated to the practice of the moral virtues, because that is its goal; ... 
as it says in the Ethics, it is a correct rational attitude to human ac-
tions.· This is why the principles of prudence are constituted by the 
goals of the moral virtues, as the philosopher also says in the same 
book.' We have already remarked that the moral virtues belong to 

the contemplative life in the case of someone who subordinates them 
to the repose of contemplation, and the same can be said of the 
knowledge involved in prudence, but in itself it is geared to the prac-
tice of the moral virtues, and as such it belongs intrinsically to the 
active life, always provided that we are taking "prudence" in its 
strict sense, as indicated by the philosopher. , 

If we take "prudence" in a broader sense, to include all sorts of 
human knowledge," then prudence would belong partly to the con
templative life, along the lines of what Cicero says: "We are right in 
generally regarding as the most prudent and wise person the one 
who can most sharply and quickly see the truth and explain the rea
son for it.'''' 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) As we concluded above, the specific identity of moral acts 

depends on their objective.'" So any knowledge whose pur
pose is simply knowledge of truth belongs to the contempla
tive life, but prudential knowledge, whose goal is located 
rather in some act of our appetitive power, belongs to the ac-

5. Ibid . 5.1.4 0 I JO.N-8). 
6. Ibid. 6.5.6 (I HOb20-1). though in fact this definition is:l schulastic paraphrase de

rh'ed from Aristotle. 
7. Ibid. 6.5.6 0 140bl6-7). 
It Prudent;o was the coO\'cmiunal (.'(luivalcnt of ~p6"'laL~. "hich had a wider appli

c:uion than juS( "prudence." For the range of meanings 3\'aiJahlc in the carly thircccnth cen
tury. cf. PcnJdu5. Summll d, Virlutibus III 2. t. 

9. Dt Officiis 1.5.16. 
10. 1.11 q.1 :1. 3. ([(he conjuror. in all innocence, :actually docs saw the lady in halfh), 

~ mist:1kt". the proper descriptiun of", hon he is dning is still "performing :1 trick," not "com
mining murder," If J lap my fingers randomly Ollong lhe IUp uf my desk. knowing full well 
th:n suoner or IOller I shall probOlbl)' push a button" hieh sets off an explosion, the proper 
description of my act is (snml.'thing lite) "playing with fire. " nUl "t3pping my fingers nn my 
desk." 
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tive life. " 
(2) Being engaged in external business makes people see less in the 

sphere of the objects of the mind which are detached from the 
world of the senses in which the active life operates. But being 
engaged in the external affairs of the active life gives people a 
clearer vision in their judgment about human activities, which 
is the concern of prudence, both because of their experience and 
because that is what their minds are concentrated on. As Sallust 
says, your mind is most effective where you apply it. 12 

(3) Prudence is said to be midway between the intellectual virtues 
and the moral virtues inasmuch as it is located in our reason, like 
the intellectual virtues, but its field of operation coincides en
tirely with that of the moral virtues. But Augustine's "third kind 
of life" is midway between the active and contemplative lives 
only with reference to its various concerns: sometimes it is en
gaged in the contemplation of truth and sometimes it is engaged 
with external things. " 

Article 3: Is teaching a lVork of the active life 
or of the contemplative? 

Teaching is surely a work of the contemplative life rather than 
the active: I 

11. It is importam to bear in mind dut for Thomas the active life. as such , is a lUnd 
of intcllcctuallifc (otherwise it woukf not be:a hUm3n life); mindless performance of certain 
:acts is not "the active life." And inasmuch liS our .:acts presuppose a cenain vision of life, it is 
part of the active life to have a vision of life, so long as our main interest is practical r:lthcr 
than speculative. So, in Thom3s' language, it is superfluous and misleading to talk about 
bringing in a "contcmpl:uh'c" dimension into the aa-h'c life (fhom:l.s h:ad talked rather like 
that in lit SNII . d.H q.1 a.) q.2 . cd. Moos p. 1184, but he docs not do so now). If there is no 
thought, no purposc roncch'ed by dtc mind, no view of life commanding what we do. the 
result is not an "acti,·c life" needing a "comemplative dimension" to complele iI; it is simply 
not a properly human life at all, and as such it cannot be C3l1ed an ":acti\'e life" in Thomas' 
sense of the phr:asc. 

12. Calilint 51.3. 
13. Prudence is :II genuinely "hybrid" \'inue, inasmuch :IS il is both intellcctu:ll :lnd 

pr3ctical, bur the "mixed life" is a pscudo-ategory. The anh'c and comcmplath'e li,'es a~ 
dcfint.'C.l only on the basis of people's tempcramcnu.l bias, not on the basis of their style of life. 
So whatever your stylcoflife(:lnd you may not always be :able to indulge yourtempcramental 
p~fcrenees), your own personal bias will remain wh:atever it is. Cf. the comments of M.E. 
Mason, ACliw Lift and Conlan/llllit't Lift, A Study of tilt Conctpll from PllltD 10 lilt Pnstnl, Mil
waukee 1961, pp. 96-8. 

I. In q . 181 :md q.182, especially from q.181 :a.3 onw:lfds, it is clear that Thomas is 
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(I) Gregory says that people who are perfect tell their brethren 
about the good things of heaven which they have been able to 
contemplate, and set their hearts on fire with love of inner ra
diance. 2 And this is the business of teaching. So teaching is a 
work of the contemplative life. 

(2) Acts and habits must surely be classified as belonging to the 
same kind of life. But teaching is an activity of wisdom; as 
the philosopher says at the beginning of the Metaphysics, the 
ability to teach is evidence that you know something.' So 
since wisdom and knowledge belong to the contemplative life, 
it looks as if teaching must also be part of the contemplative 
life. • 

(3) Prayer is as much a part of the contemplative life as contempla
tion is. And when you pray for someone else, it is still part of 
the contemplative life. So it looks as if it is part of the contem
plative life to bring to someone else's notice, by teaching, some 
truth that you have thought about.' 

On the other hand: 

unable to stick rigorously to his identification of the active and conremplative lives in terms 
of temperamental bias. E,'cn if :I bias one way or the other implies a bias towards one son of 
occupation rather than another t the crucial question ought to be that of how any son of oc· 
cupation can be moth-ated by the twofold precept of charity. whichever way the indh'idual's 
bias indines. But Thomas is driven by the conventions of the game to try to allocate specific 
occupations to one 'lifc' or the other. and to try to relate the two 'lives' to each other as if they 
were ingredients in a single life rather than distinct lives pcnaining to distinct people. In prin
ciple Thomas' fundamental insight about temperamental bias could have been pursued more 
ruthlessly at the expense of such conventional doctrines as that the acth'e life is a necessary 
preparation for the contemplath'c life, and that prelates ought to excel in both li,·cs, and it 
could have made for a much more profound exploration of the 'acth'c' and 'contcmplath'e' 
dimensions to such tasks as teaching. 

2. Hom. E%tk. 1.5. I l(PL 76,S27A). 
3. Aristotle, Mtlapb. A 1 (981b7-8). 
4. The argument is that wisdom and knowledge are clearly intellectual \·irtues. Virtues 

are, in Aristotelian ethics, identified as 'habits', that is, stable conditions in a person facili
tating a particular kind of behaviour. Virtuous acts spring from \'irtuous habits, and clearly 
there would be something odd about ascribing the habit to one kind of lifc and the acts it 
produccs to another kind of life. So if tcaching is an 'act of wisdom', it must come from the 
habit of wisdom. which is an imellcctual (contemplative) vinue. Thcrefore tcaching must be
long within the domain of the contempladve life. 

S. 'Thought about' translates mtdilatum. The argument in this objection presupposes 
the commonplace of the schools that prayer and meditation are part of the contemplati\'e life. 
If benefiting someone else by your prayer is pan of the contemplative life, why should ben
efiting someone else by your meditation not also be a pan of thc contemplath'e life? 
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Gregory says that the active life means giving bread to the hun
gry and instructing the ignorant with a word of wisdom" 

REPLY 

The act of teaching has two objects.7 Teaching takes place by 
way of talking, and talking is an audible sign of an inner thought. 
So one object of teaching is the content or object of your thought. 
And from this point of view tcaching somctimes concerns the active 
lifc and sometimes thc contemplative life. It concerns the active life 
when you conceive somc truth inwardly in your mind with a view 
to being guided by it in what you do outwardly. It concerns the con
templath'c lifc when you conceil'c some speculative truth which you 
enjoy looking at and derive pleasure from your love of it. So Au
gustine says, "They should choose the better part" (the contempla
tive life, that is) "and devote their time to the word and be a,·id for 
the joys of doctrine' and occupy themselves with the knowledge that 
brings salvation.'" Doctrine or "teaching" is here clearly presented 
as part of the contcmplative life. 

Thc other object of teaching conccrns thc hearing of what is 
said, and from this point of view the object of teaching is the hearer. 
And as far as this object is concerned all teaching belongs to the ac
ti,'c lifc, as do all external activities. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) The text cited is expressly talking about tcaching from the point 

of vicw of its content, revolving as it does round the considera
tion and love of truth. 

(2) Habits and acts are at one in their object. HI So it is c1car that this 
argument is effcctive with refercnce to the content of people's 
inner thoughts. The ability to teach belongs to people who are 
wise and who know something inasmuch as they can express 

6. 110m. E:ti. 2.2.1-1 (PL 76:9Sl:\), 
7. In Latin the \'crh 'tn tc:u:h' (Jo(trt) takt:s two uhjects. just as in English (we can say 

'I am (caching Latin' 1If' '( am tcaching the sixth.furmers'), 
K. /Jot/nNa can mL~n either the 3Cli\'il), of leaching. as in the l>ulk nfthis :miclc. ur the 

cuntent (If tc;u.:hing (StlmL'tmc's 'tc6Iching' ur 'doctrine', as ht:rc. 
9. Smtt, HH.1.2 (Pl 3M:616). 
10. H3\'ing thc hahitual c:lpacil), to dn X and aClu:ally doing X h:lxc precisely X in 

cClmmon. 
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their inner thought in words, so that they can lead somebody 
else to an understanding of the trurh. II 

(3) Praying for someone else is not a matrer of doing anything ro rhe 
person for whom you are praying; rhe acr of prayer is addressed 
only ro God, who is truth for rhe inrellecr.12 But if you teach 
someone else you are doing something which relates ro rhat per
son directly and ir involves an external acriviry. So rhe case is 
nor rhe same. IJ 

Article 4: Does the active life endure after this life? 

It looks as if rhe active life does endure afrer rhis life: 
(I) As we have seen, rheacrs ofrhe moral virtues belongro rhe acrive 

life, and the moral virtues remain afrer this life, as Augusrine 
says. I So it appears rhar rhe acrive life remains afrer this life. 

(2) Teaching other people is parrofrhe acrive life, as we have nored. 
Bur in rhe life to come, in which we shall be "like rhe angels,'" 
there will still be the possibiliry of reaching, just as there is 
clearly reaching among the angels, one of whom enlighrens, pu-

II. The point of the answer is that tQching is an llCt of wisdom in:ls much 35 teaching 
and wisdom ha\'c the content of te:lching in common, .and this is one of the 'objects' of teach
ing. It can therefore: serve as the point which the habit of wisdom and this panicular act of 
wisdom have in common. h does not dW:Tcforc imply that wisdom and teaching hal' l: every
Ihing else Of anything else at all in common. 

12. This seems a rather despentc way of de1ling with prayer as part urthe contem
pl.ui\'c life. The objection to which Thom2S is replying presupposes a much vaguer usc of 
the phrase 'contcmpbtivc life' (cr. Thomas' comment in IV Smt, d.tS q ... a.1 (B) ad I), such 
that any religious exercise can count as 'contempl.nive'. Although (in a rather loose sense) 
there is an elemcnt of'contcmpl:nion' involved in prayer (11.11 q.8J a.1 J), the primary aim of 
prayer is to get something done (ibid.), so it "ill depend on what is being prayed for whether 
any p,anicular prayer is 'active' or 'contemplative'. h is not at all clear in what sense asking 
God to cure aunty's rheumatism could be described as a 'contemplativc' operation. The fact 
th.3.t God is 'truth for the intellect' is. on the face of it. utterly irrcle\'.3.nt to it. 

11. The objcction suggests that thc extension of a contemplative act to make it benefit 
someone else docs not me.3.n that the .3.ct thereby ceases to be: conlcmplative; prayer for other 
people is cited as an cX.3.mplc. Instead of saying Ih:n pT:lycr is not always and nccess.3.rily a 
contemplative act (which would surely be the right answer 10 give, in vicw of 11.11 q.83 a.I), 
Thomas argues that even praying for other people is :m activity directed tow.3.rds God (and 

. therefore comcmplative. in a sense much looser th.3.n lhat rheorelially cspoused by Thomas), 
whereas teaching is an acth'ity fonn:.llly directed to",'ards othcr people (which. on Gregory's 
principles. musr therefore be dassirtcd as belonging to the 'aeti\'c lifc'), 

I. Dt Tn". H.Y.12. 
1. cr. Man. IHO. 
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rifics and perfects another, which refers to their acquisition of 
knowledge, as Dionysius makes clear.' So apparently the active 
life does remain after this life. 

(3) Something that is intrinsically more capable of lasting seems to 
stand a better chance of remaining after this life, and the active 
life docs appear to be more lasting in itself. As Gregory says, we 
can remain fixed in the active life, whereas we are quite unable 
to rcmain with our minds attentive in the contcmplative life.· So 
the active life is much more capable of enduring after this life 
than the contemplative life is. 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says, "The acti\'e life is terminated together with this 
world, but the contemplative life begins here in such a way that 
it will be brought to perfection in heaven.'" 

REPLY 

The goal of the acti\'e life resides in external deeds, which be
come part of the contemplative life if they are subordinated to the 
repose of contemplation. But in the life of blcssedncss to comc all 
busincss about extcrnal works willlapsc, and if therc arc any cxter
nal deeds they will ha\'c referencc to thc goal of contemplation. f

' As 
Augustinc says at the end of Dc Civilale Dei, "There we shall be at 
leisure and sce, we shall see and 100'e, We shalllO\'e and give praise," 
And in the same book he has already said that God will be seen with
out end there, loved without tedium and praised without weariness, 
and that this gift and this feeling and this activity will be there in 
everyone. 7 

In response to the points raised abo\'c: 
(I) As we said abO\'e, the moral \'irtues will remain, but only with 

reference to the acts which directly concern our goal, not with 
reference to the acts which concern our movement toward our 

1. ell H.I h:d. cit. p. l!l), imcrjlfCcL"lI in the lig-In uf 7. 1 (,:d. cit. p.1 Il); cr. Summa 
·1'Ixo1. I 'I' 1U6 ,.1. 

... /lOIn. E:tk. 1.5.12 (PL 76:H25D-H26A), 
5. Ibid. 2.1.9(PL 16:9S-1A). 
6. I.e .• :trier rhe rcsurrcl:tiun there rna\' be sume kind of "cxlcrn:d" (budil,,) 3c(i";I'" 

hut there will he no murc "husiness" inlcrfcri~g \, ith uur fn.'Cl.iuf1l In cuntcmp);a,~ Gnd. . 
7. Cit" Ixi 11.JU. 
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goal.' And that means the kinds of act by which they constitute 
the repose of contemplation, which Augustine is referring to in 
the passage cited above, when he says that we shall be "at lei
sure," which must be taken not only to indicate freedom from 
external harassment, but also freedom from all inner disturbance 
caused by passion. 

(2) The contemplative life, as we have seen, consists supremely in 
the contemplation of God. And with reference to that no angel 
teaches another because, as it says in Matthew 18: 10 about the 
"little ones' angels," which belong to one of the lower ranks, they 
"always see the face of the Father." Similarly in our own case, 
in the life to come no one will teach anyone else about God, but 
we shall all "see him as he is" (1 John 3:2). And this is what Jer
emiah is referring to when he says, "No longer shall a man teach 
his neighbor, saying, 'Know the Lord,' because they will all 
know me, from the least of them to the greatest" Oer. 31:34). 
What the angels do teach each other about, by purifying, en

lightening and perfecting, is things which concern the "dispen
sation of the mysteries of God. ' .. From this point of view they 
do have some part in the active life for as long as the world lasts, 
and this is because they are involved in the administration of the 
lower creation. This is what is meant by Jacob seeing angels as
cending on the ladder (which has to do with contemplation) and 
descending (which has to do with activity). \0 But, as Gregory 
says, they do not go forth from the vision of God in such a way 
as to lose the joys of inner contemplation. II SO in their case there 
is no distinction between the active and contemplative lives," as 
there is in our case, because we are held back from contempla
tion by the works of the active life. Nor docs the promise made 
to us mean that we shall be like the angels in their administration 
of the lower creation, which is not our business, as it is theirs, 
because our nature does not have that rank in the scheme of 
things; we are promised that we shall be like them in seeing God. 

s. 1.11 q.67 •. J. 
9. cr. I Cor. 4, J. 
10. Gen. 28 ,12. 
II. Moralia 2.3.3 (PL7H56C). 
12. Simil.nly there is no distinctiun in God bctwccm spt.'Culati\'c anti practical kno\\ 1-

t.'tlSI! (I 'l. t .. 3. 16), 't is r2thcr a pity, perhaps, th.n TholTl3s ditJ not pursue the matter fUMher 
with rc:gard to:& pnssiblcon:rcClming in human bcingsufthcdichotomy octwa:n the (""0 li,·cs. 
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(3) In the conditions of this world the active life can outlast the con
templative life, not because of any quality inhering in either of 
the two lives in itself, but only because of our inadequacy; we 
are dragged down from the heights of contemplation by the bur
den of our bodies. So Gregory continues, in the passage cited, 
"The mind is banished from the immensity of that great height 
by its own weakness and falls back upon itself. ,," 

QUESTION 182: The comparisoll betwem the active alld 
COlltemplative Lives 

Next we must look at the comparison between the active and 
contemplative lives, and this raises four questions: 

(I) Which is preferable or more worthwhile; 
(2) Which is more meritorious; 
(3) Whether the contemplative life is hindered by the active; 
(4) The order in which the two lives come. 

Article I: Is the active life preferable to the contemplative? 

It looks as if the active life is preferable to the contemplative: 
(I) "What belongs to the better is surely better," as the philosopher 

says. I And the active life belongs to superiors, to people in 
charge, that is, who hold a position of honor and power. That 
is why Augustine says that what we do in this life should not be 
motivated by love of honor and power.' So the active life appears 
to be preferable to the contemplative. 

(2) In all our habits and acts it belongs to the one that is superior' 
to give orders; for example, it is military competence which is
sues instructions, as being superior, to the skill of the people 
who make bridles.· But it belongs to the active life to give di
rections and instructions about the contemplative life, as is clear 

Il. Hom. Eu'. 1.5.12 (PL 76,S2M). 
I. Ari5lode. Topia l.1 (J 16b12-1 l). 
2. CW. Dri 19.19. 
3. Polior can mean "preferable," "more powerful," "superior"; I h:ll\'C kcpt 10 "prefer

:able" where possible in translating chis ankle, but in the second objection the point is cleuly 
that the acti\.·c life appears to be in the commanding position. 

4. cr. Aristmlc, E,b. Nic. 1.1.4 (1094:19-13). 
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from Exodus 19:20, where l\'loses is told, "Go down and adjure 
the people not to try and exceed the limits set for the vision of 
God." Therefore the active life is superior to the contemplative. 

(3) No one ought to be takcn away from somcthing more important 
to be put to work on things oflcss importancc; as thc apostle says 
in 1 Corinthians 12:31, "Aspire to the better gifts." But people 
arc taken away from their contemplative situation to become en
gaged in the active lifc, as is plainly the casc with those who are 
transfcrrcd to a position of authority in the church. So it looks 
as if the acth'c lifc is prcferable to the contcmplativc. 

On the othcr hand: 
In Luke 10:42 the Lord says, "Mary has chosen the best part and 
it will not bc taken away from hcr." And Mary symbolizes the 
contemplati\·e life, so the contemplative lifc is preferable to the 
active. 

REPLY 

There is no reason why something which is in itself superior 
should not be surpassed by something else in some particular re
gard. So we must say that the contemplative lifc, as such, is better 
than the active life, and this is provcd by the philosopher on eight 
counts:" 

(i) The contcmplativc life engages what is best in us, namely 

S. Aristodc. E1h. Sic, In. 7 .2-1} (1177319-7837). Aristutle's ciHhr rC3snns fur claiming 
th:Jt the cumcmpl:ari\'c life is best arc on the whole frankly self-centered, .:mil this dnes n(lt 
seem to hother Thomas. The cnntcmpl:ui\'c life enables us ro function at nur hest. and it is 
less Ii:lblc In :J. lot uf inclIR\'cnicnccs than the active life is, it is something we pursue (fir its 
uwn sake. it is mUTe inlL'flscly cn~)phlc. it aln.":ldy has the (Ju:1lity u("l1uIMby" about it which 
is oncur the things we seck in most nfthcuthcr occup:niuns we engage in .... "fhum:1s would 
nut be tou impress4,,:d by "altruistic" arguments againn this picture; Im"e of others at the ex
pense of Im"e of self is usually dishnnest and can he pernicious" True sclf-s:u:rifice is ne\"cr 
innncent or"sclfishnes5," because true sclf.saerifice means that you actually want In sacrifice 
yourself. ht."C3USC of 14I\"c, and nothing Icss ""ouW 5alis(\" ynu. The Inluhle CtK11l'S when wc 
Iry to dcny that we arc seeking our own happiness. CrcatHKl exists tn gh"e glory en GcKl, and 
it gins glnry to God by thriving, nnt by making itself miserable. ~I()rtification as an end in 
itself is sick, nut sanctifying" Its true functinn can unly be seen in the contest of a whole 
discipline uf Icarning hnw In be truly happy, in accurdance with nur GcKl-gi,"cn nature and 
uur Gckl.gh·cn calling lu sh3re in his IIwn dh"inc life (whkh is the nnl)" fully SOItisf,"ing human 
happiness there is). Thumas, as we shall Sl'C below, was totally unprepared to accept the com· 
mnn '''jew that a hard life was automatically a l)Clter life" 
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our intellect, and it engages it with regard to its own proper object, 
namely intelligible reality, whereas the active life is busy with ex
ternals. So Rachel, who symbolizes the contemplative life, has a 
name which means "vision of the principle," while the active life is 
symbolized by Leah who was bleary-eyed, as Gregory says.· 

(ii) The contemplative life is less liable to interruption, even if 
we cannot stay for long at the highest level of contemplation, as was 
explained above. That is why Mary, who symbolizes the contem
plative life, is described as "sitting at the Lord's feet" persistently. 7 

(iii) The contemplative life is more enjoyable than the active. 
Thus Augustine says that Martha was troubled, while Mary 
feasted. • 

(iv) People are more self-sufficient in the contemplative life, be
cause they need fewer things. Accordingly it says in Luke 10:41, 
"Martha, Martha, you are worried and troubled about a great many 
things. " 

(v) The contemplative life is loved more for its own sake, while 
the active life has something other than itself in view. So it says in 
Psalm 26:4, "One thing I have sought from the Lord, and this is 
what I will look for: to live in the house of the Lord all the days of 
my life, so that I may see the Lord's will." 

(vi) The contemplative life consists in a certain leisure and re
pose. "Be quiet and see that I am God" (Ps. 45: II). 

(vii) The contemplative life is centered on the things of God, 
whereas the active life is about human affairs. So Augustine says, 
"In the beginning was the Word; that is what Mary was listening to. 
The Word was made flesh; that is what Martha was serving."· 

(viii) The contemplative life concerns that in us which is most 
properly ours, namely our intellect; but our lower powers too share 
in the workings of the active life, and they are common to us and to 
brute animals. That is why in Psalm 35:7-10, after "You will save 
both human beings and beasts, Lord," it adds something specifically 
human: "In your light we shall see light." 

The Lord adds a ninth argument in Luke 10:42 when he says, 
"Mary has chosen the best part and it will not be taken away from 

6. Moralia 6. 37.61 (PL 15:16-10). 
1. Luke 10:39. 
H. Sm". 103.2.3 (PL 38:614). 
9. Ibid. HH.2.3 (pL 3H:617). 
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her." Augustine interprets this to mean, "You have not chosen a bad 
part, but she has chosen a better; and I will tell you why it is better: 
because it will not be taken away from her. One day the burden of 
need will be taken away from you, but the delights of truth are eter
nal. nil) 

Nevertheless in some circumstances and in some particular re
spect the active life has to be given preference because of the needs 
of this present life. The philosopher too acknowledges this, when 
he says that doing philosophy is better than making money, but 
making money is better for someone who is suffering want. II 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) Ecclesiastical superiors are not meant to be confined to the active 

life; they should also be outstanding in the contemplative life. 
As Gregory says, "A ruler in the church should be pre-eminent 
in action and also, more than all the rest, be held high in con
templation. "Il 

(2) The contemplative life involves a certain liberty of mind. Greg
ory says that the contemplative life passes over into a certain in
ner freedom, thinking not of temporal affairs, but of the things 
of eternity." And Boethius says, "Human souls will necessarily 
be more free when they concentrate on gazing at the mind of 
God, and less free when they sink down to the level of bodies."" 
This makes it clear that the active life does not give orders to the 
contemplative life as such; it calls for certain works of the active 
life as a preparation for the contemplative life, and in so doing it 
is more the servant than the mistress of the contemplative life. 
And this is what Gregory says: the active life is called servitude, 
while the contemplative life is called freedom." 

(3) People are sometimes called away from contemplation to un
dertake some of the works of the active life because of something 
that is needed in this present life, but not in such a way as to be 
obliged to abandon contemplation entirely. As Augustine says, 
the love of truth seeks a holy leisure, but the needs of love un-

10. Ibid. 103.4.! (PLl8,61S). 
II. Aristotle. Topia 3.2 (118310-11). 
11. R'll' Par'. 1.1 (PL 77,16D-17A). 
11. 110m. £:d. 1.l.IJ(PL 7&811M. 
H . C .... Phil. V pro 1. 
IS. 110m. Euk. \.3.9 (PL 76,8(90). 
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dertake whatever business is fair (business of the active life, that 
is); if no one imposes this burden on you, you should use the 
time to see and examine the truth, but if such a burden is laid 
upon you, you should accept it because of the demands of char
ity. But even so you should not completely abandon your joy in 
the truth, in case you lose its delights and are crushed by your 
obligations. '6 It is clear, then, that when people are called to the 
active life from the contemplative life, this is not a matter of tak
ing something away from them, but of adding something more. 

Article 2: Is the active life more meritorious 
than the contemplative? 

On the face of it, the active life is more meritorious than the 
contemplative: 
(I) When we talk about "merit" we imply that some payment is 

due.' And payment is owed in return for work: "People will all 
receive their reward according to their work" (I Cor. 3:8). But 
work is associated with the active life, while the contemplative 
life goes with repose. As Gregory says, people who turn to God 
must first toil at their work, that is, they must first receive Leah, 
if they are afterward to rest in the embrace of Rachel to "see the 
principle. '" So the active life is more meritorious than the con
templative. 

(2) The contemplative life is a kind of beginning of the happiness of 
the life to come. On John 21:22 ("I want him to remain until I 
come") Augustine says, "This can be stated more plainly: per
fect activity, shaped by the model of my passion, is to follow me, 
but the beginning of contemplation is to remain until I come and 
it will be made perfect when I come. '" And Gregory says that 
the contemplative life begins here in such a way as to be brought 
to perfection in heaven" But in the life to come we shall not be 
in a position to merit; we shall be in the position of receiving the 
reward of our merits. So the contemplative life appears to fit the 

16. Civ. Dr; 19.19. 
I. To "merit" (meren) is the same as to "cam." 
2. 110m. E"k. 2.2.10 (PL 76,9548). 
3. 1,10. Ev. 124.5. 
4. 110m. Euk. 2.2.9 (PL 76,954A). 
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notion of "merit" less than the active life does; it accords more 
with the notion of "reward." 

(3) Gregory says that no sacrifice is more acceptable to God than 
zeal for souls.' But zeal for souls makes people turn to the con
cerns of the active life. So it seems that the contemplative life is 
not more meritorious than the active life. 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says, "The merits of the active life are great, but those 
of the contemplative life are greater. ". 

REPLY 

Merit is rooted in charity, as we have seen.7 And charity con
sists in loving God and our neighbor, as we noted above,' but loving 
God for his own sake is more meritorious than loving our neighbor, 
as our earlier discussion makes clear." So things that relate directly 
to the love of God are more meritorious in general than anything 
that relates directly to the love of our neighbor for the sake of God. 

Now the contemplative life relates directly and immediately to 
the love of God. Augustine says that holy leisure, the leisure of the 
contemplati,'e life, that is, is what the love of truth looks forlO-the 
truth of God, that is, which is the major interest of the contempla
tive life, as we have seen. The active life, on the other hand, is aimed 
more directly at the love of our neighbor, because it "bustles about 
in busy service," as it says in Luke 10:40. So in general the contem
plative life, as such, is more meritorious than the active life. And 
that is what Gregory says. "The contemplative life is more meri
torious than the active, because the active life toils at the works of 
this present life," in which our neighbors need to be helped, "but 
the contemplative life already savors inwardly a taste of the repose 
of the world to come,"" in its contemplation of God, that is. 

5. Ibid. 1.12.30 (PL 76:932C). This text is, not surprisingly, quotc..-d by I-Iumbert of 
Rom:ms in his demonstration that preaching is particularly pleasing co God (Ot Erud. Protd. 
1. ... 25; Tugwell, fArly Dominicans p. 191). 

6, MoraJia6.17.61 (PL 75:7(41)). 
7. 1.11 q.1l4 •. 4. 
H. 11.11 q.25 •. 1. 
9. 11.11 (1.27 •. H. 
10. Civ. Dti 19.19. 
II. /10m. Ezrk. 1.3.9 (I'L 76:8(~}8). 
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Nevertheless it may happen in practice that some people merit 
more in the works of the active life than other people do in the works 
of the contemplative life. For instance, out of an abundance of love 
of God, someone may for a time eodure being parted from the de
lights of contemplation of God in order to fulfill the will of God for 
the sake of his glory. Thus the apostle said, "I wanted to be anath
ema from Christ myself for the sake of my brethren" (Rom. 9:3), on 
which Chrysostom comments: "His whole mind was so flooded 
with the 100'e of Christ that he could make light even of what was 
dearest of all to him, oamely being with Christ, if in this way he 
could please Christ. "" 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) Outward labor works for the increase of our incidental reward, 

but the increase of mcrit with regard to our essential reward con
sists primarily in charity. Il Enduring outward labor for Christ's 
sake is a sign of charity, but it is a much clearer sign of charity 
to abandon all that belongs to this life and enjoy giving one's at
tention solely to the contemplation of God. 

(2) In the state of happiness which is to come we reach perfection, 
so there is no room left for any further progress to be made by 
way of meriting. But if there were room for such progress, merit 
would be more effectivc there because of the greater charity 
there is there. But in this present life cootemplatioo goes with a 
certain imperfection and so it docs have room for improvement, 
and therefore it docs not eliminate the basis for meriting. On the 
contrary, it makes for an increase of merit because of its greater 
practice of the 100'e of God. 

(3) A spiritual sacrifice is made to God when anything is offered to 
him. And of all the goods we possess, the ooe which is most ac
ceptable to God is our own soul, if this is offered to him in sac
rifice. Our own soul is the first thing we should offer to him, 
according to Ecclesiasticus 30:24, "I-Ja\'e mercy on your soul and 
give pleasure to God." The second thing we should offer is the 
souls of other people, according to Apocalypse 22: 17, "Anyone 

12. Dt Compun(/iont 1.7 (PC -17:4(5). 
13. The essential rcw:ml gi\'cn Co pt.,(lpk in he.mom is the vision of Gud; the inddcnt:d 

rcw~rd consists of "cxtr:ls," like haines. COR\'cntinn3.lh· tht.:sc extras constitute the rc\\aru 
given to particular good wurks. such as prc:lchingor m:anyrdnm. whereas the essential rc\\ ard 
is gi\'cn UI charity. 
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who hears should say, 'Come.' " And the more closely we join 
our own soul or the souls of others to God, the more acceptable 
the sacrifice becomes to him. So it is more pleasing to God that 
we apply our own soul and the souls of others to contemplation 
than it is if we apply them to activity . 
So saying that zeal for souls is the most acceptable sacrifice we 

can offer to God does not mean putting the merit of the active 
life before that of the contemplative life; what it shows is that it 
is more meritorious to offer your own soul and the souls of others 
to God than it is to offer any other gift of external things. 

Article 3: Is the contempl:Jtil'e life 
hindered by the :Jctil'e life? 

It looks as if the contemplative life is hindered by the active life: 
(1) The contemplative life needs a certain inner leisureliness. "Be 

quiet and see that I am God" (Ps. 45: 11). But the active life is 
restless: "Martha, Martha, you are worried and disturbed about 
many things" (Luke 10:41). Therefore the active life does inter
fere with the contemplative life. 

(2) The contemplative life calls for clear vision. But the active life 
interferes with the clarity of vision. As Gregory says, it is 
bleary-eyed and fertile, and because it is caught up in doing 
things, it sees less. I Therefore it does interfere with the contem
plative life. 

(3) Opposites hinder each other, and the active and contemplative 
lives appear to be the opposite of each other, because the active 
life is concerned with a great many things, whereas the contem
plative life applies itself to the contemplation of a single object. 
So they are strictly opposites. So it looks as if the contemplative 
life is hindered by the active life. 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says that people who desire to hold the citadel of con
templation must first prove themselves in the field by practicing 
good works.2 

I. 110 ... E:<k. 2.2. III (l'L 95-10. 
2. ,.fOr/11i1l 6.37. 51) (PL 7S: 76lC). 
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REPLY 

The active life can be looked at from two points of view. If we 
consider it from the point of view of its concern for and practice of 
outward works, then it is obvious that it does hinder the contem
plative life, in that it is impossible to be engaged in external works 
and to be free for the contemplation of God at the same time. 

But if we consider the active life with reference to its ordering 
and harmonizing of the inner passions of the soul, then it must be 
seen as helping the contemplative life, which is hindered by the dis
order of our inner passions. So Gregory says, "When people desire 
to hold the citadel of contemplation, they must first prove them
selves in the field by practicing works, to discover earnestly whether 
they no longer do any harm to their neighbors, whether they bear 
with equanimity any harm they suffer from their neighbors, 
whether their minds do not take pleasure in being offered temporal 
goods and so lose their grip, and whether they are not unduly hurt 
and upset if they lose temporal goods. Then they must calculate 
whether, when they return inwardly to themselves, they do not 
bring with them any shadow of temporal things when they explore 
the things of the spirit, or at least whether they shoo it away, if they 
have perhaps brought such a shadow with them, by making the nec
essary distinctions. ,,' So the practice of the active life is ueneficial 
for the contemplative life in that it calms our inner passions, which 
are the source of the images which interfere with contemplation. 

This shows how we should answer the points raised above, be
cause they all make valid observations about being engaged in ex
ternal works, but not about the result of the active life, namely the 
tempering of the passions. 

Arricle 4: Does rhe acrive life precede rhe conremplarive life? 

It looks as if the active life does not precede the contemplati,'e 
life: 
(I) The contemplative life relates directly to the love of God, 

whereas the active life relates to the love of our neighbor. And 
the love of God comes before love of neighbor, inasmuch as it is 

1. Ibid. 
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for God's sake that our neighbor is loved. So apparently the con
templative life comes before the active life. 

(2) Gregory says, "You must realize that the right order in life is to 
move from the active life toward the contemplative life, while at 
the same time it is often useful to turn one's mind back from the 
contemplative life to the active life. '" So it is not enough to say 
that the active life precedes the contemplative. 

(3) There is surely no need for things that pertain to different people 
to be in any sequence. And the active and contemplative lives 
do pertain to different people. As Gregory says, often people 
who could ha\'e contemplated God in peace have fallen because 
of the pressure of their commitments; and often people who 
would have lived well if they had been engaged in human affairs, 
are slain by the sword of their own repose.' So the active life 
does not precede the contemplative. 

On the other hand: 
Gregory says, "The active life comes before the contemplative 
in time, because we move toward contemplation on the basis of 
good works. '" 

REPLY 

There are two senses in which one thing can be said to precede 
another. If we are asking which comes first intrinsically, then we 
must say that the contemplative life comes before the active life, in
asmuch as the objects to which it applies itself are prior and better; 
that is why it inspires and guides the active life. Our higher reason, 
which is responsible for contemplation, is related to our lower rea
son, which is responsible for our activities, as a husband is related 
to his wife, who is meant to be guided by her husband, as Augustine 
says! 

In another sense, though, we say that something comes first 
with reference to us, and that means that it is the first to be brought 
to birth. And in this sense the active life precedes the contemplative, 

I. /I,m. E",'. 2.2. J J (l'L 76,YHD-95SA). 
2. M"alia 6.37.17 (l'L 75,7610). 
J. /I,m. E",'. 1.l.9 (I'L 76,1l(911) . 
.f. Dt Tnn. 12.3.3. 
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because it prepares us for the contemplative life, as is clear from 
what we have already said. And preparing the material, when we 
are talking about how things come into being, precedes the appear
ance of form, even though intrinsically and naturally the form comes 
first.' 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) The aim of the contemplative life is not just the love of God, but 

the perfect love of God, whereas the active life is necessary for 
any level of love of our neighbor. So Gregory says, "People can 
enter heaven without the contemplative life, so long as they take 
the trouble to do the good they can, but they cannot enter 
heaven without the active life, if they do not take the trouble to 
do the good they can ... • And this also makes it clear that the ac
tive life comes before the contemplative life, on the principle that 
what is common to all comes into being before anything that is 
confined to the perfect. 7 

(2) In terms of how they come into existence, the movement is from 
the active life to the contemplative; but there is a return from the 
contemplative life to the active in terms of guidance, the active 
life being guided by the contemplative. In the same way we ac
quire moral habits by performing moral acts, but once we have 
acquired a habit we perform its acts all the more perfectly, as it 
says in the Ethics.· 

(3) People who are vulnerable to their passions because of their 
drive to do things are, as such, better suited to the active life 
because of the restlessness of their spirit. That is why Gregory 
says that some people are so restless that they find it much 
harder work if they have to stop working, because the disturb-

S. In Aristotelian terms, before (uy):a bundle of damp (Wigs an acquire the form of 
fire. it must be prepamJ (dried out and so on); on the other hand, if the fonn of fire did not 
already exist it would be impossible e"cn to dry ou( the twigs. Aristotle habitually presumes 
that what is prior by nature (the fire in this case) comes later in the "order of production" (cr. 
Pby •. 87. 261.14: Mttapb. A 8,989015-16). 

6. H"",. E",k. 1.l.1D (PL 76:809D-810A). 
7. Obviously there have to be hats before there: C2n be perfect hats, and where per

fection is the product of some process of maturing there must be immature specimens before 
you an hope for m.3.turc specimens. But this principle sits ill with Thomas' staning point. 
that the active and contemplative lives belong to different people. and it sits even lessluppily 
with his own doctrine that the different lives .are defined in terms of t.liffucnces of tempera
ment. 

8. Aristotle, Etb. Nic. 2.4 (1I05017-bI8). 
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ance of their hearts is so much the worse, the more time they 
have for thought." But some people naturally have a purity and 
quietness of soul which makes them suited to the contemplative 
life, and if they are put to work the whole time in doing things 
it does them harm. So Gregory says that some people's minds 
are so leisurely that if they are caught up by the labor of some 
business, they collapse at the very outset of their work.1O But, 
as he goes on to say, love often stimulates even lazy minds to 
work, and fe3r holds restless souls in check and makes them con
template. II 
So people who are more adapted to the active life can be pre

pared for the contemplative life by their practice of the active 
life, and those who are more adapted to the contemplative life 
can all the same undertake the practices of the active life in order 
thereby to become more fit for contemplation. 

9. M".I .. 6.l7.57 (PL 75,76IC). 
10. Ibid. 
II. Ibid. 6.J7.58 (PL 7U62D). 
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TEXTS ON RELIGIOUS LIFE 





Obedience and the Vows 
De Peifectione, Chapter 13 

The error of Ihose who lake il IIpOIl Ihemselves 10 lessell Ihe merit 
of obediellce alld the vows. 

The de,·il resents human perfection. I Ie has therefore raised up 
"arious pretentious and rebellious teachers to attack the ways of per
fection. The first way of perfection (poverty) was attacked by Vi
gilantius, and Jerome replied to him in these words: "He claims that 
it is better to make use of one's possessions and distribute the income 
from one's property little by little. There is no need for me to answer 
such a claim, tbe answer is given by the Lord himself: 'If you want 
to be perfect, go and sell all that you have and give it to the poor and 
come, follow me.' I Ie is addressing someone who wants to be per
fect, who is ready, with the apostles, to abandon father, ship and 
nets. The way of life you recommend ranks second or third. We 
accept it too, prm'ided it is reeognized.that the best comes before the 
second best, and the second best before the third.'" 

It is to preclude this error that is says in the Ecclesiaslical Dogmas, 
"It is a good thing to provide resources for the poor on a regular 
basis, but it is better to give away everything at once with the in
tention of following Christ and , free from worldly cares, to be poor 
with Christ.'" 

The second way of perfection (chastity) was attacked by Jovi
nian, who made marriage equal to virginity. His error is manifestly 
refuted by Jerome in the book which he wrote against him. Augus
tine also refers to his error in his RelraClaliolles: "Jovinian's heresy 
tried to make the merit of holy virgins the same as that of married 
chastity, and it was so influential in Rome that even some nuns, who 

1. Jcrumc. C,IIIIN l'igi/alllitlnJ 14 (ilL H :J5(1)"'HIA), qUHfing .\l3u. 1'):21. In 
Thumas' time there were sumc pt.·uplc who \\ Olntl'll til rc\,h'c Vigilamius' cnnlcntiun Ih:u 
wealth was an aid In virtue. cr, A . • \ltlrr:t~· in G. J. Cuming :1m) D. Uaker. L'tls., Popular Hdiif 
ImJ Pruaict(Camhridgc. 1912), Jl- 1)1. 

2. Gcnn;uJius, IN f:ctla. IJogm. 3M (ilL 42: 11 19). 
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had never before incurred any suspicion of unchastity, are said to 
have fallen and got married. Our holy mother, the church, has re
sisted this monstrosity with the utmost fidelity and vigor. '" This is 
why it says in the Ecclesiastical Dogmas that it is the part of a Jovinian, 
not a Christian, to place marriage on the same level as virginity con
secrated to God or to believe that people who abstain from wine or 
meat out of a desire to chastise their bodies do not acquire any extra 
merit thereby.· 

These old intrigues were not enough for the devil, so in our 
own time, we are told, he has incited certain people who are attack
ing the vow of obedience and all other vows in general, saying that 
it is more praiseworthy to perform virtuous deeds without being un
der a vow or under obedience than to be constrained to practice 
them by a vow or by obedience.' Some of them, it is said, have 
reached such a degree of madness that they claim that a vow which 
has been made to enter religion can be ignored without any harm to 
one's salvation," and this error is apparently being supported by var
ious empty and silly arguments. They say, for instance, that an act 
is more praiseworthy and meritorious the more voluntary it is, but 
the more one is constrained to do something the less voluntary it is; 
they infer that it is more praiseworthy and meritorious to perform 
virtuous deeds by one's own free choice without the constraint of a 
vow or of obedience than it is to be compelled to perform them by 
a vow or by obedience. As e\'idence of this they apparently cite what 
Prosper says in book II of his De Vita COlltfmp/otiva: "We ought to 
practice abstinence and fasting in such a way as not to subject our
selves to any obligation of fasting, in case we start doing something 
voluntary unwillingly instead of doing it with devotion.'" They 

l. ,Augustine. RtlrlKl. 2.22 . I (ilL 32:639) . 
.. . Gcnnadius JS (PL42:1219). 
S. Thomas is rather insistent that he knows about these c..Iuctrincs noh' In- hcars3\"; 

their cxponcnrs should perhaps be sought among the "pseudo-apostles," \\'ho m'aintaincd th~t 
"it is more perfect to Iin~ without :1 l'OW chom with nne," accon)i"g til IJcmareJ Gui (Manutl 
fit rbrquirilrur, t.'11. G. ,\Iollal [Puis, 19M1. I p. 92). The Dominic:ms thcmsch'cs were "cry 
scnsiti\'c tu the risk that obctlicncc couk! diminish the nlue of people's acts: d . Tugwell. &TI) 
IJomi"irom pr. 19-24. 4H. 439, +U. 

6. ' rhis was c\'idcntly a mancr ofintercsf ru somc students, as if was raised in a Quod
liberal disputation (QUOIJ/. III a.12). 

7. Pscudn-Pmspcr (actually Julianus Pomerius),lk Vii . Gmt. 24. 1 (PL S9:"?OB). 
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could also allege to the same effect the words of the apostle: "Each 
of them as they have purposed in their hearts, not sadly or under 
constraint, because God loves a cheerful giver" (2 Cor. 9: 7). It is nec
essary, then, to show clearly that these contentions are false and to 
demolish their stupid arguments. 

We may begin our demonstration of the falsity of this error 
with what it says in Psalm 75: 12, "Make vows and fulfil them to the 
Lord your God." The Gloss comments on this, "It should be no
ticed that there are some vows to God which are common to all of 
us, without which there is no salvation, such as the vow of faith 
made in baptism, and even if we do not make these promises we are 
still bound to keep them. With regard to vows of this sort everyone 
is commanded, 'Make vows and keep them.' Other vows are per
sonal to particular individuals, such as chastity, virginity and such 
like. We are invited, but not commanded, to make vows of this kind; 
what is commanded is that we should keep them. The actual vowing 
is recommended to our choice, but once we have made such a vow, 
its fulfilment is demanded of us. ". 

So some vows are a matter of precept, while others are a matter 
of counsel, but in both cases we have to conclude that it is better to 
do good with a vow than without it. It is obvious that everyone is 
bound, by God's commandment, to those things which are required 
for salvation, and it would be quite wrong to imagine that any of 
God's commandments is pointless. But the purpose of every com
mandment is charity, as the apostle says (I Tim. I :5), so any com
mandment to do something would be pointless if doing it were not 
more characteristic of charity than not doing it. Now we are com
manded not only to believe and to refrain from stealing, but also to 
vow these things. Therefore believing under a vow and not stealing 
under a vow and other such things must be more appropriate to 
charity than doing them without such a vow. And anything that is 
more proper to charity is more praiseworthy and more meritorious; 
therefore it is more praiseworthy and more meritorious to do things 
with a vow than without. 

Further, there is a counsel not only to practice virginity or 
chastity, but also to make vows about them, as the quotation from 

8. L)mhard's Gloss (PL t91:7()RI~7()'''\). 
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the Gloss shows. And we have already said that such counsels are 
nor offered except in connection with some greater good.· Therefore 
it is better to practice virginity with a vow than without, and the 
same applies to other things too. 

Of all good works, the practice of virginity usually receives spe
cial commendation, and we are invited to practice it by the Lord, 
when he says, "Anyone who can take this, should take it" (Matt. 
19: 12). But virginity itself is made commendable by being vowed. 
As Augustine says, "Virginity is not honored because it is virginity, 
but because it is dedicated to God, vowed and kept by pious seJf
control. ... What we acclaim in virgins is not that they are virgins, 
but that they are consecrated to God by their pious self-control. "10 

A fortiori, then, other works are rendered more praiseworthy by 
being dedicated to God by avow. 

Again, any particular good becomes better if another good is 
added to it. And there can be no doubt that promising something 
good is itself a good thing. If you make someone a promise, you 
are regarded as already giving them something good, which is 
why people say "thank you" when they are promised something. 
And a vow is a promise made to God: "If you have vowed any
thing to God, do not delay fulfilling it, because a faithless and 
foolish promise is displeasing to him" (Eccles. 5:3). So it is better 
to do something and to vow it than simply to do it without mak
ing a vow. 

Again, the more you give people the more you deserve from 
them in return. If you do something for someone without avow, 
you are giving them no more than what you actually do for love of 
them, but if in addition you make avow, you are not just giving 
what you do, you are also giving over your capacity and freedom to 

do it. You are making it impossible for yourself not to do something 
which previously you could quite properly not have done. There
fore doing something under a vow is more deserving in God's sight 
than doing it without avow. 

It also contributes to the excellence of a good work if the will 
is firmly committed to good, just as it makes us more guilty if our 
will is obstinately fixed on something bad. Now clearly if you vow 

9. lk Ptr[tcl;01lt 7. 
10. Augustine, Dt SancIa VirginilOlt 8 and It (PL 40:4()O-I). 
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something you are committing your will [0 the matter of your vow, 
so when you perform the good deed which you have ,'owed, it 
comes from a committed will. So, just as it affects the seriousness 
of your guilt if you do evil of set purpose, because that is what it 
means to sin out of malice, similarly it makes for an increase of merit 
if you perform a good work under a vow. 

"'Ioreover, anything that we do is more or less praiseworthy de
pending on whether it comes from a more or less important virtue, 
because it is the virtue which determines the quality of the deed. 
And it can happen that a lower virtue is called into play by a higher 
virtue, as for instance when an act of justice is called forth by char
ity; and it much better to perform an act of a lower virtue at the 
behest of a higher virtue-an act of justice is better if it proceeds 
from charity. Now obviously specific good deeds which we do be
long to specific lower virtues: fasting belongs to the vir!ue of absti
nence, sexual restraint to chastity, and so on. But making a vow is 
strictly speaking an act of the virtue of worship, which is undoubt
edly [0 be reckoned as more important than abstinence or chastity 
or any other such virtue. Worshipping God takes precedence over 
being rightly disposed toward our neighbor or [Oward ourselves. So 
any feat of abstinence or chastity or any other such virtue which is 
inferior [0 the virtue of worship is enhanced by being performed 
under a vow. 

Our argument is further supported by the pious zeal of the 
church, which encourages people [0 make vows and lavishes indul
gences and privileges upon people who ' 'ow to go and help in the 
Holy Land or elsewhere in defense of the church. She would not 
encourage people to make vows if it were better [0 do good deeds 
without avow, because it would be contrary to the apostle's exhor
tation, "Aspire to the better gifts" (J Cor. 12: 31). If it were betterto 
do good deeds without avow, the church, far from encouraging 
vows, would discourage them either by banning them or by urging 
people not to make them. And, since it is the church's purpose to 
lead her faithful toward a better state, she would release them all 
from any vows they had made, so that their good deeds would be 
more praiseworthy. 

It is e1ear, then, that this kind of position is at odds with the 
general tenets and the opinion of the church, and should therefore 
be condemned as heretical. 
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It is easy enough to provide an abundant answer to the objec
tions which have been raised. 

First, it is claimed that a good deed performed under a vow is 
less spontaneous, but this is certainly not true always and in every 
case, because many people fulfil their vows with such eagerness that 
even if they had not made a vow they would readily not only per
form the deed itself but also make a ''ow to do it. 

Secondly, even if we grant that a particular good deed which 
is done because of a vow or under obedience is in itself not sponta
neous, being performed solely because of the constraint of the vow 
or because of a reluctance to go against obedience, even in this case 
it is more praiseworthy and meritorious than the same deed per
formed with a ready will but without a vow. Even if there is no 
spontaneous eagerness to perform the specific deed in question
fasting, for instancc--there is still a ready desire to keep the vow and 
to be obedient, and this is worth far more than fasting and it is far 
more meritorious. So the person who keeps a vow in this way is 
more deserving than someone who fasts spontaneously. And the 
will to keep one's vow or to be obedient is reckoned all the more 
prompt, the more unattractive in itself the will finds the deed un
dertaken because of a vow or out of obedience. So Jerome says to 
the monk Rusticus, "The point I am leading up to in all this is that 
I want you to learn not to leave yourself subject to your own 
will. ... Do not do what you want to do, eat what you are told to 
eat, have nothing except what you receive, wear the clothes that you 
are given, do your allotted work, be subject to someone you have 
not chosen, go tired to bed and nod off even while you are walking 
and be forced to get up before you have had your fill of sleep. "" 
This shows that it is relevant to the merit of a good deed that we 
should do or endure for God's sake things which we would not wish 
to do or endure for their own sake, because the degree of our will's 
readiness to love God can be inferred from the degree to which we 
do or endure for his sake things which are repugnant to our own 
will. This is why we particularly praise the martyrs, because they 
endured so much more for God's love that the human will would 
never choose. So Eleazar, in the midst of his torments, said to God, 

II. Jerome. Fop. 125.1l (I>Lll, IOJ!O..I). 
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"I endure terrible bodily pains, but in my soul I am glad to suffer 
them because of the fear of you" (2 Macc. 6:30)." 

Thirdly, in the case of people who do not retain even the will 
to keep their vow or to be obedient, it is clear that in the sight of 
God, who judges hearts, they are reckoned to be breaking their vow 
and transgressing against obedience. And if they do keep their vow 
or do what they are commanded to do simply out of human fear or 
embarrassment, this would not be meritorious in God's eyes, be
cause it would not be done out of any desire to please God, but sim
ply because of human constraint. But even so the vow, ifit was made 
out of charity, was not useless, because the act of vowing was more 
meritorious than the act of someone else simply fasting, and this 
merit is not lost, provided the inner disobedience is repented of. 

This indicates how we should answer the texts cited above: 
they are referring to human constraint and to situatioas in which 
people do what they have sworn or vowed to do simply because they 
are embarrassed or afraid of other people; they are not referring to 
the kind of constraint which results from aiming to lm'e God," 
which may make people do or endure things which they would oth
erwise not want in order to fulfil the will of God. This is clear from 
the words of the apostle, "Not sadly or under constraint"; sadness 
is caused by human constraint, but it is taken away or at least di
minished when we are constrained by the love of God. It is also clear 
from what Prosper says, "In case we do something voluntary un
willingly instead of doing it with devotion"; the constraint which 
results from love of God does not lessen devotion, it increases it. 

Something that Augustine says shows that this kind of con
straint is good and desirable. In a letter to Armentarius and Paulina 

12. The point is not that doing Of suffering what goes againn the grain is intrinsically 
beneT; that Thomas always denies. It is better in some circumstances inasmuch as it attests 
a greater love of God. Also what Thomas says here underlines the doctrine that we can be 
commanded tndo (or suffer) something. hut we cannot be commanded [() like it (cf. 11.11 (1.104 
01 . 5); Thomas' doctrine is much more rcstrainc..-d than that nfJ-lumbcrt of Romans (:d. Bcrthicr 
I pp. 5-6) and it formally excludes the later doctrine of St. Ign:ttius L)},ula, according to 
\\ hieh merely doing what one is told hardly c\'en cuunts as religious olK..-dicnce, by comparison 
\\ ith the real obl"tiience of the will and the mind (Sl'C his letter to the Jesuits in Pnnugal. 26 
,\Iarch 1553. rltonumtnto Ignat;o"a. Epat. IV 669-6HI). 

13 . Thomas distinguishes between the kind of constr:!int th:!t simply pushes me to do 
something I do not \\ ant to do, :md the kind of constraint that arises precisely from wanting 
to do something: if I want In go for a ride on a train, then I am constrained to buy a ticket. 
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he says, "Because you have now made a vow and bound yourself, it 
is not I:lwful for you to act otherwise. Before you made yourself li
able under a vow, you were free to remain at a lower level, though 
we should not applaud a freedom which means that we are not 
obliged to do something which it is profitable to do. But now your 
promise is lodged with God and so I am not im'iting you to a great 
righteousness" (that is, to the chastity which he had already vowed, 
as appears from what has been said above), "instead I am trying to 
deter you from great wickedness, because if you do not fulfil your 
vow you will not be in the same position that you would have been 
in if you had never made such a vow. If you had not made the vow, 
you would have been lower, but not worse; but now if, God forbid, 
you break the pledge you have given to God, you will be as much 
more wretched as you will be more blessed if you keep it. And this 
should not make you wish you had not made your vow; on the con
trary, you should be glad that you arc no longer free to do what you 
would once have been free to do to your disadvantage. So proceed 
fearlessly, fulfil in deed what you have promised in words, and he 
himself who is looking for this fulfilment will help you. It is a happy 
constraint, which drives us on to what is better. " .. 

These words also make it clear that it is mistaken to claim that 
people are not bound to fulfil a vow to enter religion. 

14. r\ugustine. Ep. 127.8 (ilL 33.487). 
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Summa Theologiae II.II 

Question 104 a.5 

It would appear that subjects are bound to obey their superiors 
in everything: 
(I) The apostle says, "Children, obey your parents in everything 

. . . slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything" (Col. 
3:20,22); so on the same principle other types of subjects ought 
to obey their superiors in everything. 

(2) Superiors are intermediaries between God and their subjects; as 
it says in Deuteronomy 5:5, "I was the trustee and intermediary 
between God and you at that time, to declare his words to you." 
Now it is impossible to go from one end of something to the 
other without going through the middle. So the precepts of a 
superior should be regarded as the precepts of God. I This is why 
the apostle says, "You recei,'ed me as the angel of God, as Christ 
Jesus himself' (Gal. 4: (4) and "When you received from us the 
word in which God was heard, you did not receive it as a human 
word, but as God's word, which indeed it is" (l Thess. 2: (3). 
So people ought to obey their superiors in everything, just as 
they have to obey God in everything. 

(3) Religious make a vow of obedience at their profession in just the 
same way as they make a vow of chastity and poverty. And a 
religious is bound to observe chastity and po,'erty in everything, 
so the same must apply to obedience too. 
On the other hand: 

It says in Acts 5:29, "It is necessary to obey God rather than 
human beings." And sometimes the commands of superiors are 
contrary to God. Therefore superiors are not to be obeyed in 
everything. 

I , The 3rgumcnt rests nn the spatial anak.gy implicit in the idea of "intermediary"; if 
C is midway hetween" and n. you cannot go from A to n \\ ithout p:tssing C. Su, if superiors 
arc interml.-diarics bet\\ (:cn us and Gud, dlC only W3)' in \\ hich God's comnunds will reach 
us is through (Iur superiors, and the unly way we C:ln uffer nlK:c.licocc tn Gnd is hy obeying 
our superiors. 
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REPLY 

As we have seen, people respond to the authority of those 
who command them by a kind of contraint of justice, just as 
things in nature are affected by the power of whate,'er acts on 
them by the constraint of nature.' Now there may be two reasons 
why a natural object is not in fact affeeted by something that 
would naturally affect it: it may be prevented by the presence of 
another more powerful influence-fire, for instance, cannot burn 
wood if it is counteracted by the more powerful effect of water. 
Or it may be because the object to be affected is not subordinated 
in that regard to the thing that is trying to affect it, so that it is 
partly rccepti\'C of its influence, but not totally-for example, a 
liquid is sometimes subject to heat sufficiently for it to become 
hot, but not sufficiently for it to be dried up or consumed en
tirely.' 

In the same way there are two reasons why subjects may not 
be obliged to obey their superiors in everything. One is because 
of a precept from a higher authority. On Romans 13:2 ("Those 
who disobey win condemnation for themselves") the Gloss com
ments, "If a superintendant tells you to do something contrary 
to the orders of the proconsul, are you meant to do it? Or if the 
proconsul tells you to do one thing, when the emperor has told 
you to do something else, is there any doubt that you should 
ignore the one and serve the other? So if the emperor tells you 
to do one thing and God another, you ought to ignore the emperor 
and obey God.'''' 

Secondly, subjects arc not obliged to obey their superiors if 
they give orders in an area in which they do not have authority 
O\'er them. Seneca says, "It is mistaken to suppose that servitude 
applies to anyone as a whole; the better part is exempt from it: 
bodies are liable to it and are subject to masters, but the mind 
remains autonomous. "s And so in everything that concerns the 

2.11.11<1. 111-1 •• 1. 
3. The same he;u will c\'.3puratc nne liquid while unly heating :mnthcr. so it is om 

simriy :I (Iucs(iun (If the Hnt p<lntcs IU the dcal. but (If Iheir rcl;Hiunship to nm: "!luther. 
~. ulmhanJ's Gluss un Rum. IJ:! (PL 1()I:U()5UC). 
5. Scnee:!., IJtlltnrjiciis 3.20.1. 
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inner acth'ity of the will, we are not obliged to obey any human 
being, but only God. 

It is in our external, bodily acth'ities that we are obliged to obey 
one another. And even here we must say that we are not obliged to 
obey other human beings in things which concern our bodily na
ture, because we are all equal in our nature. In such matters only 
God is to be obeyed. This applies to such things as bodily nourish
ment and having children. So servants are not obliged to obey their 
masters, nor are children obliged to obey their parents in things like 
getting married or remaining celibate. 

But in the ordering of human affairs and activities subjects are 
obliged to obey their superiors in accordance with the nature of their 
specific authority. Soldiers must obey the commander of the army 
in anything that concerns war. Servants must obey their master in 
anything that concerns the proper work of sen·ants. Ch:ldren must 
obey their father in anything that concerns their education or the 
administration of the household. And so on. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) When the apostle says, "in everything," we must take him to 

mean e\'erything that is involved in a father's or a master's 
authority. 

(2) We are subject to God in everything without qualification, in
wardly and outwardly. And so we are bound to obey God in 
everything. But subjects are not subject to their superiors in 
everything, but only with regard to certain things. Within their 
own sphere of authority superiors are intermediaries between 
God and their subjects, but in everything else people are subject 
to God without intermediaries and he himself instructs them by 
means of the natural law and the written law. 

(3) Religious make profession of obedience with reference to the 
regular life, and here they are subject to their superiors. And so 
it is only in connection with things that might be pertinent to 
the regular life that they are bound to obey. And this kind of 
obedience is sufficient for salvation. However, if they want to 
obey in other things too, that is a matter of a higher perfection, 
always pro\'ided that it does not mean doing things which are 
contrary to God or to the rule they have professed, because that 
kind of obedience would be unlawful. 
So we can distinguish three types of obedience: one which 
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is sufficient for salvation, which obeys in those things to 

which it is strictly bound; one which is perfect and obeys 
in everything that is not unlawful, and one which is undis
criminating and foolish, which obeys even in things that are 
unlawful. 
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Sin and The Rule 
Summa Theologiae II. II 

Question 186 a.9 

Is ie always a morral sin if religious coneral'ene whae ie says 
in eheir Rule? 

It looks as if it is always a mortal sin for religious to contravene 
what it says in their Rule:' 
(I) Doing anything contrary to your vow is the kind of sin that 

brings damnation, as we can see from what the apostle says 
about widows who want to marry: "They incur damnation be
cause they have made their first promise void.'" But religious are 
bound to their Rule by the vow involved in their profession. 
Therefore they commit mortal sin by contravening the contents 
of their Rule. 

(2) A Rule is like a law to which religious are subject. And breaking 
any of the commandments of the law is a mortal sin. So it looks 
as if a monk who contravenes what it says in his Rule commits 
mortal sin. 

(3) Contempt for the law makes for mortal sin. But if someone keeps 

I. This was a "wpica'" lJucstiun; it had been raisl.'ti in :I QuodlibctaJ dispmation at 
Christmas 1269 (I a.20) in the form, "Is it a muna) sin for OJ monk [() cat ml.'3t?" In his response 
Thomas generalizes the discussion and t.:Icklcs the ()llcstion whether it is a sin for a religious 
tn cnntra\'cnc any of the contents nfhis I~ulc(which is the question ain .. 'tI in q. J 86 3.9); though 
Thomas confines himself to male religious, his comments would no doubt be the same ahout 
women religious. The background [() the question is prnhllbJy to be sought in the m:my-sidc.."lI 
contro\'ersies that surroundt.'tI the early Dominicans, which st.'Cm (() ha\'e tempted some of 
Ihe brelhren (() score puinls uff their critics by accusing them of being in mortal sin. The 
General Chapter of 1234 admonishes the friars "not (() prcach that it is a mortal sin for monks 
(() cat meat" (~10PI-l111 p. ":23-4). In similar vein an Oxford Dominican prt.-cipitatt.'lIa major 
row with the Franciscans in 1269 hy "prm'ing" that they were all in a state of mortal sin be
cause uf the possessions they owned contrary to their Rule (cf. A. G. Little, Tbt Grry Friars 
in Oxford [Oxford, 1892J, pp. )20-H). 

2. 1 Tim. 5: 12. Lumbard's Gloss (PL 192:353CD) points out that Paul must bc talking 
alHlUt widu\\"s who ha\'e made a ,'O\\" of chastit\', and the same commenl is made b,' Thomas 
in his lectures on J Timothy (~1arietti cd" pa;a.2()-I). . 
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on doing something he should not do it appears that his sin is 
rooted in a refusal to take the law seriously. So if a religious goes 
against what it says in his Rule frequently he is surely commit
ting mortal sin. 

On the other hand: 
Religious life is safer than life in the world. That is why Gregory 
compares life in the world to a tossing sea and religious life to a 
calm harbor.' But if e"ery infringement of any of the contents 
of the Rule constituted mortal sin for a religious, religious life 
would be extremely dangerous· because of all its observances. 
So not every single infringement of the contents of the Rule is 
mortal sin. 

REPLY 

As we have seen, the contents of a Rule are of two kinds.' There 
are some things in the Rule which indicate the purpose of the whole 
Rule, for instance, things which concern the practice of the virtues; 
offending against these things docs constitute mortal sin, at least in 
the case of things which arc commanded universally" In the case of 
things which go beyond the obligations of the universal command
ments there is not necessarily any mortal sin, unless the infringe
ment comes from contempt for the Rule.' As we have already said, 
a religious is not obliged to be perfect, but only to be moving in the 
direction of perfection, H and refusing to take perfection seriously is 
incompatible with that. 

The other kind of thing contained in a Rule concerns external 

1. Grl'gnry. f:p. ad l~a"Jrum I (PL 75:5I1AII).:n the IN.'ginning of the .uoral;a. 
4. In his Quudlihct:d Thomas says that un this "icw religiuus life wuuld he a "death. 

trap." 
S. 11.11 '1.186 3.7 ad 2. 
6. In his Quudlit>eul Thumas says bluntly thac in general nuthing will be :l muna! sin 

fur a rcligiflus thon would nut he a monal sin fur anyone clsc. 
7. In the QuudJihclal Thom:as also suggests th.u gidng scandal (in the strict sense of 

duing ()r saying sumething that is likely (0 make sumehody else fall into sin) might rrukc some· 
thing out intrinsically sinful imo a serious sin. nut 11.11 ().43 3.4 makes it sc..'Cm unlikely that 
a rcliginu5 could lC1Ually cnmmir sClod31 on such :l sCllc 3S tn m:lkc it 1 T1lurul sin without 
duing sumcthing which wHuki in any C:lSC lmuunt to murtal sin. 

H. 11.11 tl.Ul6 a.2. 
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practices, and this includes all external observances." Of these some 
are binding on religious because of the vow involved in their profes
sion. But what their profession chiefly concerns is the three things 
we have noted above: poverty, chastity and obedience; III all the rest 
is subordinate to these. So any infringement of these three does con
stitute mortal sin. But there is not necessarily any mortal sin in
volved in breaking the other contents of the Rule, except in two 
cases: contempt for the Rule is directly contrary to one's profession, 
in which one vowed to live the regular life, so that docs involve mor
tal sin; so does disregarding a formal precept, II whether delivered 
by word of mouth by the superior or written into the Rule, because 
that would be contrary to the vow of obedience. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) Someone who makes profession of a Rule is not vowing to keep 

everything that is in the Rule; what he is vowing is to lead the 
regular life, J2 which consists essentially in the three things listed 
above. That is why in some religious orders people make profes
sion in rather more cautious terms and do not make profession 
of the Rule, but promise to live in accordance with the Rule, Jl 

9. "Obscn':mccs" in Thumas' langu2gc incluc.k"S po\'cny. chastity amI ulK·tHence 35 
well as the dct:lils of munastic routine. 

10. Thumas argues that the essence (If rdigiuus prufcssiun is the promise of pcwcrty. 
chastity ami ubc.-dicncc (11.11 '1.186 a. 7), and therefore a \"Ow of religiun an he intcrprctt.-d in 
lerms of these three practices; but in Thnm:ls' time it \\'.3.5 not norm.1I fur the actual fonnula 
(If profession to cont:!in the "three "U\\ 5" explicitly and Thomas' argumcnr d(~s not Tt."<)uirc 

th.n it should, 
II. A fnnnal prL'Cc[K has a s(ll..:i:tl force which other reyul:niuns cJu nUl h:l\"c; it means 

sflnlCthing thou has hc.'Cn Iluite spc:cifiC.1l1y pn.'S'-'tlIt.'11 10 the SUbje.'t1 35:1 "1t.'S( casc" of ol)(.'11i
ence. SCI (hat failure: (0 ot)C~' will aUlum:::ttk:::tlly fTK.":1n a serinus hreach uf the pftlfessiun uf 
ubctliencc, i.e,. gra\'c sin. 

12. "Itt.'gular life," hy definition. means life according tn the Rule(rrgula), but Thomas 
sccs this as consisting (a) in (he practice uf p<)\·eny. chastity and ohc.-dience. and (b) in the 
acceptance of a cenain ideal exprcs5t.-d in the Rule; hc docs nor st.'Cm sympathetic to the idea 
that the religious lifc is vested in all the details of the Rule, even though such an idea is at 
least implicit in thc Prologue to the DominiC3n Cnnslitutinns (rugwell, Early Dominkans pp. 
"56-7). Thom:ls docs nol spedfy which religious hc h:ld in mind, hut prohably the ones who 
"c:J'e r:lsh ennugh In prumi!>C "tu kt.-cp the Rulc" 3re the Franciscans; nu carly Franciscan 
profession (ormul:a ruts sun'in.-d, bUI il is impJk.J in the Rtglllll Bulla/a 2. llltullhe.r did nuke 
such:l promise :It their profL'Ssion, and ccrt:!.i"l), b~' 1260 the fnrmul:l includc.'S the wurds. ". 
"UW • •• to keep Ihe Rule of the Friars Minor" (AfH H (1941) 1" "0). Hugh u{Digne. in his 
commentary un the Fundsca" Rule (cd. O. FlucKl [Grott:1ferr:1t:1, 1971)), p. 1(2), specifically 
notes thai l;r:lncisC3ns promise to "kt.'Cp the Rule," not to "lire according In the Rule," 

t 3. As Thumas' QucKllibctal m:lkes dc.::lf. this is his interpret:ltilln of the Benedictine 
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which means aiming to shape their behavior in line with the 
Rule, taking the Rule as a kind of model. And this is destroyed 
by contempt for the Rule. 
In other religious orders there is an even more cautious profes

sion of "obedience in accordance with the Rule,"'· so that only 
an offense against some precept contained in the Rule will be 
directly contrary to one's profession and infringement or neglect 
of any of the rest will merely be venial sin. But, as we have seen, 
this kind of thing is meant'to facilitate the keeping of the main 
VOWS, 15 whereas committing venial sin, as we have also secn, fa
cilitates mortal sin, ,. inasmuch as it interferes with the things 
that dispose us to keep the primary precepts of Christ's law, 
which are the precepts of charity. 

profl.'ssiun uf "cum'crs;on uf m:mncrs according In the nulc." In the Itule of Sr. llcncclict 
(HI: 17) it ducs nnt 53)' "according tn the Rule," and the later monastic formula im'ol\"cd a 
prumise of "coovcrsiun of manners and obedience :lccnrding In the Rule" (cf. AFP 39 (1969J 
p. 9; RnJllt IJblidictillt44 (11J12) p. 37), which ICK.ks mute like the next kind of professiun men
linn!..'t) by Thomas. But Thnm:as is in fact right to distinguish hetween the munastic pmfcssion 
furmula lmd the nne he alludes (U next, because the mnn::astic (urmula is a promisenf uhcdicncc 
tn:l. way ofJifc, \\·here.3s rhe promise nf"obediencc .3ccording 10 the nule" (without :any men
liun of "clHwcrsinn nf m:anners") is strictly 3 promise of n!x.'dicnce til the supcrinr. no. tll.3 
whufe \\:Jy uf life (cf. next IlIlle). 

14. In his Quodlihet:al Thum<ls prescncs this formul:J as being the (l1uJwimo tl S((uris
sima fo,.",o uf the Dominicans, :and indc(:d the Duminic.3ns did (<lnd dn) promise "oht.'tIience 
... in :Jccun.lance with the nulc" (for the text in the c!lnstitutions in force :Jt this lime scc 
ASOP J [1897-8] p. 55). hOi a similar formula is norm:J1 alslI in the profession nf C<lnons rt.'Y· 
ular (e.g., J. Siegwan. cd .• Oit Co"sutluai"ts dts Augwtitltr-Cborbtrrtn$liftts Morhoch im Elsoss 
IFrihuurg, 1965J, P<lr;t. lofU: Pl. F. Lercne. ed •• I.es StOlll1S at Pdmotltri Rlfon"h!llr Its Orarts 
at Grtgoirt IX tl J'1",,()«(lt1 11' ILAlu\'ain, 19of6J. I lof; A, Carrier. l'tl,. Coulumitr au XI s;fdt at 
I'OrJrt Jt Sa;1It-RufISherhronke. 1'}50). ch, 1). It shnuld he noticl'tl that in.:lll these formulae 
nl.k.'\liencc is pmmis(.'d. nnl tn lhe Rule. hut 10 the supcrinr. and Thurn;)s' ('HOlmen( susseSis 
that it is lhe :authc~ity of the supcriur that m.3kes ceruin flam of a rclisinus Hule hindlOg in 
cClnscicncc, so Ih:Jt infringement of them would amount 10 munal sin (cL his comments in 
the Quudlihctal), In his cnmmcnc:ary nn the CnnstitutiuOJi J·lumhcrt of (tom:Jos identifies 
c1cvcn parts ofthc Dominican CCInstitutions th:Jt ha\'e the fnrcc of.3 prl'Cept (cd. cit. lip,S J); 

two of them arc based nn the authority of the Hulc of SI. Augustine, and in onc ofthesc cascs 
the authority of thc k'Yisl:uor is spL'Cifically inmked, ami in the other nine C:Jscs the General 
Ch.1ptcr th:a( incnrpor.3ted thc rclc\'ant texts inUl che Constitutions explicilly rcfcrs IU its own 
.3uthurity and m.3kes it un:Jmhiguous that :J prL'Ccpt (or prohihition) is lx:inS i5SUl'tJ in such a 
\\'.1y lIS to call upnn thc \'U\\ flf ohc.'liiencc. \\'itbflUl such :I fnrlT\.3l dL'Cbr:uinn nn the part nf 
the k:gislator. no nule or Cnnsdtutiun c:an haH the force uf <l flrL'Ccflt. l'lugh of Digm:, by 
contrast, reg:Jrds it as :a had innm':Jtiun to tre:Jt as preccflts unly those which arc explicitly 
(urmulatcd as such (cd. cit. p 1Ofi). 

IS. 11.11 q.IH6 a,1.3d 2. 
16. 1.11 (1.88 :t.3. 
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In one religious order, that of the Friars Preachers, infringe
ments and omissions of this kind, as such, do not involve any 
guilt at all, mortal or venial; they merely make people liable to 
the appointed punishment, because their obligation to keep 
these things is of this kind." There could still be mortal sin in
voh'ed, though, because of carelessness, lust or contempt. 

(2) Not all the contents of the law are communicated in the form of 
precepts, some are put before us as decrees or regulations car
rying some definite punishment in the case of infraction. Simi
larly in civil law people do not always deserve capital 
punishment for the transgression of some statute in the law. And 
in the church's law there arc rulings and decrees whose infringe
ment does not mean mortal sin. It is the same with decrees con
tained in a Rule. 

(3) Doing something or breaking some regulation out of cootempt 
means that your will refuses to be subject to the guidance of the 
law or Rule and that that is why you are acting contrary to the 
law or Rule. But if you are led to do something contrary to the 
regulations of the law or Rule for some particular reason, such 
as concupiscence or anger, then that is the cause of your sin, not 
contempt, and this remains true even if you keep on committing 
the same sin for the same reason or a reason like it. As Augustine 
sa ys, not all sins are committed because of proud contempt. 1M 

But committing some sin frequently docs prepare the way for 
contempt: "The wicked, when they reach the depths, make light 
of it" (Pro\'. 18:3). 

17. In 1236 the Dnminicans wrote intu their Constitutions a dcdar:uiun (U this effect 
(ASOP j I J 897-8J p. jl; Tugwell. £orly Domil1;(a"r, p. ·U?). and we learn frum Humbert (( .. -d. 
Ikrthicr II p. 46) thai it was Dominic himself who insisu.'11 nn this principle. 

IH. AUb'Ustinc, IN Ntlflml tl Gratia 29. JJ. 
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Study 
Contra Impugnantes Dei Cultum et 

Religionem Chap. 11 

Now we must sec how they' turn the fact that religious apply 
themselves to study into a way of insulting them. 
(I) In 2 Timothy 3 we are warned about certain people who are 

going to pose a threat to the church and one of the things said 
against them is that they will be "always learning and ne\'er 
reaching knowledge of the truth" (2 Tim. 3:7). On this basis our 
critics want to arouse suspicion against religious because they 
study. 

(2) In his comment onJob 16: 10 ("1\.[y enemy looked at me with ter
rible eyes"), Gregory comments: "Truth incarnate chose poor, 
uneducated, simple men to be his preachers; by contrast the man 
of damnation, whom the apostate angel adopts at the end of the 
world to preach his lies, will choose cunning, de\'ious men who 
possess the knowledge of this world. ", On this basis our critics 
make out that these religious arc precursors of the Antichrist be
cause they are resplendent with knowledge as they exercise their 
task of preaching. 

(3) On Apocalypse 13: II ("I saw another beast rising from the earth 
and it had two horns like a lamb"), the Gloss comments: "Hav_ 
ing described the tribulation that is to come about through the 
Antichrist and his princes, he adds another one which will be 
brought about by his apostles, whom he will scatter throughout 
the world." The Gloss interprets "rising" to mean "being suc
cessful in preaching," and another Gloss comments on "it had 
two horns," "They will pretend to possess the innocence and pu
rity of life and the true doctrine and miracles that Christ pos-

I. Chiefly William of Sc. I\mour, the ringleader .:It this time of the Parisian .Huck on 
the mendicants, who is f( .. ~(lCmsihlc at any r.;ne fur the first thrCf.: puints raised here, as the 
u.'oninc editor indic:ucs. 

2. Gn.'gory, Mort Ilia 1l. 1O.13 (ilL 75:I023C). 
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scsscd and gavc to his disciples; or they will appropriate to 

thernselves the two testarnents. nJ So it looks as if people who are 
successful in preaching, thanks to their knowledge of the two 
testarnents, with a pretense of holiness, are thc apostles of the 
Antichrist. 

(4) It says in I Corinthians 8: I, "Knowlcdge puffs up, but charity 
builds up." Religious are especially rneant to cultivate hurnility; 
therefore they ought to refrain frorn thc study of knowledge. 

(5) Gregory says that St. Benedict, who was noted for his religious 
life, "abandoned the study of Ictters in a knowing ignorance and 
a wise lack of learning. ,,< So religious ought to follow his ex
arnple and abandon the pursuit of knowledge. 

(6) In 2 Thessalonians 3: II the apostle rebukes people who give up 
rnanuallabor' and abandon thernselves to curiosity and idleness. 
But curiosity is what the pursuit of knowledge is all about. 
Therefore religious ought not to give up rnanuallabor in order 
to abandon thernselves to study. 

3. The first :md third dt:uinns cclme fnJm the .\brginal Gruss, du: SL"CClnd frum the 
Interlinear Gloss. 

-t. Grt.-gfIlY, /JiIlJ. 2 Prol. (PL 66: 126:\). 
S. Contrm'crs), ()\'cr manuallahuf had been going nn on sc\'cral (runts. Apan from:a 

lung-standing opposition hctwl-cn manuallahor and imcllcc(u31 work (d. J. LeGorf in WiI
pert. Btilragt :um /kr"fibt'U:uS1/~;n . .. pp. Iff, 21), the Cistercians h3d madc manu<lliahur :1 

crucial pan of their monastic id,.'ulngy (d. C. J. I-Ioldsworth. "The Blessings (If \\'ork: ' fhe 
Cis(crci:an Vicw," in D. lhkcr. cd .• Solle/ity lind Scm/arity (Oxford. ICJ7J). pp. 59-76). It was 
chicn" Cistcrci:lns who made it an objectiun to the Waldensians (ami in due course the Puor 
Cath(;lics) that they did nut do any manual labor. hut the Catharists alsll raised the same oh
j(."Ctiun (d. Cllbim tit Fllnjtllux 2(1967) p. 155; Duramlus nfOse.Uhfr A",ilxrais, l-c.J. K. V. 
Selge (Berlin. 1967]. p. 77; on the spiritual kinship hetween Catharists and Cistercians. cr. 
Cab;rr1 dt Fa,yraur 2 J I t9H6) p. 3IH). The reformed canons on the whole imitated the Cister
ci:ms in incurpur:tting rrunuallal:Mlr intu their W3Y uflife. hut the Il<minicans hOO nen:r dune 
this and Humbert nf Romans makes exemption from lahorone of the "pcrks" ufthe pre3ching 
life (lk £rurJ. fratd. 1.5.13; Tugwcll. &rly lJominirans p. IfJ.J). SI. Fr:mcis seems to ha"e be
come prugressh'c1y more insistcnt on manuallal:Mlr (cr. the slrCmg S(atement in his Tmamtn
tum 20). and the "primiti,'c" wing of his Order fuUuwl-d suit (cL the lifc uf HI. Giles para . 5. 
cd. W. W. Setnn.l.\l3nchcstcr. 19181. p. (If». hut the clerical wing of the Order. which rap
idly gained contrul. maintained that spiritual work. heing superinr, constituted a reason for 
not doing manuallal:M)r (cL Hugh of Digne. l-d. cit. p. 1"1): hut Hugh (If Digne (who was 
pruhably writing in 1252. unly a few years hefore Thomas' Contra lmpucnanlts) ren ... /s that 
it was being debatcl within the Order whether IIr not there was a prl"Cept obliging the friars 
to do manual Jahor (l-il. cit, pp. ! JI)-H). The secular oppunents "f the mcndic:mts eagerly 
latched on to the Cistercian cnO\'iction th:at m:anu:allahur was 3n essential part uf religiuus life 
and att3cked the mendicants on this hasis for not praccicing it (cf. William of St. Amour. Or 
Ptriculis 12; Rapa"';'"" 7 (,IHDLIIA IH /19$/) p. HI). 
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It is not our critics who originated this way of thinking; it was 
Julian the Apostate \\'ho debarred the servants of Christ from the 
study of letters, as the Ecclesiastical His/Dry tells us! Our critics re"eal 
themselves to be follo\\'ers of the Apostate when they forbid reli
gious to study, which is patently contrary to scripture. 

In Isaiah 5:13 it says, "My people is led away captive because 
they had no knowledgc," and the Gloss adds the comment, "Because 
they refused to havc any. ,,' A deliberate lack of knowledge would 
not be punished unless the pursuit ofknowledge were praiseworthy. 

In Ilosea 4:5-6 it says, "At night I made your mother keep si
lent. !\'Iy people were dumb because they had no knowledge. Be
cause you rejected knowledge, I will reject you from sen'ing as my 
priest." This clearly shows that people are punished for lacking 
knowledge. 

In Psalm 118:66 it says, "Teach me goodness and discipline and 
knowledge," which the Gloss interprets as meaning: "Goodness, 
that is, inspire me with charity. Discipline, that is, give me patience. 
Knowledge, that is, enlighten my mind, because that knowledge is 
useful by which people come to know themselves. ". 

Writing to the monk Rusticus, Jerome says, "Never let your 
book leave your hands or your eyes .... Love knowledge of the 
scriptures and you will not 100'e the vices of the flesh. ". 

In a letter to the monk, Paulinus, Jerome says, "Holy boorish
ness benefits only itself, and however much the example of its way 
of life may edify the church of Christ, it does just as much harm if 
it does not put up any opposition to the church's wreckers. "III E"i
dently the knowledge of the saints is preferable to the holiness of 
simpletons. 

In the same letter he lists the books of the bible and then says, 
"I ask you, dearest brother, living among these books, meditating 
on them, knowing nothing but them and looking for nothing else, 
doesn't that seem like Ii"ing in the kingdom of heaven already here 

6. Cf. Rufinus' \'crsiun (If Euschius 10.32 (I'L 2 J :S()IC); C:lssiudorus. lIisl. Trip. 6.17 
(1'1. m, HHUD). 

7. Interlinear Gluss. 
K. lomh:m.l's Gk~s (I'L II,,: 1U76I}). 
I), Jcrnmc.Ep. IH.IJ(PL22:lUiH), 
Ill. Ibid. 53.3 (pL 22:5012). 
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on carth?'", Obviously it is a heal'enly way of life to spend onc's 
days in the study of sacred scripture. 

That the study of scripturc is particularly appropriate for peo
ple who are appointcd to the task of preaching is clear from what the 
apostle says in I Timothy 4: 13, "Until I come, apply yourself to 
reading, to exhortation and to teaching," which makes it clear that 
studious reading is a prerequisite for people who propose to cxhort 
and teach. 

Jerome says in his letter to Rusticus, "Spend much time in 
Icarning what you are later to teach," and he also says to him, "If 
you are tickled by a desire to be a cleric, learn something that you 
can teach. "12 

Gregory says in his Postoral Rule, "It is absolutely necessary 
that people who are active as preachers should not withdraw from 
the studious practice of sacred reading."" 

Furthermore, the life of religious is chiefly directed to contem
plation, and "reading is part of contemplation," as Hugh of St. Vic
tor says. ,. Therefore it is proper for religious to devote themselves 
to study. 

Again, the people who are best suited to the acquisition of 
knowledge are those who are the most detached from the cares of 
the flesh . "To whom will he teach knowledge and whom will he 
make to understand the message? Those who are weancd from milk 
and torn from the breasts" (Is. 28:9). And the Commentator says, 
on the seventh book of the Physics, that chastity and the other I'irtues 
by which the lusts of the flesh are restrained are particularly useful 
in the pursuit of the speculative sciences." So the study of letters is 
particularly suitable for religious, since they are more dedicated 
than other people to taming the lusts of the flesh because of their 
chastity and abstinence. 

That they can laudably devote themselves to the study of sec
ular subjects as well as the study of sacred texts is manifestly to be 
inferred from what Jerome says in a letter to the monk Pammachius: 

II. Ihid . ll .'J (I'L 22:54'1). 
12. Ibid . 125. IS (I'LZl:IIISl), 125 .S (PLZ2:11177). 
I J. Grl'S'ctry. Ntg. Patl . 2. 11 (PL 77:501\). 
14. Cf. abm'c p. 364, note 6. 
IS . A\'crrncs , 'n Phyr. 7 CCKllm . 20. 
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"If you love the captive woman, that is, secular wisdom, and are 
enthralled by her beauty, shave her head and cut off the lure of her 
hair and her bejewelled words as well as paring her nails, wash her 
with the nitre of prophecy and then rest with her and say, 'Her left 
hand is under my head and her right hand will embrace me,' and 
the captive woman will give you much offspring and she will be
come an Israelite instead of a woman of Moab. "'6 It is clear from 
this that it is lawful even for monks to learn secular sciences. pro
vided they prune away anything wrong that is found there, in ac
cordance with the rule of sacred scripture. 

Again, Augustine says, "If those who are called philosophers 
say anything true and adapted to our faith, particularly the Platon
ists, far from shunning their words, we ought to claim them back 
for our own use as having being unjustly appropriated by the phi
losophers. ,," 

On Daniel J:8 ("Daniel proposed in his heart ... ") the Gloss 
comments: "He refuses to eat from the king's table in case he would 
be defiled, so if he had thought the wisdom and teaching of the 
Egyptians to be sinful he would never have learned it; but he learns 
it. not to follow it, but to assess it and refute it. If someone who is 
ignorant of their art writes against the astrologers, or someone who 
is innocent of philosophy campaigns against philosophers, even the 
most laughable people will laugh at them."" 

From all of these texts it is clear that study among religious 
should be commended and particularly study of the scriptures, es
pecially in the case of people who are appointed to be preachers. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) When it says in 2 Timothy 3:7, "Always learning and never 

reaching knowledge of the truth," what is being criticized is not 
the fact that they are always learning. but the fact that they 
never reach knowledge of the truth, and this is what happens to 
people whose study makes them go astray from the truth of the 
faith or from uprightness. That is why the apostle goes on to say, 
"Reprobates whose mind is corrupt with regard to the faith" (2 
Tim. 3:8). 

16. Jerome. Ep. 66,8 (PL 22:6+4), OIIILKling to Dcul. 21:11-2 and Dnt. 2:6; the MOl· 
bircss becoming an israeliTe is probably :m allusion to Ruth. 

17. Augustine. Dt /Jotlri"Q Christiana 2.40.60. 
18. Abrginal Gloss (frum Jerome, Suptr Dan. ad lue., PL 25:497 A). 
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(2) When Gregory says that the Antichrist will have preachers who 
possess this world's knowledge, he is referring to people who use 
human knowledge to lead people to worldly desires and sins. 
Gregory goes on immediately to cite Isaiah 18: 1-2, "Woe to the 
land, the winged cymbal, which sends its envoys on the sea, in 
vessels of papyrus across the waters," on which he comments: 
"From papyrus paper is made. So what is meant by papyrus, if 
not secular knowledge? So the vessels of papyrus are the hearts 
of secular teachers. So sending envoys across the waters in ves
sels of papyrus means investing your preaching in the beliefs of 
people who are wise according to the flesh and enticing an un
stable people into guilt. "'9 

(3) This gloss refers to the preachers whom the Antichrist will scat
ter throughout the world after his coming, as is plain from much 
of what it says. But it does not follow that knowledge of the two 
testaments is to be regarded as a bad thing in religious, just be
cause these preachers will abuse it, unless you are prepared to 

say that innocence and purity of life are also to be regarded as a 
bad thing because these preachers will fake them-which would 
be absurd. 

(4) As for the point that "knowledge puffs up," this must be taken 
as meaning knowledge without charity, which is why the Gloss 
on this text says, "Knowledge puffs up if it is on its own .... 
So add charity to knowledge and knowledge will be profita
ble. "'" So knowledge is less dangerous in people who are apply
ing themselves to the works of charity. And if knowledge had to 
be shunned because sometimes it makes people conceited, good 
works would have to be shunned on the same principle, because, 
as Augustine says, "pride lies in wait for good works to ruin 
them. till 

(5) In response to the point about St. Benedict we must note that 
he did not abandon study as ifhe were recoiling from knowledge 
or study, but because of his fear of worldly life and society. That 
is why Gregory says, just before the passage quoted, "He had 
been sent to study the liberal arts in Rome, but he saw that many 
people engaged in them were proceeding along the precipitous 

19. Gn,:gory. "'oralia 13.10.1 J (PL 75: I02JC-1024A). 
20. LnmhanJ's Gloss (PL 191:16()ICD). 
21. I\ugustine. RII/~ 1.7 (l-d. L. Vcrhc:ijcn. I p. "20; uwlcss p. 82). 
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way of vice and he pulled back his foot just when he was on the 
verge of going into the world, for fear that, if he touched any
thing of its knowledge, he too would later go headlong o\'er the 
appalling cliff. "22 So in our own day too it is commendable that 
people abandon the secular life of students and pass over to re
ligious life, in which they can give their time to study. 

(6) "Curiosity" implies an exaggerated and disproportionate inter
est, so it is not only in the study of letters but in all the pursuits 
which occupy people's minds that any exaggerated interest, 
which produces curiosity, is a fault. But what the apostle is rep
rimanding in the text cited is the curiosity of people who were 
taking a degrading interest in other people's affairs in the hope 
of filling their bellies, as the Gloss explains." And calling people 
who are gh'ing their time to the study of sacred scripture "aban
doned to idleness" is contrary to the Gloss on Psalm 118:82, 
which says, "People who do nothing but study the word of God 
are not being idle, nor is the person who works outwardly of 
more value than the person whose study is devoted to knowing 
God. Wisdom is the greatest of all works, and ,\Iary, who lis
tened, is put before l\lartha, who served."" 

22. Grc. .. gnry, Oial. Pml. (PL66:126A). 
23. Lomhard's Gins!; (PI.. 1'J2:32SC), laken fmm the ,\brginal Glossa Ordin:ub. 
24. Lombard's Gloss (PI.. JI)): JOHSB). 
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Quodlibetal Question I a.14 

Is someone who is capable of teaching others 
nel'ertheless bound 

to abandon the study of theology in order 
to concentrate on the sall'ation of others? 

It looks as if someone who is capable of taking care of the sal
vation of souls is committing a sin if he spends his time in study:' 
(I) It says in Galatians 6: 10, "While we have time, let us do good." 

And waste of time is the worst kind of waste. So people ought 
not to spend all their time in study, putting off devoting their 
attention to the salvation of souls. 

(2) Those who are perfect are bound to do what is best. Religious 
are perfect. Therefore religious in particular ought to leave 
study and apply themselves to the salvation of souls. 

(3) Going astray in your morals is worse than going astray with 
your feet. But a superior is bound to call his subjects back, if he 
sees them going off course with their feet. So he is much more 
bound to call them back ifhe sees them going astray in their mor
als. And it is going astray to omit what is best. So a superior 
ought to force his subjects to drop study and turn their attention 
to the salvation of souls. 
On the other side of the dispute, established custom counts as 

an argument. 2 

I. This seems to be:l spccific.ally Dominican question, promptL'tI by the growing num
ber of more Of less permanent academics in the Order. One of the reasons for the increase in 
the number of academics was the Order's adoption of the program of studies drawn up by 
the commission of \\hieh Thomas waS:l member at the General Chapter of 1259. At first 
sight it :lppcars tn he contrary to the essential purpose of the Order (preaching and the sal
,'alion of souls, according tn the Constitutions, ASOP 3 [18(J7-9H) pp.32-3) that many of its 
best rnen should den)tc their whole Ii,'cs (0 study and teaching. In this Quodlibetal Thomas 
ghes his emphatic defense uf Dominican academics. His claim that teachers of thcology, by 
tcaching the prc.:achers. du mure than the prcachers thcmseh'es do (if a prc..'acher innuences a 
thuusand people. and a teacher teaches fifty preachers. the teacher indirectly innuences fifty 
thuusand pt.·ople) is uf a piece with Humbert's readincss to gi\'e far more dispensations to 
teachers than to preachers, no the grounds that the teachers make the preachers, but preachers 
can always he replaced (cd. Berthier II p.34). 

2. E\ identl~· by this time (I 269) it was established pT3ctice that a significant number 
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REPLY 

A comparison can be made between two things either in general 
terms or with reference to some particular situation. There is no rea
son why something that is, in itself, preferable should not in some 
particular situation be less preferable. Doing philosophy is, in itself, 
better than making money, but in time of need making money 
should be given priority.' A precious pearl is worth more than a loaf 
of bread, but if you are starving you would rather have the loaf; as 
is says in Lamentations I: II, "They ha,'e gi"en all their valuables 
for food to revive their soul." 

It must be borne in mind that in any human construction the 
person who plans it and is called its desig~er is, as such, superior to 
any manual laborer who carries out the work according to someone 
else's specifications.· That is why, in the case of building, the person 
who designs the building, even though he docs no work with his 
hands, is paid more than the manual laborers who carve the wood 
and cut the stones. And in the case of spiritual building there are the 
equivalent of the manual laborers, who apply themselves to looking 
after people's souls in specific ways by administering the sacraments 
to them or something else of the kind. But the equivalent of the ar
chitect in this work of spiritual building is the bishops, who give the 
orders and plan how these other workers ought to carry out their 
task. This is why they arc called "bishops," which means "super
intendents ." In a similar way teachers of theology arc a kind of "ar
chitects." They investigate and teach how others ought to further 
the salvation of souls. So teaching theology, as such, is better and 
more meritorious, provided it is done with a good intention, than 
caring for the salvation of this or that person in particular. This is 
why the apostle says of himself, "Christ did not send me to baptize, 
but to preach the gospel" (I Cor. 1: 17), in spite of the fact that bap
tizing is a work which is supremely useful for the salvation of souls. 
Again, in 2 Timothy 2:2 the same apostle says, "Entrust these things 
to faithful people who will be capable of teaching others too." Rca-

of Dominicans remained academics all their li\ CSt su that Thomas can lppc,31 with()U( further 
ado In "custum" ("hieh has the Curec ofla". accuf(Jing tn ILII q . 147 a.5 ad J), 

3. Aristotle, Topira 3.2 (l18aH~Il). 
4. cr, ArislOtlc. Mt/apb. l\ I (9RI:a30-bl). 
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son itself shows that it is better to give an education in the things 
that pertain to salvation to people who can derive benefit from it for 
themselves and for others than it is to give instruction to simple peo
ple who can only benefit from it for themselves. However in some 
situations, if there is an urgent need, bishops and teachers may have 
to abandon their own task and devote themselves to the salvation of 
individual souls. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(I) Someone who is doing the better thing by teaching theology or 

who is preparing to do so by studying is not wasting any time. 
(2) People can be called "perfect" in two different senses. They can 

be called perfect because they have attained perfection or be
cause they are in a state of perfection.' Human perfection con
sists in charity, which unites us with God. So, with reference to 
the love of God, it says in Genesis 17: I, "Walk in my sight and 
be perfect," and with reference to the love of neighbor the Lord 
tells us to love our enemies and then sums up his teaching by 
saying, "So you are to be perfect" (Matt. 5:44-8). As for states 
of perfection, people are said to be in a state of perfection when 
they are publicly committed to something that has some con
nection with perfection, and that may mean one of two things. 
Something may be connected with perfection in the sense that 
it is a preliminary to perfection, preparing people for perfection, 
such as poverty, chastity and so on, which draw people away 
from the cares of worldly affairs so that they can devote them
selves in greater freedom to the things of God; things like this 
are a sort of tool of perfection. As Jerome says in his comment 

5. Thomas gives here a brief resume of the doctrine of perfection he was \'ery shanly 
to expound at length in his Dt Pttf«t;ont. He insists on the distinction between actual per
fection and states of perfection. and the lancr he identifies in a fairly deflationary way. What 
makes a state of pcrfc..'crion a "state" is that it in\'ol\'es a public ("solemn") commitment. either 
religious profession of some kind or episcopal consecration. And religious profession puts one 
into a "state of perfection" in that it commits people to three practices that are, in general, 
efficient means of acquiring actual perfection, actual perfection meaning always the perfection 
of charity. So Thomas docs not concede that }M)\'eny, chastity or obedience are in themseh'es 
perfccrions (contrary to the claim being made by some Franciscans that perfection is actually 
constituted by material po\'eny; cf. Thomas of York, Monus QU((OnlrO OmniptJttnltm 2-3, ed. 
At Bierbaum, BtIIt/art/tn und Wtllgtist/ichktit on dtr Univmilal Pons [MUnster, 1920], pp.43-
8). 
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on Matthew 19:27, it is not enough for Peter to say, "See, we 
have left everything," he adds the really perfect thing, "And we 
have followed you." So people who practice voluntary poverty 
and chastity have got something which is a preparation for per
fection, but they are not yet said to be in a state of perfection, 
unless they commit themselves to such practices by solemn 
profession. To be in a "state" of some kind implies something 
public and permanent, as we can see in the case of civic freedom, 
marriage and things like that. 
Another way in which something is connected with the per

fection of charity is by being a consequence of it, and that 
means taking on a responsibility for the souls of others. It is 
a mark of perfect charity to gh'e up the delights of the con
templative life for God's sake, though one would prefer not 
to, and take up the business of the active life to win the sal
vation of one's neighbors. So people who attend to the sal
vation of their neighbors are in possession of one of the 
consequences of perfection, but they arc not in a state of per
fection, except for bishops, who arc publicly consecrated to 
undertake responsibility for souls. Archdeacons and parish 
priests are rather in the position of being deputed to do a cer
tain job than in that of being placed in a state of perfection. 
So only religious and bishops are called "perfect," in the sense 
of being in a state of perfection, which is why religious some
times become bishops, but never archdeacons or parish priests. 
So if it is said that those who arc perfect are bound to do what 
is best, this is true if it is meant to apply to those who are 
in possession of perfect charity and arc perfect in that sense, 
for people like that are bound by an inner law which puts them 
under an obligation by prompting their will, and so they are 
obliged by their degree of perfection to do exactly what they 
do. Bur if the same claim is made about people who are called 
"perfect" because they are in a state of perfection, that is, 
bishops and religious, it is not true, because bishops are bound 
only within the limits of the pastoral responsibility they have 
undertaken and religious are bound only by the things to 
which their profession commits them. Otherwise there would 
be an unlimited obligation, and nature, art and law are all 
characterized by limits. But even if we grant that the perfect 
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are always bound to do what is best, it would not prove the 
point being made, as is clear from our discussion. 

(3) Though a superior is bound to call his subjects back from every 
kind of evil, he is not bound to lead them into everything that is 
best. And anyway this argument is irrelevant too in the present 
context, as are all the rest.· 

6. "All the rest" implit.'S that Ihere Imy hom: 1xt.'1l other arguments hmught forw.mJ 
2gainst the IJclminic;m :lC<ldcmics oflhe ~mc Idnc..l:l.5 the ones Thomas dismisses:ls irrdc\'ant. 
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Poverty 
Summa Theologiae II.!! 

Question 188 a.7 

Does it detract from the perfection of religious 
life to possess anything in common? 

Surely it does detract from the perfection of religious life to 
possess something in common: I 
(1) The Lord says, "If you want to be perfect, go and sell all you 

have and give to the poor,'" which makes it clear that it is part 
of the perfection of the Christian life to do without worldly 
wealth. But if you possess something in common you are not 
doing without worldly wealth. Therefore you will evidently not 
fully attain the perfection of the Christian life. 

(2) It is part of the perfection envisaged by the counsels that we 
should be without worldly cares. That is why the apostle, in his 
advice about virginity, says, "I want you to be free from care. '" 
But keeping something in reserve for the future is an aspect of 
worrying about this present life. And the Lord forbids his dis
ciples this kind of worry: "Do not be anxious for tomorrow. ". 
So, on the face of it, possessing something in common does de
tract from the perfection of the Christian life. 

(3) Common wealth belongs in a sort of way to the individuals in 
the community. That is why Jerome says about some such peo
ple, "They are richer as monks than they were in the world, and 
under Christ in his poverty they possess resources they never 
had under the devil in his wealth. The church sighs to find peo
ple rich, who were beggars when they belonged to the world.'" 

I. The FDncisans were :arguing insiS(cntly chat it did detract from the perfection of 
religious life to own anything in common: cr. John Pecham, TrlKlQl1IS PIlUptriJ 5, ed. A. van 
den Wyngacrt (Paris. 1925), pp . 48-69 (written in 1270). 

2. Man. 19.21. 
3. 1 Cor. 7,32 . 
... Matt. 6:34. 
S. Jerome. Ep. 60.11 (PL 2B96). 
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It detracts from the perfection of religious life for an individual 
to possess any personal wealth, so it also detracts from the per
fection of religious life to have anything in common. 

(4) Gregory tells the story of a certain very holy man called Isaac, 
whose disciples humbly intimated that he should accept for the 
use of the monastery any properties that he was offered; but he, 
anxious to guard his poverty, kept to his firm decision, saying, 
"A monk who seeks property on earth is no monk. ". And this 
refers to common property, offered to the monastery for the use 
of all the monks. So possessing anything in common clearly 
eliminates the perfection of religious life. 

(5) When the Lord was explaining to his disciples the perfection of 
religious life he said, "Do not possess gold or silver or money in 
your purse or a bag when you travel. ,,' In these words, as Jerome 
says, he is attacking the philosophers who are popularly called 
"stick-and-bag-men'" for carrying their stores with them, while 
despising the world and treating everything as nothing." So it 
appears that it does detract from the perfection of religious life 
to keep anything in reserve, whether privately or in common. 

On the other hand: 
Prosper says, and this is cited in the Deere/11m, "It is sufficiently 
demonstrated both that private property should be despised for 
the sake of perfection and that it is possible without any risk to 
perfection to possess the church's resources, which are of course 
held in common. "to 

REPLY 

As we have said above, perfection does not consist essentially 
in poverty, but in following Christ. II As Jerome says, "Because it is 
not enough to abandon everything Peter adds what is reall y perfect, 

6. Grt.'gury. Dial, ).Iof (PL 77:245;\). 
7. ,\bu. 1O:9-I(J, 
8, This seems ((I have been:ll nickname for the Cynics (cf, Gmi Anthology XI 410.1), 

whn Were the "mendicants" OImong the ancient philusophers. 
9, Jerome. in .11011. I 10.10. 
)(). Julianus Pumcrius, 1k \';/a Co,u. 2.9 (PL 59:.fBOC). ()uou.'<I (:md attributed to 

Prnspcr) in Gratian, /)«rrlum C.12 '1.1 c.l) (cd. Fril"t.lbcrg I coJ.68 I). 
IJ. 11.11 «I. JR·h,), <.'Sfk'Ciall)·lhe ad J. 
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namely, 'We have followed you.' "" Poverty is a tool or a practice 
whereby we may come to perfection. This is why abba Moses says, 
"Fasting, keeping vigil, reciting the scriptures, nakedness, lacking 
all resources, these things are not perfection, but they are the tools 
of perfection. ,," 

The lack of all resources, or poverty, is a tool of perfection in
asmuch as various obstacles to charity are removed by the absence 
of wealth. There are three important obstacles of this kind. The first 
is the anxiety which often accompanies wealth. This is why the 
Lord says, "The seed sown among thorns is the person who hears 
the word and then the cares of this world and the deceitfulness of 
riches choke the word."" The second obstacle is love of wealth, 
which increases with the possession of wealth. So Jerome says that, 
because it is difficult to make light of wealth if you possess it, the 
Lord did not say that it is "impossible" for anyone who is rich to 
enter the kingdom of heaven, but that it is "difficult. "IS The third 
obstacle is vainglory or conceit, which is a product of wealth. As it 
says in Psalm 48:7, "They trust in their strength, they glory in the 
quantity of their riches." 

The first obstacle cannot be entirely divorced from riches, 
whether they are great or small, because people cannot help but be 
anxious in some way or another about obtaining or protecting ex
ternal goods. But if such things are only sought or possessed in small 
quantities, enough for the sheer maintenance of life, then the anxi
ety that goes with them does not get in the way to any great extent. 
It does not therefore detract from the perfection of the Christian life, 
because the Lord does not ban all anxiety, but only excessive and 
harmful anxiety. So on the text, "00 not be anxious about your 
lives, wondering what you are going to eat," Augustine comments, 
"He does not say that they should not take steps to obtain what they 
need of these things, he says that they should not have their eye on 
these things and do what they are told to do, in the way of preaching 
the gospel, for the sake of these things. " •• But an abundant posses
sion of wealth makes for a corresponding abundance of anxiety, and 

12. Jerome. in Mati . lIJ 19.27. 
13. c. .. ;,n. eDt/I 1.7. 
14. M,n.IUl. 
lS. Jerome. in Mall . III 19.23. 
16, AUbJUslinc, Dt Optrt A/onacborum 26.34 (PL 40:573), commeming on ~l:au , 6:25. 
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this does greatly distract and hinder people's minds from being to
tally given to God's service. And the other two obstacles, love of 
wealth and conceit or glorying in wealth, do not arise except in the 
case of abundant wealth. 

It does make a difference, however, with regard to this whether 
wealth, be it abundant or modest, is possessed privately or in com
mon. Anxiety o\'er one's private wealth is part of the self-love with 
which people lo\'e themselves in a worldly way, but anxiety over 
common goods is part of charitable love, which "does not seek its 
own,"" but attends to the common interest. And since religious life 
is meant to serve the perfection of charity, which is made perfect by 
a love of God which goes so far as to make light of oneself, 1M the 
possession of any private property is quite incompatible with the 
perfection of religious life. 19 But anxiety over the goods of the com
munity can be a part of charity, even though it may interfere with 
some higher act of charity, such as the contemplation of God or the 
instruction of one's neighbors. 

This makes it clear that owning vast wealth in common, 

17. J Cur. 13:5. 
18. Augustine. Civ. Dti 14.28. 
19. Cummun uwncrship is nut iocomp3tiblc with cfff.'Clh'c priv:nc cuntrol. lIy this 

time the Ouminicans cffc.."Cti\'c1y rc .. 'CugniZL'1..Ith31 ccrt3in things, l'Spt.'Ci31Iy Ix,uks, "l>clnngt.-d tt 

In indi\' idual friars fur 311 p~crical purposcs. As c:uly 35 12)) 3 General Chapler refers to "the 
htM'ks of dl'CC3Sl-d l.Iccthrcn," :lnd s:tys they shuuld he ginon In sumc..'otlc else rather dun sold 
CM.Jtsidc the Order (~10PI'11I1 p. 4:5-7), :UlCJ in 1214 the Chapcl'f ruk'S dun the hrethren rmy 
nCit sell each uther lMMI1r;.S at :a higher price than they thcmsd\'c:s paid (ur them (ibkl. p. 5: Il
l). At any f:ate by 1251 there: is c\'idcncc of indi"idu31 friars having (~ff\."Cth·cly) their "own" 
muncy to spend on IXXlks (Douais p. 45111). Is it too fanciful tu s~c in 11.11 (1.66 a.2 a rclkction 
o( Thomas' \'iews of community life, as (nund in a Duminican cuntext: Thc advantage o( a 
system uf private propeny is that people arc more likely (U get round (0 obtaining s(Hllcthing 
fur th~msch'cs than they are for the community (if it is for the cummunity most (>l'oplc will 
leave it 1() som\.'flRe else (0 go and get it); it also maL:es for lcss cunfusion if indh'iduals are 
respunsihle fur gening things fur themselves; and finally it is less likely that (>l·ople will quarrel 
fl\'er things. And there is no harm in pri\'ate property, as lung as pl'uple are generous in lend. 
ing things. That sounds [() me like a commen[ un Dominican life! In the stricter days at the 
hl-ginning flf the Order, when the rule was made th:u nubndy was to be grantl'tl :my guar
anteed right tOlhe usc of any lXlok (Primilit't Conslilulionsl IS, in A ..... Thomas p. 325; this 
regulatiun was prohably addl'tl in the early 123()s, and it St3Yl'tl in the constitutinns in II 14 
a(ter Raymund ofPenafort's re\'ision of them ant.lafter J-Iumbf.:rt's rC\'isinn), it "'as apparently 
nl'Cessary In establish procl>dures at the Gcncr:tl Chapter for resoh'ing quarrels hetwl"Cn the 
brethren ahout honks (Prim. Consl. II 21. l'tl_ cit. p. 357). uter on Hichard de lJur)' singles 
nUl the Onminians fur spt..'Cial pnise h(.'Cau5C flf their unri\·.3lk>tJ generosity in Il'Oding their 
hooks (Pbilobib'on 8, 00. A. "hamun IN.3plcs, If)HJ p. lOl). 
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whether in the form of possessions or in the form of properties, 20 is 
an obstacle to perfection, even if it does not absolutely prevent it. 21 

But owning external things in common, whether possessions or 
properties, enough to sustain one's life, does not interfere with the 
perfection of religious life, if poverty is considered in relationship to 
the common goal of all forms of religious life, namely the freedom 
to concentrate on God's service." 

If we consider poverty in relationship with the specific pur
poses of different kinds of religious life, then, in view of their dif
ferent goals, different degrees of poverty will be appropriate to 
them. And, from the point of view of poverty, each form of religious 
life will be more or less perfect depending on how well its poverty 
is adapted to its purpose. 

It is clear that the outward, bodily works of the active life call 
for a good supply of external goods, while few things are needed for 
contemplation. 21 So the philosopher says that many things are 
needed for the accomplishment of deeds, and the greater and better 
the deed is, the more will be needed; but speculation needs none of 
these things for its functioning. All it needs are the essentials, and 
everything more will be a hindrance to it." So a religious order 
which is devoted to the bodily activities of the active life, like the 
military orders or the hospitallers, would obviously be imperfect if 
it lacked common wealth. 

20. Mobilia nut immobilia, literally "rom'able or immovable" (d. French "meubles" and 
"immeubles"), 

21. In a prop:tg:md:t document for the Oominic:ms. trying to pro\'C tholt they arc the 
beSt Order, :10 unkno" n writer turns St. Bcmud's eulogy of the Cistcrci:ms :lgainsl thc:m 
and claims his tribute r:uhcr for the Dominicans; dlC Dominicans arc much closer 10 the pm'. 
eny orlhe apostolic church, Whtft3S the Cistercians. "(;at (rom sdling fic&ds, actluirc nne ftcld 
after ;1Oothcr" CAFP 6 [1936] p. 148), T. lUeppcli, who edited the document, suggcsts it may 
come from the period of the OxfonJ quarrel with the Fr:lociscans (1269-10) (ibid . p. 144), but 
it seems to me to belong more to the 1240s. the time of the quarrel reponed by It-btthew Paris 
(cf. below. notc 16 on 11.11 q.188 a.6). 

22. Thomas afb'lU!S that religious life is essentially about the service of God in 11.11 
q.186 a.!. 

23. What about books? Thomas is absolutely silent about this facet of Ihe qucSiion. 
Kilwardby. in his letter to Dominic;n novices (wrinen in 1169-70 . pr0h3hly) appears lornain
(;lin (hat books arc needed for the work of the Order :md are therefore not covered even by 
the Pauline principle of :lusterity (I Tim. 6:8). "hich ooly applies co lxxIily requirements 
Crugwell. &rly Dominicans p. 152). On DominiC:lns' books cf. Amargier.EluJu sur I'OrJft 
Dominicilin pp. 53-78. 

B. AriSlotlc, Elhics 10.8.5-6 (1I18bl- 5). 
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Religious orders devoted to the contemplative life, on the other 
hand, are more or less perfect depending on how free their poverty 
makes them from anxiety about temporal things. Any form of reli
gious life is hindered by concern about temporal things in propor
tion to the degree of concern about spiritual things which is required 
for it. And it is obvious that a religious order founded for the pur
pose of contemplating and passing on to others what it has contem
plated by teaching and preaching calls for a greater concern about 
spiritual things than one founded solely for contemplation. So that 
kind of religious order needs the kind of poverty which involves the 
least anxiety. And clearly what makes for the least anxiety is the 
practice of keeping the things that people need to use after obtaining 
them at some suitable time." 

So three levels of poverty befit the three classes of religious or
der which we identified above. Orders devoted to the bodily works 
of the active life need to have plenty of wealth in common. Orders 
devoted to contemplation are best served by having modest posses
sions, unless they are also expected to offer hospitality and to help 
the poor, either personally or through their agents. But Orders de
voted to passing on to others what they have contemplated need a 
way of life that is to the greatest extent possible unencumbered by 
external concerns, and this is achieved by keeping their few necess
ities of life after obtaining them at some suitable time. 

And this is what the Lord, who instituted poverty, taught by 
his own example. He had a purse, entrusted to Judas, in which the 
offerings that he was given were kept (John 12:6). '·It is no objection 

25. Thorms is here touching on the slightly different problem of whether it is proper 
to keep things in store (whether or not you arc regarded :1.5 owning them), Both Dominic and 
francis fa\'orcd living from one day to the next, without keeping anything in reserve for to
morrow (for Dominic, sec MOPH XVI p. ISO; (or Francis. cr, K. Esser, AnJiingt lind unpriin. 
g/icht Zitlstlzungtn dn OrJtnS dtr A/inJubriJJtr (Leiden, 1966], pp. 251-2), but this was soon 
found to be II nuisance. In 1240 the Dominican General Ch3plcr Icgidrnized the practice of 
kt."Cping enuugh basic supplies for a year in advance (MOPtl III p. 15:234), and cvidendy 
the Fr:mcisans too made some concessions in the matter: according 10 Hugh of Digne bread 
:md wine could be: kept for a week and some other supplies for a month at a time, and there 
were some friars who wamed permission to slore enough for a year at a timc (ed. cit. pp. 134, 
160). Thomas of Cantimpr6, lhough, indicates that the Franciscans were still going out to beg 
e\'cry day in about 1260, while the Dominicans conlenled Ibcmsdvcs wilh an annual quest 
in lhe laiC summer (rugwell, Early Dominicans p. 134). Whereas Hugh of Oigne regards it as 
an unfortunatc. if nt..'Ccs~ry, concession 10 keep anything in store (ed. cit. p. 1 )5). Thomas 
pt:.inly regards it as a perfection. if what you arc trying to do is thereby f:ICilitated. 

26. Franci5C3n writers were quick fO poinl out that it was Judas who had the purse, 
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to this that Jerome says, "If you care to raise a difficulty about the 
fact that Judas was carrying money in the purse, we reply that he 
considered it wrong to turn to his own use the money that was meant 
for the poor,"" by paying the tax, that is. This does not contradict 
what we are saying, because the foremost among those "poor" were 
his own disciples, for whose needs the money in Christ's purse was 
spent: in John 4:8 it says that the disciples "went into the city to buy 
food" and in John 13:29 that they "thought, since Judas had the 
purse, that Jesus had said to him, 'Buy what we need for the festi
val,' or told him to give something to the needy." 

This makes it clear that it is in line with the perfection that 
Christ taught by his example to keep money or anything else in com
mon either for the support of the religious themselves or for the sup
port of other poor people. Similarly, after the Resurrection the 
disciples, from whom all religious life derives," kept the money 
raised from selling people's estates and "gave to each one according 
to the needs of each. ",. 

In response to the points raised above: 
(1) As we have already explained,'" the Lord's words do not mean 

that poverty in itself is perfection, but that it is a tool of perfec
tion and, as we have shown," the least of the three main tools 
of perfection, because the vow of chastity is more important than 
the vow of poverty and the vow of obedience is more important 
than either of them. And since tools are not wanted for their own 
sake, but for the sake of the purpose they are used for, it is not 
true that anything is better just because it uses bigger tools; what 
makes it better is that its tools are better adapted to its purpose. 
A doctor does not cure his patients any the better just because 

and they seem 10 have used "purse~wnc:r" as II routine tcnn of abuse. cr. Pcch:am, ConlTIl 
Ki/warJby. in Kingsford, Little and Tocco p. I] I; Rtgulll non Bul/ala 8.7; Francis, Admon. ".J. 

27. Jerome, In Mall. III 17.27 (commenting on why Christ could not pay the temple 
13" in l\tan. 17:23-6, e\'cn though judas was carrying 3. purse with money in it). 

28. The belief th:lt religious life goes back to the apostles and the Jerusalem cummu-
nity, propag:ltcd by Cassian (Conf. 18.S), \\'IIS by this lime commonplace. 

29. Acts ":)~5. 
10. 1I.lIq.184 •. 1ad I. 
) I. cr, 11.11 q.l86 a.8. though Thonus docs not Sfricdy pro\'C thaI po\'cny is lower 

than chastity; bur it is implied, inasmuch as oi>cdience is rated highest, as offering the: highest 
gift to God (ourselves as a whole), and clearly chastity offers God a higher gift (our bodies) 
thao po\'erty. which merely concerns external goods, 
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he gives them more medicine, but only inasmuch as he gives 
them the medicine that suits their diseases. In the same way the 
excellence of a religious order is not measured by the degree of 
its poverty, but by the extent to which its poverty is adapted to 
the purpose of religious life in general and the specific purpose 
of the particular Order. And even if it were to be granted that 
increased poverty would make an Order more perfect precisely 
in being poorer, it will still not make it more perfect in any un
qualified sense. There might be another Order which was su
perior in matters concerning chastity and obedience, and in that 
case it would be more perfect in general terms, in that its su
periority concerns things which arc themselves, in general 
terms, superior. 

(2) When the Lord says, "Do not be anxious for tomorrow," this 
does not mean that nothing is to be kept in reserve fo~ the future. 
That would in fact be dangerous, as St. Anthony shows, when 
he says, "We have seen people pursuing such a lack of all re
sources that they could not bear to have even one day's liveli
hood or even one penny left over," and various other similar 
things, "and we have seen them suddenly beguiled in such a way 
that they could not bring the work they had started to a fitting 
conclusion."" And, as Augustine says, if the Lord's saying, "Do 
not be anxious for tomorrow," were taken to mean that nothing 
should be set aside for the next day, it could not be followed by 
people who shut themselves away from the sight of other people 
for days on end, living in a great concentration on their prayers. 
And he goes on, "Or maybe they are all the holier the less like 
birds they are?"" Later on he says, "If the gospel is quoted at 
them to persuade them to keep nothing back for the next day, 
they reply, 'So why did the Lord himself have a purse in which 
to keep his money all together? Why was grain sent to the holy 
fathers so long in advance, when there was a famine impending? 
Why did the apostles collect what was required for the needs of 
the saints?' nJ4 

According to Jerome, what is meant by "Do not be anxious for 
tomorrow" is this: "It is enough for us to think about the pres-

32. Cassian, Conf. 2.2. 
l), Augu5tine. Dt Optrt Mtmatborum 2).29 (PL ,,"H70-1). 
H. luid. Noll (PL-lIH71). 
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ent; the future is uncertain, let us leave it to God. ,," According 
to Chrysostom what it means is: "The labor you endure to get 
what is necessary is labor enough; do not add to it by seeking 
more than you need."'· According to Augustine it means: 
"When we are doing something good, we should not be thinking 
of temporal things, which is what is meant by 'tomorrow,' but 
of the things of eternity. ,," 

(3) Jerome's words apply where there is an excess of wealth which 
is treated as private property or which is abused in such a way 
that all the individuals in the community become cocky and be
gin to run riot. Bur they do not apply to modest wealth, kept in 
common solcl y to provide the sustenance which all the individ
uals need, because the fact that the individuals use what they 
need to stay alive is justified by exactly the same principle that 
justifies the community as a whole in keeping its resources. 

(4) Isaac refused to accept possessions because he was afraid that it 
would lead to unnecessary wealth, whose abuse would then in
terfere with the perfection of religious life. So Gregory goes on 
to say, "I Ie was as afraid to lose his carefree po"erty as rich mi
sers arc keen to keep their doomed wealth. "'H But it docs not say 
that he refused to accept certain necessities which could be kept 
in common in order to sustain their li,·es. 

(5) The philosopher calls hread and wine and things like that "nat
ural wealth" and he calls money "artificial wealth."") On that 
basis some philosophers refused to usc money, but they used 
other things, and this was meant to be "living according to na
ture. "'" So Jerome, on the passage quoted, cites the Lord's ver
dict, forbidding both kinds of wealth in the same terms, to show 
that it comes to the same thing whether we have money or 
whether we ha"e other things that life needs!' But though the 

35. Jcrumc.;11 :1111/1. 16.H. 
36. Pscudn-Chrysnswm, Op. I",p. 16 (PG 56:724). 
37. Augustine, /)rScrmollrOmllilli 111 7.5(" 
38. Gn .. gury, /)il1/. 2. 1-f (PL 77:2-f5B). 
31), l\ristntlc. PilI. 1.9 (I157hl9-20). with Thom:as' cnmmt.=nt un it (~I:aricni cd. 

par;l.121) . 
.. n, Life "aeconling If) n:lturc" was 3 widely acccpt\.'(1 ideal amung :meient phiklsn

plu:rs, .:md the Cynics were ecruinly amung rhose \\ hn I.>spnun"tl il . What Thomas' SCMJrcc is 
fur the belief that they n:g;m.Jcd muncy as "unn;uuraJ," I du Ott' knuw, 

41. This is Thomas' imerpretation of Jerome rathcr thanJcrumc's interprct.nino of the 
gtlspcl. 
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Lord ruled that such things should not be carried with them on 
their journeys by the people he sent out to preach, he did not 
say that they should not be kept in common. But we have al
ready shown above how these words of the Lord are to be under
stood." 

42. 11. 11 q . ISSa.6 and 2. 



The Best Religious Order 
Summa Theologiae /I.l/ 

Question 188 a.6 

Is a religious order devored co rhe conremplaril'e life 
berrer rhan one del'ored co rhe works of rhe acril'e life? 

It docs not look as if a religious order' devoted to the contem
plati,'e life is better than one de,'otcd to the works of the active life: 
(1) It says in the Decretals, "A greater good is preferable to a lesser 

good and in the same way the benefit of the community is pref
erable to the benefit of indi"iduals, and in this case teaching is 
rightly put before silence and concern before contemplation and 
toil before rest. ,,' But what makes a religious order better is that 
its goal is a greater good. So religious orders which arc geared to 
the acti"e life arc presumably better than those which arc geared 
to the contemplative life. 

(2) Every form of religious life is meant to lead to the perfection of 
charity, as we hU\'e already argued. J But on Hebrews 12:4 ("You 
have not yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood") the 
Gloss says, "There is no Im'e more perfect in this life than that 
which the martyrs attained, who struggled with sin even to the 
point of shedding their blood. ". And struggling to the point of 
shedding one's blood belongs properly to the military orders, 
and they arc part of the active life. So it looks as if that kind of 
religious life is best. 

(3) Any religious order is surely all the more perfect the more strict 
and austere it is. But there is no reason why some forms of active 
religious life should not be more austere in their obsen'anccs 

1. h is difficult tn translate rtligio consistently. and I ha\'c nUl tried to dn so in this 
aniclc; it conrs hnth \\ h:lt \\ c c311 a "religiuus order" ami its "religiuus life," 

2. Dt:crctalsufGn:g:()ry IX. l . J I. 1M (t.'d. E. FrH..'t!hcrg. CorpU! lurisGmoni(j II I Leipzig. 
t HH I), col. 576). 

J. 11.11 '1.IH6 •. 1 
... ulmh;mJ's Glnss (PL 11)2:50ID). 
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than religious ordcrs aiming at thc contcmplati\'c life. And so 
they arc superior. 

On the other hand: 
The Lord says that the "best part" is ""ary's, and she symbolizes 
the contemplative life. 

REPLY 

As we have secn, the distinction bctween differcnt forms of re
ligious life is drawn chiefly on the basis of their objccti\'es, and sec
ondarily on the basis of their practices! And since we cannot say 
that one thing is better than another except on the basis of some 
point on which the two things differ, we must look for the superi
ority of one form of religious life over another chiefly in the light of 
their objectives and secondarily on the basis of their practices. But 
this calls for two diffcrent kinds of comparison. If we arc comparing 
their objectives, that is an absolute comparison, bccause objcctives 
are pursued for their own sake. But if we arc comparing them on thc 
basis of their practices, that is a relativc comparison, because prac
tices are not pursued for their own sakc, but for the sake of some 
objective. So one kind of religious life is better than the other inas
much as it is focuscd on an objcctivc \\'hich is intrinsically superior, 
either because it is a grcater good or because it servcs a greatcr num
ber of goods. But if the goal of two different religious orders is iden
tical, then one is bctter than the other in a secondary \\,ay, not 
because its practiccs arc quantitively greater, but bccausc thc), arc 
better adapted to the objcctive that order has in view. So in thc COI/

Jerel/ees oj the Fathers Anthony's \'erdict is citcd, giving priority to dis
cretion, by which pcople rcgulate evcrything else, rather than to 

such observances as fasting and kceping vigil! 
The active life has two different kinds of work. One kind flows 

from the fullness of contemplation, such as tcaching and prcaching. 
This is why Gregory says that Psalm 1#:7, "Thcy will blurt out 
the memory of your swectness," applics to the perfect returning 
from their contemplation. ' And this is bctter than mere contempla-

; . IJ.II'I·IHH •. J. 
6. Cassian, Gmftrmus 2.2-4 . 
, . Gn:gnry, /10m . E:.tk. LS , 12 (PL 16:82(11). 
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tion. It is a greater thing to give light than simply to have light, and 
in the same way it is a greater thing to pass on to others what you 
have contemplated than just to contemplate.' The other kind of ac
tive work consists entirely in external business, like almsgiving, hos
pitality" and such like. And these are inferior to the works of 
contemplation, except in an emergency, as what we said above 
makes clear. to 

So the highest rating among religious orders must be awarded 
to those which are geared to teaching and preaching, and they are 
the ones that are closest to the perfection of the bishops. Here as in 
other things "the borders of the first level of reality are joined to the 
beginnings of the second level," as Dionysius says." The second 
place is awarded to forms of religious life aiming at contemplation. 
And the third place is awarded to those which are busy about ex
ternal activities. 

Within each of these categories there is room for degrees of su
periority inasmuch as one religious order may be devoted to a higher 
activity than another in the same class. Among the works of the ac
tive life redeeming captives is higher than running hostels," and 
among the works of the contemplative life prayer is superior to read
ing. Il 

8. 'nlis is the source of the [:mlOus Dominic" adage, CfJtIlrmpl4ri tf conltmplQl1l Illiis 
IrlJlkn (t:lkcn o\'er by the Second Vatican Council and applied to all prk"Sts: Pmbyltrnnlm 
Ordinis 13). It has often been misunderstood by being taken nur of the context of Thomas' 
thoroughly intcllL'Clual underst:mding of conltmplat;Q. It would not be too misleading to trans
late him as saying "pass on to ochers what you hiU'c studied." 

9. "Hospitality," taking in "guests" (batpitD), especially in the present context, prob
ably means something more (han just being nice to the odd visitor and envisages the fairly 
systematic provision of accommo(brion and care for poor pilgrims and other travellers and 
for the sick, this lH!ing a corporal work of mercy practiced on quite a significant scale in this 
pcrKxl. Our modem words "hostel," "hospice," "hotel," "hospital," llil deri\'e from this SlIme 

Latin rtxK, indicating something of the bre3dth of ils appfication, 
10. 11.11 q.181 a.1. 
II. Dionysius, DN 7.3 (PG 3:87l8). 
12. The Trinitarian Ortler was fountled in 1198 for the purpose of r3nsoming c:IIptives 

(there is a useful ,nticJe on this Onler by G. Cippollone in Cahitn rk Fanjtaur 181198)) pp. 
135-56); the Mercruuians were founded in about 1220 for the same purpose. There were 
vllriouS groups of religious involved in running hostels for poor pilgrims, hospices for the sick, 
and so on, the most renowned being the Hospitallers, founded at the end of the clc\'enth 
century. In his Dt Eruditiont PndicQtorum Humbert of Romans provides material for scnnons 
to Trinitarians, HospitaUers, brothers and siners Ih'ing in hospitlils and lwochers:llnd sisters 
living in Icpros:llria. 

I). RCliding and prllyer were the two classic components of Christian piety (cf. Tug-
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We can also consider other ways in which one religious order 
can be better than another: it may be designed to do more works or 
its regulations may be better adapted to the achievement of its pur
pose.'· 

In response to the points raised abo\'e: 
(I) This decretal is talking about the orientation of the active life to 

the salvation of souls. IS 

(2) Military orders are more directly designed to lead to the shed
ding of their enemies' blood than to the shedding of their own 
blood, which is the special privilege of martyrs. But there is 
nothing to stop religious of this kind attaining the merit of mar
tyrdom in some cases and in that respect excelling other reli
gious, just as in some cases active works are sometimes given 
precedence over contemplation. 

(3) It is not the strictness and austerity of its observance~ that makes 
a form of religious life particularly commendable, as St. An
thony says. ,. As it says in Isaiah 58:5, "Is this the fast I have 

wcll, wOJs of Imptrftclion p. 1(3) and it was coO\'cmion3Ills11 In say that. if it was necessary 
to chuosc bClwccn them, prayer should he gh'cn priurity (cf. Isidore, Sml. 3.B.l, PL 
83:679A). But in the thinccnth century the ml)cKl nfpiet), \\'35 changing and reading was going 
out of fashion. cspc.-cially in "devout" circles, so the shrewd authur IIf the ,\ncnnt Riu,'lt c\'i
dcnrly considered it necessary to turn the t:lbles: "Oftcn, lk~r sisters. you shoukl pray Jess 
for tn rcad the more" (M 286; modem English Ir:anslat;nn by .\1. B. Salu [London, 1955], p. 
127-though "fin'll prayers" is pcrh3ps rather :m o\,cnnnsl:atHm), junbn of Sunn}, rcfUSL'lI 
In gi\'r :my priurity 1U eilhero( thL-nl. suggL'Sting thai choosing h( .. 'tWCC11 prayer and study W:lS 

likc chousing between c:lting and drinking (MOPH I ('I. 1-16; Tugwell. fArly DominicllnJ ('I. 

Ill); Thomas would prUb3bly ha\'t~ 3gn .. 't.'tI. though he might ha\"c puintl'tl uut thIn (W3yer 
dues h3\'C II certain priority. in th3t e\'en when we re3d we need enlightenment from God3nd 
shuuld therefore pr3}' hefore we read (this U':lS certainly Thomas' own pr3ctice: cf. T()Cco, 
FVST pp. 10+-5. Ferma pp. 75-6: the tr:ldition ufthe Order has P3SSL'tI duwn a pr3yer which 
is supposedly the one Thomas used before he studil"ll or lL-ctured: E. ~t..rtcne 3nd U. Durand. 
\ft/(rom !!J'criplorum tl MOI",mtntorum Amplissima ColI((ljo VI (Paris. 1714], cols. 563-4: :lnd cf. 
AFP I [19J I[ p. 214). 

H. Thus Kilw3rdby arguL,] ag:linst Franciscan attempts to lure Dominican nm'ices 
away that the Dominicans arc best bL"Cause their r('Simc is the best adapted to their purpose 
(Tugwell. Early Domillicans p. ISO), :lnd implicitly Thomas argues the S3me point in 11.11 
q.188,.7. 

IS. This r:lther cryptic response is unnecesS3rily upatlue! The DL"Cretal makes a dis
tinction between rhe k-gitim:lcy (in some circumstances) of rcligiuus transferring tn a different 
Order :and the k'Sitimacy of bishops abandoning their pasrur:al responsibilities. The text 
quoh.,] in the ubjl"Ction is Jl3rt of the explanation of why bishups (unlike religinus) cannot just 
opt nut IIf their commitmcms in 'luest of a mure: c()ntcmpl:atin: life. 

16. ussi:an 2.2. In his ,)uiL'f \\':1)'. Thomas is hl:re challenging a principle that ",::IS 
::ICCCptl'41 hy :almost 311 his c(lntcmpuraries and was im.lL-OO hy nnw 3cceprc..'tI hy the Jaw (If the 
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chosen, to afflict your soul for a day?" Austerity is taken up by 
religious life as being necessary to mortify the flesh but, if it is 
practiced without discretion it carries with it the risk of faltering, 
as St. Anthony points out. 17 So no religious life is superior just 
because it has more austere observances; what makes a form of 
religious life better is that its observances are more intelligently 
adapted to its purpose. For instance, self-control is more effec
tively served by mortifying the flesh by abstaining from food 
and drink, which is a matter of hunger and thirst, than by taking 
away people's clothes, which is a matter of cold and nakedness, 
or by bodily labor. '" 

church! By this time it w:ts accepted that a rcliwous could transfer to a stricter (art/jar) (orm 
of religious lifc, C\'CO without his superior's consent, on the :I.55umption dut a SC'ricler lifc was 
more pcrft.'Ct; and the classic ufficial text for this in law was precisely the Icuer of Innocent 
III oontainc:cJ in the Decretal cited in the first objt.'C1ion ofthis article! cr. J. Hourlier 1 Jlislo;n 
JIl Droit (I all Institutions tit rt.glist tn Occidtnt, \'01 . 10, /,',lgt Closs;'1ur: Us Rtligitux ltlitions 
Cujas, 1974), pp. 244-9; A. 1·1. Thomas, Dt ouJslr Const;lulia "an dt Domitlicantn [LollvlIin, 
1965). PI" 64-5; 8. M. Bohon in W. J. Sheils, Monh, IItrm;uand Ihi Asrtl;c Trtulition PI'. 176-
7. Art/;ar mean:s not just nrictcr. OOt more ::lUsterc: (cr. wh:u Jmd3n of Saxony says about the 
earliest Dominican constitutions in libtJ/us 42), so I ha\'e cried to incorporate both notions 
into my tnnsb.tion. The whole matter was of some concern to the Dominicans, as the Frana 
cisc:ms cl3imcd th:u theirs was the llretjor villi and that therefore Dominicans could (and 
should) become Franciscans (cf. Matthew Paris, Cbronicil Mlliora, L-d . H. R. Luard (Rolls Sea 
ries 1872-H4}IV p. 279); il was nodoubc: in a dcspcr.ue ancmplloshow that thc Dominicans 
were really more auSC'erc than the: Franciscans that Kilwardby turned the Franciscan bo:ast of 
not WL'Olring shoes against chcm and pointed oot that the Dominicans dKl not indulge in the 
pleasant practice of not wC:lring shoes in summer (rugwell, Early DominicllnI p. 150). Thomas 
dearly thinks that the whole argument about who is most austere is silly, and he thinks that 
dL"grccs of :lUsterity arc irrelevant to the discussion of whether or nf)( it is proper for religious 
to move from one Order 10 another (11.11 q.189 a.8). 

J7. ussian, Joe. cit. 
18. The proper territory uf sdf<CKltroi (oonl;ntnlill) is disordered appetites for things 

like food and sex (11.11 q.ISs 3.2), so abstaining from food and drink is directly pertinent to 

it, whereas forcing people to wear less is not directly or ob"iously moderating any unduly 
hectic desire (and might, if carriL'1.l far enough, actually stimulate an undue appetite for food, 
in pursuit of warmth, or for sex); similarly bodily labor has no direct cunnL'CtiOI\ with the 
motlctlnion of our appt:tilcs. 
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Abelard, Peter, 44-45, 45-46 
Alan of Lille, 48-50, 75 
Albert of Brescia, 25, 236 
Albert the Great, St., 225, 226, 

228; appointed bishop, 15-
16; beatification, 28; 
biographies, 38-39; birth and 
early life, 3-4; canonization, 
28; condemnation of William 
of St. Amour, 13-14; death, 
28; death of Thomas 
Aquinas, 25, 236; defense of 
Thomas Aquinas, 26-27, 
238; diffinitor, 9; Dionysian 
tradition and, 39-95; 
education, 5-6; later years, 
25, 37-38; life and works, 3-
95; name, 3; papal 
commission, 22-23; piety, 
37; provincialate, 11-14; 
retirement, 23-24; Thomas 
Aquinas and, 11, 21, 30, 33, 
38,94-95,203-11 passim, 
217,225,227,246,258,261; 
See also specific works and 
headings, e.g.: De 
Resurrectiolle; Faith 

Alberto di Castello, 39 
AldobrandinoofToscanella, 280 
Alexander IV, Pope, 13, 14, 

15-16,20,214,224,228 
Alexander of Hales, 5 1 
Alfarabi. See Farabi, al
Ambiqua (St. Maximus), 39 

Analogy, 74, 75 
Anastasius the Librarian, 40 
Animals, study of, 35 
Annibaldi, Annibaldo dcgli, 

224,245 
Annibaldi, Richard degli, 

Cardinal, 219, 261, 262 
Aquinas, Thomas, See Thomas 

Aquinas 
Arianism, 41 
Aristotelianism: analogy, 74, 

75; deity, 62; knowledge of 
God, 50-51, 52, 55,60,95; 
self-knowledge, 57, 58; 
Thomas Aquinas and, 236 

Aristotle: Albert and, 6, 8, 10, 
21,30,31,32,203; natural 
world, 29, 35; self
knowledge, 56; soul as form 
of body, 228; Thomas 
Aquinas and, 203, 208, 210, 
256, 257, 258, 262, 281, 283 

Arius. See Arianism 
Augustine, St., 8, 56-57, 75; 

contemplative life, 285; 
knowledge of God, 40, 41, 
46,47,51,52-53,82,83; 
prayer, 273; spiritual 
teaching, 268; voluntary 
nature of belief, 70 

Averroes, 10, 60 
Averroism, 14, 203, 228 
Avicebron,47 
Avicenna, 10,47,88,212 
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Bacon, Roger, 5-6 
Bartholemew of Capua, 25, 26, 

27, 235-36, 243 
Bataillon, L.J., 272 
Baudouin, 224, 225 
Baxiano of Lodi, 32 
Benedict XI, Pope, 243 
Berenger of Landorra, 243 
Bernard, St., 45-46 
Berthold of Moosburg, 38 
Bocthius, 44, 249, 251, 253, 

254,257 
Bonaventure, St., 13, 79, 226, 

229, 273 
Bonhomme, 15 
Books of Ihe Se/lle/lces. See 

Selllellces, Book ... of Ihe (Peter 
Lombard) 

Boyle, L.E., 272 
Brunaccio, Nicholas, 225 
Brunet, Elie, 10 

Calo, Petrus, 203, 216 
Calma illlrea (Thomas 

Aquinas), 219, 245, 246 
Catherine of Morra, Lady, 

243 
Catherine of Siena, St., 95 
Celeslial Hierarchy (Dionysius), 

II, 39, 40, 43, 78, 82, 210 
Charles I, King, 233 
Charles the Bald, Emperor, 

39 
Chenu, M.D., 52 
Chrysostom, John. See John 

Chrysostom, St. 
Cicero, 8 
Clovis Physicae (Honorius 

Augustodunensis), 40 

Clement [V, Pope, 224, 228 
Clement of Alexandria, 274 
Clolld of Ullkllowillg, The, 55 
Compendillm Theologicae Verilalis 

(Hugh Ripelin of 
Strasbourg), 38 

COllfessiolls (Augustine), 41 
Conrad of Sessa, 2 18 
Constantine, bishop of Orvieto, 

18 
Contemplation, 279; prayer 

and, 274 
Contemplative life, 203, 279-86 
Contenson, P.M. de, 50 
COlllra Ge/lliles, (see SlIlIIlIIa 

COlllro Genliles (Thomas 
Aquinas) 

COllira Impllgllollies (Thomas 
Aquinas), 215, 216, 226, 287 

Correclorillm (De la Mare), 239, 
242 

Council of Lyons: 1st, 1245, 
208; 2nd, 1274,24, 32, 234 

D'Andia, Peter, 231, 233, 246-
47, 272 

D'Ascoli, Jerome, 241 
Damascene, John. See John 

Damascene, St. 
Da\'id of Dinant, 51 
De iltlhaerentlo Deo, 32 
De ilelemilole Mllmli (Thomas 

Aquinas), 231 
De illlimo (Albert the Great) 13 
De Allima (Aristotle), 208, 255, 

256 
De illlimaliblls (Albert), 3, 21 
De Apiblls (Thomas of 

Cantimprc), 19 
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De Brion, Simon, 237, 240 
De Causis Primis el Seelllldis, 47 
Dechanet, J.M., 54 
De Ellie el Esse11lia (Thomas 

Aquinas), 212 
De Fallaciis, 206 
De Fide Orlhodoxa (John 

Damascene),47 
De Ge11eratiolle et Corruptiolle 

(Aristotle), 258 
De Hebdomadadihlls (Thomas 

Aquinas), 249 
De IlIIelleelu el bllelligibi/i 

(Albert the Great), 57, 61 
De La Houblonniere, Ranulph, 

240 
De la Mare, William, 237, 238, 

239,242 
Della Fiamma, Galvano, 9 
De Magistra (Augustine), 268 
De Malo (Thomas Aquinas), 255 
De Motu Allimalium (Aristotle), 

21 
De Nalllra BOlli (Albert the 

Great),8 
De Nalura el Digllitale Amoris, 

53 
Denis, St., 39 
De Ordille (Augustine), 40 
De Ortll Sciellliarillm 

(Kilwardby), 31 
De Peifeetiolle (Thomas 

Aquinas), 229-30, 247, 282, 
287 

De Perieulis (William of St. 
Amour), 13-14 

De Polelllia (Thomas Aquinas), 
255 

De Prillcipiis Nail/rae (Thomas 
Aquinas), 210 

De Resllrreeliolle (Albert the 
Great), 61, 79-80, 82 

De Spirilll el Allima, 87 
De Spirilllalibus Crealuris, 255 
Destrez, J., 222 
De Trillilate (Boethius), 25 7 
De Trillitale (Thomas Aquinas), 

249-50 
De Ullitate IlIIelleetus (Albert the 

Great), 14 
De Ver, Aymery, 214 
De Verilate (Thomas Aquinas), 

220,249,255,268,271 
De Virtute Oralldi (Hugh of St. 

Victor), 27 3 
De Virtulibus (Thomas 

Aquinas), 255 
Dietrich of Apolda, 241 
Dietrich of Freiberg, 38 
Dionysius, 10, 11,32,39-95, 

208,209,210,256,268,269 
Diville Names (Dionysius), 43, 

61,65,72,77,78,84-86,90, 
208 

Dominic, St., 18,32,210,258 
Dominicans, 35, 38, 52; as 

bishops, 18; Franciscans and, 
230; knowledge of God, 55; 
mendicants and, 213-14, 
228, 270; poverty, 289-90; 
profession, 204; preaching 
and teaching, 290; study, 289 

Dondaine, H.F., 95 

Ecclesiastical Hierarchy 
(Dionysius),43 
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Eckhart, Meister, 38,94 
Elemmls of Theology (Proclus), 

10,247,258 
Eriugena, John Scotus. See John 

Scotus Eriugena 
Ethics (Aristotle), 30, 208, 256, 

257 
Etsi ollimarum (Innocent IV), 

214 
Euclid,21 
Eudes of Chateauroux, 13 
Evagrius Ponticus, 41 
Evans, G.R., 47 

Faith, 63-74, 78 
Farabi, al-, 58, 59 
Ferrer, Friar, 232 
Fishacre, Richard, 34 
Florent de Hesdin, 15 
Fons Vitae (Avicebron), 47 
Fontana, V.M., 218 
Francesca di Ceccano, 

Countess, 234, 262 
Franciscans, 214, 227, 229-30, 

238-42 
Frederick II, King, 29, 201, 

202, 203, 205, 208 

Gallus, Thomas, 54, 55, 63, 69 
Gauthier, R.A., 252, 257 
Gerald de Frachet, 19,207, 

222, 223, 268, 280 
Gerard of Abbeville, 228, 229 
Gifts of the Holy Spirit, 285, 

286 
Gilbert of Poitiers, 45, 46, 48, 

49, 50 
Giles of Lessines, 31, 237, 239 

Giles of Rome, 26, 232, 236, 
237, 238, 240, 242, 280 

Gils, P.M., 260 
Glossa Ordinaria, 8 
God: beatitude, 49, 52, 61, 70, 

73,83,95; infinity, 81, 82, 
89,95; knowledge of, 40-95, 
212-13; negative and 
affirmative theology, 41, 43, 
44,49,53,55,63,76,77,93; 
theophanies, 50, 83,91-92; 
theurgy, 42, 44; Trinity, 41, 
44-45, 46, 251; See also 
specific headings, e.g.: 
Contemplation; Prayer 

Godfrey of Blcneau, 9, 10 
Godfrey of Fontaines, 26 
Greek theology, 39-41, 50 
Gregory IX, Pope, 202 
Gregory of Nyssa, St., 41 
Gregory the Great, St., 66, 79, 

246, 270, 280, 281 
Guala, bishop of Brescia, 18, 

202 
Guerric of St. Quentin, 9, 10, 

11,51,52 
Gui, Bernard, 19,216,247 
Gundissalinus, D., 47 

Henads,42 
Henry of Ghent, 231, 236, 237, 

240-41,242 
Henry of Herford, 27, 37-38 
Henry of Lauingen, 3, 23 
Hilduin, abbot of St. Denis, 39 
Honorius III, Pope, 201, 202 
Honorius IV, Pope, 241 
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Honorius Augustodunensis, 40, 
88,91 

Hothum, William, 240 
Hugh de BiIlom, 235 
Hugh of Balma, 55 
Hugh of Rouen, 47 
Hugh ofSt. Cher, 10, 13, 18-

19,51,52,210,245 
Hugh of St. Victor, 40, 50, 80, 

272 
Hugh Ripelin of Strasbourg, 38 
Humbert of Romans, 10, 15, 

34,217,223,270; call for 
missionaries, 252; letter to 
Albert, 16-18, 19; Master of 
the Order, 12, 13,214; 
obedience, 287, 288; religious 
life, 280 

Illumination, 57, 61, 63, 83, 87 
Innocent IV, Pope, 19,205, 

206, 208, 214 
Islam, 14, 50 

James of Milan, 280 
James of Vierbo, 236 
Jarrett, Bede, 278 
Jeauneau, E., 40 
Jerome, St., 289 
Job, Book of, 246, 255 
Johannes Molitoris, 5, 7 
John, gospel of, 36, 66-68, 80, 

91,231,246,247 
John XXI, Pope (Peter of 

Spain), 54, 55, 237 
John XXII, Pope, 243, 244, 

259 
John Chrysostom, St., 47,81, 

245 

John Damascene, St., 47,80, 
82,86 

John Dominic of Montpellier, 
244 

John of Caiazzo, 232, 233, 235 
John of Parma, 13 
John of Portes, 273 
John of St. Giles, 34 
John of S. Giuliano, 203, 206, 

233,236 
John of Salisbury, 40 
John of Scythopolis, 40 
John of the Cross, St., 92 
John ofVercelli, 26-27,32,33, 

224,226,227,238 
John of Wildes hausen, 9,205, 

210 
John Scotus Eriugena, 44, 46, 

47,48, 52-53, 83, 84; deity, 
88; theophanies, 50, 91; 
translation of Dionysius, 39, 
40 

Jordan of Saxony, 4,5,6, 18, 
34, 203-04, 262 

Kilwardby, Robert, 31, 32, 33, 
238-39 

Knapwell, Richard, 239, 240, 
241,242 

Landulph d'Aquino, 201, 202, 
203-204 

Leger of Besan~on, 231, 247, 
272 

Leo, prior of Cologne, 5 
Liber de CO/ISis (Albert the 

Great), 10, 32, 258 
Lombard, Peter. See Peter 

Lombard 
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Louis the Pious, 39 
Ludwig von Ottingen, Count, 

22 
Luis of Valladolid, 27 
Luke, gospel of, 21-22, 23 

Macclesfield, William, 239 
Macrobius, 45 
Mandonnet, P., 216, 221, 270-

71 
Manus quae co/lira Omnipotentem, 

228-29 
Markus, A.R., 41 
Martin IV, 240 
Masetti, 2 19 
Matthew, gospel of, 22, 219, 

245, 246-47 
Maximus, St., 39,40 
McNabb, Vincent, 278-79 
Mendicants, 213-14, 215-16, 

228,270 
Metaphysics (Aristotle), 60, 95, 

257 
Meyer, Johannes, 4 
Michael the Stammerer, 

Emperor, 39 
Moos, M.F., 271 
Moralia (Gregory the Great), 246 
Mystical Theology (Dionysius), 

43,44,54,56,64,73,77-78, 
92,268 

Neoplatonists, 41, 42, 47,51-
52, 55, 56, 57, 84 

Nicholas IV, 241 
Nicholas of Cotrone, 219 

Opuscula Sacra (Boethius), 249 
Opuscula Theologica (Verardo), 

271 

Orford, Robert, 239, 242 
Origen, 269, 274, 275 

Pantheism, 51, 80 
Patfoort, A., 252 
Paul, St., 39, 76, 207, 247, 

269, 273, 277; epistles of, 76, 
277 

Pecham, John, 229, 230, 232, 
236, 239, 240-41, 262-63 

Peraldus, 25 5 
Peri HermClleias, 258 
Peripatetics, 31, 34, 38, 56, 57, 

60-61, 203 
Periphyseoll (Eriugena), 39, 40 
Peter Lombard, 50, 51, 211; See 

also Sentellces, Books of (Peter 
Lombard) 

Peter of Conflans, 239 
Peter of Listrac, 22 3 
Peter of Montesangiovanni, 235 
Peter of Prussia, 4-5, 6,12,24, 

38-39 
Peter of Rheims, 10, II, 18, 

279-80 
Peter of Spain. See John XXI, 

Pope 
Peter of Tarentaise, 15, 220, 

224, 226, 227, 235 
Philip the Chancellor, 70 
Physics (Aristotle), 210 
Plato, 31,45,55,58,258 
Platonism, 10, 38, 41-42, 62, 

75,203 
Plotinus, 41-42, 83 
Pointlasne, Jean, 214 
Prayer, 94, 97, 269, 271-79 
Proclus, 38,41,42,247,256, 

258 
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Qllaestiolles Displltatae (Thomas 
Aquinas), 227, 248, 249, 255 

Quidort, John, 239 

Raymund of Peiiafort, 252, 255 
Reginald of Piperno, 211, 23 1 , 

234,235,246,247,259,262, 
266, 272; miraculous cure, 
233,261 

Reglllae Theologicae (Alan of 
Lille), 48, 49 

Religious life, 203, 287-90; 
obedience, 278-88; poverty, 
289-90; preaching and 
teaching, 290; study, 289 

Rcmigio dei Girolami, 232, 268 
Rc\'elation, 253 
Revcri, Gerard, 222 
Robert thc Norman, 223 
Roland ofCremona, 70, 275 
Romano of Rome, 230, 232 
Rudolf of Hapsburg, 24--25 
Rudolph of Nijmegen, 5, 38-39 

Salagnac, Stephen, 19 
Sanscdoni, 31. Ambrose, 11 
Sarraccnus, John, 40 
Savclli, Giacomo, 240 
Scheebcn, H.C., 3, 6, 9 
Scncca, 8 
Selllel/ces, Books.y (Peter 

Lombard), 206, 2 11; Albert 
on, 7, 8, 9,32,69,70,71, 
82, 84; Greck theology, 
influcncc of, 50; Henry of 
Ghent on, 231; Roland of 
Cremona on, 275; Thomas 
Aquinas on, 212, 242, 249, 
25 5, 276, 282, 285 

Selllelllioe ParisiellSe5, 45i 
Siger of Brabant, 228 
5111111110 Allrea (William of 

Auxerre), 51 
Stllllllla COlltra Gel/tiles (Thomas 

Aquinas), 220, 246, 251-54, 
255,256,257,260,271,276 

StllIIlIIO de Crealtlris (Albert the 
Great), 8, 31-32 

Summa "Qllolliam Homilies" 
(Alan of Lille), 48 

5111111110 Theologioe (Albert the 
Great), 26, 27, 31, 69 

5111111110 Theologioe (Thomas 
Aquinas), 238, 242, 251-52, 
255-57,266,271,272-73, 
277,283,284,285 

Sylllbolic Theology (Dionysius), 
43 

Tempier, Stephcn, bishop of 
Paris, 26-27, 228, 236, 237, 
NO 

Theodora (mothcr of Thomas 
Aquinas), 201-02, 204--05, 
207 

Theodora of San Scverino, 
Countcss, 233, 235 

TheoiogicalOlltlilles, 43 
Theology. See specific 

headings, c.g.: God; Praycr 
Theophanies, 50, 83, 91-92 
Thery, G., 54 
Theurgy, 42, 44 
Thierry of Chartres, 46, 49 
Thomas Agni of Lentini, 204 
Thomas Aquinas, St., 10, 15, 

32; Albert and, 11,21,30, 
B, 38,94--95,203-11 pasrilll, 
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217,225,227,236,246,258, 
261, 264; Albert's defense of, 
26-27, 238; birth and early 
years, 201-02; canonization 
and sainthood, 232, 243-44, 
259-67; captivity, 204-07; 
chastity, 206, 207; 
condemnation of William of 
St. Amour, 13; 
condemnation and censure, 
26-27,236-40; death, 25, 
234-35, 236, 265; diffinitor, 
233; education, 202-03, 207-
08; inaugural lecture, 215, 
253,267-70; life and works, 
201-66; miraclcs, 235, 243-
44, 259; personal qualities, 
259-63; Quodlibctal 
disputations, 217, 229, 231, 
232, 248-49; rclics, 235; See 
also specific works and 
hcadings, e.g.: De Peifectiolle; 
Religious lifc; Unicity of 
form 

Thomas d'Aquino, Count of 
Acerra, 201 

Thomas of Cantimprc, 19, 37, 
207, 208, 209, 270 

Thomas of San Severino, 
Count, 243 

Thomas of York, 228-29 
Timaells (plato), 258 
Tocco, William of. See William 

of Tocco 
Tolomeo of Lucca, 20, 27, 204, 

20B, 2\0, 211, 217, 222, 224, 
233,244,247,257 

Trinity, 41, 44-45, 46,251 
Troiano, 233 

Ugo of Lucca, 25, 26, 27 
Ugolino, Cardinal, 202 
Ulrich of Strasbourg, 3, 11,23, 

24,25, 3B 
Unicity of form, 236, 237-38, 

239, 240, 242 
Unh'crsals, 55-56 
Urban IV, Pope, 21, 22, 218-

19,224,245,255,264 

Van Eycn, Gilbcrt, 224 
Verardo, R.A., 271 
Victorinus, Marius, 41 
Vitae Fratrlllll, 4, 5, 6, 18 

Wcisheipl, J .A., B, 20, 221, 256 
Wesley, John, 29 
William of Alton, 220, 224 
William of Auvergne, 14, 51, 

52, BI, 88-89, 212, 274 
William of Auxerrc, 51, 61, 78, 

275 
William of Baglione, 226, 227, 

239 
William of Luxi, 225 
William of Mocrbeke, 38, 258, 

263 
William of Quinsac, 232 
William of St. Amour, 13-14, 

214,215-16 
William of St. Thierry, 45-46, 

53-54 
William of Tocco, 201-16 

passim, 226, 230, 243, 247, 
248,258,259,261,265,266 
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Active life, 534-39, 563-85; 
contemplative life compared, 
565-85, 574-78, 628-32; 
duration, 571- 74; moral 
virtues, 563-66; prudence, 
566-68; teaching and, 568-71 

Albert the Great, St.: 
commentary on Dionysius' 
Mystical Theology, 134-98 

Ambrose, St., 137, 178,388-
89, 391-93 

Analogy, 152, 175 
Angels, 167; contemplation 

movements, 553-57; prayer, 
498, 499; teaching, 571-72 

Animals, prayer of, 406, 408-
09,499,500 

Anselm, St., 191, 192-93 
Anthony, St., 625, 629, 631-32 
Arianism, 408, 521 
Aristotle, 136, 141, 388, 397, 

535, 536, 558, 567, 569, 584, 
585 

Arius. See Arianism 
Athanasius, St., 450 
Augustine, St., 369, 439, 440, 

442,450,493,549,560,610, 
611; active life, 537, 571, 
574; chastity, 589-90, 596; 
cogitation, 546; 
contemplation, 364-65, 529, 
548, 569, 572; contemplative 
life, 537, 548, 570, 576, 577-
78, 579; intermediate kind of 

life, 566, 568; knowledge of 
God, 137, 142, 149, 171, 
173, 197,531; Lord's Prayer, 
454,455,461,462,464,466, 
468,469,472,473,494,496, 
497, 498; obedience, 595-96; 
poverty, 625, 626; prayer, 
374-86 passim, 395-401 
passim, 409, 412, 428, 450, 
451,452,453,459,478,483, 
488,489,504-15 passim; sin, 
605; vision of God, 551 

Avicenna, 379,421 

Bartholomew, St., 153, 154 
Basil, St., 508, 513 
Benedict, St., 551,607,611 
Bernard, St. 136, 396, 544, 

546,547 
Boethius, 422, 577; Thomas 

Aquinas' commentary on, 
527-28 

Books oj Sentences. See Sentetlces 
Books oj (Peter Lombard) 

Cassiodorus, 367,402,477 
Celestial Hierarchy (Dionysius), 

138,141, 155, 156, 167, 194 
Chastity, 589-90, 592, 596 
Chrysostom, John. See John 

Chrysostom, St. 
Cicero, 389, 392, 394, 567 
ConJerences oj the Fathers, 518, 

629 
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COllfessiolls (Augustine), 355 
Contemplation, 159-67; 

enjoyment, 558-61; kinds of, 
547-48, 549-50; movements, 
553-57; prayer and, 364-65, 
372-73, 376, 377-78, 381; 
teaching and, 568-71 

Contemplative life, 372, 527-
28; active life compared, 
574-78, 565-85, 628-32; 
cogitation, 544, 546; 
duration, 561-63; feelings 
and, 539-41; intellect and, 
539-41; meditation and, 544, 
545, 546; moral virtues, 541-
44, 564; prayer and, 569; 
vision of God's essence, 550-
53 

COllira Impllgllames (Thomas 
Aquinas), 606--12 

Cyprian, 451, 454-55, 462, 
466,468,490 

Damascene. See John 
Damascene, St. 

De illlima (Aristotle), 535 
De Civitate Dei (Augustine), 572 
Decretllm (Prosper), 419 
De Hebdomadiblls (Boethius), 

527-28 
De Peifectiolle (Thomas 

Aquinas), 589-96 
De Trillitate (Augustine), 355 
De Veritate (Thomas Aquinas), 

419-24 
De Vita COlltemplativa (Prosper), 

590 
Dialoglles (Gregory the Great), 

400,420 

Dionysius, 355,400,535; 
Albert's commentary on 
Mystical Theology, 134-98; 
angels, 545, 553-54, 556--57; 
contemplation, 537, 563; 
divine nature, 531; prayer, 
477,479,483; religious life, 
630 

Divillatioll ill Dreams 
(Dionysius), 167 

Diville Names (Dionysius), 134-
42passim, 156, 170, 176, 177, 
178, 183, 184, 197 

Dogmas of the Chllrch, The 
(Gennadius). See Ecclesiastical 
Dogmas (Gennadius) 

Ecclesiastical Dogmas 
(Gennadius), 466, 589, 590 

Ecclesiastical Hierarchy 
(Dionysius), 177, 179,355 

Ecclesiastical History, 608 
Epicureans, 429 
Ethics (Aristotle), 136, 388, 397, 

536, 558, 567, 584 

Gennadius, 466, 589, 590 
God: Incarnation, 13 7, 182; 

knowledge of, 134-98; 
necessary Being, 191; 
negative and affirmative 
theology, 138-39, 168, 169-
70, 176--79, 185-86, 198; 
Trinity, 137, 140, 145, 180; 
See also specific headings, 
e.g.: Contemplation; Prayer 

Gregory the Great, St., 357, 
359,400,606,607,608,611, 
629; active life, 535, 565, 
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579, 602, 629; contemplative 
life, 535, 540, 541-42, 548, 
550-51,552-53,558-85 
passim; knowledge of God, 
142, 172; prayer, 365, 378, 
381,385,413,415-16,485, 
507, 521; predestination and 
prayer, 420, 422, 424 

Hilary, St., 179, 180 
Hugh of St. Victor: 

contemplation, 343; prayer, 
363, 364, 370, 377, 378-79, 
385, 389, 394, 395-96, 507 

Idolatry, 150 
Illumination, 155 
Incarnation, 137, 182 
Isidore, 409, 477 

jerome, St., 191,608,625-26; 
Lord's Prayer, 463, 465; 
obedience, 594; perfection, 
589,615-16,619-20; 
poverty, 589, 615-16, 618, 
624,625-26; prayer, 410, 
452,501,502; study, 609-10 

john, gospel of, 137,439-44, 
529-33 

john Chrysostom, St., 580; 
knowledge of God, 135; 
Lord's Prayer, 461, 462, 465, 
468,469,471-72; poverty, 
626; prayer, 366,439-40, 
441-42,447-48,450,459, 
481,490,505,512,514,515 

john Damascene, St.: 
contemplative life, 544-45; 
knowledge of God, 193; 

prayer, 364-78 passim, 388, 
399,420,455,478,479,485, 
517 

jovinian, 589-90 
julian the Apostate, 608 

Liber de CO/ISis, 422 
Lombard, Peter. See Peter 

Lombard 
Lord's Prayer, 454-75, 489, 

493-98,508,516 
Luke, 366, 494 

Macedonius, 521 
Mass, 390-91, 392, 518 
Matthew, gospel of, 445-75, 

494 
Meditation, 373, 544, 545, 546 
Metaphysics (Aristotle), 141,569 
Metaphysics (Avicenna), 421 
Moralia (Gregory the Great), 

141,359,521 
Moses, 154, 158, 159-60, 165-

66,453 
Mystical Theology (Dionysius), 

134-98 

Neckham, Alexander, 155 
Nestorius, 408 
Novatian, 470, 471 

Obedience, 597-600 
Origen, 516-17 

Pastoral Rille (Gregory the 
Great), 357, 609 

Paul, St., 420, 428,513,521, 
552; Thomas Aquinas' 
lectures on, 433-38 
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Pelagius, 464, 470, 473 
Peri Herlllelleias, 367 
Peripatetics, 429 
Peter Lombard. See SeIIlellces, 

Books o[(Peter Lombard) 
Plato, 137,452 
Platonism, 53 I 
Poverty, 589, 618-27 
Prayer, 363-523; angels, 498, 

499; animals and, 406, 408-
09,499, 500; appetitive 
power, act of, 476-79; 
appropriateness of prayer, 
479-82; attentiveness, 378-
79, 384-87,435-36,505-08; 
charity and, 414-15, 416; 
Christ, prayers of, 407-08; 
community, prayer of, 504; 
conditions, 442-44; 
contemplation and, 364-65, 
372-73, 376, 377-78, 381; 
contemplative life and, 569; 
definitions, 363-75; 
duration, 508-10; 
effectiveness of, 409-18; 
enemies, praying for, 491-
93; how to pray, 376-87, 
445-53, 520-23; 
immutability of providence 
and, 425-32; insinuation, 
384, 389; kinds of prayer, 
379-80, 387-95; Lord's 
Prayer, 454-75, 489, 493-
98, 508, 516; meditation 
and, 373, 381,437; mental 
prayer, 413-14, 503; merit, 
511-14; other people, 
praying for, 489-91; parts of 
prayer, 516-19; praise of 

God, 388-89, 393; 
predestination and, 419-24; 
private prayer, 379, 380-81, 
434; prophecy and, 433-35; 
public prayer, 380, 381, 
434; rational creatures and, 
498-500; religion, act of, 
482-85; saints, prayers of, 
407-08, 419-24, 441, 500-
03; saints, prayers to, 400-
03, 405-06; sinners, prayers 
of, 514-16; specifying one's 
petition, 395-99, 485-87; 
teaching and, 141-43, 168-
69; temporal things, asking 
for, 487-89; thanksgiving, 
388, 390, 437; to whom can 
we pray, 3<J9-404; to whom 
praying attributed, 404-09, 
498-500; tongues, gift of, 
and, 433-36; vocal prayer, 
413,503-05 

Predestination, prayer and, 
419-24 

Prophecy, prayer and, 433-
35 

Prosper, 590, 595, 619 
Prudence, 566, 568 

Religious life, 589-632; 
chastity, 589-90, 592, 596; 
obedience, 589-600; 
poverty, 618-27; sin and the 
Rule, 601-05; study, 606-
12; See also Contemplative 
life 

Relracliolles (Albert the Great), 
589-90 
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Richard of St. Victor, 544, 
545, 546, 547, 554 

Saints: prayers of, 407-08, 
419-24,441, 500-03; prayers 
to,400-03,405-06 

Sallust, 568 
Selltellces, Books of (Peter 

Lombard), 363-418; See also 
Prayer 

Sin, 601-05; prayer of sinners, 
514-16 

Summa Contra GeIIliles (Thomas 
Aquinas), 425-32 

Summa Theologiae (Thomas 
Aquinas), 476-519, 534-85, 
618-27,628-32 

Symbolic Theology (Dionysius), 
134, 170, 176, 177, 178, 183, 
184 

Symmachus, 465 

Theological Ollliines (Dionysius), 
170, 176, 177, 178, 179, 182, 
183, 184 

Theology. See specific 
headings, e.g.: God; Prayer 

Things Visible and Invisible 
(Dionysius), 177-78 

Thomas Aquinas. See specific 
works and headings, e.g.: De 
Peifecliollf; Prayer; Religious 
life 

Tongues, gift of, prayer and, 
433-36 

Trinity, 137, 140, 145, 180 

Valerius, Maximus, 486 
Vigilantius, 50 I, 589 
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